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e lunar crater Plato photographed with the high resolution lens of Orbiter IV from 
altitude of 2,884 kms. on May 20, 1967 at 6 hrs., 26.2 mins., Universal Time, co-
gitude 43.2 degrees. North at top and east (I.A.U. sense) at right in an unfore-

S rtened view unknown to earth-based observers. The large near-central craterlet and 
e prominent twins above it and to the left are considered test objects for photo-
phy from the Earth. Note the extensive landslips on the wall and the dome-like 

ject at the base of the northeast wall. Photograph contributed by Mr. John E. West-
from the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library. 
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ima TRANSIENT PHENOMENA:  THE ALPO PROGRAM, INTERIM .PORT  

By: Charles L. Ricker and H. W. Kelsey, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

As mentioned in Vol. 20, Nos. 9-10 of this Journal, this report will begin a series 
of articles which are the joint efforts of the authors. This first interim report is in-
tended to bring the membership up to date on our activities and to suggest certain proce-
dures for the study of Lunar Transient Phenomena. As mentioned before, the ALPO program 
is restricting its survey.  to six selected areas, namely: Alphonsus, Aristarchus-Herodotus, 
Eratosthenes, Kepler, Messier-Pickering, and Plato. In a limited way, Ross D has been add-
ed to this list for reasons which are explained below. 

Our method of studying these formations has been to make a formal observation of each 
of the selected areas, complete with drawing and intensity estimates. Intensity estimates 
are made using green (Wratten 57 or 58), red (Wratten 25), and blue (Wratten 38A or 47 or 
48) filters. In addition, some observers are also making "blink" estimates of the forma- 

	

2 	 tions, using the simple blink device which was devised by P. K. Sartory of the B.A.A. and 
consists merely of a red (Wratten 25), and blue (Wratten 80B) filter mounted adjacent to 
each other between two glass slides. The blink observation is then made by holding this 

	

5 	 device between the eyepiece and eye, and passing to and fro between red and blue views, 
causing enhanced detail to stand out and "blink". Intensity estimates are then made of the 
enhanced area in red and in blue in an attempt quantitatively to describe the degree of ob-
served enhancement. 

	

. 11 	 It is hoped that the above approach will detect any transient event which may occur 
while the formation is under observation, and in addition any seasonal or secular changes 
which may be taking place within the formations will be detected by inference from analysis 
of the observations. Some success has been derived in both of these objectives. Several 

	

. 11 	 previously appeared in this Journal. The six selected areas have been kept under scrutiny 
possible LTP's have been observed using the moon-blink device, the details of which have 

for the past two years, and a voluminous file of detailed observations is on hand for each 
of them. A preliminary report has already appeared on the Messier-Pickering observations, 

	

. 13 	 and a longer report and more detailed analysis is in preparation on the observations of 
Plato. 

The following individuals have participated in 

Kenneth Delano 	 12i" R1 
Carl F. Dillon, Jr. 	 6" R1 
Chet B. Eppert 	 3" Rr 
Greg George 	 2.4" Rr 
Rodger Gordon 	 3i" Questar 

the program since the last report: 

New Bedford, Mass. 
Lowell, Mass. 
Philadelphia, Penn. 
Watertown, Conn. 
Ackermanville, Pa. 

H. W. Kelsey 8" R1 Riverside, Calif. 
Richard Krezovich 3" Rr Syracuse, N. Y. 
Eugene Lonak 10" R1 Chicago, Ill. 
Paul Pokusa 4i" R1 Hammond, Ind. 
Greg Redfern 6" R1 Garden Grove, Calif. 
William Richrath 6" R1 Westchester, Ill. 
Charles L. Ricker 10" R1 Marquette, Mich. 
Martin Senour 6" R1 Rochester, N. Y. 
Karl Simmons 8" R1 Jacksonville, Fla. 
Douglas Smith 6" R1 Vinton, Va. 
Zoltan Tiroler 3" Rr Taberg, Sweden 
Bruce Waddington 8" R1 Long Beach, Calif. 
Nick Weis 6" R1 Galena, Ill. 
Gary Wood 6" R1 Galesburg, Ill. 

32 	 While this list may look impressive, only about a third of those observers listed 
have made regular and systematic observations; and some have contributed only one or two 
observations. It is difficult in this type of report to give proper credit to the indivi- 

33 	duals who are the backbone of an observing program; but suffice it to say that these spec- 
ial efforts are appreciated, and without the dedicated' observers who make regular observa-
tions without fail, the program would be a dismal failure. 

',. 36 
There has existed a friendly spirit of cooperation with other societies and agencies. 

Regular quarterly reports of our blink observations are submitted to the BAA Lunar Section, 
who pioneered this type of observation and have achieved a number of confirmed LTP sight-
ings. A detailed account of each LTP which is reported to this office is transmitted to 

1 

1 

23 
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Mrs. Winifred Cameron, of NASA at Goddard Space Flight Center. Recently we have responded 
to a request which was made by Daniel Harris, of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, for 
simultaneous observations of Ross D; and several of our more active members are making reg-
ular observations of that difficult little formation as per Mr. Harris' schedule. 

Figure 1 is an illustration of some of the interesting features which have been ob-
served in the selected areas. These features should particularly be watched for and record-
ed in future observations. Of course, all of these features may not appear during any giv-
en observation, and also undesignated features may be recorded. Some of the formations will 
present an entirely different aspect at different angles of solar illumination. Eratos-
thenes in particular changes its appearance drastically throughout the lunation, and the 
illustration only shows some of the major features in Eratosthenes which appear under high 
light. 

After the two years that the program has been in force, we can make a few suggestions 
which we hope will help make observers' efforts more meaningful and more useful. The value 
of a systematic program of studying one or more of the selected areas month after month by 
an individual observer cannot be over-emphasized. Only observers with a large amount of free 
telescope time can hope to cover all six areas adequately. For most of us, whose time is 
limited, a better plan will be to concentrate on one or two of the formations. Six observ-
ations each lunation of one formation are infinitely more valuable than only one observa-
tion each of six formations: 

As with lunar programs in the past, there is a pronounced paucity of early morning 
observations (lunar sunset). It is realized that not too much can be done about this, but 
a special appeal must be made to observers who are doing early morning observing anyway to 
make every effort to secure some observations of the selected areas. Here is a way for 
those whose telescope time is limited to make a significant contribution, for the value of 
sunset observations is out of proportion to their numbers. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the program thus far may be considered a success. 
A very valuable file of observations is on hand for each of the selected areas, and the 
task of properly analyzing these is well underway. In our next reports we shall present 
the details of the analysis. As has been stated in the past, it is the policy of this 
Section to ao,ept observations from every interested member, regardless of age, experience, 
or aperture of his telescope. This policy has paid off in that a number of excellent lunar 
observers have been developed, who may otherwise have been lost to lunar studies. This re-
sult alone has made the program worthwhile, aside from the intrinsic value of the observa-
tions. 

A REPORT AND ANALYSIS OF SEVENTEEN RECENT LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA. 

PART 1. 

By: H. W. Kelsey, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder, in Collaboration with Charles L. Ricker 

Introduction 

Although our understanding of Lunar Transient Phenomena (LTP) is still incomplete, it 
is becoming apparent that such phenomena are related to either solar phenomena, or lunar 
tidal conditions, or a combination of both. Since space does not permit a comprehensive 
analysis of the observations listed in Table I in relation to both solar activity, and lun-
ar tidal conditions, this report is presented in two parts. This first part will attempt 
to demonstrate correlations between LTP and lunar tidal conditions. 

This report is based upon observations which were all made by amateurs. From Table 
I, please note that our British colleagues are much more actively observing LTP than are 
American observers, despite appeals in this periodical and elsewhere for wider participa-
tion. Here is a problem to which we amateurs have opportunities to make real scientific 
contributions. It is also extremely significant that all of the listed observations were 
made with normal amateur telescopes, with nothing more sophisticated than color filters. 

Discussion 

Table I and the histogram, Figure 2, exhibit seventeen Lunar Transient Phenomena. 
This report is limited to an original 17, even though additional LTP have recently become 
known to the authors. 

2 
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Figure 1. A diagrammatic representa-
tion of the six selected lunar areas 
studied in the A.L.P.O. program on 
Lunar Transient Phenomena. The depic-
ted features may not all be present 
during a given observation. Lunar 
south at top, lunar west (I.A.U. sense) 
at right. See also the first article 

in this issue. The lettered designations shown were adopted by authors Ricker and Kelsey 
for convenience, and observers are asked to use these designations in future observations. 
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The increase in the distribution of LTP's to lunar features other than to the classic 
Aristarchus area, namely to Gassendi, had been predicted for 1967 by Chapman (1967). This 
prediction was based on the lunar tidal-gravity concept. Chapman has remarked that libra - 
tions, which can cause almost the entire incremental change in gravity at Aristarchus, some-
times cause extremely large tidal variations in gravity. The Aristarchus area has these 
extremely large amplitudes only at certain times during a six-year cycle; it has extremely 
small amplitudes at intervening times. During 1967, the .second and fourth lunar quadrants, 
containing Aristarchus and Theophilus respectively, had extremely small tides. Conversely, 
the first and third quadrants, containing Mare Crisium and Gassendi respectively, had ex-
tremely large tides during 1967. In Figure 2 the number of recorded events is plotted ver-
sus the 27.6-day mean anomalistic period of the moon. Here, six events and nine events are 
associated with apogee and perigee respectively. The peak at 0.9 anomalistic periods past 
perigee is caused entirely by events Nos. 10-14 in Table I. Of these events, 3 were at 
Gassendi and 2 were near Aristarchus. At both craters, tidal-gravity lows preceded the 
events by 0-5 days. Therefore, the 0.9 histogram peak is related to the combined influence 
of perigee and low tidal gravity. 
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A fairly large majority of the sightings occurred during periods when the moon had a 
more eccentric orbit than average. Our data support the relationship found by Green (1966). 
In contrast, the data of Cameron and Gilheany (1967) did not support this relationship. In 
addition, the 17 events support the correlation shown in the histogram of Burley and Middle-
hurst (1966). The apogee peak was found lacking for LTP after June, 1964, by Middlehurst 
(1967). Now, our LTP suggest that the apogee peak is present again. It still remains un-
clear whether these apparent differences result from preferential observations, or from act-
ual changes. 

This sample is too small for conclusively determining the cause of LTP. However, the 
data analyzed in this first part of our report suggest that some LTP are related to lunar 
tidal conditions. 

Acknowledgment 
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Anomalistic 
Period 

Events 
2 3 4 5 

Figure 2. Histogram to show fre-
quency of reported Lunar Transient 
Phenomena as a function of the 
moon's anomalistic period, measur-
ed from 0 at perigee (P) through 
0.5 at apogee (A) back to 1.0 at 
the next perigee (P). The data are 
the 17 events tabulated in Table I 
on page 5. See also discussion in 
text by Mr. Kelsey on pages 3 and 
4. 

P 0 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 

A 0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 

*P 1.0 

*Repeat 

*Postscript hy Editor. It is tentatively planned to publish the second part 
of Mr. Kelsey's report in our next issue. In this coming installment he will 
discuss possible relations between the same 17 recorded Lunar Transient Phen-
omena (page 5) and solar activity. A bulletin of the A.L.P.O. selected areas 
program appears elsewhere in this issue. There are a number of critical dates 
in the coming weeks on which intensive observations of some of our six areas 
(Figure 1 on page 3) are desired. We have received this request from Mr. 
William B. Chapman, of NASA. 
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MERCURY IN 1963  

By: Richard G. Hodgson, A.L.P.O. Mercury Recorder 
t 
11 
n - 
as 
tes 

1. Introduction 

This report of A.L.P.O. Mercury observations for the year 1963 has unfortunately been 
long delayed. In part this lag may be due to a change of Mercury Recorders in 1966, but a 

I 
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the most active and fruitful to date. While we had only 22 observers compared to 52 obser-
in 1962-63, which was our high, we did set a new record for transits - 7,180 transits 

compared to 5,466 in 1962-63, which was the previous record. Keep up those fine contribu-
tions to the Jupiter Section: 

In closing, I would like to say "many thanks" to each one of you for your fine con-
tributions to the "Rotation Period Report". Particularly I would like to say a special 
thank you to the following observers: to Patrick Moore for his large, excellent, and ac-
curate report of transits, which proved very valuable to the Jupiter Section; to Stanley 
Shartle for his large, excellent, and neat report of central meridian transits; to Carlos 
Rost for his high quality report of transits; to our other foreign observers for their con-
tributions, namely Alan Heath, Bob Hicks, and E. C. Melville; to Joanne Farrell for her 
large fine record contributions with modest apertures and for her valuable transits of the 
South Tropical Zone Disturbance; to Kip Larkin for his fine contributions; and to Charles 
Pollak for his valuable early apparition contributions. The total contribution from the 
Binghamton observers was 3,192 transits! 

Many thanks again to each observer who contributed, and I hope to see your observa- 
.37 	 tions in the next "Rotation Period Report". Also, I am extending an invitation to all ob- 

servers to contribute to the Jupiter Section. 

BUTJFTIN OF ALPO LUNAR SELEC1iD AREAS PROGRAM 

By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 
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Mr. William B. Chapman, of NASA, has called our attention to the following formations 
in the ALPO Selected Areas Program, and he suggests that we place them under constant sur-
veillance during these critical dates in 1968. 

Messier-Pickering - May 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
June 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 

Aristarchus 
Plato, Kepleiland - May 12 

June 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 
July 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 

The following observational guidelines are suggested: 

Each observer should select for study the formations with which he is most familiar 
because it will be in his often-studied areas that a short-lived change will be most read-
ily detected. 

If a change in appearance is definitely detected, the U.T. must be recorded when it 
is first seen and again when it disappears. The location of the affected area must also 
be recorded. 

By assigning two or more hours of observing time to each date an individual observer 
can be assured of making a valuable contribution to this investigation. Again, the U.T. 
must be recorded at the beginning and end of each nightly observing period. 

The standard observing form can be used in this project, and the use of the designat-
ed filters is recommended. 

It is emphasized that in a project such as this one, all data, both positive and 
negative, are of equal value. Therefore, every contribution will be of much importance in 
the final analysis. 

Good luck, good seeing, and good transparency. 

Note la Editor. Perhaps the chief trouble with the preceding article is that many 
of the critical dates will be past before this issue reaches our readers! The Editor re-
grets the delay and will be glad for as many members as possible to examine the suggested 
areas on the critical dates. Also, Lunar Recorder Ricker would welcome an expression of 
reader interest in bulletins like the foregoing one. Perhaps such bulletins could be sent 
regularly to prospective observers interested in the systematic coverage of Lunar Transient 
Phenomena. 
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TRIPLE-POINT OF WATER FOR THE INTERPRETATION 

OF OBSERVED MARTIAN PHENOMENA 

By: Eugene W. Cross, Jr. 

In recent years, several investigators)-9  have proposed chemical and geological hypo- 
theses 	count for the seasonal variations in the appearance of the Martian maria and 
canals.' j'4  Apparently, these investigators are of the opinion that the environmental con-
ditions which exist on the Martian surface are too rigorous to allow the existence of vari-
eties of vegetation or other forms of life which would be capable of prod wing the observed 
phenomena, although water vapor has been found in the Martian atmosphere.i7  -L However, of 
the factors which govern life processes, the most important would appear to be the existence 
of H2O in the liquid phase. It is worthwhile to note that in any natural terrestrial envir-
onment where H2O liquid is present, life is present also. There is no reason to assume that 
this dual occurrence principle does not apply on other worlds. In 1967, C. W. Tombaugh pro-
posed that the correct interpretation of Martian phenomena might hinge on the triple point 
of water. 19,20 

The minimum temperature and pressure at which H2O liquid may exist is related to the 
triple point of H20, where the triple point is defined as the unique temperature and press-
ure at which H2O may exist as a gas, liquid, and solid. For water, the triple point is a 
temperature of 0.16°C and a pressure of 6.10 millibars.21  (The sea level atmospheric press-
ure on Earth is about 1013 millibars.)22  At a pressure of less than 6.10 millibars, H2O 
can exist only as a solid and/or a gas, depending on the temperature. 

The results of spectrographic studies and the Mariner IV occultation experiment indi-
cate that the atmospheric surface pressure of at least some areas of Mars is of the order 
of 10-7 millibars.17/18,23  Temperature measurements by W. M. Sinton (1954) show that with-
in a few degrees of longitude or latitude of the sub-solar point on Mars, the temperature 
of the Martian surface may be as warm as 26-28°C.24  Indeed, parts of the Martian surface 
within 10° latitude north or south of the sub-solar point appear to remain above 0.0°C for 
a period of about four hours during the Martian day. For the maria, which are habitually 
warmer than the bright deserts, the "temperate" zone just described might be extrapolated 
to include areas 10-50° latitude north or south of the sub-solar point, although the maria 
40-50° of latitude from the sub-solar point probably do not remain above 0.0°C for more 
than a fraction of an hour during a single Martian day. 

It is obvious that if a temperature and pressure of 0.16°C and 6.10 millibars, respec-
tively, are a common occurrence on the Martian surface, as the best available data indicate, 
it may also be quite common for H2O liquid to occur on the Martian surface through some ,ype 
of moisture transfer from the atmosphere, as Slipher postulated (and perhaps observed!)2 , 
or from H2O 14.quid and vapor escaping from the planet's interior as the result of geotherm-
al activity.29  Thus, if a corollary with Earth is drawn from the presence of Martian sur-
face water, Martian life is to be expected. 

The foregoing theory makes four predictions: 

(1) The maria and canals are lowlands.27-31  The atmospheric pressure at the surface 
of the garia is greater than 6.10 millibars. 

(2) The green and blue colors, and seasonal variations of the maria and canals11-13 
are due to the presence of some form of life.12,19,20,26,28,49,31-33  

(3) Tbe canals are biological expressions of fault zones in the planet's crust.20,  
26,29,31 Such fault zones result from shattering of the crust by the force of 
impact of planetoidal fragments striking the surface and producing craters;20) 
27-30  downthrown land masses near faults result in graben.31  Life forms (prob-
ably vegetal) are postulated as finding the fault zones more favorable for life 
due to the lower elevations of the walls and floors of graben, hence greater at-
mospheric density, and/or the escape of heat, H2O liquid and vapor, and CO2 gas, 
due to geothermal activity. 

,20,30 at such elevations that the atmos- The terrae, or deserts, are highlands19  
pheric pressure at the surface is always below 6.10 millibars, and, consequently, 
except in areas where geothermal discharges temporarily alter the normal environ-
ment, life forms which are present in the lowlands cannot survive in the high-
lands. 

(4)  
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SPRING'S CIRCUMPOLAR COMET, 1967n 

By: Dennis Milon, Comets Recorder 

Early ALPO observations of Comet 1967n in January were reported in the last issue of 
this Journal, page 209. During February, March, and April, 1968, many more reports were 
received as Ikeya-Seki reached maximum brightness and developed a i° tail. Also, varia-
tions from the predicted magnitude made interesting watching. 

Two mailings to Comets Section members were made. The first, on March 20th, was a 
Xerox copy of the circumpolar map from the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star Chart, 
upon which observers were requested to identify their comparison stars. As the comet's 
path crossed this chart, accurate photovisual magnitudes were obtained from the 1941 Carne-
gie publication "Magnitudes and Colors of Stars North of +80°" by F. H. Seares, F. E. Ross, 
and M. C. Joyner. These magnitudes are more accurate than the SAO catalog values, but the 
SAO was used for cross-referencing since the SRJ catalog is arranged by Durchmusterung num-
ber in 1900 coordinates. Thus, stars were first measured for position in the Atlas Boreal-
is and were then found in the SAO catalog. 

The second announcement card reported an abrupt fading on about March 24th observed 
by Robert Buecher, Karl Simmons, and the Recorder. 

The following contributed observations of Comet Ikeya-Seki 1967n: 

Carl Anderson 
John Bortle 
Robert Buecher 
Charles Capen 
Kenneth Delano 
Bill Grady 
Thomas P. O'Hara 
A. Kunert 
Russ Maag 
Vic Matchett 

Michael McCants 
Tom Middlebrook 
Martin P. Miller 
R. B. Minton 
Jimmy L. Mitchell 
Tony Preslar 
Logan Rimes 
Karl Simmons 
Wayne Wooten 

The Tail. Before the comet became circumpolar in March, a visual tail was sighted by 
Simmons while observing 40 miles southeast of Tucson, Arizona, on February 24th, UT. Easy 
with averted vision in a 12i-inch, the slender ray was 1' wide at the coma and extended 
westward about 25'. When corrected for foreshortening, this length is two million miles a: 
the comet's distance of 1.451 astronomical units from Earth. Simmons states that the rake= 
eye limiting magnitude was 6i or 7, illustrating that amateurs need to travel away from 
cities to see such delicate comet tails. Eight days later Thomas P. O'Hara, observing from 
Mount Pinos in California, could see the comet 45' long and 35' wide in a 6" RFT. On the 
next night, March 4th, Chick Capen at the Table Mountain Observatory, Wrightwood, Califor-
nia, saw a visual tail over 1° long in binoculars. With an estimated magnitude of 7, the 
comet was even noted with the naked eye by averted vision. A photographic tail not more 
than 	wide was recorded on March 25th and 26th by John Bortle and Charles Scovil, using 
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Figure 17. Between January 12 
(top) and February 6, 1968 Comet 
Ikeya-Seki 1967n developed a 
sharp nucleus, as illustrated in 
these drawings by R. B. Minton 
and Tom Middlebrook. The scales 
are not the same. 
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Figure 18. Drawing of Comet 1967n 
by Logan Rimes when it. was just south 
of M92 on February 29, 1968. The 
closest approach to M92 came during 
daylight hours for observers in the 
United States. 
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it on April 30th. According to IAU Cir-
cular 2072 they are A. Tago, Y. Sato, M. 
Honda, S. Fujikawa, and H. Yamamoto. 
The next observation was telephoned to 
the Comets Recorder by Michael McCants 
from Austin, Texas. He and Don Wells 
found the comet with a 10-inch reflector 
after receiving an IAU telegram. Their 
position was May 1.441 Universal Time, 
right ascension Oh22m.4, declination +38° 

degree of condensation 3. The SAO Chart 

5, 6"; 

all saw 

16'. The magnitude was 7, coma diameter 3', and 
was used for position. 

Moving 4° per day, the comet passed close to M31 the next morning when R. B. Minton, 
Las Cruces, New Mexico, estimated the magnitude at 7.6 in his 44-inch RFT, using the SAO 

w catalog. From a photoit an f/6 Aero Ektar, he plotted the position at Oh35m.9, +42° 16' 
for a time of May 2.44. On the same morning McCants and Wells found the comet similar in 
appearance to their first observation, and determined the position as 0h35m.7, +42° 12' at 
May 2.432, UT. 

On May 4.45 Mr. Minton observed with the 24-inch reflector of New Mexico State Univer-
sity. With a power of 500X he could not see a nucleus. The position was 1h06m, +48° 52'. 

BOOK REVIEWS 

The Craters of The Moon, by Patrick Moore, F.R.A.S., F.R.S.A. and Peter J. Cattermole, 
F.R.A.S., F.G.S. Published by W. W. Norton and Co., 1967, 160 pages. Price $5.95. 

Reviewed by H. W. Kelsey 

Patrick Moore, Director of Armagh Planetarium, and Peter J. Cattermole, Department 
of Geology, University College of Wales, have combined their knowledge and experience in 
this comprehensive presentation of selenology. The authors base their selenological conclu-
sions on a procedure which relates geological interpretations to established lunar observa-
tional data. This results in an observational study of the creative forces associated with 
the surface features that are revealable by earth-based telescopes. 

A chapter concerning the principles of structural geology is included and is illus-
trated. This clearly stated information will be of value to the reader who is inexperienc-
ed in this scientific field, thereby establishing a better understanding of the terminology 
that is utilized throughout the book. 

*This photograph appears on page 35. 
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The basic premise of this book is immediately settled by the statement: "It is best 
therefore, to stress at once that both the present writers are convinced that for the major 
walled formations, the basic cause is lunar vulcanism, with other processes (such as meteo 
itic impact) playing a very minor role." However, the meteoritic theory of lunar crater 
formation is not ignored; and it is conceded that impact craters must be present on the 
moon, but it is considered that they are small and relatively unimportant. Non-volcanic 
and non-meteoritic theories are also discussed. In regard to these the authors state, 
"Most of these ideas are frankly eccentric." But they also suggest that it is not imposs-
ible that the truth of the matter may lie in some other direction than the now popular vol-
canic and impact theories. 

Terrestrial volcanic structures are briefly examined, as well as the volcanic theor-
ies of lunar crater origin. Through this approach the reader is conducted into a compari-
son of terrestrial and lunar structures. Other informative and well written chapters are 
devoted to these lunar features--the grid system and lunar deformation, maria, mountains, 
walled formations, linear elements, and the lunar rays. In addition, a chapter is assigne 
to a discussion of the lunar surface materials. 

"Present Volcanic Activity on The Moon?"--with this introductory heading the authors 
describe the transient sightings that have been recorded, including both the historical an 
the more recent. The work of Alter, Kozirev, Greenacre and Barr, Sartory, and several 
others is reviewed. A very comprehensive list of references follows this chapter, as well 
as each of the others. 

Well written and informative, The Craters of The Moon clearly and adequately present 
the authors' point of view. The reader will also find the book abundantly illustrated wit' 
twenty-seven photographs and forty-five outline drawings. This reviewer recommends it to 
all serious students of the moon. 

The Craters of The Moon is available for circulation in the A.L.P.O. Library. 

iHSHHHE 

The Amateur Astronomer and His Telescope, by GUnter D. Roth. Wm. Clowes and Sons Lti 
London and Beccles, England. Distributed in U.S.A. by D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc., Princeto 
N. J. 1963. 152 pages, with translation by Alex Helm, F.R.A.S. Price $4.95. 

Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon 

This handy little guide for the amateur observer is just the sort of item needed for 
an amateur who wants to know, "What type?", "How much should I spend?" and "What do I do 
after I get it?" The author's purpose is to help amateurs choose their instrument and ac-
tivities with it afterwards. 

It is evident, to this reviewer, that Mr. Roth is very opinionated when he describes 
what instrument to choose for lunar and planetary observing, but no more so than anyone 
else. He advocates long focus F/10-F/20 reflectors in preference to other types. No clout: 
this opinion is due to his owning a 4.3-inch Schiefspiegler of long focus, while most Amer-. 
can amateurs lean toward F ratios of 6-9 in Newtonian reflectors of 6"-12" aperture. It :i 
true, though, that aperture for aperture an off-axis form of reflector, properly made, is 
definitely superior to any other type of telescope for lunar and planetary observation, a:2.: 

so the author is perfectly correct in advocating long focus reflectors for this type of 

After this discussion, we are led to testing the telescope on various objects for d 
ferent apertures. For owners of refractors, a handy list of chromatic corrections for dif-
ferent focal positions will be found useful (page 49). 

A short chapter on "learning to see" follows. This chapter is all too short. A 
whole book in itself on "learning to see" could be written. Someday someone should gather 
all the information available on visual perception in astronomical observing and publish 
Mr. Roth does give some useful information regarding this topic, but barely skims the sur-
face. 

After this chapter, we are led into the realms of useful work which the amateur ob 
ver can tackle. Short chapters on solar, lunar, planetary, meteoric, and photometric 	- 
niques are given, along with a brief treatment of astrophotography. A most interesting 
chapter, though somewhat out of place in a book of this nature, is "Building a Sundial.' 
Several appendix lists of handy information are given at the end of the book. If there 
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LUNAR, PLANETARY, AND COMETARY PROSPECTS, JUNE-AUGUST, 1968 

Mercury will be at inferior conjunction on June 18, at greatest elongation west (2 
on July 11, at superior conjunction on August 7, and at greatest elongation east (26°) on 
September 20. The June-July morning apparition will not be a particularly favorable one 
for middle northern latitudes, and the ensuing August-October evening apparition will be 
still less so for such observers. 

Venus is at superior conjunction on June 20. On August 1 98% of the disc is illumi 
ated. The planet will be south of the sun in August and poorly placed for observers in 
middle northern latitudes. 

Mars is in conjunction with the sun on June 21. 

Jupiter is in conjunction on September 9. It will thus be well placed in the eveni 
sky in June, less well placed in July. 

Saturn will be well placed in the morning sky all summer as it approaches oppositio 
on October 15. The rings are now opening, and during July and August the earth will have 
a Saturnicentric latitude of about 14° south. 

Plato. The solar lighting shown in the Orbiter IV photograph on the front cover wi 
occur again on August 5, 1968 at 1 hr., Universal Time. Earth-bound observers may enjoy 
comparing their telescopic view to this beautiful close-up. 

Comet Ikeya-Seki, 1967n. Dennis Milon has communicated a continuation of Brian Ma-
den's ephemeris from our preceding issue. 

1968 E.T. 	R.A.(1950) 	Dec. (1950)  

7h38T62 	+41° 22:4 
7 41.08 	40 42.4 
7 42.15 	40 11.6 
7 41.54 	39 49.7 
7 38.88 	39 36.0 
7 33.74 	39 29.4 
7 25.68 	39 27.8 

R Main. 

2.709 11.0 

2.892 11.3 

3.077 11.5 

3.263 11.6 

ASTROLA NEWTONIAN  
REFLECTING TELESCOPES 

These fine Astrola reflectors are we 
‹nown to nearly all serious telescor_ 
observers. Already a number of Amer 
ca.'s leading lunar and planetary ob-
servers are using complete Astrola 
telescopes or optical components 
factured by us. We also sell Brant: 
and other Orthoscopic oculars - mi--
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals 
mountings, etc. 

:1ustom Newtonian and Cassegrainian 
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins. 
aperture made to order. 

NEW: LUNAR ATLAS, by D. Alter 	 $5.00 
NEW: THE CRATERS OF THE MOON, by 

P. Moore and P. Cattermole 	 $5.95 
NEW: LUNAR GEOLOGY, by G. Fielder 	$8.95 
NEW: THE MOON IN FOCUS, by T. Rackham 	$2.00 
NEW: SKYSHOOTING, by N. & M. Mayall 	$2.25 
LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY 	$9.95 
THE MOON, by H. Wilkins and P. Moore 	$13.75 
GUIDE TO MARS, by P. Moore 	 $3.00 
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore 	$6.95 
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore 	 $5.95 
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek 	 $7.50 
THE PLANET SATURN, by D'Alexander 	$12.95 
THE PLANET URANUS, by D'Alexander 	$12.75 
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

STAR-CATALOG in 4 volms. 	 $20.00 
AMATEUR ASTRONOMER'S HANDBOOK, by 

J.B. Sidgwick (limited supply only) $12.75 
CELESTIAL HANDBOOK, by R. Burnham, Jr. 

Parts 1, 2 & 3, each incl. postage $3.25 
AMATEUR TELESCOPE MAKING 

Book 1, $5.00; Book 2, $6.00; Book 3 $7.00 
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS 	 $6.50 
TELESCOPE HANDBOOK AND STAR-ATLAS, 

by N. E. Howard 	 $10.00 
BEYER-GRAFF STAR-ATLAS 	 $17.50 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG 	 $130.00 

Write for free list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 

P. O. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N. Y., 11364 

Aug. 12 
22 

Sept. 1 
11 
21 

Oct. 1 
11 

3.475 

3.424 

3.288 

3.01 

Used reflectors and refractors are 
always in stock. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 

4137 E. Anaheim 

Long Beach 4, 	 California 

Phone: GEneva 4-2613 
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discoverers at Southwestern Astronomical Conference '68 in Garcia Hall of New 
State University. On left is Mark Whitaker of Bishop, Texas, the youngest in-

dent discoverer of a comet. Pat Clayton and John Bally-Urban stand behind Clay-
10-inch reflector. A.L.P.O. members Bally and Clayton discovered Comet Bally-
n 1968d with this telescope during the Conference (see page 70). Photograph con-

_ed by Jack Eastman. (Mr. Clayton in middle.) 
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E STROLLING ASTRONOMER 
Box 3AZ 

.ziversity Park, New Mexico 

88001 

z telephone 524-2786 (Area Code 505) 

in Las Cruces, New Mexico Founded In 1947 
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1 Wc Nov. 20-Apr. 26 14° - 11° 12° 5 -0°6 9:55:40 
2 Wp Nov. 13-May 	1 36 	- 30 34 14 -1.1 9:55:39 
3 Wc Mar. 	2-May 	1 43 	- 32 -- 8 -6.0 9:55:32 
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11 Dc Nov. 13-Apr. 29 63 	- 65 64 9 +0.4 9:55:41 
12 Df Mar. 16-May 	1 68 	- 68 -- 4 0.0 9:55:41 
13 Dp Mar. 24-Apr. 29 71 	- 73 5 +1.5 9:55:43 

Dc Nov. 13-Apr. 30 78 	- 77 77 8 -0.2 9:55:40 
15 Df Mar. 24-Apr. 29 75 	- 80 -- 5 +3.9 9:55:46 

Mean Rotation Period: 9:55:40 

The highlight of the SEB Z region was a dark complex of disturbed material consisting 
of bright ovals and dark festoons in the SEB Z following the Red Spot area. The SEB Z ac-
tivity was greatest between March 1 and May 1, 1967. Nos. 2-15 are all in the SEB Z dis-
turbance region. Practically all the data included in the table for Nos. 2-15 is based up-
on the fine transit observations from Stanley Shartle, who observed this activity closely 
from March 1 to May 1, 1967. Other observers who contributed were Moore, Pollak, Farrell, 
and Budine. 

No. 1 was a very bright oval observed on the north edge of the SEBs. No. 5 was a 
very dark festoon observed transversing the SEB Z. 

S. edge SEBn, N. part SEB Z, System II 

Mark Limiting Dates Limiting L. L. Transits Drift Period 

1 Dc Oct. 24--Nov. 13 189° - 	87° 8 -102°7 9:53:21 
2 Wc Nov. 24--Dec. 13 289 - 184 5 -105.2 9:53:17 
3 We Nov. 24--Dec. 13 297 - 192 4 -105.2 9:53:17 
4 Dc Dec. 	4--Dec. 16 273 - 180 3 - 93.0 9:53:34 
5 Dc Dec. 13--Jan. 21 330 - 212 212° 6 -118.0 9:53:00 
6 Dc Jan. 21--Feb. 	9 282 - 181 4 -101.3 9:53:23 
7 Wc Jan. 29--Feb. 22 303 - 217 5 - 86.0 9:53:43 

Mean Rotation Period: 9:53:26 
(without No. 5) 

A number of small very bright nodules and thin dark projections were observed along 
the south edge of the SEBn. No. 1 was a very dark spot in the SEBn  observed best by Moore. 
No. 7 was a very bright white oval observed in the SEB Z mostly by Farrell, Moore, and 
Budine. 

A REPORT AND ANALYSIS OF SEVENTEEN RECENT LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA. PART II 

By: H. W. Kelsey and Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

In a previous article (Kelsey 1967), 17 Lunar Transient Phenomena (LTP) were listed 
and examined with respect to their possible correlation with gravity and tidal conditions at 
the moon's surface, and particularly at the local areas on the moon where they were obser-
ved. In this present article, the same 17 events will be examined in respect to possible 
correlations with solar activity. 

Theoretical Considerations 

Before examining the LTP's in detail, it would be well to look at some of the hypothe- 
tical relations which have been advanced to explain the possible relationship between solar 
activity and LTP. These possible causes are: 

1. Solar flare emitted corpuscular radiation (Kopal 1965). 
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2. Influence of the Earth's Magnetic Tail (Speiser 1965). 
3. Low angle incidence of light, up to three days after local lunar dawn, causing ther mc- 

luminescence (Sidran 1967). 

Examining these in some detail, we find: 

1. Solar Flares. Kopal (1965) has strongly suggested that many color events can be 
luminescence triggered by corpuscular particles which are emitted by solar flares. 

In laboratory experiments by Nash (1966), silicates displayed excitation in the red 
when the mineral is first bombarded by 5-kev protons. The luminescence intensity decrease 
with time. The supposed constitution and conditions at the lunar surface qualitatively fa 
vor the concept of solar-ion excitation; however, the luminescence effect was shown to be 
directly proportional to incident ion energy and flux, and the measurements indicate that 
insufficient energy is supplied by solar-ion excitation to produce the observed luminesce-
on the sunlit lunar surface. It is suggested by Nash, though, that some as yet undetermf-
energy concentration, such as magnetic focusing of charged particles, may yield the requ 
energy. 

The obvious lack of correlation of historical events with simultaneous solar events 
rather conclusively demonstrates that electromagnetic radiation cannot be the cause of ob-
served LTP's, but particles which travel at velocities considerably less than e may cause 
LTP's at the delayed transit time of these solar flare emitted particles. There is an in-
cator of the effects of solar flare radiation at the earth-moon system. It is the geo-m4 
netic disturbance index (the Kp index). Some writers have argued that if a relationship 
exists between LTP and solar flares, a correlation should be found between the Kp index 
the observed LTP (Cameron & Gilheany, 1967, and Matsushima, 1967). Since the lines of 
in space, the solar wind, and the Earth's Magnetic Tail are so incompletely understood, t 
argument may not be entirely true. 

2. Earth's Magnetic Tail. As suggested above, solar particles may be accelerated 
focused by the Earth's Magnetic Tail (EMT). Speiser (1965) has suggested that this mec 
ism may impart sufficient energy to excite lunar gases or surface materials to observabl-
luminescence. If this is true, it would be expected that events would occur within the 
and its bow-shock front (Cameron & Gilheany, 1967), whose limits are approximated at 4.5 
days before and after Full Moon (Ness 1966). 

3. Thermo-luminescence. Thermal glow caused by sudden heating of lunar materials 
ter a long period of cold has been suggested as a possible explanation of some LTP's (S'' 
1967). If this is true, a correlation should be found between LTP's and local lunar dawn 
at which time the background illumination is low and the sudden heating conditions are Fr 
ent. Enhancement should also be observed during lunar eclipses when formations are leavf_ 
the umbra. It would be expected that a correlation should exist between LTP's and a per`_ 
up to three days after local lunar dawn. Sun & Gonzales (1966) have conducted experiment 
with meteoritic materials and have found after bombardment with 2 Mev electrons, and out: 
able cooling and heating of the materials, that vivid red and blue glows are observed (:-
moluminescence). It was concluded that the sunrise terminator should appear enhanced in 
these colors. Sunrise reddening is an observed phenomenon which is not completely under-
stood at present. 

The Observations 

The observations are listed in Table I along with certain pertinent data which were 
chosen in view of the above theoretical considerations. The data are presented in graphi: 
form (Fig. 1) with the LTP's and their associated discrete flares plotted as functions of 
associated Kp indices, and the number of days from Full Moon. Even without a rigorous ar, 
alysis of this graph, it is evident from inspection that the majority of events occurred 
within thelimits of 4.5 days from Full Moon (the Earth's Magnetic Tail, and its bow-shock 
front). It is also evident that the majority of events occurred at quiet geomagnetic lev-
els as indicated by the Kp index. It is also seen that all of the LTP's were preceded by 
solar flares of importance 1 F or greater. The lead time of these flares varied between. 
and 52 hrs. In Table II, an attempt is made to demonstrate correlations (or lack of same 
between the 17 events and all of the factors that have heretofore been discussed, includi-
the tidal data which appeared in Part I of this paper. This correlation chart makes it a: 
parent that all of the advocated causes of LTP's are in force. A definition of optimum c 
ditions for having LTP would be at a time when the moon is in apogee or perigee, and when 
the formation in question is at gravity high or low as determined by the libration, and Is 
within the Earth's Magnetic Tail. These conditions are further to be preceded by a solar 
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It is evident that all of the observations are accompanied by one or more of the above 
criteria. The observations accompanied by flares of importance 1F, 1N, or 1B, which are 
rather weak and commonplace, are mostly reinforced by the other defined conditions. In only 
two. cases (observations 8 and 15)is the EMT absent. In case 15, a very high Kp index was 
preceded by, and probably is an indicator of, a 3B flare at -25 hrs.; and this severe solar 
activity may have been sufficient for excitation without the help of the EMT. Additionally, 
observations 15 and 17 were not made at apogee or perigee, but were both accompanied by high 
Kp indices. 

This remark leaves only observation 8 which was preceded by a weak (1N) flare with a 
low Kp index, and which had no help from the EMT. A very important conclusion can be drawn 
from this: observation 8 may not be a genuine LTP. It is evident that such a correlation 
chart can be used in reverse; that is, to judge the realty of LTP observations. 
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51 1-$)  

1 4-30-66 2130 had 1.0 -4.0 3- 1fl 32h 

2 5-1-66 1930 Orange 7.9 -3.0 2- 1F 52 

3 5-2-66 2005 Orange 12.6 -2.0 3+ 12 28 

4 8-4-66 2240 hed 32.3 +3.6 3 12 32 

5 9-2-66 0450 Orange 67.2 +2.2 2+ 22 34 

6 9-3-66 0127 Orange 71.6 +3.1 3 2N 28 

7 1-21-67 1940 Orange 1.0 -4.5 3 1B 28 

8 2-17-67 1800 None 4.5 -7.0 3 1N 20 

9 2-19-67 2030 Red 29.3 -4.9 2 1i, 49 

10 3-22-67 1940 Red 9.7 -3.3 1- 12 26 

11 3-23-67 1840 None 20.7 -2.4 3- 22 38 

12 3-23-67 1945 Red 14.0 -2.4 3- 211  39 

13 4-21-67 2120 Red 8.8 -2.6 2- 22 24 

14 5-20-67 0504 Red 2.4 -3.6 1+ 2N 21 

15 5-29-67 0640 Red-Brn 61.4 +5.4 7- 3B 25 

16 6-18-67 2110 Red 4.9 -3.3 0+ 1B 24 

17 9-17-67 0205 Red 18.2 -1.6 6 12 44 

Table I. Tabulation of selected data upon 17 recently reported Lunar Tran-
sient Phenomena. Table arranged by H. W. Kelsey and Charles L. Ricker and 
discussed in text of their accompanying article. 

Conclusions 

It is realized that there are some authorities who deny the very existence of LTP's 
even though such disbelief is becoming more and more untenable. It may be argued that the 
above correlations are only coincidences; but without discussing the mathematical probabil-
ities against such a chain of coincidences, it must be clear that it would be incredible if 
they were all coincidence. 

Even though the sample is small, it is considered that strong evidence exists in these 
17 observations that LTP may be caused by solar flare corpuscular radiation which has been 
accelerated and focused by the Earth's Magnetic Tail and is delivered to the moon's surface 
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Figure 1. Graph prepared by H. W. Kelsey and Charles L. Ricker to show cer-
tain relationships among 17 recently reported Lunar Transient Phenomena and 
selected data on solar flares and the Earth's Magnetic Tail. See also dis-
cussion in text of their article in this issue. 

when its surface is receptive to excitation as a result of gravity conditions associate: 
with apogee, perigee, and libration. The contribution made by conditions at a low angle 
solar lighting up to three days after local lunar dawn is not yet clear, but cannot be - 
regarded. It maybe that the only observable consequence of this influence is the much 
cussed sunrise reddening. 
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11 A A A A A A 

12 A A A B A 

1 3 A A A A 

14 A A A A A 

15 A+ A A 

16 A A A A 

17 A A A A 

A=Good Correlation 
B=Borderline Correlation 
Blank=No Correlation 

Table II. Tab - 
ulation of ad-
ditional selec-
ted data upon 
17 recently re-
ported Lunar 
Transient Phe-
nomena. Table 
arranged by H. 
W. Kelsey and 
Charles L. 
Ricker and dis-
cussed in text 
of their accom-
panying arti-
cle. 

The importance of reporting all cases of suspected LTP's to the proper individuals is 
herein demonstrated; for if such observations are not published, and thereby subjected to 
analysis, a very important part of the record will be lost. The writers believe that all 
reported LTP's should be subjected to this type of analysis, both for the purpose of deter-
mining possible causes and also for the purpose of establishing the reality of the suspec-
ted LTP. 
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OPTIMUM METHODS FOR OBSERVING MERCURY'S MARKINGS 

By: Clark R. Chapman 

Abstract: Conclusions are reached here which are important to all visual observers 
Mercury concerning the best methods for observing surface details. Psychophysical studies 
of the contrast perception of the human eye show that detection of surface markings on Mer-
cury depends significantly on many factors, including: telescope aperture, magnification, 
Mercury's phase and orbital distance from the sun, the brightness of the sky, scattered 
light in the telescope, transparency of the sky, absorption in the telescope and filters, 
seeing conditions, inherent contrast of surface markings, and size of surface markings. 
results of the analysis are very important; if the proper methods suggested here are not 
followed, observers will not see surface detail. The conclusions are summarized succinct:: 
in Parts III and IV and should be read even by beginners not interested in the detailed c 
culations in the middle of the article. 

I. Introduction 

A. The Importance of Mapping Mercury 

One of the more interesting serious projects on which amateurs can work is the map-
ping of surface features on the planet Mercury. About three years ago, radar observations 
proved that Mercury's rotation period is about 60 days and invalidated all previous maps 
based on a synchronous rotation (88 days). Some of the early papers on thq faster rotati:-  
period have been summarized by Hodgson in a recent article in this Journal'. The latest 
account of radar work is that of Dyce, Pettengill, and Shapiro2, in which the rotation per-
iod is determined to be 59 +3 days. Comprehensive analysis of past visual and photograph: 
observations of Mercury3  gives some support for the rotation period's being 58.63 ±0.03 da. 
-- a range which includes the period of 58.6462 days which is exactly two-thirds of the cr-
bital revolution period of 88 days and which is expected on theoretical grounds to be a dy-
namically stable period. 

Two maps of Mercury have been made recently4,5  assuming the 58.6462-day period. Bc:-
are based largely on observations made before the revision of the rotation period. The c: 
sistency of the old data with the maps lends support to the 58.6462-day period, but it is _ 
no means conclusive. Therefore, in order to verify the rotation period, it is important f 
further visual and photographic observations to be made. Also, it will be particularly in-
teresting to construct the first accurate, objective map of Mercury's surface features. 

It is the purpose of this article to discuss the factors which affect visual observa-
tions of Mercury and to explain the best observing procedures. Observing Mercury is inher-
ently difficult, and only by using optimum methods can amateur observers improve apprecia.:- 
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All About Telescopes, by Sam Brown. Published by Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, 
N. J., 1967. 192 pages. 8i"x11", paper bound. Price $3.0Q. 

e. How- 
rates. 	 Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon 
spot 

3 minus 	 All About Telescopes is the result of a combination of several previous smaller book- 
'iod of 	 lets published by the Edmund Scientific Co., with the addition of much new material. Suc- 
later 	 cessive chapters on familiarization with the telescope, on observing and observing condi- 

ations 	 tions, mirror grinding, building telescopes, astro-photography, telescope mounts, collima- 
% One 	 tion techniques, and optical arithmetic are some of the many topics covered in this excel- 
pre- 	 lent book for amateurs in any stage of astronomy. It is a good reference for the profes- 
g) ob- 	 sional too. 
guess 
may be 	 The author is a well-known instrument maker and observer who has written several 
This 	 small booklets in the past dealing with all types of optical projects and problems encoun- 

Was 	 tered in their development. 
ations 
7 - 	 There are many tables of data, hundreds of illustrations, photographs, and much val- 
ption 	 uable information on almost every conceivable astronomical topic, most of which is seldom 
pot. 	 found in one book. The author has covered an amazing number of topics, yet gives detailed 
fur- 	 treatment and instructions on almost all problems an amateur is likely to run into. Yet, 
much 	 the coverage is not seeded with a lot of little used facts, which is a common characteris- 
exam- 	 tic of books in this category. 
the 
-ver 

	

	 Some criticism can be directed to the chapters on optics and observing. The author 
states, for instance, on page 5 that the "usual tolerance for high-precision optics is >•". 
This was true 20-30 years ago, but today's standards usually call for 1/10-1/20 accuracy 
and even 1/60 1. is not uncommon. He further states that j, optics result in a iN image 

.s 	 error, which is "almost perfect imagery". Actually, a good observer can easily see the 
can 	 difference among 	and 1/8 ,.errors. It is only when optics approach 1/20-1/30 X that 
.ers. 	 the difference in image quality becomes practically unnoticeable to the eye. Another state- 
dward 	 ment is the one that serious observing requires an equatorial mount, also on page 5. A 
a 	 comet hunter would definitely have reservations about this; and Mr. Leslie Peltier, who 

has made such a notable contribution to new comet discoveries, gets along admirably with 
an alt-azimuth, as do other well-known observers in both the U.S. and foreign countries. 
There are a few other criticisms to make about the book, but they are minor faults which 
do not detract from its overall worth. 

.s. 
The physical size of the book (Waal"), the large print, clear illustrations, and 

diagrams make for easy reading. However, this is one of the most comprehensive books on 
amateur astronomy available today, and the low cost of $3.00 makes it a worthwhile addi-
tion to any library. 

my 
uld 
le; 	 THE SOUTHWESTERN ASTRONOMICAL CONFERENCE '68 
ling 
of 	 By: Ken Thomson 
o the 
nion 	 The 1968 Southwestern Astronomical Conference will long be remembered as one of the 
sion 	 most momentous and enjoyable conventions of the decade. The Western Amateur Astronomers, 
ating 	 the Southwestern Region of the Astronomical League, and the A.L.P.O. were the major soci- 
tion 	 eties represented, with numerous other amateur and professional astronomers also in atten- 
af 	 dance. The Astronomical Society of Las Cruces sponsored the gathering. 

The excellent facilities of New Mexico State University played an important role in 
3 	 the success of the Conference. Most of the proceedings took place in Garcia Hall, which 
Lppa.. 	 also provided our excellent dormitory facilities. The availability of several meeting 
wed 	 rooms for informal get-togethers was exploited throughout the conference. 
wlor 

Mr. E. R. Casey chaired the Conference Committee, whose careful foresight minimized 
246, 	 registration difficulties for the approximately 300 attendees who began arriving on Tues- 

day, August 20. After the hard-working ladies behind the desk handed out the registration 
packets and forms, guests quickly obtained their rooms and fell to renewing old friend- 

t J. 	 ships, making new ones, and discussing numerous diverse topics. 
ever 

The Conference officially started Wednesday morning at the Little Theatre, about 
five minute's walk from Garcia Hall. Most of the participants ate their meals at the Caf-
eteria in Milton Student Center nearby; a $10 meal ticket provided excellent food for the 
four-day period. 
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Featured at the opening session were Dr. R. B. Corbett, President of New Mexico 
State University; General H. G. Davisson, Commander of White Sands Missile Range, which we 
were later to visit; Dr. Richard H. Duncan, Vice President for Research at N.M.S.U.; and 
Dr. Clyde Tombaugh, who presented some interesting conjectures on Martian topography. 

After lunch, the paper sessions began in a lecture room in Garcia Hall. All remain-
ing papers were presented there, grouped together as logically as possible. Each half-day 
session was provided with a midpoint coffee break. The early afternoon session on Wednes-
day featured Bradford A. Smith, Director of NMSU Observatory, who discussed their plane-
tary astronomy programs. After coffee, we heard from Mrs. Winifred Cameron, who spoke on 
evidence for lunar volcanism. 

Wednesday evening's schedule called for meetings of the boards of the Astronomical 
League and the Western Amateur Astronomers, and a Star Party on the NMSU campus. Unfor-
tunately for the latter, an impressive storm darkened the usually impeccably transparent 
New Mexico skies; and a somewhat anticlimactic pattering rain cancelled our observations. 

On Thursday morning, August 22, the primary speakers were J. R. Dunlap, Larry Chui-
pek, and J. R. Gallivan, all of Corralitos Observatory, who briefed us on our upcoming 
tour of their facilities. The late morning session concerned lunar transient phenomena 
and Mars, with the principal address given by William B. Chapman of NASA. 

A group photograph was taken during the lunch break; then we reconvened to hear sev-
eral papers on Mercury and Jupiter. The final paper session that day was highlighted by 
a talk by Raymond F. Barbera on "Astrophotography for the Amateur". 

Inclement weather again prevailed as we made ready for the Observatory field trips 
on Thursday night. Two different tours were offered; unfortunately both were in the same 
time period. One group visited the 24" NMSU Observatory reflector on Tortugas Mountain. 
Buses conveyed the visitors to the base of the mountain; jeeps were then used to take them 
up the muddy switchback road to the summit ridge. The Boller and Chivens instrument has 
a fused silica f/5 primary, with a supplemental Cassegrain system operating from f/40 to 
f/75 for planetary studies. "Armchair Astronomy" might be an apt phrase to use to des-
cribe the Corralitos Observatory facility. Operated by Northwestern University under 
grants from NASA and NSF, this Observatory carries out a continuous surveillance for lun-
ar transient phenomena, and a search for supernovae in galaxies. The 12" and 24" reflec-
tors use image orthicon television systems and project their images upon monitor screens 
in remote viewing rooms. The lunar program involves "blink" studies of the moon with a 
two-orthicon pickup; infrared observation to 1040 manometers is possible with the appar-
atus connected to the 24" instrument. The same telescope is also used to scan over 1300 
galaxies for possible supernovae. A Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-8/S computer automatical-
ly points the telescope to the desired galaxy, whereupon a 2-second integration within the 
orthicon tube records stars to magnitude 16.5. The 12" instrument operates at f/16, as 
compared to f/10 for its larger companion, is manually controlled, and requires a 4-second 
integration to reach the same magnitude - still a very impressive feat! (It makes the 
fastest photographic plates look like Daguerreotypes by comparison.) 

Friday morning began with a speech by Dr. George W. Rippen of Anchorage, Alaska. He 
spoke on upper atmospheric phenomena. The rest of the morning's papers covered solar flar-
es, color photography of the planets, artificial satellites, and the plans of the Astro-
nomical League to organize an expedition to observe the total solar eclipse of March 7, 
1970. 

On Friday afternoon we set out for a bus tour of White Sands Missile Range and White 
Sands National Monument. The buses took us first to the Missile Range, where General 
Davisson and other officers described the optical tracking facilities with the aid of mov-
ies and slides. We were then permitted to examine some of these ultra-precision optical 
instruments at several buildings. Optical tracking is highly important here, and the 
domes of many large fixed installations can be seen as one drives past the Range. White 
Sands National Monument preserves an ocean-like expanse of almost pure gypsum. On these 
dunes we wandered in ant-like insignificance until we clustered about a picnic supper and 
awaited a dramatic sunset - for the bad weather had relented at last. 

When the buses unloaded at Garcia Hall, it was unanimously decided to recoup the 
lost Star Party - and it was then that John Bally-Urban and Patrick Clayton discovered 
Comet 1968d. Using a 10" Newtonian set up near the campus, they spotted the fuzzy object 
during a search for the Ring Nebula in Lyra. 
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Figure 9. Console of 24-inch reflector at Corralitos Observatory. Photograph taken by 
Jack Eastman during Southwestern Astronomy Conference '68. The Observatory is operated by 
Northwestern University and is located about 20 miles northwest of Las Cruces, New Mexico. 
Note that the up direction is actually on the right side of the page. The principal pro-
grams of the 24-inch telescope are patrols for lunar transient phenomena and surveys for 
supernovae in galaxies. See also text of Ken Thomson's article about the S.A.C.'68 in 
this issue. 

Several of us accepted an invitation by the staff of Corralitos Observatory to re-
visit the installation, this time to see the 12" orthicon telescope at work on supernovae. 

(text continued on page 70) 
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Figure 10 (left). 
C. F. ("Chick") 
Capen speaking on 
multi-color plan-
etary photography 
during Southwes-
tern Astronomical 
Conference '68. 
All photographs on 
this page taken 
and contributed by 
Mr. Frederick W. 
Jaeger. 

Figure 11 (above). Reverend 
Richard Hodgson speaking 
about the planet Mercury dur-
ing S.A.C.'68. 

Figure 12 (left). Mars draw-
ings and photographs in Exhitf 
Area during S.A.C.'68. Amate-2 
and commercial exhibits were 
coordinated and arranged by t.2-
R. B. Minton. 11111 111 r • 

  	nom 

FM. 

Figure 13 (above). Sunset over the gypsum dunes of the 
White Sands National Monument. 

Figure 14 (right). Dr. Clyde W. Tombaugh's home-built 
16-inch reflector at Las Cruces, New Mexico. 
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Figure 15 (above). Discussion between Tom Cave (left) Figure 16 (above). Mr. Byron Barry 
and Kenneth Delano in Exhibit Area during S.A.C.,68. 	of Phoenix Observatory Association 
All photographs on this page by Frederick W. Jaeger. 	at rostrum. Mrs. Natalie Leonard, 

Session Chairman, to right. 

Figure 17 (left). Stage of 
Little Theatre of New Mexico 
State University during Open-
ing Session of S.A.C.,68. Left 
to right: Richard Hodgson, 
Kenneth Delano, Dr. Roger 
Corbett at rostrum, General H. 
G. Davisson, Dr. Richard Duncan, 
Dr. Clyde Tombaugh, Walter Haas, 
and Ed Casey, General Conven-
tion Chairman. Arthur Leonard 
barely visible behind speaker. 

Figure 18. Buses and S.A.C.,68 delegates at White 
Sands National Monument. 

Figure 19. Mrs. Winifred Cameron, 
NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, 
speaking on evidence for lunar vol-
canism. 
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Figure 20 (left). 
Jack Fondren 
(left), featured 
speaker, and Mrs. 
Margaret Dickson 
of Astronomical 
Society of Las 
Cruces (Session 
Chairman). All 
photographs on 
this page by 
Frederick W. 
Jaeger. 

Figure 21 (above). Phil Budine 
talking about Jupiter during S.A. 
C.f68. 

Figure 22 (left). A popular 
feature of the Southwestern 
Astronomical Conference '68! 
One of the mid-morning or 
mid-afternoon coffee breaks. 

Figure 23. Convention Ban-
quet in Milton Hall Student 
Center, New Mexico State 
University. It was here on 
Saturday evening, August 24, 
that the discovery of Comet 
Bally-Clayton 1968d was an-
nounced. 
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Figure 24. Portion of audience during one of the paper sessions of the S.A.C.'68. 
In lower right is Mr. Charles Frazier, Chairman of the Southwest Region of the As-
rtonomical League. Mrs. Frazier to his left. 

Figure 26. Portion of Exhibit Area during the 
S.A.C.,68. Photograph by Jack Eastman. Model of 
future observatory of N.M.S.U. on Magdalena Peak 
in 
fore- 
ground. 

Figure 25 (above). Mr. E. R. Casey, 
General Chairman of the Southwestern 
Astronomical Conference ,68. 	It 
was Ed Casey who conceived of the Con-
ference, who contacted the three major 
participating organizations and promo-
ted the idea at their meetings, who sup- 
ervised the work of preparing for the 
meeting by the Astronomical Society of 
Las Cruces, and who himself made many of 
the necessary arrangements. 

Figure 27 (right). Miss Grace Fox of Ft. Dodge, 
Iowa, speaking about her adult evening classes 
in astronomy during S.A.C.,68. Photo by Fred-
erick W. Jaeger. 
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Figure 28. Dr. Clyde W. 
Tombaugh (left) and Mr. 
Frederick W. Jaeger in Gar-
cia Hall of New Mexico 
State University during 
S.A.C.'68. 

Figure 29. Mr. Ray G. Coutchie giving pa-
per "Techniques of Guiding for Long Expos-
ure Photography" during S.A.C.'68. 

Figure 30 (above). Mr. Richard Henke of 
Boulder, Colo., presenting paper. His sub-
ject was "Current Research on Solar Flares'. 

Figures 29 and 30 are photographs by 
Jack Eastman. 

Figure 31 (left). View of Organ Moun-
tains to east of Las Cruces from bus 
on tour to White Sands Missile Range 
and White Sands National Monument. 
Photograph by Frederick W. Jaeger. 
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ge Figure 32. Group photograph of the Southwestern Astronomical Conference 168. Taken by Mr. 
Leonard Jefferson of Las Cruces, New Mexico. Site the southeastern side of Garcia Hall at 
New Mexico State University. 
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We were permitted to use the combination 12" Cassegrain/10" Maksutov visual telescope sys-
tem which was installed as an adjunct to the Argus -Astronet program. 

The final paper sessions were held on Saturday, August 24. The featured speaker, 
Jack K. Fondren of Winnipeg, spoke on auroral studies in Canada. The rest of the day's 
sessions, which ended at 3:00 P.M., were a potpourri of miscellanea ranging from comet 
discovering to telescope controls. 

The three principal participants -WAA, AL, and ALPO - held their business meetings 
Saturday afternoon. 

The Banquet was the last official event of the Conference. It was held in Milton 
Student Center and was a masterpiece of elegance. Dr. Thomas O. Nevison, Jr. of the Love-
lace Foundation was the main speaker; he described his mountain-climbing adventures in the 
Himalayas and his attempts to prove or disprove the existence of the Abominable Snowman -
which were without conclusive results. The G. Bruce Blair Medal of the WAA was awarded t: 
David W. Dunham in an impressive ceremony. Door prizes were then drawn for: these had 
been donated by several of the firms who were displaying their wares near our meeting roc:-
The 1968 Southwestern Astronomical Conference now set a precedent - official confirmation 
of the discovery of Comet Bally-Clayton from a contingent of our observers in Truth or Cc:-
sequences, New Mexico made this the first comet found during such a convention by members 
therof. On this jubilant note the official festivities ended. 

After a final night in Garcia Hall, the guests departed the City of the Crosses shar-
ing an elation which is certain to sustain us until we meet again next year in San Diego. 

Further Notes hy Editor on Discovery of Comet Bally-Clayton 1968d. All S.A.C. '68 
people may take justifiable pride in what is, to my knowledge, the only astronomical dis-
covery of this kind ever made during an astronomical convention! 

The discovery was an accident - so was Herschel's discovery of Uranus and some other 
famous achievements in science. On the night of August 23, 1968 a number of observers 
held a star party in the desert several miles east of the New Mexico State University cam-
pus. John Bally-Urban of Richmond, California and Patrick Clayton of Springfield, Miss-
ouri attempted to find the Ring Nebula in Lyra with Clayton's 10-inch reflector. A fuzzy 
eleventh or twelfth magnitude object sighted instead in the telescope field turned out tc 
be missing from a Vehrenberg star atlas. Surely many observers, both amateur and profes-
sional, would not have taken the time and the care to learn this much. If the mystery ob-
ject were indeed a comet, it would move with respect to the star background. Such motion 
was suspected that night. Others in the observing group included Jim Young of the Table 
Mountain Observatory, Len and Carol Farrar, Douglas Penrod, Tom Middlebrook, Steve Hall, 
,John Wulf, Jimmy Mitchell, Tony Preslar, Dennis Milon, and Neil Adams. 

The next evening, August 24, was cloudy and raining at Las Cruces. Bally, Clayton, 
Young, and others drove about 75 miles north to near Truth or Consequences, New Mexico. 
They soon found the suspect, and there was now no question that it had moved among the 
stars. A telephone call to report the discovery to the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observ-
atory quickly followed. 

Comet Recorder Milon's paper at the Conference was called "Discovering Comets." 
Surely few authors have illustrated their subject so well! 

OBJECTIONS TO COMPOUND REFLECTING TELESCOPES 

By: Eugene W. Cross, Jr. 

Observational astronomers, both amateur and professional, who plan to acquire or con-
struct a Cassegrainian, or other compound reflecting telescope, should carefully consider 
some facts on optical tolerances which recently came to my attention in the course of in-
vestigating the differences between spherical and paraboloidal reflecting mirrors of vary-
ing focal lengths. 

A reflecting objective is considered to be "aperture limited" when the optical sur-
face is of sufficient accuracy that no appreciable improvement in the image definition 
will result by improvement of the optical surface. For a stellar image, Lord Rayleigh 
showed that if a reflecting objective's optical surface was perfectly smooth, and its cen-
ter and optical axis coincided with the theoretically desired curve, the edge of the two 
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surfaces could deviate by not more than X/8, where X is the wavelength of electromagne-
tic energy employed in observation or detection. If the deviation between the actual 
curve and theoretically perfect curve was less than X/8, then there would be no deviation 
of the wavefront at the focus by more than )N/4. According to Rayleigh's criterion, a re-
flecting objective whose optical surface curve differs by more than ,i8 will produce 
stellar images (and point source resolution) noticeably degraded from the ideal. 

In practice, the formation of a stellar image is more complicated than Rayleigh's 
model, since optical surfaces are usually not without irregularities along the surface of 
the concave surface curve. Such irregularities, even if much smaller than >/8 in ampli-
tude, are quite harmful to image formation, especially if such irregularities occur in 
the 80-100 percent zone. 

In compound reflecting telescopes, the focal length of the reflecting objective is 
multiplied by the hyperbolic convex secondary mirror in the case of the Cassegrainian, the 
ellipsoidal concave secondary in the case of the Gregorian, or the Barlow Lens in the case 
of the "compound" Newtonian. Not only is the focal length of the reflecting objective sur-
face multiplied by a secondary imaging device, but all optical errors present on the re-
flecting objective's surface are multiplied in significance for the final wavefront at the 
focus. It is assumed that the amplifying agent (secondary mirror or Barlow Lens) is per-
fect and introduces no new aberrations into the final wavefront at the focus. The re-
flecting objective in a compound reflecting telescope must then have a smooth surface 
whose surface curve is within 4 W of the ideal curve, where &W = (X/e)x(1/A), and A is 
equal to the amplifying power of the amplifying agent; this tolerance will satisfy Ray-
leigh's criterion. As an example, a Cassegrainian objective used in conjunction with a 
4X secondary mirror must have a smooth surface whose surface curve is within .>%/32 of the 
ideal (perfect) surface curve (parabola in this case)! An optical surface of the accur-
acy desired in the foregoing example is far beyond the capability of all but the most 
skilled and experienced optical workers. It becomes obvious, then, why compound teles-
copes generally have reputations for yielding definition inferior to the simple Newtonian 
design. 

Up to this point, Rayleigh's criterion has been discussed as an end unto itself, al-
though Rayleigh's criterion refers only to the formation of stellar images. However, as 
pages 490 and 491 of ATM, Book I, state, there is no real lower limit to the optical accur-
acy to be achieved where the observation of detail in extended objects (non-resolvable 
star clusters, nebulae, the moon, and planets) is concerned. Since detail in extended ob-
jects is due to the observability of differing contrasts, tolerances far finer than Ray-
leigh's criterion must be recognized as a goal to be sought. At Rayleigh's criterion, a 
reflecting objective operates at 64 percent of maximum contrast efficiency, while at an op-
tical tolerance six times finer than that dictated by Rayleigh's criterion, the contrast 
efficiency increases to better than 98 percent. A skilled lunar and planetary observer 
will find a telescope noticeably improved, even in poor seeing, if the wavefront deviation 
at the focus is two to four to even six times smaller than that required by Rayleigh's 
criterion. Thus, a reflecting objective made as poorly as Rayleigh's criterion will give 
disappointing results on extended objects. 

It has already been established that it is difficult to construct a compound reflec-
ting telescope which will perform to Rayleigh's criterion. It is unrealistic to expect a 
compound reflecting telescope to perform significantly better than Rayleigh's criterion. 
Hence, such a telescope is optically grossly inferior to a medium to long focus simple New-
tonian with an equally perfect objective for the observation of detail in extended objects. 

Acknowledgement 

The author wishes to acknowledge Mr. Jack Eastman, Jr.'s kind and thoughtful sugges-
tions and criticism during the preparation of the foregoing paper. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Additions to A.L.P.O. Library. Mrs. Walter H. Haas announces the recent acquisition 
of two pamphlets, Institute of Astrophysics and Kwasan Observatory, University of Kyoto, 
Nos. 169 and 170, "Meteorological Observations of Mars during the 1967 Opposition" and 
"Mantle Convection and Selenological Histories". Both were authored by Dr. S. Miyamoto. 

New ,Address for Patrick Moore. Coorespondents of our British colleague will want to 
know that in June, 1968 he moved from Armagh, Northern Ireland to Farthings, 39 West St., 
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Postscript hy the Mercury Recorder: The hermographic longitudes given in this re-
port, like those given in the report of the 1963 observations, are based on the ephemeris 
of Clark Chapman. This ephemeris is about to be superseded by an ephemeris published by 
the New Mexico State University Observatory. The longitudes given by the NMSU ephemeris, 
when published, will be adopted by the Mercury Section for its interpretation of disc draw-
ings and photographs. 

A REVISED CATALOG OF LUNAR DOMES 

By: Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Despite the hundreds of excellent Orbiter photographs of the Moon's surface, a need 
still exists for Earth-based observations of lunar domes, especially with apertures of 8-
inches and over. Relatively few domes are clearly recognizable in the Orbiter photographs 
since domes do not stand out well if the Sun lies more than a few degrees above the lunar 
horizon, as indeed was the case when most Orbiter photographs were taken. However, if we 
know from Earth-based telescopic observations the precise locations and extents of the 
numerous lunar domes, we can learn much more about the detailed appearance of the domes 
and their environs from an examination of the Orbiter photographs, even though the domes 
themselves are often not recognizable as such on the basis of the Orbiter photographs a-
lone. 

The accompanying list of lunar domes is presented with the two-fold purpose of: 

1), Providing experienced lunar dome observers with a revised, updated list-
ing of confirmed domes to be used in the continuing work of establishing 
the precise locations and perimeters of these domes; and 

2), Giving anyone interested in finding these elusive swellings on the lunar 
surface a chance to locate them and to become familiar with their appear-
ance in a telescope, and perhaps be encouraged to take an active part in 
the A.L.P.O. lunar dome program. 

In order to secure as exact as possible a fix of a particular dome's location, par-
ticipants in the lunar dome program are encouraged to take out to the telescope a good 
photographic lunar atlas (e.g., Kuiper's PHOTOGRAPHIC LUNAR ATLAS or his ORTHOGRAPHIC AT-
LAS OF THE MOON, or Kopal's PHOTOGRAPHIC ATLAS OF THE MOON). With a good photographic at-
las or with the USAF's LAC charts at the telescope, the observer can, with care, quite ac-
curately trace out the exact position and outline of any dome he sees. 

The catalog of domes given here is a revised and supplemented version of the origin-
al ALPO -BAA listing, which appeared in THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER, Vol. 18, #9-10, p. 180. 
Subsequent observations have caused a few deletions as well as additions to that original 
listing. The first column here identifies the dome by its xi and eta coordinates; the 
second column (for the convenience of those owning lunar charts or atlases which do not 
use the xi and eta grid system) gives the dome's corresponding lunar longitude and lati-
tude; the third column aids the observer by informing him of the approximate size of the 
dome and its general appearance. 

Members of the ALPO who have taken part in the lunar dome program are: 

Beck, Mrs. I. N. 
Capen, Charles F. 
Delano, Kenneth J. 
Herring, Alika K. 
Jamieson, Harry D. 
Kiplinger, Alan 
Korintus, John S. 
Lambert, Randy 

The BAA participants are: 

McIntosh, Patrick S. 
Olivarez, Jos6 
Ricker, Charles L. 
Schneller, Kenneth 
Suarez, Michael (now Podanoffsky, M. S.) 
Westfall, John E. 
Watts, Donald W. 
Wood, Gary 

Abineri, K. W. 
Barnes, C. G. 
Bestwick, J. D. 
Chalmers, J. 
Cooke, S. R. B. 
Doherty, B. T. 
Ellis, R. E. 
Ford, A. 

Heath, Alan W. 
Howie, F. G. 
Marsh, J. C. 
Moore, Patrick 
Pither, C. M. 
Rae, W. L. 
Warner, Brian 
Weekes, J. H. 
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DOME (Ai-eta) 	Long. & Lat.  

+777-318 	+55.03,  -18035, 	30 kms.; oval, with surface craters. 
+745+265 	+50 25 +15 23 	20 kms. x 8 kms.; dumbell-shaped; low. 
+697-075 	+45 00 -03 30 	45 kms.; has 3 summits. 
+618-167 	+38 53 -07 25 	7 kms.; has 2 craters at its 
+615+065 	+37 50 +03 43 	35 kiss.; low, irregular. 

+615+126 	+38 13 +07 12 	10 kms.; a steep, round dome. 
+610+042 	+37 35 +02 30 	30 kms.; low & ill-defined. 
+608-376 	+41 05 -22 07 	10 kms.; hemispherical; low. 
+603-380 	+40 42 -22 32 	5 kms.; a steep, hemispherical dome. 
+595+055 	+36 30 +03 20 	30 kms.; low & ill-defined. 

+593+131 	+36 44 +07 27 	11 kms.; a steep, round dome. 
+568+244 	+35 55 +14 11 	7 Ions.; has a summit crater. 
+537+204 	+33 10 +11 50 	11 kms.; summit traversed by cleft. 
+536+183 	+33 02 +10 36 	8 kms.; flat summit; surface crater(s). 
+534+288 	+33 44 +16 46 	61 kms.; a Rilker-type dome; complex. 

+524+187 	+32 14 +10 40 	8 kms.; has a steep summit. 
+523+206 	+32 23 +11 55 	15 kms.; has 2 craters on surface. 
+523-334 	+33 40 -19 10 	21 kms.; has 2 off-center craters. 
+519+186 	+31 50 +10 40 	7 kms.; hemispherical; moderate slope. 
+510+200 	+31 25 +11 34 	7 kms.; round, with a steep summit. 

+507+184 	+31 04 +10 38 	10 kms.; round & hemispherical. 
+430+280 	+26 42 +16 18 	Medium, round dome. 
+424-462 	+28 38 -27 32 	14 Ions.; has several peaks on it. 
+363+130 	+21 35 +07 37 	24 kms.; complex; has several peaks. 
+358+149 	+21 10 +08 34 	8 kms.; round & featureless. 

+357+554 	+25 29 +33 45 	12 kms.; low; hemispherical. 
+353+155 	+20 52 +08 55 	10 kms.; round & featureless. 
+349+161 	+20 42 +09 18 	7 kms.; has summit crater or cleft. 
+339+107 	+20 00 +06 09 	20 kms.; has several craters & peaks. 
+325+733 	+29 05 +46 48 	10 kms.; low, much surface detail. 

+274+299 
	

+16 37 +17 32 
	

12 kms.; bisected by a cleft. 
+259+304 
	

+15 45 +17 49 
	

12 kms.; bisected by a cleft. 
+183+348 
	

+11 11 +20 21 
	

12 kms.; has a summit crater. 
+152+510 
	

+10 00 +30 44 
	

22 kms.; low and flat; heart-shaped. 
+098+260 
	

+05 40 +15 20 
	

12 kma.; low and hemispherical. 

+095+582 	+06 48 +35 32 	15 kms.; steep; associated with ridges. 
+091-117 	+05 15 -05 50 	8 kms.; somewhat triangular. 
+090+768 	+08 20 +50 12 	12 kms.; hemispherical; moderate slope. 
+061+068 	+03 32 +03 54 	5 kms.; located on Triesnecker's wall. 
+055+508 	+03 30 +30 50 	25 kms.; low & ill-defined. 

+012+827 	+01 10 +55 50 	17 kms.; smooth except for 2 craters on W.:* 
+004+041 	+00 12 +02 25 	12 kms.; round, with summit crater. 
+002+088 	+00 06 +05 04 	5 Ions.; round, fairly high. 
-001+080 	-00 02 +04 34 	5 kms.; round; uneven surface. 
-019+730 	-01 30 +46 58 	4 kms.; round & hemispherical. 

-060-060 	-04 01 -03 37 	8 kms.; no surface detail. 
-074+374 	-04 10 +21 23 	12 kms.; has peak or craterlet on summit. 
-075-053 	-04 19 -02 53 	9 kms.; smooth; slightly oval. 
-078-059 	-04 24 -03 29 	9 kms.; no surface detail. 
-089+561 	-06 00 +34 02 	16 kms. x 24 kms.; lies admidst rills. 

-108+317 	-06 24 +18 40 	45 kms.; bisected by mountains. 
-121+670 	-09 35 +42 12 	34 kms.; triangular; flat. 
-138+447 	-08 50 +26 34 	5 kms.; round, steep, hemispherical. 
-156-353 	-09 37 -20 42 	11 kms.; traversed by a cleft. 
-162-347 	-09 20 -20 05 	4 kms.; traversed by a cleft. 

*West in the I.A.U. sense, according to which Grimaldi is near the west limb of the 
moon. 
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DONE (xi-eta) Long. & Lat. 

-193+005 -11°05' +00°15' 
-205-069 -11 48 -04 00 
-212+049 -12 14 +02 46 
-214-507 -14 30 -30 10 
-217-485 -14 25 -29 05 

-218+042 -12 40 +02 25 
-232-467 -15 11 -27 50 
-247+013 -14 19 +00 42 
-250+021 -14 29 +01 14 
-257+030 -15 00 +01 45 

-297-475 -19 38 -28 20 
-301+019 -17 25 +01 12 
-301-233 -18 02 -13 32 
-343+574 -24 42 +35 12 
-343+580 -24 53 +35 28 

-343+582 -24 56 +35 36 
-362-556 -25 46 -33 52 
-365-561 -26 00 -34 00 
-366-453 -24 14 -26 57 
-370-563 -26 30 -34 07 

-375-554 -26 50 -33 50 
-378-560 -27 08 -34 04 
-384-442 -26 45 -26 15 
-385-555 -27 37 -33 47 
-429+057 -25 25 +03 3o 

-431-197 -26 00 -11 17 
-435+042 -25 50 +02 20 
-440-100 -26 10 -05 49 
-449+132 -27 00 +07 25 
-450+207 -27 23 +11 57 

-455+136 -27 20 +07 49 
-459+131 -27 33 +07 33 
-458+137 -27 32 +07 53 
-462+132 -27 49 +07 36 
-466+124 -28 02 +07 10 

-472+125 -28 25 +07 11 
-474+243 -29 10 +13 57 
-475+244 -29 50 +14 03 
-476+238 -29 25 +13 42 
-478+242 -29 39 +13 55 

-483+157 -29 15 +09 02 
-486+219 -30 00 +12 42 
-492+238 -30 31 +13 49 
-496-062 -29 50 -03 30 
-497+218 -30 46 +12 36 

-500 -290 -31 30 -16 50 
-502-068 -30 13 -03 50 
-502+228 -30 58 +13 08 
-503+245 -31 10 +14 11 
-506+439 -34 16 +26 07 

-508+20o -31 13 +11 31 
-510+175 -31 12 +10 11 
-510+220 -31 26 +12 43 
-510+228 -31 36 +13 15 
-510+460 -34 50 +27 24 

Size & Comments 

13 kms.; has mountain spur on N. slope. 
8 kms. x 11 kms.; has moderate slopes. 
15 kms.; has craters and ridges. 
10 kms.; very low. 
7 kms.; round; has rill at N. base. 

5 kms.; round, with rough surface. 
13 kms. x 20 kms.; craters and peaks on it. 
13 kms.; round; low. 
10 kms.; round and low. 
20 kms.; low and ill-defined. 

15 kms. x 22 kms.; flat and featureless. 
Medium-sized; round and low. 
50 kms.; has a rough surface. 
4 kms.; round and smooth. 
4 kms.; round, with no surface detail. 

4 kms.; round and featureless. 
7 kms.; moderate slopes; featureless. 
8 kms.; rather steep slopes. 
12 kms.; round, with summit crater. 
6 kms.; one of several in Capuanus. 

8 kms., approximately; ill-defined. 
8 kms., approximately; ill-defined. 
20 kms. x 16 kms.; a double dome. 
6 kms., approximately; ill-defined. 
11 kms.; round, with summit crater. 

16 kms.; has several peaks on it. 
7 kms. x 12 kms.; rough surface. 
23 kms.; has 3 summits. 
6 kms.; gentle slopes. 
12 kms.; has a prominent central pit. 

10 kms.; round and featureless. 
5 kms.; has summit crater. 
5 kms.; round, with a summit crater. 
8 kms.; pear-shaped, with central pit. 
6 kms.; flat-topped, with summit pit. 

6 kms.; round, with summit crater. 
3 kms.; one of three small domes here. 
3 kms.; one of trio. 
3 kms.; round and smooth. 
3 kms.; one of a trio of domes. 

15 kms.; rough, with irregular perimeter. 
16 kms. x 20 kms.; low and lumpy. 
19 kms.; low, round, and pitted. 
25 kms.; round, low, and flat. 
11 kms.; low and round. 

60 kms.; has ridges and peaks on it. 
34 kms.; round and flat. 
12 kms.; low; round. 
16 kms.; low, with peaks on it. 
8 kms. x 10 kms.; moderate slopes. 

22 kms.; plateau-like, with peaks. 
10 kms.; round, with summit crater. 
14 kms.; round, with flat summit. 
10 kms.; low and ill-defined. 
Small and low. 
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DOME (xieta) Long. & Lat. 

-514+477 -35 46 +28 30 
-515+228 -31 55 +13 00 
-523+183 -32 00 +10 37 
-523+441 -35 36 +26 10 
-523+484 -36 42 +28 57 

-528+220 -32 45 +12 40 
-528+247 -33 00 +14 15 
-532+200 -32 50 +11 24 
-532+166 -32 30 +09 39 
-538+474 -37 40 +28 19 

-566-131 -34 54 -07 30 
-600-140 -38 00 -08 10 
-612+451 -43 13 +26 50 
-620+452 -44 03 +26 53 
-624+445 -44 03 +26 30 

-630+155 -39 26 +09 00 
-643+651 -57 45 +40 50 
-717+345 -50 00 +20 16 
-773+155 -51 38 +08 57 
-804-365 -59 45 -21 33 

-884-326 -68 10 -19 00 
-897+144 -65 01 +08 17 
-900-005 -63 50 -00 10 
-931-071 -69 36 -04 50 

Size & Comments 

12 kms.; round, rather steep. 
15 kms.; low and round. 
12 kms.; round, with crater S. of center. 
Small, oval-shaped. 
19 kms.; round, with moderate slopes. 

4 kms.; round and steep. 
12 kms.; round, with summit crater. 
13 kms.; round, with 2 pits on summit. 
7 kms.; round; rather steep. 
15 kms. x 25 kms.; has an even surface. 

10 kms.; has a cleft or ridge on it. 
60 kms.; plateau-like. 
20 kms.; has prominent summit pit. 
16 kms., has complex surface detail. 
13 kms.; lies on wall of Prinz. 

8 kms.; round, with summit crater. 
65 kms.; the Felker formation. 
12 kms., has a summit crater. 
20 kms., has a crater near its center. 
14 kms.; has a summit crater. 

45 Ions.; a complex dome in Darwin. 
37 kms.; has much surface detail. 
20 Ions. x 25 Ions.; bisected by valley. 
28 Ions. and 17 kms.; a double dome. 

LUNAR LIBRATION CLOUD OBSERVING POSITIONS 

By: Walter J. Krumm, A.L.P.O. Lunar Libration Cloud Recorder 

(Paper read at the Southwestern Astronomical Conference '68 
at Las Cruces, New Mexico, August 21-24, 1968.) 

A method is presented for computing an observing position for the lunar libration 
clouds L4 and L5  at any date, and the determination, before observing, of the probabili-
ties of seeing either L4 or L5 at the computed position. The 1967-68 Lunar Libration Cloud 
Ephemeris, presented at the 1967 ALPO Long Beach Convention, is now out of date. This pa-
per will give a computing method for extending the Ephemeris. 

The lunar libration clouds are areas of luminosity by reflection from particle con-
centrations (clouds) that precede and follow the Moon by approximately 60° and lie near 
the lunar orbit (see Figure 4). The lunar libration clouds present a challenge to the 
observer because of their extreme faintness and elusiveness. They also present a problem 
for the observer to answer because they are known to be "off" a predicted position in 
both right ascension and declination by irregular amounts of up to 5° or 6° The "why" 
of these discrepancies in position has not yet been theoretically or observationally ans-
wered. 

The computing method for a predicted position assumes pure Lagrangian geometry for 
the lunar libration clouds, with these objects at ±60° from the Moon and on the lunar or-
bit. Accuracy in the procedure to within a degree of arc is all that is necessary, for 
the libration clouds are "off" the predicted positions by more than this amount. The Am-
erican Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac (AE) will be used in the procedure as being the most 
readily available source of data published. A full example of the computing method for a 
predicted position, with notes, follows. 

To determine, before observing, the probability that a predicted position will allow 
L4 or L5 to be seen, let us ask of the computations the questions: (a) Does the predicted 
position put L4 or L5 between moonset or moonrise and the beginning or end of twilight? 
(b) Does the observing window allow sufficient time for an observation to be made? (c) 
Does the predicted position give sufficient separation to L4 or L5 from a distracting 
bright sky object or obscuring area such as the Milky Way or the Gegenschein? (d) Is the 
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Figure 4. Diagram to show positions of Lu-
nar Libration Clouds L4 and L5 relative to 
Earth, Moon, and lunar orbit. 

local elevation at the time of observing 
enough to place L4 or L5 above the atmos-
pheric extinction that occurs near the 
horizon? If all these answers are posi-
tive, an observation may be made with lo-
cal sky conditions the only remaining re-
striction. 

When an observation is made and L4 
or L5 is seen, an observational position 
is determined in right ascension and de-
clination, including the observing time 
and place. A careful recalculation of 
the predicted position is now necessary 
using the new (observed) time. This al-
lows for a correct "observed minus pre-
dicted" value that will be used in the 
eventual analysis of the positional dis-
crepancy problem. 

For computing an observing position 
for L4 or L5 we shall: 

be given: The date; 
The observer's latitude and longitude. 

Select: 	L4 if given date precedes Full Moon, or L5  if date follows Full 
Moon. 

Want: 	Position of L4 or L5; 
Probability of seeing either L4 or L5 at the computed position. 

Need: 	(a) Time of moonset or moonrise, in local time, Universal Time, and 
standard time; 

(b) Time of local beginning or end of astronomical twilight; 
(c) Length of observing window; 
(d) Localsiderealikime or RA at the meridian at moonset or moonrise; 
(e) Right ascension (RA) and declination (dec.) of the Moon; 
(f) Right ascension for L4 or L5; 
(g) Declination for L4 or L5; 
(h) RA and dec. of Gegenschein; 
(i) Separation of L4 or L5 from Gegenschein; 
(j) The RA and dec. position of L4 or L5 in the sky for determining 

the background of stars and constellations, from star maps; 
(k) Local elevation of L4 or L5. 

For the computing example we shall: 

Use: 	September 2, 1968; and 
Observer's longitude 106° 41:8 W. and latitude 32° 17:3 N. (Univer-
sity Park, New Mexico) 

Select: 	L4 since this date precedes the Full Moon of September 6th, 1968. 

EXAMPLE: 

Local time of moonset at Greenwich, from AE '68, page 397: 

Oh23m (interpolated between Oh31m and 0h14m for the observer's 32° latitude) 

1h32m for September 3rd (same interpolation) 

69m21T difference in setting times between the two dates. 

69m x 106.7  - 20m (correction for observer's longitude). 
360 
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R.A. Moon 

for L4  

Add 

for L
5 

Subtract R.A. Moon 

for L4 
Add 

for L
5 

Subtract 

0h  3h 
45' 

o
00' 12h 3b  49' oo,  3h 

45' 3b   49' 49' 
0 20 3 	49 3 44 12 20 3 49 3 44 
0 4o 3 54 3 41 12 4o 3 54 3 41 
1 00 3 59 3 3b 13 00 3 59 3 38 
1 20 4 04 3 37 13 20 4 04 3 37 
1 4o 4 09 3 35 13 40 4 09 3 35 
2 00 4 13 3 35 14 op 4 13 3 35 
2 20 4 17 3 36 14 20 4 17 3 36 
2 40 4 21 3 37 14 40 4 21 3 37 
3 00 4 23 3 39 15 00 4 23 3 39 
3 20 4 25 3 41 15 20 4 25 3 41 
3 40 4 26 3 44 15 4o 4 26 3 44 
4 00 4 26 3 48 16 00 4 26 3 48 
4 20 4 26 3 51 16 20 4 26 3 51 
4 4o 4 25 3 55 16 4o 4 25 3 55 
5 00 4 23 3 59 17 00 4 23 3 59 
5 20 4 20 4 03 17 20 4 20 4 03 
5 40 4 17 4 07 14 4o 4 17 4 07 
6 00 4 14 4 11 18 00 4 14 4 11 
6 20 4 lo 4 14 18 20 4 lo 4 14 
6 4o 4 o6 4 18 18 4o 4 06 4 18 
7 00 4 02 4' 21 19 00 4 02 4 21 
7 20 3 58 4 23 19 20 3 58 4 23 
7 4o 3 54 4 25 19 40 3 54 4 25 
8 00 3 51 4 26 20 00 3 51 4 26 
8 20 3 47 4 26 20 20 3 47 4 26 
8 40 3 44 4 26 20 4o 3 44 4 26 
9 00 3 41 4 25 21 00 3 41 4 25 
9 20 3 39 4 23 21 20 3 39 4 23 
9 4o 3 37 4 20 21 40 3 37 4 20 

10 00 3 36 4 17 22 00 3 36 4 17 
10 20 3 35 4 13 22 20 3 35 4 13 
lo 4o 3 36 4 08 22 4o 3 36 4 08 
11 00 3 37 4 03 23 00 3 37 4 03 
11 20 3 39 3 58 23 20 3 39 3 58 
11 4o 3 42 3 53 23 4o 3 42 3 53 

Table I. Values for easy determination of approximate difference in right ascension between 
Moon and Libration Cloud L4 or L5. The tabulated values change with time and are prepared 
here for the interval July through December, 1968. Table contributed by Walter J. Krumm. 
See also example of its use in article by Mr. Krumm in this issue. 

Then Oh23m Local time at Greenwich 
+ 0 20AT for longitude 
-77.511  Local mean time (LMT) of moonset. 

or 	0h43m LMT 
+ 7!107m  observer's longitude in "time" 

7/150111  Universal Time (UT) of moonset. 

and 	7h50'11  UT 
- 7 00  Zone correction 
01150"1  Local Standard Time (LST or clock time) and 1h50m of September 2nd if 

Daylight Saving Time is used. 

Note: These three times will be used later on in the computations. 

B. Beginning of twilight, from AE '68, page 382: 

4h09m  LMT (interpolated between 4h14m and 4h04m for the observer's latitude) 

No interpolation is necessary from Greenwich local times for longitude, but 
often an interpolation should be done in the AE tables on date as well as on lati-
tude. 
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C. Length of Observing Window 

4h  9m  LMT beginning of twilight 
- 0h43m  LMT moonset 

3h26m 

The practical observing window is much less, and extends from moonset until 
L4 is lost by atmospheric extinction as it approaches the horizon. 

D. Local Sidereal Time or RA at meridian at moonset 

0h43m LMT moonset. 
+ 7 00 Zone correction. 
+ 0 00 Solar to sidereal time correction if necessary, from AE '68, Table TX. 
+22 46 Greenwich sidereal time interpolated for 7h50m UT of Sept. 2nd, from 
	 AE '68, pages 10-17. 

30h29m 
- 7 07  observer's longitude 
23h22m RA at meridian at moonset (needed for computing local elevation of L4 

later on). 

E. RA and dec. of Moon for Sept. 2nd, 7h50m UT, from AE '68, page 129: 

RA  a  18h49m  and dec. m +28°11'. 

F. RA of L4: 

18h49m RA Moon 
+ 4 04 RA correction for L4. See included Table I on page 81. This is the 

time along the lunar orbit for the 60° separation of L4 from the 
Moon with lunar orbit eccentricity included. The table can be up-
dated as required. 

-7-T2T71  RA for L4. 

G. Dec. for L4, from AE '68, page 130: 

At a RA of 22h53m (for L4) the lunar orbit has a declination of -9°51', and by 
definition this is the dec. for L4 since it lies on the lunar orbit. 

-9°51,  dec. for L4. 

H. RA and dec. of Gegenschein, from AE '68, page 29: 

Sun: 
	

RA 	 dec. 

10h46m 
	

+7° 52' 
+ 12 00 
	

change sign for 12h 
Gegenschein: 22 	 -7° 52' 

I. Separation of L4 from Gegenschein: 

RA 	 dec. 

22h46m 	Gegenschein 	-7°521  
22 53 	L4 	 -9°51'  

Oh 7m or 1°45' 	 1°59' 

This amount is hardly enough to permit observation. 

J. Sky Position: 

L4  - 22h53m RA and -9°51' dec. 

From a star map we find this position to be in AQUARIUS and about 21° south 
of XAqr. No nearby brilliant stars or Milky Way. This position should be OK for 
observing. 
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K. If local elevation of L4 above horizon is to be considered: 

Use: local elev. - E - sin-1  (sin D sin L + cos D cos L cos H), 

where D - dec. of L4, 
L - latitude of observer, 
H = hour angle from meridian 
= local sidereal time - RA of L4. 

For this example: 

23h22m  L sid. T at moonset. 
- 22 

	

	RA of L4 at moonset. 
29m or 7° 15' = H 

We get about 47° local elevation of L4 at moonset, sufficient to be well above 
the horizon's atmospheric extinction. 

Additional suggested examples: 

Given: September 22, 1968. 

Same observer. 

An inspection of the DIARY of the AE '68, page 7 shows this to be the date of 
New Moon. The probability of seeing either L4 or L5 at this time is extremely poor. 
It has not yet been proven that the lunar libration clouds can be seen by the front 
scattering of light. 

For computing an observing position for L5: 

Computed with the same procedure as for L4 except that moonrise and the end 
of twilight are used. 

Try: September 16, 1968! 

Summary of example: 

date 	 RA 	 dec. 	observing window 

L4 	September 2, 1968 	22h53m 	 -9°51, 	 3h26m 

start of observing 	 position 	 probability 

Oh50m LST 	 in AQUARIUS 	 OK except for Gegenschein 

Gegenschein 

RA 22h46m, dec. -7°52,  

VENUS SECTION REPORT: THE WESTERN APPARITIONS OF 1962-3,  1964-5,  and 1966 

By: Dale P. Cruikshank, A.L.P.O. Venus Recorder 

Introduction 

This single report combines the results of observers who contributed to the Venus 
Section their drawings and written reports for the western (morning) apparitions of 1962-
3, 1964-5, and 1966. Insufficient quantities of observations were received for each in-
dividual apparition to justify separate reports of the Section. When discussing those 
items, such as dichotomy, requiring individual treatment, the apparitions will be discus-
sed separately; but certain other items lend themselves to discussions wherein the total 
collection of drawings are considered. 

Observations Received 

For the apparition of 1962-3, 38 drawings and two written reports were received from 
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Observed Magnitude  
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Figure 41. Photograph of 
Comet 1968a by John Bortle 
and Charles Scovil on May 
8, 1968 at 8h15m, U.T. 
Taken with 22-inch Yaksutov 
at Stamford Observatory in 
Connecticut. North at top. 
103aF plate. Coma less than 
2' across. 

Comet Tago-Honda-Yamamoto 1968a was an unspectac-
ular object, never brighter than 7th magnitude, and 
lacking a tail. The diameter was about 3' of arc or 
70,000 miles, which is average for comets at great dis-
tances from the sun. Comet 1968als perihelion was 63 
million miles from the sun on May 16th. All observers 
called the degree of coma condensation 4 or less (0 is 
diffuse, 9 stellar), and Simmons rated it completely 
diffuse in all observations. 

Photographic results. John Bortle and Charles 
Scovil photographed 1968a on four nights in May, using 
a 13i-inch focal length f/3.5 astrograph and also the 
22" aperture f/3.7 Maksutov of Stamford Observatory in 
Connecticut (Figure 41). By standardizing the expos-
ures Bortle was able to make rough magnitude estimates 
from the plates, which were yellow sensitive. The com-
et was compared to SAO Star Catalog visual magnitudes, 
furnishing: May 7, 8.9; May 8, 8.7; May 21, 9.5; and 
May 25, 9.7. Its appearance was diffuse with little 
condensation and a diameter of from 1' to 3'. A nucle-
us was present on May 25th and possibly on the 8th. 
There was no tail. 

***** 	Comet 1968a 	ALPO Visual Magnitudes 

1968 UT Date Observer Aperture (inches) 

1.44 McCants 2 
2.43 McCants 2 
2.43 Minton 4.2 
7.47 Miller 6 
8.36 Bortle 2 
12.47 Simmons 2 
13.48 Simmons 2 
16.09 Delano 12.5 
16.12 McCants 10 
19.12 McCants 10 
22.14 Simmons 4.2 
23.17 Simmons 4.2 
24.12 Simmons 4.2 
26.14 Simmons 4.2 
27.14 Simmons 4.2 
28.14 Simmons 4.2 
29.14 Simmons 4.2 
30.14 Simmons 4.2 
31.15 Simmons 4.2 

June 1.15 Simmons 4.2 

a. SAO Catalog. 	b. AAVSO charts. 	c. Skalnate Pleso Atlas. 

DR. DINSMORE  ALTER (1888-1968)  

By: Walter H. Haas, A.L.P.O. Director 

It was sad news to learn of the death, on September 20, 1968, of Dr. Dinsmore Alter, 
lunar research astronomer, retired planetarium director, and outstanding popularizer of 
science. 

He was born on March 28, 1888 in Colfax, Washington, the eldest of four children. 
Both parents were college graduates. His father, the Reverend Joseph Alter, was a Union 
veteran of the Civil War and a home missionary of the United Presbyterian Church who, up-
on graduation in 1873, told his church: "Send me any place in the United States that no 
other minister will go." He was sent to the "dugouts" of Kansas. When the state had be-
come more developed by 1883, Joseph Alter asked for another assignment and was given the 
eastern half of Washington Territory and the panhandle of Idaho. Dinsmore spent five years 
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of his boyhood on the Warm Springs Indian Reservation in Oregon, 80 miles from the rail-
road. 

Dr. Alter received a B.A. from Westminster College, New Wilmington, Penna. in 1909, 
an M.S. from the University of Pittsburgh in 1910, and his Ph.D. from the University of 
California in 1916 in astronomy, mathematics, and physics. His major was in Celestial 
Mechanics, under Dr. Leuschner. Monmouth College conferred an honorary Sc.D. upon him in 
1941. 

He married Ada McClelland of Crafton, Penna. on December 26, 1910. They had one 
daughter, now Mrs. Helen Alter Asling. Two grandchildren, Joseph Henry Asling, M.D. and 
Mrs. William H. (Carol) Clewell, and two great grandchildren, Jeanette Renee and Kirsten 
Ann Asling, also survive him. 

Dr. Alter taught physics and astronomy at the University of Alabama from 1911 to 
1914 and astronomy at the University of California at Berkeley from 1914 to 1917. He ser-
ved in the Coast Artillery during World War I in 1917 and 1918, with ranks from Second 
Lieutenant through Major. He organized and commanded a group of Coast Artillery schools, 
South Pacific Coast Artillery District. He was at the University of Kansas from 1919 to 
1935 and became a full professor in 1924. Among his famous students there is Dr. Clyde 
Tombaugh, the discoverer of Pluto. In 1929-30 Dr. Alter was on leave as a Guggenheim Fel-
low, and he spent several summers in study at the University of Chicago. 

He was Director of the Griffith Observatory in Los Angeles from 1935 until he retir-
ed as Director Emeritus in 1958, except while on leave for active service as Colonel in 
the Army of the United States from 1942 to 1947. As Transport Commander, commanding of-
ficer of troops, he made 24 voyages carrying approximately 275,000 troops for perhaps 
275,000 miles. 

His retirement was a very active one as long as health permitted; he was engaged as 
a consultant about the moon by several nationally known companies, and he was in great 
demand as a lecturer. His pioneering interest in Man's proper development of the moon 
had become extremely timely by 1958 and later. 

His technical papers chiefly deal with orbits and Celestial Mechanics, astronomical-
meteorological periodicities, and lunar morphology. His popular writings include about 
200 papers. He established the monthly, The Griffith Observer, in 1936 and edited it, 
except during war leave, until his retirement. His published books are Introduction to 
Practical Astronomy, 1933; Pictorial Astronomy, originally with C. H. Cleminshaw in 1948; 
Pictorial Guide to the Moon, First Edition 1963; and Lunar Atlas, first published in 1964. 
The last-named contains about 50 of his photographs of the moon with the Mount Wilson 60-
inch reflector and earned Dr. Alter the G. Edward Pendray Award for "the outstanding con-
tribution to astronautical literature during the year 1964." 

His professional society memberships were numerous, and he served at times as an 
officer or national council member of several such societies. 

Yet all these facts and more, kindly made available by his widow, Mrs. Ada Alter, 
do little enough to explain the great regard in which this man was held by a host of de-
votees of astronomy and the sense of loss which his passing causes. They certainly do no: 
explain the genuine eagerness with which his lectures were awaited at W.A.A. Conventions 
in the 1950's and the enthusiasm with which the word "Dr. Alter is here" was speedily pas-
sed around. I do not think that any other speaker at those meetings was half so warmly 
welcomed by the audience. He was a singularly good friend of the A.L.P.O., and it is ty-
pical that he insisted on taking out a Sponsor Membership during what turned out to be the 
last year of his life. He had great respect for the work of earnest amateurs and often 
praised the lunar studies of our A.L.P.O. Secretary, Mr. David P. Barcroft of Madera, Cal-
ifornia. He kindly contributed the lead article, "The Moon as a Laboratory for Basic 
Scientific Research", for the Fifteenth Anniversary Issue of this journal (Str. A., Vol. 
16, Nos. 3-4;  pp. 45-50, 1962). The thoughts he developed there are very much worth read-
ing today. 

My clearest early personal recollection of Dinsmore Alter is a lecture which he gave 
at the Second W.A.A. Convention in San Diego in 1950. He presented an inspiring picture 
of space travel in our time and of Man's opportunities for the scientific development of 
the moon, including a lunar astronomical observatory. A few months later I heard staff 
members at a major planetarium express dismay that a responsible scientist should so mis-
lead, in their opinion, the general public. Space travel was rather a matter for specu-
lation about future centuries, in their opinion -- and this opinion was surely then the 
majority opinion of astronomers. Time has shown, of course, who was the better prophet. 
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Later meetings with Dr. Alter were always enjoyable to me, and a few hours in his 
company at the Griffith Planetarium in the spring of 1958 is a delightful memory. He was 
then keenly interested in his famous photographs of the Alphonsus-Arzachel region of the 
moon on October 26, 1956. Comparison of simultaneous infrared and blue-violet photographs 
had appeared to show variations in the visibility of detail over part of the floor of Al-
phonsus. He also gave me some of his Mount Wilson 60-inch photographs showing marginal 
evidence of apparent variations in Linde. These too are now part of the literature of 
lunar transient phenomena -- I never published the Linne photographs in this journal be-
cause of serious doubts that the apparent variations could be reproduced well enough to 
constitute a worthwhile case for lunar changes. The Kozyrev emission spectrograms of Al-
phonsus and the Greenacre-Barr red glows near Aristarchus were to create in some years a 
different scientific atmosphere toward the general problem of lunar surface activity, a 
change in which Dr. Alter's influence played a major role. 

The Space Age has brought new opportunities and new responsibilities to the re-
search astronomer. He will do well to imitate the skill, enthusiasm, and devotion which 
Dinsmore Alter displayed. We shall be fortunate if the astronomers of a new era show the 
same historical and philosophical ,-,preciation of their research and the same basic wisdom 
as our departed colleague did in his popular writings. 

We extend our deep sympathies to Dr. Alter's family and many friends in their loss. 

BOOK REVIEWS 

A Concise Encyclopedia of Astronomy, by A. Weigert and H. Zimmermann; translated by 
J. Home Dickson; American Elsevier Publishing Company, New York, c 1968, 360 pages. 
Price $9.00. 

Reviewed by Kenneth J. Delano 

With the advent of the Space Age there have appeared a number of one-volume diction-
aries and encyclopediae devoted to the sciences of astronomy and astronautics, each com-
piled with the intention of offering to the public a quick and easy means of obtaining 
answers to questions concerning astronomical facts and recent space research. Some volum-
es, because they are too elementary and provide too little information, are of no use to 
the fairly well informed amateur astronomer. That charge cannot be laid against Weigert 
and Zimmermann's A Concise Encyclopedia of Astronomy. 

The 368 pages of fairly small print plus 20 plates of astronomical photographs are 
bound in a very convenient-size book measuring 8 by 5i inches and only 1" thick. Despite 
its deceptively small size, A Concise Encyclopedia of Astronomy has articles on about,  1500 
astronomy-related terms which are comparable in length and quality to those contained in 
the major 30-volume general encyclopediae. For example, A Concise Encyclopedia of Astron-
my has a 3300-word article on comets as compared with the Encyclopedia Americana's 6700 
words, and it has a 5700-word article on galaxies as opposed to the Americana's 7000 words. 
The owner of a late, 30-volume, general encyclopedia will not be inclined to purchase 
Weigert and Zimmermann's book, except perhaps for the convenience of using one small book 
instead of often having to cross-reference through 30 large volumes to acquire the desired 
information. 

A major drawback to A Concise Encyclopedia of Astronomy is the way in which it has 
been updated. The work is a translation of the 2nd (1967) edition of ABC der Astronomie. 
However, it is quite evident that the first edition (1960) was updated by simply adding a 
sentence or two concerning developments since 1960, but without changing the text of the 
first edition to any great extent in order to make the articles consistent. Thus in the 
article on Mars, the two paragraphs concerning the Martian surface and canals each contain 
a sentence about the Mariner IV photographs taken in, 1965. Yet in the paragraph on the 
Martian atmosphere there is no mention whatsoever of Mariner IV's valuable atmospheric den-
sity findings. Elsewhere, under the term "space travel" the Mariner II fly-by of Venus in 
1962 and the Venus 3 landing in 1966 are merely mentioned as having taken place. In the 
article entitled "Venus" there is no mention at all of those two space probes and- their 
findings. Furthermore, the article on Venus cites a possible 125-day retrograde rotation 
for Venus - a value which was superseded by a 247-day retrograde rotation which was dis-
covered by radio telescopes in 1965 and has been since revised to a 243-day period. 

The result of the inconsistent updating is that the reader is often not sure whether 
he is reading a 1960 or a 1967 part of the book. Nevertheless, A Concise Encyclopedia of 
Astronomy is unquestionably a handy reference book, filled with a great amount of astro- 
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Figure 5. Sample chart prepared by Mr. Paul K. Mackal to illustrate recommended method of 
reporting observed ranks and colors of a Jovian belt, zone, or component. See also text 
of his paper, pg. 115. For each belt, zone, or component date of observation is plotted 
against longitude in System I or System II, whichever one applies. 
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INTENSITY ESTIMATES  AND A SEEING SCALE: 
COMMENTS  ON A PAPER BY PAUL K. MACKAL 

By: Clark R. Chapman 

Paul K. Mackal has written an interesting paper entitled "Rationale and Procedures 
for a Jovian Rank and Color Report". In the past, visual intensity estimation has not been 
very carefully considered, and Mackal's contribution is welcome. He discusses the problems 
of the standard 0 to 10 intensity scale, and finds them numerous. He suggests that a fully 
adequate alternative is simply to rank the belts or zones in relative order, and he propos-
es a straightforward manner in which to plot such rankings and analyze them. 

I wish to write in defense of the standard intensity scale (with appropriate qualifi-
cations), though I wish to make it clear that I have no quarrel with the use of rankings 
in addition  to regular intensity estimates. Mackal is certainly correct that the problems 
of standardizing intensity estimates are severe, and that if estimates are not fully reduc-
ed (as they have not been in the past), then they yield information no better than the 
rankings Mackal proposes. But it is possible to obtain much more information from inten-
sity estimates. 

Of course, intensity estimates themselves are (and always have been) relative, not 
absolute. The human eye cannot gauge absolute intensities to within a factor of ten or 
worse (the eye is made this way so we can see in both daylight and in the light of the 
full moon, nearly a million times fainter). Use of the 0 to 10 intensity scale always re-
quires a stated or implied standard. De Vaucouleurs (in Appendix II of Physics  of the 
Planet Mass, which is must reading for anyone interested in visual photometry of the plan-
etsTises three standards: the sky background, the mean brightness of the deserts, and 
the brightness of the typical polar cap. There is an implicit standard operating in the 
case of Jupiter as well. There is no hope through visual methods alone -- whether by 
ranking or by numerical intensity estimation -- to gauge long-term or short-term changes 
in the intensities of Jupiter's belts, except  in relation  to each other. 

300° 	36CP 
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Estimating ranks is very simple compared with giving numbers to the relative inten-
sities. And in many cases (e.g., for belts which are roughly similar in intensity) it is 
fully as adequate as making intensity estimates; in fact, in such cases the observer had 
best rank the belts before writing down intensities. But in other cases, it is not ade-
quate. For instance, Mackal's figure is (unfortunately) unrealistic. In recent years, 
the N.E.B. has always been the darkest (or at least most prominent -- the distinction will 
be discussed later) Jovian belt in all longitudes. Hence the same belt would not likely 
have rankings 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and "gone" all in the same year -- in fact, it could 
well have rank 1 at all longitudes throughout the year, even though there were noticeable 
differences or changes in its darkness (e.g., varying from just darker than the 2nd rank-
ing belt to much darker). 

The appropriate method for reducing intensity estimates on the 0 to 10 scale is dis-
cussed at length in the A.L.P.O. Observing Manual (unfortunately still unpublished). 
Briefly, observers suffer from a personal equation (which is not static, but can vary with 
time as influenced by such factors as memory, as Mackal discusses), which can be reason-
ably accurately approximated by two parts: (1) a centering error, and (2), a scale error. 
A centering error is a tendency for an observer to record all intensities systematically 
too high or too low relative to other observers. A scale error is a tendency for an ob-
server to record low intensities too low but high intensities too high (or low too high, 
and high too low). Provided that many observers make many intensity estimates, it is pos-
sible to correct individual estimates for these systematic personal equations, and the 
corrected estimates show surprisingly little scatter (Chapman, 1962). I urge that obser-
vers continue making such estimates and that the Recorders attempt complete reduction. 
The eye is a good relative photometer, as those in the AAVSO have long appreciated. 

It is pertinent to remark here on the difference between the "prominence" of a 
belt or zone and its "intensity", and also to distinguish the apparent relative intensity 
from the true relative intensity. The ease with which a belt or zone may be seen (its pro-
minence) is a function of its size as well as its contrast with neighboring regions. A 
ranking of belts or zones by prominence may well be interesting (they are the simplest 
rankings of all and may provide the best check upon relative changes in the appearance of 
Jupiter from year to year) but is not the same as a ranking by intensity (darkness or al-
bedo). An intensity ranking or intensity estimate must, of necessity, refer to the appar-
ent intensity, which is different from the true intensity -- especially for narrow belts 
or small spots -- because of smearing due to seeing and the inherent resolving limit of 
the telescope. Since different observers make rankings or intensity estimates under dif-
fering seeing conditions and with differing apertures, it is imperative that corrections 
be applied to such observations to obtain the true relative intensities (the physically 
meaningful quantity). This is quite straightforward (and is also discussed in the A.L.-
P.O. Observing Manual) but requires an objective estimate of the seeing which gives the 
true resolution or effective aperture of the telescope during the observation. 

For this reason I urge the adoption by all A.L.P.O. Observing Sections of the fol-
lowing method of estimating the seeing (first discussed by Giffen, 1963, and in greater 
detail in the Observing Manual): (1) First determine your personal constant called the 
ideal resolution for a one-inch aperture. (This value need be checked only every few 
months and should be measured on nights of very good seeing.) Stop the telescope down to 
a one-inch aperture (off-axis so that the secondary is not in the way), and note the sep-
aration of the closest double star you can resolve. This is your personal constant, r. 
(Alternatively you can find the diameter of the smallest lunar crater you can see; then 
your personal constant is its diameter, d, perhaps expressed in kms. Any other high-con-
trast feature of well-known angular size or separation, such as Cassini's Division, can 
be used in a similar fashion.) (2) During each observation measure a second quantity 
called your actual resolution R (or D), which is obtained by the same technique described 
above, using the same standard and using full aperture. Then the effective aperture D* 
is given by D* r/R, (or d/D, etc.). This quantity D* should be entered as the seeing for 
every observation. (3) After considerable practice in measuring the effective aperture 
by step 2, you should develop the ability to estimate it from previous experience merely 
by examining the steadiness and sharpness of the image you are observing (as in estimat-
ing the old 0 to 10 seeing). So while measuring the effective aperture by step 2 may be 
time-consuming during the first few months, the measuring technique can be dispensed with 
later on (except for occasional checks). An estimate of the effective aperture and an es-
timate of the transparency (Tr  = limiting magnitude for person with normal eyesight, ex-
cept when there is extraneous moonlight or twilight) should accompany every observation. 
Otherwise visual photometry of all except the very largest planetary features is meaning-
less. 
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In closing, I might remark that Paul Mackal's chart method of presenting rankings 
(applicable also to intensity estimates and color estimates) is excellent, and I hope to 
see it employed in future A.L.P.O. Jupiter Reports. However, let us not give up estimat-
ing intensities on the 0 to 10 scale. Let's just estimate ranks in addition.  

References 
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Postscript  hy Editor.  We would cordially invite interested readers, but particular-
ly experienced observers of Jupiter, to comment on the two preceding papers by Messrs. 
Mackal and Chapman. We are at all times anxious to improve (or replace) our estimates of 
numerical intensities on the surface of Jupiter and also to make our estimates of the see-
ing more meaningful. These goals will be attained better if we may have the benefit of 
constructive group discussion, and policies adopted will mean nothing if they are not sup-
ported by an informed membership. 

If I may offer a few thoughts to initiate such discussion, I would recommend the con-
tinuation of numerical intensity estimates on a 0 to 10 scale and the regular making of 
rank estimates to supplement them. It is, of course, the estimated intensities, and not 
ranks, which contain potential physical meaning about Jupiter. More information about ran-
dom and systematic errors in visual estimates of intensities on Jupiter might be obtained 
by planned group-studies of Jupiter at pre-selected dates and times, or perhaps also by 
studies of artificial discs. I would certainly encourage experimentation in using the 
method of estimating the seeing described by Mr. Chapman but would have reservations at 
the moment about how much seeing estimates can be improved thereby. In a view of Jupiter 
I shall ordinarily have no knowledge of the exact angular dimensions of any of the surface 
features near the limit of resolution. If I do not wish to use double stars or lunar cra-
ters to estimate R, and if I falsely assume a Jovian spot actually l'JO in diameter to be 
046 in diameter, the numerical effect on the computed "effective aperture" will be consid-
erable. 

The two authors and the Editor would like to have your ideas! 

ADDITIONS  TO THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPH LIBRARY: 

ORBITERS  II, III, AND IV AND SURVEYOR  III. 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

(manuscript received in July, 1967) 

Introduction  

This latest contribution by N.A.S.A. to the A.L.P.O. is rather sizeable--150 photo-
graphs in all, distributed as follows: 4 from Lunar Orbiter-II (in addition to 46 Orbiter 
-II photographs already in the Library), 51 from Orbiter-III, 9 from Orbiter-IV, and 86 
from Surveyor-III. 

All photographs listed are 8 x 10 inch glossy prints, excepting LO-II-3146-MF, which 
is 92 x 18 inches. Four of these new photographs are reproduced here as Figures 6-8 and 
on the front cover. All directions in their captions, and in the listing, follow the I.A. 
U. convention, where Mare Crisium is near the moon's east limb. 

This influx of new photographs makes the original Lunar Photograph Library Catalog 
quite obsolete; and a new edition, complete through July, 1967, is now available. To ob-
tain a copy, please send a request to: 

John E. Westfall 
Dept. of Geography 
San Francisco State College 
1600 Holloway Ave. 
San Francisco, California 94132 
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Orbiter Photographs  

The following abbreviations are used in this listing: (T) 	telephoto (24-in. foc- 
us) lens; (4) - wide-angle (80-mm. focus) lens; and Av. Hem. averted hemisphere ("back 
side"). Scales are expressed as follows: "100T" = 1/100,000 (i.e., about 1.6 mis. = 1 
in.); 2M = 1/2,000,000 (i.e., about 32 mis. = 1 in.). Scales are not given for oblique 
photographs. 

Orbiter - II 
Code 
No.: 
	 Solar 

67-H- 	 Description 	Lat./Long. 	Alt. Scale 

111 
112 
510 
(LO-
II-
3146- 
NT) 

(T) Ranger-8 impact crater. 
(W) Area of Ranger-8 impact 
(T) 30 ft. boulder & furrow 
(W) M. Tran. W of Maskelyne 
(This print is reversed and 
91 x 18 inch format.) 

(Sabine EA). 
in Sabine D. 
FC. 
is a 

2°06'N/24°37'E 
2°06'N/24°37'E 
1°1N/23t7E 
3t4N/36t2E 

-- 1/880 
-- 167T 
-- 1/1500 
14° 90T 

Orbiter - III  

Description Lat./Long. 
Solar 
Alt. 	Scale 

(W) SE M. Tran. ca. 40 kms. WSW of 
Maskelyne F. 
(T) SE M. Tran. S of Maskelyne F. 
(T) SE M. Tran. ca. 50 kms. S of 
Maskelyne F. 
(T) Craterlet with ejecta ca. 30 kms. S of 
Maskelyne F. 
(T) Ridge w/boulders NE of D'Arrest. 
(T) M. Tran. ca. 50 kms. ESE of Maskelyne F. 

2°48,N/35°02'E 

2°42'N/35°091 E 
2°30,N/35°25'E 

2°35'N/35°11,E 

2°32,N/15°25'E 
2°43'N/36°00,E 

14i° 

14t° 
14° 

142° 

15° 
15° 

240T 

29T 
33T 

1/3300 

1/5900 
1/5900 

(W) (OBL) Hyginus Rille. 8°N/6°E 6° 
(W) (OBL) Kepler and Kepler A. 8°N/38°W 
(T) Craterlet w/ejecta in O. Proc. S of 1°45,N/42°00'W -- 1/4500 
Maestlin G. 
(.4) Rimae Hevelius I, II, and III. 2°N/67°W. -- 240T 
(W) Cavalerius hills & Galilaei; area of 7°00'N/64°34'W 
Lunik IX landing. 	(OBL) 
3 photographs (left to right): 
(i) (W) (OBL) Flamsteed ring. 2°27'S/43°12'W 

(ii) (T) Surveyor-I impact area. II 	Il 26T 
(iii) (T) Surveyor-I casting shadow. u 	u 1/650 
(W) (OBL) Flamsteed P ring. 3°S/44°W 18° 
(T) Area of Surveyor-I site. 2°27'S/43°12'W 19° 22T 
(T) Surveyor-I casting shadow. 2°27'S/43°12'W 19° 1/630 
(W)(OBL) Damoiseau. 5°S/61°W 
(T) SE M. Tran. SW of Maskelyne F. 3t1N/34t4E 19° 26T 
(T) W M. Fecund. SE of Lubbock. 0:6S/42°1E 23° 24T 
(T) W M. Tran. NE of Ritter B. 3t5N/19t2E 9° 25T 
(T) S M. Tran. S of Maskelyne G. Ot5N/27t2E 19° 23T 
(4) (OBL) Theophilus. 8°1S/26°E 
(T) N of Theon Junior B. 1t34S/13t7E 22° 23T 
(T) (OBL) Sinus Medii SW of Bruce. 1°N/1°W 
(W) (OBL) Murchison and Pallas. 5°N/0° - - - 
(T) W Sinus Medii. 1°1N/1°7W 14° 23T 
(g) (OBL)Ehmbart 	J-Fra Mauro B area. 1°S/20°W 
(T) Av. Hem.-W portion of Tsiolkovsky. 23°s 125°E -- 760T* 
(4) (OBL) WiChmann c - Wichmann b area. 3°s 35°W 
(T) NE portion of Flamsteed ring. 2°S/43°3W 17° 24T 
(T) N portion of Flamsteed ring. 2°S/44°5W 8° 24T 
(T) E portion of Flamsteed ring. 2t7S/42t7W 19° 24T 
(T) SW portion of Arago B. 3°N/20°6E 10° 25T 

4( Refers to unforeshortened (maximum) component 
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of scale. 

Code 
No.: 
67-H- 

184 

185 
186 

187 

195 
196 
197 
201 
204 

214 
215 

264 

265 
266 
267 
291 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
320 
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Code 
No.: 	 Solar 

67-H- 	 Description 	Lat./Long. 	 Alt.  Scale 

321 	(1) S M. Tran. N of Moltke. 	 013N/2413E 	 19° 	23T 

322 	(T) Part of Agrippa D. 	 4°N/616E 	 8° 	25T 
323 	(w) (OBL) Landsberg P-Euclides K- 	 311S/2219W 	 -- 	---- 

Euclides P area. 

Figure 6. The Surveyor-I landing site as photographed by Orbiter-III's telephoto (24-
inch focus) lens. The Surveyor spacecraft itself is at the center of the circle, cast-
ing a shadow to the top and left. The area of coverage is about 100 x 150 meters (350 
x 500 feet). (Photo. No. 67-H-267). 	xxxt 

Orbiter - III (Cont.)  
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Crbiter - III (Cont.) 
Code 
No.: 
67-H- Description Lat./Long. 

Solar 
Alt. 	Scale 

324 (T) WNW of Fra Mauro B. 218S/22°6W 22° 23T 
325 (d) (OBL) O. Proc.--Encke E-Suess- 2°N/43°W 

Suess F area. 
326 (T) NE rim of Flamsteed ring. 2°4S/42°8W 19° 24T 
327 (T) N portion of Flamsteed ring. 2°16S/440W 21° 25T 

Figure 7. The Mare Orientale Basin, a vertical wide-angle Orbiter-IV photograph of what 
is, from the Earth, the extreme west limb of the moon. The outermost ring of the Basin is 
the Cordillera Mountains, some 1000 kms. (600 mis.) in diameter and rising to 6000 meters 
(20,000 feet). The Rook Mountains form the next smaller ring, some 650 kms. (400 mis.) 
across. Traces of two smaller concentric rings are also visible. North is at top; Ocean-
us Procellarum is on the upper right limb; Schickard is near the lower right limb (about 
"5 o'clock" on the disk); and part of Bailly is on the bottom edge. (Photo. No. 67-H-934). 
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Code 
No.: 
67-H- Description Lat./Long. 

Solar  
Alt. 	Scale 

328 

329 
330 
331 
333 
334 
336 
389 
734 
799 
804 
880 

(W) Part of Av. Hem. w/Tsiolkovsky N of 
center. 

(T) W M. Tran. N of Hypatia CB. 
(T) E edge of Moltke. 
(4) MO'sting and area to N. 
(T) 0. Proc. SW of Maestlin R. 
Duplicate of 67-H-317. 
(T) (OBL) NE of Hortensius. 
Duplicate of 67-H-323. 
(T) Surveyor-III landing point. 
00 Surveyor-III landing area. 
(T) Surveyor-III landing site.. 
(T) Surveyor-III landing point. 

15°S/125°E 

014N/21t8E 
115S/2412E 
016S/5t5W 
lt2N/42t1W 

8°N/27°W 
- - - - -- - - - - 
2t94S/23t34W 
2°9s 23°3W 
2°94S/23134W 
2t948/23t34W 

19° 
23° 
18° 
11° 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 
-- 

5.6M/ 
8.8M** 
23T 
20T 
180T 
24T 
----
----- 
----
1/2600 
140T 
1/3150 
1/740 

Orbiter-IV 
Code 
No.: 
67-H- Description 	 Lat./Long. 

Solar 
Alt. 	Scale 

743 (T) S Polar Region - -Demonax-Scott -Amundsen 90°S 	 0-9° 1.8M 
-Hale area. 	(Overlaps 67-H-747.) 

745 (4) Whole-disk view of E limb portion of Av. 10.3M/ 
Hem. Colong. = 299t3. 15.5M** 

747 (4) Valley on Av. Hem. (Overlaps 67-H-743.) 65°S/105°E 2.1M* 
833 (4) Whole-disk view of N Hemisphere; 72°N/271E 9.4W 

Colong. = 6t9. 13.1M** 
897 (T) Alpine Valley. 50°N/0° 20° 1.14M 
934 (R) Whole-disk view centered on M. 15°S/89°W ca.13M 

Orientale Basin. 
935 (T) M. Veris - NE M. Orientale. 15°S/89°W ca.1.5M 
936 
937 

(T) Inghirami-Vallis Inghirami. 
li (T) Riccio 	-Hartwig. 

43°S/68°W 
3°S 77°W 

ca.1.4M 
ca.1.7M 

Orbiter - III (Cont.) 

Surveyor - III  

Surveyor-III successfully (though somewhat roughly) landed on the moon at 00:04 on 
19 April, 1967, U.T., in eastern Oceanus Procellarum at 2t88 south latitude, 23t21 west 
longitude-about 130 kms. (80 mis.) southeast of the crater Landsberg. Under "Format" in 
the listing: W = wide-angle (25° field); N = Narrow-angle (6° field); M = mosiac (a join-
ing of two or more photographs). 

Code 
No.: 
67-H- Format Description 

384 Farthbased view of landing area in O. Proc. 3°20'S/23°10,W. 
scale ca. 1.05M. 

Unforeshortened 

446 W Landing leg and omni antenna. 
447 W Omni antenna and helium tank. 
456 W Footpad #2 and imprint. 
457 W Opposite inner wall of crater. 
458 W Footpad #2 and imprint. 
462 N 2-ft. diameter crater N. of spacecraft. 
463 Crater rim with rock blocks. 
464 N Surface 2i meters distant (solar altitude 	15°). 
465 North interior of crater. 
467 W Surface sampler above surface. 

*Refers to unforeshortened (maximum) component of scale. 
**First figure is scale at center of apparent disk; second figure is tangential (=-

foreshortened) scale at apparent limb. 
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Figure 8. Surveyor-IIITs surface sampler on its fourth pass through a trench, which it has 
deepened to about 17 ems. (6i-7 ins.). Taken May 1, 1967. (Photo. No. 67-H-839). Top is 
to right. 

Code 
No.: 
67-H- Format 

 

Surveyor-III (Cont.)  

Description 

469 	Surface sampler touching surface. 
470 	2 photos.: (1) surface sampler pushed into surface. 

(2) resulting depression. 
471 	Surface sampler and first trench dug. 
472 	Surface as disturbed by surface sampler. 
473 	Upper end of first trench dug. 
474 	Upper end of second trench dug. 
475 	- 	Surface sampler at upper end of trench. 
481 	N-M 15-inch trench and surface sampler. 
482 	- 	6-inch deep trench and surface sampler. 
483 	- 	Earth near mid-eclipse of April 24, 1967. 
484 	- 	Earth 42 minutes into total eclipse of April 24, 1967. 
490 	Surface sampler near footpad #2. 
491 	N 	Lunar material on footpad #2 (taken with red filter). 
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Code 
No: 
67-H- Format 

Surveyor-III (Cont.) 

Description 

525 
526 
539 
540 
758 
789 
790 
791 
792 
793 
794 
795 

W-M 

N 
W 
W 
W 

Surface sampler and spacecraft shadow. 
Surface sampler and spacecraft shadow. 
Inner wall of crater. 
North side of crater. 
Two boulders north of spacecraft. 
Surface sampler and trench. 
Surface sampler and footpad #2. 
Lunar material on footpad #2 (taken with red filter). 
Surface sampler and pebble. 
Imprint left by surface sampler. 
Surface sampler holding small rock. 
Closer view of surface sampler and small rock. 

796 W Surface sampler and trenches 1 and 2. 
797 N Surface sampler and light rock. 
798 Close-up of surface sampler scoop. 
800 Earthbased view of landing area in O. Proc. (University of Arizona Lunar & 

Planetary Lab. 61-inch photo.). 	Unforeshortened scale ca. 900T. 
801 Crescent Earth: 	1967, April 30, 11:37, U.T. 
802 Earthbased view of landing area in O. Proc. (Yerkes Observatory 40-inch 

photo.). 	Unforeshortened scale ca. 800T. 
803 Earthbased view of landing area in O. Proc. (McDonald Observatory 82-inch 

photo.). 	Unforeshortened scale ca. 800T. 
805 N-M 20-inch rock block near spacecraft w/circles to measure roundness factor. 
809 N-M (same as 67-H-805, without circles). 
810 W Footpad #2 and its imprint. 
811 N Footpad #2 and its imprint. 
812 N 2nd imprint of footpad #2. 
813 W Rounded rock fragment. 
814 Angular rock block. 
815 N Rock wedge and 4i- and 6-ft. craters. 
816 N Surface with rock fragments. 
820 N-M Trench dug by surface sampler. 
821 Two views of surface sampler. 
834 Surface sampler crushing clod. 
835 Clod crushed by surface sampler. 
836 Rock imbedded in surface. 
837 Third trench dug by surface sampler. 
838 Surface cracks caused by surface sampler. 
839 Surface sampler making fourth pass through trench. 
840 Surface wrinkled by bearing test. 
841 Surface dented by surface sampler. 
842 Surface sampler crumpling soil. 
843 Surface sampler preparing to pick up rock. 
844 Surface sampler making 2nd pass through 2nd trench. 
845 Surface sampler poised for impact test. 
846 N-M Area N of spacecraft, including 42-ft. crater. 
847 N-M (Spherical mosaic). 	Horizon and parts of spacecraft. 
848 N Rock fragments on north wall of crater. 
849 N-M Tracks left by rolling or skidding rocks. 
850 N-M Glass mirror on top of spacecraft compartment A. 
851 W Imprint of footpad #3. 
852 N-M Trench to east produced by exhaust gases. 
853 N-M View to east, with imprints of footpads #1 and #2. 
854 N-M View to east: 	footpad and exhaust gas imprints. 
858 N-M Double imprint of footpad #2. 
859 W-M Double imprint of footpad #2. 
860 W Waffle pattern made by footpad #2. 
862 N-M Southwest wall of main crater. 
863 N-M Rock field on northeast wall of main crater. 
864 N-M Rock field on northeast wall of main crater. 
868 (MAP) Map of area near spacecraft; scale = 1/440. 
870 (MAP) Contour map of area near spacecraft; scale = 1/1440. 
872 Two superimposed views of Earth during eclipse. 
878 N-M Area north of spacecraft, showing craters and boulders. 
879 N Twin boulders north of spacecraft. 
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A.L.P.O.  Lunar Photograph Library Rules 

Many A.L.P.O. members have not received copies of the Lunar Photograph Library Cat-
alog, and have joined the A.L.P.O. since the Library rules were originally published. For 
their sake, the rules for loans follow here: 

1. Requests are to be mailed to: John E. Westfall, Dept. of Geography, San Fran-
cisco State College, 1600 Holloway Ave., San Francisco, California 94132. 

2. The letter of request should include: 

a. Either a list of the photographs wished or a description of the area(s) 
for which coverage is wished. Also list colongitudes preferred, if any. 

b. A brief description of the use to which the photographs are to be put. 
c. Twenty-five cents in stamps to cover postage. 

3. The date the photographs are to be mailed back to the Librarian will be the 
ast date on the back of the photograph - -normally six weeks from the date they are mailed 
to the borrower. ALL PHOTOGRAPHS ARE TO BE RETURNED ON OR BEFORE THIS DATE. A six-week 
renewal is allowed, if requested in advance of the return date and if no other requests 
are outstanding. 

4. All photographs are to be returned to the Librarian unfolded and unmarked, in 
manila envelopes reinforced with cardboard. 

REPORT  ON THE 1964-65 APPARITION  OF MARS - PART  II 

By: Klaus R. Brasch, former A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder 

The first part of this Report (Str. A.,  Vol. 20, Nos. 1-2) was confined largely to 
an analysis of the data on atmospheric phenomena and polar cap behavior. An attempt was 
made to treat these topics in some detail because it was felt that they are among the main 
areas of planetary astronomy where the amateur, with moderate equipment, can still make a 
valid and useful contribution. It'must also be quite frankly admitted that even the fin-
est amateur observations of the surface detail of Mars are of limited scientific value and 
can really only serve to supplement professional work carried out with larger and more so-
phisticated apparatus. It is hoped that the second part of this Report will serve to ac-
centuate the above contentions and at the same time to encourage serious amateurs to re-
sort to their ingenuity by refining their techniques and employing more advanced methods 
of planetary observations. I am thinking here particularly of micrometry, photography, 
and critical filter work, three astronomical tools readily accessible to the amateur but 
only infrequently employed as yet. It is becoming increasingly important that the serious 
student of Mars make every effort to obtain the use of as large a telescope as possible, 
within the 12- to 24-inch aperture range, and so in effect to become a professional ama-
teur. This may well prove to be a difficult and expensive proposition but is literally a 
price paid for progress. 

The results of the more useful and accurate observations of the Martian surface 
features, as observed by A.L.P.O. members during the 1964-5 apparition, are summarized in 
the accompanying map of Mars. It must be stressed that both the nature and quality of 
this map are quite heterogeneous. Some areas were observed more frequently and under bet-
ter seeing conditions than others. Thus the region lying between 200° and 300° longitude 
received what is considered to be adequate and accurate coverage throughout the apparition. 
Very sparsely studied was the region extending from about 70° to about 180° longitude, and 
hence this section of the map is considered to be sketchy and rather unreliable. This re-
mark applies particularly to the less prominent features encompassed within these limits. 
The positions of the main features on the chart were secured by combining I.A.U. chart 
positions, A.L.P.O. drawings, and micrometric observations obtained by Kenneth Schneller. 
A map of this nature represents an "average" picture, so to speak, as compiled throughout 
several months of observations. As a consequence, seasonal intensity variations and the 
personal drawing styles of the various observers had to be normalized in the final pro-
duct. It must also be pointed out that many of the finer details shown in the map are not 
normally resolvable with smaller telescopes (4-8 inches aperture) since these details were 
obtained from sketches made with 16- to 30-inch instruments. 

Turning now to a more detailed discussion of some of the areas which received close 
scrutiny, the following presentation has been adopted: For several parts of the planet 
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AN ANALYSIS OF LUNAR STEEP PLACES AND ITS SELENOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

By: Carl F. Dillon, Jr., Lowell, Massachusetts 

Abstract 

The lunar steep places on the moon's visible hemisphere have been mapped. Relation-
ships between steep places and the lunar tectonic grid system, maria coasts, and crater 
diameters have, been established. Present data tend to show similarities between the ear-
th's surface and that of the moon, and also tend to support a plutonic explanation of the 
formation of lunar steep places. 

Foreword hy Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder. 

The following article, by Carl F. Dillon, Jr., one of the Lunar Section's most ac-
tive members, is a direct result of his participation in the formal steep places program. 
Since Mr. Dillon contributed over 90% of the observations, and in addition undertook the 
tedious task of reduction of the observations, it is only proper that the formal report 
be written by him. 

In consulting several lunar experts, I have found that their viewpoints differ 
greatly as to the possible significance of the following data. The major objection is 
that the possibility of observational bias exists. It has been suggested that a survey be 
made in accordance with a prearranged plan of areas and times. While this idea certainly 
has merit, it is doubtful that sufficient observer interest exists to carry such a plan to 
a successful conclusion. It is this writer's opinion that the data contained herein is 
complete and accurate to the limit of the 6" aperture employed. Unquestionably, larger 
apertures would reveal additional steep places; but it is my opinion that the statistical 
relationships would still hold up. In the final analysis, the reader must consider the 
data, and the observations upon which they are based, and draw his own conclusions. 

One thing is certain, though; this study dramtically demonstrates the fact that ser-
ious lunar research is still possible for an amateur, working alone and with very modest 
equipment. 

Introduction 

The apparent ruggedness of the lunar surface is merely an illusion caused by sharp 
shadow contrasts and the lack of lunar atmosphere. Few observations are made in areas un-
der high solar lighting. Hence, there is comparatively little that has been written about 
such lighting in selenological studies. Under high lighting, however, are found a few 
craters and faults that still contain traces of dark shadow, thus denoting that the steep-
ness of the terrain here is greater than the sun's angular elevation above the lunar hori-
zon at the time of observation. In this analysis, areas that are over 30° in inclination 
will be considered "steep places". 

What relationships exist between steep places and their distribution? How does 
their distribution relate to existing theories concerning the origin of the lunar surface 
features? Where are these steep places found? Such are a few of the questions that I 
have tried to answer - some of which are still unanswered. 

Observational Procedure 

The project was divided into two parts: (1) finding the general distribution of 
steep places, and (2), studying these areas in detail. The second part has not yet been 
fully completed. Although there may be a few undiscovered steep places in the moon's wes-
tern (IAU) hemisphere and in the west inner walls of a few craters, the first part is com-
plete.1  

Present visual observations number over 1500 and are supplemented by about 1000 
photographic observations, giving a fairly complete coverage up to colongitude 174°. Ob-
servational data were obtained by recording places that exhibited shadow with the termin-
ator 30° or more away. Since the actual solar altitude is dependent upon lunar latitude 

1Personal correspondence with Mr. Charles L. Ricker (Oct. 17, 1968) shows that 
other observers list 15 other possible steep places, too few to affect this present analy-
sis of over 275 places to any great extent. 
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corded. Later, using the information cited and a simplified 
sun's altitude. 

Figure 15. Diagram 
of earth-turned hem-
isphere of moon to 
show general distri-
bution of lunar steep 
places discovered 
and/or studied by 
Carl F. Dillon, Jr. 
See text of his ar-
ticle in this issue. 

as well, areas were 
not accepted as steep 
places until values 
of over 30° were ob-
tained when using a 
simplified formula 
for solar elevation.2  
Observations were 
made using a 6-inch 
homemade Newtonian 
reflecting telescope. 
Along with the steep 
place positions and 
the size, type, and 
magnification of the 
telescope, the date 
and time (UT), seeing 
conditions, and trans-
parency were also re-

formula, I determined the 

Conclusions 

Through the data tables, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1) Most steep places occur in: a) craters (49%).3  
b) ringed plains (22.8%) 
	

d) mountains (4.9%). 
c) interior mountains (13.4%). 	 e) walled plains (3.56%). 

2) By quadrant, most steep places occur as follows: 
a) Quadrant I (37%). 	 c) Quadrant II (19.6%). 
b) Quadrant IV (32.2%). 	 d) Quadrant III (11.2%). 

3) The sum of steep places in diagonal quadrants is approximately 50%. That is: 
Quad. I + Quad. III - 48.2%. 	 Quad. II + Quad. IV 51.8%. 

From the graphs, it may be concluded that: 

4) The number of steep places, in general, is inversely proportional to the crat-
er diameter (Figure 16). This inverse proportion closely corresponds to a straight line 
(linear function) having the formula f(x) = -0.9 x +31, where x is the crater diameter in 
miles and f(x) is the number of steep craters known. In the right hand portion of the 
graph (Figure 16) are two groups not lying on the straight line. Since their frequencies 
are only 1, they may be considered as random. When craters are classified into smaller 
categories (i.e., craters proper, walled plains, ringed plains), this inverse relation is 
much more irregular, though still present. 

2Charles L. Ricker, "Lunar Section: The Steep Places Program", Strolling Astron-
omer, Vol. 20, Nos. 1-2, pp. 4-5. 

3Classification of craters, ringed plains, and walled plains was obtained using The 
Moon, by H. P. Wilkins and Patrick Moore, Faber and Faber, Ltd., London, 1961. 
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Figure 16. Graph of the 
• 14' 	known number of lunar steep 

places in craters in differ-
ent diameter-intervals again-
st the crater diameter in 
miles. Graph drawn by Carl 
F. Dillon, Jr. See also 

• 4 	text. 

• 

sp, 	 r 0 

From the map of the 
general distribution of steep 
places (Figure 15): 

5) Most steep places 
occur fairly close to the 
"shores" of the maria, sel-
dom in the older southern 
highlands or maria centers, 
and lie in groups that run 
parallel to these shores. 
Although the distribution of 
steep places is 31.2% in mar-
ia, 17.4% bordering maria, 
and 24.2% in highlands, with 
61 places unclassified, ap-
proximately 85% lie within 
90 miles of maria shores. 

Today's selenologists 

• ° 
	

14.) 	

are divided between the plu- 
tonic (volcanic) and meteor-
itic hypotheses of lunar cra- 

	

S, • 	ter origin. The implications 

	

ty, 	of my project, like theirs, 
are highly subject to contro- 

• versy and are included as 
hypotheses to supplement the 

o 
• 	formal report. Of all the 

conclusions of the project, 
GU 

 
the ones that have, perhaps, 
the greatest selenological 

T 	 implications are (5) and (6) 
above, which state that these 

o 
Q4 	steep places occur in certain 
• patterns on the lunar surface 

and that they lie parallel to 
the maria "shores". 

• 

• 

• 0 

• 0 

• e 

• 0 

6) Steep craters appear 
to occur in a system that 
lies in N-S, NW-SE, and NE-SW 
directions. 

Possible Implications 

• 
,4 I 

0. .0  The N-S, NW-SE, and NE - 
M , 	<1 IN 	h 	 SW patterns of steep places 

II- 	J-U 	14,S z cs.) 	 are especially significant; 
for these are the patterns 
that are common to the lunar 
tectonic system. Thus, steep 

place craters may be a part of this system and may possibly lie on fault or fracture lines 
on the lunar surface. Further evidence is supplied by an inspection of steep places sup-
erimposed on charts of the lunar tectonic system,4 which shows that many steep places are 

4Robert G. Strom, "Analysis of Lunar Lineaments, I: Tectonic Maps of the Moon", 
Communications of the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, July 1, 1964. 
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Figure 17. Ptolemaeus region of the moon, showing lunar lineaments as traced by Carl F. 
Dillon, Jr. from Tectonic Map of the Moon (maps lA and 1B), interpretation by Robert G. 
Strom. Lunar steep places are superimposed with heavy outlines. Many steep craters are 
composed of these lineaments, and many groups of steep places lie in chains parallel to 
the directions of the tectonic grid. See also text. 

Trivial Filler hy Editor. First of all, I think that we should all congratulate 
Mr. Dillon on carrying out so well a lunar project of such great scope - -many, many hours 
were needed for its completion. It is most heartening that one of our younger lunar ob-
servers should show such diligence and devotion. This praise must come before any adverse 
criticisms of his interpretations of his results. 
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surrounded by, or lie parallel to, the tectonic lines. Figure 17 is an example. 

The marked resemblance of lunar steep places that run parallel to the maria "coas:a-
to the earth's distribution of its volcanic system that frequently parallels the continen-
tal coastlines gives rise to much speculation over whether they share a common origin. 
However, although present data may at first favor a plutonic type of origin, more data are 
needed before these relationships can be clearly apparent. Subsequent investigation may 
prove the preceding hypothetical reasoning to be totally wrong. 

Most important, however, new knowledge concerning the nature of the moon has been 
found using modest equipment; and new questions have been uncovered. It remains for fut-
ure investigations to attempt to answer them. 
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DQQZ, REVIEWS  

Technical Report 32-990 "The Mars 1964-1965 Apparition", by C. F. Capen, published 
by Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, 
December 15, 1966. 187 pages. 

Reviewed by Gene Lonak 

During this aphelic apparition of Mars, the planet approached earth to within 62,-
100,000 miles and subtended a maximum diameter of 14n. Observations conducted at the JPL 
Table Mountain Observatory with a 16" Cassegrain f/20 reflector and at the U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey Astrogeology Gilbert Observatory with a 30" Cassegrain f/15 telescope produced 
excellent results. 

The abstract preceding the report describes the photographic and visual observa-
tions conducted and summarizes the Martian seasonal events observed from September, 1964 
to September, 1965. The Martian polar regions, atmospheric phenomena, and a description 
of the surface features are contained in 358 drawings and photographs, various tables, and 
a daily observation report. The Mariner IV contact of July 15, 1965 is also included, and 
the data from it are presented for further study and analysis. 

An introduction contains a heliocentric chart showing the orbits of Earth and Mars 
and indicating their various positions at opposition for the years from 1963 to 1978. 
Disk diameter, phase, and axial positions are included to indicate the appearances of the 
planet in aphelic and perihelic positions. This introduction along with a short descrip- 
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table which should be in the possession of all observers of Mars. Finally, an index of 
aerographic names is included. These names can easily be located in the various portions 
of the report or on the ALPO key map attached, modified for this 1964-65 apparition. 

The entire report is extremely well-written in an orderly and illustrative manner. 
It should be read to furnish a potential observer information upon the type of observa-
tions that can be made. The wealth of material presented cannot be given justice in a 
review of this type. After reading this report and comparing it to my own observations, 
I have augmented my own knowledge and anticipate that future observational periods will 
produce more critical observations and analyses of data secured from other sources. 

iHHHHHt 

The Other Star, by Arthur Eedle. Published by Miles Henslow, printed by Portia 
Press Ltd., 249 pages. 5i X 82 inches, paper bound. Price 25 shillings. 

Reviewed by A. Wade Mount 

Oddly enough, the title page shows no publication or copyright date, but from the 
text one would judge that the book was written rather recently. However, on page 62 the 
period of axial rotation of Mercury is given as 88 days rather than the recent radar de-
termination of some 59 days. 

Chapters one and two are largely devoted to a brief general description of the So-
lar System and to certain theories of its origin, together with some of the shortcomings 
of these theories. The author builds on this background and then in chapter three draws 
nearer to his "new theory" of the origin of the sun's family. 

Although a theory involving the intrusion of another star into the gravitational 
field of the sun as a possible mechanism for the Solar System's formation has been with us 
since the work of Sir James Jeans, the author's version of that possible occurrence is es-
sentially new in its development and presentation. The close approach of "the other star', 
the motion of the star and sun about their common centers of mass, the resulting tidal ef-
fects on both the near and far sides of the sun with respect to the star and the resultinz 
planetary system all form an interesting back-drop to much of the subsequent discussion. 

A wide range of Solar System elements and relationships, ranging from asteroids and 
comets to a "twin tidal law", are discussed in the ten chapters of the book. The publica-
tion is non-mathematical; but the author has a pleasing way with words and presents his 
case in a clear, convincing, and easily read narrative form. The book is well illustrated 
with drawings, tables, graphs, and photographs; the book is unusually well printed on good 
quality paper and is provided with an entirely adequate index. 

This publication is, perhaps, not a book that will find wide use as a source for 
general reference by the average reader, but it is certainly a book that will prove very 
informative to anyone interested in keeping abreast of current thinking on the origin of 
our Solar System. The Other Star is recommended reading. 

The Earth's Moon, The National Geographic Society. $1.00 on paper, $2.00 on plas-
tic, plus 15O and 30O respectively for postage and handling. The National Geographic Soc-
iety, Washington, D.C. 20036. 

Reviewed by Charles L. Ricker 

This map of the moon, which was sent to all subscribers to The National Geographic  
Magazine, along with the Feb., 1969, issue of that magazine, is by far the best small lun-
ar map to be published to date. This reviewer spent an entire evening examining its many 
interesting features. The map is on a scale of 1:11,620,000 and portrays both the near 
and far sides of the moon. It is constructed using Orbiter photographs as a basis, and 
great care and some novel and ingenious methods were employed in drawing the various form-
ations upon the map in precisely the correct locations with respect to the grids. An am-
azing amount of detail is depicted, and the view is similar to what one might see in a 2" 
or 3" telescope. The realistic depictions and attention to detail should make identifica-
tion of minor formations very easy at the telescope. This improvement will be welcome to 
those who have tried to match telescopic views to previous maps! Formations are shown un-
foreshortened, which certainly is the true picture, though many formations near the limbs 
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will necessarily appear very different in a telescope. 

A vast amount of useful and interesting information and diagrams are contained on 
the margins, including a comprehensive list of all major formations and their coordinates. 
Views of the moon at different phases and many useful notes about the moon and the space 
program are also included. The beauty of this map will make it ideal for adorning the den 
or observatory wall, and its usefulness will necessitate owning two copies so that one 
copy may be used at the telescope. This map is a must for a beginner who is just starting 
to find his way around on the moon, and the experienced lunar enthusiast will find many 
useful applications for this very timely addition to the lunar literature. 

Is Anyone There?, by Dr. Issac Asimov. Ace Pocket edition, New York, N. Y., by ar-
rangement with Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1967. 319 pages, price $0.95. 

Reviewed by Gene Lonak 

The controversial subject of extraterrestrial intelligence has been treated in sev-
eral ways in past literature, extending from the classical titles Life on Other Worlds, 
by H. Spencer Jones and Intelligent Life in the Universe, by Shklovskii and Sagan, among 
others, to the present writers such as the author in the above work. The different point 
of view in Is Anyone There? is brought about by the fact that Dr. Asimov is primarily not-
able in the field of biochemistry, as his faculty status at the Boston University School 
of Medicine will attest. In addition, his imagination and speculative thinking have made 
him one of the most popular science-fiction authors in the country. 

Dr. Asimov has clearly divided this book into three sections, the first being sub-
jects "more or less known" - life, and non-life; the second, subjects "more or less un-
known" - other life, and future life. His third section concerns science-fiction; and al-
though it does not add to his speculation regarding extraterrestrial life, it does render 
interesting reading by calling attention to his gift of imagination and by presenting 
ideas in a popular form through humor and his erudition. In reality, Is Anyone There? is 
a collection of essays presented previously in various publications and brought together 
in a manner which collects various subjects and condenses them into a book of this type. 
Each essay could be read alone and with profit for the reader; but by placing them togeth-
er, the author makes fact and speculation work hand in hand to present a clear picture of 
the possibilities of life elsewhere and the problems of detecting it. 

Beginning with the basic properties of life itself, the author carries the reader 
through the world of biology by discussing the basic building-blocks of life - nucleic 
acids, DNA, RNA, the mechanics of heredity, and much more. In detail he describes the 
characteristics of the blood, brain, and nervous system, how they are inter-related to one 
another, and irregularities in the functions of the various organs. When finished with 
the section, the reader can fully appreciate the necessity of establishing a firm founda-
tion of knowledge in understanding known life before any attempt can be made to speculate 
on other life in the universe. The science of exobiology has been initiated, but as Dr. 
Asimov points out "it is a science with no subject!" 

In section two, we are transported into the universe, beginning with the basic unit 
of matter - hydrogen. Our course of travel from the oceans is discussed, past the atmos-
pheres of the various planets of the Solar System and out to the extreme edges of the vis-
ible and known universe, stopping only to describe the mysteries of quasars and Einstein's 
theory of time dilation and changes in physical properties as matter approaches the criti-
cal velocity of light. Big-bang and steady-state hypotheses are brought to light, along 
with the assumptions which can be-realized from considering either theory; and it is ex-
plained why our present knowledge now condones the view of George Gamow and the big-bang. 

Dr. Asimov considers in his remaining chapters the problems of population, future 
generations, and how interstellar flight could readily be achieved (within an astronomi-
cally short period of time). He coins the term "spome" (contraction for "space-home") and 
through logic and deduction carries our progeny out to the extreme limits of space. I be-
lieve he means also that other cultures which may exist may already have travelled in this 
manner. Even though Man's information regarding the extraterrestrial is practically non-
existent, a book such as Is Anyone There? should be read in interpreting our own culture 
and in setting goals for our future course to the stars. 
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Observatory who supplied most of the material in this report. Also, thank you to A. W. 
Heath for his valuable observations and comments, particularly on the Red Spot region, to 
Patrick McIntosh for his fine observations, and to Paul Mackal for his most valuable con-
tributions upon the "Slow Current" of the North Equatorial Current. 

ALPO SELECTED 1REAS PROGRAM: PLATO 

By: Charles L. Ricker and H. W. Kelsey, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

In this continuing series of reports on the activities and findings of the ALPO Se-
lected Areas Program, we shall examine in detail 131 observational reports of Plato which 
were submitted by twenty-two observers. Of these, 105 reports were available from sunrise 
at Plato through the next seven days. Only 26 reports were available from noon to sunset 
on Plato. The observers who participated in observations of Plato were as follows: 

Inez N. Beck 
Wadsworth, Ohio 

Carl F. Dillon, Jr. 
Lowell, Mass. 

Ronald Domen 
Warren, Ohio 

Chet B. Eppert 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Greg George 
Watertown, Conn. 

Ann Haralambie 
Larchmont, N. Y. 

H. W. Kelsey 
Riverside, Calif. 

Richard Krezovich 
SyracUse, N. Y. 

Rick Leach 
Brandon, Manitoba, Canada 

Eugene M. Lonak 
Chicago, Ill. 

Dan Louderback 
South Bend, Wash. 
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Paul Pokusa 
Hammond, Ind. 

Greg Redfern 
Garden Grove, Calif. 

William H. Richrath 
Westchester, Ill. 

Charles L. Ricker 
Marquette, Mich. 

Martin Senour 
Rochester, N. Y. 

Karl Simmons 
Jacksonville, Fla. 

Douglas Smith 
Vinton, Va. 

Zoltan Tiroler 
Taberg, Sweden 

Bruce Waddington 
Long Beach, Calif. 

Nick Weis 
Galena, Ill. 

Gary Wood 
Galesburg, Ill. 
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It goes without saying that no report would have been possible without the splendid coop-
eration of these observers. 

For many years, Plato has been reported by various observers as displaying a more 
anomalous behavior than any other formation on the Moon.152  W. H. Pickering carried on 
systematic studies of the floor, and called it "one of the most continuously active vol-
canic regions on the Moon." Walter Haas and his associates conducted a survey of this ob-
ject and other formations in the late 1930's, accumulating 73 observations of Plato, while 
using methods very similar to those of our present program. In his report, Haas remarked 
on the great difference between the previous map of Beer and Maedler and the 1935-1940 ap-
pearance. A map based upon the 73 observations in 1935-40 of Plato by Haas,  group is re-
produced here as Figure 9. It will be instructive at this point to compare this map with 
our key chart, Figure 10, based upon 131 observations from the present program. A more 
detailed discussion will follow below. 

Our method of recording observations in the Selected Areas Program is quite simple. 
A sketch is made on one of the program forms used by all observers; then intensity estim-
ates are made of all interesting features in integrated light, and in the blue, red, and 
green by means of Wratten Filters. As can be expected, a scatter exists among individual 
observers,  reports; but by carefully weighting the various intensity values, and plotting 
all the observations together, one can obtain meaningful curves. As mentioned in previous 
articles, one failing of amateur lunar studies in general is the great paucity of lunar 
observations after Full Moon. In addition, some observers seem to have great difficulty 
in detecting detail which is quite evident to others. This remark is particularly true of 
low contrast detail. 

There follows a detailed discussion of various marks, which we have lettered on the 
key chart for the sake of clarity. See Figure 10. 

Marks I, K, and O. Here 0 is the general floor tone, and I and K are slightly brigh-
ter areas on the floor. Reference to the intensity graphs (Figure 11) will show that 
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these marks all indicate a definite trend to increasing brightness as the lunation pro-
ceeds. Additionally, they all show a tendency to being brighter in the red than in the 
blue. However, the differential between red and blue is not so great with mark 0 as with 
marks I and K. In a recent photoelectric study of Plato by Peacock,4  the general redness 
of the floor is discussed as well as the increasing brightness as the lunation progresses. 
This result demonstrates dramatically the value of visual colorimetric studies if they are 
carefully made and interpreted. 

One of the anomalies which has been reported in the past is the shape and extent of 
mark I (The Sector), which has been suspected of variability. Our analysis of the draw-
ings of this feature appears to indicate that these differences can be ascribed to the 
subjective interpretation of mark I's format any given time by any individual observer. 
This is not surprising since the form of mark I is difficult to detect because it blends 
into the floor with an ill-defined border. Many observers who habitually record delicate 
craterlets and spots fail to detect "The Sector" at all, while the opposite is true for 
other observers. 

Marks A and C. These bright spots on the west wall (IAU) are by far the brightest 
features in Plato. Reference to the graphs in Figure 11 shows that these marks decrease 
in red intensity as the lunation proceeds, while showing a slight increase in blue. One 
consequence of this is a marked reddening just past sunrise which diminishes as the luna-
tion proceeds. As a result, "permanent" blinks are often recorded in these features just 
after sunrise. The converging of the blue and red curves is difficult to explain, and at 
this time can only be attributed to the reflective properties of the lunar surface. 

Marks F, G, and H. These are true floor craterlets, and were detected at times by 
almost all the observers. Of course, it is the visibility or non-visibility of these 
craterlets (and others) and their comparative conspicuousness which has occupied the atten-
tion of selenographers for many years. Here the comparison of our chart with that of Haas' 
group is of considerable interest. Since our chart agrees very well with the objective 
Orbiter photos, it is assumed that our chart fairly represents the appearance of the floor 
during the period covered. Now assuming a comparable competence of our group to that of 
the earlier workers, it indeed appears that the comparative conspicuousness of these floor 
spots and craterlets has changed in the past 30 years. It should be noted that Haas re-
marked that at no time during their observations were these spots seen as definite crater-
lets, while several of our observers detected these craterlets with apertures as small as 
6 inches. It is important to note that the craterlets, marks F, G, and H, were frequently 
observed to have interior shadows. The inconsistencies between these two studies are not 
easily explained, and the conclusion may be advanced that change has indeed occurred. Now 
during the period of our program, thirty observations of marks F, G, and H were compared 
to the visibility or non-visibility of a similar craterlet just north of Pico (ALPO "Pico 
1"). The Pico 1 "control craterlet" is depicted by Inez Beck in her excellent drawing on 
the front cover of this issue. It must be understood that Mrs. Beck's drawing was creat-
ed as a composite of all our observed features, and isn't intended to represent the appear-
ance of Plato at any particular time. In Figure 12 the visibility of "Pico 1" is first 
compared with that of marks F, G, and H, and is then plotted as a function of seeing and 
transparency. Close inspection of the data reveals that the visibility or non-visibility 
of these features is usually dependent upon seeing and transparency. However, there are 
exceptions, some of which will now be discussed. Dr. James C. Bartlett commented upon 
the complete lack of detail on the floor on Oct. 1, 1968, while wall detail at the same 
time was easily resolved. Dr. Bartlett habitually records much floor detail. An indepen-
dent observation by Inez Beck at practically the same time confirms this lack completely. 
She also usually easily detects the floor detail. 	In contrast, mark G has been re- 
corded on four occasions by Kelsey with conditions of colongitude, libration, and atmos-
phere nearly duplicating those of Oct. 1, 1968. Since these records indicate that mark G 
should have been clearly visible on Oct. 1, 1968, it is probably correct to assume that 
an anomalous condition existed on this date. This argument is strengthened by Dr. Bart-
lett's examination of the area on Oct. 1, 1968 at powers ranging from 79X to 437X, a pro-
cedure that is very effective in revealing craterlets which at first sight are thought to 
be non-visible, particularly if they contain an interior shadow that nearly matches the 
tone of their surrounding area. 

The following unusual or seldom seen conditions were recorded as existing at various 
times in Plato: 

For many years the presence of two moderately bright beams of light extending across 
Plato's floor has been reported in the literature. This natural result of a brief and in-
frequent lighting condition was reported by Kelsey on April 18, 1967 at Col. 11°0. In the 
records it was found that Ricker and Smith on Sept. 23, 1966 at Col. 10°99 and 10°59 just 
missed this lighting effect by a few minutes as indicated by their drawings. 
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Figure 9. A map of Pla-
to which was produced by 
Walter H. Haas and his 
group during their 1935-
1940 ,program. This map 
originally appeared in 
The Journal of the Royal 
Astronomical Society of 
Canada. See also text. 
South at top and IAU 
east at left. 

Figure 10. A key chart to various 
features of interest in Plato, based 
upon the 131 current reports which 
are on file, and with which this ar-
ticle is concerned. See also text. 
South at top and IAU east at left. 
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Senour---Jan. 20, 1967--Col. 18°. Large bright (intensity 8) oval area on W. cent-
ral floor. 

Simmons--Apr. 24, 1967--Col. 83°9. Large bright (6.5) oval area near central floor. 
Simmons--May 20, 1967—Col. 40°6. Large bright (6.5) oval area near central floor. 
Kelsey---Feb. 24, 1967--Col. 85°7. A red brightest blink on N.N.E. wall summit, 

duration 10 minutes (IAU east and west here). 
Kelsey---Aug. 1, 1966--Col. 8515. The wall from the south point to the N.N.E. point 

was ill-defined. At the same time, marks F, G, and H were clearly seen, as was mark I. 

On May 20, 1967, Col. 43°2, an Orbiter photograph (Frame H-127) of Plato was obtain-
ed. This photograph appeared on the front cover of Str. A., Vol. 21, Nos. 1-2. It ap-
pears of interest now to compare this photo with ALPO records of Plato. 

Simmons--May 20, 1967, Col. 40°6 to 40°7, seeing 7 and transparency 3. He recorded 
only mark G as craterlet detail seen on the floor but indicated the presence of a rather 
large bright oval area centrally located west of mark G on the floor. It is not difficult 
to confirm all of the recorded bright spots indicated on the ALPO composite drawing of 
Plato (front cover) by comparing it with the Orbiter photo mentioned. However, it should 
not be overlooked that Orbiter provides a multitude of craterlets to choose from! It is 
unfortunate that the scan-lines in Orbiter photos often hide or create confusion in the 
interpretation of delicate shading on the lunar surface, and this defect is evident in the 
Plato photo. Mark I is reasonably distinct and in agreement with our records, as is also 
mark K, but to a lesser degree since 3 scan lines intersect it at a critical point. It 
is very difficult definitely to confirm the existence of the remaining bright floor areas 
recorded by the ALPO, although it is thought that portions of these areas can be discerned. 

It appears evident from the above discussions that'our labors have not been in vain! 
It can be seen that a systematic patrol of Plato is urgently needed, and that patient rou-
tine observations can well be continued for an extended period of time. By doing this, we 
may attract attention to, and possibly explain, some of the apparent anomalies. In addi-
tion, of course, we may hope that any Lunar Transient Phenomenon which occurs will be de-
tected by our team of experienced observers. It is hoped that this article will serve its 
purpose of informing our readers of our progress, and in addition inspire some of you to 
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Figure 11. These intensity graphs of visual colorimetric estimates indicate that a normal 
red enhancement of the Plato marks can be expected. See discussion in text of article. 
The intensities are on a scale of 0 (shadows) to 10 (most brilliant features). The dif-
ferent marks are identified on Figure 10. 

participate in this fascinating project. Correspondence from interested persons is warm-
ly welcomed. 
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Figure 12. In this comparison of the visibility of three Plato marks on thirty occasions 
with the control craterlet Pico 1, it is shown that the unrelated but nearly identical ob-
jects are very similarly affected by prevailing atmospheric conditions. See discussion in 
text of article. The seeing is on a scale of 0 to 10, with 10 best; and the transparency 
is the estimated naked-eye limiting stellar magnitude. The diagrams in the top row com-
pare the visibility of each of F, G, and H to the visibility of Pico 1. 
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Postscript 	Editor. It must be flattering to those of us in our middle years to 
find that work we performed and published when young is still occasionally read, and thus 
the reference to Plato studies in 1935-40 by myself and others may excuse this note. 
Messrs. Ricker and Kelsey could have referred to many other past observational projects 
on Plato. Indeed, maps by Reese, McIntosh, Wilkins, and others have appeared in past vol-
umes of this journal. I think that the differences between the 1935-40 map (Figure 9) 
and the current map from Selected Areas Program observations (Figure 10) must in large 
measure represent the use of larger and optically better telescopes by the recent observ-
ers. It may be worth remembering that most amateur reflecting telescopes were 6 inches 
in aperture a generation ago and that a 10- or 12-inch amateur reflector was regarded as 
really large. 

Mr. Ricker does not fully agree with this opinion, and readers should reach their 
own conclusions. I would also hope that many more of them would take part in the enjoy-
able projects of the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section. 

A REPORT AND ANALYSIS OF SEVENTEEN RECENT LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA, ADDENDUM 

By: Charles L. Ricker and H. W. Kelsey, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

Since the appearance of our previous articles in this Journal,- we have received 
much comment, both favorable and unfavorable. Enough valid criticisms have been made to 
warrant our correcting the record, and clarifying some points. The major criticisms boil 
down to the following points: 

1. The source and method of selection of the 17 events. 
2. The histogram (Figure 2 on pg. 4) depicting events vs. anomalistic period. 
3. The inclusion of solar flares of importance 1. 
4. The importance of observational selection in the data. 
5. The "Correlation" Table (pg. 43). 

Now, considering each in some detail: 

1. The 17 events were selected on the basis of confirmed sightings, which was the 
case when more than one observer is listed, with the person making the original observa-
tion being listed first. Any unconfirmed observations were selected on the basis of the 
known experience and reputation of the observer. All the selected events were published 
either in Str. A. or the BAA Lunar Section Circulars. 

2. Our attaching significance to the fact that 10 of the 17 events occurred near 
maximum orbit eccentricity has been questioned. The critic sees no statistical signifi-
cance to this ratio. Perhaps our tentative conclusion that "some LTP are related to lun-
ar tidal conditions" was too unqualified. Since the data are all listed in Table I on 
pg. 5, the reader may draw his own conclusions as to the degree of correlation. 

3. As we pointed out, flares of importance 1 are relatively commonplace. It has 
been suggested that these flares are so common that one could always find a flare which 
could correlate with an observed LTP. Unfortunately, this is true, but it is also true 
that flares of importance 1 have been demonstrated to be the cause of terrestrial commun-
ication interference. The whole question of solar influence is so incompletely under-
stood at this time that the question as to whether there is a relationship between solar 
activity and LTP's is open and unsettled. 

4. In our data, we included the Earth's Magnetic Tail and its bow shock front of 
4 days before and after Full Moon as being the possible focusing agent of solar corpuscu-
lar radiation. Most of the 17 events fell within the Earth's Magnetic Tail. It has been 
pointed out that this is precisely the time when the vast majority of lunar observations 
are being made of these formations. We cannot argue with this, and can only say that the 
apparent correlation could well be a result of observational selection. This, unfortun-
ately, is an ever-present problem in many other observational programs and their inter- 
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pretation. 

5. Our choice of the term "correlation" in our Table II on pg. 43 was unfortunate. 
The term "possible relationship" would have been more precise. There are too many unre—
solved parameters, some of which have been discussed above, to demonstrate true correla—
tion. The table was designed merely to demonstrate that there is a possibility that a 
relationship exists between the events and the listed parameters. 

These articles and the criticism thereof sadly reflect the "state of the art" in 
observing, reporting, and analyzing LTP's. It has been strongly suggested that a LTP not 
be reported unless there is independent confirmation. While this is certainly desirable, 
we feel that many important events would go unreported if this criterion were rigidly ad—
hered to. Surely we can place some confidence in the report of an experienced observer 
with an established reputation and adequate instrumentation. Omissions of reports can 
distort the statistics as much as erroneous reports. At this time the only answer appears 
to lie with the skill, judgment, and experience of the persons doing the analyzing. 

One very serious problem is that reports of LTP's are scattered throughout a number 
of agencies and publications. There is a crying need for one agency to collect reports 
of every LTP and to publish them at regular intervals. They should certainly be publish—
ed in sufficient detail to enable the user to make his own judgment as to the reality of 
the event. 

One thing is certain; there is presently an "LTP craze" among observers, both pro—
fessional and amateur. It should be kept constantly in mind that the formations of the 
moon can present a multitude of odd appearances which can easily be misinterpreted by the 
inexperienced observer, or by one using insufficient aperture. Also, the number of lunar 
students who have been observing the moon at every opportunity for many years without ev—
er suspecting a LTP should be testimony to the rarity of these events and the difficulty 
of detecting them. A LTP is a rare phenomenon, which can only be identified with certain—
ty by experienced observers using adequate instrumentation. 

In future analysis of LTP's, the worker should take all factors into consideration, 
including observational selection, subjectivity of data, and any other factors which may 
tend to distort the statistics. It appears that the present writers failed to do so in 
their report. It appears that there is scope for much future work in this field; and it 
is hoped that experienced lunar workers will join in a systematic program for the patrol, 
detection, and accurate reporting of these enigmatic events. If our articles did no more 
than stimulate useful discussion of the problems, then they were at least successful to 
that extent. 
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URANUS IN EARLY 1969  

By: Richard G. Hodgson 

1. Introduction 

The planet Uranus was observed on sixteen nights between February 7 and May 14 (U. 
T.) in early 1969 at the writer's Green Mountain Observatory in Westford, Vermont. The 
telescope used was a 122—inch (31.8—cm.) Cave Newtonian reflector. Westford is a rural 
hamlet in northern Vermont where the sky is usually quite dark, a condition necessary for 
any search for faint satellites. 

The observing program on Uranus called for the following: 
1) Study of the disc of Uranus for any possible belts, spots, or other detail. 
2) Search for the Uranian satellites to determine their visibility with 121 in—

ches of aperture. 
3) Comparison of the brightness of Titania and Oberon when they are at approx—

imately equal distances from Uranus. 
Some success can be reported on all three of these objectives. 

The 16 nights involved, and the satellites seen on those nights are given in the 
table below. The satellite position angle ("PA") and distance from the planet (in sec—
onds of arc) are given for those occasions when the satellite was observed. In two cases 
when identification was doubtful these data are followed by a question mark. Positional 
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red to in the text. Many of the other illustrations are likewise not discussed in the 
text. 

After reading this book, one is left with several impressions. These are that ob-
servational astronomy is still as much of an art as a science, and far from being the rou-
tine gathering of data, offers unlimited scope for imagination and innovation. One also 
realizes that many observational problems present a great challenge. Students could prof-
itably digest this work to help in their choices of an eventual specialty. Many profes-
sionals should find the lucid discussions of observational fields other than their own 
very useful. Amateurs should find the book very helpful in a better understanding of cur-
rent astronomical problems and in comprehending articles in technical journals. 

Summing up, this is a good book, which should find interest at all levels. It is 
unfortunate that the rather high price will preclude the wide distribution which it deser-
ves. 

iRHSHi4 

The Amateur Astronomer's Handbook, by James Muirden. Thomas Y. Crowell Co., N. Y., 
1968. 355 pages. $6.95. 

Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon 

In the past few years there have been several books published and titled Amateur As-
tronomer's Handbook by various authors. Since this reviewer has all of them in his libr-
ary, he expected this one to be of essentially the same type. In some respects he was 
right and in others pleasantly surprised. In a book of this nature, which tries to be 
very comprehensive, it is inevitable that there will be deficiencies and shortcomings. It 
is remarkable that Mr. Muirden has therefore been able to keep his book relatively free of 
these deficiencies. 	 • 

Three main sections dominate the book with 22 chapters. These sections are titled 
"Equipment", "The Solar System", and "The Stars and Nebulae". Eight comprehensive appen-
dices follow, together with a glossary, bibliography, and a list of amateur astronomical 
societies. It is unfortunate that this latter list was included since Sky and Telescope  
gives an up to date list each year, including officers. It is evident that the list in 
Amateur Astronomer's Handbook will be badly dated in only a few years. 

Mr. Muirden covers every conceivable topic likely to interest an amateur and in a 
very informal, yet erudite, manner. Of particular interest to me was a chapter on "Atmos-
phere and Observer" which explains that one requires considerable practice before he is 
entitled to the name Observer. Beginners, who have just acquired a telescope, should read 
this chapter over and over again. The message is there: There are many who own teles-
copes and look through them--there are few who see. 

Mr. Muirden is not likely to win the hearts of American reflector telescope manufac-
turers when he tells the amateur to get a 3" refractor, and if he must get a reflector, 
it's better to build than to buy. He further warns that to buy any reflector of less than 
6" aperture would be a waste of money; and that in buying a reflector of any size, one 
must be extremely careful. Muirden is somewhat overcautious here because the fact is that 
an amateur can reliably choose from several manufacturers of high quality reflecting equip-
ment, at least on the American market. I somewhat favor a beginner's starting with a re-
fractor before advancing to any larger equipment. Muirden rightly points out that begin-
ners have a tendency to be aperture happy and to buy the biggest telescope first, thus 
failing to educate themselves with a smaller, more easily used instrument. 

The nearest comparable volume to Muirden's is J. B. Sidgwick's Observational Astron-
my for Amateurs, now no longer available. Muirden's work is not quite as detailed in 
most cases, but it is somewhat broader in scope. Amateurs who missed Sidgwick's work will 
do well to get Muirden's. Those who possess the Sidgmick volume will be interested in com-
paring the two works side by side. The advanced amateur will find this an interesting ref-
erence and perhaps enjoy comparing his views on many subjects with those of Muirden. 
For $6.95, Amateur Astronomer's Handbook is a worthwhile addition to anyone's growing li-
brary. 

SIMULTANEOUS MULTICOLOR PLANETARY PHOTOGRAPHY  

By: Charles F. Capen, J.P.L. Table Mountain Observatory 

(Paper read at the Southwestern Astronomical Conference '68 at 
Las Cruces, New Mexico, August 21-24, 1968.) 

The human eye is a poor color receptor at the low light levels encountered in obser-
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whereas it appears within the atmosphere in blue light. 

Visual tricolor separation of a correct color-balanced transparency is accomplished 
by examining it on a standard color temperature light table first with a Wratten 25 red 
filter, then with a Wratten 58 green filter, and finally with a Wratten 47 violet filter. 
A broad blue-light Wratten 38A filter, with minus red characteristics, is also useful for 
planetary atmospheric studies. Noon daylight has been adopted as a standard color tem-
perature of 5400°K.5  A 60-watt incandescent lamp plus a Wratten 78AA filter gives a pro-
per color temperature for scanning transparencies. The light table should be brighter 
than the room lighting for correct color rendering. An inexpensive plastic slide sort-
er with a 60- to 75-watt incandescent lamp with the Wratten 78AA filter is excellent for 
scanning. The Kodak Deluxe Transparency Illuminator model 2 comes complete with a day-
light sky filter. 

Black and white negatives in each of the three different colors may be made direct-
ly from the transparency in the darkroom with an enlarger and the appropriate color separ-
ation filter. To separate the blue emulsion from the other two and obtain a black and 
white negative in blue light, a Wratten 47B filter is used. Similarly, to obtain direct 
color separation in green light, a Wratten 61 is used; and a Wratten 29 is employed for 
red light. Figure 15 shows the effective spectral color separation obtained from each of 
the emulsions. The percent of transmittance of the three filters is somewhat different 
so that each filter has to be empirically tested in the darkroom for each planet in ord-
er to obtain the filter factors for the proper exposures that will give negative densi-
ties of the order of 0.7 to 1. Once the filter factors have been determined, they should 
hold for each planet unless the transparency is badly out of color balance. In this case 
exposure corrections tests have to be made. The negative image should be enlarged to ob-
tain a disk diameter of 1/8 to 1/4 inch, from which black and white prints can be made to 
any desirable size. Panatomic-X or Dupont low contrast separation Pan film is suitable 
fine grain film for tricolor separation copy work. 

Standard color (CIE) densitomic calibration strips and/or the gray-scale may be ap-
plied to either or both ends of the color film for photometric reduction and color bal-
ance control. 

This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at Table Moun-
tain Observatory, which is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Insti-
tute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS 7-100 sponsored by the National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration. 
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THE SURVEYOR VII LASER POINTING EXPERIMENT 

By: James W. Young, J.P.L. Table Mountain Observatory 

(Paper read at the Southwestern Astronomical Conference '68 at 
Las Cruces, New Mexico, August 21-24, 1968.) 

The entire idea of pointing a laser beam to the site of the Surveyor VII spacecraft 
on the lunar surface had many drawbacks. A few were overcome by the application of the 
theory behind the power requirements, others by the good observing conditions during the 
winter month of January. 

The Surveyor spacecraft could see a 5th magnitude star, which, assuming 680 lumen/ 
watt (at 5500 A), has a visual flux of 3.6 X 10-15 watts/cm.4  (This value is based on 
Allen's data, Astrophysical Quantities). For a 1 watt laser beam output, collimated to 
2 arc secs., the visual flux at the moon becomes approximately 8 X 10-12  watts/cm.2, ne- 
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glecting diffraction effects of the earth's atmosphere. Thus, the laser appears as a =3 
magnitude star. 

The 24-inch telescope at Table Mountain, utilizing the coud6 focus and its four mir-
ror surfaces, has an aperture efficiency of 45%, considering 90% reflecting surfaces (the 
mirrors were re-surfaced just one week before the experiment) and the 132-inch secondary 
obstruction. Assuming an atmospheric transparency of 90%, the laser power required to 
get 1 watt out of the earth's atmosphere is 22 watts. 

The 2-watt Argon Ion laser, so graciously loaned for this experiment by the Hughes 
Research Laboratories, was positioned at the coud6 focus on a special pedestal. The las-
er was mounted in such a manner that it could be moved linearly along three orthogonal 
axes. Power was provided by an auxiliary 30 KW power plant. Cooling of the laser was 
done by the local water supply. In order properly to match the laser beam to the teles-
cope, it was necessary to focus the beam using an f/36 condensing lens (f/36 being the 
focal ratio of the 24-inch coudg mode), thus turning the telescope into a collimator for 
the laser beam. A simple beam-splitter arrangement was placed at the focus point of the 
out-going beam and the incoming light from the moon. 

The following alignment procedure was used to provide for the best laser operation: 

1) The laser beam mirrors were "walked" to their extremes and were then geometrical-
ly centered for the greatest laser output. 

2) The laser was then aligned to the telescope by moving the x and y values of the 
pedestal to satisfy the following conditions: 

a. The laser beam symmetrically intersected the polar axis guide crosswires. 
b. The returning beam from the coudg secondary was symmetrical about the out-

going laser beam end plate. 
c. The shadow of the polar axis crosswires on the laser beam end plate coin-

cided with the laser output beam. 

3) The condensing lens was placed in position and was adjusted in x and y to give 
maximum aperture filling of the 24-inch mirror. The result could be viewed projected on 
the inside of the dome wall. 

4) The beam splitter was placed in position and was adjusted in x and y until the 
beam went through the 0U008 hole. 

5) The condensing lens and beam splitter positions were fine adjusted to fill the 
telescope aperture uniformly. 

In order to verify that the laser beam was properly collimated, a test was conduct-
ed by aiming the telescope at a near-by hillside, 2750 meters distant. The beam was 
viewed on a large white panel. With the telescope focused at infinity, the beam on the 
white panel appeared as a circle 24 inches in diameter, with a central obstruction indi-
cating the secondary mirror cell. With the telescope focused on the panel it appeared 
about 3 inches in diameter (due to seeing). An optical corner cube was positioned over 
the beam on the panel, and its reflection back at the telescope coincided with the beam 
splitter pinhole. As viewed on the panel, the laser beam was centered within 3 cms. of 
the true center, giving only a 2 arc secs. error. One last check was to measure the fo-
cused beam as accurately as possible. Its smallest size corresponded to the visual focus 
of the white panel, indicating that a similar condition existed when the telescope was 
focused at infinity. 

The near-by hillside test was conducted on a second day after the entire laser set-
up was completely dismantled and re-set. This was for a repeatability factor, and the 
result was surprisingly satisfying. 

The observer and guider was provided with several photographs of the Surveyor VII 
area near the crater Tycho. One of them was printed so as to appear like the field view-
ed through the eyepiece. He was protected from stray laser light by a dark cloth over 
his head and a filter in front of the eyepiece assembly. The filter's characteristic yel-
low color also provided an increase in the lunar surface contrast. The telescope at the 
time of the pointing experiment did not possess a declination drive system so that guid-
ing to keep the pinhole centered over the Surveyor VII area was somewhat of a task. 

There were three actual runs made; two on the night of January 20th, and one on 
the following night. During all three runs, the sky was quite clear, and the seeing was 
between 1 and 5 arc seconds. The eyepiece power was approximately 800X. The operational 
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runs were on and off sequences, and during photographic reduction several weeks later the 
small starlike objects corresponded exactly to the on sequences, never showed during an 
off sequence, and were in the proper position corresponding to the location of Table Moun-
tain Observatory. 

The entire experiment was under the direction of Dr. Carrol Alley, of the Univers-
ity of Maryland; and the experiment was coordinated through JPL by Michael Shumate for 
the Table Mountain tests. Electronics and maintenance was handled by Richard Hoffman of 
JPL and the laser operation by Neil Mercer of the Hughes Research Laboratories. Guiding 
was done by the author. 

CURRENT NOTES ON MARS IN 1969 

By: Charles F. Capen, A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder 

Seasonal and possible secular changes have been noted in the desert regions and in 
the fine dark features surrounding the Syrtis Major during May, 1969. The Isidis Regio, 
Neith Regio, Meroe In., and Nymphaeum were covered with bright morning frost or fog. By 
early Martian afternoon the white areas dissipated, leaving the fine dark features expos-
ed. When the Syrtis region again becomes visible on the Martian disk in July and August, 
1969 the region from 290° to 340° long., +50° to -05° lat., along the following border of 
the Syrtis Major should be carefully searched for new fine detail and mapped. For examp-
le, the Antigones Fons (289°, +20°) and the Coloe Palus (303°, +42°) were extremely dark, 
enlarged, and detailed. A new linear feature was seen curving around the Nymphaeum con-
necting Antigones Fons to Typhonii S. Many old and possibly several new canal-lineaments 
were exhibiting good contrast in this region. Part of the Thoth Canal and the Nubis Lac-
us had appeared quite weak in 1967 and again in 1969. However, the Nodus Laocantis re-
gion from 240° to 255° long., +35° to 0° lat., has remained active. The Laocolintis was 
one of the most color-saturated features on the disk in 1967, according to multicolor 
spectroscopic and color film photographs. Current photographs show it dark and enlarged 
toward the southeast connecting with the M. Cimmerium at Tritonis S. A enlarged dark 
structure was photographed in the Fastigium Aryn (0°, +05°) connecting the two promont-
ories of Meridiani S. Telescope apertures of about 10 inches or larger should resolve 
most of the details during good seeing. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

New Lunar -and Planetary Training Program. It has been decided to institute an A.L.-
P.O. training course in the methods of lunar and planetary observation. Although the pro-
gram is strictly voluntary, all new members will be strongly encouraged to complete the 
program shortly after they join; and current members--particularly those who have not al-
ready been actively observing for several years--are invited to participate also. 

The training program consists of a series of 4 observations: at least 2 observa-
tions of a lunar crater or a planet and at least 1 observation of each of two additional 
objects. That is; each observer must make at least one lunar observation and at least 2 
planetary observations, with at least 2 observations being of the same object. For in-
stance, a satisfactory set would be an observation of the crater Plato, two of Jupiter, 
and one of Mars. The kinds of observations to be made are described in detail on a set 
of instruction sheets which will be supplied to each new member of the A.L.P.O. and which 
otherwise are available (send self-addressed, stamped envelope) from the Lunar and Plane-
tary Training Program Recorder, Mr. Clark R. Chapman, 94 Harper Road, Buffalo, N. Y. 14226. 
Completed observations are to be sent to Mr. Chapman for criticism and suggestions for im-
provement. (The observations will be returned to the observers, or if of sufficiently 
good quality will be forwarded to the appropriate A.L.P.O. Recorder for analysis.) 

If after four observations, an observer has demonstrated the ability to make accur-
ate and reliable observations, he will be considered to have passed the training program 
and his name will be published in the "Announcements" section of The Strolling Astronomer. 
Publication of the names of graduates of the training program will inform all Section Re-
corders that observations by those observers may be expected to be reliable and may be 
given greater weight in analysis. 

Lunar Trainees. Mr. Clark R. Chapman announces that an up-dated set of instruction 
and information sheets is available from the Lunar Training Program. They discuss how to 
train the eye for observing, how to make a sketch of a crater, list available outline forms 
for craters, and answer frequently-asked questions about the moon. Mr. Chapman regrets 
past delays in correspondence during the preparation of these new materials. Please send 
self-addressed, stamped envelopes. 
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ASTROLA NEWTONIAN  
REFLECTING TELESCOPES 

These fine Astrola reflectors are well 
known to nearly all serious telescopic 
observers. Already a number of Ameri-
ca's leading lunar and planetary ob-
servers are using complete Astrola 
telescopes or optical components manu-
factured by us. We also sell Brandon 
and other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror 
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals - 
anountings, etc. 

Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian 
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins. 
aperture made to order. 

Used reflectors and refractors are 
always in stock. 
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Dr. Melville personally, as the Editor and 
miss his kindness, helpfulness, delightful 

Figure 16. Photograph of occultation 
of Jupiter by the moon on October 19, 
1968. Taken by R. B. Minton at llh 
59e, Universal Time. 6-inch, F:5 R. 
F.T. Tri-X film. Exposure 6 seconds. 
The sunlit crescent of the moon is 
greatly overexposed. The projecting 
of the bright disc of Jupiter over 
the earthlit part of the moon is, of 
course, an effect of irradiation. 
Jupiter IV may be seen on the sky be-
low Jupiter, to its left, and several 
diameters of Jupiter away. 

ruary, 1968. He was a dentist in King-
ston, Jamaica for many years. In his 
astronomical hobby he was a president 
of the Jamaica Astronomical Society ant 
a frequent contributor to reports in 
this journal. "Comte" also refigured 
the late G. H. Hamilton's 21-inch mir - 

Amateur Telescope Making. Those of us who knew 
his wife were fortunate enough to do, will long 
conversation, and unfailing courtesy. S 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS  

Occultation of Jupiter hy the Moon on October  12, 1968. Mr. R. B. Minton of the 
staff of New Mexico State University Observatory privately observed this phenomenon and 

kindly furnished five prints, four at 
emersion at the dark limb and one at 
the bright limb immersion. Figure 
is one of these prints. 

DON'T FORGET THE A.L.P.O. GATHERING A 
SAN DIEGO IN AUGUST! 

S 
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tograph of Comet Fujikawa 1969d approaching the open cluster M67. Taken by 
Ginger LeGendre of Phoenix, Arizona on September 16, 1969 at 11 hrs., 30 mins., 

- versal Time. She made an 8-minute exposure on Tri-X loaded in a cooled emulsion 
-61- era mounted at the Newtonian focus of her homemade 10-inch f/7 reflector. North 

top. Comet of 8th magnitude on this date. Tail extends westward for about 10 
-._ -utes of arc. Film developed in D-19.. 
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THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR SECTION ARISTARCHUS-HERODOTUS 

MAPPING PROJECT: FINAL REPORT 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

I. Introduction 

A. History and Purpose  

In late 1962, following a reorganization, the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section began a new 
long-term project--the detailed topographic mapping of selected lunar regions.1  Because of 
the variety of formations of interest to amateur and professional selenographers in its 
relatively small area, the Aristarchus-Herodotus Region (AHR) was chosen as the first such 
"selected area." 

During 1962-65, Mr. Patrick S. McIntosh, as an A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder, was in 
charge of the Aristarchus-Herodotus Mapping Project (hereafter referred to as the "AHR Pro-
ject"). During his Recordership, Mr. McIntosh stimulated considerable interest among A.L. 
P.O. lunarians, and compiled an outline chart of the region to enter observations upon. A 
large number of visual and photographic observations were received, allowing Mr. McIntosh 
to compile, in 1964, a "Provisional Master Chart" of the AHR on the orthographic projec-
tion.2  

In 1965 the AHR Project was transferred to the present writer, who has been respon-
sible for the Project from then to the present. Much of the basic material for the AHR Pro-
ject had already been gathered by McIntosh, but time conflicts and the influx of a large 
amount of new observational material have prevented the publication of this final report 
until now. 

Throughout this report, unless otherwise stated, the lunar cardinal directions--
North, South, East, and West--are referred to in accordance with the IAU System. 

The chronolOgy of the A.L.P.O. AHR Project, in outline, is as follows (M = McIntosh; 
W Westfall): 

1. Selection of Study Area (M, W). 

2. Preparation of Outline Chart on 1/500,000 scale (4, revised and reissued by M). 

3. Collection and analysis of A.L.P.O. observations (M). 

4. Compilation of Provisional Master Chart on 1/500,000 (M). 

5. Preparation of AHR Bibliography (4, Appendix B of this report). 

6. Revision of Provisional Master Chart (1/250,000) from additional A.L.P.O. ob-
servations and non-A.L.P.O. source material (4). 

7. Transformation of Revised Master Chart from Orthographic to Albers Equivalent 
Conic Projection on 1/250,000 (4). 

8. Construction of relief model (1/250,000) based on A.L.P.O. data and profession-
al photographs (4). 

9. Compilation of topographic contour map based on relief model, 1/250,000, 250-
meter contours (4). 

10. Revision of contour map based on A.L.P.O. observations and non-A.L.P.O. sources 
(w) 

11. Final revision of contour map based on Lunar Orbiter-IV and -V photographs (4). 

12. Parallel to the steps above, measurements of positions, altitudes, and slopes 
in the AHR (M, W). 

13. Preparation of this Final Report with topographic map published at 1/500,000 
scale (4). 

There were three purposes to the A.L.P.O. Selected Areas Mapping Program: first, to 
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make accurate, large-scale topographic maps of lunar regions of unusual interest; second, 
to construct maps as accurate representations of lunar regions at particular dates in or-
der to serve as bases for comparison with future observations of suspected lunar changes 
and transient phenomena; and third, to determine the possible degree of lunar detail and 
topographic and positional accuracy attainable for a cooperative amateur observing project. 

During the AHR Project three important events occurred in the history of selenography 
and modified the goals of the A.L.P.O. Selected Areas Program. 

First, the United States Air Force, Aeronautical Chart and Information Center, com-
pleted mapping most of the lunar nearside at a scale of 1/1,000,000 (i.e., half the scale 
of the projected A.L.P.O. Selected Areas Maps) and most of the equatorial zone of the near-
side at a 1/500,000 scale. Positional and topographic accuracy in this series (LAC and 
AIC) is quite good, and the charts near the center of the disc employ contour lines so that 
the need for amateur-produced topographic maps is now lessened except, perhaps, in a few 
areas of particular interest to amateur observers. 

Second, in 1966-67 a series of five Lunar Orbiter space probes photographed the lun-
ar surface from distances as close as 30 kms. Orbiter-IV photographed almost all the near-
side with resolution of the order of 80 meters, and most of the farside at lesser resolu-
tion. Orbiter -V took numerous high-resolution photographs (ca. 3 meters) of some features 
of special scientific interest, including Aristarchus and Schroeter's Valley. These photo-
graphs showed features far smaller than any visible from Earth and, to some extent, made 
further earthbased lunar topographic studies superfluous (with the important exception that 
terrestrial observers have the advantage of observing features over long periods of time 
and under differing solar illuminations). 

Finally, on October 30, 1963, James A. Greenacre and Edward Barr observed three areas 
of reddish or pinkish glows, by good fortune all within the AHR.3  Such unusual phenomena 
within the AHR have been reported from 1650 to the present (e.g., in 1961 N. A. Kozyrev 
photographed unusual spectra in the AHR). Thus, this particular lunar region is now of 
unique interest, and a detailed topographic map should be of considerable use in the ob-
servation and interpretation of further "Lunar Transient Phenomena" there. 

In view of these recent developments, it does not appear worthwhile to continue the 
Selected Areas Mapping Program in its original form, although a promising program of obser-
vation of selected areas particularly for lunar changes and transient phenomena is in pro-
gress. 

Nonetheless, it is felt that the publication of this report on the Aristarchus -Hero - 
dotus Region will be of definite use to lunar observers because of the great interest ama-
teur and professional selenographers have in this area, especially as regards unusual lunar 
phenomena. Hopefully, the intensive observation of this area now going on will result in 
revisions to the A..L.P.O. AHR map and perhaps eventually will allow the correlation of such 
unusual phenomena as the "red glows" and tonal changes (e.g., the famous Aristarchus 
"Bands") with particular topographic features. 

B. Acknowledgments 

Although the AHR Project itself has continued for some six years, in large part it 
derives from published lunar observations dating as far back as the beginning of the last 
century, resting on the efforts of those who observed the moon with dedication even when 
most astronomers called the moon a "dead world." 

During the course of this study, a number of persons, both within and outside the 
A.L.P.O., have given valuable aid. Top on the list must come Patrick S. McIntosh, who saw 
this project through its earliest and most difficult stages. Other A.L.P.O. staff members 
have helped far beyond the call of duty--Walter H. Haas, as Director of the A.L.P.O., and 
the following Lunar Recorders: Harry D. Jamieson, Kenneth J. Delano, Jose Olivarez, Charles 
L. Ricker, and Clark R. Chapman. An A.L.P.O. member, Dr. Lincoln E. Bragg, computer-pro-
grammed and calculated the relative altitudes and horizontal positions for the final map. 
In addition to making personal observations, Lyle T. Johnson kindly allowed this writer to 
observe the AHR with his 16-inch "Johnsonian" reflector on many occasions. A veteran A.L. 
P.O. lunar observer, Dr. James C. Bartlett, Jr., gave access to his extensive observational 
files and furnished much helpful advice. The A.L.P.O. members who contributed the necess-
ary observational "input" are listed in the following section. 

Two others were kind enough to furnish the writer with some very useful advice: Mr. 
Chesley Bonnestell, in the construction of the AHR model, and Mrs. Winifred S. Cameron, in 
regard to the numerous Lunar Transient Phenomena observed in the study area. 
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II. Observing Program 

A. Visual Observations 

The great bulk of the data for the initial compilation of the AHR Map came from 
the visual observations of a relatively small number of A.L.P.O. members. In addition to 
observing the AHR expressly for this project, several members allowed the use of earlier, 
unpublished drawings from their files. The dates of all such observations range from Sep-
tember 10, 1954, to March 25, 1967, instruments employed ranging from 3 to 20 inches in 
aperture. These participating observers are listed below in Table 1. 

Table 1. Participating Observers.  

Observer Number of Visual 
Observations 

Observer Number of Visual 
Observations 

Larry J. Anthenien 1 Adolfo Lecuona 2 
James C. Bartlett, Jr. 6 Daniel Louderback 2 
Orville Brettman 4 Patrick S. McIntosh 13 
Phillip-Budine 1 Josg Olivarez 2 
Kenneth J. Delano 19 Charles L. Ricker 7 
Jean Dragesco 2 George W. Rippen 2 
Frederico L. Funari 1 Kenneth Schneller 4 
Harry D. Jamieson 18 William A. Snyder 3 
Lyle T. Johnson 1 John E. Westfall 22 

TOTAL 110 

It is interesting to mention the apertures employed by A.L.P.O. observers for this 
long-term project, which are distributed as follows: 

Table 2. Apertures Employed.  

Number of Visual Observations 	 Aperture (inches)  

	

1 	 3 

	

25 	 4 (including 44) 

	

5 	 5 

	

15 	 6 

	

17 	 8 (including 8i 

	

24 	 10 (including 1 ) 

	

15 	 12 (including 12 ) 

	

8 	 16 (including 17) 

	

1 	 20 
110 

Thus, the average aperture was 7.3 inches (18.5 ems.), and only 8 per cent of the ob-
servations were made with telescopes larger than 12i inches. Clearly, the A.L.P.O. program 
was at a disadvantage because of the relatively small apertures employed. The U.S.A.F. 
lunar charts, for example, are checked by visual observations with a 24-inch refractor, lar-
ger than any used for this study. On the other hand, the large amount of A.L.P.O. observa-
tions meant that some were made under excellent seeing conditions (8 and 9 on a scale of 
10), when moderate apertures outperform large telescopes if the latter have been used dur-
ing average seeing. 

Ideally, the observations should have been distributed evenly over the lunation, from 
local sunrise to local sunset (approximate colongitudes 450-225'). Such was far from the 
case; afternoon- and high-lighting observations were rare, and almost 2/3 of the observa-
tions were made within two days of local sunrise. Unfortunately, this "morning bias" ap-
plied also to the photographs (even those by OrbiterslV and V) so that the final map is 
certainly biased to some extent in depicting slopes of different steepnesses and directions. 
Figure 1 graphs the distribution of visual observations by 10° colongitude intervals. 

Most observers made use of the Outline Form, although a number of detailed sketches 
of limited areas were made with. no Form. The original Outline Form was compiled by Westfall 
from photographs of the AHR in the Kuiper Photographic Lunar Atlas.4  These photographs, 
taken under various librations, were rectified to a central orthographic projection at scale 
1/500,000 using a Zeiss Sketchmaster. Only the outlines of the major relief features were 
shown so that details could be added at the telescope in their correct relative locations. 
After some observations had been accumulated, the Outline Form was revised and reissued by 
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McIntosh. Figure 2 illustrates the use of the (original) form to record a typical obser-
vation, made by McIntosh on August 3, 1964. 

Figure 3 shows a detailed sketch of a limited area--the SW wall of Aristarchus--made 
without the AHR Formby Harry D. Jamieson on December 28, 1963. Much finer detail is shown 
on this sketch than it would be practical to enter on the medium-scale form. 

By 1965, 75 visual observations had been submitted, enough so that, using the revised 
Outline Form as a base, a "Provisional Master Chart" was compiled by McIntosh.' This map 
is reproduced here as Figure 4. 

B. Photographic Observations.  

After the Provisional Master Chart was compiled, it was revised both from later vis-
ual observations and from photographs showing the AHR. These photographs were also valu-
able at a later phase in the project, when a relief model was constructed on the basis of 
the shadow patterns shown on them. A total of 58 photographs were consulted, 27 of which 
were published (half-tone) reproductions, 22 were black-and-white enlargements, and 9 were 
color positive transparencies. The sources of the photographs studied are given in Table 

Table 3. 	Sources of Photographs Consulted. 

16 A.L.P.O. MEMBERS 	  

Lyle T. Johnson 	  4 
Patrick S. McIntosh 	  3 
John E. Westfall 	  9 

PROFESSIONAL OBSERVATORIES 	  34 

Kopal atlas6 	  6 
Kuiper atlas? 	  8 
Kwasan Observatory8 	  13 
Lick Observatory9 	  2 
Table Mountain Observatory10 	  5 

LUNAR ORBITEN PHOTOGRAPHS 

 

8 

 

Orbiter-IV11 	  2 
Orbiter-V12 	  6 

The only photographs taken specifically for the AHR Project were the 16 A.L.P.O. ones. 
These were valuable in showing the AHR under a low sun. Figure 5 is an example of one of 
these, taken by McIntosh at a colongitude of 49°O. 

Unfortunately, the photographs available showed the same colongitude bias as did the 
visual observations: a concentration at colongitude 45-70°. The distribution of the photo-
graphs, by 10° colongitude interval, is given in Figure 6. 

III. Horizontal Control 

A. Projection.  

Compared to the entire lunar surface, the AHR is small in area (13,500 square kms.)—
only 0.036 per cent of the whole lunar surface. Thus, there are many map projections that 
would have given negligible distortion over this small an area. This writer chose an Albers 
Equivalent Conic Projection with standard parallels at 22° and 25° North Latitude. This 
projection has the property that all areas are represented in their correct proportions any-
where on the map (at the published scale of 1/500,000, 1 sq. cm. on the map represents 25 
sq. kms. on the moon). Theoretically, shapes are shown correctly only on the standard par-
allels. However, shape distortion--caused by a difference between the North-South and the 
East-West scales--is minimal throughout the AHR, as is shown by Table 4.  

  

Table 4. Scale Distortion within the AHR.  

Scale in Terms of Nominal Scale (1/500,000) 
North - South 	 East - West 

0.99927 	 1.00073 

  

North Latitude 
26°.12a  
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III 	 North Latitude 	 North - South 	 East -West 

act:  
26100 
25.00 
24.00 
23.00 
22.00 
21.05b 	

Table 

inc::::::°:::::a:i:::::(1/570  

0.99938 
1.00000 
1.00031 
1.00030 
1.00000 
0.99947 	

1.00062 
1.00000 
0.99969 
0.99970 
1.00000 
1.00053 

:0(0C0o)nt.) 

aUpper left (northernmost) corner, with a maximum scale deviation of 0.073 per cent. 

blower right (southernmost) corner. 

Projection coordinates, expressed as X and Y in centimeters at a scale of 1/250,000 
(compilation scale) were computed by Dr. Lincoln E. Bragg, using the facilities of the Num-
erical Analysis Center of the University of Minnesota. (Dr. Bragg computed map coordinates 
for each integer-degree latitude-longitude intercept as well as for 6 second-order points 
and 35 third-order points.) 

35 - 
NUMBER OF 
VISUAL 

30 - 
OBSERVAT-
IONS 

25 - 

20- 

15- 

10 

0 

o4o° o6o° o8o° 	100° 120°  140°  160°  180°  200°  220°  240°  
COLONGITUDE 

	 71 	 
r--i 	177-1 

Figure 1. Colongitude distribution of A.L.P.O. visual observations of the AHR. The 110 
visual observations are grouped into 10-degree interi?als of colongitude. See also discus-
sion in text. 

For these these oalculations, the moon was assumed to be a perfect sphere, 1738.00 kms. in 
radius. The writer feels that, at present, there are not sufficient data to define a more 
accurate "selenoid" in this region. Measures of one point (Herodotus A), however, indi-
cate that its radius vector is 1736.91 kms. (sigma = 0.32 kms.) so that the assumed radius 
may be slightly too large.13  

B. Coordinates.  

The mapped positions of features were referred to six reference points (here called 
"second order" points), only two of which (Aristarchus F and Z) actually fell within the 
map margins. The positions of the six points are given in Table 5. (The position of a 
seventh point, Aristarchus, = -.6755,7( = +.4019, was not used because the large size 
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Figure 4. Provisional Master Chart of the AHR compiled in 1965 by Patrick S. McIntosh, 
based on 75 visual observations by A.L.P.O. members. This chart is on the Orthographic 
Projection, with an original scale of 1/500,000. South at top. 

*-xxxx* 

acy of the second-order points themselves. 

Appendix A  lists the X and Y projection coordinates (at 1/250,000 scale) of 32 even-
degree latitude and longitude intercepts within or near the AHR. 

IV. VERTICAL CONTROL 

• 

. \\,....-1&.... 	I v. 

CP.  , 
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A. Relative Altitudes.  

Because the AHR map depicts lunar relief by means of contour lines, a large number of 
altitude measures was necessary to insure the accuracy of these contours. As there is no 
universal reference surface (datum) for the moon, unlike mean sea level for the Earth, 
most lunar altitudes (being determined by measurement of the lengths of shadows) are rela-
tive altitudes. The "altitude" that is usually measured is the difference in elevation 
between a summit and the surface that its shadow strikes. Thus, to establish comparable 
elevations even over a limited area it is necessary to measure the relative elevations of 
a number of features at several different solar altitudes so that the shadows of these 
features trace out profiles of the surface. (Absolute lunar altitudes, in terms of radius 
vectors, have been determined by stereoscopic means; but such measures are uncertain by 
several hundred meters.) 

Thus, a complete description of an altitude determination requires three quantities--
the relative elevation of the summit above the tip of its shadow, the position of the sum-
mit, and the position of the shadow tip. 

Numerous lunar altitudes that fall within the AHR have been quoted in the literature, 
most of which derive from the measures of Johann Maedler (during the period 1832-36) and 
of Julius Schmidt (during circa 1853-78), although some represent more recent measures.16  
Unfortunately, previously-published altitudes usually give only one of the three required 
quantities listed above - -the relative elevation. Summit locations are generally given 
only by verbal descriptions (i.e., "West wall of Aristarchus") and shadow-tip positions 
are usually not given at all (although they sometimes may be computed from published data 
on the solar altitude and apparent shadow length--subject to the accuracy of the summit 
position itself). Thus, such measures, although valuable for many purposes, are almost 
useless in the compilation of a detailed topographic map. 

Because of the unsuitability of previous altitude measures, a program of A.L.P.O. 
relative altitude determinations was conducted in order to provide vertical control for 
the AHR map. 

Figure 5. A sample 
of the photographs of 
the AHR contributed 
by A.L.P.O. members. 
This photograph was 
taken by Patrick S. 
McIntosh on May 5, 
1963, at 05:38 U.T., 
with a 12-inch coelo-
stat. Oolong. = 
49t0; the sun is ris-
ing on Herodotus, and 
the low solar angle 
brings out well the 
low ridges in the 
mare south of Aris-
tarchus. North at 
top. Some detail on 
the photograph may 
have been lost in 
reproductiOn. 

Two A.L.P.O. members made a total of 174 altitude determinations for the AHR Project, 
using the following methods: 

1. Visual estimation of shadow lengths by comparison with craters of known diameter 
(67 altitudes). 

2. Scaling of shadow lengths from photographs--either enlargements or half-tone re-
productions (104 altitudes). 

3. Visual estimation of shadow lengths at time of terminator contact (3 altitudes). 

Table 6 gives the sources for these altitude determinations. 
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Figure 6. Colongitude distribution of photographs consulted for the AHR Project. The 58 
photographs are grouped into 10-degree intervals of colongitude. There is the same strong 
bias toward early morning observations as in the visual data represented in Figure 1. 

Table 6. A.L.P.O. Altitude Determinations for AHR ProJect.  

VISUAL DETERMINATIONS 	  70 

H. D. Jamieson 
J. E. Westfall  	3 

PHOTOGRAPHIC DETERMINATIONS 	  104 

PLA E -3a (M191)a(Jamieson) 	  1 
OLA E-3ab(Jamieson) 	  1 
PLA F -3e (Pl4a)(Westfall) 	  25 
P. S. McIntosh 	5 May, 1963 (Westfall) 	  21 
PLA F -3a (Y1105(Westfall) 	  19 
PLA E-3b (M3)(Westfall) 	  37 

aI.e., Plate E -3a of Kuiper, Photographic Lunar Atlas. 

bI.e., Plate E -3a of Arthur and Whitaker, Orthographic Atlas of the Moon. 

Dr. Lincoln E. Bragg performed many of the necessary computations for reducing the 
above altitude measures. 

In all measures, the locations of both the summit and the shadow tip were plotted on 
the 1/500,000-scale Outline Form used for visual observations, which provided positions 
accurate enough to be used in the compilation of the final map. Jamieson's measures were 
of particular value because he made repeated measures of the heights of a selected group 
of summits at different solar altitudes, thus allowing profiles to be drawn through them. 

The accuracy limits of the A.L.P.O. altitudes measures cannot be stated definitely, 
but most altitudes appear to be accurate to within one-half the contour interval of the ABR 
map (i.e., 125 meters since the contour interval is 250 meters). An accuracy of 125 meters 
in elevation implies the following accuracies in estimating shadow lengths, depending on 
the solar altitude: 

Solar Altitude = 20°, shadow length accurate to 340 meters. 

	

10°, 	" 	 to 710 meters. 

	

5°, 	 to 1,400 meters. 

	

2°, 	 to 3,600 meters. 

	

1°, 	 to 7,200 meters. 

67 
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B. Slopes.  

A.L.P.O. observations of the AHR under high lighting were studied in order to detect 
areas of unusually steep slopes by the presence of shadow under a high sun. This study 
was carried out in conjunction with the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section's "Steep Places Survey," 
conducted by Charles L. Ricker. Such a search is, of course, biased toward East or West 
slopes; for North or South slopes do not cast shadows at the latitude of the AHR. Ten 
such "steep places" (i.e., with slopes in excess of 25°) were so detected and are listed 
in Table 7. 

Table 7. Unusually Steep Slopes within the AHR.  

Description of Area 

Colongitude Range for: 

Angle of Slope 

Shadow Dis-'Shadow 
appearance 
(West Slope',(East 

App- 
earance 

Slope) 

1 	Summit of E glacis of Aristarchus 170-72° 50° ± 	1° 
2. SW inner wall of Aristarchus ------ 172-82 47 	+ 	3a  
3. Terrace near summit of W-SW inner 

wall of Aristarchus 
170-72 51 + 	1 

4. E inner wall of Herodotus 079-83° 28 	+ 	2 
5. W & SW inner wall of Herodotus 182-206 34 + 10 
6 	NE inner wall of Herodotus 087-90 34i ± 1 
7 	Valley immediately N of (6) 079-83 ------ 28 ± 2 
8 	E. inner wall of "Cobra Head" 079-83 -- --- 28 	± 	2 
9. 	W inner wall of "Cobra Head" and 

W inner wall of Vallis Schroeteri 182-206 34 ± 10b 
(S of 25°2 N lat.) 

10. E inner wall of Vallis Schroeteri 
(2416-2512 N lat.) 086-90 -- 	 35 	+ 	2  

aOver 31°: Pohn, "New Measurements of Steep Lunar Slopes," p. 187 

bOver 32°: Ashbrook, "A Working List of Steep Places on the Moon,' p. 42. This would 
make the slope of (8) equal to 38° ± 6°. 

The existence of two areas (1 and 3) with slopes of about 50 degrees is interesting. 
The AHR steep places survey was conducted with moderate apertures, and an intensive search 
with a telescope of 10 inches aperture or more would probably reveal new, smaller areas of 
unusual steepness. A continuation of this observational program would also reduce the un-
certainty of some of the slopes in Table 7,  e.g., (5) and (9). 

V. COMPILATION 

A. Sources.  

The sources consulted for the compilation of the final AHR map were as follows: 

1. Published materials, representing a fairly exhaustive literature search through 
mid-1968. References consulted are listed in Appendix B. Bibliography. 

2. Drawings, both ones previously published (see Appendix B) and the 110 prepared by 
A.L.P.O. observers for the AHR Project (see Section II.A.). 

3. Earthbased photographs, including published half-tone reproductions, enlargements 
of Lick and Table Mountain Obseryatory photographs, and photographs taken by A.L.P.O. mem-
bers for the AHR Project (see Section II.B.). 

4. Lunar Orbiter photographs, consisting of eight frames exposed by Orbiter-IV and 
Orbiter -V (see Sections II.B. and V.D.). These photographs were taken when compilation 
was near completion so that their main use was to verify and to add to the topographic de-
tail derived from earthbased observations. 

Two of the best earthbased photographs used, both taken with the Lick Observatory 120-
inch (305-cm.) reflector, are shown in Figure 7. 
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B. Construction of Model.  

Following the collection and analysis of source material, the next step in compila-
tion of the final map was the construction of a relief model of the AHR at 1/250,000 hori-
zontal and vertical scales. The construction procedure, using plasticene clay, was simi-
lar to that previously used by the writer for a model of Eratosthenes,17  and so only a 
brief summary need be given here. 

First, a base of fiberboard was overlaid with a level layer of plasticene. Tension 
screws on the baseboard were used to deform it to correspond to the scale curvature of the 
lunar surface (695.2 cms. radius). The model was "worked" using a series of ten photo-
graphs for which the solar altitudes and azimuths at the center of the AHR had been com-
puted for the times of exposure. These photographs and pertinent data are listed in Table 
8. 

Table 8. Photographs Used in Construction of AHR Relief Model.  

Designation of Photograph 

Solar Angular Data 

Colongitude Altitude Azimuth 

PSM -10a 048°95 - 0°2 090° 
PLA E -3bb 051.79 + 3.5 092 
PLA F -3e 057.18 + 9.0 094 
TMO 1689bc  069.56 +19.8 098 
PLA F -3a 078.83 +26.4 103 
PLA F -3d 085.67 +33.7 107 
PLA F -3f 172.13 +49.0 240 
PLA E -3a 201.86 +23.7 258 
PLA F -3c 202.80 +22.9 259 
PLA F-3b 229.19 - 1.2 271 

aI.e., Photograph No. 10 furnished by Patrick S. McIntosh. 

bI.e., Plate E-3b in Kuiper, Photographic Lunar Atlas. 

cI.e., Table Mountain Observatory photograph No. 1689b. 

For each photograph, the model was illuminated by a slide projector, placed so that 
the lighting angle on the model corresponded to that of the sun on the AHR at the time of 
the photograph. The projector was placed at a distance such that the apparent angular dia-
meter of the lens was the same as the sun's (0°5). Then, the model was molded by hand un-
til its shadow pattern duplicated that on the photograph. The use of a series of photo-
graphs allowed shadow areas to be filled and ambiguities of slope to be resolved. This 
iterative process produced a model that, when illuminated correctly, duplicated the sha-
dow pattern on any photographs it was then felt that the model was an accurate scale rep-
resentation of the AHR, within the resolution limitations of the photographs. 

Figure 8 shows two views of the completed 1/250,000 scale plasticene model of the AHR. 
After completion of the project, a plaster cast was made of the plasticene model for a 
permanent record. 

C. Measurement of Contour Lines.  

Provisional 250-meter interval contour lines for the final map were measured directly 
from the model. To do this, the model was flattened and placed in a tray which was level-. 
ed by leveling screws and then gradually filled with a solution of water, india ink, and 
"Photo-Flo" (an Eastman Kodak Product which reduces surface tension, insuring a level liq-
uid surface). This "flooded" the model, and the "shoreline" of the solution at a particu-
lar depth represented a particular contour. Because the vertical scale of the model was 
1/250,000, 1 millimeter depth increments represented a contour interval of 250 meters. 
The model was flooded in twenty-one 1-millimeter stages to cover the entire elevation 
range in the AHR (about 5,000 meters), each level being photographed. 

The contour level photographs were projected, as slides, in sequence onto a base map; 
and the successive "shorelines" were traced onto this map, resulting in a provisional con-
tour map. These contours were then adjusted to better fit minor relief features and to 
correspond with the 174 A.L.P.O. relative altitude determinations for the AHR (see Section 
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hachures. 

Figure 7. Two earthbased photo-
graphs of the AHR with unusually 
high resolution, taken with the 
Lick Observatory 120 -inch,reflec - 
tor'. North is at the top in both 
views. The upper photograph shows 
the AHR under a low morning sun 
(Colong. w 057t3; the solar alti-
tude at the center of the AHR is 
9P), taken on September 30, 1963 
at 06:48:30 N.J. The lowet view 
was taken under a high sun (Col - 
ong. = 14818; solar altitude at 
center of AHR 65°), bringing out 
the tonal variations within the 
region - -except in Aristarchus, 
which is highly overexposed. Taken 
on June 22, 1962, at 12:11 U.T. 
Again, some detail on the photo-
graphs may be lost in reproduction. 

-V-4H8Hi- 

1V.A.). 

Although contour lines theo-
retically can give a complete topo-
graphic description, they are not 
very graphic and thus are difficult 
to interpret unless one is familiar 
with them. For this reason, a meth-
od of relief depiction known as ha - 
churing was used to supplement the 
contour lines. In the hachure sys-
tem employed by the writer (modi-
fied from the Dufour system used 
in Swiss topographic maps), the ha-
chures are short lines pointing 
downslope and are slightly broaden-
ed at their high end. Steep slopes 
are represented by closely spaced 
hachures (the spacing becomes zero 
for slopes over 45°); gentle slopes, 
by widely spaced hachures. In or-
der to give a more graphic effect, 
oblique hachuring was used, the il-
lumination being assumed to come 
from the West (lower left on the 
final map), and the hachures were 
drawn with thinner lines on the 
lightward slopes than on the shad-
ed slope (i.e., 0.2 ma. vs. 0.3 
mms.). On the original map, con-
tour lines were drawn in black and 
hachures in brown; the hachures ap-
pear grey on the reproduction pub-
lished with this report. A number 
of vertical photographs of the mod-
el, at differing angles of illumin7  
ation, were helpful in drawing the 

Naturally, all altitudes given or implied on the AHR map are based on an arbitrary 
datum (i.e., "zero" contour from which all others are measured). This is due to the moon's 
lack of a natural datum surface. It is of some interest to know the absolute altitude of 
the arbitrary datum in terms of its radius vector from the moon's center; unfortunately, 
this value can be found only approximately. The writer estimated this radius vector by a 
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Figure 8. Two photographs of 
the plasticene model of the 
AHR tnder a simulated late 
afternoon sun (solar altitude 
44 20°; Colong. • 207°). The 
upper view approximates the 
perspective from Earth at mean 
libration. The bottom view is 
a vertical view in "true" per-
spective. The model does not 
show the changes subsequently 
made to the AHR map from the 
Lunar Orbiter photographs. 
North at top in both views, 
and IAU East at right. 

• *R394-* 

two-step process: 

First, the AHR is shown 
on two USAF -ACIC LAC's (i.e., 
United States Air Force, Aero-
nautical Chart and Information 
Center, Lunar Astronautic  
Charts, ;T771,000,000 scale), 
LAC-38 (West of 50° West) and 
LAC-39 (East of 50° West). 
Both these charts show eleva-
tions by 300-meter contours, 
with spot elevations given 
more precisely (to 100, 50, or 
10 meters). Several features 
on these charts have measured 
radius vectors18  so that the 
absolute chart datums can be 
estimated. 

Second, elevations of 
the same features, as shown on 
the LAC's and the A.L.P.O. AHR 
map, were compared, giving the 
difference between the ACIC 
and the A.L:P.O. datImq. Then, 
assuming the ACIC datum to be 
correct, the A.L.P.O. datum 
could he found:approximately. 

Tables 2 and.10 summar-
ize this two-step process. 

4 -- 	 The mean absolute datum 
of the LAC-38 is 1735.6 kms., 
and that of LAC-39 is 1734.3 
kms., indict:Um that the con-

tours on LAC-38 should be 1.3 kms. lower than those on LAC-39. It is evident that this 
figure is quite uncertain since the contours on the East margin. of LAC-38 are about 1.8 
kms. lower than on the West margin of LAC-39; also, the datums of both charts are stated 
to be 1735.4 kms. 

Table 9. Estimated Absolute Datums, LAC-38 and -39.  

Feature 	 Elevation in Kilometers 
Identification ACIC Point Rim Elev. Radius 	Derived 

Chart 	 Designation on LAC 	Vectora 	Abs. Datum 

LAC-38 	 Herodotus A 	130 	+ 1.22 1736.91 ± .22 1735.69 
LAC-38 	 Marius M 	 131 	+ 0.73 1736.22 ± .06 1735.49 
LAC-39 	 Wollaston 	124 	+ 2.72 1736.58 ± .05 1733.86 
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Table 9. Estimated Absolute Datums, LAC-38 and -39. (Cont.) 

Feature 	 Elevation in Kilometers 
Identification ACIC Point Rim Elev. 	Radius 	Derived 

Chart 
	

Designation on LAC 	Vectora 	Abs. Datum 

LAC-39 	 Diophantus B 
	

125 	+ 3.64 1737.88 ± .18 1734.24 
LAC-39 	 Brayley D 
	

129 	+ 4.23 1738.89 ± .01 1734.66 

aMeyer and Ruffin, loc. cit. The probable error (+) is 0.6745(1 R,. 

• 

Table 10. Estimated Datum of AIR Map Based on Datums of LAC-38 and -39. 

Area 

LAC Elev. (kms.) Derived 
AHR Datum 
(kms.) 

No. Elev. 
(kms.) 

AHR (LAC - 
AHR) 

Aristarchus - -floor 39 2.4 1.0 + 1.4 1735.7 
Herodotus - -floor 39 4.5 3.2 + 1.3 1735.6 
Herodotus - -floor 38 2.4 3.2 - 0.8 1734.8 
Mare near Aristarchus H 39 3.3 2.8 + 0.5 1734.8 
Mare near 22°N/48°5 W 39 3.6 2.8 + 0.8 1735.1 
Aristarchus - -rim 39 5.8 5.0 + 0.8 1735.1 
Herodotus --rim 39 5.8 4.5 + 1.3 1735.6 
Herodotus - -NE rim peak 39 6.4 5.0 + 1.4 1735.7 
Peak SE of Cobra Head 39 6.3 6.o + 0.3 1734.6 
Cobra Head - -floor 39 4.8 4.0 + 0.8 1735.1 

Mean - 1735.2 ± 0.3 

Because the A.L.P.O. AHR map shows the elevation of the mare to the South and East of 
Herodotus as about 2,000 meters (+ 2.0 kms.), the general level of the surface seems to 
have a radius vector slightly above 1737 kiss. so  that the original assumption of a lunar 
sphere of radius 1738 kms. (see above, Section III.A.) does not appear to be greatly in 
error. 

D. Orbiter Photographs.  

During 1967, Lunar Orbiters -IV and -V photographed the AHR under a morning sun, at 
a ground resolution of about 80 meters for Orbiter-IV and as small as 3 meters for Orbiter - 
V. These photographs became available during the final compilation of the AHR map. 

As described above (Section III.B.), Orbiter-IV High Resolution Frame No. 150 was 
used for secondary horizontal control of the AHR map, making a complete recompilation nec-
essary. The several Orbiter frames were also used to confirm and revise detail that was 
only marginally visible in earthbased visual observations and photographs. In addition, 
many minute features were added from the Orbiter photographs which had been previously 
completely unknown. 

Although the Orbiter photographs were valuable in compiling the final AHR map, they 
have serious limitations due to their being exposed only for a very limited range of solar 
illumination. First, large areas (e.g., the East inner wall of Aristarchus) were complete-
ly in shadow. Conversely, some bright sunward-facing slopes were seriously overexposed 
(e.g., the West inner wall of Aristarchus) so that little detail could be seen. Also, al-
titudes were not measured from the Orbiter photographs because the limited range of colon - 
gitudes made it impossible to draw profiles, which would be necessary in order to revise 
contour lines. The contour lines and hachures, however, were modified to fit the small 
details visible in the Orbiter views. Some of the Orbiter -V views of the AHR overlapped 
and made stereoscopic views possible. It is hoped that these will be used by ACIC or AMS, 
using photogrammetric methods, to produce contour maps with which the A.L.P.O: map can be 
compared. 

Figures  2, 10, 11, and 12 are a sample of the Orbiter photographs of the AHR. Figure 
2, by Orbiter-IV, shows the approximate boundaries of the AHR map. Figures 10-12 are all 
larger-scale views taken by Orbiter-V. 
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Figure 9. A general view of the AHR by Orbiter-IV (frame H-150). The outlines of the fin-
al AHR map are superimposed on the photograph. North is at the left. Data for this photo-
graph are: U.T. date and time of exposure = 1967, May 22, 06:00:12. Colong. - 067°4 (sol-
ar altitude at center of AHR = 17°). Altitude of spacecraft - 2667.04 kms. Angle between 
surface and camera axis = 86°78. 

tigigahy Editor. Dr. Westfall's final topographic map of the Aristarchus-Herodotus 
region is reproduced as Figure 13 on pages 198 and 199 at a reduced scale of 1/500,000 (1 
cm. = 5 kms., 1 inch - 7.89 miles). 
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Figure 10. The SW portion of the rim of Aristarchus, as photographed by Orbiter-V (frame 
H-198) on August 18, 1967. The photograph is 11.6 kms. in width. North at left, sun to 
the top at an altitude of 16°. Several interesting features that are discussed in the 
text are shown: the SW rim "craterlet" and "trough" (lower right, scene of one of the 
"red glows" observed by Greenacre and Barr), the radial furrows possibly associated with 
the dark bands of Aristarchus (center), several wall terraces, a large number of rock frag-
ments, and a cleft on the crater floor (upper left). 

4H*41-11-1t4 

We regret the need to publish this paper in several serial installments. Its physi-
cal length is simply too great for one issue. We congratulate Dr. Westfall, Mr. McIntosh, 
and all the others who had a share in the work which culminated in this Final Report, defin-
itely including the A.L.P.O. observers themselves of Aristarchus and Herodotus. We hear 
many questions these days about the value of continuing amateur, and even earth-based, ob-
servations of the moon and the planets. Perhaps a Final Report of the quality of this 
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FIGURE 13. THE FINAL RELIEF MAP OF THE ARISTARCHUS-HERODOTUS REGION. THE INDICATED SCALE 
CORDANCE WITH I.A.U. NOMENCLATURE. THE REPRO AND PHOTO SECTION OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCE 
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(1/500,000) IS VERY NEARLY CORRECT FOR THIS PUBLISHED REPRODUCTION. PLACE NAMES ARE IN AC-
LABORATORY AT NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY ASSISTED IN PREPARING THIS MAP FOR PUBLICATION. 
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Figure 11. An Orbiter-V view (frame M-202) of Schroeter's Valley and vicinity. North is 
at the left, the "Cobra Head" slightly right of center, part of Herodotus is at the right, 
and part of Aristarchus shows in the upper right corner. The area shown is about 105 kms. 
in width, and was photographed on August 18, 1967, with a solar altitude of about 15°. 

paper will help to show the kind of analysis which it is possible to accomplish from visual 
observations and amateur-made photographs of sufficiently good quality. We would hope that 
such a report will encourage increased participation in the projects of the A.L.P.O. Lunar 
Section. 

(To be continued in next issue.) 
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Figure 12. A large-scale view of a portion of Schroeter's Valley (49°9 W/25°7 N), taken 
on August 18, 1967 by Orbiter-V (frame H-204) with a solar altitude of 15°. North is at 
the left, and the horizontal (N-S) dimension of the area shown is 17.5 kms. Note the un-
usual meandering depression on the south portion of the valley floor as well as several 
prominent landslips on the northern wall. The valley is about 6 kms. wide in this portion. 

COMA DIAMETER OF COMET IKEYA-SEKI 1965f  

By: Dennis Milon, A.L.P.O. Comets Recorder 

The preceding ALPO paper on the Great Comet of 1965 dealt with the development of 
its tail (Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 21, Nos. 9-10, July, 1969). Now the ALPO Comets Sec-
tion has prepared a graph of the diameter of the coma, using only visual estimates with one 
exception: R. B. Minton measured the Tokyo Observatory photograph taken on the date of 
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ASTROLA NEWTONIAN  
REFLECTING TELF.SCOPES 

These fine Astrola reflectors are well 
known to nearly all serious telescopic 
observers. Already a number of Ameri-
ca's leading lunar and planetary ob-
servers are using complete Astrola 
telescopes or optical components manu-
factured by us. We also sell Brandon 
and other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror 
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals -
mountings, etc. 

Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian 
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins. 
aperture made to order. 

Used reflectors and refractors are al-
ways in stock. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 

4137 E. Anaheim 

Long Beach 4, 	 California 

Phone: GEneva 4-2613 

tions. Doing so must in practice depend upon receiving specific invitations from host so-
cieties in other parts of the nation, and these invitations have been very scarce during 
the last few years. 

LUNAR OBSERVER'S MANUAL 

By: Walter H. Haas, Director, A.L.P.O. 

In recent years there has been a fair amount of discussion of the need for the dif-
ferent A.L.P.O. Sections to furnish instructional materials, descriptions of observing pro-
grams, and forms for new members and beginning observers. The Lunar Section has now done 
something much better than just to talk: it has actually produced a Lunar Observer's Manu-
al. All five A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders have shared in writing the manual--Charles Ricker, 
Clark Chapman, John Westfall, Kenneth Delano, and H. W. Kelsey. The manual was published 
privately by Mr. Ricker without the use of Association funds. The booklet measures 11 by 
82 inches, convenient for use at the telescope, and contains 30 pages. A small number of 
illustrations either clarify the text or constitute samples of observational report forms. 

The text is aimed primarily at the lunar observer new to either his subject or to the 
projects of the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section (or both). The style of writing is clear enough to 
be readily followed, and the explanations are lucid and detailed. Parts of the manual have 
been published in this Journal in the past, but it will still be a convenience to have re-
lated topics all inside one cover. The chapter headings may sufficiently indicate the con-
tents: Introduction, The Observer Training Programs of the ALPO, Drawing Lunar Surface Fea-
tures, Lunar Mensuration, Observing Lunar Domes, Selected Areas LTP Patrol, Lunar Eclipse 
Observations, Lunar Photography, Other Programs, and Selected References. Each chapter can 
be read by itself as a unit, and indeed more editing would have removed a slight amount of 
duplication. 

The Lunar Observer's Manual appears to me to be very good in furnishing guidance and 
background information for new lunar observers. More advanced students of the moon will 
want to pursue hints in "Other Programs" and to read listed books and monographs in "Selec-
ted References." For some readers the manual may help answer the question of what the ama-
teur lunar observer can still do in the Space Age. The L.T.P. enthusiast will do well to 
note the stress on the need for considerable experience before one can reliably recognize 
an abnormal lunar event. 

The Lunar Observer's Manual may be obtained 
from Charles L. Ricker, 403 W. Park St., Marquette, 
Michigan 49855. It is recommended. 
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then, bringing the total of commonly recognized domes to 149. 	The 15 additional domes 
are the following: 

Dome (xi-eta) 	Long. & Lat. 	Diameter & Comments 

+781-243 +53°20' -13°50' 5 kms.; hemispherical; gentle slope. 
taken +777-238 +53 15 -13 40 10 kms.; has two summits. 
we +768-237 +52 10 -13 25 14 Ions.; round; moderate slope. 

ipiter +737-217 +49 20 -12 18 4 kms.; hemispherical; gentle slope. 
It 

or in- 
+729-172 +48 23 -09 40 20 kms.; round; moderate slope. 

+703-113 +45 10 -06 30 24 kms.; a half-dome at base of a peak. 
+556+042 +33 50 +02 22 4 kms.; round; moderate slope. 
+110+777 +10 00 +51 00 6 kms.; hemispherical; gentle slope. 
+085+764 +07 50 +49 51 8 kms.; round; gradual slope. 
-077+784 -07 00 +51 35 8 kms.; a bright spot on Plato's floor. 

5 as -114+780 -10 40 +51 09 30 kms. by 40 kms.; very gentle slope. 
ie with - -145-307 -08 40 -17 48 10 kms. by 20 kms.; moderate slope. 
:r has -155-347 -09 31 -20 19 10 Ions.; very gentle slope. 
g bet - -185+854 -20 15 +58 10 10 kms.; hemispherical; gentle slope. 

-514-206 -31 32 -11 50 17 Ions.; round, with a peak on it. 
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All 149 lunar domes have been plotted on one of the 55-inch Lunar Wall Mosaics pub-
lished by the Aeronautical Chart and Information Center.2  This relatively large-scale 
photographic mosaic of the Moon can clearly depict the global distribution of plotted 
lunar domes in relationship to the dark lunar plains and the uplands and also in relation-
ship to each other. In examining the mosaicked image of the Moon with the domes plotted 
on it, three facts concerning the global distribution of the lunar domes are immediately 
evident: 

1) The vast majority of domes lie in the maria, particularly along the edges of the 
maria. 

2) Almost half (45%) of the 149 domes are members of clusters consisting of 3 or 
more domes, but a single cluster of 28 domes in the T. Mayer - Hortensius region is out-
standing. 

3) There is a conspicuous alignment of 22 domes stretching from southern M. Fecun-
ditatis to northern M. Tranquillitatis. 

The Favored Locations of Domes  

The Moon's western (IAU) hemisphere has nearly twice as many domes as its eastern 
hemisphere. The exceptionally large cluster of 28 domes in the T. Mayer - Hortensius re-
gion accounts for a substantial number of the western hemisphere's total of 97 domes. 
The significantly greater expanse of maria in the Moon's western hemisphere also accounts 
for the fact that 65% of all domes are found in the western hemisphere. 

Lunar domes are much more easily found in the dark, relatively flat maria and on 
mare-like surfaces than in the rugged highland regions of the Moon, where domes can go un-
noticed due to the glare of the surroundings and to their being hidden by the shadows of 
neighboring peaks and crater walls. The fact that 126 (i.e., 85%) of the known domes are 
located in the maria should not necessarily be interpreted as having any great seleno - 
logical significance since observational selectivity is an important factor to be consid-
ered. 

The accompanying sketch of the Moon (Fig. 13) is meant to give the reader a visual 
impression of the global distribution of the lunar domes, and in particular their rela-
tionship to the maria and highlands. The small-scale image of the Moon, with its oversize 
dots representing the lunar domes, tends to overemphasize the degree of congregation among 
the domes and also somewhat to exaggerate their spread in those regions containing several 
domes. Nevertheless, Fig. 13 does demonstrate the tendency of domes to occur in the maria, 
and noticeably along the edges of the maria. A majority of those domes which appear to 
be in the lunar highlands are actually situated on the dark mare-like floors of large cra-
ters. The following summary of the 149 recognized domes is given in the order of their 
prevalence in the various maria, craters, and in the lunar highlands. Domes appearing in 
the maria are further distinguished according to whether they lie along the "shores" of 
the maria or lie closer to the middle of the maria than to the shores. 
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Domes in Maria (126 domes) 

Place along border in middle total 

Oceanus Procellarum 41 3 44 
M. Tranquillitatis 14 7 21 
M. Imbrium 12 6 18 
M. Fecunditatis 8 0 8 
M. Nubium 8 0 8 
Unnamed mare between Copernicus 

5 3 8 and MUsting 
M. Frigoris 5 0 5 
M. Serenitatis 5 0 5 
M. Nectaris 3 0 3 
M 	Cognitum 2 0 2 
M. Crisium 1 0 1 
M. Vaporum 1 0 1 
Lacus Mortis 1 0 1 
Sinus Medii 1 0 1 

Domes within Craters (19 domes) 

Crater 	 on floor 	on inner wall 	total 

Capuanus 	 6 	 0 	 6 
Flammarion 	 3 	 0 	 3 
Murchison 	 2 	 0 	 2 
Plato 	 2 	 0 	 2 
Pitatus 	 2 	 0 	 2 
Darwin 	 1 	 0 	 1 
Triesnecker 	 0 	 1 	 1 
Grimaldi 	 1 	 0 	 1 
Hipparchus 	 1 	 0 	 1 

Domes in the Lunar Highlands (4 domes) 

The Dome 	 Its Location 

+618-167 	 West of Gutenberg 
+424-402 	 Northwest of Piccolomini 
-450+257 	 Adjacent to Tobias Mayer D 
-804-365 	 North of Prosper Henry 

The above summary shows that only 19 of the 126 (i.e., 15%) domes which are found 
in the maria lie at any great distance from the edges of maria. Mare Tranquillitatis, 
with its cluster of 7 domes just north of Sinas, and Mare Imbrium are the two most notable 
exceptions to the general rule that domes of the maria are usually situated along the ed-
ges of the dark lunar plains. However, M. Imbrium can not be considered as a truly valid 
exception to the general rule because its 6 middle-lying domes appear along the borders 
of what might be called an inner Mare Imbrium. Within M. Imbrium proper there is an arc 
of ridges stretching from Sinus Iridium, past C. Herschel to Lambert, and on the opposite 
side there is a distinct arc of peaks, which include Spitzbergen, Pico, and the Teneriffe 
Mountains. Together, the two arcs form a huge ghost-ring structure within M. Imbrium 
proper; and it is along the edges of this inner M. Imbrium that the 6 middle-lying domes 
of M. Imbrium proper are located. The three domes near Mt. Pico, Spitzbergen, and the 
crater Beer are on the very edge of the eastern border of inner M. Imbrium, but the three 
domes near Carlini lie almost as close to the middle of inner M. Imbrium as they do to the 
ridges marking its western Jimits. Mare TranquiLlitatisis-left as the only truly out-
standing exception among the larger maria in having numerous domes in the central regions. 
An unnamed mare which adjoins Sinus Medii and Sinus Aestuum and lies between Copernicus 
and Wsting has a relatively large proportion (3 of 8) of its domes lying far from its ed-
ges. 

Only 3 of Oceanus Procellarum's 44 domes lie at any great distance from its shores. 
However, it should be pointed out that the A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Catalog contains only one 
dome in the vicinity of centrally located Crater Marius. The Crater Marius region is an 
area deep within the boundaries of Oceanus Procellarum that abounds with low, rounded 
hills, dome-like ridges, and undoubtedly many more domes than the single dome which ap-
pears in the present catalog. Indeed, Lunar Orbiter cameras have recorded several dis-
tinct domes in the Marius region. A lack of agreement among the participants in the A.L. 
P.O. Lunar Home Survey on whether any particular formation is a true dome or instead is 
either a steep hill or only part of a ridge accounts for the fact that only one Marius 
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Figure 13. Rough sketch of the Moon by Kenneth J. Delano showing the 149 domes catalogued 
by the ALPO Lunar Dome Survey. See also text of Mr. Delano's article. The sketch is in-
tended only to give a visual impression of the distribution of domes in the maria and up-
lands. Due to the small scale of the sketch the spread of domes in congested areas is ex-
aggerated. Lunar south at top, lunar west in IAU sense at right. 

-r,Y81-314:41. 

dome is included in the catalog. However, the uncharted domes of the Marius region must 
be taken as a definite exception to the general tendency of lunar domes to be absent from 
the middle of the Moon's dark plains. 

The fact remains that domes do tend to lie along the borders of the Moon's maria, 
and this strongly suggests that the lunar domes are products of ancient volcanic activity 
which has displayed itself along lines of crustal weakness. The preponderance of domes 
along the mountainous borders of the maria appears to fit the distributional pattern es-
tablished by the Earth's volcanoes. Concerning the latter, the Larousse Encyclopedia of 
the Earth states: "Active volcanoes of the present day, about 600 in number, are not dis-
tributed haphazardly over the surface of the globe. Most of them are grouped within belts 
coinciding with fractures or fracture zones. The belts occur in roughly parallel areas 
of the most recently formed mountain ranges. One, often called the 'circle of fire', gird- 
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les the Pacific Ocean."3  Surely, Earth's circumpacific "circle of fire" finds a number 
of parallels in the great rings of domes bordering the Moon's seas. 

It should be noted that lunar domes are no more restricted to the edges of the maria 
than is vulcanism to the shores of Earth's oceans. Yet the definite preference of lunar 
domes for the edges of the maria argues against the theory that they are the results of 
frost upheavals forming pingoes and against J. W. Salisbury's theory4  of olivine and water 
creating a serpentine dome through chemical reaction. In neither of those two theories is 
there any apparent reason why domes should favor the maria edges, unless we can assume 
that water is (or once was) more abundant at the surface in those regions not so deeply 
covered by the dark soil of the maria. 

Most of the domes not located in the maria are to be found on the dark, mare-like 
floors of large craters. Triesnecker is the only relatively small crater containing a 
dome, and that dome is unique in that it appears, not on the crater's floor, but on the 
inner south slope of the crater's wall. 

It is interesting to note that every one of the large craters containing 2 or more 
domes (table on pg. 10) is situated on the very edge of one of the Moon's maria. Further-
more, Capuanus, Flammarion, and Murchison have incomplete walls, through which lavas from 
maria appear to have poured. If the 9 domes contained within the broken-wall craters Cap - 
uanus, Flammarion, and Murchison are considered as more properly belonging to the maria, 
then the total number of domes along the edges of the maria amounts to 116, as compared 
to only 19 domes in the middle of the maria. Thus 86% of the 135 mare domes lie along the 
edges of the Moon's dark plains. 

Only 4 domes are known to lie outside of the lunar maria and craters. All 4 are lo-
cated in the lunar highlands. If the bright uplands were not so much broken up that they 
effectively mask low, gently sloping surface features, an indeterminate number of other 
highland domes would undoubtedly be identified amidst the lunarite. 

Clusters of Domes 

In addition to their tendency to occur along the edges of the maria, lunar domes 
very often occur in clusters. By far the most outstanding cluster is the group of 28 dom-
es in the T. Mayer, Milichius, and Hortensius area. The Crater Marius region also seems 
to abound with domes, although only one is contained in the A.L.P.O. catalog, for reasons 
already cited. 

Defining a cluster as composed of 3 or more domes each no further than 40 kms. from 
its nearest neighboring dome, we find the following clusters: 

1) 28 d6mes in the T. Mayer-Hortensius region. 
2) 7 domes north of Sinas. 
3) 6 domes west of Diophantus. 
4) 6 domes in the crater Capuanus. 
5) 4 domes north of Arago. 
6) 3 domes north of Birt. 
7) 3 domes east of Gambart. 
8) 3 domes north of Prinz. 
9) 3 domes north of Carlini. 
10) 3 domes northeast of Crozier D. 
11) 3 domes west of Secchi. 

The total number of cluster-member domes is 69, which amounts to 46% of the 149 cat-
aloged domes. The frequent assertion that domes usually occur in clusters is thus not 
correct -- less than half of them do. 

The Moon also has 12 pairs of domes -- the two domes being separated by distances of 
less than 40 kms. And finally, many domes are strikingly isolated from all others. There 
are no less than 20 domes situated 200 or more kilometers from the nearest known neighbor-
ing dome. Thus domes are just as likely to be found either in pairs or singly as in clus-
ters 

Alignments of Domes 

Besides the preponderance of domes along the edges of the maria and the great clus-
ter of domes in the T. Mayer-Hortensius region, the third most notable feature about the 
global distribution of domes is the 1500-kilometer-long alignment of domes in M. Fecundi-
tatis and eastern M. Tranquillitatis. Within a band 200 kms. wide at its widest, which 
stretches from Petavius B (57°E, 20°S) to Vitruvius (31°E, 18°N) are found 22 of the 29 
domes located in M. Fecunditatis and M. Tranquillitatis. We know of a particularly long 
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fracture zone on Earth which contains numerous volcanoes stretching for 9,000 kms. from 
Baluchistan, across Persia, Asia Minor, and the Mediterranean Sea to the Azores and Canary 
Islands.3  The presence on the Moon of a comparable band of domes is highly indicative 
that there is a band of crustal weakness along which the great majority of M. Fecundita-
tis' and M. Tranquillitatis' domes are located. 

No other large scale alignment of domes is clearly discernible on the Moon; but 
there are a number of much smaller chains of domes, all less than 200 kms. long. They are 
listed as follows: 

1) several possible alignments consisting of from 3 to as many as 
7 domes each in the 28-member T. Mayer -- Hortensius cluster. 

2) a row of 4 domes within Capuanus. 
3) a row of 4 north of Sinas. 
4) a row of 3 north of Carlini. 
5) a row of 3 east of Gambart. 
6) a row of 3 north of Arago. 
7) a row of 3 west of Diophantus. 
8) a row of 3 through Pitatus. 

In their orientation, the last five listed rows of domes (i.e., those of Carlini, 
Gambart, Arago, Diophantus, and Pitatus) closely match the NNW-SSE alignment of the 1500 
km. -long M. Fecunditatis -- M. Tranquillitatis band of domes. A similar orientation on 
the part of some of the members of the T. Mayer - Hortensius cluster can be traced out, 
as well as some East-to-West alignments therein. The two rows of 4 domes each near Sinas 
and in Capuanus have a definite East-to-West alignment. 

Like their probable counterparts, the various types of Earth's volcanic structures, 
lunar domes occur along what appears to be lines of crustal weakness -- lines which are 
both long and short and either straight or curved along the edges of the lunar seas in a 
manner remindful of the Pacific's "circle of fire". Also, in keeping with the Earth's 
vulcanism, the lunar domes are quite often, but by no means invariably, found clustered 
together in places. The statistical data on the distribution of lunar domes presented in 
this report enables the reader to evaluate for himself the assertion that lunar domes have 
a volcanic origin. 
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THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR SECTION ARISTARCHUS-HERODOTUS MAPPING PROJECT: FINAL REPORT 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

(continued from Llx- £, Vol. 21, Nos. 11-12, pp. 181-201) 

VI. The Aristarchus-Herodotus Region 

A. Topography. 

Readers are invited to refer to the master chart published with the first install-
ment of this paper in following the discussion below of the Aristarchus-Herodotus Region. 
This map appeared in Str. A., Vol. 21, Nos. 11-12, pp. 198-199. Lunar directions in this 
paper are by the IAU system, in which Mare Crisium lies near the moon's east limb. 

The Aristarchus-Herodotus Region (AHR) is located in the northern Oceanus Procellar-
um, on the SE margin of a quadrangular elevated region of pre-mania rock called the Aris-
tarchus Uplands (or Aristarchus Uplift or Hills). The U. S. Geological Survey designation 
of this area places the AHR in the Eastern (Old System) Section of the Mid Lunar Lowlands.19 
The AHR can roughly be divided into three physiographic provinces (the boundaries of which 
are shown in Figure 16): 

1. Oceanus Procellarum, forming the southern and eastern por-
tion of the region. 

2. The Aristarchus Uplands, (pre-maria) forming the northern 
and western portion of the region. 
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3. Aristarchus and its surroundings, more recent than either 
Province 1. or 2., and superimposed upon them. 

These regions contain such a wealth of detail that only their more prominent featur-
es can be described here. 

1. Within the AHR, Oceanus Procellarum has a relatively level 
surface, sloping gently away from the Aristarchus Uplands. Superimposed on the mare is a 
complex pattern of ejecta from Aristarchus, extending to the vicinity of Aristarchus F and 
H. For the most part, these ejecta consist of a large number of secondary craters, often 
forming crater-chains which tend to be elongated radially to Aristarchus. A particularly 
clear example of such a crater-chain lies immediately NE of Aristarchus F (46°1 W/21t9 N). 
Other components of the Aristarchus ejecta are scattered rock blocks (e.g., 46t7 W/22°7 N). 
and some ridges of finer material radiating from Aristarchus. Only the grosser patterns 
of these ejecta are visible or photographable from Earth (e.g., see Figure / in previous 
installment of this paper). Under low lighting, the ejecta pattern appears as a group of 
low ridges running from Aristarchus to Aristarchus F. 

The most prominent features in the Oceanus Procellarum portion of the AHR are the 
craters Aristarchus F and H (4615 W/21°6 N; 45°6 W/22°6 N). Aristarchus F (also called 
MacDonald) is a low-walled hexagonal crater-plain, 17.9 kms.2()  in diameter and averaging 
about 400-500 meters in depth, with a rim height of about 200 meters. Its floor is de-
pressed only slightly below the outside surface, and is relatively flat except for scat-
tered craterlets and crater-chains and a triangular depression in the NE, which is about 
300 meters deep and 6.1 kms. long on its major axis. 

Aristarchus H is a deep crater-pit whose walls rise only 19 meters above the outside 
plain. This feature is an irregular depression, possibly resulting from the merging of 
three craterlets. In plan, it measures about 3 by 5 kms. (3.6 kms. on the average) and is 
290 meters deep. Immediately SW is a similar, triangular depression, slightly smaller and 
about 260 meters deep. 

Also within the AHR portion of Oceanus Procellarum is a fault (48°6 W/22°0 N) run-
ning roughly WSW-ENE, except for the portion south of the map margin, where the strike is 
SSW-NNE. The mare south of the fault appears uplifted, although the fault has several 
breaks, to an average height of perhaps 100-150 meters. This fault may be associated with 
the margin of the Aristarchus Uplands, which it roughly parallels. 

2. The portion of the Aristarchus Uplands within the AHR is a region of complex to-
pography and, to clarify the situation as much as possible, can be divided into six subpro-
vinces: 

2.a. A plateau between Aristarchus and Herodotus. 
2.b. Herodotus and its vicinity. 
2.c. SchAterts Valley. 
2.d. A rolling plain west of 2.a., 2.b., and 2.c., containing 

Herodotus G. 
2.e. The mountain block on the north edge of the AHR, contain-

ing Aristarchus Z. 
2.f. A relatively low-lying area bounded by 2.e., 2.c., 2.a., 

Aristarchus, and Oceanus Procellarum, containing Rima 
Aristarchus I. 

The boundaries of these subprovinces are shown on Figure 16. 

2.a, The average elevation of the plateau between Aristarchus and Herodotus is about 
3800 meters (i.e., about 1600 meters above Oceanus Procellarum); but its surface is highly 
irregular, rising to 4800 meters SE of the "Cobra Head" (i.e., the southern end of Schr5-
teris Valley)--the highest elevation in the AHR (49t0 W/24°3 N). Although containing sev-
eral oval basins which are probably the remnants of ancient craters, the topography of 
this area appears to be dominated by a system of cross faults, with strikes SW-NE and NW-
SE. The SE margin of this region is such a fault, forming a steep cliff about 500 meters 
high, running from SE of Herodotus to Aristarchus in a gentle concave arc, with a parallel, 
much lower cliff to its north. There are few well-formed craterlets on this plateau (and 
none visible from Earth); but there are a large number of scattered rock blocks, particu-
larly in the vicinity of the west rim of Aristarchus, which rises only slightly above the 
plateau surface. In view of the lack of secondary craterlets from Aristarchus on this 
plateau, its large-scale faulting may have taken place following the formation of Aristar-
chus. 

2.b. The crater-ring Herodotus appears to be intermediate in age between the Aris-
tarchus Uplands and the Oceanus Procellarum. Although Herodotus is superimposed on the 
former, there appear to be no secondary craters or ejecta from Herodotus on the mare to 
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Figure 14. A reduced (original, unpublished scale here = 1/1,000,000) 
version of the final AHR map. The shaded areas, numbered 1, 2, and 3, are 
the locations of the "red glows" observed by Greenacre and Barr on October 
30, 1963 (see Section VI.E.). Numbers 4-14 indicate the topographic fea-
tures discussed in Section VI.B. 
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the south and east. Herodotus' inner walls are disturbed by faulting and landslips, par-
ticularly on the north and the east, where a wide shelf lies under the crater rim. The 
diameter of Herodotus is 34.0 loas., with a depth ranging from about 1000 to 1400 meters. 
The relative rim height of Herodotus varies due to the varying elevation of the surround-
ing terrain. On the NE, the rim merges with the plateau between Herodotus and Aristarchus 
(subprovince 2.a.). On the SW, Herodotus ,  glacis slopes steeply down to the mare, about 
1300 meters below the rim. Thus, the floor of Herodotus is actually somewhat higher than 
the level of Oceanus Procellarum. On the west and NW, the rim of Herodotus rises about 
400-900 meters above the relatively level Aristarchus Uplands here (subprovince 2.d.). 
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Figure 15. The same reduced version of the final AHR map as in Figure 14 here 
shows the general pattern of tonal variations in the region. Tonal features 
are shown as they appear under a high sun. Many of the light and dark zones 
shown vary (particularly the Aristarchus bands), both during a lunation, and 
from lunation to lunation, so that only a generalized portrayal is given here. 

On its interior, the wall of Herodotus contains two crater-shaped objects, Herodotus 
N on the NNW, and an unnamed depression on the WNW. Herodotus N is 5.2 kms. in diameter 
and 375 meters deep (measured from its east rim). A short valley extends NE from Herodo-
tus N. The depression on the WNW is irregular and elongated N-S. The floor of Herodotus 
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Figure 16. Plan location of profiles (A-B, C-D, and E-F) shown in Figure 
17. Physiographic provinces and subprovinces on the AHR map are indicated 
by numbers and letters (e.g., 2a); their boundaries are approximate. See 
also text in VI.A. 

is fairly flat and contains few features except for some scattered, small craterlets (some 
probably resulting from the formation of Aristarchus). The only floor feature visible 
from Earth is an elongated light patch on the north. Some earth-based observers have sus-
pected clefts on the floor, but these are not borne out by the Orbiter photographs. 

za, SchrOter's Valley (Vallis SchrOteri) is the most distinctive formation on the 
Aristarchus Uplands and is the largest sinuous rille on the moon. Only its eastern por-
tion appears in the AHR. The total length of this valley is about 200 kms., with a typi-
cal width of 4-5 kms., but reaching 9-10 kms. near its southern, crater-like terminus, the 
"Cobra Head." Generally, SchrOter's Valley is about 200-300 meters deep on the west, and 
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400-500 meters deep on the east, where the outside surface is higher. The depth of the 
Cobra Head depression, measured from the west, is about 600 meters, and is 810 meters 
measured from the east, with a diameter of 7.6 kms. To the NW of the Cobra Head, a land-
slip has broken the west wall of SchrOteris Valley (4914 W/24t5 N). 

On the floor of the Valley are a number of complex crater-chains. Two good examp-
les of these are north of the Cobra Head (49t2 W/24t6 N; 4914 W/24t7 N). An unusual mean-
dering depression is located on the south side of the valley floor, in its NW-SE trending 
portion (49t9 W/25t6 N). A number of small single craterlets are also visible on the val-
ley floor in the Orbiter photographs. 

g,a. The plain west of Herodotus and Schrgter's Valley is elevated about 1 km. above 
the nearby mare. This irregular tableland contains a variety of features, including scat-
tered craterlets and the relatively shallow crater Herodotus G, 3.7 Ions, in diameter and 
160 meters deep. In its northern portion (near 50° W/25° N) are a number of secondary 
craterlets and crater-chains radial to Aristarchus. There are also some low groups of 
hills tending roughly NW-SE. One such elevated section lies east of Herodotus G. 

In the area between the Cobra Head and Herodotus, this plain becomes quite rugged. 
A shallow valley runs between the Cobra Head and the north wall of Herodotus. Under low 
morning lighting, this valley appears as a southward extension of SchrOteris Valley, and 
has been so interpreted by several visual observers. Some clefts have occasionally been 
reported in this area but are not visible on the Orbiter photographs; they perhaps repre-
sent inadequate resolution of the cross-faulted low hills in this area, west and SW of the 
Cobra Head. 

iag, In the northern portion of the AHR is a prominent, although unfortunately un-
named, mountain mass. The 8.2 km. crater Aristarchus Z, 330 meters deep on its east, is 
the most prominent feature in the AHR portion of this subprovince. 

The SW margin of this mountain mass is sharply defined by a fault scarp, with strike 
NW-SE. Generally straight, this scarp is interrupted by a large offset block in one place 
(49t2 W/25°5 N). The height of this scarp is about 400 meters, although portions of the 
mountain mass are considerably higher. The summit of this elevated feature, near Aristar-
chus Z, rises to 765 meters above the nearby plain. 

On its SE, subprovince 2.e. falls off steeply in a group of parallel but displaced 
fault blocks, tending SW-NE. At the base of these elevations is the prominent Rim Aris-
tarchus I (4716 W/25°2 N). 

The elevated surface of this mountain complex seems structurally controlled by a 
fault system trending SW-NE. The surface, however, is highly disturbed; and a large num-
ber of small craterlets are visible on the Orbiter photographs. Several, on the SE slop-
es facing Aristarchus, are secondary craters associated with that feature. 

2,1, The final subprovince in the AHR portion of the Aristarchus Uplands is a rela-
tively low area on the southern margin of 2.e.; it is bounded by 2.e., SchrOterTs Valley, 
the Aristarchus-Herodotus Plateau, the glacis of Aristarchus, and Oceanus Procellarum (this 
lowland merges with the mare near 46t5 W). 

In the zone between 2.e. and Schroeter's Valley, NW of the Valley bend, this lowland 
is relatively level and contains a prominent undesignated crater, about 3 Ions, in diameter 
(49t6 W/25t8 N). 

The eastern portion of this lowland is an irregular narrow area, widening toward the 
east. There is some evidence of faulting in its central portion (near 48°3 W/24°8 N), and 
this region contains many low hills and secondary craters associated with Aristarchus. In 
general, this subprovince rises as one proceeds west from the mare, with which it merges. 

2, The 45.3 km. crater Aristarchus dominates the AHR, and it is probably one of the 
most recent formations within the region because secondary craters associated with Aris-
tarchus are superimposed on other features throughout the AHR. Because Aristarchus is it-
self superimposed on the SE corner of the Aristarchus Uplands, its rim is somewhat higher 
on the west than on the east. The maximum depth on the west is about 4200 meters, but it 
is only 2800 meters on the east. These elevations represent two rim peaks, and the aver-
age depth of the crater floor is about 3600 meters on the west and 2500 meters on the east. 
Because of the existence of a plateau west of Aristarchus, the rim height of this crater 
varies as well. On the west, Aristarchus' rim is elevated only slightly above the adja-
cent plateau; typically about 250-450 meters. On the east, however, the height of the rim 
above the mare reaches 750-1000 meters in places. 
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The extent of the glacis of Aristarchus is difficult to define because it merges 
with the Aristarchus-Herodotus plateau on the west and with the ejecta pattern on the east 
and south. Generally, the glacis is narrow on the west and wide and complex on the north, 
east, and south. On the west, the glacis is low, relative to the plateau, but is steeper 
and wider on the south, where there are indications of at least one ruined ring at its 
base. There is also a large landslip causing a ridge striking SSE from the rim (471'8 W/ 
23t2 N). On the north, the glacis is wide and faulted; one large fault forms a ridge ex-
tending north from the NE rim of the crater (4.6t9 W/24t3 N). It is on the east that Aris-
tarchus' glacis is most complex and most difficult to define, falling to the mare surface 
in a series of descending, irregular, concentric ridges. Traces of these are found 10-15 
kms. out on to the mare, where they form low ridges with branches radiating out to the 
vicinity of Aristarchus H. Under low morning lighting, the concentric mare ridges merge 
with the glacis itself, an illusion causing the impression that the glacis is unusually 
wide. 

Much fine detail is shown on the glacis by the Orbiter photographs. Scattered rock 
blocks of all sizes are common, but there are few craterlets. An intermittent system of 
radial and concentric fractures is evident in the SE quadrant (there is a good example at 
46t7 W/2312 N). 

The inner walls of Aristarchus form another region of complex topography. The inner 
wall is clearly terraced even in earth-based views, perhaps four terraces being the usual 
count. In the Orbiter views the terraces are so broken by secondary fractures, detached 
rock blocks, and radial depressions that the large-scale terrace pattern is obscured. Ra-
dial valleys, possibly associated with the famous dark "bands", are particularly visible 
on the SW (see Figure 10 in first installment of this paper) at about 4717 W/23t4 N. Few 
craterlets lie on the inner wall; the largest is on the SW (also on Figure 10; 471.9 W/23t5 
N) --about 41ams.on its major axis and about 200 meters deep; it forms a widening in a val-
ley parallel to and immediately below the rim. It is the only interior craterlet clearly 
visible from Earth. 

On the north, the terracing of the inner wall has been completely destroyed by a 
large landslip. The entire northern inner wall has broken away into a jumble of rock 
blocks of sizes ranging from kilometers down to meters, extending well out upon the floor. 
Several radial valleys are in this area, the largest about 4-5 kms. long and 2 kms. wide 
(47t3 W/2411 N). 

The floor appears originally to have been a flat, roughly circular plain which has 
been intruded upon by material fallen from the wall (particularly on the north). Its sur-
face abounds with isolated rock blocks, irregularly scattered but concentrated in the west. 
Due to the greater depth of the crater on its west, the floor is asymmetrically placed to 
the east of the center of the rim outline (this effect is exaggerated in the perspective 
of earth-based views). There are few craterlets on the floor, none definitely visible 
from Earth; one lies immediately north of the central elevation, and a second is at the 
base of the SE wall (the latter may have been glimpsed by Wilkins).21  

Were it not for its unusual brightness, the central peak of Aristarchus would be an 
obscure object. It consists of two main blocks, aligned N-S and about 6 kms. long and 2 - 
3 kms. wide. The major block, on the north, is 390 meters high. Some earth-based observ-
ers have reported a crater-pit on its summit, but no such feature is shown by the Orbiter 
photographs. 

B. Some Topographic Features of Interest. 

As in any detailed study of lunar topography, many small features in the AHR were 
detected visually, but were interpreted differently by different observers, and even by 
the same observer at different times. This effect was due to the marginal visibility of 
these features, and sometimes even their existence was a matter of opinion. 

One of the purposes of the AHR project was to assess the reliability of earth-based 
visual observations in the detailed study of a selected lunar region. This can be done 
here because, first, a large number of observations of the same features are available and, 
second, the high resolution of the Orbiter-IV and -V photographs often (but not always) 
allows the unambiguous interpretation of these features. Some misinterpreted formations 
have already been mentioned in the preceding section - -e.g., the suspected summit pit on 
the central peak of Aristarchus and the suspected clefts on the floor of Herodotus and in 
the vicinity of SchrOteris Valley. This section deals with eleven other selected features 
whose nature was uncertain until the Orbiter photographs became available; indeed, because 
of the limitations of the Orbiter photographs, the debate may not have ended even now. 
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The eleven selected features are shown in Figure 14 and are numbered 4 through 14 
(areas 1-3 are "LTP Areas", to be discussed later). In many cases, older (i.e., pre-AHR 
Project) observations were found pertinent. Among the A.L.P.O. observers, Patrick S. Mc-
Intosh, the Project Director for some time, deserves special mention because he was often 
in a position to resolve the conflicting observations of these features that he received. 

A, Craterlet and "Trough" on SW Inner Wall of Aristarchus (immediately below rim, 
4719 W/2345 N).--This depression was not shown on Beer and MY.dler's map and, as far as 
this writer knows, was first observed by Gaudibert in 1872,22  who also detected a cleft 
running from its north wall parallel to the rim of Aristarchus. This craterlet was con-
firmed by Nevill, Schmidt, and Elger (Elger also observed the cleft to the north)23  so 
that its existence was well-established long before the AHR Project. Instead of observ-
ing the craterlet as at the south end of a cleft, however, Wilkins observed it as at the 
north end of a crater-chain,24  and so indicated it on the later (reduced) editions of his 
300-inch lunar map. To heighten the confusion, Jackson Carleo, on October 3, 1952, observ-
ed this area as containing two craterlets, but with no cleft27--a view similar to Schmidt's. 

The A.L.P.0.-AHR observers observed this area intensively, but with various interpre-
tations. Jamieson looked at this feature many times, first considering it as "a minor 
break in the wall" (April 17, 1963), but later saw it as a craterlet of diameter about 3.5 
kms. (August 2, 1963), and yet later as 4.5 kms. in diameter (December 28, 1963). Jamie-
son's sketch of the last date has been reproduced in the first installment of this report 
as Figure 3. He also states that the craterlet depth is not over 250 meters and that, to 
its south, runs "a gorge or valley," possibly 100-150 meters deep, "a depressed area with 
raised walls...it may indeed be more of a crater-chain than a gorge or valley." Other ob-
servers often saw the depression as a bright spot, and McIntosh once (September 18, 1964) 
stated that it was "not a true crater." In fact, Budine (with only 4 inches of aperture 
on June 12, 1965) interpreted the feature as a mound at the north edge of a ridge. On one 
occasion (August 13, 1965), Ricker confirmed this impression: "I'm inclined to think 
there is a possibility that this is a raised area on the above abuttment, rather than a 
craterlet." On earlier dates (May 13 and August 10, 1965), Ricker favored the craterlet 
interpretation, however. McIntosh also observed a craterlet here (e.g., September 19 and 
December 16 and 17, 1964), describing it (December 16, 1964) as a "...'bowl-like,  struc-
ture...crevass extends south from 'bowl'..." Anthenien, however, did not see the crevass, 
but suspected a smaller craterlet SE of the larger (June 4, 1963), similar to Carle's and 
Schmidt's interpretations. Westfall saw the craterlet in three sessions (16-in, reflec-
tor, October 27 and November 25, 1966, January 23, 1967), but saw the cleft as extending 
to the NW on November 25, and as running to the SE on the other two nights. On the Jan. 
23, 1967, observation, the west rim of the cleft was seen as elevated in two sections. 

To summarize: the existence of a craterlet, or crater-like depression, appears well 
established. What is uncertain is whether the craterlet lies on, at the north end of, or 
at the south end of, an elongated depression. Also uncertain is the nature of the depres-
sion--another, smaller craterlet, a crater-chain, a cleft, or simply a valley, trough, or 
ravine (all these terms having been used by different observers). 

The Orbiter-V frame (H-198) that shows this region is included in the first install-
ment of this report as Figure 10. On this photograph, the formation appears as a trough 
on the SW rim of Aristarchus, about 4 kms. in length and 0.5-0.7 kms. in width. The cen-
tral portion of this trough is broken by radial crevasses or landslips, but the north and 
south ends broaden into rounded, elongated depressions which might well be interpreted as 
craterlets in earth-based views. The northern depression measures 600 by 1100 meters and 
is probably the feature most often identified as a craterlet. The southern broadening is 
less well-defined, about 700 by 1500 meters in size, and is probably the southern "crater-
let" reported by Schmidt, Carle, and Anthenien. 

.2, Feature on WNW Rim of Aristarchus (4810W/2410 N).--This feature appears to have 
been unnoticed before the AHR Project, being omitted even on the Wilkins map. In fact, 
this fairly prominent feature was not seen by Wilkins with the 33-inch Meudon refractor 
(on April 7, 1952).26  E. J. Reese, however, saw it as a bright spot or an abutment four 
times during 1950-56.27  

To the AHR observers, this feature appeared uniformly as a bright spot whenever un-
der a high sun. Under lower lighting, however, some saw it as a depression or a craterlet 
while others interpreted it as an abutment of the rim. Jamieson, for example, first iden-
tified this feature as "A very tiny--but bright--craterlet...interior shadow could be made 
out" (10-in. reflector, April 25, 1964), but later called it "A jutting portion of the 
wall" (June 12, 1965). Ricker's interpretation also changed with time; on May 13, 1965 
(8-in, reflector), "It appears more as a 'drop' or fault in rim of Aristarchus." On July 
21, 1965 (10-in. reflector), he stated, "...my impression that this is a low flat spot on 
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the rim is strengthened by this observation. It does NOT appear crater-like." In the 
next lunation (on August 10), he felt, "...this is where the wall drops down onto the pla-
teau"; yet, on October 14, 1965, he stated, "This bright spot was most conspicuous. On 
this occasion it appeared crater-like, but I still don't think it is a craterlet." Budine 
also felt this object was a raised portion of the wall (June 12, 1965). Like Ricker's, 
McIntosh's interpretation varied. His first comment (6-in. reflector, July 2, 1964) des-
cribed the feature as "A bright crater with a small amount of shadow within it." On Aug-
ust 28, 1964, he reported it as an elevation, and also noted no shadow on September 19. 
Finally, on December 17, 1964, he reported "not a crater." On the other hand, the two ob-
servations by Lecuona (4*-in. reflector, December 16, 1964, and February 16, 1965) depict 
this feature as a shadow-filled depression. Westfall observed this area on three evenings 
(October 27 and November 25, 1966, and January 23, 1967) with a 16-in, reflector. It ap-
peared as crater-like in the October and January observations (colongitudes 64°9 and 56t1, 
respectively), but was interpreted as "not a crater" on November 25 (seeing 3 to 6, col-
ongitude - 58°7). 

Fortunately, this area is well shown on Orbiter -V frames M-197 and M-198, which can 
be viewed stereoscopically. There is a small craterlet near here, but it is only about 
600 meters in diameter and is actually outside the rim of Aristarchus. The rim of Aris-
tarchus almost merges with the Aristarchus-Herodotus plateau here, but the rim is offset 
so that it forms two parallel N-S ridges. Under low morning lighting, the shadow of the 
east ridge might well give the valley between the two ridges the appearance of a depres-
sion. Under higher lighting, this bright area would appear more like a plateau or abut-
ment. 

6. Bright Spot on East Rim of Aristarchus (46°7 W/23°6 N).--This feature is of in-
terest mainly as a "LTP Area." It is a topographic puzzle, however, inasmuch as some have 
interpreted this bright area as a crater, a hill, or simply as a bright spot. McIntosh 
(6-in. reflector, December 16, 1964) interpreted it as "Not a crater, but an abutment of 
unusual brilliance." Reese's map of 1952 shows this feature as a hill.28  Other observ-
ers, though, saw this feature as either a single or a double bright spot. 

On Orbiter-V frames M-197 and M-198, neither crater nor abutment is seen here. Ra-
ther, the area appears to be only a portion of the rim slightly more elevated than its 
surroundings. 

2, Craterlet SW of Cobra Head (49°4W/2413 N).--This is a complex region, and it 
is not surprising that this feature has been interpreted differently by various observers. 
This formation may be the craterlet "E" indicated by Beer and lEdler on Figure 20 of Der 
Mond. Nevill, however, reports a peak "E" near here (his approximate position is 49°06' 
TOld System)/24°06' N), which may be the spine as Beer and Madler's "E". Wilkins agrees 
with Beer and Nadler and shows a crater here, both in a sketch29  and on his lunar map.30  
Moore, using the 33-inch Meudon refractor (April 7, 1952), also drew a tiny craterlet 
here.31  

Among the AIR observers, Jamieson saw the feature as "A minute pit nestled between 
the (IAU) SW rim of the Cobra Head and the (IAU) NW base of the nearby mountain mass," and 
estimated its diameter as 2.3 kms. (10-in. reflector, January 27, 1964). Ricker, however, 
felt that it "seems to be more like a crater cone than a pit" (8-in. reflector, April 14, 
1965). Westfall, though, saw the formation as a crater-pit (16-in. reflector, seeing = 3 
to 6, November 25, 1966). There were two other variant interpretations. McIntosh (6-in. 
reflector, August 3, 1964, reproduced in the first installment of this paper as Figure 2) 
saw the feature as a hill, while Schneller (8-in. reflector, July 4, 1963) saw a crater-
chain. 

Orbiter-V frames M-202 and M-203 (which can be viewed stereoscopically, M-202 being 
reproduced with the first installment of this paper as Figure 11) show such a confusion of 
features in this general region that almost any visual observer's interpretation could be 
confirmed. There is, however, a depressed area, elongated N-S, of about the dimensions 
estimated by Jamieson. Immediately adjoining it on the NE is a tiny, deep pit, which may 
be the feature seen by the observers with larger apertures (e.g., Wilkins, Moore, and 
Westfall). 

8. 	Craterlet SW of Main Bend of Schroter's Valley (49°7 W/2513 N). - -This is another 
minute feature that has been seen in different guises. The earliest reference to it known 
to this writer is Gaudibert's sketch of 1872, which shows a mound here.32  Pickering photo-
graphed only a bright spot here,33  as is also true of most later photographs. Both Fauth 
and Wilkins, on the other hand,,mapped a craterlet here,34  which was first glimpsed by G. 
P. B. Hallowes on September 4, 1915.35 Two A.L.P.O. observers have also seen a crater-like 
object here. Jamieson, in 1964, saw a double crater,36  while Brettman (8-in. reflector, 
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May 13, 1965) showed a tiny crater-pit in the bright spot. 

The mound sometimes reported is probably that shown on Orbiter -V M-202 (Figure 11) 
and M-203, at 49t6 W/25°4 N, which contains a small, elongated crater-pit. There is also 
a small double crater about 2-3 kms. SW of the crater-pit, which may be the feature seen 
by Jamieson. There are a number of small craters and crater-chains here, probably secon-
dary features of Aristarchus, so that exact identification with any visual observation is 
difficult. 

2, Feature on West Wall of SchrOterls Valley (49':7 W/25°5 N).--Again, Gaudibert's 
observation (1872) appears to be the earliest; he shows an elevation at this location. 
The two AHR observers of this feature differ, however. Brettman (8-in. reflector, May 13, 
1965) described a "small crater-pit" on the rim of the Valley. Westfall (16-in. reflector, 
November 25, 1966) saw a spur of the Valley wall. Referring once again to the Orbiter-V 
frames M-202 (Figure 11 in first installment) and M-203, we find a depression, about i-1 
km. wide, just below the west rim of Schigterls Valley; but it is located (4915W/25°4 N) 
slightly SE of the suspected feature. The west wall of the Valley does contain a spur at 
the observed location, however; and under morning lighting it might well cast a shadow 
that could be interpreted as a crater. Gaudibertls mound may be an extension of the one 
described above (feature 8.). 

10. Feature(s) on South Floor of Herodotus (near 49t8 W/23t0 N).--The only feature 
here that is unequivocally visible from Earth is an elongated light streak originating 
from Aristarchus, with a slightly brighter central condensation (see Figure  2 in first in-
stallment of this paper). Some observers, however, have suspected relief features here as 
well. Fauth mapped an E-W cleft here,37  and E. J. Reese drew a hillock at the east end of 
the streak.38  Wilkins, on the other hand, mentions only the streak.39  The AHR observa-
tions did not clear up the matter. Jamieson (10-in. reflector, August 24, 1961) saw three 
"dusky-bright" areas here, interpreting them as possibly "low hills or even domes." Later 
(April 7, 1963), he suspected four possible low mounds on the south and SE floor of Hero-
dotus. His interpretation is supported by Brettman, who (6-in. reflector, August 20, 
1964) saw a mound elongated E-W containing a "ravine, may be a fault" running NE-SW across 
it. Later (August 31, 1964), Brettman reported the mound again and suspected a pit; but 
no cleft was seen then (with seeing "near excellent"). Finally, McIntosh (6-in. reflector, 
July 2, 1964) saw no mound; but "the broad bright area on the floor of Herodotus contained 
a small, brighter speck, likely a crater-pit." 

Unfortunately, the Orbiter-IV view of this area (0-IV-H-150, reproduced in the first 
installment as Figure 2) was under a relatively low morning sun and shows the light streak 
only vaguely. There appears to be a small (about 500-meter) bright crater on the streak; 
and under higher lighting, if its brightness increased, it might be visible under good con-
ditions by visual observers. It is surprising, though, that the two much larger craters 
(diameters about 1.2 kms.) on the west and SW parts of the floor have not been seen if 
this much smaller crater has. No sign of a cleft is visible in the Orbiter photograph, 
although it is marginally possible that some of the secondary crater-chains associated 
with Aristarchus have been glimpsed at the limit of resolution and have been interpreted 
as a cleft (their general direction is approximately correct). As for the mound or 
mounds, this portion of the floor of Herodotus  contains several very low elevations which, 
again, might be marginally visible from Earth. 

11. Valley NE of Herodotus N (50t0 W/23t7 N).--Although not a minute feature, this 
valley appears to have been overlooked by the earlier observers (although Herodotus N it-
self, a fairly easy object, was known to Nevill, Schmidt, and Elger). Wilkins does not 
mention the valley and only hints at it on his map,4° while Moore (33-in. Meudon refrac-
tor, April 7, 1952) drew only a faint terrace and a hill here.41  

The first observation known to this writer that definitely shows the valley is 
Cooke's in 1956 (confirmed by Burrell).42  Reese also observed this valley (6-in. reflec-
tor, February 12, 1957). Four AHR observers saw this valley (or cleft), but interpreted 
it differently. Jamieson first saw it (10-in, reflector, August 24, 1961) with two para-
llel shadows, under morning lighting, indicating that its west side was elevated, and that 
it ran from Herodotus N.s NE wall to the rim of Herodotus. However, describing a later 
observation (10-in. reflector, seeing .0 2 to 6, August 20, 1964), he stated: "This ap-
pears to be a cleft (or rille) running from the E wall of A nierodotus1\13to the mountain 
S of the Cobra Head. Though its shadow was quite dark and conspicuous as it ran from A 
through the N wall of Herodotus, it became fainter and less easily seen from there on." 
Schneller (8-in. reflector, July 4, 1963) also saw this valley as extending from Herodo-
tus N to the vicinity of the Cobra Head. On the other hand, both Lecuona (4-in. reflec-
tor, February 16, 1965) and Westfall (16-in. reflector, October 27 and November 25, 1966) 
saw only the portion of the cleft inside the rim of Herodotus; they also saw the west edge 
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of the feature as raised. 

Thus, the question raised by this feature is whether or not it continues north of 
the rim of Herodotus. (Lunarians will see the similarity between this problem and the 
past debate as to whether or not Schrilter's Valley continued south from the Cobra Head in-
to Herodotus.) At least two Orbiter photographs need to be consulted here: Orbiter-IV 
H-150 for the portion within Herodotus (this shows the inner wall of Herodotus only slight-
ly overexposed, but the region north of the rim is considerably underexposed) and Orbiter - 
V M-202 or M-203 for the portion outside Herodotus (these show the inner wall of Herodo-
tus highly overexposed, but the region north of Herdotus is approximately correctly ex-
posed). 

Photograph O-IV-H-150 shows the valley as running about 4.5 kms. to the ENE of Hero-
dotus N, then turning to the NE for about 2.5 kms. where it ends at the rim of Herodotus. 
Its width is about 1.5-2 Ions., and the Orbiter view does not show a west wall shadow for 
the cleft--possibly due to overexposure. In both the Orbiter-IV and -V views, the valley 
terminates at the rim of Herodotus, which is well defined. No single, clear-cut valley 
extends north of the rim of Herdotus, although there are several features that, seen from 
Earth under certain lightings, might be interpreted as a northern continuation of the val-
ley. First, adjoining Herodotus' wall (49t9 W/23t8 N) is a short, low spur projecting 
north from the rim which, under a low morning sun, could suggest the east wall of a valley. 
This abuts on a small craterlet (1.4 kms. diameter, 4919 W/23t9 N). Continuing along the 
path of the supposed valley, we find a crater-chain about 3 kms. NE of the craterlet just 
rnentioned, about 4-5 kms. in length and with a maximum width of 800-1000 meters. Beyond 
(i.e., NE) of this, a linear fault scarp, much disturbed by cross faulting and secondary 
craters, runs NNE to the vicinity of the Cobra Head. Again, under a morning sun, as was 
the case with Jamieson's and Schneller's observations, this scarp might suggest a valley. 

12. Landslip on West Margin of Floor of Aristarchus (47°7 W/2317 N).--Features 12, 
13, and 14 are similar; they are essentially collections of debris on the margins of the 
floor of Aristarchus which have fallen from its inner wall. They all consist of numerous 
blocks of light material of assorted shapes and sizes, usually below the limits of earth-
based resolution so that they have been seen only imperfectly by visual observers. 

Burrell noted some low hills west of the central peak,44  and Reese sketched a low 
hill there in 1951.45 Two AHR observers noted features here, interpreting them slightly 
differently. Jamieson (10-in. reflector, June 11, 1965) noted "a tiny, bright ledge or 
cliff in the wall." McIntosh (6-in. reflector, July 2, 1964) stated "...a landslip pro-
trudes onto the crater floor. Shadow appeared between the landslip and the crater wall 
and between the landslip and crater floor." 

Judging by Orbiter-V frames M-197 and H-198 (Figure 10 in first installment), Mc-
Intosh's interpretation was the most nearly correct; for there is a large mound of debris 
which, under a morning sun, casts a shadow on the west wall. In addition, there are a 
number of low mounds of debris (the tallest reaching 75-100 meters in height). 

13. Landslip on SE Margin of Floor of Aristarchus (47t3 W/23t4 N).--The first ob-
servation of a feature here was Gaudibert's (1872), who not2d a small peak.4°  Wilkins 
mentioned a low hill here, and showed it on his lunar map.4(  Uslng the 33-inch Meudon re-
fractor (April 7, 1952), he also noted a crater and two ridges.4° Howe described a hill: 
"smaller C than the central peak] and probably very low peak."49 As with many features in 
Aristarchus, Reese's long-continued observations must be referred to. He sketched a ridge 
here in 1949 (Novembl 3),50  seeing it again in 1951.51  In 1950 he noted two bright spots 
(5t8 and 5°6 bright), 2  and in 1956 he noted a group of bright spots.53 Only two AHR ob-
servers noted relief features here. McIntosh (6-in, reflector, July 2, 1964) described 
"Another see feature 12] landslip which protrudes a slight bit onto the crater floor." 
Jamieson's remarks (10-in, reflector, seeing 5, April 25, 1964) are pertinent: "The 
feature appeared gray and very rough, as though made up of numerous small, unresolvable 
details." 

Orbiter-V frame M-197 encourages one as to the general reliability of the visual ob-
servations cited above. The low hill or ridge noted by Gaudibert, Wilkins, Howe, and Reese 
can be identified with a large quadrangular block partly detached from the wall. There 
are numerous smaller blocks near it, particularly on the NE, supporting Jamieson's and Mc-
Intosh's interpretations. The crater noted by Wilkins can also be identified as a 600-
meter diameter crater at 47t1 W/2315 N, indicating the resolution capability of a large 
instrument used under good seeing conditions by an experienced observer. 

14. Feature on the NE Margin of Floor of Aristarchus (near 47°1 W/24t0 N).--Due to 
the complexity of the terrain in this area, the interpretations of different observers 
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vary. Schmidt showed a craterlel, here,54  but Wilkins noted a hill on the wall in 19055  
and a mound on a ridge in 1952.5° Reese drew a 6° bright hill on several occasions 'Y and 
in 1956 noted two bright spots.58  Of the AHR observers, Delano (12i-in. reflector, July 
21, 1963) confirmed the hill and possibly Schmidt's craterlet. Budine (4-in. refractor, 
June 12, 1965) also saw the hill, but McIntosh (6-in. reflector, July 2, 1964) noted only 
"a bright patch on the crater floor." 

An inspection of Orbiter -V -M-197 suggests that the reported craterlet may actually 
be a broad radial trough, about 2 kms. wide and 160 meters deep, at 4713 W/24°1 N. A 
large rectangular block SE of the trough (at 4711 W/2410 N) may be identified as the hill, 
although there are many smaller, but still sizeable blocks nearby which would appear as 
light spots under high lighting. This entire portion of the wall can be described as a 
large landslip, the largest in the crater, which extends well out upon the floor. 

(To be concluded in next issue.) 

THE SAN DIEGO CONVENTION OF THE A.L.P.O.  

By: Richard E. Wend 

The Seventeenth Convention of the A.L.P.O. was held on August 21-23, 1969, at the 
Stardust Motor Hotel in San Diego, California. This was a joint convention with the West-
ern Amateur Astronomers; only the annual business meetings were separate. Registration 
was conducted in the spacious Reception Lounge, convenient for informal conversations and 
discussions. Adjacent was an exhibit area with amateur displays, Mariner photographs, and 
commercial exhibits. 

After the welcoming speeches on Thursday morning, William Bridge described the new 
planetarium being built in San Diego's Balboa Park. The dome will be tilted at an angle 
of 25° so that spectators can be closer to the projected star field, with the feeling of 
being "in space". Dennis Milon brought us up to date on "Activities of the A.L.P.O. Com-
ets Section", and urged searches for comets during the 1970 total eclipse of the sun. 
Thomas Cave, Assistant Mars Recorder for the A.L.P.O., spoke on "Mars 1969". He comment-
ed on the clearness of mare detail and sharp contrast between desert and mare areas. 
Richard Wend presented a paper on "Astronomy on Maui", having arrived in San Diego by way 
of Hawaii. Tom Pope of the ALPO is now a solar observer at the Mees Solar laboratory on 
Maui. 

C. F. Capen, ALPO Mars Recorder, was something of a celebrity; as the representative 
of the Space Sciences Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratories, he gave the keynote ad-
dress, "Mariner 6 and 7 Data on Mars." He also appeared on local TV, and was interviewed 
by the press. He showed a number of slides of the Mariner pictures, all conveniently shown 
upside down (from the astronautical point of view) to correspond with Mars maps made with 
earthbound telescopes, south at the top. Later on, Mr. Capen presented a paper on "High-
lights of the 1969 Martian Apparition." 

Other papers presented on Thursday, August 21, included "Polarization Measurements 
of the Markings on Mars", by John Bally-Urban. He discussed Nicol prisms, Iceland spar, 
and polaroid. Clyde Tichenor described "A Blacker Black, and New Optical Uses for Foam 
Products." The 3/32" thick material reflects significantly less light than flocked paper. 
John Westfall, ALPO Lunar Recorder, gave a paper on "The Floor Craterlets of Plato", using 
nearest-neighbor analysis to conclude that the distribution is random rather than cluster-
ed or regular. Trudy E. Bell read a historical paper called "The Construction of Lick Ob-
servatory". At one time Mr. Lick wanted his telescope located at Fourth and Market Streets 
in San Francisco. The paper session concluded with "A Progress Report on Lunar Transient 
Phenomena at the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory", by Daniel Harris. Arsitarchus and Ross 
D were discussed in some detail. 

In the evening, San Diego State College Laguna Mountain Observatory had an open 
house for convention delegates. The observatory is located east of San Diego at an alti-
tude of about 2500'. The moon was observed with 16" and 24" Cassegrain telescopes 

Friday's paper session was an active one. Arthur Leonard explained "The New Science 
of Tilted Mirror Optics and its Application to High Performance Reflecting Telescopes." 
Contrast is increased by the elimination of a central obstruction and its supports. The 
mirror is deliberately warped to neutralize aberrations caused by the tilted mirror system. 
Daniel Harris described "A New Light Curve and Improved Rotation Period for Pluto." This 
brought up to date his paper on Pluto presented at last year's Las Cruces Convention. 
Chick Capen returned to the rostrum to discuss "Saturnian Polarimetry", and ALPO Saturn 
Recorder Tom Cragg made an informal report on the activities of the Saturn Section. 
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Figure 17. The dome of the 200-inch Hale reflector on Palomar Mountain, which was visited 
by delegates to the WAA -ALPO Convention in August, 1969. Here the visitors look out from 
the catwalk. The tour was led by assistant superintendent Charles Kearns. All photographs 
on pgs. 25 & 27 were taken by Dennis Milon and are published here through the courtesy of 
Sky and Telescope magazine. 

Figure 18. Group of amateur astronomers at San Diego Convention, August 21-23, 1969. 
John La Borde, at right, displayed the famous Schmidt Camera photographs taken near San 
Diego in the 1930's by Charles and Harold Lower. He is talking with Harold Kaiser from 
Riverside; the latter is known for his autocollimating eyepiece for reflectors. Leonard 
Farrar, President of the Valley Amateur Astronomers Association, is showing the prints to 
John Bally, a co-discoverer of Comet Bally-Clayton 1968d. Behind Mr. Farrar are William 
Unruh, left, and Gordon Rayner. 
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Figure 19. Dr. John E. 
Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar 
Recorder, at lower right, 
looks over the paper given 
by Keith Marzullo and 
David Opstad (wearing tie) 
of the Los Angeles Astro-
nomical Society. Dr. West-
fall spoke on his study 
of the distribution of 
floor craterlets in Plato. 
In the background are John 
O. Bumgarner (with beard), 
whose subject was gear 
ratios for a sidereal 
clock, and David Dunham. 

Figure 20. Mr. Charles Capen (left), of 
the J.P.L. Table Mountain Observatory, and 
Mr. Clifford Holmes, the W.A.A. Vice Presi-
dent. Mr. Capen described his work in pre-
dicting the Martian weather before the fly-
bys of Mariners 6 and 7, and he displayed 
and discussed the then just-released photos 
taken by the two space vehicles. 
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Figure 21. Thomas R. Cave, the 
recipient of the 1969 G. Bruce Blair 
Award of the W.A.A. for his contri-
butions to amateur astronomy. In 
accepting the Award Mr. Cave paid 
tribute to those dedicated amateurs 
who have advanced planetary astron-
omy in the past and emphasized that 
there is still a need for amateurs 
to observe the moon and the planets 
in spite of advances in research by 
spacecraft. Now the A.I.P.O. Assis-
tant Mars Recorder, Mr. Cave discus-
sed the 1969 apparition of Mars, 
which "will be remembered for the 
clearness of the mare detail and for 
the sharp contrast between the aare.  
and desert areas." 
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Figure 22. Howard 
and Fay McCalla at 
the W.A.A.-A.L.P.O. 
Convention Banquet 
in San Diego. Mr. 
McCalla was the Con-
vention Chairman, 
the President of the 
W.A.A., and an offi-
cer in the San Diego 
Astronomy Associa-
tion. Photograph 
taken by Dennis Milan 
and used here throurh 
the courtesy of Sky 
and Telescope. 

 

 

 

 

 

    

The book follows closely the patterns set by Admiral Smyth's Celestial Cycle and 
Reverend Webb's Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes. Priority is given to doubles. 
Nebulae and clusters get a briefer treatment, while variable stars are almost unmentioned. 
Mira is written up chiefly because it is a double star -- a fact that will doubtless be 
news to hundreds of American observers. 

The author's own contribution to the literature lies in his interest in looking at 
planetaries with a direct vision spectroscope. Here we have useful hints not found any-
where else. For example, he picks out small planetaries from the field stars by their 
spectra. Useful too are his hints on the use of diaphragms (he uses a 12-inch reflector), 
and a double image micrometer to measure position angles of double stars. 

Less useful are his introductory pages where he lectures the amateur on the tradi-
tional physics of light. What the observing amateur really needs to know about lasers and 
coherent light is excess baggage in this book. The space could have been more profitably 
used for a discussion of physiological optics, the laws that govern seeing faint and ex-
tended sources, and the effects of atmosphere. This mis-use of space is particularly pain-
ful when the main body of the book is compressed to save space to the point that the book 
is not easy to handle. 

At the start, a list of the 1017 objects by right ascension gives the basic data. 
Then, a fuller description is done by grouping the objects by constellation. To find the 
account for M 13, if you do not recall the NGC number, one must hunt through the RA list 
looking for a tiny "M 13" in the notes column. This gives the NGC number. Then one can 
turn to the constellation section to find the write up. To work the other way is irritat-
ing. One reads about NGC 689, a globular discovered by Messier. Then one must turn to 
the RA list to learn it is really M 10. No coordinates are given in the constellation 
section. In fact, it would have helped and would not have cost much to have printed the 
constellation abbreviation on the bottom of each page. As it is, one often must flip back 
a few pages'to find what constellation one is reading about. 

Quite properly Hartung resists the temptation to load his accounts down with modern 
astronomical data that are of no use and of less interest to the amateur. His few addi-
tions are really interesting -- did you know that Alpha Orionis is a variable star? And 
he honestly admits he has never seen the dark Horse Head Nebula in Orion. 

The last of the great writers for amateur astronomers came at the turn of the last 
century in America when William Tyler Olcott and Garrit P. Serviss were busy enthralling 
their audiences. (England was busy reprinting Rev. Webb.) Hartung is the only author in 
the more than half century since then who has honestly tried to write a useful modern book. 
And there is no doubt but that he has succeeded. He knows that the amateur wants more 
than catalog data. He understands that a handbook must speak to the whole man, to emo-
tions, and to cultural sets. This Hartung manages to do. At the present time there is 
no competition. His is the most useful book around. The inconveniences smack of publish-
er meddling, and I would be loath to blame them on the author. The glow of satisfaction 
one gets by reading the pages must be attributed to the author himself. Because American 
publishers resist all efforts to produce a decent Amateur's Handbook, Hartung's volume 
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sr 135-km. wide crater Langrenus and the adjoining Mare Fecunditatis photo-
by the Apollo-8 astronauts in December, 1968. A portion of Mare Crisium 
t the top. Lunar north at top. The sun is to the right at an altitude of 28 de-

over the center of the photograph. This photograph, AS8-18-2881, is one of 
600 in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library, which is maintained by Lunar 
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Figure 16. Drawing of Mars 
by R. de Terwapgne on April 
27, 1967 at 20'15m, U.T. 
110-mm. refractor, 145X. 
Seeing 2-5. Transparency 
good. C.M. = 318°. 
Green filter part of 
time. Note a yellow-orange 
veil and several blue veils 
on limb of Mars. 

THE A.L.P.O. LUNAR SECTION ARISTARCHUS-HERODOTUS MAPPING PROJECT: FINAL REPORT 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

(concluded from Str. A., Vol. 21, Nos. 11-12, pp. 181-201, and 
Vol. 22, Nos. 1-2, pp. 13-24) 

C. Tones.  

Because the Aristarchus-Herodotus Region Project was primarily a relief study, the 
tonal characteristics of the area were observed only incidentally. Because of observed 
tonal variations in the AHR, such as a tonal study really requires a research project of 
its own. Hopefully, such a project could use the AHR map as a base and could identify 
many of the various light and dark zones of the region with the relief features shown on 
the AHR map (Vol. 21, Nos. 11-12, pp. 198-199). 

Figure 15 on pg. 16 of Vol. 22, Nos. 1-2 shows the coarser tonal features of the AH-
R, plotted on a reduced version of the AHR relief map. Many tones vary in this area, both 
during a lunation and between different lunations. For example, the dark bands on the in-
ner walls of Aristarchus change, and only their "typical" positions and tones are shown 
here. All tones in Figure 15 are those observed under a high sun. Due to the low solar 
altitude at the time of the Orbiter photographs, they were of little help in ascertaining 
minute tonal detail. 

Under a high sun, the entire AHR stands out as a bright area; and Aristarchus, with 
its central peak, is the brightest feature on the Moon's nearside. Nevill (Nelson) was 
the first English-language selenographer to classify the tonal variations of this region 
on the now-familiar 10° scale (i.e., from 0°, black, to 10°, "dazzling white"). Table 11 
lists his tonal estimates for the AHR, together with estimates made for the same, and some 
other, features by some A.L.P.O. observers. 

Table 11. Tonal Estimates for Selected Features in the AHR.  

Brightness According To: 
Feature Nevill A.L.P.O. Observersa,b  

Aristarchus: 

General 92° 
East Wall 6-8° 6° (R), 9° 	(s) 
South Wall 8° 9° (8), 8° 	(4) 
West Wall 9° 10° (S), 8° 	(d), 10° (Ri) 
North Wall 92° 9° (8), 8° 	(W) 
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Table 11. Tonal Estimates for Selected Features in the AHR. (cont.)  

Br'-htness Accordi To: 
Feature A.L,P.O. Observers 

Aristarchus (cont.): 

Interior 
Central Peak 
Peak S of Central Peak 

Herodotus: 

Peak Alpha (E Wall) 
Peak Beta (N of Alpha) 

9i° 
10° 
9i° 

7° 
3° 

6° 	(R), 	8° 	(w) 
10° 	(8), 10° 	(W) 

8° 	(W) 

Oceanus Procellarum 2-22° (AHR): 	5° 	(S), 5° (w), 	5° 	(Ri) 
(General) 

Features not Classified by Nevill: 

Aristarchus glacis (general) 	 6-7° 	(w),  7° 	(Ri) 
Aristarchus--feature 4 	  7-8° 	(R) 
Craterlet SE of feature 4 	 7.5-9° 	(8) 
Aristarchus--feature 5 	  9° 	(R), 	9° 	(w) 
Aristarchus-Band A 	  3.5° 	(R), 	4° 	(S) 
Aristarchus-Band C 	  4%5 	(S) 
Aristarchus-Band E 	  5° 	(s) 
Aristarchus-Band F 	  5° 	(3) 
Aristarchus-Band I 	  5° 	(3), 	6° 	(w) 
Aristarchus-Band on Floor Margin . 	. • . 4°5 	(s) 
Aristarchus-Light Patches on N Floor . 	. 7-8° 	(R) 
Aristarchus-Light Streak on S Floor . 	. 6.5-7° 	(R) 

Herodotus West Wall 	  7° 	(w), 7%5 (Ri) 
Herodotus N 	  6° 	(H), 	7° 	(W), 	7%8 	(Ri) 
Herodotus-Floor 	  2° 	(H), 	5° 	(W), 3°5 	(Ri) 
Herodotus-Light Patch on S Floor . 5° 	(H) 
Herodotus-Condensation in above . 6°5 	(H) 

Scarp SW of Aristarchus (running to Herodotus) . . 7-9° (S), 7° (W), 7.8-8° (Ri) 
Dark Patches N of Aristarchus 	  4° (W) 
SchrOter's Valley-Floor 	  6° (w),  6°0 (Ri) 

aH — Hartmann (1957), "The Herodotus Puzzle," p. 451. 
R = Reese (1956), "Aristarchus from Sunrise to Sunset," pp. 36-37. Values are 

given for colongitudes near 140° (local noon). 
Ri = Ricker; S = Snyder; W = Westfall. 

bAristarchus Band designations are after: Reese, loc. cit.; and Robinson (1962), 
"Contributions to Selenography, Part I. Aristarchus, 1957-1960," p. 33. 

The agreement between tonal estimates for some of the objects is encouraging, but a 
number of features have been estimated by only one observer so that their reliability can 
not be gauged. Also, there are innumerable features (e.g., Aristarchus Z and Herodotus G) 
whose tones have not been estimated at all. Sometimes, too, different estimates for the 
same object will disagree (e.g., Herodotus N); and it is not clear whether the discrepancy 
is due to (i) observer error, (ii) changing solar lighting, or (iii) actual (nongeometric) 
changes of the Lunar Transient Phenomena variety. Clearly, a lengthy and comprehensive 
series of tonal estimates is needed for the AHR, along the lines of Reese's59 and Bart-
lett's60  programs, but much expanded. 

Because of their debatable nature and appearance, the bands of Aristarchus have re-
ceived considerable attention from observers and, due to their variable nature, present a 
special cartographic problem. (Due to the scarcity of estimates outside Aristarchus, but 
within the AHR, there may be other similar variable areas there as well.) Figure 15 in 
Str. A., Vol. 22, Nos. 1-2, shows a typical appearance for these features, derived largely 
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from Reese's and Robinson's maps and Bartlett's drawings (the Bartlett drawings consulted 
were restricted to those near colongitude 137°--local noon). Using Robinson's nomencla-
ture, Figure 15 shows bands A, B1, B2, C, D, E, G, H, I, and J1--in this writer's opinion, 
bands B3, F1, F2, F3, and J2 are visible only occasionally and are thus not shown on the 
map. As several observers have remarked, particularly those using large apertures under 
excellent seeing conditions, the bands probably show fine radial structure, perhaps asso-
ciated with radial fracture or landslip.  patterns like those shown on Orbiter-V frame H-198 
(Figure 10 in Str. A., Vol. 21, Nos. 11-12).60  

Future tonal studies of the AHR should include studies of colors as well, for which 
some useful preliminary work has already been done. Early in this century, R. W. Wood 
noted that a large area which overlaps the western margins of the AHR (in subprovince 2. 
d. as defined earlier in this article) appeared unusually dark in ultraviolet, possibly 
indicating the presence of sulphur.61  Certainly, his studies in this area could be ex-
tended with more modern techniques. Observing at visual wavelengths and using color fil-
ters, Avigliano noted three zones of subtle coloration within the AHR.62  The mare (S, E, 
and NE of Aristarchus) was seen as yellowish-grey, while the surface SW of Aristarchus and 
south of Herodotus appeared brownish-yellow. The third zone, west of Aristarchus and 
north of Herodotus, appeared yellowish-brown. Again, these results should be extended by 
more intensive studies in the future. 

D. Selenology of the AHR.  

Although not a selenological (i.e., lunar geological) study in itself, it is hoped 
that the AHR map can be used for selenological interpretation. Only a few pertinent notes 
will be given here. For a detailed selenol9gical mapping study of this region, the reader 
is referred to H. J. Moore's excellent map.°' Table 12 correlates the physiographic prov-
inces already described (above, Section VI.A.) with Moore's geological units. 

Table 12. Correlation of Physiographic Provinces with Geologic Units of H. J. Moore.  

Physio. 
Prov. or 
Subprov. Geologic Unit 

• Period/Epoch/Group 
(System/Series/Group) 

1. Ipm (Mare material) Imbrian/Archimedian/Procellarum 
Imbrian/Archimedian/--- Icr (Crater rim material)a 

2.a.  Ccr (Crater rim material)b Copernican/---/--- 

2.b.  Icr (Crater rim material)° 
Cs (Slope material)d 
Ipm (Mare material)e 

Imbrian/Archimedian/---
Copernican/---/--- 
Imbrian/Archimedian/Procellarum 

2.c.  Cs (Slope Material)f 
Csr (Sinuous Rille material)g 

Copernican/---/---
Copernican/---/--- 

Ch (Cobra Head Formation)h 	. 
CEv (Vallis SchrOteri Formation)1  

Copernican/---/--- 
Eratosthenian or Copernican/---/--- 

2.e.  If (Fra Mauro Formation)3  Imbrian/Apenninian/--- 

2.f.  CEv (Vallis SchAiteri Formation)k 
rc (Rille and chain-crater 

material)1  
If (Fra Mauro Formation)m  

Eratosthenian or Copernican/---/---

Imbrian/Apenninian/--- 

'. Ccr (Crater rim material-
high albedo)h  

Ccrd (Crater rim material-
low albedo)° 

Cs (Slope material)P 
Ccf (Crater floor material)q 
Ccp (Central peak material)r 

Copernican/---/--- 

Copernican/---/---
Copernican/---/---
Copernican/---/---
Copernican/---/--- 
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Table 12. - -Continued: 

aRim of Aristarchus F. 
bUppermost layers only; overlies older series. 
eHerodotus glacis. 
dHerodotus inner wall. 
eHerodotus floor; Ipm is often overlain by material of Copernican age. 
fVallis SchiSteri wall. 
gVallis Schroteri floor. 
hNear Cobra Head. 
?Remainder of 2.d. 
JExcepting Aristarchus Z. 
kWest of 48°7 W. 
1Rima Aristarchus I; date probably Archimedian or later. 
mRemainder of 2.f. 
nAristarchus glacis on W, S, and E. 
°Aristarchus glacis on N. 
PAristarchus inner wall. 
gAristarchus floor. 
rAristarchus central peak. 

Descriptions of the telescopic characteristics, and gelogical interpretations, for 
the geologic units are given with Moore's map, which also contains a cross section trav-
ersing the AHR. The chronological sequence assumed by Moore is as follows (most recent 
on top): 

COPERNICAN 

ERATOSTHENIAN 

IMBRIAN 

PRE -IMBRIAN 

....1Procellarum 
ARCHIMEDIAN 

APENNINIAN 

As an aid to selenological interpretation, three profiles (cross sections) have been 
constructed through the Aristarchus-Herodotus Region. The plan (surface) projections of 
these profiles are shown in Figure 16 on pg. 17 of Vol. 22, Nos. 1-2. (The end points of 
these three profiles are A-B, C-D, and E-F.) The three profiles are shown in Figure 17 on 
pg. 51. Each profile is at a horizontal scale of 1/1,000,000 and a vertical scale of 
1/400,000 so that the vertical exaggeration is 2.5 times. 

The topmost profile (A-B) cuts through the following physiographic subprovinces and 
provinces (left to right): 2.d., 2.b., 2.a., 3., and 1. This section brings out the rel-
ative shallowness of Herodotus (2.b.), its flat floor, and the fact that its east wall 
depth exceeds its west. The elevated Aristarchus plateau (2.a.) is shown at the center. 
Note that Aristarchus' west wall is higher than its east and that both walls show several 
terraces. 

The central profile (C-D) includes four subprovinces (left to right): 2.d., 2.c., 
2.f., and 2.e. The undulating nature of the plain 2.d. is shown on the left. Vallis 
Schifteri's (2.c.) east wall is higher than its west, and the surface to the east (2.f.) 
is also slightly higher than that to the west (2.d.). The mountain block (2.e.), contain-
ing Aristarchus Z, is on the right. 

The final profile (E-F) runs NNW-SSE through (left to right) 2.e., 2.f., 2.a., 3., 
and 1. The mountain block (2.e.) descends more gradually on its south flank than on its 
west (section C-D). The landslips on the north and south walls of Aristarchus (3.) are 
obvious, as is the asymmetric location of its floor. South of Aristarchus, its ejecta 
give Oceanus Procellarum (1.) a gently undulating profile, broken by the shallow ring of 
Aristarchus F. 

E. Lunar Transient Phenomena (LTP's)  

The phrase "Lunar Transient Phenomenon" (LTP) is used loosely to mean an observable 
physical change on or above the Moon's surface (which actually could be a permanent rather 
than a "transient" change). Examples might be landslides, meteoritic impacts, gaseous out-
bursts, lava flows, fluorescence, and the like. 
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LTP's of various types have been reported in the AHR many times for a long perj.od. 
The first known such observation was by Hevelius in 1650, who recorded a "red hill."°4 A 
well-known early report wasHerschel's of March 4, 1783, when he observed a red spot in 
the vicinity of Aristarchus.°5  In spite of these observations, and many similar reported 
cases during the succeeding 180 years, most professional astronomers conWered the moon 
a "dead world" and discounted reports of LTP's in the AHR and elsewhere." 

It has been only in the last decade that the pendulum of opinion has swung back; an: 
the scientific community has acknowledged the existence of LTP's and, by implication, the 
validity of at least some of the numerous amateur and professional observations of them. 
This change of attitude began with Kozyrev's visual and spectrographic observation of a 
reddisb glow followed by a gas emission on the central peak of Alphonsus (November 3, 
1958).°7  Soon, reliable observers reported similar effects in Aristarchus and its vicin-
ity. Grainger and Ring twice (May 30-31 and June 27-28, 1961) made a photographic record 
of an enhancement of Aristarchus' spectrum in the ultraviolet.68  Three times in 1961 (No-
vember 26 and 28 and December 3) Kozyrey photographed anomalous spectra in the red and 
blue in the AHR, also noting red glows.°9  The most famous such observation, though, was 
that of Greenacre and Barr (October 30, 1963, followed by a similar observation on Novem-
ber 28, 1963), who observed reddish glows in three AHR areas with the 24-inch refractor of 
Lowell Observatory.70  These three areas are shown in Figure 14 on pg. 15 of Vol. 22, Nos. 
1-2: (1) the SW rim of the Cobra Head, (2) the scarp SW of Aristarchus Z, and (3) the SW 
rim of Aristarchus. After this time, reports of "red glows" and other phenomena in the 
AHR have been freque. In August, 1964, "Operation Moon Blink" began; and numerous AHR 
LTP's were reported."-  Meanwhile, amateur observers such as James C. Bartlett continued 
observing LTP's in the AHR, just as they had been doing for many years before Kozyrev's 
or Greenacre's observations. 

An exhaustive catalog published in 1968 listed some 579 reported LTP's from Novem-
ber 26, 1540 through October 19, 1967.72  Of these, 243, or 42 per cent, were located with-
in the AHR! Clearly, there is some observer bias; more observers observe, and hence re-
port, LTP's in an area known to be rich in them. Nonetheless, this is probably the most 
"active" area on the moon, and events of several types have been reported in a number of 
sites within the area. Table 13 summarizes these observations by type of phenomenon and 
by location. 

Table 13. Summary of LTP Observations in the AHR.  

A. Color Phenomena--Type I. (Violet, blue-violet, or blue glows or flares.) 

1. Aristarchus--walls. Especially: 

i. South wall bright spot. 
ii. East wall bright spot. 
iii. East and NE wall. 
iv. Rim. 
v. West wall base. 

2. Aristarchus--floor and central peak. 
3. Aristarchus--nimbus (dark violet). 
4. Area N and NE of Aristarchus. 
5. Plateau bounded by Aristarchus, Herodotus, and the Cobra Head. 
6. The Cobra Head. 

B. Color Phenomena--Type II. (Red or pink glows or patches.) 

1. Aristarchus--south portion (especially craterlet and "trough" on SW wall). 
2. Aristarchus--floor and central peak. 
3. Cobra Head. Especially: 

i. SW rim. 
ii. SE rim. 

4. Scarp west of Aristarchus Z. 
5. Herodotus--SE wall. 
6. Entire area between central and south Aristarchus to east Herodotus (occasion-

ally). 
C. Tonal Variations. (Changes in intensity, location, and visibility of light or dark 

areas.) 

1. Aristarchus--Bands. Including: 
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Figure 17. Three 
vertical profiles of 
the topography of the 
Aristarchus-Herodotus 
Region of the Moon. 
Locations of these 
profile lines are 
shown in Figure 16 
and 17 of Str. A., 
Vol. 22, Nos. 1-2. 
The horizontal scale 
of these profiles is 
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as Figure 16), and 
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Table 13. Summary of LTP Observations in the AHR. (Cont.)  

i. Floor margin (concentric band). 
ii. Inner wall (radial bands). 
iii. Plateau west of Aristarchus (radial bands). 

2. Aristarchus--Bright Spots. Including locations on: 

i. 	West wall. 
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Table 13. Summary of LTP Observations in the AHR. (Cont.)  

ii. South wall. 
iii. SW wall. 
iv. NW wall. 

D. Other LTP's. 

1. Brightening of entire AHR (sunlit and earthlit, various wavelengths). 
2. Local, small, bright spots or points (e.g., Bartlett's "peak" in Herodotus).73  
3. Obscurations (various areas): 

i. Whitish, mist or fog-like. 
ii. Brown patches. 

It is difficult to detect any pattern from Table 13. No portion of the AHR, except-
ing possibly Oceanus Procellarum, seems free of phenomena. There appear to be two areas 
of concentration, though, the rim and inner walls of Aristarchus and the Cobra Head, with 
Herodotus a possible third. Hopefully, at least some of these LTP areas can be correlated 
with relief features shown on the AHR map. 
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APPENDIX A. PROJECTION X- AND Y- COORDINATES (1/250,000 SCALE) OF MERIDIAN-PARAUFL IN-
ItILCEPTS IN OR NEAR THE AHR. 

Long.(°W)/Lat.(°N) X (cm.) Y (cm.) Long.(°W)/Lat.(°N) X (cm.) Y (cm.) 

45/22 498.02 1538.46 48/23 526.04 1516.26 
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APPENDIX A. (Continued) 

Long.(°W)/Lat.(°N) X (cm.) Y (cm.) Long.(°W)/Lat.(°N) X(cm.) Y(cm.) 

45/23 
45/24 

46/21 
46/22 
46/23 
46/24 
46/25 

47/21 
47/22 
47/23 
47/24 
47/25 
47/26 

48/21 
48/22 

494.28 
490.54 

512.53 
508.71 
504.90 
501.07 
497.26 

523.28 
519.38 
515.48 
511.58 
507.69 
503.78 

534.00 
530.02 

1526.91 
1515.36 

1546.47 
1534.96 
1523.44 
1511.91 
1500.40 

1542.87 
1531.38 
1519.89 
1508.38 
1496.90 
1485.40 

1539.19 

i 
1527.73 51/24 

48/24 
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THE TRANSIT OF MERCURY ON 1970 MAY 2 

By: Richard G. Hodgson, A.L.P.O. Mercury Recorder 

On 1970, May 9 a transit of the planet Mercury across the disc of the Sun will take 
place. The ideal location for observing both ingress and egress of the planet from the 
solar disc is in the vicinity of 50 or 60 degrees longitude east of Greenwich, preferably 
in the northern hemisphere. Thus this transit will be best observed from the countries of 
the Middle East; good views of the entire transit may also be obtained from Greece and 
other countries in eastern Europe. North American observers living east of the Rocky Moun-
tains will be able (weather permitting!) to observe transit egress shortly after sunrise 
on May 9. Since this is a Saturday morning many persons may be free from their regular 
work and able to observe. 

Transits of Mercury are of limited scientific value, but are well worth observing. 
Their relative rarity, coming as they do at intervals of 3, 10, or 13 years, gives to them 
a certain value. Mercury is too far away from the Earth to be useful for determination of 
the Astronomical Unit (the Earth-Sun distance), but precise timings of ingress (exterior 
and interior contact with the solar limb) and/or egress (interior contact followed by ex-
terior contact) would be of interest. A stopwatch and radio time signals are needed, and 
prior experience in timing lunar occultations would be helpful. All observers who can do 
so are urged to submit a report of results to the writer. 

Another useful project for any readers with access to large apertures and suitable 
solar observing equipment would be to examine the region around Mercury with fairly high 
magnification in search of any possible satellites of the planet. This writer doubts 
very much that there are any, but our present knowledge is only sufficient to exclude sat-
ellites of the ninth magnitude or brighter. A small satellite in transit of the solar 
disc might reveal itself that under other circumstances would go undetected. The region 
around Mercury within 30 diameters of the planet ought,therefore, to be carefully examined. 

Observers should be alert to any unusual circumstances. While the evidence is abun-
dant that Mercury does not possess a significant atmosphere, one should be alert to note 
any additional evidence for or against the existence of a tenuous atmosphere around the 
planet. Such evidence must be carefully considered, and one must beware of instrumental 
and other spurious effects. 

This writer recalls his first view of the planet Mercury -- the first six minutes of 
the last transit of Mercury which occurred on 1960, November 7. It was an exciting occa—
sion never to be forgotten, with Mercury beating a heavy bank of clouds in a frantic race 
in the sky above Cape Ann, Massachusetts. Perhaps this time many A.L.P.O. members may se-
cure a much longer view. 

In undertaking transit observations extreme caution must be exercised in order that 
the observer is not blinded by the Sun. The mere use of a Sun filter is not adequate, for 
the solar heat has not infrequently caused them to crack, and serious and permanent damage 
can be done to the observer's vision before he is aware of it. The use of a projection 
screen is completely safe, and is recommended for general viewing. The use of a Herschel 

Li- 

	

	 solar wedge together with a Sun filter is also a safe approach, and may permit a better 
view. 

For those who wish more particulars regarding this transit of Mercury study of The 
American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for 1970, pp. 304-307 is recommended. For those 
wishing more background information on the transits of interior planets, the appropriate 
chapters in Werner Sandner, The Planet Mercury, and Patrick Moore, The Planet Venus may 
be consulted. 
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Let us hope that many A.L.P.O. members may be able to observe this event. Reports 
of observations should be sent to the Mercury Recorder without delay for analysis and a 
general publication of results. 

CRISIS IN THE LUNAR SECTION: A PROGRAM FOR THE 1970'S 

By: Harry D. Jamieson and John E. Westfall, Clark R. Chapman, Charles L. Ricker, 
Kenneth J. Delano, and H. W. Kelsey, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders. 

Your Lunar Section is presently at a crossroads. Since the beginnings of serious 
professional interest in the Moon, and most especially since the recent use of manned and 
unmanned probes, the general level of participation in lunar studies by amateurs has drop-
ped steadily. Never before has the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section been faced with such lack of 
participation in its programs. 

And yet, is this a lack of interest? We prefer to hope otherwise. We think, rather. 
that the reason for the sharp decline in observations during the past few years is simply 
a general feeling that - because of recent advances in space hardware - no more is left 
for the amateur to do. This is a mistake. 

Even though the Orbiters have produced outstanding views, it should be remembered 
that high resolution photography has left many problems still unanswered. Such photograph: 
(though highly detailed) represent only a very limited view of an area in space and time. 
It is now, and will continue to be for some time, impossible to secure a complete high re-
solution photographic record under all conditions of lighting. How important is, when one 
considers the special lighting problems connected with domes, rays, light and dark mark-
ings, ridges, saucers (or "soft craters"), ghost craters, and, in some cases, vertical pro-
file work, should be obvious to all. Until such time as the Moon is under continuous ob-
servation from orbit, and there are enough professional astronomers available to handle 
all of the possible phases of lunar research, the role of the amateur will not only remain 
pertinent, but important. There is still a great deal left to be done. 

And so, after much discussion, the Recorders of the Lunar Section have decided to 
meet the challenge by taking the following steps: 

1. The expansion of our present programs to include the study of a wider range of 
related problems. The Dome Survey, for instance, will be enlarged to study the various 
aspects of such other low-light features as ghost craters, "mesas", and "saucers", in add-
ition to domes. The Selected Areas Program will add a number of additional formations. 

2. Publication in The Strolling Astronomer of a regular feature known as "Lunar 
Notes" in order to keep the membership informed of current events and special items of in-
terest happening in the Section (to be edited by John E. Westfall). 

3. The formation of more joint programs with the Lunar Sections of other societies, 
both to avoid duplication of effort, and to stimulate greater interest in lunar research. 

4. The addition of a number of new programs, to include the following: 

a. A program to study the vertical dimensions of previously ignored features, 
such as ridges, faults, sinuous rilles, and some mountains. 

b. A program to study and chart bright craters. Some craters become bright 
at local noon, while others are invisible. Why this difference? Other 
high-light features to be studied at the same time by this program will 
include banded craters, and perhaps light and dark areas. 

5. The A.L.P.O. Lunar Observer's Manual is now available from Mr. Charles L. Ricker. 
whose address may be found on the back inside cover of this issue. This thirty-page book 
is a gold mine of information, chapters having been written by each of the Recorders. 
Price to A.L.P.O. members is 25O. 

6. The Lunar Training Program, under the direction of Mr. Clark R. Chapman, contin-
ues to instruct members in lunar observing. The new program is now a Section unto itself, 
and instructs observers through a series of guided observations. All new members, and al-
so those who have not been active observers for a number of years, are urged to write to 
Mr. Chapman. The benefits to yourself and your Association will be manifold. 

7. The Lunar Photograph Library now has a very fine selection of Orbiter, Ranger, 
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.8 Surveyor, Apollo, and Earth-based photographs which are available from John E. Westfall. 
These are very useful tools to anyone wishing to do serious research work, and interested 
persons will find Dr. Westfall most willing to help with selection. Photographs are norm-
ally loaned for six weeks, and return postage is appreciated. 

Though only a few programs are listed above, the Section may soon initiate others 
if membership interest warrants, and of course anyone wishing to embark on something of 
his own will certainly receive encouragement from the writers. The whole field of lunar 
research is still wide open and is really hardly even touched. The main thing that we are 
interested in, of course, is in promoting such studies. 

nd 	 In closing, we invite the comments and constructive criticisms of interested members. 

op- 	 This is your Lunar Section. Should other programs in addition to those above be added? 
Should different programs be interchanged with those above? How can the Lunar Section 
best serve you, the reader 	9  

he 	 Your Lunar Section is at a crossroads. The direction it takes, and therefore its 
ly 	 future, depends entirely upon your interest. 

BOOK REVIEWS  

aph 	 Der Sternenhimmel 1970, by Robert A. Naef, 1969, Verlag Sauerfg.nder, Aarau, Switzer- 
e. 	 land, 180 pages. (Written in German.) Available from Albert J. Phiebig, Box 352, White 
re 	 Plains, New York 10602, at $3.95 per copy, postpaid. 
one 

Reviewed by J. Russell Smith 
pr. - 
b- 

	

	 This excellent handbook, now in its 30th year, is prepared under the auspices of the 
Swiss Astronomical Association. If you can read elementary German, you'll find this to be 

sin 	 one of the most complete handbooks available anywhere. Many amateurs have, wished for a 
similar detailed handbook written in English. 

Although this volume is a paperback, Mr. William E. Shawcross, of Sky and Telescope, 
has made a useful hint: reinforce the spine with cloth tape, and then one can use it at 
the telescope. 

There are 9i pages, with detailed maps, on the solar eclipse of March 7, 1970. Mr. 
Naef states in a letter to Prof. Haas that he plans to be in Florida for that special ev-
ent. 

If you are interested in this book, I suggest that you place your order now with Mr. 
Phiebig for the 1971 edition. This will insure your having the volume for the events in 
Jan., 1971 as well as for the rest of that year. 

1970 Celestial Calendar & Handbook, by Charles F. Johnson, Jr., published by same at 
Watertown, Conn., 1969. 38 pages, price $1.50. 

Reviewed by Gene Lonak 

This concise spiral-bound book is a must for owners of optical instruments ranging 
in size from small binoculars to telescopes of up to six-inches of aperture. Everything 
needed to understand the primary observations of the intermediate and beginning amateur is 
offered in a logical and easy-to-read manner, presented to be used both in the field and 
indoors. 

Beginning with a rough lunar map, preface, and explanatory notes, the author follows 
cer. 	 with a calendar of events of planetary and related phenomena for each month which also in- 
)k 	 cludes sidereal times for selected instants and information to calculate the Julian date. 

Next, the positions of the satellites of Jupiter and times of their geocentric phenomena 
are included to aid the observer of this planet. In addition, the positions of Uranus and 
Neptune are plotted on star fields for the entire year along with brief outlines of the 

Ln- 	 aspects and physical characteristics of all the planets. The observer should have no 
Lf, 	 trouble in locating any member of the Solar System and its interesting phenomena for 1970. 
Ll- 

For amateurs interested in other astronomical phenomena, eclipses, principal meteor 
showers, and the brightest stars with positions, magnitudes, spectral classes, and distan-
ces are given next. Times of the phases of the moon, occultations, and a page and a half 
of the most easily observed variable stars follow and extend to double and multiple stars. 
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out worrying about it. There is plenty of room on the charts to do so. 

The covers are very interesting -- an actual reproduction of the first American star 
map from Burritt's Geography of The Heavens - 1832, complete with the mythological figures 
one never sees on "modern" star maps. 

One error was noted on the list of objects for chart 5 (page 21). The physical des-
cription for M52 is incorrect. M52 is an open cluster. The description given actually 
refers to M57 in Lyra (Ring Nebula), although the numerical data for M52 are correct. 
Hopefully, future editions will have this error corrected. 

This book is so valuable that perhaps Mr. Houston could be persuaded to enlarge it 
for a wider audience in the future and to bring out an enlarged version under a separate 
offering. As it stands, it's easily the best introduction of astronomy to school age 
children presently available. The Editor is to be congratulated for such a worthwhile ef-
fort. Even an "old-timer" like myself finds the elementary approach a refreshing exper-
ience. 

THE B.A.A. BLINK DEVICE - A DESCRIPTION 

By: H. W. Kelsey, ALPO Lunar Recorder 

(Paper read at the A.L.P.O. Convention at San Diego, 
California, August 21-23, 1969.) 

It is acknowledged that when the reflected light from an object is viewed in rapid 
sequence through two filters of widely separated wave length sensitivity, an apparent blink 
will be generated, providing the light involved is similar or equal in wave length to one 
or the other of the selected filters. Furthermore, this rapid sequential viewing of an 
object eliminates the effect of short visual memory, thus improving the reliability of rel-
ative color intensity estimates concerning the object under study. 

The final configuration of a blink device is limited only by the ingenuity of the in-
dividual assembling it. V. A. Firsoff described his device as a mounting of a comprehens-
ive set of filters on a swivel beyond the eyepiece. P. K. Sartory introduced a rotating 
filter wheel consisting of Wratten 25 and 80B 120-degree filter segments. The remaining 
120-degree segment is left open for the transmission of integrated light. This device, 
as a unit, incorporates an ocular holder and mating extension for the focusing mount. It 
is customary to operate this device manually; however, a motor-driven design has been de-
veloped by K. J. Kilburn. 

Sartory has also suggested a simplified device in which the red and blue filter seg-
ments are mounted between two pieces (2" x 2") of slide cover glass and are manually pass-
ed through the optical beam between the ocular and the observer's eye. Obviously, ade-
quate eye relief is required with this system; therefore, an ocular of not less than 12.5 
mms. focal length is recommended, and the addition of an achromatic Barlow will provide 
the necessary magnification flexibility. 

Since the simplified blink device has been accepted by the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section, 
it is appropriate that its deficiencies be considered. They are as follows: 

1. The inherent color that is introduced by the glass. 
2. Refraction, resulting from the four glass surfaces. 
3. Attenuation, or light loss, in the glass itself. 
4. The fragility of the device. 

The aberrations introduced by items one through three will remain constant and are prob-
ably negligible. Item four can be surmounted by appropriate caution and a modicum of good 
luck. However, when evaluating the error that can be introduced, we must consider the 
most important factor involved. This is concerned with the after image that is formed in 
the eye after prolonged staring at a fixed color. In this application, the after images 
that will be formed are yellow following blue exposure, and the blue-green that follows 
red. This unavoidable phenomenon dictates that the preferable sequence of rapid viewing 
be from the blue to the red. As an additional safety factor, it is recommended that a 
viewing sequence of no filter, blue, and then red be adopted. By this method the period-
ic viewing through the no filter area tends to overcome the after image. In addition, to 
avoid the after image effect, the observer is cautioned not to prolong his viewing through 
either of the filters. 

It is impossible to specify a repetition rate for the motion of the filter segments; 
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however, practice by the individual observer will soon establish an acceptable procedure. 

Fabrication of the blink device is very simple. The red and blue filter segments 
are inserted between the two sheets of slide cover glass, and are positioned at the edge 
that will be adjacent to the observer's nose. Sartory recommends a slight lap joint be-
tween the filter segments in preference to an attempted butt joint which may leave an open 
slit that can be most distracting. As to the size of the filter segments, this can be de-
termined individually with 3/8" x 3/4" horizontal strips suggested. 

Before placing the blink device in operation, let us consider what constitutes a 
visual blink. From present experience we can assume that a blink will, in most instances, 
be a very subtle presentation in which an area will appear brighter in one of the filter 
segments. Incidentally, at this time a Lunar Blink is considered valid when it exhibits 
a finite life, usually of a few minutes duration. Likewise, it is of importance to note 
that a blink can be produced by the enhancement of a feature or area in either the red or 
the blue. 

For those who are utilizing filters in individual mounts, the frustration of relying 
on recall for relative color intensity estimates will be alleviated, and the accuracy of 
their estimates will be improved. 

It is probably obvious by now that the Wratten Filters 25 (red) and 80B (blue) that 
have been selected for lunar studies can also be used in planetary studies; and if this 
configuration is not desired, it is a simple operation to replace them with another pair. 

In conclusion, we extend our congratulations to the members of the British Astronom-
ical Association for devising, testing, and introducing this device that is contributing 
to the reliability and enjoyment of amateur observations. 

ANNOUNCEMENTS  

S onsors and Sustaining Members. There follows a listing of our Sustaining Members 
(who pay 10 per year) and Sponsors who pay $25 per year) as of March 4, 1970. We are 
greatly indebted to these colleagues for their generous and valuable financial support of 
the A.L.P.O. Their assistance has been most important in the work we are trying to do in 
astronomy. 

Sponsors. William O. Roberts, Grace A. Fox, David P. Barcroft, Philip and Virginia 
Glaser, Dr. John E. Westfall, Dr. James Q. Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Reverend Kenneth J. De-
lano, Richard E. Wend, Reverend Richard G. Hodgson, William Kunkel, A. B. Clyde Marshall, 
Alan McClure, and Walter Scott Houston. 

Sustaining Members. Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Charles L. Ricker, 
Elmer J. Reese, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Dr. William K. Hartmann, 
Ralph Scott, A. W. Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, John E. Wilder, Clark R. 
Chapman, A. K. Parizek, B. Traucki, Frederick W. Jaeger, P. K. Sartory, Nicholas Waitkus, 
Patrick S. McIntosh, Lyle T. Johnson, the Chicago Astronomical Society, H. W. Kelsey, Phil-
lip Wyman, Harry Grimsley, Daniel W. Harris, the Junior Texas Astronomical Society, Dr. 
David Meisel, Daniel Vukobratovich, John Bally-Urban, W. King Monroe, Warner T. Crocker, 
James W. Young, Phillip W. Budine, Klaus R. Brasch, Inez N. Beck, Jimmy G. Snyder, Dr. 
George W. Rippen, the Polaris Astronomical Soceity, Dr. Joel W. Goodman, William B. Chap-
man, and Harry D. Jamieson. 

Staff Changes. Mr. Richard E. Wend has resigned from the staff of the Jupiter Sec-
tion of the A.L.P.O. We accept his resignation with much regret. He served the Associa-
tion very ably for a number of years as Jupiter Recorder and has been a valued contribut-
ing observer for even longer. We hope that he can so continue and thank him very much for 
his considerable help in the work and goals of the A.L.P.O. 

We are appointing as a new Lunar Recorder: Harry D. Jamieson 
3707 Archwood Ave. 
Cleveland, Ohio 44109 

. Jamieson was on the Lunar Section staff in the past and initiated our Lunar Dome Sur-
vey. We heartily welcome him on his return. Our whole Lunar Section staff are consider-
ing possible new observing programs and changes in their division of work; it is intended 
to inform readers in our next issue what projects Mr. Jamieson and the other Recorders 
will be in charge of. 
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Apollo 11 Research Findings. Pergamon Press in cooperation with the Geochemical 
Society and the Meteoritical Society is publishing a 3-volume Proceedings of the Apollo 11 
Lunar Science Conference on April 30, 1970. The set features papers written by the prin-
cipal investigators in the three-month examination of sample lunar rocks and dust brought 
back from the moon by the Apollo 11 crew. Their findings were given at the Apollo 11 Lun-
ar Science Conference in Houston on January 5-8, 1970. The monograph contains 2000 pages 
and is highlighted by color plates and halftones of the lunar samples. The entire set 
sells for $30.00 and may be ordered from Pergamon Press, Maxwell House, Fairview Park, 
Elmsford, New York 10523. 

In Memoriam: Frank Kettlewell. All who knew him learned with deep regret of the 
death of Frank Kettlewell on June 11, 1969 at the age of 79. He was chief of the Art De-
partment of The Oakland Tribune at that time and for many years had been one of the Bay 
Area's leading editorial cartoonists. Though astronomy was only one of his many hobbies, 
he designed and built several telescopes and served on the Board of Directors of the East 
bay Astronomical Society for more than 25 years. Many of us had the good fortune to meet 
him at various Conventions of the Western Amateur Astronomers. He was a versatile crafts 
man of considerable skill and employed the newspaper technique of etching to fabricate a 
number of the recent G. Bruce Blair Medals given by the Western Amateur Astronomers. It 
is typical that he taught himself the necessary processes in order to do so and that he 
took up the project after others had tried other methods without success. He had a singu-
lar genius for knowing when something needed to be done and for making things easy and 
pleasant for those in whose company he was. Perhaps the finest tribute was given by our 
Secretary, Dave Barcroft, when he wrote: "When Frank died, I'll bet there were a thousan 
fellows who said, 'I've lost my best friend'." 

The Diameter of Mercury during Solar Transits. One project sometimes carried out 
during transits of Mercury across the face of the sun is measuring the angular diameter c 
the planet, which is difficult to determine by direct measures at other times because Mer-
cury is so poorly placed for observation. Richard G. Hodgson, the Mercury Recorder, adds 
the following notes to his article about the May 9, 1970 transit of Mercury on pages 63-
64: "Regarding the transit of Mercury, I think some mention might be made of measures of 
the planet's diameter at such a time under the 'Announcements' column of Str. A. It woul-
be a worthwhile project provided one has access to the necessary equipment. I did not 
mention it in the article because I felt that this sort of determination is more a matter 
for the larger professional observatories. If any A.L.P.O. members do try this determine 
tion, however, I should like to learn of their results. Cf. de Vaucouleurs, Icarus,  2, 
187-235, and especially Camichel et al., Icarus, 1, 410-422 on the 1960 transit." 

Observing after Surgery for at Cataracts. A portion of a letter from Joseph P. 
Vitous on January 3, 1970 contains encouraging news for those who have had surgery for eye 
cataracts, or who may face the prospect of such surgery. Mr. Vitous is a long-time member 
of the A.L.P.O. and a regular contributor. He wrote: "While they[6 slides of Jupiter ir 
natural colors] are not perfect, it must be recalled that focusing is done with eyes from 
which cataracts have been removed. I wear well-fitted contact lenses that replace the na-
tural eye lenses removed in surgery. It should be an encouragement to all old timers, wh: 
may be affected with cataracts, to have a competent surgeon do the job of removal and fit-
ting of proper eye lenses. A cataract definitely does not mean the end to a person's ob-
serving efforts. A little delay, perhaps, but such a person can be back at the telescope 
in a comparatively short time." 

Convention at Sacramento. The Western Amateur Astronomers and the Association of 
Lunar and Planetary Observers will hold their 1970 Convention jointly at Sacramento, Calif. 
on August 20, 21, and 22, 1970. The Headquarters for the meeting will be the Mansion Inn 
at 16th and H Streets, near the State Capitol. Every effort is being made to keep prices 
down, and motels within walking distance of the Mansion Inn have rates in the range of $6-
$18. Activities are planned for the ladies and non-astronomers. 

An important feature of meetings of this kind is the paper sessions. It is planned 
to devote one big session exclusively to the total solar eclipse of March 7, 1970. Even 
those not caring to give formal papers about the eclipse might like to show slides of the:: 
instrumental set-up and results. Papers intended for the Proceedings must reach one of 
the two following Paper Chairmen no later than July 20, 1970: 

1. Clifford Holmes (for the W.A.A.) 
8642 Wells Ave. 
Riverside, Calif. 92503 

2. Walter H. Haas (for the A.L.P.O.) 
Box 3AZ -- University Park, N. Mex. 88001 
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The copy sent to the Chairman must be "camera ready"; and all illustrations for publica-
tion must be contrasty, glossy photographs. If you miss the July 20 deadline, your paper 
is like to miss the Proceedings; but please send the proper Chairman your title and a 
brief resume. The presentation time of most papers must be limited to 15 minutes. 

Floor space is available for commercial and individual or group displays. Those 
wishing to bring an exhibit should determine their needs and space requirements as soon 
as they can so that the committees can plan the room layout. 
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All inquiries about the Convention should be bent to the following address: 

)e- 	 S.V.A.S. 
6218 28th Ave. 

:s, 	 Sacramento, Calif. 95820 
Lst- 
at 	 The host is the Sacramento Valley Astronomical Society. More details on this coming meet- 
7ts- 	 ing will be carried in future issues of this journal. Those writing to the S.V.A.S. at 
a 	 the address above can obtain the first publicity release, with a map of Sacramento, a list 
t 	 of motels and prices, and further details on several subjects outlined above. 

igu- 	 In Memoriam: Charles A. Haas. The father of the Editor passed away on July 9, 1969 
at the age of 90. He was born in Germany and spent most of his boyhood in Amish sections 

tr 	 of Ohio. He taught school during most of his active life, at first in several of the one- 
and 	 room country schoolhouses of the past. For a time he had a small farm near the village of 

New Waterford, Ohio. After his retirement and after the death of his wife in 1948, Charles 
Haas lived with Walter Haas in New Mexico and Texas. 

. of 	 While he was still active enough, his interests in astronomy centered around the 

ar- 	 mechanical construction of telescopes; and much of the work on the Editor's personal 12.5- 

ds 	 inch telescope, which some visiting A.L.P.O. members have seen, was his. He maintained a 
_ 	 general interest in science and in the world around him and reviewed several books in this 
of 	 journal in the 1950's. He was extremely helpful with the work of mailing out this period- 
ald 	 ical in ways that will be best understood by those who have produced similar non-profit 

magazines. He attended a few of the early W.A.A. Conventions. 
er 
na- 	The Editor and his family thank the many friends who have expressed their sympathy. 

Riverside Telescope Makers Conference. This meeting will be held at the Riverside 
City College in Riverside, Calif. on April 18 and 19, 1970. Many well-known speakers have 
been engaged, including Bob Cox, gsz and Telescope's A.T.M. Editor. Prizes will be given 

eye 	 for mechanical and optical excellence in telescopes. A previous meeting of the same gen- 
ber 	 eral type at Riverside in the spring of 1969 was highly successful. Interested persons 
in 	 wanting more information should write to Clifford Holmes, 8642 Wells, Riverside, Calif. 
om 	 92503. 

na- 
who 	 OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS  

it- 
b- 	 Ephemeris of Comet Tago-Sato-Kosaka 12618. Mr. Dennis Milon has furnished an ephem- 

pe 	 eris of this comet which was computed by Mr. Michael McCants at the University of Texas. 
He used the elements given by Dr. Brian Marsden on IAUC 2189. A portion of the ephermis 
is reproduced here. As usual, Ll is the distance from the earth in astronomical units; r, 
that from the sun. The predicted stellar magnitude is here 5.8+ 5 logZN + 10 log r. The 

lir. 	 "tail" column gives the value in millions of miles of one degree of length of tail, which 

an 	 is naturally assumed to be directed away from the sun. The positions are for 0 hrs., 

es 	 Ephemeris Time, on each date. 

Date Right ascension Declination ZS, r Magnitude Tail 
1970, March 25 4h351Il61 49° 010 1.943 1.909 10.1 6.3 

March 30 4 46.47 49 37.4 2.078 1.985 10.4 7.1 
April 	4 4 57.10 50 	9.6 2.211 2.059 10.7 8.0 
April 	9 5 	7.78 50 37.7 2.342 2.133 11.0 8.9 
April 14 5 18.28 51 	2.3 2.470 2.206 11.2 9.9 
April 19 5 28.70 51 23.9 2.596 2.279 11.5 11.0 
April 24 5 39.04 51 42.8 2.719 2.350 11.7 12.1 
April 29 5 49.31 51 59.5 2.840 2.420 11.9 13.4 

Mr. John Bortle notes that magnitude estimates of Comet Tago-Sato-Kosaka can be 
greatly assisted between April 10 and April 20, approximately, by the AAVSO b and d charts 
of the variable star R Aurigae 050953. Send 15O for this chart to the AAVSO, 187 Concord 
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	;anal sketch" of the North Equatorial Belt of Jupiter and its environs by Phillip 
si±o-  r-  le on April 7, 1968 from 3hrs., 35 mins. to 4 hrs., 0 mins., Universal Time. 

reflector. 250X, seeing 8 (very good), transparency 5. The numbers at the 
show the longitudes of features of which central meridian transits were 
These CM transits are tabulated in Table 4 on page 98. Mr. Budine discusses 

kinds of strip sketches of Jupiter in an article "A Procedure for Drawing and 
Strip Sketches of Jupiter" on pages 97-101. 
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Satellites 

Heath noted a dark transit of Jupiter III on April 17, 1969, similar to one seen in 
1964 by Paul Mackal. Heath noted that this appearance was recorded seven times from 1903 
to 1932. Delano sent in a very complete satellite report, which appeared to conform well 
with professional observations of intensity fluctuations due to orbital, solar, and rota-
tional phase. 

ADDITIONS IQ 1HE A.L.P.O. LUNAR PHOTOGRAPH LIBRARY: 

AMATEUR, JPL, ORBITER-IV AND -V, AND APOLLO -8 PHOTOGRAPHS 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library was founded in 1964 and has grown to a collec-
tion of about 600 photographs, mostly in the form of 8 x 10-inch enlargements. Photograp_ 
have been generously supplied from A.L.P.O. members themselves, the Table Mountain Observa-
tory of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and N.A.S.A. (the latter include 22 Mariner-IV pho-
tographs of Mars). 

Interested A.L.P.O. members may obtain a listing of the holdings of the Lunar Photo-
graph Library (through 1967) by sending 35 cents (for postage) to the writer, requesting 
the Lunar Photograph Catalog 1967. Members may borrow photographs for six weeks (renew-
able for another six weeks), again at a mailing cost of 35 cents (stamps are acceptable). 

Request for Amateur Photographs 

Although our Lunar Photograph Library now comprises a large collection of lunar pho-
tographs, coverage of some areas is still very weak, which is a handicap to their use in 
the Lunar Section's programs. Good quality amateur photographs can help remedy this defi-
ciency, and advanced amateurs are urged to send the library any extra lunar enlargements 
they have (preferably in 8 x 10 format), and to continue or to initiate their own lunar 
photography programs in order to supply the library with new photographs. In particular, 
photographs are needed in the following -categories: 	 _ 

i. The following "selected areas" - -Alphonsus, Plato, Messier-Pickering, Eratos - 
thenes, Kepler, Aristarchus, Atlas, Pierce-Pierce A,-Theophilus, Eudexus-, 
Plinius, Aristillus, Conon-Bradley Region, Linng, Manilius, and Pico. - 

--Furthermore, almost all lunar photographs (including the Orbiter series) show 
areas under intermediate lightings (solar altitudes of 10° - 30°). Photographs 
are needed for other illuminations, particularly-- 

ii. High-sun photographs; photographs showing "steep places" and tonal variations 
in features with solar altitudes above 30°. High-contrast film is recommend-
ed for this purpose (e..g., Panatomic -X, High Contrast Copy). 

iii. Low-sun photographs; photographs exposed for solar altitudes under 10°, show-
ing such features as domes, ridges, crater rings, and terminator deformations. 
(Plus -X and Tri -X films are suitable for this work.) 

Amateur Photographs 

This list contains six amateur photographs recently added to the Lunar Photograph 
Library, which have been kindly supplied by the following members: 

Lyle T. Johnson (LTJ): LTJ -1, 10-in. Rl. (5 x 8 in.) 
LTJ -2, 10-in. Rl. (8 x 10 in.) 
LTJ -3, 16-in. Rl. (8 x 10 in.) 
LTJ -4, 16-in. Rl. (5 x 8 in.) 

Patrick S. McIntosh (PSM): PSM -11, 12-in. Coelostat (4 x 5 in.) 

Code Number Area Covered Date & Time (U.T.) Colengitude Approx. Scale** 

LTJ -1 Aristarchus 01 Mar 1953 06:15 09547 6.0M 
LTJ -2 O. Procellarum 25 Jul 1954 08:21 208.9 5.3M 
LTJ -3 M. Imbrium 07 Nov 1957 06:53 090.3 8.4M 
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Code Number Area Covered 	Date & Time (U.T.) 	ColonRitude 	Approx. Scale**  

LTJ-4 	Aristarchus 	23 Dec 1958 02:27 	05713 	 4.3M 

PSM-11 	Aristarchus 	06 Jul 1963 06:19 	080.1 	 2.7M 
FSM-12 	Aristarchus 	14 Jan 1965 02:40 	047.0 	 3.9M 

**In terms of an orthographic projection. "6.0M" indicates a scale of 1/6,000,000. 

JPL Photograph 

One new photograph (8 x 10 in.) has been received from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
taken with the 16-in. reflector of Table Mountain Observatory. 

Code Number Area Covered 	Date & Time (U.T.) 	Colongitude 	Approx. Scale  

217§e 	Pitatus-Birt 	22 Feb 1964, 06:44 	021°6 	 1.6M 

Orbiter-IV and -V Photographs 

The following 14 photographs are photocopies by the writer of selected areas from 
Orbiter-IV and -V photographs. They are useful for mapping because the areas are shown in 
near-vertical views. OIV-H-060, -077, -097, and -098a are 4 x 5 in. enlargements; the re-
mainder are 8 x 10 in. In the descriptions: S is the scale, C is the colongitude, and 
SA is the solar altitude. The latitudes and longitudes are for the center of each enlarge-
men.W On longitudes east and west are in the I.A.U. sense. 

Description  

Messier-Messier A (01°9 S/4713 E). 
S = 1/465,000. C = 335°4. SA = 23°. 
Mnler (10°8 S/2917 E). 
S * 1/465,000. C = 35317. SA - 23°. 
Agrippa (0412 N/1015 E). 
S = 1/650,000. C = 012°4. SA = 23°. 
Linn (2717 N/1118 E). 
S = 1/240,000. C = 012°6. SA = 22°. 
Valentine Dome (30°6 N/0919 E) (2 copies). 
S - 1/290,000. C = 01216. SA - 19°. 
Alphonsus (1315 S/02°7 W). 
S = 1/720,000. C = 02414. SA= 21°. 
Plato (51°6 N/0913 W). 
S = 1/595,000. C = 04312. SA = 21°. 
Milichius Tr Dome (10°0N/3014 W). 
S= 1/270,000. C 04911. SA = 18°. 
HortensiustA) Dome (0713 N/2718 W). 
S - 1/320,000. C = 04911. SA ••• 21°. 
Kepler (0811 N/3719 W). 
S = 1/195,000. C = 055°2. SA = 17°. 
Encke (041.5 N/56964). 
S = 1/195,000. C = 055°2. SA = 19°. 
Aristarchus-Herodotus Region (2319 N/4810 W). 
S= 1/710,000. C = 06714. SA = 18°. 
RUmker (40°7 N/5815 W). 
S = 1/430,000. C = 07918. SA - 16° 

Eratosthenes (14'!4 N/11°1 W). 
Sw 1/240,000. C = 02816. SA - 17°. 

Apollo-8 Photographs 

The following 20 photographs are a selection of 8 x 10 in. enlargements from photo-
graphs taken during Apollo-8,s lunar orbits in December, 1968. Format is indicated as 
follows: VERT = vertical or near-vertical, L-OBL = low oblique (tilted--limb does not ap-
pear), and H-OBL = high oblique (tilted--limb appears). In the case of the oblique views, 
the scale given is the approximate unforeshortened scale at the center of the portion of 
the moon shown on the photograph. The following photographs overlap each other (these ov-
erlaps, if at equal scales, may be viewed stereoscopically): 

Code Number Date & Time (U.T.) 

Orbiter-IV- 14 May 1967, 17:03 
H-060 
H-077 16 May 1967, 05:05 

H-097 17 May 1967, 17:43 

H-098a 17 May 1967, 18:16 

H-098b 17 May 1967, 18:16 

H-108 18 May 1967, 17:17 

H-127 20 May 1967, 06:26 

H-133a 20 May 1967, 17:56 

H-133b 20 May 1967, 17:56 

H-138a 21 May 1967, 05:57 

H-138b 21 May 1967, 05:57 

H-150 22 May 1967, 06:00 

H-163 23 May 1967, 06:34 

Orbiter-V- 
M-135 15 Aug 1967, 10:55 
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Figure 25. The crater Wilhelm Humboldt, 190 kms. in diameter, is in the upper right cor-
ner of this view from Apollo-8. Note the intricate rille system and three dark patches 
on the floor of Humboldt. Below this crater and to the right appears Mare Australe, large-
ly composed of lunabase-flooded craters. North at right; the sun is to the bottom at an 
altitude of 40°. Photograph AS8-12-2210 in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library. 

AS8-13-2224, -2227. 
-13-2341, -17-2810. 
-17-2805 to -2824 form a strip of 7 photographs. 
-18-2850, -2859. 
-18-2859, -2850, -2860. 
-18-2864, -2865, -2881. 

Code Number 	Format 	 Description 

AS8- 
12-2210 	L-OBL 	W. Humboldt-M. Australe (36°S/85°E). S - 3.4M. SA - 40°. 
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Figure 26. The unusual feature RUmker, in northern Oceanus Procellarum, fills most of this 
Orbiter-IV photograph. Rtiker appears to be a complex collection of domes that have merg-
ed, and its surface contains many small ridges, hills, and craterlets; the diameter of the 
entire feature is about 50 kms., with a maximum altitude of only 400 meters. Taken on May 
23, 1967, 06:34 U.T., with a colongitude of 07998 and a solar altitude of 16°. This is A. 
L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library photograph OIV-H-163. North at top. Old-time A.L.P.O. 
members may want to compare this photograph with Alika Herrings drawing and description 
on March 11, 1960 at colongitude 6990, Str. A.,  Vol. 14, Nos. 5-6, front cover and pp. 95-
96, 1960. 
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Code Number 	Format 	 Description 

AS8 - 
13 -2224 	L-OBL 	Goclenius (1143 S/45° E). S - 1/580,000. SA - 13°. 
13-2227 	L-OBL 	Gutenberg D (11° S/42°5 E). S = 1/550,000. SA - 10° 
13-2341 	H-OBL 	Messier-Messier A (02° S/47° E). S = 1.2M. SA 17°. 
16-2613 	L-OBL 	Langrenus (0645 S/61° E). S = 1.1M. SA - 32°. 
17-2805 	H-OBL 	M. Fecunditatis-Taruntius K (01° N/51° E). S = 1.3M. SA 29°. 
17-2810 	H-OBL 	M. Fecunditatis: Messier-Taruntius (01° N/48° E). S 1.2M. 

SA - 23°. 
17-2812 	H-OBL 	M. Fecunditatis-Secchi (02° N/44° E). S = 1.0M. SA - 21°. 
17-2815 	H-OBL 	M. Tranquillitatis-Taruntius F (04° N/41° E). S = 1.5M. 

SA - 17°. 
17-2818 	H-OBL 	M. Tranquillitatis: Taruntius F-Maskelyne F (04° N/38° E). 

S - 1.5M. SA - 15°. 
17-2820 	H-OBL 	M. Tranquillitatis-Maskelyne F (04° N/ 35° E). S = 1.4M. 

SA = 10°. 
17-2824 	H-OBL 	M. Tranquillitatis: Maskelyne-Maskelyne M. (05° N/29° E). 

S = 1.4M. SA --05°5 (terminator visible). 
18-2845 	VERT 	M. Smythii (06° S/85° E). S = 2.7M. SA = 57°. 
18-2850 	H-OBL 	M. Nectaris (10° S/35° E). S - 3.6M. SA = -- (terminator vis- 

ible). 
18-2859 	H-OBL 	M. Tranquillitatis (05° N/40° E) S - 4.5M. SA -- (termin- 

ator visible) 
18-2860 	H-OBL 	Palus Somnii-Posidonius (20° N/ 45° E). S .- 4.8M. SA - - - 

(terminator visible). 
18-2864 	L-OBL 	M. Crisium - M. Undarum (13° N/65° E). S 4.7M. SA 33°. 
18-2865 	H-OBL 	. Crisium-Endymion (24° N/ 67° E). S = 4.7M. SA - 30°. 
18-2881 	VERT 	M. Fecunditatis-Langrenus (03° S/56° E). S = 4.4M. SA - 28°. 
18-2885 	H-OBL 	M. Marginis - -Joliot -Curie (22° N/94° E). S = 3.5M. SA - --. 

LUNAR NOTES 

By: John E. Westfall, Charles L. Ricker, H. . Kelsey, 
Kenneth J. Delano, and Harry D. Jamieson, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

I. Introduction (John E. Westfall) 

This column is the first of what is planned to be a regular feature in each issue of 
The Strolling Astronomer. The purpose of "Lunar Notes" is to keep A.L.P.O. members up -to-
date with the activities of their Lunar Section. Lengthier reports on A.L.P.O. Lunar Sec-
tion projects will continue to be printed as separate articles outside this column as, of 
course, will any independently written articles dealing with the moon. 

It has become clear to the Lunar Recorders that observer participation in the cur-
rent lunar projects is declining. It is hoped that the publication of "Lunar Notes" will 
remind A.L.P.O. members that these projects are continuing and will encourage greater res-
ponse from them. In addition, two new programa are described in Part TV of this column, 
which will give observers a wider variety of projects to participate in. 

The Lunar Recorders welcome correspondence concerning Lunar Section projects, lunar 
studies in general, and the topics discussed in "Lunar Notes" in particular. Readers are 
reminded that copies of the Lunar Section's Lunar Observer's Manual are still available 
from the Lunar Recorders. 

II. Selected Areas Program (Charles L. Ricker and H. W Kelsey) 

A Activities of the Selected Areas Program: 

1 	Observing activity has been very low throughout the recent winter with a few no:- 
able exceptions! Inez Beck, Harry Jamieson, Ronald Fournier, William Richrath, and Chris-
topher Vaucher have all consistently sent observations throughout the winter months. 

2. Although it is not part of an official ALPO program, several observers are in-
dividually participating in the Lunar,.TransihtiThenomena patrol sponsored by the Smith-
sonian Institution, Center for Short-Lived Phenomena during the Apollo missions. A num-
ber of confirmed LTP events have resulted from this program, including one which was ob- 
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served independently by the Astronauts. What is seriously needed now is objective evidence 
of LTP, and participants in the program have been requested to use photographic and spec-
trographic methods whenever possible. 

3. The Recorders are presently engaged in a comprehensive analysis of the Alphonsus 
observations on file. Two observers, Carl Dillon and Christopher Vaucher, have made inde-
pendent reports on their Alphonsus observations, and these will be very helpful to the Re-
corders. It is anticipated that this coming report will be the most extensive of its kind 
yet, and a number of months will probably be required for its completion. 

B. Future Plans: 

1. The Selected Areas Program has now added vertical-profile studies of the select-
ed areas, and all observers are asked to be particularly careful in drawing in shadows, 
and also to record the time when the shadows are added to the drawings. 

2. Four new selected areas have been chosen for study IN ADDITION to the present 
ones. The selection was based upon either unusual sightings in the past, or unique seleno-
morphology. The new areas are: Atlas, Ross D, Colombo, and Piccolomini (including the 
Altai Scarp). 
New observing forms are being prepared and will probably be ready for distribution to in-
terested members by the time this article appears. Notice that two of the areas lie in 
quadrant IV which has been badly under-observed in the past, and that they all are in the 
eastern (IAU) lunar hemisphere so that observers will have the opportunity to observe early 
in the lunation, and hopefully will be more readily able to cover all colongitudes from 
lunar sunrise to sunset at the formations. 

III. Lunar Dome Survey (Kenneth J. Delano) 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Dome Program,s present catalog contains 149 confirmed domes. Ob-
servational reports submitted by participants in the Lunar Dome Survey as well as detailed 
lunar photographs and charts present over 200 additional domes for consideration, many of 
which are probably true domes but are not yet included in the catalog for lack of observ-
ers to confirm their existence by telescopic observation. 

Perhaps by asking everyone to concentrate his attention on one particular region of 
the moon over a definite period of time, we can obtain more lunar dome confirmations. The 
most promising area is the Marius Hills region, where Lunar Orbiter photographs have re-
vealed what appear to be several domes. Furthermore, John Westfall, in examining U. S. 
Geological Survey charts, found 10 domes (in addition to the catalog dome -773 +155) in 
the hummocky region west of Marius and north of Reiner, i.e., from longitude 50° to 60° W 
and between latitudes 8° and 16° N. Searchers for domes in the Marius Hills should be 
most careful to distinguish domes from the steeper hills and from ridges or any part of 
ridges. (The A.L.P.O. Lunar Observers Manual will acquaint new members with lunar dome 
observing.) 

The sunis elevation will be low in the Marius Hills region, thus making any domes 
more apparent, on the following eight nights: May 31/June 1, June 15/16, June 30/July 1, 
July 15/16, July 29/30, August 13/14, August 27/28, and August 28/29, 1970. Results of 
this appeal for the observation of domes in the Marius Hills region will be given in this 
column in the fall. 

Observers are also asked to give more attention to the limb areas of the moon, where 
few domes have thus far been recorded. Make your search along the terminator when the 
moon is a thin crescent and just before and after Full Moon, mindful that any dome will 
appear to be very much elongated due to the great foreshortening of all features in the 
limb regions. 

IV. Two New Programs For The ALPO Lunar Section (Harry D. Jamieson) 

As has been discussed elsewhere,1  there has been a general feeling that the Lunar 
Section for some time has not been operating at its fullest potential. Participation in 
the presently existing programs has declined markedly, with the result that the Recorders 
now feel that some changes are necessary if the Section is to continue to serve the Assoc-
iation and its members in the best possible way. One of these changes will be the addi-
tion of two new programs, the purpose here being both to broaden the scope of our invest-
igations, and to offer the membership more variety in their studies. These new programs 
were chosen with some care, as it was desired that they either complement or interlock 
with other existing programs, as well as be interesting and useful. Of those considered, 
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the following two were finally chosen: 

A. The Bright and Banded Craters Program 

With this program, we hope to gather more information on the statistics of such cra-
ters (which may be related) as regards to distribution, size, the absence or presence of 
bright halos, and the number and placement of dark (or bright) bands, if any. We wish to 
determine, primarily, if there is a positive correlation between bright and banded craters, 
why some craters brighten as the sun rises higher above them while others do not, and 
whether such craters show a statistical preference for maria or for the uplands. A com-
plete and detailed catalog will also be a goal. 

B. The Vertical Profiles Program 

The purpose of this program is two-fold. Its primary function will be to determine 
the heights and depths of previously ignored features, including faults, sinuous rilles, 
clefts, ridges, dark -haloed craters, and some mountains of particular interest. It is 
also planned that this program will provide a service to any of the other Recorders need-
ing information on the vertical dimensions of features under study by their programs. 
The program's secondary function will be to continue and to complete the steep places pro-
gram started some time ago by Ricker but later discontinued for lack of interest. This 
writer now has the complete files for this program; and should interest resume, it could 
be completed in short order and with some very interesting results. 

As discussed above, one of our two main reasons for initiating these two new program` 
was the hope that, if we did so, the membership would take advantage of the increased var-
iety thus offered and participate more fully in the activities of their Lunar Section. Nc 
research program - regardless of how well planned and directed - can be successful without 
the support and participation of an adequate number of competent observers (and require-
ments for the two new programs are not great). Interested observers who would like to par-
ticipate in either of the two programs above are cordially invited to contact the writer, 
whose address may be found on the inside back cover of this issue, for more details. 

Reference 

1. Clark R. Chapman, Kenneth J. Delano, H. W. Kelsey, Harry D. Jamieson, Charles 
L. Ricker, and John E. Westfall, Str. A., 22, Nos. 3-4, pgs. 64-65. 

THE SUN-GRAZING COMETS* 

By: Darrell Conger 

Members of the ALPO Comets Section have become familiar with the phrase "Orbit by 
Marsden." "Marsden" is Dr. Brian G. Marsden, of the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, 
who for several years has computed comet orbits. He is the author of several papers con-
cerning comets and comet orbits. The following article summarizes a paper by Marsden of 
much interest to amateur comet observers. Entitled "The Sun-grazing Comet Group", it was 
published in The Astronomical Journal, Volume 72, No. 9, November, 1967. 

The paper begins with a short history of past work on the sun-grazers. The Great 
Comet of 1680 was the first comet recognized by astronomers to have passed within 200,000 
kilometers of the sun, and Halley considered it to be a return of a comet seen in February 
of 1106. This was later proven to be false. (However, the 1106 comet turns up again lat-
er in the paper.) Clausen and Hoek discussed the concept of groups of comets, but Kirk-
wood in 1880 was apparently the first to suggest that the sun-grazers formed such a group. 
An extensive study of the group was made by Kreutz in 1888, 1891, and 1901 (hence the nave. 
"Kreutz Group," often applied to the sun-grazers). Kreutz presumed that the group origin-
ated when some primordial comet split up at a perihelion passage. (This idea came after 
the 6omet of 1882 had been observed to split into several fragments.) 

Since Kreutz made his study, three further members of the group have appeared: 1945 
VII (du Toit), 1963 V (Pereyra), and 1965 VIII (Ikeya-Seki). They are included in the fol-
lowing table giving the orbital elements of the generally acknowledged members of the 
Kreutz Group: 

*Paper communicated by Mr. Bennis Milon, ALPO Comets Recorder. 
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t--T 
(days) -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 +10 +20 +30 +40 +50 
r (a.u.) 1.49 1.28 1.06 0.80 0.50 0.50 0.80 1.06 1.28 1.49 

5 45 5 22 3 52 20 38 19 04 16 57 14 31 10 59 9 17 8 34 
Dec. 27 -53.5 -63.3 -77.0 -75.1 -50.1 -45.4 -63.2 -63.6 -54.6 -47.0 Dec. 27 

0.92 0.78 0.66 0.60 0.67 0.66 0.59 0.65 0.76 0.91 
4HHHI-X-* 

For use with Marsden's comet search ephemeris, John Bortle of Mount Vernon, New York, 
has compiled a magnitude list for a typical sun-grazing comet having an absolute magnitude 
of 7.0. (The absolute magnitude of a comet is its brightness if placed one astronomical 
unit from both the sun and the earth.) The last sun-grazer, Ikeya-Seki 1965f, had an ab-
solute magnitude of 6.2, according to ALPO observations (The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 
20, Nos. 9-10, p. 165). 

Sortie's list can be used to determine what instrumental aid should be used in a 
comet search. As an example, observing on September 18th, first plot the positions on 
Norton's or the Skalnate Pleso for the ingoing branch, starting, say, with -30 days if 
you are using binoculars. On this branch you will be looking for an 8th to 4th magnitude 

L9 
	 comet. 

The magnitudes in Mr. Sortie's table are based on the formula m - 7.0 + 10 log r +1-
5 log P , where r is the distance from the sun in astronomical units and ,!1 is the dist-
ance from the earth. 

t-T -50d _40d _30d -20d -10d +10d +20d +30d +40d +50d 
Jan. 21 - - - - 3.4 - - - - - 

31 9.1 8.2 7.1 5.5 3.5 3.1 - - - 8.5 
Feb. 10 9.2 8.4 7.3 5.8 3.7 3.1 5.0 6.6 7.8 8.7 

20 9.4 8.6 7.6 6.0 3.9 3.3 5.3 7.0 8.0 9.0 
Mar. 	2 9.6 8.8 7.8 6.2 4.0 3.5 5.5 7.2 8.3 9.2 

12 9.8 9.0 8.0 6.4 4.2 3.7 5.9 7.5 8.5 9.4 
22 9.9 9.1 8.1 6.6 4.3 3.8 6.1 7.7 8.8 9.6 

Apr. 	1 10.1 9.3 8.3 6.7 4.4 4.0 6.3 7.9 9.0 9.8 
11 10.2 9.4 8.4 6.8 4.5 4.2 6.5 8.1 9.1 10.0 
21 10.3 9.5 8.5 6.9 4.6 4.3 6.6 8.2 9.2 10.1 

May 	1 10..4 9.6 8.6 7.0 4.7 4.4 6.8 8.4 9.4 10.2 
11 10.4 9.7 - - - 4.5 6.9 8.5 9.5 10.3 
21 - 4.6 7.0 8.6 9.6 10.4 
31 - - - - 4.7 7.1 8.6 9.7 10.5 

Aug. 	9 10.4 9.7 - - - - - - - - 
19 10.4 9.6 8.5 6.9 4.6 - - - - 
29 10.3 9.5 8.4 6.8 4.5 - - - 9.7 10.5 

Sep. 	8 10.2 9.4 8.3 6.7 4.4 4.7 7.1 8.6 9.6 10.4 
18 10.1 9.3 8.2 6.6 4.3 4.6 6.9 8.5 9.5 10.3 
28 9.9 9.1 8.1 6.4 4.1 4.5 6.8 8.4 9.4 10.2 

Oct. 	8 9.8 9.0 7.9 6.3 4.0 4.4 6.7 8.3 9.2 10.1 
18 9.6 8.8 7.7 6.1 3.9 4.2 6.6 8.1 9.1 10.0 
28 9.4 8.6 7.5 5.9 3.7 4.2 6.4 7.9 9.0 9.8 

Nov. 	7 9.2 8.4 7.2 5.7 3.5 4.0 6.2 7.7 8.8 9.6 
17 9.1 8.2 7.0 5.4 3.4 3.8 6.0 7.5 8.5 9.4 
27 8.8 - - 5.2 3.2 3.7 5.7 7.2 8.3 9.2 

Dec. 	7 - - - - - - - - 9.0 

BOOK REVIEWS  

msto itettewl The USAF-NASA IMP Striae 

Reviewed by John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Although parts of the moon's farside were photographed eleven years ago, this writer 
knows of only three publicly-availlable flat maps (as opposed to globes) that cover the 
entire moon. The first was the Soviet Map of the Entire Moon, published in 1967, on nime 
sheets on the Mercator Projection between 60° N and 60° S, and on the Stereographic Pro-
jection between 50° and 90° N-S. The Mercator scale was 1/5,000,000 at 30° N-S and the 
Stereographic scale was 1/10,000,000. Although this was the first map of all the moon, 
farside data were confined to the Soviet lunar probes so that many areas were left blank 
or were shown only vaguely. 

17 
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In 1969, the National Geographic Society published The Earth's Moon, which had the 
advantages of employing Orbiter photographs and of being published on a single sheet on a 
single projection, the Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area. This projection is very useful for 
statistical studies since all lunar areas are shown in their correct relative sizes. 'Un-
fortunately, the map's fairly small scale (1/11,620,000) reduced its usefulness for detail 
ed studies. 

Because of the limitations of the two all-moon maps above, the recent publication of 
the LMP series by NASA is a welcome development. The three LMP maps were compiled by the 
U.S. Air Force, Aeronautical Chart and Information Center, for NASA, based on photography 
from Orbiters I - V. The LMP series is available for $1.50 ($0.50 per map) from the Sup-
erintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. 

The Lunar Earthside Chart (LMP -1) covers the moon between longitudes 100° W and 100° 
E and between latitudes 50° N and 50° S. The Lunar Farside Chart (LMP -2) covers the same 
latitude range as LMP -1 between longitudes 80° E and 80° W. Both LMP -1 and LMP -2 are on 
the Mercator Projection, with a scale of 1/5,000,000 at 34° N -S. There is some confusion 
about the equatorial scale, which (assuming the moon is spherical) should be 1/6,013,090; 
however, it is stated as 1/5,857,864 on LMP -1 and as 1/6,035,533 on LMP -2. The third map, 
Lunar Polar Chart (LMP -3), shows the moon poleward of 45° latitude on two Stereographic 
Projections whose scales are 1/5,000,000 at the poles. The three maps have a common scale 
at latitude 45° N -S. 

For limb and farside areas, the detail and accuracy of the LMP series are probably 
the best now available, superior, for example, to the earlier USAF Lunar Farside Chart  
(IFC -1), 2nd Ed., 1967). For most of the earthside, the estimated positional accuracy-is 
5 kms. (1 mm. at acale); most of the limb areas have 10 kms. accuracy, and the farside 
positional accuracy is 10 or 15 kms. (By contrast, many farside positions on LFC -1 appear 
to be inaccurate by 60-90 kms.) The technique of relief depiction and lunabase/lunarite 
distinction are also superior on the LMP series when compared with the earlier LFC -1. 

The writer's only major criticism of the LMP series is its projection. The choice of 
the Mercator Projection makes it impossible to show the polar regions on the same map as 
the rest of the moon (in contrast with the National Geographic Society's The Earth's Moon). 
Even on the portion of the moon shown on this projection, the scale varies as much as 56 
percent. The useful property of the Mercator Projection, as applied to lunar mapping, is 
its conformality (i.e., ability to show small areas in their correct shapes); but several 
other projections are conformal as well, yet can show the entire sphere. The Stereogra-
phic Projection (often used to show the Earth in two hemispheres) has, besides conformal - 
ity, the advantage that circles of any diameter on the moon appear circular on the map. 

A less important criticism is that of the maps' reliance on Orbiter photography as 
their only source. Thus, most low-lying features, even the largest domes, are not shown. 
Also, the area near the moon's south pole is only vaguely shown, being labeled "Unsatis-
factory Photography," although both amateur and professional astronomers have mapped this 
area independintly of Orbiter photographs. 

The above criticisms are relatively minor; even the unfortunate choice of projection 
is largely an inconvenience only. The LMP series is actually the first usable and reli-
able map coverage of the entire moon and is recommended to all lunar students. 

The World of Mars, by V. Axel Firsoff, M. A., F.R.A.S.; Oliver and Boyd Ltd., Edin-
burgh; c.1969, 128 pagep. Price,7/6 

2t- 
The World of Mars is an inexpen ve paperback whi , by omitting methodological tech-

nicalities, contains within its 128 pages a surprising amount of observational data along 
with interpretations and theories to account for what has been observed. The book has 
been quite correctly described on its back cover as having been written "so that it is 
easy for the layman to follow and yet retains interest for the specialist". 

The first two chapters of the well known English astronomer's book give basic infor-
mation concerning the origin of the planets, the orbit of Mars, and the internal constitu-
tion of the Earth and Mars. The reader should not be misleCat this point into consider-
ing Firsoff's book as simply another popular introduction to the Red Planet. The observ-
er of Mars will find his interest quickened by the 3rd and 4th chapters, entitled "At the 
Eyepiece" and "What are the Canals?" Seasonal and temporary variations of the Martian 
surface are discussed, and an emphasis is placed on the use of filters in observing Mars. 
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LUNAR NOTES 

By: John E. Westfall, Harry D. Jamieson, Charles L. Ricker, 
and Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

I. Partial Lunar Eclipse: August 17, 1970 (U.T.) 

By: John E. Westfall 

On the night of August 16/17 (local time), 1970, a partial lunar eclipse will occur, 
generally visible over the United States except that western observers will be able to see 
only the latter phases. Although this is only a partial eclipse, with magnitude 0.413, 
several useful forms of observations can be made: 

1. Timing (to + 0.1 mins.) first and last umbral contacts. 

2. Timing (to + 0.1 mins.) entering and leaving umbral contacts for the following 
craters: Aristarchus, Copernicus, Pytheas, Timocharis, Plato, Aristoteles, Eudoxus, Mani-
lius, Menelaus, Plinius, Taruntius, and Proclus. Copernicus and Taruntius will be very 
near the border of the earth's shadow so that their timings, if possible, will be quite 
useful. Crater timing reports should be mailed to: Sky and Telescope, 49-50-51 Bay State 
Road, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. 

3. Observing selected lunar features both immediately before and immediately after 
their immersion in the umbra in order to detect possible eclipse-induced Transient Lunar 
Phenomena. Some suggested features are Aristarchus, Eratosthenes, Conon, Plato, Lind, 
Ross D, and Atlas. 

4. General descriptions and sketches of umbral and penumbral shading, color, and 
visibility, including descriptions of the sharpness and ellipticity of the edge of the um-
bra. 

Except for crater timings, reports on this eclipse may be sent to the writer. More 
detailed information on lunar eclipse observing may be found in the A.L.P.O.'s Lunar Ob-
server's Manual, available from the Lunar Recorders. 

Lunar Eclipse Schedule: August 16/17, 1970 

U.T. EDT CDT MDT P 1T 

Moon enters Penumbra 01:06* 21:06 20:06 19:06 18:06 
Moon enters Umbra 02:17* 22:17 21:17 20:17 19:17 
Middle of Eclipse 03:23* 23:23 22:23 21:23 20:23 
Moon leaves Umbra 04:30* 00:30* 23:30 22:30 21:30 
Moon leaves Penumbra 05:40* 01:40* 00:40* 23:40 22:40 

*August 17th; August 16th otherwise. 

II. Activities of the Selected Areas Program 

By: Charles L. Ricker 

As of this date (May), observing activity has remained rather low, but a few observ-
ers are continuing to observe regularly. Since the last "Lunar Notes", observations have 
been received from the following observers: Christopher Vaucher, Inez Beck, William Rich-
rath, Chet Eppert, Harry Jamieson, and H. W. Kelsey. Inez Beck has made an uninterrupted 
series of observations of Eratosthenes for a number of months, which will prove extremely 
valuable in view of the fact that most observers shy away from this difficult formation. 
Christopher Vaucher makes a habit of supplementing his drawings and intensity estimates 
with extensive written notes, thereby greatly enhancing their value. William Richrath has 
submitted regular monthly observations for several years. These observers are to be com-
mended for their extraordinary efforts and may feel confident that this extra effort great-
ly increases the scientific value of their observations. 

Lunar Recorder Harry Jamieson has done an analysis with all the observations on file 
of crater Messier of the shadow lengths as measured from drawings of various observers. 
His aim is to derive a vertical profile for this formation, as well as for the other selec-
ted areas eventually. While the observations on file were not made with this aim in mind, 
and therefore the scatter between individual observations is quite high, still the method 
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is on the upper left (IAU SW) rim of Delambre. 

Y.- 

shows a great deal of promise; and if all observers will concentrate on carefully drawinz 
in the shadow, and recording the corresponding time, the results could be very good. 

No TLP (Transient Lunar Phenomena) have been reported by our observers during this 
period even though coverage of the selected areas, which include several active TLP form-
ations, has been fairly good. 

In recent self-critical discussions among the Lunar Recorders as to the fate of t
TLP selected areas survey, several far-reaching decisions have been reached which will dr=-
tically change the goals and objectives of this program. Briefly the changes are: 

1. Officially change the name of the program to the "Selected Areas Program". 
2. De-emphasize the TLP aspect of the program. It is the consensus of opinion the:: 

TLP are far too subjective to lend themselves readily to detection by visual methods. 
3. The major goals of the program will be: a. To identify and, if possible, ex-

plain the "seasonal" changes which have been detected in these areas in the past. b. Tc 
construct tonal charts which can serve as a base for future studies. c. To gather data a= 
the vertical profiles of these formations as completely as visual methods will allow. 

4. Drop the following formations from the program: Alphonsus, Plato, Messier-Pick-
ering, and Kepler. Extensive files of observations exist for these formations, and it is 
time to go on to new ones. 

5. Add Atlas, Ross D, Colombo, and Pico to the program. Future notes will describe 
these in detail, but suffice it to say now that they are all rich in history of unusual 
aspects which are as yet to be explained. 

6. Change the selected areas at least every two years since this interval should 
be sufficient time to realize the above goals on any given formation. 

7. Continue the practice of making a major report on each formation, but in addi-
tion publish frequent interim reports on all the formations. 

The Recorders feel that the above program will be an interesting and useful study, 
and of course will only be successful if a number of observers stop waiting for the other 
fellow to do it. As in all ALPO programs, we must have observer support! See p. 131* 

III. A Miniature Schiciter's Valley Near Delambre 

By: Harry D. Jamieson 

While making observations for the new A.L.P.O. High Sun Study, Mrs. Inez N. Beck 
found a miniature sinuous rille of the SchrOter's Valley type curving about one-quarter cf 
the way around the (IAU) SW outer rim of Delambre. The snake-like "body" and "Cobra-head* 
are most striking, as are the brightness changes which the head especially appears to un-
dergo. Under low illumination, the feature is not outstandingly bright; but as the sun 
rises, brightness increases until, at local noon, the head seems to shine with diamond 
brilliance, and the entire body is outlined in white. 

A sketch of Delambre with the sinuous valley by Mrs. Beck is shown in Figure 1, 
ing a view under late morning lighting. For comparison, Figure 2 is a Ranger-VIII photo- 

graph of the same region, under afternocn 
lighting, also showing the valley. 

Studies of this feature, which is 
centered at rectangular coordinates +291 
-046, are continuing; and it is hoped that 
more information about it can be obtained-
This is yet another example of how many 
features of interest still remain to be 
discovered; for, to this writer's know-
ledge at least, this formation has never 
been reported before. Other observers wbc 
have subsequently observed this intrigu-
ing rille so far include H. W. Kelsey and 
the writer. Readers are heartily invited 
to join in this study. 

iHSR-** 

Figure 1. Drawing of Delambre by Inez St-- 
on May 15, 1970, 00:45 U.T., with a 6-inl- 
reflector. Colong. 	20°.4. North is tc 
the right, and the sinuous valley reportel 
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Figure 2. Delambre and its sinuous valley as photographed by Ranger -VIII on February 20, 
1965 at colongitude 140°4. North is to the right to correspond with Figure 1 so that the 
shadow-filled sinuous valley appears on the upper left rim of Delambre. 

IV. A Request For Observations of Lunar Saucers 

By: Kenneth J. Delano 

In an effort to interest more people in observing the Moon, the Lunar Dome Program 
is expanding in order to include other low-light features such as saucers and ghost cra-
ters. The very first step is to determine whether or not a sufficient number of ALPO mem-
bers can readily distinguish saucers from ghost craters and are willing to send in reports 
of their observations of these low-light features. In contrast with the low-walled ghost 
craters, saucers can have no elevated rims at all, being only round depressions in the 
lunar surface. 
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A good place to begin observing lunar saucers is the huge Crater Ptolemaeus, which 
contains numerous saucers, according to H. P. Wilkins and Patrick Moore in their book, 71-. 
L2212 (p. 62). They write: "Immediately to the north of Lyot Ca crater identified as Ptc-
lemaeus 'A' on some more recent maps: it is the most distinct crater on Ptolemaeus' 
floor] is a low-rimmed object, a, the largest and the best marked of many shallow, saucer-
like depressions scattered over the interior. Filling up the space between Lyot and the 
northern border of Ptolemaeus, in addition to a, are two objects of similar nature, b and 
c... . Of the other shallow depressions, which vary greatly in size, some are not by any 
means easy to see, except when near the terminator. The largest lies to the south-east of 
Lyot." 

ALPO observers are asked to make a sketch of Ptolemaeus' floor, indicating on it the 
positions and diameters of any saucers seen by them. Additional comments concerning the 
appearance of any reported saucers will be most valuable, as will also be any negative re-
ports of attempts to locate saucers. In particular, should the large 10-mile-diameter 
saucer a, which is adjacent to the northern wall of Lyot, be considered a genuine saucer; 
or is it better described as a ghost crater comparable to Stadius, which lies between Co-
pernicus and Eratosthenes? 

ALPO members are asked to look for 
a day or two afterwards, and also during 
mit the results of their observations to 
cluded in a report to be made later this 
the Moon should also be submitted during 

the Ptolemaeus saucers at First Quarter and for 
the 1 or 2 days before Last Quarter, and to sub-
the Lunar Dome Recorder so that they can be in-
year. Reports of any saucers found elsewhere on 
this same period. 

THE AREAS OF THE LUNAR LOWLANDS  

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Introduction 

In recent decades, statistical studies of the distributions of lunar features have 
become increasingly frequent. Many such investigations require accurate areas for the re-
gions studied, and so it is surprising that the boundaries and areas of such important 
physiographic divisions as the lunar lowlands are usually given only vaguely. Often an 
area figure is given without any source, hint of the method used to obtain it, or precise 
definition of the area to which it applies. Despite its own accuracy limitations, this 
study is intended to present reasonably accurate area values for precisely defined lunar 
regions which may be used in statistical studies and in selenologic studies where the to-
tal area of the lunar lowlands is needed. 

The term, "lunar lowlands," is here used in the same sense as by the United States 
Geological Survey (USGS)1: the lunar maria (including features named sinus, lacus, palus. 
and oceanus), including terra units enclaved within them. 

Method of Measurement 

Sources.--The most important source used to define and measure the lunar lowlands 
was the USGS Engineer Special Study of the Surface of the Moon (1961)2, as modified sligh:-
ly in 1962.1  In that report, sheet 3, "Physiographic Divisions of the Moon," shows the 
boundaries of the divisions on an orthographic photomosaic base at a stated scale of ap-
proximately 1/3,800,000 (measured scale - 1/3,822,000). 

The USGS map shows the earthside only, and even here the limb areas are foreshorten-
ed. For this reason, limb and farside lowlands were plotted on the United States Air 
Force Lunar Farside Chart (LFC-1),3  on a Mercator Projection at an equatorial scale of 
1/5,774,000, enlarged to 1/T:7)(7,000. Maria are indicated only vaguely on LFC -1, and more 
accurate boundaries were drawn upon it based on Orbiter and Apollo photograiTT.T 

A third source was used for Mare Australe because this mare was not completely shown 
on either the USGS or the USAF maps. Fortunately, Orbiter-IV Photograph 67-H-745 (in the 
A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library)5  shows the entire mare and was used to measure the area 
of this feature. 

When possible, the USGS map was used for the definitions of maria boundaries (i.e., 
for units IIA1 - Al2, Bl - B3, Cl - C3, C6, and El on Figure 3). Based on Orbiter and A-
pollo photography, the writer defined the boundaries of the limb and farside units (i.e., 
IIC4, C5, Dl, E2 - E4, Fl, and F2). Figure 3 shows the earthside units for which the USGS 
map was used. Figures 4-6 show the limb units, and Figure 7, the farside units, as defin- 
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FIGURE 3. LUNAR NEARSIDE LOWLANDS 
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ed by the writer. Figures 4, 5, and 7 are reductions from USAF LFC-1, and Figure 6 is an 
enlargement from Orbiter-IV 67-H-745. 

Scale Factor.--None of the sources used shows the moon on an equivalent (equal-area) 
projection. This writer knows of only one lupar map on an equivalent projection, the Na-
tional Geographic Society's The Earth's Moon,° on a Lambert Azimuthal Equivalent Projec-
tion at a mean scale of 1/11,620,000. Unfortunately, this scale is inconveniently small 
for area measurement, and also the borders of the maria are shown indistinctly on it. 

The use of non-equivalent projections meant that the areal scale factor had to be 
calculated for each unit measured. (The areal scale factor is the ratio: (areal scale at 
center of map)/(areal scale at the point being measured).) In the case of the orthograph-
ic USGS map, the scale factor equalled secant 9, where 9 is the selenocentric angular dis-
tance from the center of the disc. With the USAF map, on the Mercator Projection, the 
areal scale factor was cosine2  B, where B is the selenographic latitude. Calculation of 
the areal scale factor was more complex in the case of the Orbiter photograph (used for 

Figure 3. Orthographic projection of lunar earthside hemisphere, showing lowland units 
which were measured using the boundaries of the U.S. Geological Survey (References 1 and 2). 
North at top. Figures 3-7 are further discussed in the text of "The Areas of the Lunar 
Lowlands". 
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Figure 4. Lowland units 
IIC4 and C5 on the (IAU) 
East Limb of the moon, 
plotted on a reduction of 
the U. S. Air Force map, 
LFC-1.  North at top. 

 

FIGURE 4. 

 

80°E 
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Figure 5. Lowland 
units within the 
Mare Orientale BasL7-
(IAU West Limb) 
plotted on a reduc-
tion of LFC-1. 
North at top. 

unit IID1) because not only the angle of view, but also the distance from the spacecraft, 
varied with distance from the apparent center of the disc. 
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Figure 6. An enlargement of Orbiter-IV wide-angle frame No. 11 (A.L.P.O. Lunar Photo-
graph Library print No. 67-H-745), showing the 21 portions of Mare Australe, as defined 
by the writer. The large crater near top center is Wilhelm Humboldt. North at top. 

Method of Measurement.--For all units except IID1, map areas were measured with a 
polar planimeter. For IID1, because it consisted of many separate portions, a dot grid 
planimeter was used. The dot grid planimeter was also used to measure enclaved terra 
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units within the maria. All map areas were measured to 0.01 square inches and were con-
verted to lunar areas in square kilometers assuming a spherical moon with a radius of 
1738.0 kms. 

Each lowland unit was measured in segments, each segment having a constant areal 
scale factor. On the orthographic USGS map and the Orbiter photograph, segments were con-
centric circular bands parallel to the limb. On LFC-1, segments were latitudinal bands. 
A total of 548 segments were measured for the 34 lowland units considered. 

Area Results 

The results of the areas measured, expressed in thousands of square kilometers, are 
summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Areas of Lunar Physiographic Units.  
(NOTE: Items may not total due to rounding.) 

Area (thousands of sq. kms.) 

Notes Unit Designation and Name Mare 
Enclaved 
Terrae 

Total 
Lowland 

II. 	LUNAR LOWLANDS 	(TOTAL) 5872.5 245.9 6118.5 

IIA. 	MID LUNAR LOWLANDS 4686.5 229.0 4915.6 

Al. 	Mare Imbrium 835.4 25.3 860.7 a, t 
A2. Mare Serenitatis 311.7 1.1 312.8 b 
A3. Lacus Somniorum 66.4 1.6 68.0 b 
A4. Mare Tranquillitatis 407.6 30.4 437.9 b 
A5. Mare Fecunditatis 334.0 3.3 337.3 b 
A6. Mare Nectaris 98.8 1.7 100.5 b 
A7. Mare Vaporum 53.3 0.4 53.6 b 
A8. Sinus Medii 48.9 1.6 50.5 b 
A9. Oceanus Procellarum 2146.7 136.6 2283.3 b 

Aga. 	Sinus Roris 291.0 7.8 298.8 b, c 
A9b. 	Northern Section 962.7 31.2 993.9 b 
A9c. 	Aristarchus Hills 51.0 0.0 51.0 b, d 
A9d. 	Milichius Dome Field 22.8 0.3 23.1 b 
A9e. 	Intermaria Section 218.7 7.1 225.7 b 
A9f. 	Riphaeus Section 557.8 90.2 648.0 b, e 
A9g. 	Sinus Aestuum 42.8 0.0 42.8 b 

A10. 	Mare Nubium 239.6 24.5 264.1 b 
All. 	Mare Humorum 115.4 1.8 117.2 b 
Al2. 	Palus Epidemiarum 28.8 0.9 29.7 b 

IIB. 	NORTHERN LOWLANDS 475.2 10.2 485.4 

Bl. 	Mare Frigoris 433.4 6.4 439.8 b 
B2. Mare Humboldtianum 27.6 0.0 27.6 b, f 
B3. Lacus Mortis 14.2 3.8 18.0 g, h 

IIC. 	MARGINAL LOWLANDS 402.7 4.5 407.2 

Cl. 	Mare Crisium 197.3 2.2 199.5 b, i 
C2. Mare Undarum 18.6 0.0 18.6 b, j 
C3. Mare Spumans 14.2 0.0 14.2 b, k 
C4. Mare Smythii 77.2 2.3 79.5 L 
C5. Mare Marginis 81.9 0.0 81.9 m 
C6. Mare Novum 13.5 0.0 13.5 b, r. 

IID. 	AUSTRALE LOWLANDS 148.4 0.0 148.4 

Dl. 	Mare Australe 148.4 0.0 148.4 p 

IIE. 	AESTATIS LOWLANDS 83.6 0.0 83.6 

El. 	Mare Aestatis 3.7 0.0 3.7 b 
E2. Mare Autumni 4.0 0.0 4.0 q, r 
E3. Mare Veris 16.2 0.0 16.2 q, s 
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FICUIL 7. FARSIDE LOAANDS 
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Table 1.  - -Continued.  

Area (thousands of s . kms. 

Figure 7. 
The two lun-
ar farside 
units, IIF1 
and F2, 
plotted on 
a reduction 
of LFC-l. 
North at 
top. 

Unit Designation and Name Mare 
Enclaved 
Terrae 

Total 
Lowland Notes 

E4. 	Mare Orientale 

IIF. 	FARSIDE LOWLANDS 

59.7 

76.1 
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59.7 

78.3 
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Table 1.  - -Continued.  

Unit Designation and Name 

area utnousanas or sq. ions.) 

Notes Mare 
Enclaved 
Terrae 

Total 
Lowland 

Fl. 	Mare Moscoviense 
F2. 	Mare Ingeni 

49.2 
26.9 

1.8 
0.3 

51.0 
27.2 

h, u 
h, v 

CONTIGUOUS LOWLANDS 5134.1 239.2 5373.4 
 w 

Table 1. - -Notes. 

aIncludes Palus Putredinis and Sinus Iridum. 
bUSGS designation and boundary. 
snEnclaved Terrae" includes Rumker formation (5900 sq. kms. area) 
dPartly terra. 
elncludes Mare Cognitum. 
(Includes outlier to West (5000 sq. kms. area). 
$USGS boundary but no USGS designation. 
hDesignation of writer. 
lIncludes Mare Anguis. 
ilncludes six outliers to northeast and southeast (4700 sq. kms. total area). 
klncludes outlier to East (2000 sq. kms. area). 
LUSGS designation, but area measured on USAF LFC -1, based on Apollo-8 frame AS8-18-2845. 
Includes outlier to southeast (800 sq. kms. area) 
mUSGS designation, but area measured on USAF LFC 	based on Apollo-8 frame AS8-18-2885. 
Includes two outliers to West (8900 sq. kms, total area). 
nIn two portions. 
PUSGS designation, but area measured from A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library print No. 67- 
H-745 (Orbiter-IV wide-angle frame No. 11). In 21 portions. 

clUSGS designation, but area measured on USAF LFC-1, based on Orbiter-IV wide-angle frame 
No. 187. 

rin three portions. 
sIn five portions. 
tIncludes two outliers to East (400 sq. kms. area) Area measured on USAF LFC -1, based cm 
Orbiter-IV wide-angle frame No. 187. 

uArea measured on USAF LFC -1, based on Orbiter -V wide-angle frames Nos. 103 and 124. 
vArea measured on USAF LFC -1, based on Orbiter-II wide-angle frame No. 75. 
wUnits IIA, B1, and B3. 

In terms of the total surface of the moon (37,958,500 sq. kms.), the Lunar Lowland 
areas are as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Lunar Lowland Areas in Percent of Lunar Surface. 

All Lowlands 
Relative to Moon 

Contiguous Lowlands Only: 
Relative to Moon 	Relative to Lowlands 

Maria 	  15.47% 13.53% 87.43% 	 

Enclaved Terrae 	 0.65 0.63 97.28 

Total 	  16.12 14.16 87.82 

Accuracy 

Sources of Error. - -Assessing the accuracy of the above area measurements is diffi-
cult because there are four possible sources of error - -lowland delimitation, cartographic, 
areal scale factor, and measurement - -only the last two of which can be estimated reason-
ably. 

In terms of the delimitation of the lowlands, the areas given here can be consideret 
either as precise or as debatable. They are precise in the sense that they refer to pre-
cisely-defined portions of the moon--either on the USGS map2  or on Figures 4, 5, 6, or 7 
accompanying this paper. Thus, for statistical purposes, such as crater-counting, the 
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units used here may be strictly adhered to. In another sense, though, the lowland boun-
daries are not accurate. For example, the "real" area of Mare Nubium is unobtainable be-
cause there is as yet no "real" Mare Nubium; there is no general agreement as to the boun-
daries between maria. Likewise, no two selenographers will draw a terra-mare boundary in 
the same place particularly in a palus area), nor similarly define enclaved terra units 
within maria. An inescapable question is what constitutes a mare; in particular, what the 
dividing line is between a small mare and a large, dark-floored, crater. Because most 
dark-floored craters, and many small lunabase patches, have been ignored in this study, 
the total "mare" area heading Table 1 is a definite understatement of the total area of 
lunabase. 

"Cartographic" errors refer to errors in the areas given in Table 1 caused by posi-
tional errors in the maps used for measurement, either due to misplacements of individual 
features, an error in the assumed lunar radius, or to the deviation of the actual lunar 
surface from the hypothetical sphere. This writer feels that the last two sources of err-
or are negligible, causing errors well under 1 percent. Unfortunately, though, the posi-
tions of many limb farside features are still uncertain by several degrees, so that the 
areas of units C4, C5, C6, Dl, E1tE4, Fl, and F2 may be somewhat in error because of this 
uncertainty. 

Scale Factor and Measurement Error.--As mentioned above, no measurements were made 
from equivalent-projection maps so that areal scale factor corrections had to be applied. 
These corrections were large only in the case of units measured from the USGS map, and 
hence it is felt that this possible error is significant only in these cases (i.e., units 
IIA, B, Cl-C3, C6, and El). Because the areal scale factor is a function of distance from 
the apparent disc center, the possible areal scale factor error is dependent on any error 
in measuring this distance. It is reasonable to assume that the maximum radial distance 
error involved in measurements from the USGS map is 2 millimeters, and this assumption is 
the basis of the estimates of areal scale factor error given in the second column of Table 

"Measurement errors" refers to those errors made in measuring (either with the polar, 
or the dot grid, planimeter) the map areas of lowland units. For medium-sized and large 
units, this error was estimated by comparing the measured area of the unit as a whole with 
the area found by summing the areas of the segments comprising the unit. The estimated 
error of measurement is given in the third column of Table 3. 

The total estimated error, the root-mean-square product of the areal scale factor er-
ror and the measurement error, is given in the right-hand column of Table 3. 

Table 3. F.-stimAtpd Rrrorq r,f Lunar  Lowland Areas.  

(NOTE: Excluding Unit Delimitation and Cartographic Errors.) 

Unit 

Estimated 
Measure- 
ment 

Error (Percent) 

Total Unit 

Estimated Error (Percent) 
Scale 
Factor 

Scale 
Factor 

Measure- 
ment Total 

1A1 0.4% 1.3% 1.3% Alt 0.9% 0.6% 1.1% 
A2 0.2 0.8 0.8 Bl 1.1 0.4 1.2 
A3 0.4 0.6 0.7 B2 6.6 5.1 8.4 
A4 0.2 0.3 0.4 B3 0.6 2.4 2.5 
A5 0.8 0.2 0.8 Cl 	' 1.1 0.5 1.2 
A6 0.4 0.9 1.0 C2 2.1 1.2 2.4 
A7 0.1 1.0 1.0 C3 1.7 3.0 3.5 
A8 0.04 0.5 0.5 C4 0.2 0.2 
A9a 3.3 0.6 3.4 C5 0.1 0.1 
A9b 1.7a 0.1a 1.7a C6 175. ---c 7175. 
A9c 1.4 0.2 1.4 D1 ---d ---d 3.d 
A9d 0.4 1.9 2.0 El 10.6 ---c >10.6 
Age 0.2 0.6 0.7 E2 3.8 3.8 
A9f 0.7 0.00 0.7 E3 1.5 1.5 
A9g 0.1 0.9 0.9 E4 0.2 0.2 
A10 0.4 0.2 0.4 Fl 0.1 0.1 
All 1.1 0.4 1.1 F2 0.5 0.5 

aRepresents combined area of A9b and A9c (enclaved within A9b). 
bMeasured from USAF LFC-1; scale factor error probably very small. 
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cMeasurement error not estimated, but probably quite high because of small size o 
unit. 

dError difficult to assess because of many separate portions of unit. 3% is the 
stated error of the dot grid planimeter used. 

Although some units have large estimated errors, these units are relatively small 
area so that the total lowland area is probably fairly accurate, as is shown in Table A. 

Table 4. Absolute and Proportional Areas 
of Units by Size of Estimated Error.  

Estimated 
Error Units 

Area 

Sq. Kms. 
Percentage o f 
Total Lowlands 

under 1% A2, A3, A4, A5, 
A6, A8, Age, A9f, 
A9g, A10, C4, C5, 
E4, Fl, F2. 

2,786,900 45.5% 

1 - 2% Al, A7, A9b, A9c, 
A9d, All, Al2, 
Bl, Cl, E3. 

2,784,700 45.5% 

2-5% A9a, B3, C2, C3, 
D1, E2. 

502,000 8.2% 

5  _ 10% B2. 27,600 0.5% 
over 10% C6, El. 17,200 0.3% 

Thus, about 91 percent of the lunar lowlands were measured with an estimated areal 
error of under 2 percent, and less than 1 percent with an estimated error exceeding 5 pe. 
cent. 

It is also of interest to compare the writer's area measures with those made by 
others since this comparison will give a rough indication of errors due to differing de-
1-imitations of mare units. Table 5 compares this paper's areas with those of Beer and Mr_ 
ler7 and BaldwinTg- 

Table 5. Area Comparisons.  

Unit Name 

(A) 

Westfall 

(B) 
Beer & 
M2dlera 

(C) 

Baldwin 
(A) vs. 
(B)b  

-- 	--- 	-----. 

(A) vs. 
(C)c 

Al M. Imbrium 860.7 881.1 864. + 	2.4% + 	0.4% 
A2 M. Serenitatisd  312.8 322.2 318. + 	3.0 + 	1.7 
A3 L. Somniorum 68.0 64.5 ------ - 	5.2 
A4 M. Tranquillitatis 437.9 413.0 402. - 	5.7 - 	8.2 
A5 M. Feounditatis 337.3 414.4e  311. + 22.9 - 	7.8 
A6 M. Nectaris 100.5 96.4 	 - 	4.1 
A8 S. Medii 50.5 33.0 	 - 34.7 	 
A9 0. Procellarum 2283.3 4956.4 	 +117.1 	 
A9g S. Aestuum 42.8 35.8 	 - 16.4 	 
A10 M. Nubium 264.1  	261. - 	1.2 
All M. Humorum 117.2 131.1 107. + 11.9 - 	8.7 
Al2 P. Epidemarium 29.7 288. 	 +869.7 
B1 M. Frigoris 439.8  	439. - 	0.2 
B2 M. Humboldtianum 27.6 99.1 ----- +259.1 ----- 
B3 L. Mortis 18.0 41.3 ----- +129.4 ------ 
Cl M. Crisium 199.5 170.7f 165. - 14.4 - 17.3 

aConverted from Quadratmeilen to sq. Ions. and adjusted to the adopted lunar radius 
of 1738.0 kms. Original areas given to 1 - 3 significant figures. 

bI.e., (B/A - 1) X 100. 
CI.e., (C/A - 1) X 100. 
dAn area of 340,000 sq. kms. (uncorrected for libration) is given by: Dodd, R. T., 
Jr.; Salisbury, J. W.; Smalley, V. G., "Crater Frequency and the Interpretation cf 
Lunar History," Icarus, 2 (1963), 468. 
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eArea given by Nevill (converted to sq. kms.) since Beer & Mgdler give no area: 
Nevill, Edmund (Edmund Neison, pseudonym), The Moon and the Conditions and Config-
urations of its Surface (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1876). In the other 
units (except C1), Nevill's areas (still qUoted in the literature) agree with Beer 
and Mgdler's and are evidently derived from theirs. 

fNevill's area, equivalent to 202,000 sq. kms., is, however, more comparable to this 
writer's. It is not clear whether or not Baldwin and Beer and Nadler included Mare 
Anguis. 

Although some numerical areas (particularly those of Baldwin) agree reasonably well 
with this writer's, others do not. Much of the difference is probably due to varying de-
finitions of the units measured; this is undoubtedly the case with Palus Epidemarium and 
Oceanus Procellarum. 
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A 1967 PHOTOVISUAL CHART OF MARS 

By: C. F. Capen, A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder 

The photovisual map of Mars for 1967 appearing on page 129 depicts the Martian sur-
face during northern hemisphere summer and southern winter. The initial base map was con-
structed from the Mercator format of De Mottoni's International Astronomical Union chart 
of Mars 1941-1952, with areographic coordinates by Camichel (Ref. 1) and de Vaucouleurs' 
1958 Mars map (Ref. 2). Kei surface feature areographic positions were obtained from de 
Vaucouleurs' areographic coordinates (Refs. 2 & 3). The new map was compiled from homo-
geneous measurements of more than 300 photographs and drawings in green, orange, and red 
light, inclusive, during one Martian season. Photographic measurements were performed on 
the Lowell Observatory IAU Planetary Research Center's projection image reader. The con-
trasts of weak features have been increased on the map relative to the dark contrast fea-
tures in order to aid reproduction. Unfortunately, there is always a certain amount of ar-
tistic license present in every hand-drawn chart, especially noteworthy in the fine detail. 
The areographic coordinate grid is presented in two systems for astronomical and astronau-
tical orientation. This 1967 Chart of Mars is a contemporary reference map, and it serves 
as a data-link between 1965 maps and the 1969 apparition data yet to be published (Ref. 4). 

References 

1. Ashbrook, J., "The New IAU Nomenclature For Mars," Sky and Telescope, Vol. XVIII, 
No. 1, pp. 23-25, 1958. 

2. de Vaucouleurs, G., "Charting The Martian Surface," Sky and Telescope, Vol. XXX, 
No. 4, pp. 196-201, 1965. 
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manner similar to the young basic lavas of the western United States. 

The main points of this discussion are two-fold. First, a reasonable interpreta-
tion of many large lunar craters as volcano-tectonic in origin is based on their morpho-
logical and geological analogy with known terrestrial volcanic calderas. An increasing 
amount of field data is showing that volcano-tectonic calderas are formed typically by 
collapse within a ring fracture following expulsion of acidic ash-flow tuffs, and that 
calderas thus formed normally are sites for subsequent igneous activity, especially in 
their centers and along ring fractures. With an understanding of the origin and behavior 
of terrestrial calderas, then, many of the lunar features, such as central peaks, arcs and 
rings of craterlets, terraced inner walls, and the craters themselves are logically ex-
plained as volcanic in origin. Secondly, the relation between ring dike systems in base-
ment rocks of various ages and volcano-tectonic collapse appears assured. The ring dikes 
are the roots of magma-filled ring fractures, along which volcano-tectonic collapse occur-
red. At the surface, peripheral ring fault-controlled rhyolitic domes and dikes are mani-
fest; but at low levels of erosion only granitic ring dike roots bear witness to a vol-
cano's former existence. It should be added, however, that several ring dike complexes 
have preserved in their centers the remnants of ash-flow tuff lavas. Ring dike complexes 
are not uncommon in the basement rocks of Canada, Scandinavia, New England, and elsewhere. 
Inasmuch as large parts of the continental shield areas of the world are unknown geologi-
cally, it is likely that many more ring dikes will be found by careful mapping and that 
perhaps thousands, buried by younger rocks, will never come to light. If one could pre-
sume a volcano or volcanic complex for every ring dike system now known or postulated 
within the basement rocks, the total number of calderas formed through the earth's history, 
all spared by erosion and taken collectively, may approach the density of craters we see 
now on the moon. 
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R. Brasch, Inez N. Beck, Jimmy G. Snyder, Dr. George W. Rippen, Dr. Joel W. Goodman, Will-
iam B. Chapman, and Harry D. Jamieson. 

New Addresses for Staff Members. Our Assistant Jupiter Recorder has the following 
new address: Phillip W. Budine 

101 Somerset Drive 
Willingboro, New Jersey 08064 

Lunar Recorder Jamieson now has the following address: Harry D. Jamieson 
P. 0. Box 30163 
Cleveland, Ohio 44130 

An Appeal for Book Reviews. We have received the following note from Mr. J. Russell 
Smith, our Book Review Editor: "We have many qualified book reviewers among our members, 
but the Book Review Section is always in need of good and up-to-date reviews. We'd like 
to encourage you to consider doing a book review for our journal, - The Strolling Astron- 
211a. 

"When you get a new book or have a chance to read one from your library, I know our 
membership would appreciate your sharing it with them in a review." 

"Please let me hear from you." 
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The Editor can only heartily endorse Mr. Smith's appeal. It is good to see the name 
of one new reviewer among the book reviews in this issue - we need more. 

Omission in Last Issue. Mr. J. Russell Smith has pointed out that the review of The 
World of Mars on pp. 96-97 of Vol. 22, Nos. 5-6 of this journal was not properly credited. 
The reviewer was Reverend Kenneth J. Delano. We apologize to Father Delano and to our 
readers for this careless oversight. 

New Price of Lunar Observer's Manual. Lunar Recorder Charles Ricker writes that it 
has been necessary to increase the price to A.L.P.O. members of the A.L.P.O. Lunar Obsery  - 
grla Manual to $1.00. The supply on hand is dwindling. Mr. Ricker can accept no orders 
at the old, lower price after this issue is published. 

Publication of Proceedings of the Apollo 11 Lunar Science Conference. The following 
release from the Pergamon Press, Inc. should be self-explanatory. It arrived a number of 
months ago. The material described will surely be of great value to advanced lunar re-
search workers: 

"Pergamon Press, Inc., in cooperation with The Geochemical Society and The Meteoriti-
cal Society, is pleased to announce the forthcoming publication of the three-volume Pro-
ceedings of the Apollo 11 Lunar Science Conference on April 30, 1970. 

"The Proceedings of the Apollo 11 Lunar Science Conference features papers written by 
the principle investigators who participated in the three-month lunar sample investigation. 
Their findings were given at the historic three-day Apollo 11 Lunar Science Conference, 
held in Houston, Texas from January 5th-8th, 1970. The vital information found in this 
exclusive set of volumes cannot be found as complete in any other form. Volume 1: details  
the mineralogy and petrology of the lunar samples; Volume 2: explores their chemical and  
isotope analyses; and Volume 3: elaborates the physical measurements and organic analyses  
of the specimens. 

"Highlighted by color plates and halftones of the lunar samples, the fully bound, 
three-volume reference work will be an invaluable and accurate soucebook for all those en-
gaged in the various fields of scientific endeavor, as well as interested laymen. 

"The 2000 page monograph has a price of $30.00 for the entire set and may be ordered 
through Pergamon Press, Maxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford, New York.  10523." 

Flying Saucers, Pro and Con. The whole August, 1970 issue of The Griffith Observer  
is given to a discussion of the reality or otherwise of "flying saucers". The affirmative 
side is presented by Stanton T. Friedman, nuclear physicist with TRW Systems; and the neg-
ative side is handled by Ronald A. Oriti of the Griffith Observatory. While many of the 
arguments will necessarily now be long familiar, we recommend this discussion, which takes 
the form of a written debate, as highly interesting reading. 

New Booklet in ALPO Library. Mr. Takeshi Sato of Hiroshima, Japan has kindly given 
to the ALPO Library the following reprint: "Contributions from the Institute of Astro-
physics and Kwasan Observatory, University of Kyoto. No. 184. Meteorological Observati:s 
of Mars during the 1969 Opposition", by S. Miyamoto. More than 300 drawings of Mars are 
published and described, a tremendous mine of information to the student of the Red Plane:. 
About 15 pairs of photographs of Mars in blue and yellow light, taken by S. Matsui with 
the 60-cm. Tsugami reflector at Hida Observatory, augment the evidence of the visual draw-
ings. This report is part of a continuing meteorological study of Mars initiated at the 
Kwasan Observatory in 1956. 

We thank Mr. Sato for this truly valuable addition to the A.L.P.O. Library. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS  

A Comparison of Methods of Determining Rotation-Periods on Jupiter,. The classical 
method of determining rotation-periods of features on Jupiter has involved no explicit 
mathematics. Rather, on a chart where longitudes in System I or System II are plotted a-
gainst time, there is fitted a drift-line by eye to the observed points. The slope of the 
line is the rate of change of longitude with time and hence gives the period of rotation. 
A more refined method, used extensively in recent years by professional students of Jupi-
ter, is to fit a computed Least Squares Line to the observed points. Here one minimizes 
the sum of the squares of the residuals in longitude, which are the differences between 
the observed longitudes and the corresponding points on the Least Squares Line. The com-
puted slope of the line determines the period of rotation. 

In 1960 Elmer Reese compared the two methods, and his results should still be of in-
terest to our readers. The feature used was his hypothetical "Source Gamma" of major 
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Equatorial Belt Disturbances. The observed points were initial longitudes of such out-
breaks. The "thread and graph" method gave the longitude of Source Gamma as 204° - 1°171 
(T-2434308), period equal to 9h  54m  528.60. The time T is measured in Julian Days. The 
Least Squares Line gave 202°9 - 1°17141 (T-2434308), period equal to 9h 54m 523.58. 

Of course, one will hardly question the superiority of the Least Squares calculation. 
It is encouraging, though, that the graphical procedure as practiced by experienced per-
sons is here in such good agreement. As is known, the main difficulties in computing ro-
tation-periods on Jupiter are in the proper identification of the features, often very 
difficult in an active current of the Giant Planet. 

Figure 17. Drawing of Lunar 
Craters Messier and W. H. Pick-
ering (or Messier A) by Elmer 
J. Reese on August 27, 1953 at 
5h, U.T. 6-inch reflector, 
350X. Seeing 5, transparency 
4. Colong. = 120°8, evening 
lighting. Inner east (IAU 
sense) wall of Pickering 
brighter than that of Messier. 

*MARF 
Figure 18. Drawing of Lu-
nar Crater Aristarchus by 
Elmer J. Reese on December 
18, 1956 at 3h5m, U.T. 6-
inch reflector, 240X. See-
ing 6, transparency 5. 
Colong. = 97°5. Dark wall 
bands and exterior bands 
well developed near Full 
Moon. The intensities mar-
ked on this drawing are on 
a numerical scale of 0 
(shadows) to 10 (very 
brightest spots). The 
drawing is very similar to 
one Mr. Reese made on No-
vember 18, 1948 at colong. 
111°5. 

Lunar Eclipse of Oc-
tober 6, 1968. John E. 
Westfall observed this event 
from San Francisco and was 
apparently the only A.L.P.O. 
member to contribute a re-
port. He estimated the e-
clipse luminosity to be 1 

on the Danjon Scale - namely, "dark eclipse, gray or brownish coloration, details distin-
guishable only with difficulty". He employed the naked eye, binoculars, and a 4-inch re-
fractor at 731. Light winds somewhat handicapped the observations. 

When observations began at 9h37m, U.T., penumbral shading was definitely visible 
with eye binoculars, and telescope. In the telescope first contact was estimated to oc- 
cur at 9R56m, U.T. 	A.E.N.A. gives 9h55T2, Ephemeris Time. A reddish tint developed on 
the Moon's west limb during the next 15 minutes; and Aristarchus remained visible as a 
pearly-white nebula-like spot after it entered the umbra. At 10h36m, U.T. Dr. Westfall 
noted in the 4-inch refractor: "Aristarchus now only faintly visible, along with Tycho, 
Grimaldi, and the edge of O. Procellarum -'no other umbral detail." A sketch at 11hOm 
shows the Moon to be dusky red in its approximate southeast half (east in I.A.U. sense), 
with a pearly-white zone about 12' wide between this region and the penumbrally illuminat-
ed northwest limb. Totality was observed to begin at 11h9T7, U.T.; A.E.N.A. gives llh 
105, E.T. At 11h40m, near mid-totality, light clouds and dew condensations ended the ob-
servations. 

Atmospheric Transparency and Colors in Nebulae. The following portion of a letter 
from Mr. William E. Crawley of Brownsburg, Indiana on July 26, 1970 may be of interest to 
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NEW: 	HANDBOOK FOR PLANET OBSERVERS, 
by G. D. Roth $7.95 

LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY $9.95 
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner $4.25 
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek $7.50 
THE PLANET SATURN, by A. F. D'Alexander $12.95 
THE PLANET URANUS, by A. F. D'Alexander $12.50 
THE MOON with the 300"- Moon -Map, 

by H. P. Wilkins and P. Moore $13.75 
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore $6.95 
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore $5.95 
THE NATURE OF COMETS, by N. B. Richter $10.00 
VISITORS FROM AFAR: 	THE COMETS, 

by W. Ley $4.50 
ASTRONOMY WITH BINOCULARS, by J. Muirden $5.95 
AMATEUR TELESCOPE MAKING; 	Book 1, $5.00 

Book 2, $6.00; Book 3, $7.00 
TELESCOPES FOR SKYGAZING, by H. E. Paul $5.95 
OUTER SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY, by H. E. Paul $6.95 
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

STAR-ATLAS - leaflet upon request - $18.50 
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS $6.50 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG $140.00 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS for 1971 $6.25 

Write for NEW list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 

P. O. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N. Y. 	11364 

Figure :19. Drawing of Lunar Cra-
ter Gassendi by Alika K. Herring 
on December 15, 1956 at 5h10m, U. 
T. 12.5-inch reflector, 220X. 
Seeing 6, transparency 3 to O. 
Colong. = 62°1. A morning view. 
Note two radial dark bands on 
the inner wall of Clarkson (or 
Gassendi A). Drawing incomplete 
because of failing transparency. 

many of our readers: "While loaf-
ing through a 1965 issue of The 
Review of Popular Astronomy I was 
surprised to see that someone 
with a 16-inch had reported col-
ors in the Great Nebula of Ori-
on, and the 'experts' had denied 
this observation as being impos-
sible. During 1966-7 I regularly 
viewed a whole spectrum of color 
(mostly maroons, lavenders, and 
violets) in this object from my 
lonely outpost in Texas where 11 
members of the Pleiades could be 
seen with the unaided eye. The 

same 8-inch reflector revealed the arms of the Crab Nebula with startling clarity. Last 
year from the Ohio River Valley I could see neither of these phenomena with a 7.5-inch ra-
fractor at a time when only 6 members of the Pleiades could be detected with unaided vi-
sion. The 2.5-inch finder on the refractor showed the Ring Nebula with startling clarity, 
revealing both doughnut shape and gaseous center (very near the zenith), while a futile 
hour's search failed even to locate the object from the suburbs of Indianapolis with a 3-
inch reflector." 

New South Tropical Zone Disturbance. Mr. Elmer J. Reese of the staff of New Mexicc 
State University Observatory has informed the Editor of the rapid development, in early 
August, 1970, of a large Disturbance in the STrZ of Jupiter. The longitude (II) was near 
85° on August 14. Careful observations are strongly recommended. Mr. Reese would be par-
ticularly glad to learn their impressions of the new feature from experienced visual ob-- - 
vers who studied STrZ Disturbances in the 1940's a 	 Such information can be a  
helpful supplement to intensive photography. 

ASTROLA NEWTONIAN  
REFLECTING TELESCOPES 

hese fine Astrola reflectors are well 
:nown to nearly all serious telescopic 
bservers. Already a number of Ameri-
ca's leading lunar and planetary ob-
ervers are using complete Astrola 
telescopes or optical components mann, 
factured by us. We also sell Brandon 
nd other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror 
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals - 
.ountings, etc. 

Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian 
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins. 
aperture made to order. 

Used reflectors and refractors are al-
ways in stock. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 

4137 E. Anaheim 

Long Beach 4, 	 California 

Phone: GEneva 4-2613 
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xing of three lunar domes north of Birt and west (IAU sense) of the Straight Wall 
Reverend Kenneth J. Delano on March 8, 1968 at 1 hr., 30 mins., Universal Time. 
-inch reflector at 300X. Lunar south at top, lunar west at right. Colongitude 12.3 

rzs. See also text on pages 172-174. This drawing is a sample of the work of the 
Lunar Dome Survey. 
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A new attraction of this year's convention was an informal slide show, held on 
Thursday evening. There was standing room only as slides were shown of the March, 1970 
solar eclipse, comets, planets, the moon, observatory construction, and a wide range of 
other astronomical subjects. This proved to be a popular part of the program, and should 
become a regular feature of future conventions. 

On Friday evening a planetarium show was presented at Mather Air Force Base, just 
outside of town. 

A large exhibit area at the Mansion Inn displayed photographs, projects, and equip-
ment. Of special interest was a well-made Schiefspiegler - a smaller tilted mirror system 
than the Yolo, without a warping harness. 

The formal sessions began Thursday morning with a keynote address by William W. Hunt 
on "Astronomy and Involvement". Then Dr. Leonard V. Kuhi of the University of California 
at Berkeley gave a Morrison lecture on "Pulsars: Messages from Outer Space?" 

The paper session began with observational topics. Dr. A B. Gregory spoke on 
"Methods of Double Star Observation." Rev. Kenneth Delano spoke on "The Brightness of Ia-
petus" He reported a magnitude variation of 9.0 to 10.6 in 1968-69 and from 8.6 to 11.5 
in 1969-70. He noted that Patrick Moore in England observed a range of 8.7 to 11.1 in 
1966-67. This range compares with a generally accepted range of 10.2 to 12.3. Rev. Rich-
ard G. Hodgson presented a paper titled "Orbital Inclinations as a Factor in Satellite 
Light Variations: A General Discussion with Special Reference to Mimas, Enceladus and Ia-
petus." He found a magnitude variation of 9.0 to 11 or 11 for Iapetus, and suggested 
that the difference of more than a magnitude between the generally accepted values and the 
more recent values of these two papers may be due to substantial changes in orbital inclin-
ation of Iapetus added to Saturn's inclination. Thus the dark side of Iapetus would pre-
sent varying aspects to the earth. 

ALPO Mars Recorder Charles Capen gave a paper on "Possible Martian Yellow Clouds in 
1971". He described yellow-white clouds that appeared in 1956 and 1969 when the thermal 
equator was in the southern hemisphere of Mars. He warned of the possibility that simi-
lar clouds may appear during the favorable perihelic apparition of 1971. Tom Cave dis-
cussed "Interpretations of Mariner VI and VII Photographs." The Martian oases appear to 
be large impact craters. Barnard saw a Martian crater with a 36" telescope in 1892, but 
didn't publish the observation at the time. Dr. Clarence Custer spoke on "Little Known 
Facts on Comet Bennett", calling attention to its complex structure, with multiple jets 
and complicated gas tail and dust tail. Richard Wend spoke on "The Goals of the ALPO Ju-
piter Section", describing the new Advanced Observer's Handbook for amateur Jupiter obser-
vers. 

Friday's session was highlighted by a talk on "A National Airborne Infrared Obser-
vatory", by Robert Cameron of the Ames Laboratory, National Aeronautics and Space Agency. 
A 36" Cervit mirror with gold coated optics is to be mounted in a Lockheed C-141 Aircraft, 
with air pressure seals so that no window is in front of the totally reflecting optics. 

Five papers on the total eclipse of the sun were presented by Ernest Piini, Claude 
Hess, Leonard Farrar, John Laborde, and Bill Fisher. In addition to slides and movies of 
totality, the elusive shadow bands were discussed in considerable detail. Leonard Farrar, 
a commercial printer, also gave a paper "About the Color of This and That, Like Jupiter's 
Red Spot". A printer's color selector with 501 color swatches wasdescribed, with the Red 
Spot currently being nearest P.M.S. 143. 

Mercury Recorder Richard Hodgson reported on "ALPO Observations of the 1970 Transit 
of Mercury". No satellite of Mercury was observed, and the black drop was not reported. 
ALPO Director Walter Haas spoke on "Little Rainbows" - the effect of differential refrac-
tion. He advised the use of filters for all low angle observations and pointed out that 
observations of Lunar Transient Phenomena are affected by differential refraction. Daniel 
Harris presented a paper on "An Absorption Spectrum of the Central Peak of Alphonsus", 
which he described a violet degraded absorption band (coincident with a report of Lunar 
Transient Phenomena by two visual observers). He also told of a simple spectrograph for 
amateurs. Additional papers on Friday were on Fiberglass telescope tubes (Norman James), 
chain drives for large telescopes (George Carroll), A 16i" Argunov Telescope (Richard 
Buchroeder), and films for long exposures (Gerald Schad). 

Saturday's featured speaker was Dr. Ian MacGregor of the University of California -
Davis, who spoke on "Results of Studies of Lunar Samples from Apollo 11 and 12". He call-
ed attention to a continuous series of impact craters of all sizes right down to micro- 
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Figure 28. Tom Cave speaking to 
WAA-ALPO Convention at Sacramen- 
to, Calif. on Aug. 20-22, 1970. 

Figure 29. Dennis Milon at the 
speaker's rostrum during Sacra-
mento Convention. 

Figure 30. Chick Capen and his "first tele- 	Figure 31. Presentation of the G. Bruce 
scope" - a bit of humor at banquet of Sacra- 	Blair Award of the Western Amateur Astron- 
mento Convention. Mrs. Gina Capen at left. 	mers to Mr. Charles Capen during Convention 

Banquet. 

  

Figure 32 (left). Kenneth Delano (left) and Dennis 
Milon having an informal discussion in the Mansion 
Inn meeting room. 

iHHHHH:-4ria= 

All illustrations on pages 169 and 171 are 
based on color transparencies taken by Mr. Steve 
Fleming of San Diego, Calif. Mr. Fleming supplied 
the photographs for publication in this journal at 
the request of Mr. Richard Wend, the author of the 
article here about the WAA-ALPO Convention at Sac-
ramento. Mr. John Ledbetter of the Physical Sci-
ence Laboratory at New Mexico State University 
prepared the original slides for reproduction as 
illustrations in this journal. He made a positive 
well-contrasting black-and-white print from each 
slide for this purpose. We thank all these persons 
who have made possible this coverage in pictures of 
the last A.L.P.O. Convention. 
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Code Number Format Description 

AS10 - 
32 -4725 L-OBL Sabine B, C, D (00°4 N/23°9 E). 	S = 1/200,000; M-Sun. 
32-4734 H-OBL Triesnecker -Chladni -Murchison (05°0 N/01°0 W). 	S = 1/400,000; 

L-Sun. 
32-4782 VERT Rhaeticus-Rhaeticus C, L, M, N (00°5 N/0311 E). 

S = 1/600,000; L-Sun. 
32-4811 H-OBL Agrippa -Hyginus Rille -S. part M. Vaporum (07°2 N/07°4 E). 

S = 1/950,000; L-Sun. 
32-4847 L-OBL Moltke -Hypatia I Rille (0112 S/25°4 E). 	S .-- 1/540,000; M-Sun. 
33-4908 L-OBL Gutenberg-Gutenberg E, G (06°6 S/40°4 E). 	S = 1/400,000; 

L -Sun. 
33-4948 VERT Rhaeticus-Rhaeticus A (01°4 N/0517 E). 	S - 1/400,000; L -Sun. 
34-5120 L-OBL Maskelyne A -Censorinus (00°5 S/32°5 E). 	S = 1/570,000; L -Sun. 
34-5139 L-OBL Messier A, D, E (03°2 S/45°5 E). 	S = 1/300,000; H -Sun. 
34-5167 VERT Godin C (01°5 N/08°4 E). 	S = 1/110,000; L-Sun. 
34-5169 VERT Rhaeticus B (01°5 N/07°2 E). 	S = 1/130,000; L-Sun. 

Additional Apollo-8 Photographs 

This list, containing 14 newly-received Apollo-8 photographs, supplements the list-
ing given in The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 22, Nos. 5-6 (June, 1970), pp. 85-88. Data 
are indicated as in the Apollo-10 listing above, with the exception that "SA" indicates 
solar altitude. Overlapping photographs are: 

AS8-13-2219*, 13-2220*, 13-2222* 	A58-13-2277, 13-2284, 13-2291 
13-2242*, 13..2243* 	 13-2336, 13-2347, 13-2350 

Code Number 	Format 	 Description 

AS8- 
13-2219 
13-2220 

13-2222 

13-2229 
13-2242 
13-2243 

13-2257 
13-2277 
13-2284 
13-2291 
13-2336 
13-2347 
13-2350 
18-2858 

L-OBL 
L-OBL 

L-OBL 

L-OBL 
H-OBL 
H-OBL 

VERT 
H-OBL 
L-OBL 
L-OBL 
H-OBL 
H-OBL 
H-OBL 
H-OBL 

Goclenius U-Crozier (11°75 S/50°75 E). 	S = 1/600,000; SA = 19° 
Goclenius U-Crozier-Bellot (11°92 S/49°5 E). 	S = 1/600,000; 
SA = 18° 
Bellot-Goclenius-Magelhaens A-Colombo (11°5 S/47°5 E). 
S = 1/600,000; SA = 15°. 
Capella-Capella M (5°5 S/37° E). 	S = 1/450,000; SA .- 6°. 
Daguerre-Fracastorius (15° S/35° E). 	S = 1/800,000; SA = 2°. 
Isidorus-Daguerre-Fracastorius (15° S/35° E). 	S - 1/800,000; 
SA - 3°. 
N.E. of Maskelyne A (0°5 N/35°5 E). 	S = 1/350,000; SA = 5°. 
Maskelyne F (4° N/35° E). 	S = 1/400,000; L-Sun. 
Maskelyne H (5° N/33° E). 	S = 1/250,000; L-Sun. 
E. of Maskelyne H (5° N/34° E). 	S = 1/200,000; L-Sun. 
Jansen F-Vitruvius (15° N/31° E). 	S = 1/600,000; SA = 1°. 
Jansen F-Vitruvius (15° N/30° E). 	S = 1/600,000; SA - 1°. 
Jansen K-Vitruvius (15° N/30° E). 	S - 1/600,000; SA = 1°. 
Mare Fecunditatis -Mare Tranquillitatis (08° N/33° E). 
S = 1/2,700,000; L-Sun - M-Sun. 

Postscript hy Editor. The readers of this journal are most heartily invited to use 
our growing Lunar Photograph Library, including the excellent new additions listed above. 
There is a brief general description of the Library and the conditions for its use in Str. 
A., Vol. 22, Nos. 5-6, pg. 84. 

II. The Lunar Dome Survey (Kenneth J. Delano) 

The June, 1970 issue of The Strolling Astronomer carried a request for observations 
of lunar domes in the Marius hills region of the moon during the summer months. Randy 
Lambert of Mesquite, Texas was the only person who submitted a report. Using a six-inch 
reflector, he found the confirmed dome located at 51°38' W and 8°59' N (-717+345) and 
noted that it appeared triangular in shape. The southern part of the dome had darker sha-
dow than the northern portion, thus suggesting a greater height or steeper slope there. 
He found no indication of surface detail. Observers with larger telescopes have detected 
a three-mile-wide crater near the top of this dome. 

If the lunar dome program is to continue, greater interest and more observations 
will have to be evidenced. The very poor response to the call for observations of domes 
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Figure 39. Oblique view from Apollo-10, looking west (IAU) along the Ariadaeus Rille. 
Western Mare Tranquillitatis appears in the left part of the frame, containing (below cen-
ter) the 16 km. crater Manners. North is to the bottom. A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Libr-
ary photograph number AS10-30-4449. Available for loan to A.L.P.O. members. 

in the Marius region may have been due to the difficulty of distinguishing domes in that 
notably complex area, and may also have been due to a combination of poor seeing condi-
tions on the specified dates and personal schedules of summer-time activities. 

Reports of domes found anywhere on the moon are always most welcome; but this time 
we will concentrate attention on western Mare Imbrium, in the immediate vicinity of the 
craters Diophantus and Delisle. The A.L.P.O. catalog of domes lists six domes in this 
area, but several more unconfirmed domes have been reported. Because domes show up best 
under low solar illumination, observe the Diophantus-Delisle region when it lies on or 
very near the terminator, i.e., about two or three days after the First and Last Quarter 
phases of the moon. A report of all observations received within the next three months 
will be published shortly afterwards. 

Postscript by Editor. We take pleasure in calling attention at this point to the 
front cover drawing, which shows three domes at the north end of a cleft near the crater 
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Figure 40. Apollo-8 oblique view looking north in northern Mare Tranquillitatis. The 
large shadow-filled crater near the horizon is Vitruvius, 28 kms. in diameter. At bottmm 
center is Jansen F, a 10 km. crater. Note the complex system of ridges between Jansen F 
and Vitruvius, as well as the unusual ring structure near the right margin. A.L.P.O. Lu-
nar Photograph Library photograph number AS8-13-2347. 

Birt and the Straight Wall. It occurred to us that a sample drawing might help to show 
beginning observers of lunar domes what to look for and what to record at the telescope. 
Speaking of this drawing, Reverend Delano wrote on October 8, 1970 in part as follows: 

"What it lacks in artistic value may be compensated for by the variety of in- 
teresting formations in this small area of the Moon. (The numerals adjacent 
to the domes are the identifying xi and eta coordinates of those domes.) 

"Contributors to the ALPO Lunar Dome Survey have been accustomed to sending in 
only crude sketches (for the most part) of the domes and their environs solely 
for the purpose of showing locations and shapes, not with much artistry in 
mind. That's true of myself too. Occassionally, as with the enclosed Birt 
drawing, I do strive for a more picturesque rendering of what I observed." 

With this appeal to both the artists and the non-artists among you, lunar observers, 
surely you can give a bit more support to our Lunar Dome Survey - Reverend Delano will 
warmly welcome your efforts! 

III. The Selected Areas Program (Charles L. Ricker and H. W. Kelsey) 

Observing activity has remained rather low since the last "Lunar Notes", but observ- 
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Fig. -v 	5.63 Sep' .1966 ;'...38 

Figure 41. Some sample drawings of the lunar crater Eratosthenes by Mrs. Inez Beck, 
Wadsworth, Ohio, with a 6-inch reflector. Part of a file of more than 150 observa-
tions of Eratosthenes by Mrs. Beck. The pairs of drawings near the same colongitude 
shown here were chosen by Lunar Recorder Charles L. Ricker. See text of "Lunar Notes,: 
Section III. 

iRYSYXAXXX* 

ations have been received from the following observers: Inez Beck, Steven Szczepanski, 
William Richrath, Chet Eppert, Christopher Vaucher, Ronald Fournier, James Maher, and 
Michael Djonne. In addition, a number of inquiries have been received concerning the Se-
lected Areas Program; and some of these look quite promising. 

Orders for the "Lunar Observers' Manual" have continued at a steady rate, but unfor-
tunately have not appeared to create a significant number of new observers. Come on now, 
surely in the whole ALPO there are potential observers who can participate in the varied 
programs your Lunar Section now offers! 
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Figure 42. Additional-drawings of the lunar crater Eratosthenes by Mrs. Inez Beck. 
The pairs of drawings shown here were selected by Mr. Charles Ricker. See also text 
of "Lunar Notes", Section III. 
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New forms and instruction sheets are now ready for distribution, and may be obtained 
merely by writing to Lunar Recorder Ricker. 

The series of drawings of Eratosthenes shown as Figures 41 and 42 were taken from a 
file of over 150 observations of this formation by Mrs. Inez Beck, using her 6" refl. at 
Wadsworth, Ohio. Several interesting facts emerge from a study of these drawings. 

1. Eratosthenes undergoes drastic changes in appearance throughout a lunation. 

2. Each pair of observations was made at nearly identical colongitudes, and even a 
cursory examination shows extreme differences between figures 1-2, 3-4, and 5-6 on Figure 
41. Such unexplained differences were described many years ago by W. H. Pickering, who 
called them the "Moving Bands of Eratosthenes". To this writer's knowledge, Mrs. Beck's 
study is the first since that time which includes sufficient observations over a suffi-
cient length of time to demonstrate the reality of these changes. At this point, it ap-
pears impossible to predict in advance just what aspect will appear at any given colongi-
tude. 

3. Figures 7-8 and 9-10 on Figure 42 show that the changes do not always occur. 
Many other observations in the file verify this. 

4. It would appear that what is needed now is an even longer series of observations 
in order that some pattern can be discerned. Several series by other observers are very 
desirable in order to confirm these conclusions. It should be pointed out that Eratos-
thenes in not an easy formation to draw. In fact, many observers have difficulty even 
finding it under high-sun conditions! 

Here is a real challenge for some of you who are willing to observe one formation 
every available night for several years. Mrs. Beck's beautiful series certainly demon-
strates very startlingly just what a persevering amateur can accomplish using strictly 
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visual methods and modest instrumentation. May there be many imitators! Another inter-
esting project would be to compare one's own observations at similar colongitudes with 
those illustrated here. 

ALPO BUSINESS MEETING AT SACRAMENTO 

This meeting was held on August 22, 1970 at 3:00 P.M. in one of the rooms of the 
Mansion Inn in Sacramento, California. Minutes were kept by Mr. Richard Wend, and this 
report is based upon his minutes. About 16 members were present. However, people came 
and went during the meeting; and several of the attendees were non-members. The Director 
acted as Chairman. It was voted to express our appreciation to the Sacramento Valley As-
tronomical Society, the host society at this ALPO Convention, for their hospitality and 
for splendid planning and managing of the Convention. 

Director Haas gave a brief report on the status of the membership, as compared to 
previous years. There are now about 830 members, a small decline from the all-time high 
in 1969. He also presented a financial report and included a breakdown of the cost of the 
various aspects of producing The Strolling Astronomer. Bulk mailing of the journal was 
discussed, and so was the possibility of incorporating as a non-profit organization. No 
action was taken on these matters other than to refer them to the Director to act upon or 
not at his discretion. 

Mr. Haas read a letter deploring those instances when the Recorders do not acknow-
ledge observations or correspondence. This letter was written by Mr. Harry Jamieson, one 
of the Lunar Recorders. It was decided to remind ALPO Recorders of this obligation and 
also to state on the list of staff members on the back inside cover of each issue that per-
sons requiring a prompt reply from Recorders should furnish a stamped, self-addressed en-
velope. Mr. Barry of Phoenix presented this recommendation as a motion. 

The unpublished ALPO Observer's Manual, co-edited by Dale Cruikshank and Clark Chap-
man, was discussed. Mr. Haas read a letter from Dr. Cruikshank, dated August 2, 1970, 
suggesting that the Handbook be updated to the present time and then be reproduced by off-
set printing. It was further suggested that pre-publication costs could be borne by in-
terested ALPO members and others, who would realize a small profit if the Manual sold in 
sufficient quantities. The Manual could be advertised in gsy and Telescope, The Strollin  
Astronomer, and elsewhere. The Director was instructed to contact the printer of The 
Strolling Astronomer for a quotation on the cost of printing, say, 500-700 copies of the 
ALPO Observer's Manual. It was suggested that an attractive price barely above cost could 
be offered for a limited period of three months; after that, the price would be higher. 

Mr. Richard Hodgson suggested a looseleaf format for the Manual as a great conven-
ience at the telescope. Mr. Hodgson moved that the appropriate Recorders and authors of 
chapters in the Manual be consulted about any revisions of their work. The motion passed. 
Mr. Dennis Milon remarked that Mr. Leonard Farrar, the new President of the WAA, is a com-
mercial printer and might well be consulted for his professional opinion on printing mat-
ters. 

The WAA kindly invited us to hold our 1971 Convention in Honolulu, Hawaii with them. 
Discussion followed. It was pointed out that only a few ALPO members would be able to at-
tend a Hawaiian Convention and that all ALPO Conventions since 1965 had been in the West 
or Southwest. It was moved by Tom Cragg and seconded by Tom Cave to hold our 1971 Conven-
tion in Memphis, Tennessee in conjunction with the National Convention of the Astronomical 
League, provided that such a proposal would be acceptable to the League. Mr. Richard Wend 
agreed to contact the League on this matter. The formal invitation from the League soon 
came, and we shall meet with them next year; more details are given under "Announcements". 

The ALPO expressed its thanks to the WAA for their gracious invitation to Hawaii and 
our regret in declining. 

Reverend Richard Hodgson took the chair to preside over discussion of the proposed 
ALPO Constitution. Its text appeared in The Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 22, Nos. 3-4, pp. 
41-43. Several changes were voted after debate, and the amended Constitution was over-
whelmingly approved by the members at the business meeting. It must now be submitted by 
mail to the whole ALPO membership; they will receive the amended complete text and a bal-
lot to vote yft2 or no on its adoption. If it is adopted, officers must be chosen as des-
cribed in the Constitution. 

At this writing (October 17, 1970) the exact mechanical procedure for polling the 
membership has not been chosen. The present organization and procedures in the ALPO will 
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Figure 43. Group photograph of WAA-ALPO Convention at Sacramento, California, August 20-
22, 1970. Taken by Pope Studios in Sacramento. 

remain in force until the 1971 business meeting. 

The Director thanks all ALPO members who attended the business meeting just describ-
ed and who took part in the discussions there. Such assistance is very valuable to the 
Director in trying to choose policies and procedures which will best serve our very scat-
tered, and often silent, membership. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Changes in Training Programs. Mr. Clark Chapman has found it necessary to give up 
the supervision of the Lunar Training Program and the Lunar and Planetary Training Program 
under the severe pressure of advanced graduate studies. Mr. Chapman's services to the AL-
PO have been numerous and considerable; it is fitting at this time to express our deep ap-
preciation for his help in training new observers and our regret that he is not at present 
able to continue. Mr. Chapman reports that the first "graduate" of the Lunar and Plane-
tary Training Program is Mr. Ernst H. Mayer of Barberton, Ohio. We commend Mr. Mayer upon 
his most successful completion of the required series of observations. 

Our training programs are being reorganized, and it is planned to describe in our 
next issue what we can now offer to new members and to others wishing to improve their 
skills in observing. For the present a Lunar Training Program is being continued, and the 
Recorder in ,charge is Charles L. Ricker, 403 W. Park St., Marquette, Michigan 49855. All 
interested persons should write to Mr. Ricker. 

Mr. Chapman has kindly offered to continue to correspond with observers already en-
rolled in his original training programs. 

Lunar Libration Cloud Section. This program is being discontinued for lack of in-
terest. We thank Mr. Walter Krumm, who has been the Recorder, for his efforts in super-
vising the Section and in trying to stimulate observational studies of the elusive Lunar 
Libration Clouds. Perhaps the deteriorating skies over metropolitan areas (and elsewhere!) 
have helped to discourage potential observers. 

Error in Address for Phillip W. Budine. In the present address of our Assistant Ju-
piter Recorder the correct zip code is 08046. It was wrongly given as 08064 in our last 
issue. 

Coming 1971 Convention with Astronomical League. In a letter written on September 
9, 1970 Mr. W. C. (Bud) Shewmon, the President of the Astronomical League, graciously in-
vited the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers to participate in the 1971 National 
Convention of the Astronomical League. The place is Southwestern College in Memphis, Ten-
nessee. The dates are August 18 to 22 (3 full days). The host is the Memphis Astronomi-
cal Society; and the Convention Chairman is Mr. William J. Busler, one of their members 
and the Vice President of the League. Dormitory space for 700 people is available at a 
charge of $5.00 per night, and three meals can be obtained for $5.00 per day or less. 
Ample meeting space and exhibit space are available. More details will be carried in fu-
ture issues of this journal. 

The Atlas of the Universe (Book). We have received a review copy of this remarkable 
book, but too late for reviewing in this issue. The author is Mr. Patrick Moore, and the 
publisher is Rand McNally. The price is $29.95 before Christmas, which is partly the rea-
son for this notice, and $35.00 afterwards. There are 272 pages and nearly 1,500 maps, 
illustrations, and photographs. There is a foreword by Sir Bernard Lovell, the famous as-
tronomer, and an epilogue by Dr. Thomas O. Paine, NASA administrator. In the intervening 
pages Mr. Moore describes and explains clearly and informatively the story of Man's ex-
panding acquaintance with his universe. The beginner will find a very useful Beginner's 
Guide to the Heavens and a 10,000-entry index. The advanced specialist will find new 
full-color maps of the earth, the moon, Mercury, and other objects designed especially for 
The Atlas of the Universe. No less than 176 pages are printed in 4 and 6 colors. We must 
agree with the publisher's summary: "Ideal space-age reference for family or library". 

International Astronomical Camp at Bologna, Italy in 1971. Mr. Paolo Pizzinato in 
Italy calls to our attention plans for an astronomical camp in Italy from July 28 to Aug-
ust 11, 1971, similar to highly successful ones already held in Germany. The camp will 
be organized by the Associazione Astrofili Bolognesi and the Unione Astrofili Italiani un-
der the auspices of the International Union of Amateur Astronomers. The general director 
will be the I.U.A.A. President, Dr. Luigi Baldinelli. He writes in part: "The camp will 
be a meeting of youths of every nationality who are interested in astronomy from a prac-
tical point of view, and it will provide an opportunity for an exchange of ideas and ex-
periences. The work that will be carried on in the camp will include lectures, discus-
sions, and astronomical observations. English and French will be the official languages 
of the camp. The participants will have at their disposal complete instruments, a dark 
room, a library, etc. The total price will be no more than $35.00." 

The camp is intended for young astronomers. Since the number of participants will 
be limited, interested persons should write as soon as possible to this address: 
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I.U.A.A. (International Union of Amateur Astronomers) 
40121 Bologna,piazza dei Martini 1, Italy 

A SUGGESTED comet STANDARD FOR VISUAL OBSERVATIONS  

By: Leonard P. Farrar, President, Valley Amateur Astronomers 

During the recent 1970 W.A.A.-A.L.P.O. Convention, I presented a paper on a color 
selector book, used extensively in the printing business. The original idea was that this 
color book, specifically the "Pantone Color Paper Picker", costing $1.25, provided us with 
501 specific colors that we could use for a comparison standard when observing the objects 
of our Solar System. Objects I have done some work with include the nucleus of Comet Abe, 
the Moon, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, Neptune, and a couple of variable stars. 

The 501 basic colors are in no wise the limit as it is possible to judge between twc 
colors of one page, as well as colors of different pages. I would here suggest that the 
value of two color estimates be written as a fraction (PMS 124 1/3 PMS 125), meaning 
simply one-third of the way between PMS 124, the base color, and PMS 125, the lesser tone. 
This system will provide at least a starting place. 

There are a number of problems. The first one that came up was the problem of a 
standard light source. Chick Capen provided two answers. For the large apertures use a 
desk lamp since dark adaptation isn't particularly a problem. The other solution, the one 
I use, is a pen light with the bulb painted black, and then lightly scratched to allow a 
minimum of light through. Nickel-Cadmium batteries assure a constant light source be-
tween recharges. Whatever the light source, an observer's report should state what was 
used. Another problem is that the book has each color printed at full intensity, while 
everything you observe will, with few exceptions, be anything from a tinge to some percent 
of the basic color. Originally I suggested A to J as a tint scale, but this does not seem 
to me to be adequate. Several people brought up the point that they were color blind, 
generally, as well as selectively. Tom Cragg suggested that it might be possible to pick 
the color by viewing both the source and the book through filters of known value. One 
comment on color blindness by way of encouragement to those who are afflicted: personal 
experience suggests that seeing color is a trainable ability. 

Pantone Company prints and sells a variety of color books and markets them world-
wide. Your local art store will have them or can direct you to some one who does. The 
book I recommend, the Color Paper Picker, is, as stated, $1.25. You may also write Pan-
tone Inc., 461 8th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10001. 

NEW: 	HANDBOOK FOR PLANET OBSERVERS, 
by G. D. Roth $7.95 

LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY $9.95 
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner $4.25 
THE PLANET JUPIThR, by B. Peek $7.50 
THE PLANET SATURN, by A. F. D'Alexander $12.95 
THE PLANET URANUS, by A. F. D'Alexander $12.50 
THE MOON with the 300" Moon-Map, 

by H. P. Wilkins and P. Moore $13.75 
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore $6.95 
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore $5.95 
THE NATURE OF COMETS, by N. B. Richter $10.00 
VISITORS FROM AFAR: 	THE COMETS, 

by W. Ley $4.50 
ASTRONOMY WITH BINOCULARS, by J. Muirden $5.95 
AMATEUR TETESCOPE MAKING: 	Book 1, $5.00 

Book 2, $6.00; Book 3, $7.00 
TELESCOPES FOR SKYGAZING, by H. E. Paul $5.95 
OUTER SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY, by H. E. Paul $6.95 
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

STAR-ATLAS - leaflet upon request - $18.50 
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS $6.50 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG $140.00 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS for 1971 $6.25 

Write for NEW list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 

P. O. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N. Y. 	11364  

ASTROLA NEWTONIAN  
REFLECTING TELESCOPES 

These fine Astrola reflectors are well 
nown to nearly all serious telescopic 
observers. Already a number of Ameri-
ca's leading lunar and planetary ob-
servers are using complete Astrola 
telescopes or optical components manu-
factured by us. We also sell Brandon 
nd other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror 
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals - 
ountings, etc. 

Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian 
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins. 
perture made to order. 

Used reflectors and refractors are al-
ys in stock. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 

4137 E. Anaheim 

Long Beach 4, 
	 California 

Phone: GEneva 4-2613 
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SATURN, 1971 

LONGITUDE OF CENTRAL MERIDIAN OF APPARENT DISK 

SYSTEM II -- 011  U.T. 
Day JAN. FEB. MAR. 	APR. MAY JUN. JUL. AUG. SEP. OCT. NOV. DEC. 

o 
1 1764 146.2 19

0  
6 165

0 
. 8 041.1 008.8 245.9 2165 188.9 0709 0460 288.9 

2 268.4 228.1 290.5 257.7 132.9 100.7 337.8 308.5 280.9 163.0 138.1 021.0 
3 000.3 330.0 022.3 349.5 224.8 192.6 069.7 040.5 013.0 255.0 230.2 113.1 
4 092.3 061.9 114.0 081.4 316.6 284.4 161.7 132.5 105.0 347.1 322.3 205.2 
5 184.2 153.8 206.1 173.2 048.5 016.3 253.6 224.4 197.1 079.2 054.4 297.2 

6 276.2 245.7 297.9 264.0 140.3 108.2 345.6 316.4 289.1 171.3 146.5 029.3 
7 008.2 337.5 029.8 356.8 232.2 200.1 077.5 048.4 021.2 263.4 238.6 121.4 
8 100.1 069.4 121.6 088.7 324.0 292.0 169.4 140.4 113.2 355.5 330.7 213.4 
9 192.0 161.3 213.4 180.5 055.9 023.9 261.4 232.4 205.3 087.6 062.8 305.5 
10 284.0 253.2 305.3 272.4 147.7 115.8 353.3 324.4 297.3 179.7 154.9 037.6 

11 015.9 345.1 037.1 004.2 239.6 207.7 085.2 056.4 029.4 271.8 247.0 129.6 
12 107.9 076.9 129.0 096.1 331.4 299.6 177.2 148.4 121.5 003.9 339.1 221.7 
13 199.8 168.8 220.8 187.9 063.3 031.5 269.2 240.4 213.5 096.0 071.2 313.8 
14 291.8 260.7 312.7 279.7 155.2 123.4 001.1 332.4 305.6 188.1 163.4 045.8 
15 023.7 352.6 044.5 011.6 247.0 215.3 093.0 064.5 037.6 280.2 255.5 137.9 

16 115.6 084.4 136.4 103.4 339.9 307.2 185.0 156.5 129.7 012.3 347.6 229.9 
17 207.5 176.3 228.2 195.3 070.7 039.1 277.0 248.5 221.8 104.4 079.7 322.0 
18 299.5 268.2 320.1 287.1 162.6 131.0 008.9 340.5 313.8 196.5 171.8 054.0 
19 031.4 000.0 051.9 018.9 254.5 222.9 100.9 072.5 045.9 288.6 263.9 146.0 
20 123.3 091.9 143.8 110.8 346.3 314.8 192.8 164.5 138.0 020.7 356.0 238.1 

21 215.2 183.8 235.6 202.6 078.2 046.7 284.8 256.6 230.1 112.8 088.0 330.1 
22 307.1 275.6 327.4 294.5 170.1 138.6 016.8 348.6 322.1 204.9 180.1 062.2 
23 039.1 007.5 059.3 026.3 261.9 230.5 108.7 080.6 054.2 297.0 272.2 154.2 
24 131.0 099.4 151.1 118.1 353.8 322.4 200.7 172.6 146.3 0290. 004.3 246.2 
25 222.9 191.2 243.0 210.0 085.7 054.4 292.6 264.6 238.4 121.2 096.4 338.2 

26 314.8 283.1 334.8 301.8 177.5 146.3 024.6 356.7 330.5 213.3 188.5 070.3 
27 046.7 014.9 066.6 033.7 269.4 238.2 116.6 088.7 062.5 305.4 280.6 162.3 
28 138.6 106.8 158.5 125.5 001.3 330.1 208.6 180.8 154.6 037.6 012.7 254.3 
29 230.5 	 250.3 217.4 093.2 063.0 300.6 272.8 246.7 129.7 104.8 346.3 
30 322.4 	 342.2 309.2 185.0 154.0 032.5 004.8 338.8 221.8 196.8 078.3 

31 054.3 	 074.0 	 276.9 	 124.5 096.9 	 313.9 	 170.4 

MOTION OF THE CENTRAL MERIDIAN 

01h-- 033?8 09h-- 304?5 17h-- 215°2 10m-- 005?6 lm-- 000°6 
02 -- 067.7 10 -- 338.3 18 -- 249.0 20 -- 011.3 2 	-- 	001.1 
03 -- 101.5 11 	-- 012.7 19 -- 282.8 30 -- 016.9 3 	-- 001.7 
04 -- 135.3 12 -- 046.0 20 -- 316.7 40 -- 022.6 4 -- 	002.3 
05 -- 169.2 13 -- 079.8 21 -- 350.5 50 -- 028.2 5 -- 002.8 
06 -- 203.0 14 -- 113.7 22 -- 024.3 6 -- 003.4 
07 -- 236.8 15 -- 147.5 23 -- 058.2 7 -- 003.9 
08 -- 270.7 16 -- 181.3 8 -- 004.5 

9 	- 	005.1 

OBSERVING THE MOON: THE SPACECRAFT VERSUS THE TELPSCOPE 

By: 
	

Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Introduction 

At the Las Cruces meeting of the A.L.P.O., in 1968, a paper of the writer's was 
presented, titled "What the Orbiter Photographs Don't Tell Us." The following paper is 
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a rewritten version of the 1968 one, intended for the interest of A.L.P.O. members who 
did not hear the original, and has been expanded to take into consideration the more 
recent photography by the Apollo lunar missions. 

* * * * * * * 
In these days one often hears the opinion that the lunar photographs taken by the 

Orbiter and Apollo missions have made further earthbased observations of the moon pur-
poseless. One can understand this viewpoint when one considers that the five Orbiter 
missions alone, in 1966-67, secured 1,950 photographs covering over 99 percent of both 
lunar hemispheres with far higher resolution than the best earthbased observations, photo-
graphic or visual. Since then, the five Apollo lunar expeditions (Apollo-8, -10, -11, 
-12, and -13) have secured thousands of frames of additional photography, often of resol-
ution and photographic quality superior even to the Orbiter photographs. Although their 
high resolution is perhaps the most valuable aspect of Orbiter and Apollo photographs, 
many of them are useful also because they are vertical views, showing features without 
the foreshortening that confuses the earthbound observer. Naturally, too, spacecraft 
photographs are our only source of knowledge about the moon's far side. 

It is reasonable to give Orbiter-IV photographs special attention here because this 
spacecraft furnished photographs of the most interest to selenographers. Orbiter-IV 
photographed almost all the earthside lunar hemisphere on a series of photographs at a 
comparable scale and illumination. In other words, Orbiter-IV produced its own "Photo-
graphic Atlas". Frontside coverage by Orbiter-IV was from an altitude of about 2,700 to 
2,900 kilometers, with a telephoto lens of 610 millimeters focal length (giving a scale 
equivalent to about 90 meters focal length for a terrestrial telescope!). The ground 
resolution of these photographs averaged about 80 meters, which is the theoretical res-
olution of a 100-inch telescope--assuming perfect seeing! 

Although they represent an impressive technological triumph, it is easy to expect 
too much from the Orbiter-IV photographs, and the same caution applies to the other Or-
biter missions as well. For example, except where two photographs overlap, each fea-
ture is shown at only one particular instant - -that of exposure. The first consequence 
of this is that features are shown under only one lighting. The altitude of the sun at 
each frame center usually was about 20'; and, since the east-west extent of a frame was 
about 12° on the moon, the usual solar altitude range was then about 14* to 26'. Fur-
thermore, all frontside photographs show areas under morning lighting, with the sun 
above the (IAU) eastern horizon. One result of this is that the (IAU) east inner walls 
of most craters are lost in shadow, while the illuminated (IAU) west inner walls tend to 
be overexposed. This problem is familiar to the amateur, or professional, who has at-
tempted lunar photography; but he has the option of taking other photographs under dif-
ferent solar lightings, or of taking a series of photographs with the same lighting but 
with different exposure times. 

The particular range of solar altitudes characteristic of the Orbiter-IV photo-
graphs (and of most other Orbiters) was a good compromise for showing most lunar relief 
features. With a much higher sun there would be too few shadows, and with a much lower 
sun there would be too many. However, by the nature of things, a compromise cannot sat-
isfy everyone so that students of some particular types of features are bound to be dis-
appointed. Features with slopes less than about 10' are not brought out in most Orbiter 
views because their slopes are not shaded. Most domes and ridges, therefore, are not 
visible as elevations, although they often are evidenced by their tones or by secondary 
features upon them. On the other hand, some lunar features are not well shown because 
the sun is too low. Such features are the famous bands found on the inner walls of 
some craters, as well as crater ray systems. The tonal detail on Orbiter photographs 
is thus not comparable with the topographic detail. 

The subject of lunar tones leads to another problem that the Orbiter photographs 
cannot solve - -the question of lunar change. For example, even were crater wall bands 
photographed by the Orbiters, only a single aspect of the bands would be visible. Actu-
ally, the appearance of wall bands changes greatly during the course of a lunation. 
More generally, the Orbiter photographs give no direct evidence as to lunar tonal vari-
ations. 

The situation is similar with Transient Lunar Phenomena (TLP's) - -none have been 
photographed from lunar orbit. In fact, in order to detect TLP's, a whole fleet of Or-
biters, or manned spacecraft, would be required, keeping areas of suspected, short-dur-
ation phenomena under constant scrutiny. Obviously, this experiment would be prohibit-
ively expensive. 
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The photographs accompanying this paper illustrate some of the points made above 
for the specific case of the Aristarchus-Herodotus Region. Readers will realize that 
it is difficult to preserve in reproduction the finer detail and tones on the original 
prints. 

Figure 4 is perhaps the most detailed (highest-resolution) existing earthbased 
photograph of the area of Aristarghus and Herodotus, taken by the Lick Observatory 120-
inch reflector, at colongitude 57.3. The effect of foreshortening is shown by the ap-
parent elliptical shapes of craters, which are actually approximately circular. 

Figure 5 is the same photograph shown in Figure 4, but it has been approximately 
corrected for foreshortening. It is evident, due to low sun, that considerable surface 
deatil is lost in shadow; but, as already pointed out, the terrestrial observer has the 
opportunity to take other photographs under different lightings. 

For comparison, Figure 6 is an Orbiter-IV photograph of the same area, taken on 
May 22, 1967, at colongitude 67?4 (Orbiter-IV frame H-150). Even in this greatly-re-
duced reproduction, the superior resolution of the Orbiter photograph is obvious. 
However, a statistical sampling of 696 points in this photograph showed that 11 percent 
of its area is seriously underexposed, 18 percent is seriously overexposed, and 5 per-
cent is lost in shadow. Thus, about one-third of the photograph is only marginally us-
able, or is not usable at all. This over- and under-exposure can be corrected for to 
some extent - -as indeed was done with the later Orbiter-V photographs of the same area--
but the shadow areas reamin terra incognita as far as the Orbiters are concerned. 

The same area under high solar illumination is shown in Figure 7, and was taken by 
the Lick Observatory 120-inch reflector at colongitude 148°8. The extremely complex pat-
tern of tonal detail in this photograph is not indicated at all in the Orbiter views. 

Fortunately, many of the limitations inherent in the Orbiter photographs do not 
apply to the more recent Apollo photographs--certainly one justification of "man in 
space". Apollo photographs have been taken under a wide variety of lightings, from 
views showing the terminator areas to views with an almost-vertical sun. During single 
Apollo missions, some features have been photographed repeatedly on successive orbits, 
over a time range of a number of hours rather than the split-second of the Orbiter 
frames. It should be mentioned also that many Apollo photographs were better exposed 
than most Orbiter views since the astronauts had the advantage of the "experience" of 
the Orbiters and also took the opportunity to adjust exposure to meet varying lighting 
and albedo conditions. Finally, because of their relatively low orbital altitudes, the 
Apollo photographs often have resolutions superior even to the Orbiter frames. 

Indeed, so spectacular are most Apollo photographs that there is little doubt that 
such photography has the potential of replacing most, if not all, earthbased observation. 
This potential, however, has not yet been realized; nor is it likely to be realized in 
the immediate future, because the full potential of lunar orbital photography can be 
realized only by a fleet of orbiting spacecraft, spaced in orbits of varying inclina-
tion, continually photographing and rephotographing all the moon's surface under differ-
ent lightings and at different times in order to detect possible short-term phenomena 
and long-term changes. 

Present and planned Apollo missions give us a much more restricted view of the 
moon's surface than such purely theoretical optimum coverage. 	The spectacular 
photographs now available are limited to only a fraction of the moon's surface. High-
resolution views are restricted to areas near the orbital track, while vertical, un-
foreshortened views are possible only directly below the spacecraft. Because of the 
low orbital inclination of all Apollo missions to date, such coverage is limited to 
areas near the lunar equator, although future missions may photograph areas farther 
north and south. In summary, Apollo photographs, although generally of excellent 
quality, are useful only for a small part of the moon's surface. That they can be val-
uable in such cases is shown by Figure 8, which is an oblique photograph of the area of 
the Hyginus Cleft, as taken by the Apollo-10 astronauts. 

We must conclude that there still is, and will be for some time, a need for con-
tinued earthbased lunar observation; and amateur observers can help to fill this need. 
The field open for new contributions is more limited than in the past, but careful ob-
servational programs will still yield dividends in the following types of studies: 

1. Topographic studies under low lighting of low relief features, such as domes, ridges, 
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Figure 4. The region of Aristarchus, Hero - 
dotus, and SchrlOter's Valley, photographed 
by the Lick Observatory 120-inch reflector 
at colongitude 57°.3 (low morning lighting). 
The crater Aristarchus, 40 kilometers in 
diameter, is right of center. The effect 
of foreshortening is shown by the apparent 
elliptical shape of Aristarchus and other 
craters. The resolution of this photograph 
is about 400 meters. North is at the top. 

Figure 7. The light rays and other tonal 
features near Aristarchus are shown in this 
photograph by the Lick Observatory 120-inch 
reflector at colongitude 148*.8 (near local 
noon). Such features are visible only under 
a high sun and thus are not seen in the Or-
biter view in Figure 6. North at top. 

saucers, and terminator de-
formations. 

2. Topographic studies 
under high solar illumina-
tion of lunar "steep 
places". 

Figure 5. This photograph 
is a reproduction of that 
shown in Figure 4, but has 
been approximately correc-
ted for foreshortening by 
means of optical projec-
tion. North at top. 

relief obscured by shadows in the Orbiter and 

3. Topographic studies 
with medium solar altitudes 
after full phase to study 

Apollo frontside frames. 

4. Studies under a large range of solar lightings to investigate lunar tones and their 
possible changes. 

5. Continuing surveys for Transient Lunar Phenomena. 

It is important to emphasize that Orbiter and Apollo photographs can and should be 
used in conjunction with amateur observing programs. First, such photographs make excel-
lent bases for outline maps, particularly if one converts them to the Orthographic Pro- 
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Figure 8. Apollo-10 photograph AS10-32-4811, available in the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photo-
graph Library. This view looks northward across Mare Vaporum, with the crater Myginus 
(10 kms. in diameter) and its famous cleft system right of center. A portion of the 
Triesnecker cleft system is near the top margin, and the Apennine Mountains are near the 
horizon; The large crater partly visible in the lower left is Agrippa, 46 kilometers in 
diameter. 

jection so that they will resezble the telescopic appearance of features. On the other 
hand, the relative lack of foreshortening in many orbital photographs is a great help in 
the interpretation of topography and relative positions, particularly in the limb areas. 
Also, small details whose nature is not clear from earthbased views usually can be unam-
biguously identified on Orbiter or Apollo frames. For example, many central peaks pre-
viously thought to have hill-top craterpits have no such depressions detectable in Orbi-
ter or Apollo photographs 7inally, Transient Lunar Phenomena observed from earth often 
may be identified with specific topographic features seen in the orbital photographs. 

In summary, the Orbiter and Apollo photographs are unique and indispensable tools 
for the selenographer, but they are all the more valuable when used to supplement earth-
based observations rather than to replace them. 
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Figure 6. The Aristarchus-
Herodotus Region on Orbi-
ter-IV frame H-150, which 
is in the A.L.P.O. Lunar 
Photograph Library. This 
view was taken on May 22, 
1967, at colongitude 67t4. 
On the original photograph, 
resolution is about 80 me-
ters, or about five times 
finer than in Figure 4. 
North at top. 

A.L.P.O. OBSERVATIONS OF THE 1970 MERCURY TRANSIT 

By: Richard G. Hodgson, A.L.P.O. Mercury Recorder 

(Paper read at the A.L.P.O. Convention at Sacramento, 
California, August 20-22, 1970.) 

1. Introduction 

On May 9, 1970 the planet Mercury transited the solar disc as seen from the Earth. 
A considerable number of persons (134+) observed this event, the first since November 7, 
1960, as evidenced by a recent report in ghz and Telescope magazine) The report here 
is based on the 13 observations reported to the Mercury Recorder as of August 5. Unfor-
tunately, the Recorder himself did not see the event, having been clouded out in North-
western Iowa. 

Those who reported were: 
Contact 

Name Location Timings Instrument 

1) Blundell, Bruce Jamaica, N 	Y III, IV 50-mm. ref r. 
2) Bortle, John E. Stamford, Conn. III, IV 60-mm.f/15 refr. 
3) Boyar, Daniel Massapequa, N. Y. III, IV 155 mm. f/8.2 Newtonian. 
4) Eppert, Chet B. Philadelphia, Pa. III, IV 155-mm. f/10 Newtonian. 
5) Gordon, Rodger W. Nazareth, Pa. 88-mm. Questar. 
6) Krisciares, Kevin L. Napierville, Ill. 155-mm. 78 Newtonian. 
7) Levine, Joel Brooklyn College III, IV 18-cm. f 15 refr. 

Levine, Mark 
Lovi, George 

Observatory, 
Brooklyn, N. Y 

Cruz, Eloy Omar 
8) Lowe, Andrew Ardrossan, Alberta 70-mm. refr. 
9) Milligan, Thomas Jamaica, N. Y III, IV 155-mm. f/8 Newtonian. 
10) Osawa, Toshihiko Hyogo-ken, Japan 60-mm. refr. 
11) Shaver, John Villa Park, Ill. 20-cm. f/14.9 Newtonian. 

155-mm. f/5 Newtonian. 
12) Yajko, Robert A. Leechburg, Pa. III 100-mm. & 55-mm. refrs. 
13) Wessling, Richard J. Milford, Ohio 32-cm., stopped to 13-cm., 

Newtonian. 

The contribution of-all of these observers is very much appreciated. Five of the 
above observations, i.e. those of Blundell, Bortle, Eppert, Levine et al., and Yajko, 
were also reported to ay and Telescope magazine and figured into their computations of 
the event.2  

2 Predicted and Observed Times of Contacts  

First Contact  

The only observation received of First Contact was that of Toshihiko Osawa of 
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Figure 9. Photograph of 
transit of Mercury across 
the sun on May 9, 1970 by 
Toshihiko Osawa with a 60-
mm. refractor at 4h47m8s, 
U.T. Mercury is dark, round, 
and about 3/16 of an inch 
from the sun's limb. 

5. The Diameter of Mercury 

Figure 10. Photograph of 
Mercury transit on May 9, 
1970 by T. Osawa. 60-mm. 
refr. 5h13m42s, U.T. Mercury 
about 3/S of an inch from 
sun's limb. 

Transits of Mercury present an opportunity to measure the planet's diameter if in-
struments of fairly large aperture are employed. None of the A.L.P.O. members reporting 
observations on May 9 undertook any measures of Mercury's diameter. John Bortle comments, 
however, that "Mercury appeared to be significantly larger than remembered for the Nov-
ember 1960 transit." That, of course, would be the case in view of Mercury's greater 
proximity in May transits. 

6. Sunspot Opportunity 

Several observers noted that Mercury transited a large sunspot on the solar disc. 
Rodger Gordon commented "For a while (about 5 minutes) the planet and umbra of the spot 
blended into one . . . . It's too bad some radio telescope might not have been observing 
the transit as it passed over the sunspot. A valuable opportunity for monitoring the 
radio emission from the portion of the Sun may have been missed. Of course no one could 
predict Mercury would pass over the spot." 

7. The Next Transit of Mercury 

The next transit of Mercury will occur on 1973, Nov. 10, and will be visible in 
part of North America as an early morning event. A.L.P.O. members should keep this date 
in mind. 

References  

1. ga and Telescope, Vol. 40, No. 1 (July, 1970), pp. 20-24. 

2. Ibid. 

3. Ibid., p. 22. 

4. Ibid. 

LUNAR  

By: Charles L. Ricker and Harry D. Jamieson, ALPO Lunar Recorders 

I. An Exemplary Observational Study of Atlas, by Charles L. Ricker 

Since the last "Lunar Notes", observations have been received from the following 
observers: Inez Beck, who has continued her series on Eratosthenes; Greg Redfern; 
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(AP*) s 

Steven Szczepanski, who has been observing Plato regularly for some months, and is now 
observing Atlas; Richard Wessling, who is also equipped to take fine photographs; and 
Christopher Vaucher, who has concentrated upon Atlas and Alphonsus. 

The accompanying observation of Atlas (Figure 11) was carried out by Christopher 
Vaucher, using only a 2.G t1  telescope. Along with the drawing, extensive written notes 
were received, from whia the following account is extracted: 

"L and P are two very similar dark and nearly circular areas. Both of 
them are about the same size, although L is definitely better defined around 
the edges than P is. I have a theory on this fact. After careful considera-
tion, I believe the reason that L is better defined than P is this: L is to-
tally surrounded by a hilly, highland area that is brighter in intensity than 
the area surrounding P. Since L appears to be much lower in elevation than 
the surrounding area, and since the highland area is brighter than the cra-
ter floor, it appears that the point where F and G meet L is very definite; 
and this sharpness is enhanced since the intensity difference between L 
and its surrounding area is greater than the intensity difference between 
P and its surrounding area. Also, the difference in elevation is not so 
great for P as for L. I estimated that L is about intensity 2.5 and very 
well defined, while I estimated P to be about 3 (being definitely not so 
dark as L was). This was only estimated after careful comparisons with L, 
the crater floor, and of course the Mare tone. 

"I have a new area to report to you in this observation. This area is 
marked as S, lying between the highland area G and the crater floor H. 
This area is reasonably well-defined, and about as well defined as D and J, 
being also larger than D or J. This is the first time this area has been 
seen by me, and it was so well seen that I at first could not believe that 
I had never seen it before. It appears that this area is another large 
peak, like the central peaks but larger than any of the central peaks. I 
estimated area S as a definite 7 in intensity, like all the central peaks. 
Again, I think this area is another peak, higher that the crater floor, and 
even higher than the highlands area bordering it. Seeing conditions deter-
iorated just as I started observing Atlas, and I estimated the seeing as 4 
tonight. The crater floor of Atlas I estimated as being intensity 6." 

The numerical intensities cited are on a scale of 0 (shadows) to 10 (most bril-
liant features). 

The foregoing account is a model of what can be accomplished by a skilled observ-
er using a very small telescope, and his brain. Mr. Vaucher is to be commended for his 
fine efforts. All of his observations are accompanied by extensive written notes, which 
point out many things which may be missed by the Recorder, and which make interpretation 
of the drawings much easier. The Recorder studied available photographs of the region, 
including Orbiter IV photos, and they do not confirm or refute Mr. Vaucher's ideas. 
The Orbiter photos show an extensive rifle system associated with the dark patches, 
which are very similar to ones on published photographs of Alphonsus; and no doubt the 
dark patches in both formations are of similar origin. 

Figure 11. Drawing of the lunar cra-
ter Atlas by Christopher Vaucher on 
October 13, 1970, 3h29m to 4h 0m, U.T. 
2.4-inch refractor. 63X. Seeing 4 
(scale of 0 to 10 with 10 best), trans-
parency 42 ilimiting magnitude). Col - 
ongitude 65.9. The letters on the 
sketch are Mr. Vaucher's own identifi-
cations. The numbers are estimated 
intensities on a scale of 0 to 10, 
with 10 brightest. 
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Figure 12. Drawing of the Serpentine 
Ridge in Mare Serenitatis by Mrs. 
Inez Beck on June 24, 1970 at 8h41m, 
U.T. 6-inch reflector, 152X. Seeing 
9, transparency 64 (same scales as 
for Figure 11). Colongitude 152°9. 
See also accompanying text by Harry 
D. Jamieson. 

******* 

II. Heights along the Serpentine Ridge, 
by Harry D. Jamieson 

As a class of features, ridges seem to 
have been pretty much ignored by most students 
of the Moon until very recently. These usually 
inconspicuous objects are real y only well seen 
under low lighting, and can be quite difficult 
to draw with accuracy. Mrs. Inez Beck's draw-
ing of the Serpentine Ridge in the (IAU) east-
ern basin of Mare Serenitatis is one of the 
best that this writer has ever seen, and is 
here presented as Figure 12. Readers may want 
to compare this fine work with a good photo-
graph of the region, such as OLA B3-e. 

At present, the A.L.P.0, Lunar Section 
is undertaking a study of the vertical dimen-
sions of ridges, faults, and other previously 
ignored features in order to complete our 
knowledge of general topography. The Serpen-
tine Ridge has been under study for some time 
now, and some selected values for heights along 
its length can now be announced. At the fol-
lowing xi and eta coordinates, heights have 
been measured from OLA B3-e as follows: 

+367 +506 	880 meters 
+374 +475 	900 " 
+383 +454 1600 
+388 +430 1700 

The above values are, of course, very 
approximate. However, they should serve to 
give a rough idea of just how low these ob-
jects are, compared to their respectable width. 
Much more information is needed about the 
heights of ridges, for these are at best only 
poorly known. Readers searching for a chal-
lenging study are heartily invited to contact 
the writer for more information. Readers are 
also reminded that the needed evaluation of ac-
cidental and systematic errors in observations 
of the heights of ridges requires a substantial 
body of data, preferably from many different 
participating lunar observers. 

I I 

JUPITER IN 1965-66: ROTATION PERIODS 

By: Phillip W. Budine, A.L.P.O. Assistant Jupiter Recorder 

The highlights of the 1965-66 apparition were: a revival of the Circulating Cur-
rent, the continued observations of an abnormally slow portion of the North Equatorial 
Current, the continued prominence of the three long-enduring white South Temperate Zone 
ovals, the prominence of the Red Spot, and most important, observational evidence per-
haps for the first time, of vorticity in the Great Red Spot. 

Some data pertinent to the apparition follow: 

Date of Opposition: 1965, December 18. 
Dates of Quadrature: 1965, September 23; 1966, March 13. 
Declination of Jupiter: +23° (at opposition). 
Equatorial Diameter: 47.6 seconds (at opposition). 
Zenocetric Delination of Earth: +2:4 (at opposition). 
Magnitude of Jupiter: -2.3 (at opposition). 

This report is based on 4,645 visual central meridian transit observations sub-
mitted by five observers. Fifty-four per cent of these transits (2,446) form usable 
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measurements using a 9.4-inch reflector; and he recorded magnitudes of 10.23 to 12.39 
for Iapetus. His results are briefly noted in the June, 1969 issue of SKY AND TELESCOPE 
and are in marked contrast with the estimates of visual observers for that year. 

I again observed Iapetus with my 121-inch telescope during Saturn's 1969-70 appar-
ition, and once again found its mean magnitude to be about the same as Rhea's. In 39 
nights of observation between October 16, 1969 and February 25, 1970, Rhea's mean magni-
tude was 9.84, and Iapetus' was 9.81 However, this time I recorded a maximum of 8.6 
at western elongation and a minimum of 11.5 at eastern elongation. This amplitude of 
2.9 magnitudes is almost twice as great as my 1968-69 value and one-half magnitude great-
er than Moore's 1966-67 results. I found Iapetus 1/10th of a magnitude brighter than 
Moore's 8.7 value and 4/10ths of a magnitude fainter than his 11.1 minimum magnitude. 

In making magnitude estimates of Saturn's satellites, one must keep in mind that 
due to the glare of the planet and the scattering of its light, the more remote a sat-
ellite is from Saturn's globe and rings the more conspicuous it will appear as compared 
with less distant satellites; and consequently, there is a tendency to overestimate the 
more distant satellites' brightness. The best occasion for estimating Iapetus! magni-
tude at or near western elongation occurs when Titan is also far removed from the glare 
of the planet. Thus on October 31, 1969, Titan and Iapetus could be readily compared 
since Titan was 3' of arc to the east and Iapetus was 5k-' of arc to the west of Saturn. 
They were then judged to be at magnitude 8.4 and 8.9 respectively. On January 26, 1970 
Titan and Iapetus were both at their greatest western elongation (3' and 10' of arc res-
pectively from Saturn), Titan being estimated at magnitude 8.4 and Iapetus at magnitude 
8.9. 

Iapetus invites the attention of all telescope owners, both the possessors of a 
2- or 3-inch telescope (which is capable of at least showing Iapetus at maximum bright-
ness) as well as the owners of larger telescopes and perhaps photometers too. While it 
is most desirable to make magnitude estimates of Iapetus at every point along its orbit, 
the small telescope owner can still contribute valuable information by comparing Iapetus 
at western elongation with 8.4-magnitude Titan and 9.8-magnitude Rhea. The positions of 
Saturn's satellites are given for every year in THE AMERICAN EPHEMERIS AND NAUTICAL ALM-
ANAC. During the coming 1970-71 apparition, Iapetus will be at its greatest western 
elongation on December 16, 1970 and again on March 6, 1971 Observations made during 
the two weeks preceding and the two weeks following those two dates by a sufficient num-
ber of observers could result in the attainment of a general agreement on just how 
bright does Iapetus become at its western elongations. 
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METEORITIC IMPACTS AS GEOLOGIC FEATURES 

By: Craig L. Johnson 

When the moon is observed through even the smallest of telescopes, it is immediate-
ly apparent to the most casual observer that its surface is covered with a great profu-
sion of circular formations. These range in size from over one hundred and fifty kilo-
meters in diameter down to the limits of telescopic resolution, and follow no regular 
distribution pattern. While the Earth shows no great multitude of such features, they 
are far from being totally absent. This paper is an attempt to study the characteris-
tics and origin of such features on the Earth and moon, and to draw some tentative con-
clusions regarding the types of causative agents. 

What are the observed characteristics of these formations, found in small numbers 
on Earth and by the thousands on Luna? The gross features are as follows: they are 
circular (or in some cases, mildly elliptical), have elevated rims and flat floors mark-
edly below the level of the surrounding terrain, do not correspond in type with geolog-
ic structures in the surrounding areas, and follow a random pattern of distribution. In 
the case of lunar craters, many are surrounded by bright rays; these take the form of 
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light colored streaks radially distributed around the crater and extending outward in 
some cases for over one thousand, five hundred kilometers, unselectively crossing all 
geologic structures in their path. 

Upon close examination of terrestrial craters, it will also be noted that rock 
strata in the crater rim dip strongly away from the central axis of the crater (dip is 
eighty degrees at Canyon Diablol); evidence of volcanism in the area is conspicuous by 
its absence;2  nickel-iron alloy will often be found in the crater and nearby, often as 
microscopic droplets;3 breccia and powdery rock dust (rock flour) may be found if the 
crater is located in an arid region and is geologically young;4 and the surrounding 
strata often contain explosion shatter.  cones from compressional wave fracture of the 
surrounding rocks (the points of the cones point toward the center of impact), and high 
pressure polymorphs of silica such as coesite and stishovite.500  

Perusal of the literature of volcanism will reveal that the features described 
above are evidently not volcanic craters. 

Of course, terrestrial erosion processes are continuously modifying all geologic 
structures, blurring outlines and adding minor details such as gullies. Thus, old cra-
ter outlines will become increasingly rounded with time, covered with vegetation, and 
inconspicuous to the casual traveler, as opposed to the lunar case where changes in tem-
perature and the solar wind are the chief agents of erosion, leaving crater identities 
very obvious even after millions of years. Also, there are some volcanic processes that 
produce craters bearing a surprising resemblance to those described above; for example, 
Elegante Crater in Mexico at the edge of the Cerro del Pinacante volcanic field and Kil-
bourne Hole west of Las Cruces, New Mexico bear a striking superficial resemblance.7,8  
These, however, show marked evidence of volcanic origin when closely examined, such as 
proximity to lava fields, smell side vents, and location over fissures.9  

It would appear, then, that lunar craters and some terrestrial examples are not 
volcanic in origin. How did they originate? It is beyond the scope of this paper to 
investigate all possible causes, but from empirical observations and energy requirements 
it would appear that they are the result of the impact of solid objects moving at high 
speeds, sometimes with a final  explosion; these objects will hereafter be referred to 
by the general term meteorite. It is also beyond the scope of this paper to describe 
thoroughly the characteristics of meteorites per se, or their differentiation from na-
tive rocks; this paper is mainly concerned with meteoritic craters of at least local 
geologic significance, i.e., a kilometer or more in diameter. 

Due to the rarity of falls of this magnitude and the effects of erosion on ter-
restrial features, some of these craters on the Earth have been eroded beyond recogniz-
ability with regard to gross features, and are evident only by their residual effects 
on terrain. These effects include circular lakes10in areas where, geologically, they 
would not be expected; arcuate coastlines (both of these mu be accompanied by frag-
mented island chains near the shore and matching its arc),' and/or circular faulting 
with zigzagging rivers where they cross these impact-produced faults;12  or less ob-
vious effects such as anomalous salt beds and lava beds.13  These features and the pos-
sible origin of their causative meteorites will be discussed later in this paper. 

It was mentioned previously that the visible lunar surface is covered with a mul-
titude of craters of all sizes, in a random pattern. This holds true at any telescopic 
magnification; and indeed the smaller ones pile upon the larger ones, on the rims, 
floors, and upon other Small  craters. Though much of the visible lunar surface is cov-
ered by the maria (lava plains) which are comparatively devoid of craters, the number 
of craters on the lunar near side in the size range from 1.5 to 16 kilometers approxi-
mates 3,395.14  The photographs taken by the Lunar Orbiter series and the later ones 
from the manned Apollo missions showi5  that the lunar far side not only has a matching 
multitude of craters but that there are no major maria present; therefore, the number 
of craters present in the 1.5 to 16 kilometer range could be double the 3,400 present 
on the near side, despite the fact that the term "near side" refers to fifty-nine per 
cent of the lunar surface area and "far side" to the remaining forty-one per cent. 
Early in the writing of this paper the author made an attempt to add up the area of the 
lunar surface covered by craters of various sizes; but it soon became apparent that, 
quite apart from the magnitude of the task, the resultant figure would probably exceed 
the total available surface area, due to the tremendous mutual overlapping. Though it 
has not been absolutely proven that the lunar craters are all impact-derived (and there 
is evidence for a limited amount of volcanic action, to be described later), the avail-
able observational evidence fits this hypothesis best at the present time, in the opin-
ion of this author. 
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The number of near side lunar craters in the size range from sixteen to eighty 
kilometers approximates seven hundred and four,1° in the eighty to one hundred and sixty 
kilometer range thirty-oRe217  and those whose diameter exceeds one hundred and sixty 
kilometers number five.1°,19  

The lunar near side also includes a type of feature whose appearance is that of a 
lava plain, ranging from very approximately to quite closely circular in shape, and col-
lectively termed maria (after their rough resemblance to oceans in the first telescopes). 
It has long been realized that these resemble the smeller craters (including raised 
rims, sunken floors, and circularity), though observers have been at a loss to explain 
how the qmA11  (rapidly cooling) and obviously tectonically and volcanically inactive 
world of Luna could support an asthenosphere or fluid core (to account for the flow of 
lava). The author intends to show later in this paper that magma chambers of any type 
are unnecessary and that lava flows could occur on a totally cold and inert ball of rock 
(planetary body) under certain conditions, to be described. 

Regardless of mode of formation, these maria range in diameter from the twelve 
hundred kilometers of the Imbrium basin down to approximately one hundred and fifty 
kilometers. Oceanus Procellarum is not considered to be a single feature, but rather 
a fusion or overlapping of Rma1ler maria. There are also several craters which appear 
to have maria-like floors (dark), in contrast to their relatively bright wall material 
(Grimaldi, Plato, Schickard, Billy, and others); but since these occur at the edges of 
Eerie rather than separately (on the lunar near side), they would appear to be connected 
with maria formation as side effects. 

And what of the lunar far side? For most of human history its appearance has been 
an unknown and unknowable quantity (aside from plotting the convergent points of ray 
systems seen near the lunar limb), and astronomers could say only that it probably re-
sembled the lunar near side. With the advent of the first crude far side photographs 
in 1959 and the first good ones in 1966 and 1967, however, it became apparent that the 
near and far sides of the moon did not resemble each other. As was previously men-
tioned, both sides of the moon have craters, but the large maria formations are on the 
Earth-facing side only; and in the place of far side maria are features of previously 
unknown types. These include isolated dark-floored craters (Tsiolkovsky, Lomonosov, and 
Joliot-Curie),2° ultra-large ghost craters (smaller, later craters have almost destroyed 
them) without lava floors, 41,42  and a unique transitional feature between craters and 
merle. The latter, termed the Orientale basin, takes the form of a single, well-pre-
served crater (diameter fully one thousand kilometers) with concentric inner rings from 
circular slumping; between the concentric ridges lie patches of lava, and the central 
section (diameter approximately two hundged and ninety kilometers) is lava-floored. 
One must see this feature to believe it043,24 and it is bound to be a topic of discus-
sion for decades to come. 

Having briefly surveyed the lunar surface, we turn now to the Earth. Here, of 
course, the processes of erosion modify and erase geologic features continuously, and in 
addition the atmosphere acts as a protective shield. While very large meteorites may 
reach the surface virtually unhindered, smaller  ones are slowed appreciably in speed; 
and very qm,111 ones are vaporized from friction, as one may see demonstrated by observ-
ing  the sky on a dark night. 

That any sort of stones could "fall from heaven" was, of course, very doubtful to 
the scientific community for a considerable length of time, as has been recounted num- 
erous times in the literature. 25,2627 	, The best-known impact crater in the world today 
and a near-classic textbook example due to its comparative youth and excellent state of 
preservation in an arid climate, the Canyon Diablo crater in Arizona, was co eidered to 
be either a maar or an unexplainable curiosity of erosion until about 1930.2°,29  Once 
the idea became respectable, however, a casual search was begun for more impact craters, 
and since World War Two the Canadian government has paid some specific attention to the 
matter; Canada is an excellent hunting ground for ancient impact sites, due to the large 
area of ancient rocks exposed (the Canadian Shield). Indeed, the greatest number and 
largest size of impact craters in the world are found in Canadian territory.30,31  

In the small size range of one to fifteen kilometers, the terrestrial craters 
found to date that have been confirmed by detailed on-site sampling, or remain highly 
probable, are as follows: Pilot Take,  Keeley Lake, Deep Bay, Take Couture, West Hawk 
Jake, Chubb Crater, Merewether, Lake St. John, Brent, and Holleford in Canada; Canyon 
Diablo in the United States; Talem7ane (Algeria), Aouelloul (West Sahara) and Bosomtwe 
(Ghana) in Africa; and Mt. Doreen and Wolf Creek in Australia, a total of sixteen. 
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The size range from fifteen to eighty kilometers includes Carswell Lake (32 km), 
Clearwater Lake East (21 km), Clearwater Lake West (32 km), and Manicouagan Lakes (60 
km) in Canada (all discovered by aerial photography and undergoing investigation, the 
Clearwater Lakes are confirmed and the others are classed as good probables);32  Vreede-
fort Ring, Johannesburg (40 km, confirmed by shatter cone findings)33; Tibesti Ring 
Chad (18 km, probable);34  and the Richat structure in Mauretania (35 km35, probable'°). 
These seven structures are capable of good documentation; and if all are confirmed as 
meteoritic by on-site investigation, no serious or unified protest is likely from the 
scientific community at large. 

The last three structures to be listed here, however, are somewhat more contro-
versial, due to their great size and to the associated presence of some volcanic action. 
As will be explained shortly in this paper, however, consideration of impact energies 
shows that, as with the lunar gazig, very large impacts can and do produce their own 
volcanism. 

The first of the possible very large terrestrial impact craters is the Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, approximately two hundred and ninety kilometers in diameter. No direct evi-
dence of explosive formation (such as shatter cones or coesite) has been found, and 
there is little evidence of a crater rim, hardly surprising in view of the aqueous en-
vironment and high erosion rates. However, in this granitic-surrounded basin, basement 
rock does not begin until a depth of six thousand, seven hundred meters is reached 
(near Prince Edward Island); and below a surface layer of sediment the material all ap-
pears to be rock salt.37  Can this be due to the slow, even accumulation of salt from 
evaporation and subsidence, extending over hundreds of millions of years, in the same 
era when tectonic revolutions were taking place in the nearby Appalachian Mountain Belt? 
No positive evidence is forthcoming, but the salt beds also could have been formed by 
the inflow of huge quantities of sea water into a crater basin on top of molten magma, 
which were flushed off, leaving the salt precipitate.38  

The next structure is the Witwatersrand basin, surrounding the Vreedefort struc-
ture, at Johannesburg; and it has a diameter of three hundred and twenty-two kilometers. 
The city of Johannesburg is located on the north rim of the basin; and from there may be 
seen a line of mine dumps extending away in both directions along the kilometer-wide 
basin rim, which rises about one hundred and seventy meters, since this rim of metamor-
phic rocks bears gold. Near the center of the basin is the Vreedefort Ring structure, 
which is at the top of a granite plug and slightly resembles a (greatly eroded) central 
mountain of a lunar crater. Aside from the circularity of both structures and the pres-
ence of shatter cones throughout the area, the gold deposits previously mentioned occur 
in placer form, as thin beds between metamorphic and sedimentary rocks and not as mate-
rial intrusive into quartz. This fact would appear to suggest that the gold had been 
vaporized before deposition. At this point the structural-historical picture is some-
what confused due to lack of sampling data, but the footnoted work makes a case for the 
idea that the whole Witwatersrand-Vreedefort structure resulted from impact with melt-
ing plus stretching from the known rifting of the continent.39  

The final, and largest, possible impact structure is the arcuate eastern coast-
line of Hudson Bay, with Belcher and Nastapoka island clusters. The projected diameter 
of this shoreline to a full circle is approximately four hundred and sixty kilometers. 
The extreme age of the structures in this area, plus the Arctic location, makes inves-
tigation very difficult, particularly with regard to finding direct evidence. However, 
perusal of a combined (mosaic) topographic map of the area shows that circular faulting 
occurs at the surface east of the arc (and rivers zigzag to cross this), and that the 
Nastapoka, Hopewell, Castle, Merry, and Long islands form an arcuate chain matching the 
curve of the eastern shore. The Belcher Islands farther out in the bay also show curv-
ing linearity. While the impact formation of this feature cannot be established until 
field work supplements the scanty and somewhat contradictory data available to date, 
the probability remains good.40  

Thus far we have surveyed the surfaces of Earth and Luna, and have found a number 
of evidently impact-caused structures. That meteorites caused these structures looks 
fairly certain in many cases, but a few questions remain at this point, not the least 
of which is that of available impact energy. Can a ball of rock drifting through space, 
even if over a kilometer in diameter, cause the formation of large craters and even 
bring forth the flow of magma upon striking the surface of Earth or Luna? The author 
believes that the answer is in the affirmative and hopes to demonstrate this conclusion 
in the following pages. 
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First, there is the matter of the velocities of meteorites. It has been found, 
first from triangulation among two or more visual observers and later from radar data, 
that meteorites initially strike the Earth's atmosphere at speeds of from ten to seven-
ty kilometers per second.41,42  The velocity depends on the individual body, and whether 
the atmospheric encounter is head-on or overtaking; these speeds are those that would 
be expected of bodies orbiting within the Solar System. While there are a few cases on 
record with speeds exceeding one hundred and fifty kilometers per second, these are a 
tiny fraction of the total; and the reliability of the tracking data for them is not 
fully established. Also, of course, the smaller stones will be slowed appreciably from 
atmospheric friction before reaching the ground when the Earth is involved. 

Many small  meteorites are observed to explode before reaching the ground; and when 
the gravel so produced strikes the ground, the impact is relatively gentle. For in-
stance, in the fall of 6 July, 1924 at Johnstown, Colorado, residents of nearby Mead re-
ported that their roofs rattled as if someone had thrown pea gravel from nearby. Gravel 
was found, and it was meteoritic.43  Larger discrete stones carry more impact energy, 
but are still rather ineffectual. While one case is known where the meteorite penetra-
ted the roof of a garage and the roof of an automobile below, then rebounded from the 
latter's muffler, and finally came to rest in the seat cushions (a two kilogram stone),44  
it is well known that meteorites falling in plowed fields seldom bury themselves. In a 
recent case a ground search was being made for a meteorite observed photographically, 
and it was found in the middle of a snow-covered road. The ten kilogram stone had made 
a dent in the snow of approximately its own size, bounced once, and then came to rest.45 

Larger falls are more spectacular, such as the Sikhote-Alin fall of 12 February, 
1947. In this event a ball of fire was seen to travel across the sky trailing a long 
cloud of dust (which persisted in the air for several hours); and minutes later power-
ful sonic booms were heard, resembling the firing of heavy cannon. Some two hundred 
craters of varying sizes were found at the impact site, ranging up to twenty-seven me-
ters in diameter; and calculations showed that the pyrotechnics and cratering had been 
caused by a sixty-five ton mass which struck the atmosphere at 14.5 kilometers per sec-
ond.40  As will be noted, however, this value is far from the meteoritic mass that would 
produce a one kilometer crater, let alone a crater of over four hundred kilometers, such 
as has been postulated for Earth, and one of a thousand kilometers for Luna. 

What amount of mass would be required to form these larger craters? It is well 
known that e = igm2  (the kinetic energy of a moving body equals half its mass times the 
square of its velocity), also that when a moving body is involved in a collision, the 
energy of movement is partially converted into heat. The exchange into heat is at known 
rates for various materials.47  From this fact, it should become apparent that at mete-
oritic velocities, where relatively large bodies are involved, meteoritic cratering in-
volves a bit more than the bouncing observed when a small boy throws a rock at a stone 
wall. As early as 1929, F. R. Moulton demonstrated mathematically that if a single me-
teorite formed the Canyon Diablo crater, it must have exploded upon impact. He showed 
that if its space velocity had been forty-one kilometers per second and it had impacted 
at twelve to twenty kilometers per second, for a mass of one million tons or less the 
impact alone would raise the temperature of the mass above the boiling point of iron;48  
and a million-ton mass of iron-rich rock, or even plain rock, would be considerably 
smaller than the one kilometer diameter of the resultant crater. Modern estimates of 
the mass necessary to form this crater are much less than the above.49  
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(to be concluded) 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Lunar Section Staff Changes and a Lunar and Planetary Training Program. Because of 
the gratifying response to the announcement in the last issue concerning the appointment 
of Charles L. Ricker as the Lunar Training Program Director and because of severe limita-
tions on his time, Mr. Ricker has felt it to be necessary that he resign as a Lunar Re-
corder so that he can devote all his available time to the ALPO training programs. 

The Lunar Selected Areas Program will be taken over by Mr. H. W. Kelsey, who is al-
ready fully familiar with the program. Any members who desire to participate in this 
program are urged to contact Mr. Kelsey. Present participants are asked to begin send-
ing their observations to him at once. 
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The Lunar Training Program is being expanded to include planets and will be known 
as the Lunar and Planetary Training Program. The goal of this expanded program will be 
to provide necessary elementary knowledge and skills to beginning observers who desire 
to start submitting their observations to the various Observing Sections of the ALPO. 
For the present, this training will be offered on an individual basis, providing assis-
tance to prospective observers as required according to their individual degree of pro-
ficiency. It is felt by Mr. Ricker and others that there are a very large number of AL-
PO members who would like to participate in our programs but who hesitate to submit ob-
servations simply because they are afraid that they lack the necessary experience. We 
hope to correct this situation by providing the necessary guidance and training to any-
one who desires to participate in our programs. Interested members may begin by writ-
ing to Mr. Charles Ricker at 403 W. Park St., Marquette, Michigan 49855. 

Some changes are in progress in the programs being offered by the ALPO Lunar Sec-
tion, and it is hoped that these can be described under "Lunar Notes" in the next issue. 

Telescope Makers Conference at Riverside, California. The third annual event of 
this kind will be held on April 24 and 25, 1971. The location is Riverside City College, 
3500 Fairfax, Riverside, Calif. The sponsors are the Riverside Astronomical Society and 
the Riverside City College. Plans are being made to visit the Big Bear Solar Observa-
tory and other places of interest to astronomers. Any communications about this meeting 
should be mailed to Mr. Clifford Holmes, 8642 Wells Avenue, Riverside, California 92503. 

Correction to Vol. 22, Nos. 2=12 of The Strollinp Astronomer. Mr. Paul Mackal ad-
vises us that the first sentence under "Addendum" near the top of pg. 154 should have 
read: "The following observers also sent full disc drawings to the Jupiter Recorder for 
the 1968-69 apparition." The qualitative report on the 1968-69 apparition was prepared 
before the qualitative report on the 1967-68 apparition, the latter appearing in Vol. 
22, Nos. 9-10. 

Site of 1221 ALPO Convention. Contrary to some statements in recent months in Sky 
and Telescope and elsewhere, we are not meeting this year with WAA in Hawaii. Our next 
Convention will be held as part of the Astronomical League National Convention on August 
18-22 at Southwestern College in Memphis, Tennessee. More details will appear in future 
issues. Readers are again cordially invited to consider giving suitable papers and 
bringing astronomical exhibits. In fact, a few "early birds" have already promised ap-
pealing papers. May we see you in Memphis? 

Sustaining Members and Sponsors. There follows a listing of our Sponsors and Sus-
taining Members as of January 23, 1971. Sponsors pay $25 per year; Sustaining Members, 
$10 per year. We are greatly indebted to all these colleagues for their generous and 
most meaningful financial support. The surplus which they pay above the normal dues is 
used to help meet the general expenses of the ALPO. 

Sponsors - William O. Roberts, Grace A. Fox, David P. Barcroft, Philip and Vir-
ginia Glaser, Dr. John E. Westfall, Dr. James Q. Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Reverend Ken-
neth J. Delano, Richard E. Wend, Reverend Richard G. Hodgson, A B Clyde Marshall, Alan 
McClure, Walter Scott Houston, Frederick W. Jaeger, and Phillip W. Budine. 

Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Charles L. 
Ricker, Eimer J. Reese, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. walk Michael McCants, Dr. William 
K Hartmann, William E. Kunkel, Ralph Scott, A W. Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. 
Vitous, John E. Wilder, A. K. Parizek, B. Traucki, Nicholas Waitkus, Patrick S. McIntosh, 
Lyle T. Johnson, H. W. Kelsey, Phillip Wyman, Harry Grimsley, Daniel H. Harris, the 
Junior Texas Astronomical Society, Dr. David Meisel, Daniel Vukobratovich, John Bally-
Urban, W. King Monroe, Warner T. Crocker, James W. Young, Klaus R. Breach, Inez N. Beck, 
Dr. George W. Rippen, Dr. Joel W. Goodman, William B. Chapman, and Harry D. Jamieson. 

First Annual Apollo Rendezvous and Telescope Fair. The Miami Valley Astronomical 
Society is hosting this event on Saturday, June 19, 1971 in the Apollo Observatory at 
the Dayton (Ohio) Museum of Natural History. The attendance and participation of ama-
teur astronomers, astronomical societies, and telescope makers are heartily invited. 
Interested persons should write to Apollo Rendezvous Committee, Mr. Robert Wetz, Chair-
man, Apollo Observatory, 2629 Ridge Ave., Dayton, Ohio 45414. There will be a key-note 
speaker with a world-wide reputation in his field. An extensive exhibit of telescopes 
and related instruments is planned, with commercial, educational and amateur displays 
all represented. It is hoped to receive amateur papers, including ones from juniors, on 
a wide variety of subjects. Individuals and representatives of astronomical societies 
are invited to bring slides and photographs with them. 
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JOHN EDWARD MELLISH: TELESCOPE MAKER, ASTRONOMER, AND NATURALIST 

By: Eugene W. Cross, Jr. 

John Edward Mellish, internationally renowned telescope maker and astronomer, died 
quietly at the home of his daughter on July 13, 1970 in Medford, Oregon. Born January 
12, 1886, near Madison, Wisconsin, John Mellish spent his boyhood in the semi-agricul-
tural community of College Grove, the city of his birth. Later he moved to Ohio; and 
later still he moved to Escondido, California, where he lived from 1933 to 1959. From 
1959 to 1970, he resided at Cave Junction, Oregon. 

Mr. Mellish's interest in astronomy and telescopes began at age 14; at age 15 he 
obtained a ampIll telescope. In the summer of 1903, young John Mellish independently dis-
covered the dark marking on Saturn later reported by Barnard. In 1904 Mr. Mellish made 
his first telescope. He authored (in 1905) an article on telescope making in Popular 
Mechanics. As a result of his article, he began to receive orders for telescopes. His 
career in telescope making was launched! Scientific American published several papers 
by Mr. Mellish instructing the novice on how to make astronomical telescopes. These in-
structive papers did much in popularizing telescope making and astronomy in America at 
a pre-Ingalls-ATM period. 

Mr Mellish was quite successful as an amateur comet hunter, and is credited with 
the discovery of five new comets. Among these were 19070, 191511, 1915IV, and 19171; 
he co-discovered Comet Grigg-Mellish, 190711. The Astronomical Society of Mexico award-
ed him a gold medal commemorating his feat of discovering two comets in 1907. Besides 
those comets noted, he independently discovered three others that were reported by other 
observers before his reports reached authorities at Harvard. 

Few astronomers knew of another discovery he made, and few of those who knew be-
lieved in it. John E. Mellish discovered, in November of 1915, craters on the planet 
Mars. In the morning sky, with Mars near the observer's meridian, under conditions of 
"superseeing", with the world's largest refractor at 1,100X, John Mellish saw what no 
other man has ever seen directly from the Earth: CRATERS ON THE SURFACE OF MARS. He 
saw craters on Mars in the same sense that the average person sees craters on the gib-
bous moon with low power binoculars. He had to wait fifty years, until Mariner IV, to 
see his discovery of Martian craters accepted by the astronomical world. 

John Mellish engaged in telescope making for more than fifty years, and in the 
course of time made more than a thousand astronomical telescopes. While he made both re-
flecting telescopes and refracting telescopes, his achromatic refracting telescope ob-
jectives are probably the most outstanding examples of his work, being capable of re-
markably fine definition by even modern standards. In his own words: "In my life I 
made and sold over one hundred refractors from three inches to twelve and one-half in-
ches; I worked several twenty-four inch mirrors and six thirty-six inch mirrors and 
quite a number of other mirrors from eighteen inches to thirty-two inches in diameter." 
In his later years, Mr. Mellish gave up his career in optics because of failing eye-
sight. 

Optical manufacture of the desired quality often put a strain on his patience, 
and he frequently closed his shop to get close to nature in the wilderness. With un-
usually keen powers of observation, he perceived many previously unknown phenomena. 
Among these was the aestivation of the Poorwill in cliffs near the Colorado River about 
fifteen years before the fact was published in The National Geographic. He once saw a 
family of three black cats, like "black leopards or jaguars" near a pool of water on 
the south face of the Santa Rosa Mountains (California). He knew of the mud volcanoes 
at the south end of the SAlton Sea (California), now flooded. He knew Fish Creek (Cal-
ifornia) when it had fish in it. He used to point out the double-headed eagle carving 
on the large boulder near the road leading to Mt. Palomar, as being the work of some 
early Aztecs. 

Among his many interests was gem collecting, and he was once told by a noted auth-
ority that he had one of the best gem collections west of the Mississippi. To the great 
misfortune of Mr. Mellish, however, that collection was lost when his home in Oregon was 
destroyed in a fire. All of the observational notes of a life-time, as well as the op-
tical work then in progress, were casualties of that fire. 

Mr. Mellish is survived by his eight children, and by the memory of all who knew 
him .. and loved him. 
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- LUNAR ASTRONOMERS - 

Locate and name all prominent features 
on the earth-side hemisphere of the 
Moon with this book. -- Observing The 
Moon With a Small Telescope -- 

Send $1.75 to: C. R. Ellison 
35-C Nob Hill Ct. 
Bridgeport, Conn. 

06610 

NEW: 	HANDBOOK FOR PLANET OBSERVERS, 
by G. D. Roth $7.95 

LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY $9.95 
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner $4.25 
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek $7.50 
THE PLANET SATURN, by A. F. D'Alexander $12.95 
THE PLANET URANUS, by A. F. D'Alexander $12.50 
THE MOON with the 300" Moon-Map, 

by H. P. Wilkins and P. Moore $13.75 
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore $6.95 
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore $5.95 
THE NATURE OF COMETS, by N. B. Richter $10.00 
VISITORS FROM AFAR: THE COMETS, 

by W. Ley 
ASTRONOMY WITH BINOCULARS, by J. Muirden 
AMATEUR TELESCOPE MAKING: Book 1, 

Book 2, $6.00; Book 3, 
TELESCOPES FOR SKYGAZING, by H. E. Paul 
OUTER SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY, by H. E. Paul 
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

STAR-ATLAS - leaflet upon request -
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS for 1971 

$4.50 
$5.95 
$5.00 
$7.00 
$5.95 
$6.95 

$18.50 
$6.50 

$140.00 
$6.25 

Write for NEW list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 

P. O. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N. Y. 11364  

NOTE ON MARTIAN CRATERS: Readers who wish to pursue the matter of the observabil-
ity of Martian craters are urged to consult the following: 

(1) Mellish, John E., ay and Telescope,  j., 339, 1966. 
(2) Harris, Daniel H., "Martian Relief and the Coming Opposition", Science,  112, 

1100-1101, 1967. 
(3) Private communications from Mr. Mellish which are in the possession of Mr. 

Eugene Cross. 

Figure 20. Lunar crater Milichius as drawn by 
Harry D. Jamieson on June 14, 1962 at 2h21"1  - 2h 
30m, U.T. 5.5-inch Clark refractor, 271X. See-
ing 6-8. Transparency 4. Colongitude 46:4. Note 
the dark wall band and the very bright wall band 
just north of it. Both were very conspicuous ob-
jects. 

#######*#####** 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS  

Bright and Banded Craters Program. Lunar Re-
corder Harry Jamieson calls attention to Figure 20 
as a sample observation in this project. He will 
welcome correspondence with all interested lunar 
observers. 

In Memoriam: M. de la Rosa. Though his 
name will be known to very few of our readers and 
though he was in no sense an astronomer, it is 
proper that we here express appreciation to the 
deceased owner of the Commercial Printing & Stamp 
Company, who produced this journal from about 1964 
to 1970. His death in late Nov., 1970 brought a 
deep feeling of personal loss to the Editor and 
his family. The regular trips to the office in 
downtown El Paso had become a personal pleasure as 
well as a business convenience. We owe to the ef-
forts of Mr. de la Rosa and his staff the good tech-
nical quality of the reproduction of thiB magazine. 

ASTROLA NEWTONIAN  
REFLECTING TFLFSCORES 

These fine Astrola reflectors are well 
known to nearly all serious telescopic 
observers. Already a number of Ameri-
ca's leading lunar and planetary ob-
servers are using complete Astrola 
telescopes or optical components manu-
factured by us. We also sell Brandon 
and other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror 
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals -
mountings, etc. 

Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian 
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins. 
aperture made to order. 

Used reflectors and refractors are al-
ways in stock. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 

4137 E. Anaheim 

Long Beach 4, 	 California 

Phone: GEneva 4-2613 
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Drawing of Mars by Robert B. Rhoads with a 6-inch reflector at 300X on 
March 9, 1971 at 13 hrs., 10 mins. Universal Time. C.M. = 247°. Angular 
diameter 6".8. Martian Date August 17. Note Syrtis Major inside the 
limb, the south polar cap, Mare Tyrrhenum, Mare Cimmerium, and the 
Nubis Lacus region. Current observations of Mars are discussed by Mr. 
C. F. Capen on pages 9-10 and 34-37. 
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MEimORITIC IMPACTS AS GEOLOGIC FEATURES 

By: Craig L. Johnson 

(Concluded from Vol. 22 Nos. 11-12, pp. 208-213) 

In order that one may better appreciate the energy involved in the impact of meteor-
itic bodies and sticking to the crater size under discussion in this paper (generally one 
to one hundred kilometers), let us take the hypothetical case of a small asteroid (or 
other astronomically qmn11 mass of rock from any source) impacting the Earth. While this 
event will be hypothetical, we will not deviate from the laws of physics and mathematics, 
or from reasonable size ranges of bodies actually known to the astronomical community. 
Since the year 1801 some sixteen hundred asteroids have been discovered and have been ob-
served well enough for orbit calculations to be made; and the existence of some forty 
thousand asteroids has been postulated.%)  They range in size from flying mountains (per-
haps one kilometer in diameter) up through Vesta (370 kms.) and Pallas (500 kms.); and the 
largest, Ceres, slightly exceeds 750 kilometers in diameter.51  Most of these objects have 
orbits that keep them between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter; but a few are known with 
more eccentric orbits, such as Hermes, Eros, and Icarus, whose orbits carry them regularly 
from inside the orbit of Mercury to as far out as that of Jupiter. These bodies obviously 
can approach the Earth closely if it is at a certain point in its orbit at the time and 
have done so in this century as astronomical distances go.52,53  In 1937 Hermes, with a 
mass of 109 tons, passed approximately 640,000 kilometers from the Earth, or less than 
twice the distance to Luna.'4 

We shall construct our hypothetical ball of rock so as to have a mass of 3.5 x 1010  
tons, and shall endow it with a speed at atmospheric entry of fifty kilometers per second 
(high, but not unprecedented). This mass could be met by only four cubic kilometers of 
specific gravity eight; while such a density is unreasonable, of course, one must remember 
that many meteorites do contain a high percentage of iron so that our meteorite can quite 
reasonably be less than twenty kilometers in diameter. If this body contains 3.2 x 1016  
grams, and e 0.5mm2, the total energy release could approxim0e 4 x 1029 ergs. For com-
parison, the detonation of a million tons of TNT yields 4 x 10'4  ergs; the largest earth-
quakes measured have each released some 1027  ergs.55,56  This energy is to be released 
within a twenty kilometer circle in less than sixty seconds. (The effect of dissipation 
of energy from preheating of the atmospheric path column will be small, percentage-wise, 
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for such a dense or iron-rich meteorite; its speed is such that the time interval will be 
much less than sixty seconds, much closer to the fireball duration of a large fusion weap-
on). 

The above figures should suggest that the impact of our hypothetical meteorite re-
leases great amounts of energy, and indeed it can be seen that 4 x 1029 ergs is equivalent 
to a ten-tetraton fusion weapon, which is some l05•5 times the largest ever detonated. 
Nor should the comparison with nuclear energy stop there; if our ball of rock is equiva-
lent in energy release to an extremely large fusion bomb, the possibility that nuclear 
fusion will actually be induced by mechnical means in the surrounding area of atmosphere 
and crust cannot be dismissed offhand. This release would produce a flood of X-radiation, 
which could be expected to produce physical changes in those nearby rocks which were not 
vaporized or melted; it could also produce a burst of neutrons, which would induce second-
ary radiation in those rocks also. Either of these processes might leave changes at the 
impact site detectable with sensitive instrumentation for millions of years.57  

Very well; our hypothetical meteorite has equalled a ten -tetraton fusion weapon in 
energy release. This is probably of the same order of magnitude as the impact that pro- • 
duced each of the Clearwater Lakes craters in Canada (the largest confirmed impact craters 
on Earth), but the reader should be reminded that the probably-impact-caused Imbrium basin 
on Luna is twelve hundred kilometers in diameter. This was the basis of the earlier state-
ment in this paper that no asthenosphere or liquid core was necessary in order to produce 
the observed lava flows on the lunar surface, or volcanic effects in connection with ter-
restrial strikes. The impact of asteroidal-size bodies, moving at normally-encountered 
meteoritic speeds, produces not merely localized melting of surface rocks, but is capable 
of vaporizing them; melting would definitely not be limited to the immediate vicinity in 
the largest cases. It has been calculated56  that the impacting body responsible for the 
lunar Orientale basin, some one thousand kilometers in diameter and with a central two hun-
dred and ninety kilometer lava bed, was only eighty to one hundred kilometers in diameter. 
If the basement rocks have been compressed by blast effects and if there has been a lava 
inflow from melting of the surrounding rocks, one might logically expect positive Bouguer 
anomalies in such areas; such anomalies have actually been detected by the tracking of 
space probes in lunar orbit, and were dubbed Hmascone The maria Humorum, 	rium, Ser - 
enitatis, Nectaris, Crisium, and Orientale show surplus concentration of mass. 9  

Thus, the finding of igneous intrusions at the site of large suspected terrestrial 
impact craters (Witwatersrand basin, Hudson Bay) and proposed drifting of rock masses on 
magma to account for the island arc chains; the finding of clearly volcanic domes and flow 
ripples, not to mention lava-drowned craters, on and near the lunar maria;°° the finding 
of collapsed volcanic,vents within pre-existing lunar craters061  and flow marks within Ty-
cho and Aristarchus, and the,Rhotographs showing the lunar Hyginus Rifle to be a graben 
with nearby volcanic blowholes°' do not invalidate the impact hypothesis. 

Thus far we have surveyed the surfaces of Luna and Earth, have found many geologic 
structures that could have been produced by large meteorites, and have shown that large 
meteorites would indeed have been capable of producing these observed structures. What 
source or sources could have spawned the meteorites? The currently-well-thought-of theory 
for the origin of the planets, that of the gradual accretion of cold planetesimals, pro-
vides for the idea that much material (numerically speaking) could have been left over af-
ter the formation of the planets was essentially complete. Several persons have proposed 
that this was the source for the asteroid belt since the combined masses of the remaining 
asteroids do not add up to a respectable planet (thus demonstrating by inference that the 
asteroid belt did not originate from the collision of formerly existing planetary bodies). 
And, if most of the left-over planetesimals were ordered into a relatively dense belt by 
the interacting gravitational fields of the planets, by no means would every last object 
necessarily have been so gathered (witness the Earth-grazing asteroids Hermes, Icarus, and 
Eros). Therefore, a fair number (numerically) of very small asteroids, nevertheless the 
size of mountains or larger, could still be orbiting the sun in orbits that cross that of 
the Earth at least closely enough that one must be deflected toward a potential location 
of Earth at rare intervals. One may argue, and correctly so, that the chances of an ac-
tual collision are very slight; however, the vastness of known geologic time is sufficient 
to allow the realization of not one but many seemingly improbable events. 

If the asteroids were initially distributed more or less at random throughout the 
Solar System and then gradually were collected either by accretion into planets or by grav-
itational influences into a discrete belt, one might expect that as one surveyed the exist-
ing planets, the closer the planet's proximity to the asteroid belt, the greater the num-
ber of impacts it would have endured in the sum total of geologic time. Of course, the 
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ants nearest the asteroid belt on the far side could show no impact scars since they 
L71' gas giants. Mercury and Venus are not accessible for survey at this time. That leaves 
-_-_, Earth, Luna, and Mars. Luna is not directly comparable to the other two due to its 
=ill mass and consequent lack of atmosphere, but in the matter of survey suitability for 

frequency of asteroidal objects Earth and Mars are very closely comparable. Both 
atmospheres of sufficient density effectively to screen the surface from high speed 

=;:acts of very small meteorites but insufficient to prevent the arrival of large masses. 
:..th have low enough gravitational attractions that such will not be a major factor in de - 
t=ining the number of impacts. While the efficiency of erosional processes on the Mar - 

surface is unknown for either past or present, the television images relayed from the 
1Lee successful Mariner series space probes leave little reasonable room for doubt that 

Martian surface has suffered many times the number of meteoritic impacts that the Earth 
o2.05,66  This would certainly seem to confirm the validity of the idea that large craters 
zan be the result of impacts of smq11, straying asteroids. 

Are there any other possible sources of planetesimals? Yes, indeed; the comets. 
m le spectroscopy has shown that the appearances of comets as seen from Earth are due to 
gas, dust, and ices, and planetary orbit observations have shown that the total mass of a 
zomet is insignificant in comparison to that of the planets themselves, no observations 
have ever been made which show that masses of rock significant by human standards are not 
a part of cometary nuclei. Indeed, direct observation has shown (stated by sources too 
numerous to mention here) that the present day meteor showers are derived from ejected sol-
id cometary debris, and that even small comets are large enough to conceal many small bod-
ies, having in many cases nuclei exceeding 50,000 kilometers in diameter. 07  It is the 
normal case for the orbits of comets to cross that of the Earth, as opposed to the case 
for asteroids where such an orbit is the exception. And while several comets with very 
short periods and relatively circular orbits are known, several times per century a comet 
with an orbital period so long that human eyes can have seen it only once comes into yiew. 
Two very recent examples are Comet Humason 1961e and Comet Tago -Sato -Kosaka 1969g.°8,°9  
With regard to both asteroids and comets with Earth-crossing orbits, and the idea that con-
siderable masses exist within cometary nuclei, a recent suggestion was made by reputable 
astronomers7° that asteroids are the result of the decay of comets, later to be reduced to 
near-circular orbits by subsequent planetary perturbations. 

So much for telescopic observations and theory. Is there good, direct observational 
evidence for any substantial physical bodies existing within comets? Unfortunately, no. 
A direct collision between Earth and a cometary nucleus has taken place only once in re-
corded history, aside from ancient legends of great interest but little verifiability at 
present71  and bio-gelogical data in great need of further investigation.72  This event 
took place on 30 June, 1908, a few hundred kilometers to the northwest of Lake Baikal in 
Siberia. In this event, according to available evidence and eyewitness accounts, a very 
small and slow-moving comet entered the atmosphere. It was previously unknown due to its 
orbit's carrying it near to the apparent position of the sun, and the final approach was 
in daylight. However, the loosely-aggregated object had a considerable dust tail pointing 
away from the sun (which caused unusual sunsets all over Europe). It exploded at an alti-
tude of five kilometers, with force sufficient to uproot and shatter trees twenty-five 
kilometers from the blast and forcibly to remove tops of trees at twice that distance. 
Considerable meteoric dust was later found, in a fall-associated pattern.73 

We can see from the above discussions that both asteroidal fragments and comets are, 
given a sufficient time interval, capable of delivering geologically significant meteoritic 
impacts to Earth, Luna, and Mars; asteroidal fragments carry more average energy per unit 
volume, but comets are vastly more frequent. 

It has been mentioned that maria occur only on one face of the moon and cover some 
thirty per cent of its surface area, and that comets are frequently of sufficient size 
easily to engulf the Earth. The suggestion has been made a few times that the lunar marls 
and the Pacific Ocean were formed simultaneously, geologically speaking, by the head-on 
collision of a cometary nucelus (approaching from the side opposite that of the moon, as 
seen from the Earth, and directly above the Pacific Ocean basin).74 The author hopes to 
have demonstrated in this paper that, no matter how fantastic the idea may seem at first 
reading, it is not a totally impossible one. 

The author hopes that Geology may one day follow the path trod by Astronomy in real-
izing that, as the Universe does not revolve around the Earth, neither must all geological 
events necessarily arise from within the Earth, and that no magic, nor fairy tales, nor 
other unknown agents are necessary in the consideration thereof. 
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vited lecture. 
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TIDAL MECHANISMS AND CYCLES IN LUNAR EVENTS 
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The relative frequency of recent lunar events at the craters Aristarchus and Gassen-
di is positively correlated with tidal stresses at these sites. Tidal stresses and other 
lunar-event periodicities provide further evidence favoring a hypothesis that most lunar 
transient events originate from internal lunar processes such as volcanic and seismic ac-
tivity. Evidence of the triggering of earthquakes by earth tides and other lunar-terres-
trial analogies suggest an association between lunar events and moonquakes. Because si-
multaneous monitoring of lunar events from the earth and the moon would produce more use- 
ful information. 	than telescopic monitoring alone, seismographs offer possibilities for 
fruitful cooperation with an existing network of lunar observers. 

Introduction 

This report is an extension of recent lunar-event investigations by added incorpor-
ation of observations through 1967. In particular, a tidal analysis of the 15 events 
(days of activity) at the crater Gassendi is correlated with an analysis of 38 events at 
the crater Aristarchus. 

In a previous investigation of 25 events, Green (ref. 1) found a decided correla-
tion for times when the lunar orbit was near maximum eccentricity and also found that lu-
nar events occurred preferentially when the moon was near apogee. For 167 dated reports, 
neglecting orbital eccentricity variations, Burley and Middlehurst (ref. 2) found a strong 
correlation with perigee and apogee times. Green and Burley and Middlehurst interpret the 
Perigee-apogee effect as evidence of tidal cracking and as probable evidence of the re-
lease of gases from below the lunar surface. The topographical distribution of sites is 
discussed by Middlehurst and Moore (ref. 3), who found that most of the sites are associ-
ated with special topography such as the margins of maria. The hypothesis of internal 
origin is supported by this topographic distribution and by other similarities (discussed 
by Middlehurst in ref. 4) for many of the sites. Chapman (ref. 5),  by introducing libra-
tion terms and calculating local tides, showed a significantly improved correlation be-
tween tidal extremes and the onset of events for a single site (Aristarchus); but out of 
27 sightings, seven anomalies remained, of which five occurred within one day of perigee. 

In the following sections, the question of tidal cycles, the distribution to the 
tidal cycles of the new event reports for the Gassendi area and other sites, and some 
seismological implications, including the possibility of moonquakes, will be discussed. 

Tidal Cycles 

Substantially all parameters of the lunar orbit and, consequently, local tides at 
all lunar sites go through a complete cycle in the period of a saros (18 years and 11 
days). A saros is divisible into two important cycles. During each one-third of a saros, 
the cycle of local tides tends to be repeated. This cycle of approximately 6 years re-
sults from resonance between the 27.21-day nodical month and the 27.55-day anomalistic 
month. Another important cycle results from resonance between the anomalistic month and 
the 29.53-day synodic month (Full Moon to Full Moon). After a given Full Moon occurs in 
phase with perigee, the seventh Full Moon afterward is in phase with apogee, since this 
one-sixteenth of a saros (412-day cycle) has a duration of nearly 14 synodic months. 
These half-cycle phasing conditions are synchronous with the times of maximum orbital ec-
centricity (maximum departure of lunar orbit from circularity) that were noted by Green 
(ref. 1) as having influenced lunar events. Examples of the cycle of 14 synodic months 
are shown in Table I. 

*These were the professional positions of the co-Authors in the summer 
of 1968. 
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Modern Tides at Gassendi and Aristarchus 

In 1966 and 1967 members of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Associ-
ation (Moore, Moseley, Ringsdore, Sartory, Whippey, and others) conducted a regular check 
of Aristarchus and Gassendi. Because historical observations of Gassendi events were 
rare compared to events at other active sites, Gassendi was rated as 10th in frequency of 
activity by Middlehurst and Moore (ref. 3), who show a ratio of approximately 1 to 10 for 
Gassendi activity relative to Aristarchus activity. As a result of additional reported 
events, mostly recent (ref. 6), Gassendi is now rated as fourth in frequency of activity, 
as is shown in Table II. Although this provisional rating of active sites may undergo 
additional changes, the approximately 1 -to -10 Gassendi -to -Aristarchus ratio can be inter-
preted as a real and persistent long-term ratio. 

In spite of the long-term ratio and in spite of the fact that Aristarchus has been 
consistently the most active area on the moon throughout at least 200 years, Gassendi 
events actually outnumber Aristarchus events during the period from April, 1966 to June, 
1967. The implications for this change in location of activity with respect to observ-
ational and tidal causes are now considered. 

Over such a short interval, complications such as observational bias limit the va-
lidity of comparison for two randomly placed sites; but the positions of Gassendi and Ar-
istarchus on the moon are such that the sunrise terminator reaches Gassendi on the tenth 
day after New Moon and reaches Aristarchus on the eleventh day after New Moon. The two 
craters are approximately equidistant from the mean center of the lunar disk, and the di-
ameters (Gassendi, 70 miles, and Aristarchus, 25 miles) are large enough that both craters 
are conspicuous objects. Aristarchus, though smaller, is brighter than Gassendi. Obser-
vational bias between the two sites, therefore, is relatively unimportant. Therefore, 
the changes in frequency of the reports for both Aristarchus (less by a factor of 2 from 
April, 1966 to June, 1967, compared to the previous 14 months) and Gassendi (greatly in-
creased activity in the same period) represent real trends. 

The Gassendi reports resulted from a systematic watch kept by the observers at a 
time when the amplitudes of the tides were increasing steadily, culminating during the 
special librations that occurred in the summer of 1967. Thus, unusuplly large variations 
in local tides at Gassendi and unusually smell variations in local tides at Aristarchus 
resulted from these special librations, which are similarly effective and are repeated 
during approximately 1 year out of every cycle of 5.99 years. 

Tides at Aristarchus and Gassendi are shown in Figures 23, 24, and 25. These are 
the tidal-gravity change (in acceleration units), that is, the vertical force change per 
gram of lunar material. Although solar terms contribute less than 3 percent, the solar 
terms are included in the computer-plotted tides. 

Events are indicated at the corresponding local tides in Figures 23 and 24 where on-
sets of the activity exhibit correlations of two types: (1) Local tide correlations imply 
that local tidal stresses have triggered events. (2) Perigee correlations (also apogee 
correlations), which are evidently independent of local tides, imply that other processes 
trigger events. Of the 41 days of activity at Aristarchus in Figures 23 and 24, sixteen 
events occurred within 2 days of either a local tidal-gravity maximum or minimum; and simi-
larly, 18 events occurred within 2 days of either a perigee or an apogee (only four events 
at apogee). Therefore, of the 41 Aristarchus events, six remain with either marginal or 
unclear relations to tides. Of the 15 days of activity at Gassendi in Figure 24, four 
events occurred within 2 days of a local tide, and seven events occurred within 2 days of 
either a perigee or an apogee. Therefore, of the 15 Gassendi events, four remain with 
either marginal or unclear relations to tides. 

In considering the perigee and apogee events that occurred at widely different times 
from local tidal extremes, it is admitted that recent knowledge of apogee and perigee cor-
relations (e.g., refs. 1 and 2) can have introduced a perigee bias in the recent observa-
tions. However, a possible interpretation is that many recent, as well as historic, events 
have been independently triggered by perigee. It is now suggested that such a perigee, 
through tide triggering of a seismic disturbance elsewhere (perhaps at great depth) within 
the moon, can account for such a perigee event. It can also be seen in Figures 23 and 24 
that groups of such events occur at consecutive perigees. This is also true for sets of 
events at times of tidal-gravity maximum and minimum. The most pronounced tide-induced 
gravity decrease at Gassendi since January 31, 1961, occurred on March 22, 1967. Events 
were observed on March 22 and 23 by Moseley and Sartory (ref. 6). Although occurrence of 
this tide was known in advance, the occurence of an extensive series of events that were 
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Figure 23. Tidal-gravity change and local tide-raising vertical force change per gram of 
limAr material are presented for July, 1963 to December, 1965. Upper tides at Aristarchus, 
lower tides at Gassendi, and events (diamonds) at local Aristarchus tidal-gravity values 
are presented for given observation dates. Each apparent event-triggering perigee (dot) 
and apogee (star) is indicated. See also text of "Tidal Mechanisms and Cycles in Lunar 
Events" 

*######### 

already in progress at Gassendi was not well known. Also, the systematic watch by the Brit-
ish Astronomical Association observers was put into operation as a result of the Sartoty-
Moore observations of an early, and spectacular, sighting of the series on April 30 and May 
1 and 2, 1966 (ref. 7), and not because of the Chapman predictions, which were unknown to 
the observers. The observations and the theoretical predictions were independent. 

It was predicted (ref. 5) that increased tides would increase activity in the first 
quadrant, which contains Mare Crisium; and increased activity at Gassendi in the third quad-
rant has been noted. Recent events in Mare Crisium are unknown. However, six events were 
recorded in Alphonsus; four events were recorded in Plato; two events were recorded in Ross 
D; and one event each was recorded in Archimedes, in Copernicus, in Kepler, in Messier, in 
Sabine, and in Triesnecker. 

Possible Nature of Lunar Events 

One of the oldest explanations for transient lynAr  events is that they result from 
internal lunar processes, and appropriate descriptions in the catalog assembled by Middle-
hurst, et al. (ref. 6), are plentiful. In 1715, De Louville and Halley reported "light-
ning" on the face of the moon. Also, O'Keefe (ref. 8) suggested that lightning-like elec-
trical discharges may originate from within the moon. In 1783 and 1787 Herschel reported 
lunar "volcanoes" Nevertheless, the endogenic hypothesis has also been disputed, at least 
since Herschel's time; and early alternatives ranged from regarding the events as manifes-
tations of extraterrestrial life to rejecting all events as erroneous reports. 

Controversy about the nature of the transient events continues because there is not 
yet sufficient information to settle all doubts. Neither have questions such as what is 
the exact cause of the increased local brightness been satisfactorily explained. Events 
have been linked with luminescence of lunar materials through energization by solar activ- 

The timing of some events has coincided with exceptional displays of the aurora bore-
alis. For example, Botley (refs. 9 and 10) notes that Herschel's 1787 events occurred at a 
time when auroral displays were seen as far south as Padua, Italy. Ricker (ref. 11) notes 
that on May 29, 1967 (the date of an event) major auroral displays also took place. Thus, 
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Figure 24. Tidal-gravity change and local tide-raising vertical force change per gram of 
lunar material are presented for January, 1966 to June, 1968. Upper tides at Aristarchus, 
lower tides at Gassendi, and events (diamonds) at respective local tidal-gravity values are 
presented for given observation dates. Each apparent event-triggering perigee (dot) and 
apogee (star) is indicated. See also text. 
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auroral activity might provide a useful index to an energy source for some lunar events. 

In addition to citing evidence for the triggering of volcanic activity by earth tides, 
Green (ref. 1) suggested that lunar events are related to seismic activity. This sugges-
tion agrees with the possible tide-triggered endogenic processes that were considered by 
Burley and Middlehurst (ref. 2), and especially with the subsurface faulting that was em-
phasized by Middlehurst (ref. 4). 

Earthquake correlations with various phenomena are cited by Ryall, Van Wormer, and 
Jones (ref. 12), who conducted a detailed study of earthquake aftershocks. Because after-
shocks take place under optimum conditions for triggering by earth tides, they found a sig-
nificant correlation between aftershock occurrences and times of tide-induced maximum val-
ues in vertical gravity. Vertical-gravity values on the moon were found by Chapman (ref. 
5) to correlate with the onset of observed lunar events. On the basis of this correlation, 
Chapman forecast conditions favorable for more Aristarchus events to occur on January 16 
and February 12, 1970. A forecast of conditions favorable for events to occur on June 27 
and July 25, 1969, and on January 6 and February 2, 1970, is based on a correlation with 
minimum tides. In spite of some differences in detail, the similarities between lunar and 
terrestrial tide correlations imply that terrestrial analogies of lunar events include 
earthquakes. Furthermore, a close association is likely between seismic activity and the 
more plausible internal lunar processes to which lunar events have been attributed. 

Seismic Activity on the Moon 

The term "lunar event" has been used to refer to observed phenomena involving color 
changes, obscurations, and bright spots radiating anomalous amounts of light from unillum-
inated areas of the moon. Although these phenomena are usually transient, the Aristarchus 
violet-glare phenomenon observed by many people during solar illumination has been reported 
by Bartlett (ref. 13) as being present more often than it is absent and thus may be a more 
frequently occurring phenomenon than the majority of other events. Bartlett (ref. 13) re-
corded visual observations from 1949 to 1966 and reported nights on which he saw nothing 
unusual, as well as those on which he saw violet glare. The ratio of positive to negative 
observations is greater at times of perigee and also at times of tidal-gravity maximum and 
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the light emitted by dark-side events, moonquakes may account readily for color changes 
and obscurations since color changes and obscurations may be simply clouds of gas and dust 
released in the epicentral areas of intense moonquakes. The description of the April 2, 
1955 event reported by Capen (ref. 6) is consistent with such an explanation. During this 
event, craterlets on the east side of the fault were continually observed, and craterlets 
on the downthrown side of the fault were obscured. It can be inferred from the description 
that a moonquake focus was on the fault plane underlying the west side of the fault and 
that the epicenter was about 15 kms. from the Straight Wall. Thus, if the fault dips with 
a 2 -to -1 slope, the depth of the "focus" would be approximately 30 kms. 

Figure 25. Tidal-
gravity change and 
local tide-raising 
vertical force 
change per gram of 
lunar material are 
presented for July, 
1968 to December, 
1970. Upper tides 
at Aristarchus, 
lower tides at 
Gassendi, and fa-
vorable tidal-
gravity values for 
triggering of 
Aristarchus events 
(diamonds) on pre-
selected dates are 
presented. This 
figure was a fore-
cast of future be-
havior when Mr. 
Chapman read the 
paper here pub-
lished. 

minimum at Aris-
tarchus. 

Earthquakes 
are transient 
seismic events. 
Earthquake waves 
originate from a 
point termed the 
"focus". (Hypo - 
center is some-
times used syn-
onomously to mean 
focus.) The "epi-
center" is the 
geographic surface 
location of the 
focus. These 
terms can be ap-
plied to moon-
quakes for use in 
discussion of the 
assumption that 
moonquakes are as-
sociated with lu-
nar events. 
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The validity of such conjectures can be evaluated when a seismograph is operated on 
the lunar surface. Although surficial changes on the moon may be insignificant relative 
to changes on earth, boulders that have recently rolled on the lunar surface and thus pro-
vide independent evidence for recent lunar ground motion are shown in Orbiter photographs 
(ref. 14). The boulder tracks are numerous and occur on the central peak of Vitello, in 
the Hyginus Rille, and at the craters Copernicus, Gassendi A, and Sabine A -- all of which 
are areas associated with lunar-event reports. A correlation among the phenomena, sinuous 
rilles, and lunar-event occurrences is qualitatively suggested; but this correlation needs 
to be established quantitatively. 

Measurement of the previously discussed activity, as well as of meteoritic impacts, 
is the purpose for which lunar seismographs are being developed. When evidence for lunar 
activity was less acceptable than it is now, it was considered important that lunar seis-
mographs would also record meteorite impacts. Even then, the seismographs were theoreti-
cally expected to record moonquakes. Since the average number of recent sightings of 
events is about two sightings per month, most of the moonquakes will lack associated trans-
ient-event sightings. However, the question now arises concerning what the seismograph 
will record during transient events. 

Intensified astronomical observations and the operation of lunar seismographs may 
mutually supplement each other. Then, if lunar events are seismic in origin, simultaneous 
monitoring of the events from the earth and the moon would produce more useful information 
than telescopic monitoring alone. Lunar seismographs offer possibilities for fruitful co-
operation with an existing network of lunar observers. 

This report closely follows a paper given at the Southwestern Astronomical Confer-
ence, August 21-24, 1968, at Las Cruces, New Mexico. Further evidence that has been ob-
tained since that time reinforces our conclusions. 

The periodicity, Meissner et al. (ref. 15), that identifies the moonquakes recorded 
by the Apollo 12 seismic experiment supports the tidal theory outlined above. A report 
presented by Dr. Gary Latham to the 1971 Lunar Science Conference, January 11, 1971 at 
Houston, Texas is summarized below. 

Results from the Apollo 12 Passive Seismic Experiment.  The Apollo 12 passive seismic 
experiment has recorded 208 lunar seismic events from November 19, 1969 through August, 
1970, or 23 events per month, which include meteorite impacts and moonquakes. Moonquake 
activity is strongly concentrated near times of perigee and, to a lesser extent, near times 
of apogee. The moonquakes are believed to occur at not less than 10 different locations 
within 300 miles of the Apollo seismograph. Cumulative strain at each location is infer-
red. Thus, the moonquakes appear to be releasing internal stress of unknown origin, the 
release being triggered by superimposed tidal  stresses. The most active zone, accounting 
for nearly 80 per cent of the total seismic energy release within the 300 miles of the 
seismograph, is tentatively placed in the vicinity of the well developed set of rilles 
which transect the crater Fra Mauro. If this tentative association of moonquake foci with 
linear rilles is correct, such rilles express faults along which displacements presently 
occur. The correlation between maxima in the frequency of sightings of lunar transient 
events and times of perigee and apogee suggests a possible relationship between these 
events and moonquakes. 
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TABLE I. IMPORTANT TIDAL INFLUENCES RELATED TO FAVORABLE 
OBSERVING DATES FOR TWO 14-MONTH SEQUENCES 

Eccentricity 
:f Lunar 
ITbit 

-dal In- 
'luences* 

MINIMUM—} .: 
.4----MAXIMM4---). 4—MAXIMUM—II. 

A 	A 	A 

4—MINIMUM—lb- 
Low 	P & 
& P 	P 	High 

Mbnths, 
:966-1967 

Influence 

Event Dates 
at either 
Aristarchus, 
aassendi, or 
both 

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 

27 	21 

Mar. 

22 & 
26 

22 & 
23 

Apr. 

24 

15, 
21 
& 2; 

May 

22 & 
28 

20 & 
29 

June July Aug. Sep. 

18 	 17 

Oct. Nov. Dec. 

19 	15 	12 

15 

Months, 
1970-1971 

Influence 
Dates 

Apr. May June July Aug. 

12 & 
17 

Sep. 

14 

Oct. 

13 & 
18 

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 

12 	8 	5 

*During five selected days (50-110° colongitudes) for observing Aristarchus or Gas - 
sendi, tidal influences are designated: perigee, P; apogee, A; local gravity decrease, 

local gravity increase, high. 
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TABLE II. LUNAR SITES IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF REPORTED 
LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA 

Feature Number of events 

Aristarchus more than 200 
Plato 43 
SchiOteris Valley (and Cobra Head) 18 
Gassendi 17 
Alphonsus 16 
Mare Crisium 14 
Tycho 13 
Ross D 11 
Kepler 7 
Eratosthenes 6 
Posidonius 6 

Figure 26. Lunar 
ring-plain Gass-
endi on the nor-
thern border of 
the Mare Humorum. 
A Lunar Orbiter 
Project Mission 
IV Photograph, 
NASA-S-69-1678. 
Lunar north at 
left, the direc-
tion in which the 
arrow is pointing; 
lunar east in the 
IAU sense at the 
top. Gassendi 
has been the site 
of a number of 
reported Lunar 
Transient Pheno-
mena during the 
last five years. 
A possible rela-
tion to lunar 
tidal phenomena 
is discussed by 
Dr. Chapman and 
Miss Middlehurst 
in the text of 
their article on 
page 17 et Lag. 
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g 	Orbiter and Apollo photographs of the Moon. The Rand McNally Atlas of the 
1..ech has been adapted, and it appears in six double-page sections with sufficient over- 
- 	eliminate any possible difficulties in relating one sector to an adjacent one. 

!Pc pages are allotted to a map of the far side, and one page each to the north and south 
polar regions of the Moon. 

Two maps of Mercury (one by Camichel and Dollfus, the other by C. Chapman), two maps 
rf both Venus and Mars, and a single map of each of the four Jovian satellites, Io, Europa, 
...,,-cede and Callisto, are depicted in "The Atlas of the Solar System". The bands of Jup- 

and the belts and rings of Saturn are shown in the good cross-section drawings of 
arse two planets. Particularly noteworthy in this chapter are the six pages of Mariner 
-::se-up pictures of Mars and the set of nine color photographs taken by W. S. Finsen at 
:he Republic Observatory in Johannesburg during the 1954 and 1956 apparitions of Mars. 

Four pages of seasonal star charts are presented in the final chapter as well as the 
large, double-page star charts which depict white stars on dark blue backgrounds, ex-

cept that the brighter stars are lightly colored according to their spectral classifies- 
• ns. The good selection of photographs, especially the color photos from the Hale Ob-
mrvatories and the U. S. Naval Observatory, makes this chapter the most eye-catching 
thapter in the entire book; and the accompanying text, as is true throughout the entire 

is no less interesting than the pictures. 

Few errors were detected. On page 159 Venus is said to transit the sun less often 
-.gin Mercury because its inclination to the ecliptic is much less than that of Mercury. 

page 179 the magnitude of Rhea is given as 9.0, whereas the commonly accepted value is 
7.8. A minor typographical error appears in the first sentence at the top right of page 

where "there" should read "that". An unfortunate type-setting error occurs in the 
Last two sentences of the middle column on page 154. Three lines of print from the third 
nelumn were inadvertently introduced into the middle column describing Mercury's 58.6-day 
station. The correct words were omitted, and the author's meaning was thereby lost. 

The few errors mentioned above in The Atlas of the Universe are not serious enough 
f:r anyone to deprive himself of the pleasure of owning such a wonderful book simply be-
muse perfection was not attained. A better Atlas of the universe is not likely to be 
f:rthcoming until, by means of the orbiting telescopes and instrumented planetary probes 
zf which NASA Administrator Dr. Thomas O. Paine writes in the Epilogue, we "press on into 
=charted regions" 

########### 

The Lunar Rocks, by Brian Mason and William G. Nelson, New York: Wiley and Sons, 
=-ice $8.95. Photos and diagrams. 

Reviewed by William K. Hartmann, Research Scientist, IIT Research Institute 

This book might have carried a sub-title, "An Introduction to the Chemistry, Petrol-
cgy, and General Interpretation of the Lunar Rocks, as Illustrated by Lava Samples from 
Iswo Mare Sites" At first, one might suppose that such a book would quickly become obso-
lete since the text largely depends on Apollo XI published results, supplemented by ongo7  
ing analyses of Apollo XII samples. However, Mason and Nelson were obviously aware of 
this handicap in writing their book; and so instead of stressing interpretations which 

quickly become dated, they stress fundamental facts and characteristics of the rocks, 
which teach the reader how such rocks form, what the crystal size patterns mean, what pro-
e• sses affect abundance patterns, etc. Chapter 4, for example, deals with the petrology 
: the lunar igneous rocks and is excellent introduction for any reader who intends to 
follow the study of lunar rocks through the next few years. The scientific papers by NASA 
investigators - e.g., in Science and Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta - tend to take many 
• these facts for granted; and it is much harder to try to grasp the significance of lu- 
-nr glasses, lava viscosity estimates, and isotope ratios from them than from this book. 

The Lunar Rocks is aimed at the educated layman. The advanced high school student 
:r (preferably T a reader who has had an introductory college course in geology can follow 
host of the arguments but must be prepared in Chapter 3 to leap into such terms as "or-
thorhombic crystal system" and "pleochroism". 

Necessarily there are a number of out-dated passages. Chapter 2 describes the 
Apollo program "through Apollo 19"; whereas Apollos 18 and 19 have regrettably already 
been canceled, and 17 is threatened at this date of writing. Landing sites such as Tycho, 
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Copernicus, and Censorinus, though discussed by Mason and Melson, are unlikely to be visi-
ted by the later Apollos (leading candidate sites now being Hadley/Apennines, Descartes, 
for terra, and the Marius Hills) Of course, there are facts from Apollo 12 and Luna 16 
analyses that should be included. Announced at the 1971 Lunar Science Conference on 
Apollo 12 samples (known in the trade as the "Rock Festival") were the following important 
facts: (1) The mysterious "component X" that contaminates the lunar soil, giving it odd 
composition and age, is identified. It is a brown glassy material high in potassium, rare 
earth elements, and radioactive elements, hence known by the acronym KREEP; (2) KREEP may 
reflect the terra or upland composition; (3) The Luna 16 Sample from Mare Fecunditatis was 
very much like the Oceanus Procellarum Apollo 12 samples, but markedly different from the 
Tranquillity Base samples. Thus, there is an indication of two major types of lunar mag-
ma as suggested also by the red- and blue-tinted mArin. 

If the weakness of this book is datedness, its strength is its value as an introduc-
tion. The price is a reasonable investment for the student who intends to study the moon 
and planets. 

########### 

Handbook for Planet Observers by Gunter D. Roth. Translation published in 1970 by 
Faber and Faber, Ltd., London. 205 pages, price $7.95. Translator - Alex Helm. 

Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon 

In the past few years several books have appeared which are aimed primarily at the 
budding amateur astronomer who is looking for a field to specialize in. Roth's book, as 
its title implies, is intended for those whose interests lie in the Solar System. 

Mr Roth starts off by giving a few essential personal qualifications needed if one 
is to undertake this branch of observation successfully, and he then proceeds to the deli-
cate question of the proper instrument necessary to undertake these exacting observations. 
Knowing full well that arguments over "which type of telescope is best" will continue as 
long as there are telescopes, the author unhesitatingly airs his opinions on this subject. 
Briefly, he recommends long focus refracting systems and long focus unobstructed reflec-
tors over the more common Newtonian and Cassegrainian systems. Here, one cannot really 
argue with him. There is no doubt that unobstructed optical systems give better lunar and 
planetary performance than their equivalent obstructed counterparts. Having used a 4e 
F/27 Schiefspiegler some years ago, I can confirm that the unobstructed system gives ex-
cellent contrast and a remarkably dark field-essential in lunar and planetary work. 

However, the author should have mentioned that long focus unobstructed reflectors 
should best be left alone until one is pretty knowledgeable around telescopes. Since (at 
least in the U.S.) there is no commercial manufacturer of unobstructed optical reflectors, 
if one is interested in this type of telescope, he has no recourse but to make one himself. 
Unobstructed reflectors, indeed, giv.: remarkable results; but the optical system needs ad-
ditional corrector lenses in the larger apertures (above 44'). Furthermore, these systems 
must be fastidiously aligned if one is to get the full benefits of their potential. It 
would be better for a novice to stick to a 3"-6" refractor or a conventional 6"-12" New-
tonian before advancing to the unobstructed reflectors. 

Mr Roth covers such topics as photometers and micrometers for amateur instruments 
and gives some excellent diagrams for types which are comparatively easy to construct. 
The value of color filters in lunar and planetary work is fully treated, but the list of 
Schott filters recommended will be unfamiliar to most American readers. Hints on observ-
ing at the telescope, making drawings, and accessory equipment are adequately covered also. 
One excellent and badly needed chapter is on "Evaluating Observational Data" This chap-
ter should be read and reread by everyone who is interested in evaluating his results or 
the results of others. Another excellent chapter is the one on photography, and a long 
series of photos (mostly secured with an 8" refractor) and drawings are shown. The de-
tails in the photos with the 8" are remarkable, but the printer has allowed some to be-
come contrasty and harsh. 

There follow separate chapters devoted to each planet (including the asteroids), 
which give a general description of the planet's appearance and pertinent observational 
techniques. Lunar observation could have been more adequately covered with more emphasis 
placed on current needs in lunar observing rather than a rehash of drawing craters. As 
of now, searching for fine crater detail is practically obsolete with the coverage of the 
moon so adequately done by the lunar Orbiters from close up. [ But see "Observing the 
Moon: the Spacecraft versus the Telescope" by Dr. John Westfall, Str. A., Vol. 22, Nos. 
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There are some errors in the book. Mercury is still listed as having a captured ro-
-A:i:m. The diagram on the structure of the Martian atmosphere needs updating in the 

t of results from Mariner 6 and 7. Since the book is a translation of the original 
edition of 1966, it would appear that there has been no updating in the English 

For its intended audience, this is a satisfactory book. It can fill an effective 
ip4 from the general astronomy book to the long-awaited (and hopefully soon to be publish- 
am, A.L,P_O- Observer's Manual. 

####******* 

This Island Earth, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1970. Washington, 
a_:. 182 pages. Edited by Oran W. Nicks. Price $6.00. Sold by Superintendent of Docu, 
mmts, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 as NASA Publication SP-250. 

Reviewed by K. R. Carver, New Mexico State University 

mila Island Earth, a 7-chapter NASA special publication, is an imaginative and 
.'-r..ght-provoking perspective of our planet, emphasizing our unique position within the 
&er System and the fragility of the conditions which support human life. Over 140 color 
ice photographs, taken mostly by the Apollo astronauts, are used to provide a synoptic 
-izw of the earth which illustrate man's existence and impact on the globe. Separate 
...:-:apters emphasize the atmosphere, the waters, and land masses as seen from outside the 
smnosphere. 

The final chapter, entitled "Beyond This Island Earth," appears to be a little out 
rf place, emphasizing as it does the plans of NASA for planetary exploration, and detracts 
fram the continuity of the first six chapters devoted to the title topic. However, the 
teck is generally very well done and certainly underscores the usefulness of.space imagery 
dd the better understanding of the earth. 

LUNAR NOTES 

By: Harry D. Jamieson and H. W. Kelsey 

The Lunar Section and Its Programs (Harry D. Jamieson, ALPO Lunar Recorder) 

More than a year ago the Lunar Recorders reported to the membership on the then cur-
7=1 crisis in membership participation in the Section's programs. Several changes were 

disclosed and discussed which we hoped would help to reverse the steady downward trend 
restore your - the reader's - interest in our activities. These were: 

1. The addition of two new programs, to deal with bright and banded craters and the 
heights, depths, and slope angles of previously ignored features. 

2. The expansion of two of our present programs to include a wider range of studies. 

3. Regular publication in The Strolling Astronomer of a new feature to be known as 
"Lunar Notes". 

4. An ALPO Lunar Observer's Manual, discussing current programs, methods, and 
goals. 

This writer is happy to report now that these changes and additions have resulted in 
s definite upswing in the number of our members participating in Section programs. While 

rise was not so great as the Recorders would have hoped, it nevertheless is obvious 
ad continues to grow. 

In an effort to encourage this recent revival, the Lunar Recorders have of late ini-
-dated some further changes which appear to be - from our mail - what the members desire 
f:r the Section. These are: 

1. The Lunar Dome Survey, perhaps the longest-running program in the Section's his-
tory, is being discontinued. It has not shared in the recent surge of new in-
terest, and so it is with considerable regret that we shall soon p;iblish a final 
paper dealing with its results to date and retire it. Should any member wish to 
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continue studies of these features, however, this writer will be more than happy 
to accept his observations. Moreover, should general interest in the program 
revive (and it still has more than half of its original goals left to be accom-
plished!), it will be happily recreated. 

2 The initiation of a new program to deal with the distribution, number, and ori-
gin of craters having dark halos. While the best known examples of these crat-
ers may be found within Alphonsus, at least eighty more are known or suspected 
to exist scattered elsewhere on the Moon. 

3 The Vertical Profiles Study has been discontinued for lack of interest. It had 
been hoped that the Steep Places Program could be revived and made into a part 
of this larger program; but such has not turned out to be the case, and the 
Steep Places file has been turned over to the Editor for the safe-keeping of its 
valuable observations in the ALPO Library. 

4 Work will soon start on a new and up-to-date Lunar Observe/as Manual, which will 
cover all of the changes discussed here. 

5 While not now an official part of the Lunar Section, the Training Program under 
the direction of Charles L. Ricker welcomes observers seeking instruction in the 
art and science of making worthwhile lunar and planetary observations. Also, 
observations of a general nature not connected with either a Lunar Section offi-
cial program or one of the official programs of one of the planetary Sections 
may be sent to Mr. Ricker, who is now caretaker for all general observations not 
covered by a regular program. 

The programs now being offered by the Lunar Section, along with the Recorders in 
charge of them, are as follows: 

1 The Rev. Kenneth J. Delano will now be in charge of our new Dark Haloed Craters 
Program, on which work has already begun. 

2 The writer will continue to direct our Bright and Banded Craters Program, which 
has grown well since its start one year ago. 

3 Mr Julius Benton has taken charge of our Selected Areas Program, which has also 
IP 	 prospered well during the past year. He is assisted by Christopher Vaucher. 

4. John E. Westfall continues to be in charge of our very fine Lunar Photograph Li-
brary and welcomes inquiries from interested members engaged in research where 
high-resolution Earth-based, Ranger, Apollo, and Orbiter photographs would be 
helpful. 

Further details about any of the above programs and services will gladly be given by 
the appropriate Recorders on request. The Lunar Section and its research prosper only as 
our members continue to support them. The last year has shown a gratifying increase in 
membership support of the Section and its activities, but it must be realized that we can 
be effective in lunar research only to the degree that our members support us with observ-
ations and reports. This writer for one could easily direct and process observations for 
as many as three programs with the volume presently being received by the Bright and Band-
ed Craters program, and I know that this is true for at least one and perhaps two of our 
other Lunar Recorders. The Moon has many, many areas of research open to the amateur in 
which he can make some quite frankly valuable contributions. The opportunity is there; 
the choice is yours. 

The Selected Areas Program (H. W Kelsey, former ALPO Lunar Recorder) 

There have been several valuable observation reports received since the publication 
of the last Lunar Notes, and it is from these reports that the following interesting ex-
cerpts have been selected. 

Steven Szczepanski is finding and reporting several interesting features within At-
las. Special notice is given to Stevents sighting of two of the Atlas rille systems with 
his 10-inch reflector at seeing 5, transparency 5.5, Colongitude 140.74 and 1120.55. 

Mrs. Inez Beck has sent in an almost complete daily observation series on Eratos-
thenes with only one night missing because of cloudy skies. Additionally, Mrs. Beck asks 

• 
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2_ there have been any ideas expressed regarding the nature of the mluall non-shadow dark 
area adjacent to the east side of the central mountain range of Eratosthenes. This dark 
area is clearly indicated in Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 22, Nos. 9-10, page 176, Figs. 7-
3-J9-10. Perhaps comments on this subject can appear in a later Lunar Notes. 

Richard Wessling has directed his 12.5-inch reflector at the following formations: 
—92, Pico, and Eratosthenes. His Eratosthenes drawing that was made on December 15, 1970 

at Colongitude 1120.21 is in fairly close confirmation with Inez Beck's drawing in Stroll-
lag Astronomer, Vol. 22, Nos. 9-10, page 176, Fig. 10. Particularly, this is true of the 
mall non-shadow dark area adjacent to the east side of the central mountain range. The 
=parent existence of a cliff was reported lying adjacent to the east side of Piton and 
was seen on November 7, 1970 at Colongitude 20°.5. It was also reported that an interest-
fag small "flooded" crater's rim was seen lying adjacent to the southwest side of Piton 

Colongitude 820.4. Regarding Pico, this observer comments that at Full Moon this form- 
: Lon appears to have no form that could conceivably be associated with a mountain mass. 

Julius L. Benton, Jr. has also sent us a meaningful series on Piton, with one of his 
cservations complementing Wessling's observation of November 7, 1970. These two drawings 
are presented for your study as Figures 32 and 33. Since Julius Benton doesn't mention 
the Piton cliff that was referred to by Wessling, it can be assumed that the two hours 
separating these reports was sufficient for the changing angle of light to render the 

f invisible in the later observation. Several interesting tonal changes on Piton and 
the surrounding mare were also a part of this report. 

James C. Bartlett, Jr. has reported a typical Plato anomaly, and he is hopeful that 
=ther observer working at the same time can contribute a positive or negative correla-
7._:n. This observation was made on November 8, 1970, between 0131 and 0147 U.T. The con-
fLtion noted was that Plato's floor, with the single exception of the central craterlet, 
.LF completely devoid of detail. However, an unusual aspect of this observation was found 

the presence of a minute but distinct shadow within the central craterlet, unusual be- 
• it demonstrates a total lack of obscuration over this very small part of the floor. 
=7. Bartlett believes that this aspect appears to suggest that some cause other than ob-
:I.:ration must account for the lack of all other detail on the floor. A search of pre- 

observations made at or near this Colongitude of 21°.6 has revealed that several 
for spots (craterlets) and bright streaks should be expected. We shall appreciate hear-
Lmz from any other observer who was looking at Plato at this time and date. 

AIRte la Editor. Since Mr. Kelsey wrote this article, he has found it necessary to 
resign his Lunar Recordership because of personal reasons. We are sorry to lose his ser-
vices and want to take this opportunity to thank him for his years of devoted service as 
a Lunar Recorder. 

The Selected Areas Program is now being directed by Mr. Julius L. Benton, Jr., 735 
L 49th St., Apt. A, Savannah, Georgia 31405. All observations in the Selected Areas Pro-
gram should now be mailed regularly to Mr. Benton. He is being helped by Assistant Lunar 
Recorder Christopher Vaucher, 6130 S.E. Reed College Place, Portland, Oregon 97202. Mr. 
-Faucher is another welcome newcomer to our staff and has already shown great enthusiasm 
and energy as a contributor to ALPO lunar projects. 

Definition of Colongitude. This term appears frequently in lunar articles in this 
journal but may be unfamiliar to some of our readers. The sun's selenographic colonsitude  
is the lunar western longitude (in the IAU sense) of the sunrise terminator, measured a-
long the lunar equator from the center of the lunar disc at mean libration. It measures 
the solar illumination of a lunar feature. It is approximately 0° at First Quarter, 90° 
at Full Moon, 180° at Last Quarter, and 270° at New Moon. 
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Figure 32. Draw-
ing of Lunar Moun-
tain Piton by 
Richard J. Wess-
ling. Nov. 7, 
1970, 23h20m-23h 
40m, U.T. 12.5-
inch refl., 356X. 
Seeing 5, trans-
parency 3. Col-
ongitude 20°5. 

Figure 33. 
Drawing of 
Lunar Moun-
tain Piton 
by Julius L. 
Benton, Jr. 
Nov. 8, 1970, 
1h3om_2h5m,  
U.T. 4-inch 
refr., 262X. 
Colongitude Seeing 6, transparency 4. 

21°7. 
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a.  luxurious. Breakfast and lunch can be bought on campus for $3.50 per day on Thursday, 
and Saturday; Sunday breakfast will be $1.50. Delegates will make their own even-

-- dinner arrangements at many excellent restaurants in Memphis. The banquet will be a 
novelty: a 4-hour excursion on the Memphis Showboat, dinner choices including catfish 

amd barbecue, and an observing session on a sand bar in the Mississippi River, for a total 
mmam of $7.50. The Proceedings may be ordered in advance for $1.00, and 8x10-inch prints 
mf -me Convention Group Photograph will also sell for $1.00. Registration fees and other 
=mats may be sent now to Mr. Busier at the address given above. Checks should be made pay-
sr-La to "Astronomical League—ALPO Convention". 

Registration will begin at noon on Wednesday, August 18; and evening activities will 
informal socializing, observing, and setting up exhibits. The tentative program 

—ns the forenoon of Thursday, August 19, to the usual opening welcoming speeches and 
:ague and ALPO business meetings. General paper sessions will follow, and there may 
_m evening field trip to neighboring observatories. On Friday, August 20, there are to 

mr 	ALPO paper sessions, followed by a Junior Session. In the evening there will be a 
:f the college facilities. On Saturday there is to be a third general paper session, 
group photograph, and the final business meetings. The Banquet-Boat Ride-Observing is 

=gin at 6:30 P.M. Breakfast and church on Sunday morning, August 22, will conclude the 

Our friends in the League and the W.A.A. have often expressed the thought that a ma-
advantage of ALPO participation in a joint Convention is the many worthwhile papers on 

&wide variety of subjects which ALPO members then regularly present. We hence strongly 
rrxe qualified members to begin to prepare their papers at once. Please send the title, 
am abstract, an estimate of the reading time, and your projection machine requirements at 
jr very earliest convenience to Walter H. Haas, Box 3AZ, University Park, New Mexico 
semi. Mr. Busler informs us that the program is taking shape well. Speakers include 
3obert Cox, Sol Levy (Kitt Peak National Observatory), Ernest Reuning (University of Geor-
ea), Walter Houston, and Mrs. Winifred Cameron of NASA. ALPO papers have been promised 
by Leonard Abbey, Julius Benton, Charles Morris, Harry Jamieson, Paul Mackal, Charles Rick-
, and others. We need more. 

Many members may wish to contribute to the ALPO Exhibit at Memphis. The Exhibit is 
in 

 
.barge of Mr. Harry D. Jamieson, P.O. Box 30163, Middleburg Heights, Ohio AA130. Draw-

charts, and photographs of the bright planets, comets, and lunar features have been 
fag-0d to be the most suitable exhibit material. Mr. Jamieson will welcome your inquiries, 
=respondence, and display contributions. Again, some haste is needed; in order to give 
t.. Jamieson time to organize the ALPO Exhibit, he ought to have all the material by July 
_, 1971 at the latest. 

Journal  for the History  of Astronomy.  This new specialized professional publication 
=7 be of interest to some teachers and certain others in the ALPO. To quote: "This im- 
_;...ant journal covers the history of astronomy, astrophysics and cosmology from the earli-

aivilizations to the present day. Its subject matter extends to allied fields, includ- 
mhe history of navigation, time-keeping and geography, and the history of relevant 

-7anches of mathematics and physics." Further information and prices may be obtained from 
m=11 Journals, 850 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. 10019. 

CRAIG L. JOHNSON, 1941-1970  

Those who read this journal in the late 19501 s and early 1960's must have noticed 
-= ten the name of Craig L. Johnson in the lists of contributing observers. The Editor and 
mam7 others made his persorn1 acquaintance at the National Amateur Astronomers Convention 
in Denver in 1959. It was hence a shock to learn that he was killed in an accident in 
Znly, 1970. He is survived by his widow, Kathleen Johnson, a son Brian born in June, 1970, 
and his parents, to all of whom we extend our sympathy. The biographical details which 
fnllow were kindly supplied by Mrs. Kathleen Johnson. The paper "Meteoritic Impacts as 
Zeologic Features", published serially in this issue and the preceding one, was contrib-
mmed in June, 1970; and we must regret that it could not have been published while the au-
:tor still lived. 

Craig was born in Racine, Wisconsin on December 31, 1941. A very early interest in 
astronomy was deepened when he read The Glass Giant of Palomar  in 1948. He acquired a 4-
inch reflector at the age of 12 and soon was a member of several astronomical societies and 
a regular correspondent. of some other observing amateurs. His chief interest was in lunar 
±servations, and in his brief life he accumulated nearly 500 typed pages of observing 
motes and took nearly 3000 astronomical photographs with full data for each one. The a-
mount of detail which he recorded visually was remarkable for an aperture of 4 inches, and 
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he employed extremely high magnifications for this aperture. While in high school, Craig 
was awarded a grant from the National Science Foundation for a study of lunar shadows. 

He became interested in flying in 1964 and was married in 1966. At the time of his 
death he worked as a radiation monitor for the Dow Chemical Company near Denver. His in-
terest in astronomy continued high, although time for observing and correspondence was nec-
essarily reduced. 

The ALPO has always attracted a large number of enthusiastic, energetic teen-agers 
in its 24 years of existence. We hope that we have been able to provide them with helpful 
guidance in learning some subject matter in astronomy, in gaining insight into methods of 
collecting and studying observational data, and in assisting the maturing of each individ-

ual's own scientific thinking. Craig 
Johnson's article "Meteoritic Impacts as 
Geologic Features" should indicate the 
development attained by an ambitious 12-
year old who typed all his letters lest 
his correspondents discover his age. 
We shall be gratified if this generation 
of juvenile space enthusiasts imitate his 
attention to details in observing, his 
methodical ways, his modesty, and his 
constant eagerness to learn. 

ALPO CONVENTION  AT MEMPHIS  

Aug. 18-22, 1971. Southwest-
ern College campus. The very first 
ALPO Convention in the South and 
the first one east of the Mississip-
pi since 1965. Joint meeting with 
the Astronomical League. Profes-
sional lectures and amateur speak-
ers. Commercial and amateur exhib-
its. 31-inch telescopes for obser-
ving the very close approach of 
Mars. Details on pages 38 and 39. 
All are invited to this gathering. 

NEW MARS MAP 

Photographic observations obtained in 1969 
at six observatories participating in the 
International Planetary Patrol Program 
have been used to produce an accurate up-
to-date map of the Martian surface mark- 
ings. 	Compiled by the staff of the 
Planetary Research Center at the Lowell 
Observatory, this new map is designed for 
maximum utility to the amateur and pro- 
fessional astronomer. 	It is a Mercator 
projection 24 inches long on a sheet 20 x 
26 inches. 	Under the main map are two 
reduced versions (easily cut off for use 
at the telescope), one without an overlaid 
grid, and the other labeled with the names 
of markings. 	Rolled copies are available 
for $1 each, postpaid ($1.25 outside the 
U.S.A.) from the Lowell Observatory, Flag-
staff, Arizona 86001, or from Sky Publish-
ing Corporation, 49-50-51 Bay State Road, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. 

(NEW: 	HANDBOOK FOR PLANET OBSERVERS, 
by G. D. Roth $7.95 

LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY $9.95 
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner $4.25 
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek $7.50 
THE PLANET SATURN, by A. F 	D'Alexander $12.95 
'THE PLANET URANUS, by A. F 	D'Alexander $12.50 
THE MOON with the 300" Moon-Map, 

by H. P. Wilkins and P. Moore $13.75 
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore $6.95 
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore $5.95 
THE NATURE OF COMETS, by N. B 	Richter $10.00 
VISITORS FROM AFAR: THE COMETS, 

by W. Ley 
	

$4.50 
ASTRONOMY WITH BINOCULARS, by J. Muirden 
	

$5.95 
AMATEUR TRLESCOPE MAKING: Book 1, 	$5.00 

Book 2, $6.00; Book 3, 	 $7.00 
TFLFSCOPES FOR SKYGAZING, by H. E Paul 
	

$5.95 
OUTER SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY, by H. E. Paul 
	

$6.95 
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

STAR-ATLAS - leaflet upon request -  $18.50 
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS 
	

$6.50 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG 
	

$140.00 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS for 1971 
	

$6.25 

Write for NEW list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 

IP. O. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N. Y. 11364  

ASTROLA NEWTONIAN 
REFLECTING TFT.RSCOPES 

ese fine Astrola reflectors are well 
known to nearly all serious telescopic 
observers. Already a number of Ameri-
ca's leading lunar and planetary ob-
servers are using complete Astrola 
telescopes or optical components manu-
factured by us. We also sell Brandon 
and other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror 
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals - 
ountings, etc. 

Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian 
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins. 
aperture made to order. 

Used reflectors and refractors are sl-
ays in stock. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 

4137 E. Anaheim 

ong Beach 4, 	 California 

hone: GEneva 4-2613 
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South Polar Cap of Mars with an oblong dark marking and bright 
. Drawn by Charles F. Capen, ALPO Mars Recorder, on July 4, 1971 

10 hrs., 10 mins., Universal Time. 12-inch Clark refractor, 490X. 
rat-ten Filters 23A, 57, 38A, and 30. C.M. 167 degrees. Mr. Capen's 
Zee on pages 41-44 will help guide your current studies of Mars, closer 
the earth this month than it has been since 1924. 
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—7-ad feel free to submit their own suggestions and comments in regard to what they want 
-_ the Section and to how it can better serve them. Perhaps for the more recent years, 

emd for years to come, we can establish a fine survey of the planet from apparition to 
,--Terition. Much work is left to be done on the Ringed Planet; and it will be up to de - 
hi.mted observers, like those who contributed faithfully to the Section for this report, 

determine the fate of Saturn studies. 

A DARK HALOED CRATERS PROGRAM 

By: Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

A new lunar program is being initiated, the aims of which are to discover and to 
--firm the existence of craters having dark halos around them. From photographs and ob-
servational reports submitted by ALPO members, a study will be made to determine the dis-
mribution patterns of dark haloed craters (abbreviated DHCs) on the Moon. The program 
will attempt to determine how the visibility of DHCs changes in accordance with the sun's 
elevation. Among the more easily recognized DHCs, the best known are the craterlets 10-
razed in the middle of the famous very dark spots on the floor of Crater Alphonsus. These 
:Lack spots within Alphonsus are particularly striking under a high sun. 

Preparatory to the announcement of the DHC Program, much time was spent by Harry 
-meson and Chris Vaucher, as well as myself, in carefully examining The Orthographic At-
las of the Moon, Kuiper's Photographic Lunar Atlas, Kopal's Photographic Atlas of the Moon, 
end Alter's Lunar Atlas. As a result, there appeared to be sufficient photographic evi-
mce to cite 33 craters as definitely being DHCs. This list of 33 is given here in a 
b1e entitled "Dark Haloed Craters Evident in Photographs." They are numbered serially 

end are identified by their xi and eta coordinates, which appear in the first column of 
:he table. After the longitude and latitude columns, the diameters of the crater and of 
:be dark halo of each listed object are given in kilometers. Where uncertainty exists 
:==cerning the size of a dark halo, the smallest and the largest likely diameters are giv- 

In the list of 33 DHCs, the ones numbered 4 and 5, 10 and 11, 18 and 20, and 22, 23, 
End 24 are so close together that their dark halos overlap, thus giving the appearance of 
el.'hngated dark spots at those four locations. The DHCs numbered 16 to 24 are within Al-
icmsus The 9th to the 14th craters in the list were found on Apollo photographs of the 
!riesnecker area, although their dark halos are not evident in the Apollo prints. These 
lECs west of Crater Triesnecker demonstrates very well how space photography complements 
rm:ber than supplants Earth-based observations. 

It should be noted that most of the 33 listed DHCs have halos with diameters 2 to 4 
mimes greater than the diameters of the craters themselves. A craterlet near Triesnecker 
End one in Alphonsus have the largest halos in relation to crater size: their halos have 
_asters 8 times greater than that of the central crater. Since the 33 photographically 
--firmed DHCs are offered as typical examples of the lunar features to be studied by the 
lEC Program, a crater located in a spot more than 10 times larger in diameter than itself 
will be considered to be not a DHC, but instead merely a crater situated in a dark area 
girding to the laws of random distribution. 

A clear distinction must be made from the beginning between a DHC and a crater that 
st happens by chance to be in a local dark spot. Few, if any, genuine DHCs are likely 
be mistakenly omitted from a catalogue of DHCs by adhering to a 10 to 1 criterion. 

by keeping to that criterion, it will be possible to maintain with greater confi-
____ce that all the craters to be entered into a catalog of confirmed DHCs are the point 
_ :rigin of the dark material surrounding them. However, it should be pointed out that 

combined diameters of two adjacent dark halos, both 9 times the diameter of their 1-
- meter (for example) central craters, may appear as one elongated dark spot measuring 
_:ms. by perhaps 13 to 16 kms. The large dark spot would be catalogued as two DHCs whose 

coalesce; and their listed diameters would represent the width, not the length, of 
elongated dark spot formed by the two. Indeed, a somewhat L-shaped dark spot lying 
the base of the west (IAU) wall of Alphonsus is the result of the overlapping of two 

milometer halos and one 6-kilometer halo. 

In addition to the 33 DHCs listed here, the examination of lunar photographs has 
up about 60 other possible DHCs, for which there is some question as to whether a 

distinct dark halo exists or whether there is a craterlet in a round dark spot. Tele - 
s=pic observations will be necessary to clear up the uncertainties and to discover ad-
itional DHCs. Lunar Orbiter and Apollo photographs will have to be employed to detect 
mhe smallest of craters in the middle of some dark spots, but telescopic observations can 
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reveal the dark halos of such small craterlets which spacecraft photographs fail to show 
because of insufficient contrast or improper solar illumination. 

The observation form published here is designed for giving a complete report on DHCs 
and is largely self explanatory; and it is to be used for recording observations of con-
firmed, suspected, and newly discovered DHCs. The two blanks in the upper right corner 
are for filing purposes. Here are put the xi and eta coordinates of the DHC as well as 
the colongitude at the time of the observation. The observing station is noted only if 
it differs from the mailing address. A person who uses an atlas giving xi and eta coor-
dinates need not fill in the longitude and latitude blanks, but it is recommended that he 
note the general area in which the DHC is located (e.g., "in Alphonsus," or "west of Tries-
ne.p,',ker") because thereby any inadvertent typographical error in recording the xi and eta 
coordinates will be more readily discovered. Users of atlases employing lines of longi-
tude and latitude are asked to make use of those coordinates when reporting newly suspec-
ted DHCs, but to write in also the xi and eta coordinates of those DHCs that are contain-
ed in the lists of certain and probable DHCs which will be sent to all participants. 

In giving the diameters of the craters and halos, it is sufficient to do so in 
terms of kilometers or miles, although kilometers are preferable. Estimates of diameters 
can be made by using mileage or kilometer scales found on some atlases, or by making com-
parisons with lunar features of known size. 

Intensity estimates are to be recorded on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 equal to black 
shadows, 5 equal to the average darkness of the lunar maria, and 10 equal to the most bril-
liant features of the Moon. Estimates are to be made of both the dark halo and its imme-
diate surroundings, giving the intensity value of the dark halo first, followed by that 
of its surroundings. Thus a halo a little darker than the average mare material in a mod-
erately bright surrounding would be recorded as 4/8. 

On the reporting form, under "Comments," the alignment of the major axis of an ellip-
tical dark halo should be given as, for example, a northeast-southwest orientation. If 
the dark halo is neither circular nor elliptical, a drawing of it should be made. A draw-
ing should also be given to illustrate the position of an off-center crater in the halo, 
Indicate the position of lunar north in all sketches. 

Once an observer has made out a full report of a particular DHC, as called for in 
this detailed reporting form, it will not be necessary for him to make out another com-
plete report if, on a subsequent night, the DHC appears exactly the same, except for its 
intensity. Only if the existence of a crater or the size or shape of the dark halo is in 
dispute among participating observers would it be desirable to submit a detailed report 
of an observation which is identical to the first one of the object, but made at a later 
date. 

An important part of the DHC Program will be the determination of how the intensity 
of dark halos varies with the sun's changing altitude. For this particular purpose a dif-
ferent and shorter reporting form is to be used. A separate form will be used for each 
DHC, but in this second type of form there will be space for 21 observations of a particu-
lar DHC since the only desired information about the DHC will be its changing visibility 
and intensity. (The long form is to be used in reporting other details about DHCs.) How-
ever, if a DHC appears to vary not only in intensity but also in size or shape, such 
changes can be noted on the back of the short form. 

The DHC Program is one to which the owners of small telescopes can make important 
contributions. Although some of the central craterlets will be detectable only in larger 
telescopes, most of the dark halos can be found with telescopes of small aperture. By ob-
serving specific dark halos 10 to 20 times (evenly spread over a 2- to 4-month period) and 
recording the observations on the proper reporting form, it should be possible to deter-
mine: (1) How early in the lunar morning does the dark halo appear? (2) At what colongi-
tude is the dark halo most conspicuous? and (3) How late in the lunar afternoon is the 
dark halo still recognizable? Most halos appear to be most prominent around lunar noon; 
but unlike those within Alphonsus, many are not visible close to lunar sunrise and sunset. 

The Dark Haloed Craters Program will be seeking information on the variable inten-
sities of all reported DHCs, and observers will be encouraged to report every DHC observa-
tion. However, to insure that all DHCs will be thoroughly observed and reported, parti-
cipating observers will each be assigned about 8 confirmed DHCs to observe enough times 
to determine when the halo first and last appears and when it is most conspicuous. When 
each participant's dark halo project is completed, another 8 will be assigned to him un-
til all of the confirmed dark halos have been similarly observed for changing intensity 
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3)  
4)  
5)  

6)  
7)  
z) 

10)  

11)  
12)  
13)  
14)  
15)  

16)  
17)  
18)  
-9) 
23) 

21)  
22)  
23)  
24)  
25)  

26)  
27)  
28)  
29)  
30)  

31)  
32)  
33)  

DHC 
(xi-eta) 

+838-355 
+486-248 
+481-237 
+Al2+709 
+407+708 

+392+707 
+353+017 
+127+248 
+050+071 
+041+069 

+037+073 
+037+078 
+034+082 
+033+076 
-013+565 

-025-235 
-027-223 
-028-217 
-032-248 
-033-216 

-057-238 
-069-235 
-070-234 
-071-237 
-156-353 

-180+299 
-264+311 
-293+219 
-312+120 
-348+218 

-398+083 
-409+052 
-457+078 

Dark Haloed Craters Evident in Photographs 

Diameter 
of halo 

15 ions. 
15 
8 
10 
10 

12 to 15 
10 
6 
7 
3i 

4 
2 
3 
3 to 5 
10 to 14 

8 
10 
7 
11 
7 

5 
8 
6 
8 
11 to 15 

7 
6 
6 
15 
8 to 10 

4* 
7 to 12 
5 to 7 

Longitude 

+630381  
+30 04 
+29 40 
+35 45 
+35 10 

+33 40 
+20 38 
+07 32 
+02 54 
+02 32 

+02 13 
+02 04 
+01 52 
+01 52 
-01 55 

-02 41 
-01 37 
-01 42 
-01 50 
-01 55 

-03 21 
-04 03 
-04 07 
-04 11 
-09 33 

-10 52 
-16 08 
-17 32 
-18 15 
-20 28 

-23 38 
-24 33 
-27 39 

Latitude 

-20°48' 
-14 22 
-13 42 
+45 07 
+45 05 

+45 02 
+01 00 
+14 22 
+04 08 
+03 52 

+04 03 
+04 28 
+04 38 
+04 20 
+34 28 

-13 18 
-12 52 
-13 14 
-14 22 
-12 33 

-12 47 
-13 40 
-13 38 
-13 43 
-20 42 

+17 30 
+18 13 
+12 41 
+06 53 
+12 28 

+01 45 
+02 59 
+04 30 

Diameter 
of Crater 

8 kms. 
4 
2 
4 
2 

4 
3 
1* 
1 
j- 

t 
7 
1 
2 
3 

1 
3 
2 
3i 
2 

1 
2 
1 
2 
4 

4 
li 
1 

1'4 

1 

2 

The craters listed here were found by Lunar Recorders Delano, Jamieson, and Vaucher 
in a protracted examination of several photographic lunar atlases. The table and these 
presumably typical Dark Haloed Craters are discussed by Reverend Delano in his accompany-
ing text. 

********** 

by some one or another of the participating observers. The observers reports and the re-
sults of their studies of the dark halos will be appearing in the "Lunar Notes" section of 
The Strolling Astronomer. 

Everyone interested in discovering, confirming, describing, and monitoring DHCs 
should write to me and will receive, in reply, a list of the 33 photographically identi-
fied DHCs, a list of about 60 unconfirmed DHCs, and a supply of the two different kinds of 
reporting forms described above. Here is a chance to make an important contribution to 
lunar science regardless of what size telescope you have. Lunar spacecraft photographs 
usually fail to show the dark halos because the exposures were not suitable to bring out 
the contrast of the halo with its surroundings. Moreover, there has not been, and prob-
ably will not be in the foreseeable future, sufficient photographs taken under varying 
solar illuminations to duplicate the ALPO Dark Haloed Craters Program. 

Postscript  hy Editor on Lunar Section Projects. We thank Mr. Delano for this des-
cription of a new lunar program and cordially urge all interested readers to correspond 
with him and to participate actively in this program. We have not thought it necessary 
to publish here the "short form" described near the middle of page 52. 
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ASSOCIATION CF LUNAR AND PLANETARY OHS.SRVE,RS 	DHC —314- 

	

Observations of Dark Haloed Craters on the Moon 	COZ. 6.5°1 

Date (U .T )  P///R Cil /0) Mt 	Time (U.T.)  °P IC  

Colongitude 	65 	 caz,T7,4 e 8  
seeing (0 to 10, 10 beet) 	3 	Transparency/t  

Telescope 	 riEFL,  	Magnification  3o-o A 

Observer 	 l<E Ai /E 771 J V E.L.'71 /141  

Mailing address 	 /A/6-E L-L. ST  

T 4 C' ,v 	A/ 	-.S_S 	v .,17.6)0 
Observing station 	 thnVek 	iv! e szi;  

Position of the dark 

	

haloed crater: 	xi 	eta 	Long. Lat.. 	General p.rea 
—314..+.1o10 —/5".: 415.1  4= 06°5-.3 	S.  ,-,/,  CoPER/Vic.ilL 

On T-,/ip 	ix PH-, c 	i-v,Ai 4k 
u 

p1--,L4  s  
evnfl L.-tinft! R hri-ils corbers t LA co 

The crater was (01 central, ( ) off center. 

The appearance of the 
dark halo: The dark halo was (V) definitely seen 

( ) only suspected 
( ) not seen.. 

the dark halo was (fr)" circular 
( ) elliptical 
( ) other (describe) 

The diameter of the dark halo was 
/5  kilometers, or 	miles. 

Relative intensity of the dark halo  if f7  

   

Comments and drawing: 
fuse back if necessary) 

Figure 5. Sample "long form" used in reporting observations in the Dark Haloed Craters 
Program of the ALPO Lunar Section. A representative observation has been entered on the 
form, which is further described in the accompanying text by Reverend Delano. Interested 
lunar observers can obtain copies of this form from Reverend Delano. 

.14-#****** 

We announced in our previous issue the termination of the Lunar Dome Survey, long 
directed by Kenneth Delano. It was pleasant to hear many objections to this decision from 
our members. The Lunar Dome Survey is accordingly being revived under the leadership of 
Lunar Recorder Harry Jamieson. 

The Lunar Atlas used 

The appearance of the 
dart haloed crater: 	The crater was (Vj definitely seen 

( ) only suspected 
( ) not seen. 

The diameter of the crater was 1/ 14,kilometers, 
or 	miles. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Lunar Planning Chart Series, Edition 1, July, 1969, U.S.A.F. Aeronautical Chart and 
af:rmation Center. Price 50 cents per chart. 

Reviewed by Brian R. Webb, ALPO Lunar Section 

The four lunar charts which comprise this series offer complete overlapping cover- 
• of the lunar equator. Although the northern and southern limits of coverage amount to 

degrees of lunar latitude, the chart set is worthy of mention. The serious amateur 
not only benefit from the scale of 1:2,5002000, but also from the I.A.U. nomenclature, 

T.dizh is as recent as 1964. Only the tonal variations of the lunar surface which have 
previously identified are indicated. The smallest features indicated are in the or-

a of about 0.75 statute miles. Each chart contains correctional information for accur-
ate reasurement of features in the higher lunar latitudes, which are partially corrected 
f:r foreshortening. Lineaments for locating latitude and longitude are placed every 10 

Chart 	 Longitude Coverage 

LOCI 	 140° W. to 50° W. 
LOC2 	 50° W. to 50° E. 
LOC3 	 400  E. to 130° E. 
LOCO 	 140° E. to 1300  W. 

The maps may be obtained from the United States Air Force Aeronautical Chart and 
1=frrnation Center, St. Louis, Missouri 63118. It may be worth mentioning that a similar 

set with coverage up to 40 degrees of latitude may be available in June or July, 
2=72 from the same source. 

######*# 

Nine Planets, by Alan E. Nourse. Published by Harper and Row, New York, N Y., 1970. 
ig75. 

Reviewed by Mike Rogers 

The remaining Apollo flights make a study of the Solar System especially pertinent 
Ent interesting. Some pressing questions beg answers as we start expanding into the Uni- 
,1:se. Is there life on the other planets? Will mineral wealth on the planets make 

eflight economically feasible? Can Man survive spaceflight? Can Man survive without 
_:..-eflight? Perhaps most important, why forge into spaceflight at all? In this book, 

ILL:a Planets, Alan E. Nourse replies to these queries while presenting a description of 
of the eight principal planets (other than the earth) and our moon. 

The first chapter, "The Threshold of Space", describes some of the needs and prob-
_er-----  of exploring the Solar System as well as explaining some basic astronomical princi-
p_s, such as the universality of natural laws. "The Sun and Its Planets" deals with 
-re physical characteristics of our Solar System. Mr. Nourse describes some basic facts 
rzc-zt the sun and the planets, and discusses such topics as the biological limitations of 

and the motives for exploring space. In "Mercury" the author brings out some 
....=aresting information about the closest known planet to the sun. The difficulty in ob-

it, the search for the supposed planet Vulcan, the incredible contrasts on Mer- 
✓ry's surface, and the question of life on the planet are discussed. In addition, the 
• probes some conventional topics such as the problem of Mercury's rotation, and its 
- -de as a solar observation station. In "Venus", the question of the rotation of the 

et, its albedo, the oxygen content of its atmosphere, the question of life, and the 
new data from unmanned probes show the planet to be one with enigmatic characteristics. 
I= extra long chapter discusses the frustrating Red Planet, Mars. Mr. Nourse first care- 
• knocks down the assumption that Mars is the earth's twin and then goes on to des-
rribe the planet as observed with infrared and ultraviolet rays. 

s 	 After passing lightly over the asteroids, we find Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Nep- 
he 	 = e lumped together into one chapter. The author discusses the multiple star theory of 
ted 	 = formation of these planets as well as the problem of identifying and contacting truly 

s̀lien" life. 

In one of the most interesting chapters, "Pluto and the Outer Reaches", Mr. Nourse 
:_szusses Pluto's incredible gravitation, the search for a trans-Plutonian planet, and 
fazIts in the Bode-Titiu4rogression. Concluding the book are appendices of comparative 

from 	 7_ar_et statistics and a glossary, and included throughout the book are some 12 pages of 
of 	 paintings by artist Mel Hunter. 
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At first glance, Nine Planets appears to be just another adequately but unspectacu-
larly written introduction to the sky. However, it is one of the most provocatively and 
intelligently written books to appear in recent years. By describing just how little we 
know about the Solar System, Alan E. Nourse makes a convincing case for further financing 
of our space program. So intriguing are the questions brought up by this book that, if 
it were read by all astronomers, it would probably bring a veritable flood of eager new 
planetary observers. 

Postscript hy Editor. It is not my wish to appear to be a reviewer of reviews. We 
are much indebted to Mr. Rogers and others who make this service to our readers possible. 
However, it should be pointed out that Mr. Nourse's 1970 book is a revision of one he pub-
lished about 10 years ago with the same title, and the statements about the rotations of 
Mercury and Venus in the review above would raise questions about the completeness of the 
updating of the text - admittedly a tedious and also herculean task during the present 
rapid advances in planetary astronomy. 

ARMAND N. SPITZ, 1904-1971 

All friends of Dr. Armand N. Spitz were much saddened to learn of his death at Fair-
fax, Virginia on April 14, 1971. Few men have inspired so much love and respect in those 
who knew them, and probably no one else has done as much to bring the stars to the man in 
the street. 

He was born at Philadelphia in 1904 and attended the University of Pennsylvania and 
the University of Cincinnati. He was awarded a Doctor of Science Degree by Otterbein Uni-
versity in 1956. He developed an early interest in scientific writing and publishing. He 
was on the staff of the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia from 1936 to 1955 and at various 
times was editor of The Institute News, head of their Meteorology Department, lecturer in 
the Fels Planetarium, and Assistant Director of Public Relations. From 1941 to 1946 he 
pioneered the development of television education in Philadelphia. 

It was during this period that he became deeply interested say rather, dedicated -
to the concept of a modestly priced planetarium for popular education in astronomy. He or-
ganized Spitz Laboratories in 1949, with headquarters at Yorklyn, Delaware (now at Chadds 
Ford, Penn.). As we all know, the company grew most remarkably; and today there are hun-
dreds of Spitz Planetaria in public schools, colleges, and museums. More sophisticated 
models serve, for example, the Air Force Academy near Colorado Springs. 

In 1956 Armand Spitz became "Mr. Moonwatch", with the job of coordinating visual ob-
servations of artificial satellites by teams of volunteer observers for the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory. The first launching in October, 1957 was a little sooner than 
expected! For some years Moonwatch results, instrumentation, and techniques formed a large 
slice of the program at meetings of amateur astronomers; and Armand's own talks at Astro-
nomical League National Conventions were invariably both delightful and instructive. 

In 1958 he married Grace Scholz, an officer and leader of the Astronomical League in 
its early years. They were Sunday hosts to a League bus tour during the 1960 Convention at 
Haverford College; and the Spitz Laboratories then unveiled a new A-3-P Projector. In 1962 
he became President of Astro Murals, Incorporated, distributors of enlarged photographs of 
celestial objects taken with observatory telescopes. 

In the summer of 1966 Armand suffered a stroke and was thereafter a prisoner of his 
paralysis, chiefly attended to by his wife Grace. Yet he continued to read extensively, 
to work on his writing as he could, and to watch rare events, such as the 1970 total sol-
ar eclipse. Those privileged to receive Grace's annual Christmas messages found in their 
factual descriptions inspiring examples of Armand's remarkable cheerfulness and indomit-
able spirit. 

He was a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, an honor-
ary member of the Astronomical League and the National Capital Amateurs, and a member of 
the American Association of Museums, the Fibonacci Association, and the Middle East Plane-
tarium Society, among others. His honors included a silver medal in astronomy from the 
Astronomical Society of Mexico, a gold medal from La Salle College, Havana, Cuba in 1955, 
and the Astronomical League Award. He authored the books The Pinpoint Planetarium, A 
Start in Meteorology, and Dictionary of Astronomy and Astronautics and many magazine ar-
ticles. 

As usual, this formal factual recitation tells the reader little of the warmth and 
personality of the man. The editor of this journal first met Armand Spitz in Philadelphia 
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Figure 6. Dr. Armand N. 
Spitz, planetarium manufac-
turer, astronomy popular-
izer, and leader of ama-
teur astronomers. Photo-
graph supplied by Grace 
C. Scholz Spitz. 

in or near 1942. His chief 
recollection is of the man's 
scholarly knowledge of Greek 
and of his pleasure in shar-
ing it with a well-known 
professional baseball player 
of that period. There were 
other meetings over the 
years, the longest of them 
in the editor's home when 
Armand was on a national 
tour to help coordinate 
Moonwatch team efforts. 
Moonwatch instrumentation 
was being discussed, and he 
made everyone to whom he 
talked know that his opinion 
was sought and was valued. 
It is typical that in his 
last letter to the editor, 
Armand was concerned about 
the proper defense of an 
amateur observer of an ap-
parent rare event on the 
moon whom he felt to have 
been shabbily treated by 
the astronomical profession. 

Those who love the 
stars now and those who will 

of gratitude to a remarkable man, Izrn to love the sky in future generations owe a debt 
1=nd Spitz. 

ERATOSTBERES FROM SUNRISE TO SUNSET 

gue in 
ion at 
In 1962 	 The crater Eratosthenes has always been something of an oddity to lunar researchers. 
phs of 	 Lye its somewhat larger but otherwise similar neighbor Copernicus, for instance, it does 

brighten as the sun rises higher over it, but instead becomes steadily more difficult 
locate as local noon approaches. The reasons for this are unknown, but it may be sig - 

f his 

II 	

_.:ficant that Eratosthenes possesses a number of dark radial bands and spots which Coper- 
sly, _:-us is for the most part free of. Let us, then, examine these features through the eyes 
sol- 	 ' a skilled observer to see how they behave during the course of a lunar day. 
their 
nit- 

	

	 Mrs. Inez N. Beck, the observer responsible for the drawings on pages 58 and 59, has 
15een observing Eratosthenes on a regular basis for some years now, and has become very 

AP 	f_iliar with the crater. This familiarity, coupled with her obvious artistic talents, 
honor- 	 Take her series for the month of August, 1970, ideal for this study. The letters assigned 
of 	 each feature described are those shown on the small key chart given here as Figure 8. 

'lane - 
;he 	 A. This bright feature is most prominent near sunrise, after which it fades stead- 
.955, 	 ily until noon, when it resumes the intensity of its surroundings and becomes 

ar- 	
lost as a distinct feature. 

B 	Really a part of IA', this portion of it is strange in that it is not always 
visible as a separate bright area. Its appearances and disappearances are ap - 

and 	 parently quite random, with one never knowing from one night to the next whether 
1phia 
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AJU 	Ka  9'= 	= 	- 	Au G.19,1970 2:00 IC 2)250.T. AU G, 18, 1970 213070 2:45t1,7 
S-‘ 	 . • 	-7- "tar S-8 T - 6.5 152X 89.5076 89,7/ 5-9 TR.-00.5 152X 101.93 To 102.6‘ 

ER ATOSTHENES 
	

F'EELEcTOP - INEZ 14, BECK 

AUG. 11, 1970 1•00 TO 1:20UT. AUG.12,1970 2:00 TO 2:20U.T. AUG13,1970 2;3.0 70.2. 4 8 U.- 
5-8 TR-5 152X 15.83 To 16.00 	5-7 7R.- 4 152X 28.55 TO 28.72 S- 4-7 TR.-4 152X 41)0o 16 4 

AUG. 21, 1970 4:10 TO 4: 25 UT, AUG, 22,1970 5:00 TO 5:204).T 
5-8 TR.-5 152. X 139.34 To 81.48 5-7 TR.-5 152X 151,t3t., TO )52, )3 
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•". 

. 7 (  

LA  A., 

, L3G, 14, 1970 1:25 TO 1:40u.7. AUG. 15, 1970 3:45TO .4:01u.T. 
0 41.a 
	

•1- 6 TR,- 6.5 152 X 52.45 To 52.78 S-7 TR.-S 152 X 46.03 TO 66.16 

u G. 19,1970 5: 30 To 3.48u.T AUG. 20,1970 4 !Go To 4:20 U.T. 
07,44 	5-7 Tr -S 152X 114,65 TO H4,75 5- G TR.-6.5 152 X 127.44 're 127/4 

AUG. 24,,i970 G:io TO 630u.T. AUG, 250 1570 7:30 TO 7:50 U. 
-7 TR.-6,5 152X 176,97 TO i77.1 3 5-8 TR.-6.5 152x 189.8cro140,42. 
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Figure 7. Series of 
drawings of the lunar 
crater Eratosthenes 
by Mrs. Inez N. Beck 
in the August, 1970 
lunation. The draw-
ings show the aspect 
of Eratosthenes from 
sunrise to sunset; 
only one day is miss-
ing. Lunar south at 
top, lunar west in IAU 
sense at right. The 
seeing (S) is express-
ed on a scale of 0 to 
10, with 10 best. The 
transparency (TR) is 
the estimated limit-
ing stellar magnitude. 
The numbers at the 
right end of the sec-
ond line below each 
drawing give the co-
longitude of the begin-
ing and ending of the 
drawing. The colongi-
tude is the lunar west-
ern longitude (IAU 
west) of the sunrise 
terminator. Approxi-
mately, colongitude 
is 00  at First Quarter, 
90° at Full Moon, 180° 
at Last Quarter, and 
270° at New Moon. On 
Eratosthenes sunrise 
occurs at colongitude 
110; lunar noon, at 
101°; sunset, at 191°. 

Mrs. Beck's laud-
able series of draw-
ings invites compari-
son with the set ob-
tained half a century 
ago by William H Pick-
ering with a 3-inch re-
fractor; see his paper 
"Eratosthenes I, a 
Study for the Amateur", 
Popular Astronomy, Vol. 
27, pg. 579, 1919. 
Files of Popular  iattaa-
my exist in many large 
libraries; it was long 
the leading non-profes-
sional American astro-
nomical magazine. 
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EF. A T OS T BE WED 

Figure 8. Key chart of lunar crater Era-
tosthenes to show nomenclature used in ar-
ticle "Eratosthenes from Sunrise to Sunset." 
This chart and the text may be employed to 
study the drawings on pages 58 and 59. 
Lunar north at bottom, lunar east in TAU 
sense at left. 

########## 

it will be seen or not. This 
aspect has also been confirmed 
by H. W. Kelsey. 

C. This is the southeast quadrant 
(IAU directions) of the crater's 
floor, which maintains a fairly 

constant relative intensity throughout the day. 

E. A bright spot, or small craterlet, near the northeast (TAU east and west) outer 
wall of Eratosthenes. Its intensity increases rapidly until at noon it becomes 
quite brilliant, after which it fades away very gradually. 

F. The dusky southwest quadrant of the crater's floor. Decidedly darker than 'C' 
until well after noon, when it brightens somewhat and the two become comparable. 
The strong dark band '0' marks its northern boundary. 

G. The outer glacis of the crater's southeast wall appears to contain a system of 
linear or curved features which are darker than their surroundings and remain so 
even after the sun is quite high. Their exact nature is uncertain. 

H. As for 'G'. 

I. This broad dark band runs from the central peak out to and beyond the northeast 
walls of Erathosthenes, passing through 'E'. First noticed around mid-morning, 
it fades to near invisibility long before noon. The very dark bordering bands 
'M' and 'N' first appear as 'I' fades, though for a very short time all three 
features may be seen together. 

K. The central mountain range is never very bright, though always apparent. At 
times, under excellent seeing, bright spots can be seen on the summits. 

L. This feature and 'T' appear to be small bright spots which may be craterlets on 
the northern wall of Eratosthenes. First noticed near mid-morning, they appear 
to follow the pattern typical of such features by brightening as the sun rises 
higher and fading shortly before shadow from the crater's western wall engulfs 
them. 

M. Features 'M' and 'N' are the two very dark and conspicuous dark bands that bor-
der 'I'. Both bands develop as 'I' fades, reaching their full extent and dark-
ness shortly after mid-morning. As the lunation progresses, 'MI gradually be-
gins to fade itself until at noon it is a full intensity unit lighter than 'N', 
and by mid-afternoon is gone altogether. Feature 'N', on the other hand, re-
mains visible until nearly sunset. 

N. As for 'M'. 

0. This band system located in the northwest quadrant of the crater begins to form 
early in the day, becoming very dark and broad quite early and staying that way 
until finally engulfed in shadow late in the afternoon. By mid-morning, an ex-
tension forms which lengthens the band in a westerly direction by about twice 
its former length. Another extension forms which starts at the northern wall 
and over a period of time reaches the main band; both bands last the rest of the 
lunar day. 

Q. This feature makes its first appearance by mid-morning as a light narrow band run-
ning up the southwest wall, broadening before lunar noon into a fan-shaped dark 
area extending beyond the wall. It remains visible until engulfed by evening 
shadow. 
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R An unusual feature which does not always act the same from lunation to lunation. 
Often it is seen as a bright spot just west of the central mountain range, but 
on occasion it has been recorded as a dark spot or has not been seen at all; and 
present feelings are that it might be a ridge. 

S A medium to large bright spot seen intermittently after lunar noon. 

T As for IL,  

U This band first begins to develop early in the lunar day as a part of 'GI, after 
which it grows in a northwesterly direction, joining IQ' by mid-morning and 'WI 
by noon. It remains at its fullest extent until late evening shadow begins to 
engulf it. 

This band runs from '0' in a southwesterly direction and merges with IQ' and is 
visible from late morning until engulfed in evening shadow. 

While this survey of some of the most interesting features in and around Eratosthenes 
can in no way be considered complete or exhaustive, this writer hopes that it has shown 
that this crater is worthy of additional study. Mrs. Beck's efforts have spanned a number 
of years, and her work must be considered an important contribution to our knowledge of 
the crater. However, the apparently ever-changing aspect of this crater requires a long-
range study made over an even longer period of time and with larger apertures. Mrs. Beck's 
valuable work points the way. 

THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY TRAINING PROGRAM 

By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar and Planetary Training Program Recorder 

As of this date (June 15, 1971) there have been 94 requests 
ing  our training program. Actual observations have been received 
oers who are still participating: 

Steven Lloyd 
	

John Friscia 
Gary Gendron 
	

Peter Reinert 
Tom Mullen 
	

Lt. F R Wooldridge 
Dean Mamalakis 

for information concern-
from the following mem- 

Vincent Foster 
Andy Blackburn 
Charles Roberts 

In addition to the above, the following observers have demonstrated to our satisfac-
tion that they are now capable of participating in regular ALPO programs, and are hereby 
endorsed by the Training Section. 

Michael Fornarucci 	 B Gomes Casseres 	 Lothar Stadler 
Richard Wessling 	 Andre LeClair 

All of the above members are to be congratulated for showing enough interest to wish 
to learn the correct method of making and submitting observations. This is enough of a 
positive response to indicate that the training program fills a need and that many members 
feel that they can use some training. It is hoped that the inquirers who did not send in 
observations at least studied the information sheet, and tried some observations on their 

The me-bird presently being used in the program is to provide prospective trainees 
with an information sheet which describes basic techniques which are common to all ALPO 
programs, such as the use of seeing and transparency scales, color filters, the correct ap-
plication of Universal Time, etc. Along with the information sheet are provided some spec-
ial observing forms, which contain some planetary blanks and several lunar formation out-
lines. It is hoped, of course, that the member will make some observations, and send them 
in for adVice and comment. 

There is no prescribed number of observations which a member must make in order to 
complete the program. This is entirely dependent upon the member's own interest and devel-
opment. We are avoiding a rigid, inflexible program; for we recognize that we are working 
with volunteers, and our only desire is to make it possible for some of you who are members 
of the ALPO but never submit observations to begin doing so. You will thereby find that 
membership is vastly more enjoyable and interesting if you are actually participating in 
our programs. 

The ALPO has provided the organization, publication, regular programs, and a Train-
ing Program, all of which is done by volunteers who, like you, pursue their hobby on their 
own time and resources. The rest is up to you. Amateur Astronomy can be a fascinating 
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life-time hobby if one is prepared to take an active part. 

LUNAR NOTES 

By: Charles L. Ricker, Harry D. Jamieson, and John E. Westfall, 
A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

ALPO Lunar Programs and Staff (Charles L. Ricker) 

In the last issue of this Journal, an article appeared by Harry Jamieson (pp. 31-32), 
which outlined the prospects and programs of the Lunar Section. Since this article appear-
ed, there have been further changes, which we feel will lay the foundation for a stronger 
and more flexible Section. 

The many recent changes in the Lunar Section are largely a result of a resurgence in 
interest among the membership in lunar studies, and at last, a realization that serious 
lunar studies are still possible despite the fantastic advances in Solar System Science in 
recent years. As expected by many of us, the advances have solved many problems; but many 
others have not been solved, and many new ones have arisen. It is, in fact, because of 
the many problems still awaiting investigation that the ALPO has found it necessary to add 
an unprecedented number of Lunar Recorders. It must be remembered that each one of hund-
reds of lunar formations displays more telescopic detail than any of the planets. It can 
thus be seen that a thorough study of the Moon cannot possibly be supervised by one or two 
Recorders as with the planets. 

Our official programs have been selected as being those most in need of study by ama-
teurs, using normal observational methods; and any prospective lunar student should parti-
cipate in these programs as time allows. We also realize, though, that some of you would 
like to undertake studies other than those which are covered by our programs; and it is for 
this reason that we sbAll  also welcome all observations or reports on individual programs, 
and such reports or observations will appear in these pages if the material is deemed to 
be of sufficient importance or general interest. 

The following changes in programs and staff members have recently occurred: 
1 We are very pleased to announce that Mrs. Winifred Cameron has accepted an appointment 

as Lunar Recorder in order to coordinate and strengthen the ALPO program in the very 
important study of Lunar Transient Phenomena (TLP). Mrs. Cameron's previous lunar re-
searches, particularly in the field of TLP, are world known; and we are indeed fortun-
ate to have her on our staff. 

2 Due to considerable consternation upon the announcement that the Lunar Dome Survey had 
been dropped among a number of members, Harry Jamieson, the founder of that program, 
has consented to reactivate it. This is welcome news since the study of lunar domes 
is one of the important problems in lunar science today. 

3 Charles L. Ricker has rejoined the staff to coordinate the activities of the A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Section as a whole, and to edit "Lunar Notes". Any observations of a general 
nature which are not covered by our various official programs should be sent to Mr. 
Ricker. 
Summarizing, then, the present organization of the Lunar Section: 

1. John Westfall - The ALPO Lunar Photograph Library. 
2. Charles L. Ricker Edit "Lunar Notes", and coordinate Section activities. 
3. Kenneth Delano - The Dark Haloed Craters Program. 
4. Harry Jamieson The Bright and Banded Craters, and Lunar Dome Survey. 
5. Julius Benton - The Selected Areas Program. 
6. Christopher Vaucher Mr. Benton's assistant. 
7 	Winifred Cameron Lunar Transient Phenomena. 

It is hoped that the above organization and programs will accomodate anyone who is 
interested in lunar studies. If you have never done any lunar observing, the ALPO also 
has a training program where you can gain some necessary experience (see pg. 61) 

Strange Object on the Mare Imbrium (Harry D. Jamieson) 

Mrs. Inez N. Beck draws our attention to an observation made by her of an object in 
the center of a triangle formed by Piazzi Smyth, Kirch, and Pico (Figure 9). When this ob-
ject was first seen, it was strongly suspected of being a dome and was recorded as such. 
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PIAZ71 (0) 
SPIleritt • • 

Figure 9. Drawing of curious dome-
like object on Mare Imbrium by Mrs. 
Inez Beck on June 4, 1968 at 2h45m, U. 
T. 6-inch refl., 350X. Seeing 7 
(good), transparency 5. The arrow 
points to the suspected dome, which 
later could not be recovered. Colon-
gitude 695. See accompanying text by 
Lunar Recorder Harry Jamieson. South 
at top, east (IAU sense) at left. 

############ 

It certainly had a dome's classic ap-
pearance to the observer. However, 
since this first observation the ob-
ject has not again been seen, and here 
is where the mystery lies. We have a 
well-qualified observer reporting what 
was at the time an obvious feature to 
her, only to have it never seen since. 
There have certainly been a number of 
cases like this in the history of lunar 
research, and this writer for one would 
like to see this particular one cleared 
up. 

As can be seen from the drawing, 
the sun was very low over the area 
when the feature was observed. Could 
it be that only a very special set of 
lighting circumstances will make the 
feature observable again? To test 
this theory, it might be best if obser-
vers looking for the object concentrate 

their efforts on the Universal Time dates given below when the illumination will be very 
close to what it was when Mrs. Beck made her observation. 

Date 

1971, August 29 
October 27 
December 25 

Time 

3h20m, U.T. 
4 20 
8 45 

Reports - both positive and negative - would be most welcomed by this writer. Try 
to observe within an hour or two of the listed times. 

Edalaky Editor. Mrs. Beck's observation was made when the sun's selenographic col - 
cmgitude was 645 and its seleonographic latitude was +143. On the three suggested dates 
and times the colongitude will be the same as when she observed; but the latitude will dif-
fer, being indeed negative. If a very close similarity to the original conditions of il-
lumination and perspective is critical to the recovery of the suspected dome, then it may 
ze well to mention that at the time of the June 4, 1968 observation the earth had a seleno-
,traphic longitude of -743 and a selenographic latitude of -375. 

While mysteries of this kind are numerous in the history of amateur lunar observa-
tions, it would be gratifying if the ALPO Lunar Section could make a concerted effort 
'which would clear up this one. 

Additions to the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library: Amateur and 
Apollo-11, -12, and -13 Photographs (John E. Westfall) 

Introduction 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library was originated in 1964 and now contains over 
700 lunar photographs taken by amateurs, professionals, astronauts, and space probes. A 
catalog, complete through 1967, is available, for 35 cents in stamps, from the Librarian: 
Dr. John E. Westfall, Department of Geography, San Francisco State College, 1600 Holloway 
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Avenue San Francisco, California 94132. 

Any A.L.P.O. member may borrow photographs if he writes the Librarian and: 

1. Describes the photographs by catalog number or by lunar area. 
2. Describes the use he intends to put the photographs to. 
3. Includes 35 cents in stamps to cover postage. 

Photographs are due back six weeks after the Librarian mails them to the borrower. 
A six-week renewal is allowed, if requested in writing in advance of the due date and if 
no other requests are outstanding. Borrowers should return photographs unmarked and un-
folded, in manila envelopes reinforced by cardboard. 

Amateur Photographs 

Three 8 x 10-inch lunar photographs have been received from Mr. Orville Brettman, 
one of which (0B-2) is reproduced here as Figure 10. For these photographs, Mr. Brettman 
used a 16-inch reflector at its Cassegrain focus (f/20). The "Approximate Scale" column 
refers to the unforeshortened scale (parallel to limb); e.g., "4.4M" = 1/4,400,000. 

Code No. Area Covered Date & Time (U.T.) Colong. Scale (Approx.) 

OB-1 M. Crisium-Cleomedes 1971, Mar. 30, 01:08 30829 4.4M 

OB-2 M. Crisium-Cleomedes 1971, Mar. 30, 01:09 308.9 4.414 

OB-3 Cleomedes-Messala-Endymion 1971, Mar. 30, 01:10 308.9 4.3M 

Other advanced amateurs are invited to contribute their lunar photographs to our 
Lunar Photograph Library (8 x 10-inch prints are preferred). 

Apollo-11, -12, and -13 Photographs  

The 81 photographs listed below were taken by the Apollo astronauts on the famous 
Apollo-11, -12, and -13 missions. All these photographs are in the form of 8 x 10-inch 
black and white prints, reproduced from 70mm. film. 

Apollo-11 made the first lunar landing, in SW* Mare Tranquillitatis (0967 N/23249 E? 
in July 1969. Apollo-12 made the second lunar landing, in SE Oceanus Procellarum (2994 Si 
23245 W) in November, 1969. Apollo-13 did not land, but circumnavigated the moon in April, 
1970. 

The columns in the photograph listing are as follows: 

1. Code Number--The identifying number assigned by NASA to each frame and also 
used by the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library. 

2. Format--General orientation of the photograph; VERT means a near-vertical view; 
L-OBL, a low-oblique view (horizon not visible); H-OBL, a high-oblique 
view (horizon visible). When known, the tilt of the camera axis to the 
vertical is given below the general orientation. 

3. Sun Angle- -Solar illumination on the portion of the moon shown, in terms of 
low, medium, or high solar altitude. When known and relevant, the 
altitude of the sun is given in degrees. 

4. Description--Prominent formations shown, with the approximate latitude and 
longitude of the center of the portion of the moon shown in the 
photograph. In near-vertical views, the scale is also given. 

Apollo-11 (20 photographs)  

Code Number Format Sun Angle 
AS11- 
37-5437 	H-OBL Low 

60-65° 

37-5447 VERT Low 
5-10Q 

Description 

S M. Tranquillitatis-Maskelyne, Moltke. (022 N/2425 E). 

S M. Tranquillitatis -Sabine D, Moltke, Hypatia I Rille. 
CSM visible. (095 N/2325 E). Reversed. 1/390,000. 

    

*The I.A.U. direction system is used throughout this report, where Mare Crisium is 
in the lunar eastern hemisphere and Oceanus Procellarum is in the western. 
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'ae Figure 10. Mare Crisium and the 130-km. crater Cleomedes above it, as photographed by 
Mr. Orville Brettman with a 16-inch reflector on March 30, 1971, Colong. - 30899. North 
at top; A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library photograph OB-2. 

********** 

Apollo-11 (cont.)  

ae Number Format Sun Angle   Description  
.S11- 

	

:--5448 	VERT 	Low 	SW M. Tranquillitatis-Schmidt. CSM visible. (0°5 N/ 
5-10° 	 1825 E) 1/390,000. 

	

--5602 	L-OBL Medium 	Messier A. (2° S/4625 E). 
35-45° 
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Apollo-11 (cont.) 

Code Number Format Sun Angle Description 
AS11 - 
38 -5606 L-OBL Low Horrocks, Hipparchus N. 	(4° S/5° E). 

55-60° 

38-5608 L-OBL Low Hipparchus X, JA, J. 	(7° S/4° E). 
55-60° 

38-5654  	Low-High Whole-disk. 	(Centered near 5° N/600  E). 	1/23,000,000. 

41-6122 H-OBL Low Sabine, Ritter, Schmidt. 	(1° N/180  E). 
65-70° 

41-6128 H-OBL Low Lade A area. 	(095 N/12° E). 
65-70° 

42-6212 H-OBL Medium Condorcet -SE M. Crisium. 	(1245 N/70° E). 
60-65° 

42-6223 H-OBL Medium W M. Crisium-Picard, Peirce. 	(10° N/56° E). 
55-60° 

********** 

Figure 11. Apollo-11 photograph AS11-42-6237. This view looks south over western Mare 
Nectaris. The large shadow-filled crater near center is Theophilus, 103 kmo6in diameter 
and 7,000 meters deep. East (left) of Theophilus is Maedler. The Altai Mountains are on 
the horizon, while the nose of the command module appears on the right. Note the many 
secondary craters and low ridges brought out by the low morning sun. 
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Number . Format 	Sun Angle 

Apollo-11 (cont.) 

Description 

-6225 H-OBL 	Medium P. Somnii-da Vinci, Glaisher. 	(5° N/4825 E). 
55-600  

-6226 H-OBL 	Medium Taruntius, Secchi. 	(525 N/4795 E). 
50-55° 

0 -Z-6234 L-OBL 	Low SE M. Tranquillitatis-Isidorus D, Lubbock N. 	(095 S/- 
37° E) 

_Z-6235 H-OBL 	Low M. Nectaris-Fracastorius, Maedler, Isidorus. 
70-75° (11° S/32° E) 

-Z-6237 H-OBL 	Low Theophilus, Maedler, Beaumont. 	(10° S/28° E). 
60-65° Published here as Figure 11. 

ZZ -6239 L-OBL 	Low SE M. Tranquillitatis-Maskelyne area. 	(225 N/29° E) 
45-50° 

-6240 L-OBL 	Low Torricelli, Torricelli C. 	(3° S/2795 E). 	Reversed. 
45-50° 

-2-6305 L-OBL 	Medium Messier, Messier A. 	(195 S/4795 E). 

.1.-6665  	Low-High Whole-disk. 	(Centered near 100  N/65° E). 	1/22,000,000. 

;er 
on 

In1.110 -11: Overlapping Pairs 

37-5437/42  -6239 	 38-5602/42-6305 	 42-6225/42-6226 
37-5437/42-6240 	 41-6122/41-6128 	 42-6235/42-6237 
37-5448/41-6122 	 42-6223/42-6225 	 42-6239/42-6240 

(to be concluded in next issue) 

MARS 1969 - THE Eau POLAR REGION - ALPO REPORT II 
By: C. F. Capen and T. R. Cave, A.L.P.O. Mars Recorders 

A.L.P.O. Observations 

The members of the ALPO Mars Section initiated observations of the planet Mars on 
mast 31, 1968 and terminated them on January 31, 1970. The ever-changing seasonal as-
-nezts of the polar regions were examined during the mid-spring, summer, autumn, and first 
:2_Lf of the winter season of the northern hemisphere. The extent of the Martian appari-
II:m observed covered 279 heliocentric degrees from the areocentric longitudes of Ls  = 35° 
---: Is = 314°, which leaves only 81 heliocentric degrees of the Martian year not observed - 
:ert.airay, an exploration of another world to be commended. The complete observational 
r---rerage is shown in Figure 12. The north polar region (NPR) was well observed from Sep-
e,:ber, 1968 to October, 1969 when the apparent planetary disk diameter was sufficient; 
Lai the Martian North Pole was tilted toward the Earth until mid-September, 1969. The ax-
_al tilt is synonymous to the apparent declination of the Earth De  as viewed areocentri-
mLy, which is also the Martian latitude of the sub-earth point. Refer to Figure 13, Gra-

c Aspects of Sub-earth and Sub-solar Points for Mars, Ref. 1. 

The north polar region data were obtained from 23 individual ALPO observers. The 
4...rs Section members who were chiefly interested in the North Polar Cap (NPC) and who sys- 
:e=atically recorded the aspects of the NPR were: J. Bartlett, C. and V. Capen, E. Cross, 
L. Heath, H. Heuseler, J. Mitchell, T. Osawa, R. Rhoads, B. Salmon, H. Smith, and W. Wooten. 

Introduction 

The 2429 inclination of the axis of Mars causes the polar caps to fluctuate in an an- 
111,_ 1 seasonal cycle. The composition of the white substance of the Martian polar caps has 

_.en a subject of much speculation and heated controversy ever since W. Herschel first 
.7:::ed their seasonal behavior and compared them to ice-water caps of the Earth. It was J. 
1-.,cney in 1897 who first stated that the white caps could be composed of 002 crystals. 
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Arnprition 

1962-63 
1964-65 
:966-67 
1968-69 

Early Spring 

10/10d 
10/23d 
10/15d 
10/20d 

(to be 

Max. Rate 	Early Summer 

10/3d 

10/4d 
10/2d 

0/3d 
	 10/8d 

10/6d 

10/7d 
concluded in next 

Mid-Summer 

10/30d 
10/30d 
10/20d 

L 20, 

1 Cap. 
t Cap. 
t Cap. 
t Cap. 
t Cap. 

Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 

ures. 
Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 

Table 1. (cont.) 

A
R

E
O

C
E

N
T

R
IC

 LA
TI

TU
D

E 

75, 
SO 
)h ie 

Areographic 
latitude 0° 

Axial 
tilt Dp° 

MD North 
hemisphere 

Number 
Measures Remarks 

• 21 +85° +03°  17 Aug. 15 Clearly defined North Cap. 
22 87 03 17 4 Clearly defined North Cap. 
26 86 03 20 2 Clearly defined North Cap. 
27 86 03 20 3 Clearly defined North Cap. 
28 88 03 20 5 Clearly defined North Cap. 
29 88 03 21 4 Clearly defined North Cap. 

- 	1 87 03 22 2 Clearly defined North Cap. 
9 82 04 26 10 Arctic haze over cap. 
16 84 04 30 12 Arctic haze over cap. 
17 86 05 31 2 Clearly defined North Cap. 
19 87 05 1 Sept. 4 Clearly defined North Cap. 

Table 2. North Cap Regression Rates 1962-1969 
(Areocentric degrees per day MD) 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Staff Changes. Two new Lunar Recorders have been added to the Lunar Section staff. 
, 19 ' 

	

	 is: 	Mrs. Winifred S. Cameron, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
:oidard Space Flight Center, Code NO, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771. 
*-s. Cameron will supervise A.L.P.O. work on Lunar Transient Phenomena, on which she has 

7, TR 	 gdone professional research. She has already contributed to this journal, and we heart- 
welcome her to our staff. Mr Charles Ricker is returning to the Lunar Section to act 

13, 
general coordinator of its different projects and to edit "Lunar Notes". The present 

=_ar Section staff and its projects are described by Mr. Ricker on page 62. 

Sustaining Members and Sponsors. The persons in these special kinds of membership 
445. 

	

	 ss of July 17, 1971 are listed below. Sponsors pay $25 per year; Sustaining Members, $10. 
-- balance above the normal dues is used to help meet the general expenses of the A.L.P.O.; 

deeply appreciate the generous and meaningful help of these colleagues. 

Sponsors - William O. Roberts, Grace A. Fox, David P. Barcroft, Philip and Virginia 
_aser, Dr. John E. Westfall, Dr. James Q. Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Reverend Kenneth J. Del-
_ , Richard E. Wend, A B Clyde MarshAll Alan McClure, Walter Scott Houston, and Fred-
...rick W. Jaeger. 

Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Charles L. Ricker, 
Elmer J. Reese, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Dr. William K. Hartmann, 
Ralph Scott, A W Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, John E. Wilder, A K Pari- 

B. Traucki, Nicholas Waitkus, Lyle T. Johnson, H. W. Kelsey, Phillip Wyman, Harry 
Irimaley, Daniel H. Harris, the Junior Texas Astronomical Society, Dr. David Meisel,cjohn 
Rally-Urban, W King Monroe, James W. Young, Klaus R. Brasch, Inez N. Beck, Dr. George W. 
Rippen, Dr. Joel W. Goodman, William B. Chapman, Harry D. Jamieson, Commander W. R. Petty-

and Robert M. Adams. 

Error in Vol. 22, Nos., 11-12. Mr. Richard Hodgson has reported a correction to his 
article "A.L.P.O. Observations of the 1970 Mercury Transit." What Mr. Yajko observed at 
13h6m, U.T., as given on pg. 193 was not Contact III but instead Contact IV. The footnote 
referring to his observation should then be deleted, and the first sentince in the next 
paragraph should read: "Of these five observations, the range of residuals is from -12s 
to +24s; the average is +58." Mr. Hodgson and the Editor express their regrets to the 
readers for this blunder. 

Material for Saturn Observers. Mr Julius L. Benton, the A.L.P.O. Saturn Recorder, 
has communicated the following announcement: "Saturn Observing Kit, price $3.00, avail-
able now. Orders will be handled promptly. The kit will include The Saturn Handbook, 
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THE LAUNCH OF APOLLO 1,2 

By: Kenneth J. Delano 

The television cameras used by the three major networks give home viewers a much 
zser-up look at the launchings of the Apollo/Saturn rockets, but that does not deter hun-
_-_s of thousands of people from traveling hundreds or thousands of miles to be on hand 
the blast-off of the Moon-bound rockets. After all, there is nothing like being on-

--=--spot eyewitnesses to history in the making, nor can TV adequately convey the atmosphere 
pervades Cape Kennedy at the time of a Moon-shot --- an atmosphere characterized by an 

• f the mammoth man-made facilities, an admiration of the complexity of the space vehi-
r_,_ and of the men who dare ride them, an excitement that grows more and more perceptible 
am:1 all the persons present as the day of launch approaches, and a certain anxiety that 

77 	 tPmpered by the quiet confidence of the men of NASA. 

Up until Apollo 15, my only previous witnessing of an Apollo blast-off was that of 
• , which I watched from a causeway about 15 miles from the launch pad. Without a 

79 

	

	 admitting them to the missile base as a guest of NASA, viewers must take up positions 
IL:7.g the highways, causeways, and beaches, which are 10 to 20 miles distant from the rock-

Nevertheless, even at those great distances the sight and sound of the streaking Sat-
=7: rocket make it well worth while going to the Cape for the launching, instead of just 
QE.:.:hing it on TV. Indeed, NASA makes it all the more interesting by letting the general 

85 	 771=Lic tour the Space Center on the day before the launch and within a couple of hours 
Lf:er the rocket has left the pad. The two-hour bus tours take you on a 50-mile trip 
'=ttgh the missile base, bringing you within a few hundred yards of launch complexes 39A 

90 	
3V from which the Apollo astronauts take off. 

Seeing the launch of Apollo 8 in person and watching all the others on TV did not 
illpo  r-Lte prepare me for the immense thrill of seeing the lift-off of Apollo 15 from the area 

:he Vertical Assembly Building (VAB), only 3i miles from the rocket. I obtained a pass 
91 	 what is called the VIP stands through the kindness of Captain Chester Lee, Apollo His- 

• Director, whom I met at a conference on America's future in space, at which I spoke 
favor of the manned space-flight program. 

99 	 A formal invitation was sent to each guest of NASA, notifying us of the scheduled 
yes for the briefings and tours of the Kennedy Space Center on the two days before the 

ch and on the day of the launch. I arrived Sunday night, the evening before the launch-
es requested, checked in at the NASA Guest Center, located in the Cape Royal Of-

Building at Cocoa Beach, where I received an identification badge. 

Later that evening, I attended a preview film showing of the 1 and 3/4-hour color 
rie titled "Moonualk One" It is billed as "a dramatic presentation of the first lunar 

.05 	 ".mding and its impact on mankind" and is supposed to be released to commercial theaters 
sccn. I enjoyed this documentary film very much and recommend that you see it when it 

05 	 On Monday morning, the day of launch, I arose at 5:30 A.M. to be at the Cape Royal 
'ding in time for the first busses that were to take us for the three-quarter-hour drive 
the viewing site. The last of the chartered busses was to leave at 8:00 A.M. to assure 

08 	 t traffic would not cause anyone to miss the 9:34 A.M. lift-off. At the early hour of 
, traffic was moving along fairly smoothly; for the people who had chosen to view the 

_I-Inch along the busses' route on the Atlantic seaboard had already arrived, most of them 
_a7ang been camping there for 2 or 3 days. 

The busses brought us to the north side of the VAB, the south side having the grand- 
znds reserved for the 1500 members of the press who showed up to cover the Apollo 15 

_mob. There were ample bleachers next to the VAB for those of the approximately 5,000 
_ests who wished to be seated. One set of those bleachers was set aside for such VIP's 
=embers of Congress, foreign dignitaries, and high-ranking military personnel. 

A public address system kept us posted on the countdown; and in the meantime we could 
--asy ourselves during the 2-hour wait for blast-off by watching the magnificent Saturn 
ocket, brilliantly shining in the sun and venting a misty plume that was readily apparent 
the naked eye. Those who brought binoculars, of course, could see the rocket and its 

Launch tower in much greater detail. 

People were allowed to set up their cameras on tripods in the field in front of the 
_Leachers provided that they were far enough out not to block the view of others. 
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Since I did not know beforehand that we would have a place to set up camera tripods, I had 
brought only my little 35-mm. Petri Color camera; but I was quite pleased with my color 
slides of the launch, considering that the camera has a focal length of only 40 Un.S. In-
deed, the slides show the Saturn rocket just about as it looked to the naked eye from the 
VAB location. 

We paid for the perfectly clear skies that everyone was hoping for by putting up 
with temperatures in the 80's and with no shade in the bleachers or on the field. This 
fact spelled good business for the owners of the refreshment stands set up behind the 
bleachers. 

Up until half an hour before lift-off, spectators were quietly conversing with one 
another. From then on, a sort of restless anxiety began to build up as people began to 
leave the bleachers for the open field in front of them, in order to be a few hundred feet 
closer to the stupendous event about to take place. United in their concern for astro-
nauts Scott, Irwin, and Worden, the spectators remained speechless during the final 20 sec-
onds of the countdown, and remained so during lift-off, as large tongues of flame licked 
out on either side of the concrete trench beneath the rocket, followed by billowing clouds 
of steam on both sides of the rocket. Slowly the rocket climbed up past the launch tower, 
requiring 10 seconds to clear the tower, but this time seemed to be little more than a 
second or two to the camera fans. Only when the rocket was well clear of the launch tower, 
burning and climbing steadily, did the spell of silence that fell over the crowd break with 
a spontaneous applause of handclapping. The Saturn V vehicle appeared to be reaching for 
the skies with a power suggestive of the strength of Man's determination to break free of 
the bonds of Earth. 

Everyone privileged to be at the 3-mile-distant viewing site agreed that the 
launch was not only a spectacle that is out of this world, but a great emotional experience 
as well. The hearts of everyone went out with concern and admiration for three fellow 
human beings, who were riding that 100-yard-long tongue of flaming exhaust, and who were 
determined to reach a world nearly * million miles away. 

The most startling thing to me about the launch was the unimaginably loud noise of 
the Saturn V engines. The first sounds did not reach us until about 20 seconds after igni-
tion, when the rocket was well clear of the launch tower; and those first sounds seemed ex-
tremely loud, but that was only the beginning. The best comparison is to think of a crack 
of thunder accompanying a lightning bolt striking next door; but instead of being over in 
a fraction of a second, the roar of the Saturn's 5 engines is like a chain reaction of 
thunder-cracks sustained at an ear-piercing level for about 15 seconds. Watching Apollo 
15 piercing the sky and being overwhelmed by the roar of its engines led my imagination to 
think that the sky was about to crack open, in much the same fashion that the rumble of an 
earthquake is followed by an opening of the earth's surface. The metallic walls of the VAB 
and the unoccupied metallic bleachers could be heard resonating in response to the depart-
ing Apollo rocket. In fact, the ground we stood on quivered, and I could feel reverbera-
tions within my chest --- a feeling comparable to that provided by the massaging assemblies 
which many hotels and motels attach to their beds. Veteran "bird watchers" claimed that 
the launch of Apollo 15 was the loudest of them all, and I believe it. 

We were close enough to Apollo 15 that binoculars were not at all necessary for a 
good view of the launch. Only when a height of several miles had been attained did bin-
oculars come in handy. Even so, the explosive separation of the first stage was clearly 
visible to the naked eye about three minutes into the flight; and the exhaust tail of the 
second stage could then be seen as a red dot in a beautiful blue Florida sky until it be-
came lost in the glare of the sun approximately four minutes after lift-off. 

After staring for a few moments at the sky where the rapidly receding Saturn rock-
et had faded from view, people began returning to the busses for the return trip to the 
Cape Royal Building or to other busses which took us on a post-launch tour of the Space 
Center. It was the standard tour that is given to the general public, except that we were 
allowed to walk the full length of the transfer aisle of the VAB, where we could see the 
second and third stages of Apollo 16 being readied (the first stage had not arrived yet) 
and another stage being designed and tested for the Skylab Program. 

After witnessing the launch of Apollo 15 and after seeing the preparations being 
made for coming years, I left with the very definite impression that here, at Cape Kennedy, 
the future is already present. 

r 
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Table 3. Average Observed Longitudes of Martian Arctic White Residual Areas 

Observer 	 Ierne 	Lemuria 	Itaait 

Schiapareli, 1879-88 121° 2080  310° 
F. Lowell, 1901-05 122° 206° 3110  
E. M. Antoniadi, 1903-29 122° 2080 3090 
M. Maggini, 1918-35 136° 213° 278° 
A. Dollfus, 1946-52 142°  227° 292°  
ALPO Observers, 1962-69, 

Brasch, Capen, et al. 140° 1960  2900  

References 

The references cited in this part of the Mars Report by Capen and Cave are included 
in the list in Vol. 23, Nos. 3-4, pp. 70, 71, and 74, of this Journal. 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF LUNAR DOMES 

By: Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

This report of the A L.P.O. Lunar Dome Survey is concerned with the lunar domesi 
sizes, shapes and surface features. It is a complementary report to the distribution study 
published in the February, 1969 issue of The Strolling Astronomer' and also to the supple-
entary list of 15 domes which appeared in the January, 1970 issue.2  To these 149 domes, 
the following 4 are being added to bring the total to 153: 

MEE" LONGITUDE* LATITUDE REMARKS and DIAMETER 

+915+025 66010tE 010251 N Flat summit; circular; 27 kms. 
+904+025 64°40'E 010201 N Flat; irregular border; 35 kms. 
+840+290 640201 E 160151 N Moderate slopes; 15 kms. x 22 kms. 
-173+738 140451 W 47°501 N Round; hemispherical; 11 kms. x 

16 kms. 
The present report is based on observations by the 32 members of the A.L.P.O. and of 

:he British Astronomical Association whose names appear on page 76 of the February, 1969 
issue of The Strolling Astronomer. Since then, three more A.L.P.O. members have contri-
buted observations. They are: Paul Gruntmeyer of Brockton, Mass. 

Steven Kates of Hackensack, N. J. 
Douglas smith of Vinton, Va. 

DIMENSIONS OF LUNAR DOMES. The two above-mentioned lists of lunar domes give the 
dimensions of each dome but without listing them according to size. The 153 domes under 
discussion were all observed visually at the telescope by participants in the Lunar Dome 
Survey, and they range in size from diameters of 3 kms. to 65 kms. Of these, 69% are less 
than 16 kms. in diameter, as can be seen by referring to the following table of statistics 
on the abundance of domes in relationship to their diameters. 

The Diameters of Lunar Domes 

Diameters 
in kms. 

Number of 
domes 

Diameters 
in kms. 

Number of 
domes 

31-35 3 
1-5 18 36-40 2 
6-10 47 41-45 2 

11-15 40 46-50 0 
16-20 14 51-55 0 
21-25 14 56-60 2 
26-30 7 61-65 4 

All lunar domes were put into three major categories according to the shape of their 
perimeters. Thus 76 domes, or 50% of the total, appear circular. The 30 elliptical domes 
represent 19% of the total; and the other 47 domes have polygonal, irregular, or ill-defin-
ed perimeters. By listing each dome under its proper perimeter classification and in ac- 

°Longitudes are in the IAU sense, where the east lunar hemisphere is that of the 
Mare Crisium. 

**Domes are identified by their xi and eta lunar co-Ordinates in a rectangular system. 
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cordance with its size, it was found that 14 of the 18 smallest size domes (1-5 kms.) are 
circular in form. No other coorelation was found between the sizes of domes and their 
perimeters. 

HEIGHTS AND SLOPES OF DOMES. Efforts were made in the Lunar Dome Survey to deter-
mine the heights and slope angles of the domes but with little success. Participants in 
this part of the program used Joseph Ashbrook's method of ascertaining the slope angles 
and heights of domes.3  Difficulty was encountered in trying to distinguish between the 
domes dark, black shadows and the dim, sun-averted slopes of the domes. As a result, 
there was no consistency in the estimates made by different observers, and even the same 
observer would occasion/411y derive diverse values for heights and slopes in his later ob-
servations. Despite the inconsistencies concerning slope angles, almost all 153 confirmed 
domes were reported as having less than 5-degree slopes. The steepest slope reported was 
that of the well known dome -510+175, west of Milichius, which may have a gradient of 10 
or 11 degrees. 

Considerably more agreement was evidenced by the participating observers over the 
question of whether the individual domes were hemispherical, platykurtic, or leptokurtic. 
Of the 153 domes, 104, or 68%, are hemispherical, 45 (29%) have rather flat summits (i.e., 
platykurtic),aad4 (3%) have sharp summits (i.e., leptokurtic) The 104 hemispherical and 
the 45 platykurtic domes are listed according to size in the two tables below; the domes 
are identified by their xi and eta coordinates. At the top of each column are numerals 
designating the diameters of domes in increments of 5 kilometers, except that the last 
column includes all domes between 31 and 65 kilometers in diameter. At the bottom of each 
column, immediately beneath the totals, the percentage figures show the relative abun-
dances of the hemispherical and platykurtic domes in each size category. For example, the 
tables show that 78% of the 1-5 km. domes are hemispherical and that 62% of the 13 largest 
domes (31-65 kms.) are flat-topped. 

Platvkurtic Domes (45)  

Diameters 
in kms. 	1-5 	6-10 	11-15 	16-20 	21-25 	26-30 	31-65  

-343+574 +615+126 +537+204 -232-467 +523-334 +915+025 +904+025 
-343+580 +568+244 +523+206 -503+245 +152+510 +595+055 +697-075 
-458+137 +556+042 -366-453 	 -121+670 	 +615+065 

	

-459+131 +536+183 -450+207 	 -297-475 	 +610+042 

	

+430+280 -483+157 	 -496-062 	 -301-233 

	

+091-117 -497+218 	 -500-290 
Domes 	 -429+057 -502+228 	 -502-068 

-466+124 -510-220 	 -600-140 
-472+125 -515+228 
-506+439 -532+200 
-510+175 -717+345 
-528+220 
-630+155 

Totals 	4 13 11 2 5 2 8 
Percentages 22% 28% 28% —4% 36% 29% 62% 

Hemispherical Domes (104) 

Diameters 
in kms. 	1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-65 

+781-243 +777-238 +768-237 +840+290 +703-113 +777-318 +534+288 
+737-217 +618-167 +593+131 +745+265 +339+107 +055+508 -108+317 
+603-380 +608-376 +357+554 +729-172 -089+561 -114+780 -643+651 
+061+068 +524+187 +274+299 +012+827 -297-472 -4861-219 -884-326 
-001+080 +519+186 +259+304 -145-307 -440-100 -931-071 -897+144 
-019+730 +510+200 +183+348 -212+049 -508+200 
-162-347 +507+184 +098+260 -257+030 -538+474 
-218+042 +358+149 +095+582 -384-442 -900+005 
-343+582 +353+155 +004+041 -492+238 
-449+132 +349+161 +002+088 -523+484 
-474+243 +325+733  -074+374 -773+155 
-475+244 +110+777 -075-053 
-476+238 +090+768 -156-353 
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Hemispherical Domes (104) 
(Continued) 

Diameters 
in kms. 1-5 6-10 11-15 	16-20 	21-25 	26-30 	31-65 
Domes -478+242 +085+764 -173+738 

-060-060 -193+005 
-077+784 -217-485 
-078-059 -247+013 
-139+447 -375-554 
-155-347 -514+477 
-185+854 -514-206 
-205-069 -523+183 
-214-507 -528+247 
-250+030 -566-131 
-362-556 -612+451 
-363-561 -620+452 
-370-563 -624+445 
-378-560 -804-365 

id -385-555 
-455+136 
-462+132 
-510+228 
-510+460 
-523+441 
-532+166 

;t 
Totals 	14 	34 	27 	11 	8 	5 	5 

Percentages 78% 72% 	67% 	79% 	57% 	71% 	38% 

The four domes with steep summits are: +424-462, -435+042, -431-197, and +363+130. 
The first two have diameters of 14 km. and 12 kms. respectively; the third dome measures 
16 kms. across; and the last, 24 kiss. Their steep summits do not exclude these objects 
from the list of domes; for their average slopes are 5 degrees or less, in keeping with the 
criterion adopted by the Lunar Dome Survey. 

Comparatively few of the 153 domes have more than one summit. Complex domes, those 
with two or more summits, appear in all sizes over 5 kilometers in diameter, as shown in 
the following table: 

Complex Domes (15)  

Diameters 
in kiss. 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-65 

+777-238 -510+220 +745+265 +363+130 -486+219 +697-075 
+349+161 -384-4J2  	+339+107 -931-071 +534+288 

Domes -510+288 -440-100 -500-290 
-643+651 

Totals 0 3 1 2 3 2 4 

SURFACE FEATURES ON DOMES. The most common surface feature on the lunar domes is 
craterlets. Elevations in the form of hills, small peaks, or ridges are much less numer-
ous; and clefts or rilles are even less likely to be found on the domes. Thus: 

77, or 50%, of the domes have craterlets on them; 
30, or 20%, of the domes have hills, peaks, or ridges on them; 
14, or 9%, of the domes have clefts or rilles on them. 

Although craters were reported on 50% of the domes, many of the craters were too far 
off center to be considered summit craters. Consequently, only 36% of the domes can be 
described as having craters on one of their summits. Only if a crater was within one-half 
radius of the summit was it classified as a summit crater. The results of the A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Dome Survey definitely refute the commonly made statement that the majority of domes 
have summit craters. Of course, Lunar Orbiter and Apollo photographs may show some summit 
craters a kilometer or less in diameter; but they would be of inconsequential size in com-
parison with dome diameters of 10 kms. and more. The summit craters reported by partici-
pants in the Lunar Dome Survey usually have diameters of 2 to 4 kilometers. 
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J

A possible explanation of the overestimation of the abundance of summit craters may 
lie in the fact that domes with diameters between 6 and 15 kilometers are the most easily 
recognized, and domes of this size more often have summit craters than both smaller and 
larger domes. According to the listing of domes with summit craters given here, 43% of 
the 6-10 km. domes and 50% of the 11-15 km. domes have craterlets on their summits. 

  

Domes With Summit Craters (54)  

1-5 	6-10 	11-15 	16-20 	21-25 	26-30 	31-65 Diameters 
in kms. 

Domes 

 

 

-343+574 +618-167 +537+204 +745+265 +523-334 +055+508 +697-075 
-458+137 +615+126 +523+206 -232-467 	 -486+219 -534+288 
-459+131 +568+244 +424-462 -384-4/12 	 -931-071 -301-233 

+556+042 +183+348 -492+238 
+536+183  +004+041 -773+155 
+519+186  -074+374 
+510+200 -217-485 
+430+280 -366-453 
+353+155 -450+207 
+349+161 -483+157 
+110+777 -502+228  
-077+748 -510+220 
-078-059 -514+477 
-429+057 -523+183 
L-AL-±1.2 -528+247 
-466+124 -532+200 
-472+125 -612+451 
-510+175 -620+452 
-523+441 -717+345 
-630+155  -804-365 

27 of the 45 platykurtic domes have summit craters, i.e., 60%. 
19 of the 47 irregular domes have summit craters, i.e., 40%. 
29 of the 76 circular domes have summit craters, i.e., 	38%. 
27 of the 104 hemispherical domes have summit craters, i.e., 26%. 
1 of the 4 leptokurtic domes has summit craters, i.e., 25%. 
7 of the 30 elliptical domes have summit craters, i.e., 23%. 

Despite the fact that 60% of all flat domes have summit craters, only 29% of these domes 
over 10 kms. in diameter have craters on their summits. On the other hand, 22 of the 28 
(79%) platykurtic domes with diameters of 10 kms. or less have summit craters. The crater-
lets on top of the smaller domes usually give the domes a flattened appearance. 

Elevations such as hills, small peaks, and ridges were found on only 30 domes listed 
in the table of Domes With Elevations.  The nine underlined domes in this table have some 
sort of elevation on them at a distance from the summit no greater than one-half the dome's 
radius. 

Lis Mr. Delano would be the first to stress, readers must remain keenly aware of the 
role of observational effects on the data in the tables in his splendid report. Hills and 
ridges are more likely to be detected on the larger domes; summit craters and non-summit 
craters will be a confused merge on small enough domes. Future Lunar Dome Survey work un-
der the leadership of Mr. Harry Jamieson can much improve our dome data, and the regular 
participation of those able to use 12-inch and larger telescopes would be especially valu-
able. —Editor] 

Totals 	2 	20 	20 	5 	1 	3 	3  
Percentages 	17% 	43% 	50% 	36% 	7% 	43% 	23%  

The 13 domes which have been underlined in the table of Domes With Summit Craters  
are those having one or more craters on their lower slopes in addition to the crater(s) at 
the summit. The following 4 domes have not just one but two summit craters: +523+206, 
-532+2000  -717+345, and +523-334. 

Observers reported seeing summit craters on only 3 of the 18 domes from 3 to 5 kms. 
in diameter. However, most summit craters on these small domes could be expected to have 
diameters of less than 2 kms.; and consequently they would not be noticeable in the 6- to 
12-inch telescopes employed in the Survey. 

By grouping summit craters according to the shapes of their domes, it was found that 
the flat-topped domes have a higher percentage of summit craters than do any of the other 
categories. 
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Domes With Elevations (30)  

Diameters 
in kms. 	1-5 	6-10 	11-15 	16-20 	21-25 	26-30 	31-65 

+608-376 +424-462 +729-172 +703-172 -486+219 +595+055 
+325+733 +183+348 +012+827 +363+130 	 -108+317  

+095+582 -212+049 +152+510 	 -301-233 
Domes 	 -193+005 -431-197 -440-100 	 -500-290 

-483+157 -492+238 -508+200 	 -502-068 
-532+200 -503+245 	 -600-140 
-620+452 	 -643+651 
-624+445 	 -884-326 

Totals 
	 0 	2 	8 	6 	5 	1 	8 

Clefts and rilles are even less common on domes than are elevations. Nine domes 
are bisected by short clefts or long rilles, and four other domes are the starting points 
of rilles leading away from them. The following five domes have clefts traversing their 
slopes without extending beyond the dome itself: +325+733, +152+510, -483+157, -566-131, 
and -897+144. The large dome in Darwin, dome -884-326, has two clefts on it; one aligned 
north-south, the other, east-west. Two domes near the crater Menelaus, +274+299 and +259-
+304, are both bisected by Rims Menelaus I. Also, a small dome near the crater Birt, dome 
-156-353, is bisected by Rima Birt I, a rille which extends northward after passing through 
the dome, but considerably reduced in width. 

Of the four domes which appear to be the point of origin of a rille, only the rille 
leading from dome -162-347 is a straight one; the other three are sinuous rilles. The very 
narrow, northernmost part of Rime Birt I commences at the summit of the 4 km.-wide dome 
-162-347, goes down its south slope, and crosses nearby dome -156-253, where it becomes 
wider and more pronounced. South of the crater T. Mayer, dome -492+238 has a broad but 
short sinuous rille leading from its northwest base. However, the three sinuous rilles 
commencing on the lower slopes of two domes north of the crater Prinz are much more notice-
able. Rima Prinz II starts on the lower south slope of dome -612+451, turns west to get 
around the dome, and then follows a northerly course between dome -612+451 and dome -620-
+452. Another conspicuous rille begins at the southeast base of dome -612+451. Still an-
other sinuous rille, Rima Prinz I, begins on the lower east slope of dome -624+445. Rims 
Prinz I travels west between dome -624+445 and dome -620+452 before following a northerly 
course like the other two rilles. 

PROXIMITY TO RULES AND RIDGES. In an effort to see whether there is any correla-
tion between lunar domes and the proximity of rilles, the position of each of the 153 cata-
loged domes was plotted on the USAF's Lunar Atlas Charts (LAC). A list was then made of 
all domes which are no more than 20 kilometers away from a rule. In addition to the 13 
domes already mentioned which have clefts or rilles actually on them, there were found to 
be only nine other domes in the proximity of rilles. Thus only 22 domes, or 14% of the 
total number, were within 20 kilometers of a rifle. There is obviously no tendency for 
rilles to occur where domes are located, at least not of a width great enough to be visible 
in Earth-based telescopes. The nine domes which lie in close proximity to rilles are: 

+593+131 -440-100 -503+245 
-155-347 -486+219 -510+220 
-217-485 -502+228 -620+452 

Dome -620+452 is the one of three north of Prinz around which Rima Prinz I and Rima 
Prinz II pass on opposite sides. An even more striking relationship between domes and a 
sinuous rille is to be found in the region south of crater T. Mayer. This particular 60 
km.-long sinuous rifle is barely visible and only in parts through Earth-based telescopes 
but shows very well in the Lunar Orbiter IV frame No. 133 (#2 of 3 high resolution photos). 
The rille begins about 5 kiss. south of dome -510+220, curves around its eastern base, 
passes through the valley formed by the dome's NE slope and the SW slope of dome -502+228, 
curves again to the north to avoid dome -510+228, and follows a wavy course along the west-
ern bases of domes -502+228 and -492+238. This rille follows the contours of the 4 domes 
so well that we can safely conclude that the rille was formed after the domes. 

Whereas only 14% of the 153 confirmed domes are either bisected by, or lie in the 
proximity of rilles, fully 46% of the domes have ridges within 20 kilometers of their base. 
The ridges drawn on the USAFIs Lunar Atlas Charts were used in arriving at the 46% figure. 
However, since ridges are so abundant on the maria and 85% of all the domes lie in the 
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maria,4 there can be no great significance attached to the fact that almost half the domes 
are within 20 kilometers of a ridge. 

The Recorder for the Lunar Dome Survey wishes to thank everyone who has taken part 
in the program. It is through their efforts that we have acquired an appreciably greater 
amount of knowledge of the distribution and characteristics of lunar domes than was known 
before the survey was initiated 7 years ago by Harry D. Jamieson in cooperation with 
Leslie Rae of the British Astronomical Association. The Lunar Dome Survey is now being 
continued under the leadership of Mr. Jamieson, and we urge all interested lunar observers 
to give him their full support. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LUNAR DOME CHARACTERISTICS 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

The following table presents the results of Chi-Square analyses of the dome charac-
teristics presented in the several tables in Mr. Kenneth J. Delano's paper "The Character, 
istics of Lunar Domes". Basically, such tests tell us whether any apparent relationship 
between two variables (e.g., dome profile and the existence of summit craters) is statis-
tically significant or, instead, may be presumed to be random in nature. The degree of 
significance is expressed by "level of confidence". For example, the level of confidence 
of 99% found for the relationship between dome profile and the existence of summit craters 
means that we would expect the observed relationship to occur less than 1% of the time due 
to random causes; loosely speaking, we are "99% certain" that there is a real relationship. 

It should also be pointed out that "real" relationship, statistically speaking, 
means "observed" relationship. The tests employed here assume that there is no observer 
bias in favor of, say, large domes. One might reasonably argue that the relationships 
found between dome diameter and the presence of summit craters or elevations indicate mere-
ly that observers are more likely to spot such features on large domes than on small ones. 
To answer such a question is beyond the power of this statistical test. 

Relationship Between: 
Variable 1 	Variable 2 

Chi- pquare 
( 	) 

Categories Within Variable 
la 

Diameter Platykurtic 3.45 (km.) 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-25, 26-65. 

Diameter Hemispherical 2.52 (km.) 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21-25, 
26-30, 31-65. 

Diameter Complex 3.16(*)  (ian.) 1-10, 11-65. 

Diameter Summit Crater 8.03((*)) (km.) 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21-25, 
26-65. 

Diameter Elevations 16.14*** (km.) 1-10, 11-20, 21-65. 

Profile Summit Crater 10.15** platykurtic, hemispherical, leptokurtic. 

Plan Summit Crater 1.71 irregular, circular, elliptical. 

((*)) Significant with level of confidence = 80%. 
(*) Significant with level of confidence =. 90%. 
** Significant with level of confidence = 99%. 
*** Significant with level of confidence II  99.9%. 

aIn some of the tests, some diameter ranges had to be combined in order to obtain a 
significant number of domes in each category. 
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Verbally, we may conclude: 

_. There is an extremely significant relationship between dome diameter and the presence 
of elevations. 

There is a highly significant relationship between dome profile and the presence of 
summit craters. 

. There are less significant relationships between dome diameter and (a) complex plan, 
and (b) the presence of summit craters. 

_. The other three relationships given above (diameter: platykurtic, diameter: hemi, 
spherical, and plan: summit crater) are not statistically significant. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LUNAR DOME DISTRIBUTION 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Introduction 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Section's Lunar Dome Survey has been a success, as is shown by 
the two comprehensive reports prepared by its former director, Rev. Kenneth J. Delano.' 

Rev. Delano's first report (Jan., 1970) commented on several examples of the non-
random distribution of lunar domes. For example, he noted the preference of domes for 
maria locations, as opposed to highlands. Furthermore, he pointed out that domes tend to 
be located near mare margins and also to favor the (IAU) western hemisphere of the Moon. 
The purpose of this paper is to apply statistical tests to the problem of the distribution 
of lunar domes. Two questions are asked: First, are domes concentrated more, in terms of 
domes per unit area (e.g., 100,000 Sq.Kms.), in some maria than others? Second, are domes 
randomly distributed within each mare? 

Statistical tests will be applied to answer these questions, according to the fol-
lowing procedure:2  

1 State the null hypothesis; in this case, "dome distribution is random." 

2 State the alternative hypothesis; "dome distribution is not random." 
(It is simply the converse of the null hypothesis. The two hypotheses are mu-
tually exclusive, thus one of them must be true.) 

3 Select a level of significance,c(2  which is the likelihood that the null hypo-
thesis will be rejected when it is actually correct (and thus the alternate hy-
pothesis is accepted when it is incorrect). 

4 From the actual dome distribution, a test statistic is calculated. 

5 a. If the test statistic falls outside a specific range of values (depending 
on the level of significance), the null hypothesis is rejected and the al-
ternate hypothesis is accepted. 

b Conversely, if the test statistic falls within a specific range of values, 
the null hypothesis is accepted and the alternate hypothesis is rejected. 

The dome sample used for this study consists of 226 domes, which comprises all domes 
found on earthside maria and appearing in the dome catalogs, either as compiled by Rev. 
Delano,10 or in unpublished lists compiled by Harry D. Jamieson and the writer. These 
domes, listed by mare unit and with their rectangular coordinates, are given in the Appen-
dix. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the distribution of the domes used for this study on the lunar 
earthside maria. The mare units are indicated by letter and number and correspond to those 
defined by the U. S. Geological Survey4 (the conventional names of these units are given 
in the Appendix). Figures 5 and 6 are on an azimuthal equivalent ("equal-area") projection, 
where a given area on the Moon (e.g., 100,000 Sq.Kms.) is always represented by a constant 
area on the map, wherever on the Moon this may be. For any type of distribution, an equi-
valent projection gives a far truer picture than does the conventional, foreshortened, or-
thographic projection. 

The 226 domes mapped in Figures 5 and 6 are correctly called a "sample" of front-
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side mare domes, even though they constitute all mare domes given in the published and un-
published A.L.P.O. dome catalogs. Many domes were not used because they were uncertain in 
nature or were unconfirmed. Undoubtedly, many domes are not even suspected, if only be-
cause of their small size (some Orbiterphotographs show dome-like objects as small as 100 
meters--difficult to confirm from Earth!). Observer bias undoubtedly is partly responsible 
for the apparent overwhelmirg preference of domes for maria rather than highlands (which 
fortunately does not affect this study). Also, the tendency for domes to "thin out" to-
wards the limb is probably also due, at least in part, to such bias (see Figures 5 and 6; 
the decrease in dome density toward the limb is concealed in the usual orthographic map)--
unfortunately, this effect may well affect the accuracy of this study, at least in the 
Oceanus Procellarum area. 

Dome Distribution Between Maria 

In this case, we ask whether the density of domes is the same from mare to mare, or, 
more precisely: 

Null Hypothesis: Except for random variation, the number of domes in mare units is 
proportional to the areas of those units, excluding enclaved highlands (i.e., 
let A - area of all mare units, Ai = area of mare unit i, Ni = number of domes 
in unit i; then, Ni - 226 (Ai/A).) 

Alternate Hypothesis: The number of domes in mare units is not proportional to the 
areas of those units (i.e., differences in dome densities exceed those expected 
for random effects). 

The statistical test used here is the Chi-Square test ()(2), which is used for com-
paring the expected number of items in a category with the observed number of items in that 
category (i.e., Ei versus Oi, where i is the number of the category, or, in this case, the 
mare unit) Thus, 

(1) Ei 226 (Ai/5,462,400 Sq.Kms.), and, 

(2))‹ 2  - 2 ..(21m. 112. 
= 	Ei 

where 5,462,400 Sq.Kms. is the lunar area of all mare units considered.5 

Because we have a fairly large sample, we may select a high level of significance, 
c(= 0.001 (meaning we will say the distribution is not random if it can originate from ran-
dom causes less than 1 time out of a thousand). Chi-Square is then calculated as shown 
in Table 1. 

Table 1. Chi-Square Test for Distribution of Domes Between Maria. 

Oi 	Ei 	 Dome 
Observed Expected 	 Density 

Area 	No. of No. of (Oi-Ei) (0i-Ei)2  (0i-E-02  (Domes per 
Mare Unit(s) 	(103KM.2) Domes 	Domes 	 Ei 	105So.Kms.) 

Al 	 835.4 	19 	34.6 	- 15.6 243.36 	7.03 	2.27 
A2, A3 	 378.1 	6 	15.6 	- 9.6 92.16 	5.91 	1.59 
A4, A6 	 506.4 	48 	20.9 	+ 27.1 734.41 	35.14 	9.48 
A5 	 334.0 	17 	13.8 + 3.2 10.24 	0.74 	5.09 
A7,A8,A9d,A9e,A9g 388.1 	64 	16.1 	+ 47.9 2294.41 142.51 16.49 
A9a 	 298.8 	1 	12.4 	- 11.4 129.96 	10.48 	0.33 
A9b, A9c 	1044.9 	22 	43.2 	- 21.2 449.44 	10.40 	2.11 
A9f 	 648.0 	19 	26.8 - 7.8 60.84 	2.27 2.93 
A10 	 239.6 	13 	9.9 + 3.1 9.61 	0.97 5.43 
All, Al2 	144.2 	7 	6.0 	+ 1.0 	1.00 	0.17 	4.85 
B1, B3 	 447.6 	7 	18.5 	- 11.5 132.25 	7.15 	1.56 
Cl 	 197.3 	3 	8.2 - 5.2 27.04 	3.30 1.52 

TOTAL 
	

5462.4 	226 	(226.0) 	(0.0) 	 226.07 	MEAN = 
31( 	4.137 

Conclusion: 	2  - 226.07, whileX ,.001  31.264. Thus, the distribution is signi- 
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n 

r, 

:icantly non-random with a level of significance of 0.1%. 

Note: Some mare units have been combined because, by convention, Ei should always exceed 
5.0. 

According to Table 1, X2  equals 226.07. Tables of )(2  show that the limiting value 
of this statistic, fora= 0.001 and 11 "degrees of freedom" (the "degrees of freedom" 
equals the number of categories minus 1) is 31.264. Because the calculated value of -X 2  
exceeds this limiting value, we reject the null hypothesis and thus accept the alternate 
hypothesis. Loosely speaking, we are 99.9 percent "sure" that the actual numbers of domes 
found in the different mare units are not proportional to the areas of those units; domes 
are more densely concentrated in some maria than in others. The right-hand column in Table 
1 indicates, in terms of domes per 100,000 Sq.Kms., which maria units have more, or less, 
domes than one would expect solely from the average dome density for all mare units (4.137 
domes per 100,000 Sq.Kms.) 

Dome Distribution Within Maria 

Having determined that domes prefer some maria to others, the remaining question is 
whether domes are randomly distributed within the mare units themselves. This test is per-
formed on each mare it by itself. Randomness is now defined by the "nearest-neighbor 
statistic," R, where: 	

(3) R Do/Dr. 

Here 50  is the mean distance between a dome and the nearest other dome in the same 
mare unit. Quantity Dr  is the expected nearest-neighbor distance for a truly random dis-
tribution of n points in an area a, namely: 

(4) Dr  - an 

By definition, R - 1 for a truly random distribution. Actual values of R may vary 
from 0 to 2.149. A value of R • 0 indicates a completely clustered distribution, the hypo-
thetical limiting case where all domes lie on the same point. A value of R -  2.149 means 
a completely regular distribution, where domes would be regularly arrayed (in a hexagonal 
pattern) to be as far from each other as possible. In most real cases, of course, R is 
equal to neither 0, 1, nor 2.149; but its probable range of error can be calculated for 
any desired level of significance. If the maximum acceptable value of R is less than 1, 
the distribution has a significant tendency to clustering. If the minimum acceptable value 
of R is greater than 1, the distribution is significantly regular. Thus, the hypotheses to 
be tested are: 

Null Hypothesis: R - 0 (i.e., the distribution is random) 
Alternate Hypothesis: R / 0 (i.e.; (i) if R 	41, the distribution is 

clustered, or (ii) if Rmin> 1, the distribution 
is regular). 

The si.cAficance level chosen here is GK. = 0.05, which means that the range of uncer- 
tainty of R i.e., between R 	and Rmin) is such that we would expect 1 to fall outside 
this range only 5 per cent of the time were a distribution truly random. 

For this portion of the study, nearest-neighbor distances were measured for 207 domes 
in 11 mare units (the number of domes is less than the 226 used for the Chi-Square test be-
cause some units were not used because they contained too few domes for a reliable nearest-
neighbor test). The actual measurements and the determinations of the values of Do, Dr, 
and R for the 11 units were performed by a BASIC-Language program on an IBM 360/67 computer, 
with distances calculated directly from the rectangular coordinates of the domes. The re-
sults of this study are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2 (pg. 96) shows that R is not significantly different from 1 (i.e., 1 lies be-
tween Amax and Rmin) in seven cases. These seven mare units can thus be accepted as having 
random distributions of domes upon them. In four other cases, however (i.e., A4, A9b, Age, 
and Al2), R is significantly less than 1 (i.e., Nen is less than 1) so that, in each of 
these four mare units, we are 95 per cent "sure" that there is a significant tendency for 
their domes to cluster. This supports the intuitive impression given by Figures 5 and 6. 

(text continued on page 96) 
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Figure 5. Azimuthal equivalent ("equal-area") projection of Quadrants 2 and 3 of lunar 
earthside hemisphere, showing locations of lunar mare units and of domes within them. Same 
scale as Figure 6. 
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100,000 

Sq. Km. 

••• 

Figure 6. Azimuthal equivalent ("equal-area") projection of Quadrants 1 and 4 of lunar 
earthside hemisphere, showing locations of lunar mare units and of domes within them. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 are charts prepared by John E. Westfall. North at top, I.A.U. east to the 
right in both charts. See also text of "Statistical Analysis of Lunar Dome Distribution". 
The mare units are identified and the individual domes are listed on pages 96-98. The 
Moon's zero meridian of longitude is marked on both figures. 
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Mare 

Table 2. 	Summary of 

No. of 	Area 
Domes 	(103Km4 	R 

Nearest-Neighbor 

95% Confidence 
Limits of R 

Analyses. 

Is R Significantly 
Different from 1? Unit Bmin Rmax 

Al 19 835.4 0.898 0.461 1.335 No 
A2 5 311.7 1.476 0.395 2.149 No 
A4 45 407.6 0.700 0.453 0.947 Yes 
A5 17 334.0 0.854 0.611 1.098 No 
A9b 21 993.9 0.514 0.243 0.785 Yes 
A9d 31 22.8 1.178 0.840 1.516 No 
A9e 25 218.7 0.642 0.404 0.880 Yes 
A9f 19 648.0 0.822 0.497 1.147 No 
A10 13 239.6 0.730 0.240 1.219 No 
Al2 6 28.8 0.397 0.360 0.434 Yes 
Bl 6 433.4 1.170 0.335 2.005 No 

TOTAL 207 4473.9 4 - Yes 
7 - No 

Appendix: Dome Catalog by Mare Unit. 

Positions are given in rectangular coordinates in units of 0.001 lunar radii. The 
first 3-digit number is g (+ if I.A.U. east, - if I.A.U. west); and the second 3-digit nud-
ber is X (+ if north, - if south). Where the writer has measured a dome position that 
differs from the published A.L.P.O. position, the previously published position is given 
in parentheses. Domes not given in the previously published A.L.P.O. catalogs are follows_ 
by an asterisk. 

Al Mare Imbrium. (19 domes; 835,400 Sq.Kms.) 

+095+582 	 -142+448* 	 -356+305* 
-019+730 	 -183+344* 	 -410+657* 
-073+375 (-074+374) 	-192+320* 	 -506+439 
-108+317 	 -300+290* 	 -510+460 
-121+675 (-121+670) 	-343+582 	 -514+477 
-138+447 	 -343+580 
-140+305* 	 +343+574 

A2 	Mare Serenitatis.  (5 domes; 311,700 Sq.Kms.) 

+357+554 	 +255+304 (+259+304) 	+148+511 (+152+510) 
+269+300 (+274+299) 	+183+348 

Lacus Somniorum. (1 dome; 66,400 Sq.Kms.) 

+335+607* 

A4 Mare Tranouillitatis.  (45 domes; 407,600 Sq.Kms.) 

+615+126 	 +536+183 	 +500+112* 
+610+042 +500+105* 
+606+146* 	 13= +494+192* 
+602+177* 	 +524+187 
+599+183* 	 +523+206 
+596+151* 	 +522+122*

54 	

+478+229* 

+595+055 	 :63:: 
+449-030* 

+593+131 	 +519+251* 	 +373+095* 
+568+244 	 +519+186 	 +363+130 
+567+269* +517+247* 	 +358+149 
+565+247*  +516+131* 	 +357+077* 
+565+243* 	 +510+200 	 +353+155 
+556+042 	 +507+207* 

+507+184 	
+349+161 

+548+185* :3111-g73* +537+204 	 +503+203* 
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-643+651 

 

Oceanus 

 

Procellarum--Northern Section. (21 domes; 993,900 Sq.Kms.) 

   

15. Mare Fecunditatis. (17 domes; 334,000 Sq.Kms.) 

+795-316* 
+781-241 (+781-243) 
+777-318 
+776-232 (+777-238) 
+768-237 
+761-305* 

+755-074* 
+744-172* 
+740-215 (+737-217) 
+736-085* 
+732-395* 
+729-172 

+728-060* 
+719-190* 
+710+015* 
+704-113 (+703-113) 
+697-075 

.1c. Mare Nectaris. (3 domes; 98,800 Sq.Kms.) 

+609-381* 	 +608-376  

r-. Mare Vaporum. (4 domes; 53,300 Sq.Kms.) 

+125+259* 	 +098+260 
+115+252* 	 +096+262*  

a. Sinus Nedii. (4 domes; 48,900 Sq.Kms.) 

+603-380 

+061+068 
	

+005+044* 
+055+058* 
	

+004+041 

1;a. Oceanus Procellarum--Sinus Roris. (1 dome; 298,800 Sq.Kms.) 

he 

.en 
lowed -507+337* 

-523+484 
-523+441 

-537+446*  
-538+474 
-611+451 (-612+451) 
-620+452 

-624+446 (-624+445) 
-627+436* 
-717+345 
-773+155 
-773+127* 
-782+172* 
-782+119* 

-783+120* 
-790+191* 
-791+183* 
-802+158* 
-813+141* 
-839+161* 
-897+144 

I2z. Oceanus Procellarum--Aristarchus Hills. (1 dome; 51,000 Sq.Kms.) 

-701+430* 

Oceanus Procellarum--Nilichius Dome Field. (31 domes; 22,800 Sq.Kms.) 

-449+132 -483+157 -510+220 
-455+136 -485+235* -510+175 
-458+137 -486+219 -515+228 
-458+130 (-459+131) -489+217* -516+225* 
-462+132 -492+235 (-492+238) -523+227* 
-466+124 -497+218 -523+183 
-472+125 -499+238* -528+247 
-475+244 -502+227 (-502+228) -528+220 
-476+238 -503+245 -530+200 (-532+200) 
-477+242 (-474+243) -508+200 
-478+242 -510+229 (-510+228) 

Oceanus Procellarum- -Interraaria Section. (25 domes; 218,700 Sq.Kms.) 

-410+078* 
-429+057 

-050+010* 
-057-047* 

-205-069 
-212+049 

-060-056 (-060-060) -213+069* -435+042 
-061-051* -214+062* -527+141* 
-066-057* -218+042 -532+166 
-067-050* -218-090* -536+136* 
-077-060 (-078-059) -247+013 -540+070* 
-078-054* -250+021 
-193+005 -257+030 
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A9f. Oceanus Procellarum--Riphaeus Section.  (19 domes; 648,000 Sq.Kms.) 

-301-233 	 -500-290 
-409-060* 	 -502-071 (-502-068) 
-431-197 	 -514-206 
-438-102 (-440-100) 	-566-131 
-438-245* 	 -600-140 
-496-062 	 _775+076* 
-498-078* 	 _777+057* 

-885+046* 
-888+055* 
-897+005* 
-900+005 
-931-071 

A10. Mare Nubium. 	(13 domes; 239,600 Sq.Kms.) 

-155-347 	 -297-475 -383-445* 
-156-353 	 -350-441* -384-439 (-384-442) 
-162-347 	 -351-473* -388-420* 
-217-485 	 -359-298* 
-232-467 	 -366-453 

All. Mare Humorum. 	(1 dome; 115,400 Sq.Kms.) 

-444-438*  

Al2. Palus Epidemiarum. 	(6 domes; 28,800 Sq.Kms.) 

-362-556 	 -370-563 -378-560 
-365-561 	 -375-554 -385-555 

Bl. Mare Frigoris. 	(6 domes; 433,400 Sq.Kms.) 

+262+790* 	 +090+768 +012+827 
+110+777 	 +085+764 -186+851 (-185+854) 

B3. Lacus Mortis. 	(1 dome; 14,200 Sq.Kms.) 

+325+733 

Cl. Mare Crisium. 	(3 domes; 197,300 Sq.Kms.) 

+779+211* 	 +776+217* +745+265 
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Table I. (Cont.) 

UT Date 	Observer 	Aperture 	Magnitude 
(inches) 

	

1966, Dec. 13.02 	Conger 	 2 	 7.7 b 

	

16.00 	Conger 	 2 	 7.2 b 

	

17.00 	Bortle 	 2 	 7.3 b 

	

17.01 	Conger 	 2 	 7.2 b 

	

19.06 	Wooten 	 10 	 8.5 

	

20.96 	Simmons 	 6 	 7.0 a 

	

22.96 	Simmons 	 2 	 6.8 a 

	

22.96 	Simmons 	 6 	 7.0 a 

	

23.07 	Polley 	 2.4 	 7.5 d 

	

24.96 	Simmons 	 2 	 7.3 a 

	

26.96 	Conger 	 2 	 6.0 c 

	

27.95 	Smith 	 6 	 7.0 d 

	

29.10 	Polley 	 2.4 	 7.0 

	

30.97 	Conger 	 2 	 6.0 c 

	

1967, Jan. 	1.96 	Simmons 	 6 	 6.2 e 

	

2.96 	Conger 	 2 	 6.0 e 

	

3.03 	McCants 	 2 	 6.1 b 

	

4.08 	Milon 	 2 	 6.8 b 

	

4.96 	Simmons 	 2 	 6.0 e 

	

27.50 	McCants 	 2 	 6.5 d 

	

28.48 	Simmons 	 2 	 6.8 a 

	

Feb. 	5.47 	Simmons 	 6 	 8.0 a 

	

9.25 	McCants 	 9.5 	 8.7 

	

11.46 	Simmons 	 8 	 8.5 a 

a. AAVSO charts 
b. Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star Catalog 
c. Yale Bright Star Catalog 
d. Skalnate Pleso Atlas 
e. Skalnate Pleso Catalog 

pilz NEW METHODS AND GOALS FOR THE SELECTED AREAS PROGRAM 
By: Harry D. Jamieson and Christopher A. Vaucher, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

The Selected Areas Program, as many readers may know, was originally designed to 
search for transient lunar phenomena as well as longer term "seasonal changes". Recently, 
however, responsibility for TLP has been given to Mrs. Winifred S. Cameron, who will be fr 
charge of a separate program to study this important aspect of lunar science. In view cf 
this important change in the direction of the SAP, it has been deemed advisable to make 
several necessary changes in our policies: 

glom 
1. The SAP will as of now concentrate most of its attention upon long-term vari-

ations, or "seasonal changes". These would normally include such things as 
tonal and shape variations, since these occur during the course of a lunatiot. 	 ps 

2. While the older "blink" device - so useful to TLP work - will no longer be us.e: 
extensively, work with individual color filters will still be of prime impor-
tance to the program. 

3. New areas have been incorporated into the project. These include: Pico, Pit:R., 
Atlas, Gassendi, Hell, Aristillus, and Endymion. These features were chosen 
the basis of their known changes, as well as - wherever possible - proven obser-
ver interest. 

Observations for this program are neither hard to make, nor to submit. Forms are 
provided for the observer to make his drawings and intensity estimates on. Also, the Re-
corders will be happy to answer any questions observers may have, as well as to offer per-
sonal attention to anyone having trouble getting started. A few simple instructions for 
completing the forms may be helpful. 
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1 Each individual observation should be placed on a separate form to facilitate 
'ing by area. 

2. Intensity estimates will be of prime importance. Observations should be based 
— the standard ALPO 0-10 scale in both white and colored light. Wratten Filters which 
re been found very useful for this type of work include 25 (red), 58 (green), and 38A 

Estimates may be either placed on the drawing itself or on a separate sheet, 
._chever the observer prefers. 

3. While drawings should always be as pleasing to the eye as possible, accuracy is 
mcre important than art. Readers should understand that drawings are prime material for 
blication, and that inaccurate efforts are far more likely to damage an observerfs repu-

-fon than inartistic ones. Few of us are artists; but all of us should be able to 
accuracy of form, shape, and position. Special attention should be paid to the 

=f-Ppes and lengths of shadows when making drawings, for there is a vital need to know more 
scut the vertical profiles of many of the areas under study. 

4. Colongitude should always be computed for the evening's work, and instructions 
correctly carrying out this simple procedure can be obtained from the Recorders. 

5. Written notes are very valuable additions to any type of observation. Under 
:be section on the form headed "Descriptive Notes", one should discuss anything which was 

immediately apparent on the drawing. One should note the relationships between indi-
_dual features and their surroundings, the nature and extent of bright rays, features 

seen only under low or high lighting conditions, and any unusual or anomalous aspects. 

6 Times and dates should be given in Universal Time only; careful attention should 
paid to establishing the correct correspondence between UT and colongitude. 

7 Observations should be mailed to the Recorder at the end of each lunation, and 
-:ecific data should always be kept in duplicate. The Recorder will comment upon them and 
:knowledge receipt of the reports as they arrive. 

8 It has been found necessary to charge for new forms in order to help offset the 
_ast of their printing, which comes to about 4,0 apiece. It is hoped that observers will 
nnderstand and sympathize with our problem here. 

Long experience has taught the Recorders that best results are obtained from observ-
ers who select one or two areas only and "specialize" on them. While we do not wish to as-
sign areas to observers, some controls are necessary in any scientific project; and we ask 
:hat each observer pick one or two areas which he likes very much, and sticks to them. Ob-
servers who really know their areas are better qualified to detect the changes and vari-
7:ions which this program is primarily interested in. 

Many readers who have followed the progress of this program over the years will be 
_nterested in knowing the status of some of our original areas. All areas not on the pres-
ent forms may be considered "closed down" and no longer under study. In some cases, in-
terest in the features dropped off before we felt satisfied that we had learned all that 
.e could about them; in other cases, a point of diminishing returns was reached in which 
several hundred observations were on hand, and additional ones appeared lacking in new 
data. Of the program's original six areas, Plato and Messier-Pickering were reported on 
some years back, while Kepler and Alphonsus are ready for publication now, and Aristarchus 
and Eratosthenes are nearly so. We are deeply indebted to Lunar Recorders Delano (Kepler) 
and Westfall (Aristarchus) for their efforts in writing these reports up. All of the ori-
girull  areas will be published upon as the Editor finds space for the reports. 

The program has recently made some discoveries which the two Recorders, at least, 
eel justify the time and effort put into the program by so many observers. While details 
f these observations and others will be found in the individual area reports now awaiting 
;-:blication, some remarks about them may be in order now. 

Perhaps the most surprising of these concerns a heretofore unsuspected system of 
dark bands within the crater Alphonsus. While certainly not so dark or evident as the 
bands to be found in such craters as Aristarchus, the Alphonsus dark bands nevertheless 
exist, and have been seen in whole or in part by a number of respected observers working 

re 	 independently of each other. The bands have been seen as a system of dark lines crossing 
Re- 	 the crater's floor in several places. The first observer to record these was Carl F. 
per.. 	 Dillon. 
Dr 
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Figure 10. Drawing of lunar crater Alphon-
sus by Carl F. Dillon, Jr. February 13, 
1968. Oh28m - Oh44m, U.T. 6-inch refl. 
150X. Seeing 6 (scale of 0 to 10). Trans-
parency 3 (limiting magnitude). Colongi-
tude 7926. Lunar south at top, lunar west 
(IAU sense) at right. All dark streaks 
hard to see. 

Figure 11. Drawing of lunar crater Alphct-
sus by Inez N. Beck. August 25, 1969. L= 
30111  - 4h45m, U.T. 6-inch refl. 152X. See-
ing 9. Transparency 6.5. Colongitude 
5990. 

r- 11 

A 

Figure 12. Drawing of lunar crater Alphon-
sus by Bruce A. Waddington. August 14, 
1967. 4hom  - 4h45m,  U.T. 8-inch refl. 
195X. Seeing 4. Transparency 3. Colon-
gitude 1321. Passing clouds at times. 
Early morning lighting. 

Figure 13. Drawing of lunar crater Alphcm-
SUB by Ronald F. Fournier. September 22-2. 3 
1969. 23n33m - Oh50m, U.T. 6-inch refl. 
126X. Seeing 6. Transparency 6. Colon-
gitude 5097. 

###################* 

Though Atlas has only recently been added to the program's list of areas for study, 
quite a bit about it has already been determined. The long-famous dark patches within the 
crater have now been found to be dark -haloed craterlets adjoined by a system of very deli-
cate rilles. This aspect appears to be very similar to what has long been known about the 
dark areas within Alphonsus. 

Many more interesting and important discoveries remain to be made on the Moon, and 
the role of the amateur in lunar research must still be considered an important one. 
Orbiter photographs of Atlas were used to help identify the rilles and craterlets associat-
ed with that crater's dark patches, these were first suspected visually with ordinary ama-
teur instruments. Moreover, the band system within Alphonsus is not to be found on space-
craft based photographs at all, and can only be made out visually from Earth. The writers 
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:ertainly welcome hearing from anyone honestly interested in doing this type of im-
L lunar research. 

Figures 10-13 are sample drawings of the dark bands on the floor of Alphonsus and may 
medicate something of the general quality of lunar observations in this project. 

LUNAR DOTES  

By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Our new Recorder in charge of the Lunar Transient Phenomena Program, Mrs. Winifred 
ikme:cm, has communicated the following plans for that program: All observers of the Moon 

are interested in LTP should concentrate on a limited number of formations (less than 
• and should spend several lunations becoming thoroughly familiar with their appearance 

all conditions of lighting. They should then undertake a systematic program of stir-
-elf these formations for any abnormal appearances. In case anything abnormal is noted, 

effort should be made to eliminate any possible sources of error. Changing eye-
moving the feature around in the field of view, and checking nearby formations are 

3==e 
 

methods which should always be followed in checking one's suspicions. If one is still 
of the reality of the event, he should try to get confirmation from an observer else-
if at all possible. Full descriptions of positive events should be reported, such 

77 time and date, location of observer, size of telescope, kind (reflector or refrac-
=7), and powers used at times of observations. Lists of negative observations should 
a_:: be reported, including times, features examined, and telescopic data. 

A more comprehensive article will appear in a later issue, but in the meantime Mrs. 
:moron has expressed a desire to hear from all members who are seriously' interested in 
▪ nz  part in this patrol so that she can organize coverage of all or most LTP features. 
:: Ls hoped that all our lunar students will respond to this very worthwhile project. Her 
_.__-ess is Mrs. Winifred S. Cameron, NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 641, Green-

Maryland 20771. 

Mr. Julius Benton has left the Lunar Section because of his appointment to a Jupiter 
Lao:rdership. Mr. Harry Jamieson has replaced Mr. Benton as the head of the Selected Areas 

Mr. Christopher Vaucher continues to be the Assistant Lunar Recorder in the SAP. 

Otherwise, the Lunar Recorders and their projects are the same as described in our 
issue (Str. A., Vol. 23, Nos. 3-4, pg. 62). 

We regret that lack of space has obliged us to postpone the publication of the bal-
-ze of Dr. John Westfall's report on the ALPO Lunar Photograph Library to a later issue 

this one. 

THE 1221 ASTRONOMICAL  LEAGUE - A.L.P.O. CONVENTION  AT MEMPHIS 

By: Julius L. Benton, Jr. 

The Nineteenth Annual Convention of the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers 
-Las held in conjunction with the 25th National Convention of the Astronomical League on 

2-2 	 .= campus of Southwestern College at Memphis, Tennessee on August 18-22, 1971. The host 
L. 	 _-r the gathering was the Memphis Astronomical Society under the auspices of the Southwes- 
t_ 	 :ern at Memphis Physics Department. 

At noon on Wednesday, August 18th, the Convention opened with registration at Briggs 
?-cent Center. During the afternoon, exhibits were set up; and a number of delegates did 

sight-seeing in and around Memphis. That evening an informal observing session was 
Li:i in the athletic field, with telescopes of various sizes trained on Mars and Jupiter. 

he 

	

	 Harry Jamieson collected and set up the A.L.P.O. Exhibit; we thank all who contributed 
L- it. 

he 
After breakfast on Thursday morning, the Convention opened at 9:00 A.M. with the us-

-Lal welcoming speeches. General Chairman for the Convention was Mr. William J. Busier of 
Memphis Astronomical Society, who presented some opening remarks. He was followed by 

Mr. John C. Flippen, President of the Memphis Astronomical Society, Mr. W. C. "Bud" Shew 
mon, President of the Astronomical League, and Mr. Walter H. Haas, Director of the Assoc-
lation of Lunar and Planetary Observers. 

A preliminary business meeting of the Astronomical League was held at 9:30 A.M. the 
same morning; and at 10:30 A.M. the first formal paper session got underway, Mr. Busier 
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:_zure 14. Julius L. Benton (left), A.L. - 
E.:. Jupiter and Saturn Recorder, and C. F. 
:e:en (right), A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder, look- 

at portion of A.L.P.O. Exhibit during 
1...:ronomical Convention at Memphis. Figures 
-19 are photographs taken and contributed 

rT Mr. Charles L. Ricker. 

Figure 16. William R. Winkler (right fore-
rround) and others at Memphis Convention. 
'f.7. Winkler is an active amateur in the 
-ia.shdngton, D.C. area and is especially in-
:erested in lunar and planetary photogra-
='iic techniques. He has given papers on 

subject at A.L.P.O. meetings. 

Figure 18. William H. Glenn of New York 
luring a break in the paper sessions. Mr. 
Dlenn gave a paper on the aspects of the 
shadow of the Moon in the sky during total 
solar eclipses. 

J ❑ ED ❑ I 

ID CI El I 

ID El CI I 
Figure 15. Jupiter drawings forming part 
of A.L.P.O. Exhibit at Memphis. The Ex-
hibit was collected and arranged by Harry 
Jamieson. It was set up on tables and 
walls just outside the main Lecture Room. 

Figure 17. Miss Grace A. Fox of Fort 
Dodge, Iowa at lectern during Astonomical 
League - A.L.P.O. Convention at Memphis. 
Miss Fox spoke on the astronomical train-
ing of young people. She has taught as-
tronomy classes for both teen-agers and 
adults. 

Figure 19. Cafeteria lunch line during 
the Memphis Convention, showing some 
delegates and a portion of the campus 
of Southwestern at Memphis. 
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sketches, the determination of latitudes on Jupiter, and general satellite ob-
servations. 

All observations and routine correspondence about Jupiter should be 
sent to kik Benton, who will pass on the qualitative material to Mr. Mackal. 
Orders for the Jupiter Handbook should go directly to Mr. Mackal, as before. 

Hew Address for Harry Jamieson. Lunar Recorder Jamieson is now at the following 
4030 S.E. Gladstone, Apt. 15, Portland, Oregon 97202. 

Lunar Section Staff Changes. Mr. Julius Benton has resigned as a Lunar Recorder be-
e of his new duties as a Jupiter Recorder. The Selected Areas Program, which Mr. Ben-

= headed, is now supervised by Mr. Harry Jamieson, with Mr. Christopher Vaucher continu- 

	

ard 	 z as Assistant Lunar Recorder on the Selected Areas Program. 
lot 

New Staff Member in Lunar and Planeatry Training Program. Mr. Richard J. Wessling, 

	

E- 	 Deblin Drive, Milford, Ohio 45150 has joined Mr. Charles Ricker as his Assistant in 
Training Program. Mr. Wessling is an expert in photography and will provide training 

	

.=6 	 guidance to those ALPO members who are interested in improving their photographic tech- 
- 73,g, or who wish to commence photography of the Moon and planets. Be will also assist 

.±am 
 

—.-se  trainees who need additional help in drawing techniques, which is another of his 
:alties. With the fantastic advances in Solar System research these days, it is becom-

.;:hg increasingly important that amateurs develop their observing skills to the fullest ex-
and adopt more precise and sophisticated methods wherever possible. For these ma- 

	

ll, 	 azcs M Wessling is a welcome addition to our staff. Mr. jiicker has asked that prospec- 

Some Memphis Convention Thank-Yous. The A.L.P.O. hereby expresses its deep apprecia-
.i:n to the Astronomical League for the opportunity to participate in this astronomical 

rt 

	

	 We wish to thank the Memphis Astronomical Society and Southwestern at Memphis, 
hosts, for their numerous acts of helpfulness and hospitality. Only those societies 

-.7to have recently held such meetings know the huge amount of work and careful planning that 
-= required. Finally, we want to thank those many individuals who contributed in any way 

7 	 the success of this enjoyable astronomical meeting. 

Policy on Possible Future League - ALPO Conventions. During the Memphis Convention 
meter Haas, the Director of the ALPO, requested permission to be present at a Council 
=meeting of the Astronomical League. The League Council kindly gave this permission. At 

meeting the ALPO Director invited the League to formulate a policy for possible future 
:int meetings with the ALPO, describing ways in which such cooperation might be mutually 

a.ivantageous and also considering financial arrangements. The Council discussed this mat-
er; and on September 19, 1971 the League Executive Secretary, Mrs. Wilma Cherup, wrote in 
art as follows: 

"Your attendance at the Council Meeting of the Astronomical League on Fri-
day night, August 20, 1971, was appreciated and your proposal very well received. 

"After proper discussion, it was the consensus of the Council that whenever 
the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers hold a joint convention with the 
National Convention of the Astronomical League, an agreement will be made between 
the League Convention Committee and the authorized representatives of ALPO, es-
tablishing a percentage figure for sharing in the profits or deficits of the con-
vention. Such agreement is to be dependent upon approval of the League. This 
agreement and percentage figure is to be determined before each convention, to 
enable the Convention Committee to plan for registration and other costs. 

"In the event that the National Amateur Association, Inc. invites the Astro-
nomical League to participate in one of their meetings, the Astronomical League 
will not have jurisdiction over such a decision. 

members of the Training Program continue to send their inquiries to him, and those A 
such advanced training as cited above will be referred to Mr. Wessling as appears 

—.7.---priate. There has been a very gratifying response to the Training Program in recent 
3cmths, and it is hoped that such an encouraging amount of interest among our members will 

'6117;z.- 	 Z77.1 even more with the addition of these new branches of the Lunar and Planetary Training 
gram. 

wit 
6 	 Site of 1972 ALPO Convention. Mr Clifford Holmes, President of the Riverside Astro - 

-,nwiR1 Society, on August 1, 1971 invited the ALPO to join the Convention of Western Ama - 
Astronomers at Riverside, California in mid-August, 1972. During the ALPO business 

`ing at Memphis it was voted to accept this invitation. Early plans by Mr. Holmes and 
helpers are for the use of University of California at Riverside student housing, 

ich will reduce costs, and for visits to the Big Bear Solar Observatory and the Table 
Ammtain and Ford Observatories. 
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Drawing of Mars by Robert B. Rhoads with a 6-inch reflector at 300X on 
March 9, 1971 at 13 hrs., 10 mins. Universal Time. C.M. = 247°. Angular 
diameter 6".8. Martian Date August 17. Note Syrtis Major inside the 
limb, the south polar cap, Mare Tyrrhenum, Mare Cimmerium, and the 
Nubis Lacus region. Current observations of Mars are discussed by Mr. 
C. F. Capen on pages 9-10 and 34-37. 
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MEimORITIC IMPACTS AS GEOLOGIC FEATURES 

By: Craig L. Johnson 

(Concluded from Vol. 22 Nos. 11-12, pp. 208-213) 

In order that one may better appreciate the energy involved in the impact of meteor-
itic bodies and sticking to the crater size under discussion in this paper (generally one 
to one hundred kilometers), let us take the hypothetical case of a small asteroid (or 
other astronomically qmn11 mass of rock from any source) impacting the Earth. While this 
event will be hypothetical, we will not deviate from the laws of physics and mathematics, 
or from reasonable size ranges of bodies actually known to the astronomical community. 
Since the year 1801 some sixteen hundred asteroids have been discovered and have been ob-
served well enough for orbit calculations to be made; and the existence of some forty 
thousand asteroids has been postulated.%)  They range in size from flying mountains (per-
haps one kilometer in diameter) up through Vesta (370 kms.) and Pallas (500 kms.); and the 
largest, Ceres, slightly exceeds 750 kilometers in diameter.51  Most of these objects have 
orbits that keep them between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter; but a few are known with 
more eccentric orbits, such as Hermes, Eros, and Icarus, whose orbits carry them regularly 
from inside the orbit of Mercury to as far out as that of Jupiter. These bodies obviously 
can approach the Earth closely if it is at a certain point in its orbit at the time and 
have done so in this century as astronomical distances go.52,53  In 1937 Hermes, with a 
mass of 109 tons, passed approximately 640,000 kilometers from the Earth, or less than 
twice the distance to Luna.'4 

We shall construct our hypothetical ball of rock so as to have a mass of 3.5 x 1010  
tons, and shall endow it with a speed at atmospheric entry of fifty kilometers per second 
(high, but not unprecedented). This mass could be met by only four cubic kilometers of 
specific gravity eight; while such a density is unreasonable, of course, one must remember 
that many meteorites do contain a high percentage of iron so that our meteorite can quite 
reasonably be less than twenty kilometers in diameter. If this body contains 3.2 x 1016  
grams, and e 0.5mm2, the total energy release could approxim0e 4 x 1029 ergs. For com-
parison, the detonation of a million tons of TNT yields 4 x 10'4  ergs; the largest earth-
quakes measured have each released some 1027  ergs.55,56  This energy is to be released 
within a twenty kilometer circle in less than sixty seconds. (The effect of dissipation 
of energy from preheating of the atmospheric path column will be small, percentage-wise, 
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for such a dense or iron-rich meteorite; its speed is such that the time interval will be 
much less than sixty seconds, much closer to the fireball duration of a large fusion weap-
on). 

The above figures should suggest that the impact of our hypothetical meteorite re-
leases great amounts of energy, and indeed it can be seen that 4 x 1029 ergs is equivalent 
to a ten-tetraton fusion weapon, which is some l05•5 times the largest ever detonated. 
Nor should the comparison with nuclear energy stop there; if our ball of rock is equiva-
lent in energy release to an extremely large fusion bomb, the possibility that nuclear 
fusion will actually be induced by mechnical means in the surrounding area of atmosphere 
and crust cannot be dismissed offhand. This release would produce a flood of X-radiation, 
which could be expected to produce physical changes in those nearby rocks which were not 
vaporized or melted; it could also produce a burst of neutrons, which would induce second-
ary radiation in those rocks also. Either of these processes might leave changes at the 
impact site detectable with sensitive instrumentation for millions of years.57  

Very well; our hypothetical meteorite has equalled a ten -tetraton fusion weapon in 
energy release. This is probably of the same order of magnitude as the impact that pro- • 
duced each of the Clearwater Lakes craters in Canada (the largest confirmed impact craters 
on Earth), but the reader should be reminded that the probably-impact-caused Imbrium basin 
on Luna is twelve hundred kilometers in diameter. This was the basis of the earlier state-
ment in this paper that no asthenosphere or liquid core was necessary in order to produce 
the observed lava flows on the lunar surface, or volcanic effects in connection with ter-
restrial strikes. The impact of asteroidal-size bodies, moving at normally-encountered 
meteoritic speeds, produces not merely localized melting of surface rocks, but is capable 
of vaporizing them; melting would definitely not be limited to the immediate vicinity in 
the largest cases. It has been calculated56  that the impacting body responsible for the 
lunar Orientale basin, some one thousand kilometers in diameter and with a central two hun-
dred and ninety kilometer lava bed, was only eighty to one hundred kilometers in diameter. 
If the basement rocks have been compressed by blast effects and if there has been a lava 
inflow from melting of the surrounding rocks, one might logically expect positive Bouguer 
anomalies in such areas; such anomalies have actually been detected by the tracking of 
space probes in lunar orbit, and were dubbed Hmascone The maria Humorum, 	rium, Ser - 
enitatis, Nectaris, Crisium, and Orientale show surplus concentration of mass. 9  

Thus, the finding of igneous intrusions at the site of large suspected terrestrial 
impact craters (Witwatersrand basin, Hudson Bay) and proposed drifting of rock masses on 
magma to account for the island arc chains; the finding of clearly volcanic domes and flow 
ripples, not to mention lava-drowned craters, on and near the lunar maria;°° the finding 
of collapsed volcanic,vents within pre-existing lunar craters061  and flow marks within Ty-
cho and Aristarchus, and the,Rhotographs showing the lunar Hyginus Rifle to be a graben 
with nearby volcanic blowholes°' do not invalidate the impact hypothesis. 

Thus far we have surveyed the surfaces of Luna and Earth, have found many geologic 
structures that could have been produced by large meteorites, and have shown that large 
meteorites would indeed have been capable of producing these observed structures. What 
source or sources could have spawned the meteorites? The currently-well-thought-of theory 
for the origin of the planets, that of the gradual accretion of cold planetesimals, pro-
vides for the idea that much material (numerically speaking) could have been left over af-
ter the formation of the planets was essentially complete. Several persons have proposed 
that this was the source for the asteroid belt since the combined masses of the remaining 
asteroids do not add up to a respectable planet (thus demonstrating by inference that the 
asteroid belt did not originate from the collision of formerly existing planetary bodies). 
And, if most of the left-over planetesimals were ordered into a relatively dense belt by 
the interacting gravitational fields of the planets, by no means would every last object 
necessarily have been so gathered (witness the Earth-grazing asteroids Hermes, Icarus, and 
Eros). Therefore, a fair number (numerically) of very small asteroids, nevertheless the 
size of mountains or larger, could still be orbiting the sun in orbits that cross that of 
the Earth at least closely enough that one must be deflected toward a potential location 
of Earth at rare intervals. One may argue, and correctly so, that the chances of an ac-
tual collision are very slight; however, the vastness of known geologic time is sufficient 
to allow the realization of not one but many seemingly improbable events. 

If the asteroids were initially distributed more or less at random throughout the 
Solar System and then gradually were collected either by accretion into planets or by grav-
itational influences into a discrete belt, one might expect that as one surveyed the exist-
ing planets, the closer the planet's proximity to the asteroid belt, the greater the num-
ber of impacts it would have endured in the sum total of geologic time. Of course, the 
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ants nearest the asteroid belt on the far side could show no impact scars since they 
L71' gas giants. Mercury and Venus are not accessible for survey at this time. That leaves 
-_-_, Earth, Luna, and Mars. Luna is not directly comparable to the other two due to its 
=ill mass and consequent lack of atmosphere, but in the matter of survey suitability for 

frequency of asteroidal objects Earth and Mars are very closely comparable. Both 
atmospheres of sufficient density effectively to screen the surface from high speed 

=;:acts of very small meteorites but insufficient to prevent the arrival of large masses. 
:..th have low enough gravitational attractions that such will not be a major factor in de - 
t=ining the number of impacts. While the efficiency of erosional processes on the Mar - 

surface is unknown for either past or present, the television images relayed from the 
1Lee successful Mariner series space probes leave little reasonable room for doubt that 

Martian surface has suffered many times the number of meteoritic impacts that the Earth 
o2.05,66  This would certainly seem to confirm the validity of the idea that large craters 
zan be the result of impacts of smq11, straying asteroids. 

Are there any other possible sources of planetesimals? Yes, indeed; the comets. 
m le spectroscopy has shown that the appearances of comets as seen from Earth are due to 
gas, dust, and ices, and planetary orbit observations have shown that the total mass of a 
zomet is insignificant in comparison to that of the planets themselves, no observations 
have ever been made which show that masses of rock significant by human standards are not 
a part of cometary nuclei. Indeed, direct observation has shown (stated by sources too 
numerous to mention here) that the present day meteor showers are derived from ejected sol-
id cometary debris, and that even small comets are large enough to conceal many small bod-
ies, having in many cases nuclei exceeding 50,000 kilometers in diameter. 07  It is the 
normal case for the orbits of comets to cross that of the Earth, as opposed to the case 
for asteroids where such an orbit is the exception. And while several comets with very 
short periods and relatively circular orbits are known, several times per century a comet 
with an orbital period so long that human eyes can have seen it only once comes into yiew. 
Two very recent examples are Comet Humason 1961e and Comet Tago -Sato -Kosaka 1969g.°8,°9  
With regard to both asteroids and comets with Earth-crossing orbits, and the idea that con-
siderable masses exist within cometary nuclei, a recent suggestion was made by reputable 
astronomers7° that asteroids are the result of the decay of comets, later to be reduced to 
near-circular orbits by subsequent planetary perturbations. 

So much for telescopic observations and theory. Is there good, direct observational 
evidence for any substantial physical bodies existing within comets? Unfortunately, no. 
A direct collision between Earth and a cometary nucleus has taken place only once in re-
corded history, aside from ancient legends of great interest but little verifiability at 
present71  and bio-gelogical data in great need of further investigation.72  This event 
took place on 30 June, 1908, a few hundred kilometers to the northwest of Lake Baikal in 
Siberia. In this event, according to available evidence and eyewitness accounts, a very 
small and slow-moving comet entered the atmosphere. It was previously unknown due to its 
orbit's carrying it near to the apparent position of the sun, and the final approach was 
in daylight. However, the loosely-aggregated object had a considerable dust tail pointing 
away from the sun (which caused unusual sunsets all over Europe). It exploded at an alti-
tude of five kilometers, with force sufficient to uproot and shatter trees twenty-five 
kilometers from the blast and forcibly to remove tops of trees at twice that distance. 
Considerable meteoric dust was later found, in a fall-associated pattern.73 

We can see from the above discussions that both asteroidal fragments and comets are, 
given a sufficient time interval, capable of delivering geologically significant meteoritic 
impacts to Earth, Luna, and Mars; asteroidal fragments carry more average energy per unit 
volume, but comets are vastly more frequent. 

It has been mentioned that maria occur only on one face of the moon and cover some 
thirty per cent of its surface area, and that comets are frequently of sufficient size 
easily to engulf the Earth. The suggestion has been made a few times that the lunar marls 
and the Pacific Ocean were formed simultaneously, geologically speaking, by the head-on 
collision of a cometary nucelus (approaching from the side opposite that of the moon, as 
seen from the Earth, and directly above the Pacific Ocean basin).74 The author hopes to 
have demonstrated in this paper that, no matter how fantastic the idea may seem at first 
reading, it is not a totally impossible one. 

The author hopes that Geology may one day follow the path trod by Astronomy in real-
izing that, as the Universe does not revolve around the Earth, neither must all geological 
events necessarily arise from within the Earth, and that no magic, nor fairy tales, nor 
other unknown agents are necessary in the consideration thereof. 
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Note hz Editor. While it is a matter of great regret that no Proceedings were ever 
published for the Southwestern Astronomical Conference '68, we have been glad to present 
in this journal a few of the papers given there. The one beginning on page 17 was an in-
vited lecture. 
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TIDAL MECHANISMS AND CYCLES IN LUNAR EVENTS 

By: Barbara M. Middlehurst, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, 
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona* 

and 

William B. Chapman, Lunar and Earth Sciences Division, 
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas* 

2. 	 (Based on a paper read at the Southwestern Astronomical Conference 
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	 at Las Cruces, New Mexico, August 21-24, 1968.) 
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The relative frequency of recent lunar events at the craters Aristarchus and Gassen-
di is positively correlated with tidal stresses at these sites. Tidal stresses and other 
lunar-event periodicities provide further evidence favoring a hypothesis that most lunar 
transient events originate from internal lunar processes such as volcanic and seismic ac-
tivity. Evidence of the triggering of earthquakes by earth tides and other lunar-terres-
trial analogies suggest an association between lunar events and moonquakes. Because si-
multaneous monitoring of lunar events from the earth and the moon would produce more use- 
ful information. 	than telescopic monitoring alone, seismographs offer possibilities for 
fruitful cooperation with an existing network of lunar observers. 

Introduction 

This report is an extension of recent lunar-event investigations by added incorpor-
ation of observations through 1967. In particular, a tidal analysis of the 15 events 
(days of activity) at the crater Gassendi is correlated with an analysis of 38 events at 
the crater Aristarchus. 

In a previous investigation of 25 events, Green (ref. 1) found a decided correla-
tion for times when the lunar orbit was near maximum eccentricity and also found that lu-
nar events occurred preferentially when the moon was near apogee. For 167 dated reports, 
neglecting orbital eccentricity variations, Burley and Middlehurst (ref. 2) found a strong 
correlation with perigee and apogee times. Green and Burley and Middlehurst interpret the 
Perigee-apogee effect as evidence of tidal cracking and as probable evidence of the re-
lease of gases from below the lunar surface. The topographical distribution of sites is 
discussed by Middlehurst and Moore (ref. 3), who found that most of the sites are associ-
ated with special topography such as the margins of maria. The hypothesis of internal 
origin is supported by this topographic distribution and by other similarities (discussed 
by Middlehurst in ref. 4) for many of the sites. Chapman (ref. 5),  by introducing libra-
tion terms and calculating local tides, showed a significantly improved correlation be-
tween tidal extremes and the onset of events for a single site (Aristarchus); but out of 
27 sightings, seven anomalies remained, of which five occurred within one day of perigee. 

In the following sections, the question of tidal cycles, the distribution to the 
tidal cycles of the new event reports for the Gassendi area and other sites, and some 
seismological implications, including the possibility of moonquakes, will be discussed. 

Tidal Cycles 

Substantially all parameters of the lunar orbit and, consequently, local tides at 
all lunar sites go through a complete cycle in the period of a saros (18 years and 11 
days). A saros is divisible into two important cycles. During each one-third of a saros, 
the cycle of local tides tends to be repeated. This cycle of approximately 6 years re-
sults from resonance between the 27.21-day nodical month and the 27.55-day anomalistic 
month. Another important cycle results from resonance between the anomalistic month and 
the 29.53-day synodic month (Full Moon to Full Moon). After a given Full Moon occurs in 
phase with perigee, the seventh Full Moon afterward is in phase with apogee, since this 
one-sixteenth of a saros (412-day cycle) has a duration of nearly 14 synodic months. 
These half-cycle phasing conditions are synchronous with the times of maximum orbital ec-
centricity (maximum departure of lunar orbit from circularity) that were noted by Green 
(ref. 1) as having influenced lunar events. Examples of the cycle of 14 synodic months 
are shown in Table I. 

*These were the professional positions of the co-Authors in the summer 
of 1968. 
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Modern Tides at Gassendi and Aristarchus 

In 1966 and 1967 members of the Lunar Section of the British Astronomical Associ-
ation (Moore, Moseley, Ringsdore, Sartory, Whippey, and others) conducted a regular check 
of Aristarchus and Gassendi. Because historical observations of Gassendi events were 
rare compared to events at other active sites, Gassendi was rated as 10th in frequency of 
activity by Middlehurst and Moore (ref. 3), who show a ratio of approximately 1 to 10 for 
Gassendi activity relative to Aristarchus activity. As a result of additional reported 
events, mostly recent (ref. 6), Gassendi is now rated as fourth in frequency of activity, 
as is shown in Table II. Although this provisional rating of active sites may undergo 
additional changes, the approximately 1 -to -10 Gassendi -to -Aristarchus ratio can be inter-
preted as a real and persistent long-term ratio. 

In spite of the long-term ratio and in spite of the fact that Aristarchus has been 
consistently the most active area on the moon throughout at least 200 years, Gassendi 
events actually outnumber Aristarchus events during the period from April, 1966 to June, 
1967. The implications for this change in location of activity with respect to observ-
ational and tidal causes are now considered. 

Over such a short interval, complications such as observational bias limit the va-
lidity of comparison for two randomly placed sites; but the positions of Gassendi and Ar-
istarchus on the moon are such that the sunrise terminator reaches Gassendi on the tenth 
day after New Moon and reaches Aristarchus on the eleventh day after New Moon. The two 
craters are approximately equidistant from the mean center of the lunar disk, and the di-
ameters (Gassendi, 70 miles, and Aristarchus, 25 miles) are large enough that both craters 
are conspicuous objects. Aristarchus, though smaller, is brighter than Gassendi. Obser-
vational bias between the two sites, therefore, is relatively unimportant. Therefore, 
the changes in frequency of the reports for both Aristarchus (less by a factor of 2 from 
April, 1966 to June, 1967, compared to the previous 14 months) and Gassendi (greatly in-
creased activity in the same period) represent real trends. 

The Gassendi reports resulted from a systematic watch kept by the observers at a 
time when the amplitudes of the tides were increasing steadily, culminating during the 
special librations that occurred in the summer of 1967. Thus, unusuplly large variations 
in local tides at Gassendi and unusually smell variations in local tides at Aristarchus 
resulted from these special librations, which are similarly effective and are repeated 
during approximately 1 year out of every cycle of 5.99 years. 

Tides at Aristarchus and Gassendi are shown in Figures 23, 24, and 25. These are 
the tidal-gravity change (in acceleration units), that is, the vertical force change per 
gram of lunar material. Although solar terms contribute less than 3 percent, the solar 
terms are included in the computer-plotted tides. 

Events are indicated at the corresponding local tides in Figures 23 and 24 where on-
sets of the activity exhibit correlations of two types: (1) Local tide correlations imply 
that local tidal stresses have triggered events. (2) Perigee correlations (also apogee 
correlations), which are evidently independent of local tides, imply that other processes 
trigger events. Of the 41 days of activity at Aristarchus in Figures 23 and 24, sixteen 
events occurred within 2 days of either a local tidal-gravity maximum or minimum; and simi-
larly, 18 events occurred within 2 days of either a perigee or an apogee (only four events 
at apogee). Therefore, of the 41 Aristarchus events, six remain with either marginal or 
unclear relations to tides. Of the 15 days of activity at Gassendi in Figure 24, four 
events occurred within 2 days of a local tide, and seven events occurred within 2 days of 
either a perigee or an apogee. Therefore, of the 15 Gassendi events, four remain with 
either marginal or unclear relations to tides. 

In considering the perigee and apogee events that occurred at widely different times 
from local tidal extremes, it is admitted that recent knowledge of apogee and perigee cor-
relations (e.g., refs. 1 and 2) can have introduced a perigee bias in the recent observa-
tions. However, a possible interpretation is that many recent, as well as historic, events 
have been independently triggered by perigee. It is now suggested that such a perigee, 
through tide triggering of a seismic disturbance elsewhere (perhaps at great depth) within 
the moon, can account for such a perigee event. It can also be seen in Figures 23 and 24 
that groups of such events occur at consecutive perigees. This is also true for sets of 
events at times of tidal-gravity maximum and minimum. The most pronounced tide-induced 
gravity decrease at Gassendi since January 31, 1961, occurred on March 22, 1967. Events 
were observed on March 22 and 23 by Moseley and Sartory (ref. 6). Although occurrence of 
this tide was known in advance, the occurence of an extensive series of events that were 
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Figure 23. Tidal-gravity change and local tide-raising vertical force change per gram of 
limAr material are presented for July, 1963 to December, 1965. Upper tides at Aristarchus, 
lower tides at Gassendi, and events (diamonds) at local Aristarchus tidal-gravity values 
are presented for given observation dates. Each apparent event-triggering perigee (dot) 
and apogee (star) is indicated. See also text of "Tidal Mechanisms and Cycles in Lunar 
Events" 

*######### 

already in progress at Gassendi was not well known. Also, the systematic watch by the Brit-
ish Astronomical Association observers was put into operation as a result of the Sartoty-
Moore observations of an early, and spectacular, sighting of the series on April 30 and May 
1 and 2, 1966 (ref. 7), and not because of the Chapman predictions, which were unknown to 
the observers. The observations and the theoretical predictions were independent. 

It was predicted (ref. 5) that increased tides would increase activity in the first 
quadrant, which contains Mare Crisium; and increased activity at Gassendi in the third quad-
rant has been noted. Recent events in Mare Crisium are unknown. However, six events were 
recorded in Alphonsus; four events were recorded in Plato; two events were recorded in Ross 
D; and one event each was recorded in Archimedes, in Copernicus, in Kepler, in Messier, in 
Sabine, and in Triesnecker. 

Possible Nature of Lunar Events 

One of the oldest explanations for transient lynAr  events is that they result from 
internal lunar processes, and appropriate descriptions in the catalog assembled by Middle-
hurst, et al. (ref. 6), are plentiful. In 1715, De Louville and Halley reported "light-
ning" on the face of the moon. Also, O'Keefe (ref. 8) suggested that lightning-like elec-
trical discharges may originate from within the moon. In 1783 and 1787 Herschel reported 
lunar "volcanoes" Nevertheless, the endogenic hypothesis has also been disputed, at least 
since Herschel's time; and early alternatives ranged from regarding the events as manifes-
tations of extraterrestrial life to rejecting all events as erroneous reports. 

Controversy about the nature of the transient events continues because there is not 
yet sufficient information to settle all doubts. Neither have questions such as what is 
the exact cause of the increased local brightness been satisfactorily explained. Events 
have been linked with luminescence of lunar materials through energization by solar activ- 

The timing of some events has coincided with exceptional displays of the aurora bore-
alis. For example, Botley (refs. 9 and 10) notes that Herschel's 1787 events occurred at a 
time when auroral displays were seen as far south as Padua, Italy. Ricker (ref. 11) notes 
that on May 29, 1967 (the date of an event) major auroral displays also took place. Thus, 
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Figure 24. Tidal-gravity change and local tide-raising vertical force change per gram of 
lunar material are presented for January, 1966 to June, 1968. Upper tides at Aristarchus, 
lower tides at Gassendi, and events (diamonds) at respective local tidal-gravity values are 
presented for given observation dates. Each apparent event-triggering perigee (dot) and 
apogee (star) is indicated. See also text. 

************ 

auroral activity might provide a useful index to an energy source for some lunar events. 

In addition to citing evidence for the triggering of volcanic activity by earth tides, 
Green (ref. 1) suggested that lunar events are related to seismic activity. This sugges-
tion agrees with the possible tide-triggered endogenic processes that were considered by 
Burley and Middlehurst (ref. 2), and especially with the subsurface faulting that was em-
phasized by Middlehurst (ref. 4). 

Earthquake correlations with various phenomena are cited by Ryall, Van Wormer, and 
Jones (ref. 12), who conducted a detailed study of earthquake aftershocks. Because after-
shocks take place under optimum conditions for triggering by earth tides, they found a sig-
nificant correlation between aftershock occurrences and times of tide-induced maximum val-
ues in vertical gravity. Vertical-gravity values on the moon were found by Chapman (ref. 
5) to correlate with the onset of observed lunar events. On the basis of this correlation, 
Chapman forecast conditions favorable for more Aristarchus events to occur on January 16 
and February 12, 1970. A forecast of conditions favorable for events to occur on June 27 
and July 25, 1969, and on January 6 and February 2, 1970, is based on a correlation with 
minimum tides. In spite of some differences in detail, the similarities between lunar and 
terrestrial tide correlations imply that terrestrial analogies of lunar events include 
earthquakes. Furthermore, a close association is likely between seismic activity and the 
more plausible internal lunar processes to which lunar events have been attributed. 

Seismic Activity on the Moon 

The term "lunar event" has been used to refer to observed phenomena involving color 
changes, obscurations, and bright spots radiating anomalous amounts of light from unillum-
inated areas of the moon. Although these phenomena are usually transient, the Aristarchus 
violet-glare phenomenon observed by many people during solar illumination has been reported 
by Bartlett (ref. 13) as being present more often than it is absent and thus may be a more 
frequently occurring phenomenon than the majority of other events. Bartlett (ref. 13) re-
corded visual observations from 1949 to 1966 and reported nights on which he saw nothing 
unusual, as well as those on which he saw violet glare. The ratio of positive to negative 
observations is greater at times of perigee and also at times of tidal-gravity maximum and 
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the light emitted by dark-side events, moonquakes may account readily for color changes 
and obscurations since color changes and obscurations may be simply clouds of gas and dust 
released in the epicentral areas of intense moonquakes. The description of the April 2, 
1955 event reported by Capen (ref. 6) is consistent with such an explanation. During this 
event, craterlets on the east side of the fault were continually observed, and craterlets 
on the downthrown side of the fault were obscured. It can be inferred from the description 
that a moonquake focus was on the fault plane underlying the west side of the fault and 
that the epicenter was about 15 kms. from the Straight Wall. Thus, if the fault dips with 
a 2 -to -1 slope, the depth of the "focus" would be approximately 30 kms. 

Figure 25. Tidal-
gravity change and 
local tide-raising 
vertical force 
change per gram of 
lunar material are 
presented for July, 
1968 to December, 
1970. Upper tides 
at Aristarchus, 
lower tides at 
Gassendi, and fa-
vorable tidal-
gravity values for 
triggering of 
Aristarchus events 
(diamonds) on pre-
selected dates are 
presented. This 
figure was a fore-
cast of future be-
havior when Mr. 
Chapman read the 
paper here pub-
lished. 

minimum at Aris-
tarchus. 

Earthquakes 
are transient 
seismic events. 
Earthquake waves 
originate from a 
point termed the 
"focus". (Hypo - 
center is some-
times used syn-
onomously to mean 
focus.) The "epi-
center" is the 
geographic surface 
location of the 
focus. These 
terms can be ap-
plied to moon-
quakes for use in 
discussion of the 
assumption that 
moonquakes are as-
sociated with lu-
nar events. 
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The validity of such conjectures can be evaluated when a seismograph is operated on 
the lunar surface. Although surficial changes on the moon may be insignificant relative 
to changes on earth, boulders that have recently rolled on the lunar surface and thus pro-
vide independent evidence for recent lunar ground motion are shown in Orbiter photographs 
(ref. 14). The boulder tracks are numerous and occur on the central peak of Vitello, in 
the Hyginus Rille, and at the craters Copernicus, Gassendi A, and Sabine A -- all of which 
are areas associated with lunar-event reports. A correlation among the phenomena, sinuous 
rilles, and lunar-event occurrences is qualitatively suggested; but this correlation needs 
to be established quantitatively. 

Measurement of the previously discussed activity, as well as of meteoritic impacts, 
is the purpose for which lunar seismographs are being developed. When evidence for lunar 
activity was less acceptable than it is now, it was considered important that lunar seis-
mographs would also record meteorite impacts. Even then, the seismographs were theoreti-
cally expected to record moonquakes. Since the average number of recent sightings of 
events is about two sightings per month, most of the moonquakes will lack associated trans-
ient-event sightings. However, the question now arises concerning what the seismograph 
will record during transient events. 

Intensified astronomical observations and the operation of lunar seismographs may 
mutually supplement each other. Then, if lunar events are seismic in origin, simultaneous 
monitoring of the events from the earth and the moon would produce more useful information 
than telescopic monitoring alone. Lunar seismographs offer possibilities for fruitful co-
operation with an existing network of lunar observers. 

This report closely follows a paper given at the Southwestern Astronomical Confer-
ence, August 21-24, 1968, at Las Cruces, New Mexico. Further evidence that has been ob-
tained since that time reinforces our conclusions. 

The periodicity, Meissner et al. (ref. 15), that identifies the moonquakes recorded 
by the Apollo 12 seismic experiment supports the tidal theory outlined above. A report 
presented by Dr. Gary Latham to the 1971 Lunar Science Conference, January 11, 1971 at 
Houston, Texas is summarized below. 

Results from the Apollo 12 Passive Seismic Experiment.  The Apollo 12 passive seismic 
experiment has recorded 208 lunar seismic events from November 19, 1969 through August, 
1970, or 23 events per month, which include meteorite impacts and moonquakes. Moonquake 
activity is strongly concentrated near times of perigee and, to a lesser extent, near times 
of apogee. The moonquakes are believed to occur at not less than 10 different locations 
within 300 miles of the Apollo seismograph. Cumulative strain at each location is infer-
red. Thus, the moonquakes appear to be releasing internal stress of unknown origin, the 
release being triggered by superimposed tidal  stresses. The most active zone, accounting 
for nearly 80 per cent of the total seismic energy release within the 300 miles of the 
seismograph, is tentatively placed in the vicinity of the well developed set of rilles 
which transect the crater Fra Mauro. If this tentative association of moonquake foci with 
linear rilles is correct, such rilles express faults along which displacements presently 
occur. The correlation between maxima in the frequency of sightings of lunar transient 
events and times of perigee and apogee suggests a possible relationship between these 
events and moonquakes. 
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TABLE I. IMPORTANT TIDAL INFLUENCES RELATED TO FAVORABLE 
OBSERVING DATES FOR TWO 14-MONTH SEQUENCES 

Eccentricity 
:f Lunar 
ITbit 

-dal In- 
'luences* 

MINIMUM—} .: 
.4----MAXIMM4---). 4—MAXIMUM—II. 

A 	A 	A 

4—MINIMUM—lb- 
Low 	P & 
& P 	P 	High 

Mbnths, 
:966-1967 

Influence 

Event Dates 
at either 
Aristarchus, 
aassendi, or 
both 

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. 

27 	21 

Mar. 

22 & 
26 

22 & 
23 

Apr. 

24 

15, 
21 
& 2; 

May 

22 & 
28 

20 & 
29 

June July Aug. Sep. 

18 	 17 

Oct. Nov. Dec. 

19 	15 	12 

15 

Months, 
1970-1971 

Influence 
Dates 

Apr. May June July Aug. 

12 & 
17 

Sep. 

14 

Oct. 

13 & 
18 

Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May 

12 	8 	5 

*During five selected days (50-110° colongitudes) for observing Aristarchus or Gas - 
sendi, tidal influences are designated: perigee, P; apogee, A; local gravity decrease, 

local gravity increase, high. 
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TABLE II. LUNAR SITES IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY OF REPORTED 
LUNAR TRANSIENT PHENOMENA 

Feature Number of events 

Aristarchus more than 200 
Plato 43 
SchiOteris Valley (and Cobra Head) 18 
Gassendi 17 
Alphonsus 16 
Mare Crisium 14 
Tycho 13 
Ross D 11 
Kepler 7 
Eratosthenes 6 
Posidonius 6 

Figure 26. Lunar 
ring-plain Gass-
endi on the nor-
thern border of 
the Mare Humorum. 
A Lunar Orbiter 
Project Mission 
IV Photograph, 
NASA-S-69-1678. 
Lunar north at 
left, the direc-
tion in which the 
arrow is pointing; 
lunar east in the 
IAU sense at the 
top. Gassendi 
has been the site 
of a number of 
reported Lunar 
Transient Pheno-
mena during the 
last five years. 
A possible rela-
tion to lunar 
tidal phenomena 
is discussed by 
Dr. Chapman and 
Miss Middlehurst 
in the text of 
their article on 
page 17 et Lag. 
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g 	Orbiter and Apollo photographs of the Moon. The Rand McNally Atlas of the 
1..ech has been adapted, and it appears in six double-page sections with sufficient over- 
- 	eliminate any possible difficulties in relating one sector to an adjacent one. 

!Pc pages are allotted to a map of the far side, and one page each to the north and south 
polar regions of the Moon. 

Two maps of Mercury (one by Camichel and Dollfus, the other by C. Chapman), two maps 
rf both Venus and Mars, and a single map of each of the four Jovian satellites, Io, Europa, 
...,,-cede and Callisto, are depicted in "The Atlas of the Solar System". The bands of Jup- 

and the belts and rings of Saturn are shown in the good cross-section drawings of 
arse two planets. Particularly noteworthy in this chapter are the six pages of Mariner 
-::se-up pictures of Mars and the set of nine color photographs taken by W. S. Finsen at 
:he Republic Observatory in Johannesburg during the 1954 and 1956 apparitions of Mars. 

Four pages of seasonal star charts are presented in the final chapter as well as the 
large, double-page star charts which depict white stars on dark blue backgrounds, ex-

cept that the brighter stars are lightly colored according to their spectral classifies- 
• ns. The good selection of photographs, especially the color photos from the Hale Ob-
mrvatories and the U. S. Naval Observatory, makes this chapter the most eye-catching 
thapter in the entire book; and the accompanying text, as is true throughout the entire 

is no less interesting than the pictures. 

Few errors were detected. On page 159 Venus is said to transit the sun less often 
-.gin Mercury because its inclination to the ecliptic is much less than that of Mercury. 

page 179 the magnitude of Rhea is given as 9.0, whereas the commonly accepted value is 
7.8. A minor typographical error appears in the first sentence at the top right of page 

where "there" should read "that". An unfortunate type-setting error occurs in the 
Last two sentences of the middle column on page 154. Three lines of print from the third 
nelumn were inadvertently introduced into the middle column describing Mercury's 58.6-day 
station. The correct words were omitted, and the author's meaning was thereby lost. 

The few errors mentioned above in The Atlas of the Universe are not serious enough 
f:r anyone to deprive himself of the pleasure of owning such a wonderful book simply be-
muse perfection was not attained. A better Atlas of the universe is not likely to be 
f:rthcoming until, by means of the orbiting telescopes and instrumented planetary probes 
zf which NASA Administrator Dr. Thomas O. Paine writes in the Epilogue, we "press on into 
=charted regions" 

########### 

The Lunar Rocks, by Brian Mason and William G. Nelson, New York: Wiley and Sons, 
=-ice $8.95. Photos and diagrams. 

Reviewed by William K. Hartmann, Research Scientist, IIT Research Institute 

This book might have carried a sub-title, "An Introduction to the Chemistry, Petrol-
cgy, and General Interpretation of the Lunar Rocks, as Illustrated by Lava Samples from 
Iswo Mare Sites" At first, one might suppose that such a book would quickly become obso-
lete since the text largely depends on Apollo XI published results, supplemented by ongo7  
ing analyses of Apollo XII samples. However, Mason and Nelson were obviously aware of 
this handicap in writing their book; and so instead of stressing interpretations which 

quickly become dated, they stress fundamental facts and characteristics of the rocks, 
which teach the reader how such rocks form, what the crystal size patterns mean, what pro-
e• sses affect abundance patterns, etc. Chapter 4, for example, deals with the petrology 
: the lunar igneous rocks and is excellent introduction for any reader who intends to 
follow the study of lunar rocks through the next few years. The scientific papers by NASA 
investigators - e.g., in Science and Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta - tend to take many 
• these facts for granted; and it is much harder to try to grasp the significance of lu- 
-nr glasses, lava viscosity estimates, and isotope ratios from them than from this book. 

The Lunar Rocks is aimed at the educated layman. The advanced high school student 
:r (preferably T a reader who has had an introductory college course in geology can follow 
host of the arguments but must be prepared in Chapter 3 to leap into such terms as "or-
thorhombic crystal system" and "pleochroism". 

Necessarily there are a number of out-dated passages. Chapter 2 describes the 
Apollo program "through Apollo 19"; whereas Apollos 18 and 19 have regrettably already 
been canceled, and 17 is threatened at this date of writing. Landing sites such as Tycho, 
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Copernicus, and Censorinus, though discussed by Mason and Melson, are unlikely to be visi-
ted by the later Apollos (leading candidate sites now being Hadley/Apennines, Descartes, 
for terra, and the Marius Hills) Of course, there are facts from Apollo 12 and Luna 16 
analyses that should be included. Announced at the 1971 Lunar Science Conference on 
Apollo 12 samples (known in the trade as the "Rock Festival") were the following important 
facts: (1) The mysterious "component X" that contaminates the lunar soil, giving it odd 
composition and age, is identified. It is a brown glassy material high in potassium, rare 
earth elements, and radioactive elements, hence known by the acronym KREEP; (2) KREEP may 
reflect the terra or upland composition; (3) The Luna 16 Sample from Mare Fecunditatis was 
very much like the Oceanus Procellarum Apollo 12 samples, but markedly different from the 
Tranquillity Base samples. Thus, there is an indication of two major types of lunar mag-
ma as suggested also by the red- and blue-tinted mArin. 

If the weakness of this book is datedness, its strength is its value as an introduc-
tion. The price is a reasonable investment for the student who intends to study the moon 
and planets. 

########### 

Handbook for Planet Observers by Gunter D. Roth. Translation published in 1970 by 
Faber and Faber, Ltd., London. 205 pages, price $7.95. Translator - Alex Helm. 

Reviewed by Rodger W. Gordon 

In the past few years several books have appeared which are aimed primarily at the 
budding amateur astronomer who is looking for a field to specialize in. Roth's book, as 
its title implies, is intended for those whose interests lie in the Solar System. 

Mr Roth starts off by giving a few essential personal qualifications needed if one 
is to undertake this branch of observation successfully, and he then proceeds to the deli-
cate question of the proper instrument necessary to undertake these exacting observations. 
Knowing full well that arguments over "which type of telescope is best" will continue as 
long as there are telescopes, the author unhesitatingly airs his opinions on this subject. 
Briefly, he recommends long focus refracting systems and long focus unobstructed reflec-
tors over the more common Newtonian and Cassegrainian systems. Here, one cannot really 
argue with him. There is no doubt that unobstructed optical systems give better lunar and 
planetary performance than their equivalent obstructed counterparts. Having used a 4e 
F/27 Schiefspiegler some years ago, I can confirm that the unobstructed system gives ex-
cellent contrast and a remarkably dark field-essential in lunar and planetary work. 

However, the author should have mentioned that long focus unobstructed reflectors 
should best be left alone until one is pretty knowledgeable around telescopes. Since (at 
least in the U.S.) there is no commercial manufacturer of unobstructed optical reflectors, 
if one is interested in this type of telescope, he has no recourse but to make one himself. 
Unobstructed reflectors, indeed, giv.: remarkable results; but the optical system needs ad-
ditional corrector lenses in the larger apertures (above 44'). Furthermore, these systems 
must be fastidiously aligned if one is to get the full benefits of their potential. It 
would be better for a novice to stick to a 3"-6" refractor or a conventional 6"-12" New-
tonian before advancing to the unobstructed reflectors. 

Mr Roth covers such topics as photometers and micrometers for amateur instruments 
and gives some excellent diagrams for types which are comparatively easy to construct. 
The value of color filters in lunar and planetary work is fully treated, but the list of 
Schott filters recommended will be unfamiliar to most American readers. Hints on observ-
ing at the telescope, making drawings, and accessory equipment are adequately covered also. 
One excellent and badly needed chapter is on "Evaluating Observational Data" This chap-
ter should be read and reread by everyone who is interested in evaluating his results or 
the results of others. Another excellent chapter is the one on photography, and a long 
series of photos (mostly secured with an 8" refractor) and drawings are shown. The de-
tails in the photos with the 8" are remarkable, but the printer has allowed some to be-
come contrasty and harsh. 

There follow separate chapters devoted to each planet (including the asteroids), 
which give a general description of the planet's appearance and pertinent observational 
techniques. Lunar observation could have been more adequately covered with more emphasis 
placed on current needs in lunar observing rather than a rehash of drawing craters. As 
of now, searching for fine crater detail is practically obsolete with the coverage of the 
moon so adequately done by the lunar Orbiters from close up. [ But see "Observing the 
Moon: the Spacecraft versus the Telescope" by Dr. John Westfall, Str. A., Vol. 22, Nos. 
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There are some errors in the book. Mercury is still listed as having a captured ro-
-A:i:m. The diagram on the structure of the Martian atmosphere needs updating in the 

t of results from Mariner 6 and 7. Since the book is a translation of the original 
edition of 1966, it would appear that there has been no updating in the English 

For its intended audience, this is a satisfactory book. It can fill an effective 
ip4 from the general astronomy book to the long-awaited (and hopefully soon to be publish- 
am, A.L,P_O- Observer's Manual. 

####******* 

This Island Earth, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1970. Washington, 
a_:. 182 pages. Edited by Oran W. Nicks. Price $6.00. Sold by Superintendent of Docu, 
mmts, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402 as NASA Publication SP-250. 

Reviewed by K. R. Carver, New Mexico State University 

mila Island Earth, a 7-chapter NASA special publication, is an imaginative and 
.'-r..ght-provoking perspective of our planet, emphasizing our unique position within the 
&er System and the fragility of the conditions which support human life. Over 140 color 
ice photographs, taken mostly by the Apollo astronauts, are used to provide a synoptic 
-izw of the earth which illustrate man's existence and impact on the globe. Separate 
...:-:apters emphasize the atmosphere, the waters, and land masses as seen from outside the 
smnosphere. 

The final chapter, entitled "Beyond This Island Earth," appears to be a little out 
rf place, emphasizing as it does the plans of NASA for planetary exploration, and detracts 
fram the continuity of the first six chapters devoted to the title topic. However, the 
teck is generally very well done and certainly underscores the usefulness of.space imagery 
dd the better understanding of the earth. 

LUNAR NOTES 

By: Harry D. Jamieson and H. W. Kelsey 

The Lunar Section and Its Programs (Harry D. Jamieson, ALPO Lunar Recorder) 

More than a year ago the Lunar Recorders reported to the membership on the then cur-
7=1 crisis in membership participation in the Section's programs. Several changes were 

disclosed and discussed which we hoped would help to reverse the steady downward trend 
restore your - the reader's - interest in our activities. These were: 

1. The addition of two new programs, to deal with bright and banded craters and the 
heights, depths, and slope angles of previously ignored features. 

2. The expansion of two of our present programs to include a wider range of studies. 

3. Regular publication in The Strolling Astronomer of a new feature to be known as 
"Lunar Notes". 

4. An ALPO Lunar Observer's Manual, discussing current programs, methods, and 
goals. 

This writer is happy to report now that these changes and additions have resulted in 
s definite upswing in the number of our members participating in Section programs. While 

rise was not so great as the Recorders would have hoped, it nevertheless is obvious 
ad continues to grow. 

In an effort to encourage this recent revival, the Lunar Recorders have of late ini-
-dated some further changes which appear to be - from our mail - what the members desire 
f:r the Section. These are: 

1. The Lunar Dome Survey, perhaps the longest-running program in the Section's his-
tory, is being discontinued. It has not shared in the recent surge of new in-
terest, and so it is with considerable regret that we shall soon p;iblish a final 
paper dealing with its results to date and retire it. Should any member wish to 
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continue studies of these features, however, this writer will be more than happy 
to accept his observations. Moreover, should general interest in the program 
revive (and it still has more than half of its original goals left to be accom-
plished!), it will be happily recreated. 

2 The initiation of a new program to deal with the distribution, number, and ori-
gin of craters having dark halos. While the best known examples of these crat-
ers may be found within Alphonsus, at least eighty more are known or suspected 
to exist scattered elsewhere on the Moon. 

3 The Vertical Profiles Study has been discontinued for lack of interest. It had 
been hoped that the Steep Places Program could be revived and made into a part 
of this larger program; but such has not turned out to be the case, and the 
Steep Places file has been turned over to the Editor for the safe-keeping of its 
valuable observations in the ALPO Library. 

4 Work will soon start on a new and up-to-date Lunar Observe/as Manual, which will 
cover all of the changes discussed here. 

5 While not now an official part of the Lunar Section, the Training Program under 
the direction of Charles L. Ricker welcomes observers seeking instruction in the 
art and science of making worthwhile lunar and planetary observations. Also, 
observations of a general nature not connected with either a Lunar Section offi-
cial program or one of the official programs of one of the planetary Sections 
may be sent to Mr. Ricker, who is now caretaker for all general observations not 
covered by a regular program. 

The programs now being offered by the Lunar Section, along with the Recorders in 
charge of them, are as follows: 

1 The Rev. Kenneth J. Delano will now be in charge of our new Dark Haloed Craters 
Program, on which work has already begun. 

2 The writer will continue to direct our Bright and Banded Craters Program, which 
has grown well since its start one year ago. 

3 Mr Julius Benton has taken charge of our Selected Areas Program, which has also 
IP 	 prospered well during the past year. He is assisted by Christopher Vaucher. 

4. John E. Westfall continues to be in charge of our very fine Lunar Photograph Li-
brary and welcomes inquiries from interested members engaged in research where 
high-resolution Earth-based, Ranger, Apollo, and Orbiter photographs would be 
helpful. 

Further details about any of the above programs and services will gladly be given by 
the appropriate Recorders on request. The Lunar Section and its research prosper only as 
our members continue to support them. The last year has shown a gratifying increase in 
membership support of the Section and its activities, but it must be realized that we can 
be effective in lunar research only to the degree that our members support us with observ-
ations and reports. This writer for one could easily direct and process observations for 
as many as three programs with the volume presently being received by the Bright and Band-
ed Craters program, and I know that this is true for at least one and perhaps two of our 
other Lunar Recorders. The Moon has many, many areas of research open to the amateur in 
which he can make some quite frankly valuable contributions. The opportunity is there; 
the choice is yours. 

The Selected Areas Program (H. W Kelsey, former ALPO Lunar Recorder) 

There have been several valuable observation reports received since the publication 
of the last Lunar Notes, and it is from these reports that the following interesting ex-
cerpts have been selected. 

Steven Szczepanski is finding and reporting several interesting features within At-
las. Special notice is given to Stevents sighting of two of the Atlas rille systems with 
his 10-inch reflector at seeing 5, transparency 5.5, Colongitude 140.74 and 1120.55. 

Mrs. Inez Beck has sent in an almost complete daily observation series on Eratos-
thenes with only one night missing because of cloudy skies. Additionally, Mrs. Beck asks 

• 
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2_ there have been any ideas expressed regarding the nature of the mluall non-shadow dark 
area adjacent to the east side of the central mountain range of Eratosthenes. This dark 
area is clearly indicated in Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 22, Nos. 9-10, page 176, Figs. 7-
3-J9-10. Perhaps comments on this subject can appear in a later Lunar Notes. 

Richard Wessling has directed his 12.5-inch reflector at the following formations: 
—92, Pico, and Eratosthenes. His Eratosthenes drawing that was made on December 15, 1970 

at Colongitude 1120.21 is in fairly close confirmation with Inez Beck's drawing in Stroll-
lag Astronomer, Vol. 22, Nos. 9-10, page 176, Fig. 10. Particularly, this is true of the 
mall non-shadow dark area adjacent to the east side of the central mountain range. The 
=parent existence of a cliff was reported lying adjacent to the east side of Piton and 
was seen on November 7, 1970 at Colongitude 20°.5. It was also reported that an interest-
fag small "flooded" crater's rim was seen lying adjacent to the southwest side of Piton 

Colongitude 820.4. Regarding Pico, this observer comments that at Full Moon this form- 
: Lon appears to have no form that could conceivably be associated with a mountain mass. 

Julius L. Benton, Jr. has also sent us a meaningful series on Piton, with one of his 
cservations complementing Wessling's observation of November 7, 1970. These two drawings 
are presented for your study as Figures 32 and 33. Since Julius Benton doesn't mention 
the Piton cliff that was referred to by Wessling, it can be assumed that the two hours 
separating these reports was sufficient for the changing angle of light to render the 

f invisible in the later observation. Several interesting tonal changes on Piton and 
the surrounding mare were also a part of this report. 

James C. Bartlett, Jr. has reported a typical Plato anomaly, and he is hopeful that 
=ther observer working at the same time can contribute a positive or negative correla-
7._:n. This observation was made on November 8, 1970, between 0131 and 0147 U.T. The con-
fLtion noted was that Plato's floor, with the single exception of the central craterlet, 
.LF completely devoid of detail. However, an unusual aspect of this observation was found 

the presence of a minute but distinct shadow within the central craterlet, unusual be- 
• it demonstrates a total lack of obscuration over this very small part of the floor. 
=7. Bartlett believes that this aspect appears to suggest that some cause other than ob-
:I.:ration must account for the lack of all other detail on the floor. A search of pre- 

observations made at or near this Colongitude of 21°.6 has revealed that several 
for spots (craterlets) and bright streaks should be expected. We shall appreciate hear-
Lmz from any other observer who was looking at Plato at this time and date. 

AIRte la Editor. Since Mr. Kelsey wrote this article, he has found it necessary to 
resign his Lunar Recordership because of personal reasons. We are sorry to lose his ser-
vices and want to take this opportunity to thank him for his years of devoted service as 
a Lunar Recorder. 

The Selected Areas Program is now being directed by Mr. Julius L. Benton, Jr., 735 
L 49th St., Apt. A, Savannah, Georgia 31405. All observations in the Selected Areas Pro-
gram should now be mailed regularly to Mr. Benton. He is being helped by Assistant Lunar 
Recorder Christopher Vaucher, 6130 S.E. Reed College Place, Portland, Oregon 97202. Mr. 
-Faucher is another welcome newcomer to our staff and has already shown great enthusiasm 
and energy as a contributor to ALPO lunar projects. 

Definition of Colongitude. This term appears frequently in lunar articles in this 
journal but may be unfamiliar to some of our readers. The sun's selenographic colonsitude  
is the lunar western longitude (in the IAU sense) of the sunrise terminator, measured a-
long the lunar equator from the center of the lunar disc at mean libration. It measures 
the solar illumination of a lunar feature. It is approximately 0° at First Quarter, 90° 
at Full Moon, 180° at Last Quarter, and 270° at New Moon. 
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Figure 32. Draw-
ing of Lunar Moun-
tain Piton by 
Richard J. Wess-
ling. Nov. 7, 
1970, 23h20m-23h 
40m, U.T. 12.5-
inch refl., 356X. 
Seeing 5, trans-
parency 3. Col-
ongitude 20°5. 

Figure 33. 
Drawing of 
Lunar Moun-
tain Piton 
by Julius L. 
Benton, Jr. 
Nov. 8, 1970, 
1h3om_2h5m,  
U.T. 4-inch 
refr., 262X. 
Colongitude Seeing 6, transparency 4. 

21°7. 
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a.  luxurious. Breakfast and lunch can be bought on campus for $3.50 per day on Thursday, 
and Saturday; Sunday breakfast will be $1.50. Delegates will make their own even-

-- dinner arrangements at many excellent restaurants in Memphis. The banquet will be a 
novelty: a 4-hour excursion on the Memphis Showboat, dinner choices including catfish 

amd barbecue, and an observing session on a sand bar in the Mississippi River, for a total 
mmam of $7.50. The Proceedings may be ordered in advance for $1.00, and 8x10-inch prints 
mf -me Convention Group Photograph will also sell for $1.00. Registration fees and other 
=mats may be sent now to Mr. Busier at the address given above. Checks should be made pay-
sr-La to "Astronomical League—ALPO Convention". 

Registration will begin at noon on Wednesday, August 18; and evening activities will 
informal socializing, observing, and setting up exhibits. The tentative program 

—ns the forenoon of Thursday, August 19, to the usual opening welcoming speeches and 
:ague and ALPO business meetings. General paper sessions will follow, and there may 
_m evening field trip to neighboring observatories. On Friday, August 20, there are to 

mr 	ALPO paper sessions, followed by a Junior Session. In the evening there will be a 
:f the college facilities. On Saturday there is to be a third general paper session, 
group photograph, and the final business meetings. The Banquet-Boat Ride-Observing is 

=gin at 6:30 P.M. Breakfast and church on Sunday morning, August 22, will conclude the 

Our friends in the League and the W.A.A. have often expressed the thought that a ma-
advantage of ALPO participation in a joint Convention is the many worthwhile papers on 

&wide variety of subjects which ALPO members then regularly present. We hence strongly 
rrxe qualified members to begin to prepare their papers at once. Please send the title, 
am abstract, an estimate of the reading time, and your projection machine requirements at 
jr very earliest convenience to Walter H. Haas, Box 3AZ, University Park, New Mexico 
semi. Mr. Busler informs us that the program is taking shape well. Speakers include 
3obert Cox, Sol Levy (Kitt Peak National Observatory), Ernest Reuning (University of Geor-
ea), Walter Houston, and Mrs. Winifred Cameron of NASA. ALPO papers have been promised 
by Leonard Abbey, Julius Benton, Charles Morris, Harry Jamieson, Paul Mackal, Charles Rick-
, and others. We need more. 

Many members may wish to contribute to the ALPO Exhibit at Memphis. The Exhibit is 
in 

 
.barge of Mr. Harry D. Jamieson, P.O. Box 30163, Middleburg Heights, Ohio AA130. Draw-

charts, and photographs of the bright planets, comets, and lunar features have been 
fag-0d to be the most suitable exhibit material. Mr. Jamieson will welcome your inquiries, 
=respondence, and display contributions. Again, some haste is needed; in order to give 
t.. Jamieson time to organize the ALPO Exhibit, he ought to have all the material by July 
_, 1971 at the latest. 

Journal  for the History  of Astronomy.  This new specialized professional publication 
=7 be of interest to some teachers and certain others in the ALPO. To quote: "This im- 
_;...ant journal covers the history of astronomy, astrophysics and cosmology from the earli-

aivilizations to the present day. Its subject matter extends to allied fields, includ- 
mhe history of navigation, time-keeping and geography, and the history of relevant 

-7anches of mathematics and physics." Further information and prices may be obtained from 
m=11 Journals, 850 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. 10019. 

CRAIG L. JOHNSON, 1941-1970  

Those who read this journal in the late 19501 s and early 1960's must have noticed 
-= ten the name of Craig L. Johnson in the lists of contributing observers. The Editor and 
mam7 others made his persorn1 acquaintance at the National Amateur Astronomers Convention 
in Denver in 1959. It was hence a shock to learn that he was killed in an accident in 
Znly, 1970. He is survived by his widow, Kathleen Johnson, a son Brian born in June, 1970, 
and his parents, to all of whom we extend our sympathy. The biographical details which 
fnllow were kindly supplied by Mrs. Kathleen Johnson. The paper "Meteoritic Impacts as 
Zeologic Features", published serially in this issue and the preceding one, was contrib-
mmed in June, 1970; and we must regret that it could not have been published while the au-
:tor still lived. 

Craig was born in Racine, Wisconsin on December 31, 1941. A very early interest in 
astronomy was deepened when he read The Glass Giant of Palomar  in 1948. He acquired a 4-
inch reflector at the age of 12 and soon was a member of several astronomical societies and 
a regular correspondent. of some other observing amateurs. His chief interest was in lunar 
±servations, and in his brief life he accumulated nearly 500 typed pages of observing 
motes and took nearly 3000 astronomical photographs with full data for each one. The a-
mount of detail which he recorded visually was remarkable for an aperture of 4 inches, and 
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he employed extremely high magnifications for this aperture. While in high school, Craig 
was awarded a grant from the National Science Foundation for a study of lunar shadows. 

He became interested in flying in 1964 and was married in 1966. At the time of his 
death he worked as a radiation monitor for the Dow Chemical Company near Denver. His in-
terest in astronomy continued high, although time for observing and correspondence was nec-
essarily reduced. 

The ALPO has always attracted a large number of enthusiastic, energetic teen-agers 
in its 24 years of existence. We hope that we have been able to provide them with helpful 
guidance in learning some subject matter in astronomy, in gaining insight into methods of 
collecting and studying observational data, and in assisting the maturing of each individ-

ual's own scientific thinking. Craig 
Johnson's article "Meteoritic Impacts as 
Geologic Features" should indicate the 
development attained by an ambitious 12-
year old who typed all his letters lest 
his correspondents discover his age. 
We shall be gratified if this generation 
of juvenile space enthusiasts imitate his 
attention to details in observing, his 
methodical ways, his modesty, and his 
constant eagerness to learn. 

ALPO CONVENTION  AT MEMPHIS  

Aug. 18-22, 1971. Southwest-
ern College campus. The very first 
ALPO Convention in the South and 
the first one east of the Mississip-
pi since 1965. Joint meeting with 
the Astronomical League. Profes-
sional lectures and amateur speak-
ers. Commercial and amateur exhib-
its. 31-inch telescopes for obser-
ving the very close approach of 
Mars. Details on pages 38 and 39. 
All are invited to this gathering. 

NEW MARS MAP 

Photographic observations obtained in 1969 
at six observatories participating in the 
International Planetary Patrol Program 
have been used to produce an accurate up-
to-date map of the Martian surface mark- 
ings. 	Compiled by the staff of the 
Planetary Research Center at the Lowell 
Observatory, this new map is designed for 
maximum utility to the amateur and pro- 
fessional astronomer. 	It is a Mercator 
projection 24 inches long on a sheet 20 x 
26 inches. 	Under the main map are two 
reduced versions (easily cut off for use 
at the telescope), one without an overlaid 
grid, and the other labeled with the names 
of markings. 	Rolled copies are available 
for $1 each, postpaid ($1.25 outside the 
U.S.A.) from the Lowell Observatory, Flag-
staff, Arizona 86001, or from Sky Publish-
ing Corporation, 49-50-51 Bay State Road, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. 

(NEW: 	HANDBOOK FOR PLANET OBSERVERS, 
by G. D. Roth $7.95 

LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTRONOMY $9.95 
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner $4.25 
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek $7.50 
THE PLANET SATURN, by A. F 	D'Alexander $12.95 
'THE PLANET URANUS, by A. F 	D'Alexander $12.50 
THE MOON with the 300" Moon-Map, 

by H. P. Wilkins and P. Moore $13.75 
A SURVEY OF THE MOON, by P. Moore $6.95 
THE PLANETS, by P. Moore $5.95 
THE NATURE OF COMETS, by N. B 	Richter $10.00 
VISITORS FROM AFAR: THE COMETS, 

by W. Ley 
	

$4.50 
ASTRONOMY WITH BINOCULARS, by J. Muirden 
	

$5.95 
AMATEUR TRLESCOPE MAKING: Book 1, 	$5.00 

Book 2, $6.00; Book 3, 	 $7.00 
TFLFSCOPES FOR SKYGAZING, by H. E Paul 
	

$5.95 
OUTER SPACE PHOTOGRAPHY, by H. E. Paul 
	

$6.95 
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

STAR-ATLAS - leaflet upon request -  $18.50 
NORTON'S STAR-ATLAS 
	

$6.50 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG 
	

$140.00 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS for 1971 
	

$6.25 

Write for NEW list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 

IP. O. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N. Y. 11364  

ASTROLA NEWTONIAN 
REFLECTING TFT.RSCOPES 

ese fine Astrola reflectors are well 
known to nearly all serious telescopic 
observers. Already a number of Ameri-
ca's leading lunar and planetary ob-
servers are using complete Astrola 
telescopes or optical components manu-
factured by us. We also sell Brandon 
and other Orthoscopic oculars - mirror 
cells - tubes - spiders - diagonals - 
ountings, etc. 

Custom Newtonian and Cassegrainian 
telescopes from 6 ins. to 20 ins. 
aperture made to order. 

Used reflectors and refractors are sl-
ays in stock. 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 

4137 E. Anaheim 

ong Beach 4, 	 California 

hone: GEneva 4-2613 
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South Polar Cap of Mars with an oblong dark marking and bright 
. Drawn by Charles F. Capen, ALPO Mars Recorder, on July 4, 1971 

10 hrs., 10 mins., Universal Time. 12-inch Clark refractor, 490X. 
rat-ten Filters 23A, 57, 38A, and 30. C.M. 167 degrees. Mr. Capen's 
Zee on pages 41-44 will help guide your current studies of Mars, closer 
the earth this month than it has been since 1924. 
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—7-ad feel free to submit their own suggestions and comments in regard to what they want 
-_ the Section and to how it can better serve them. Perhaps for the more recent years, 

emd for years to come, we can establish a fine survey of the planet from apparition to 
,--Terition. Much work is left to be done on the Ringed Planet; and it will be up to de - 
hi.mted observers, like those who contributed faithfully to the Section for this report, 

determine the fate of Saturn studies. 

A DARK HALOED CRATERS PROGRAM 

By: Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

A new lunar program is being initiated, the aims of which are to discover and to 
--firm the existence of craters having dark halos around them. From photographs and ob-
servational reports submitted by ALPO members, a study will be made to determine the dis-
mribution patterns of dark haloed craters (abbreviated DHCs) on the Moon. The program 
will attempt to determine how the visibility of DHCs changes in accordance with the sun's 
elevation. Among the more easily recognized DHCs, the best known are the craterlets 10-
razed in the middle of the famous very dark spots on the floor of Crater Alphonsus. These 
:Lack spots within Alphonsus are particularly striking under a high sun. 

Preparatory to the announcement of the DHC Program, much time was spent by Harry 
-meson and Chris Vaucher, as well as myself, in carefully examining The Orthographic At-
las of the Moon, Kuiper's Photographic Lunar Atlas, Kopal's Photographic Atlas of the Moon, 
end Alter's Lunar Atlas. As a result, there appeared to be sufficient photographic evi-
mce to cite 33 craters as definitely being DHCs. This list of 33 is given here in a 
b1e entitled "Dark Haloed Craters Evident in Photographs." They are numbered serially 

end are identified by their xi and eta coordinates, which appear in the first column of 
:he table. After the longitude and latitude columns, the diameters of the crater and of 
:be dark halo of each listed object are given in kilometers. Where uncertainty exists 
:==cerning the size of a dark halo, the smallest and the largest likely diameters are giv- 

In the list of 33 DHCs, the ones numbered 4 and 5, 10 and 11, 18 and 20, and 22, 23, 
End 24 are so close together that their dark halos overlap, thus giving the appearance of 
el.'hngated dark spots at those four locations. The DHCs numbered 16 to 24 are within Al-
icmsus The 9th to the 14th craters in the list were found on Apollo photographs of the 
!riesnecker area, although their dark halos are not evident in the Apollo prints. These 
lECs west of Crater Triesnecker demonstrates very well how space photography complements 
rm:ber than supplants Earth-based observations. 

It should be noted that most of the 33 listed DHCs have halos with diameters 2 to 4 
mimes greater than the diameters of the craters themselves. A craterlet near Triesnecker 
End one in Alphonsus have the largest halos in relation to crater size: their halos have 
_asters 8 times greater than that of the central crater. Since the 33 photographically 
--firmed DHCs are offered as typical examples of the lunar features to be studied by the 
lEC Program, a crater located in a spot more than 10 times larger in diameter than itself 
will be considered to be not a DHC, but instead merely a crater situated in a dark area 
girding to the laws of random distribution. 

A clear distinction must be made from the beginning between a DHC and a crater that 
st happens by chance to be in a local dark spot. Few, if any, genuine DHCs are likely 
be mistakenly omitted from a catalogue of DHCs by adhering to a 10 to 1 criterion. 

by keeping to that criterion, it will be possible to maintain with greater confi-
____ce that all the craters to be entered into a catalog of confirmed DHCs are the point 
_ :rigin of the dark material surrounding them. However, it should be pointed out that 

combined diameters of two adjacent dark halos, both 9 times the diameter of their 1-
- meter (for example) central craters, may appear as one elongated dark spot measuring 
_:ms. by perhaps 13 to 16 kms. The large dark spot would be catalogued as two DHCs whose 

coalesce; and their listed diameters would represent the width, not the length, of 
elongated dark spot formed by the two. Indeed, a somewhat L-shaped dark spot lying 
the base of the west (IAU) wall of Alphonsus is the result of the overlapping of two 

milometer halos and one 6-kilometer halo. 

In addition to the 33 DHCs listed here, the examination of lunar photographs has 
up about 60 other possible DHCs, for which there is some question as to whether a 

distinct dark halo exists or whether there is a craterlet in a round dark spot. Tele - 
s=pic observations will be necessary to clear up the uncertainties and to discover ad-
itional DHCs. Lunar Orbiter and Apollo photographs will have to be employed to detect 
mhe smallest of craters in the middle of some dark spots, but telescopic observations can 
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reveal the dark halos of such small craterlets which spacecraft photographs fail to show 
because of insufficient contrast or improper solar illumination. 

The observation form published here is designed for giving a complete report on DHCs 
and is largely self explanatory; and it is to be used for recording observations of con-
firmed, suspected, and newly discovered DHCs. The two blanks in the upper right corner 
are for filing purposes. Here are put the xi and eta coordinates of the DHC as well as 
the colongitude at the time of the observation. The observing station is noted only if 
it differs from the mailing address. A person who uses an atlas giving xi and eta coor-
dinates need not fill in the longitude and latitude blanks, but it is recommended that he 
note the general area in which the DHC is located (e.g., "in Alphonsus," or "west of Tries-
ne.p,',ker") because thereby any inadvertent typographical error in recording the xi and eta 
coordinates will be more readily discovered. Users of atlases employing lines of longi-
tude and latitude are asked to make use of those coordinates when reporting newly suspec-
ted DHCs, but to write in also the xi and eta coordinates of those DHCs that are contain-
ed in the lists of certain and probable DHCs which will be sent to all participants. 

In giving the diameters of the craters and halos, it is sufficient to do so in 
terms of kilometers or miles, although kilometers are preferable. Estimates of diameters 
can be made by using mileage or kilometer scales found on some atlases, or by making com-
parisons with lunar features of known size. 

Intensity estimates are to be recorded on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 equal to black 
shadows, 5 equal to the average darkness of the lunar maria, and 10 equal to the most bril-
liant features of the Moon. Estimates are to be made of both the dark halo and its imme-
diate surroundings, giving the intensity value of the dark halo first, followed by that 
of its surroundings. Thus a halo a little darker than the average mare material in a mod-
erately bright surrounding would be recorded as 4/8. 

On the reporting form, under "Comments," the alignment of the major axis of an ellip-
tical dark halo should be given as, for example, a northeast-southwest orientation. If 
the dark halo is neither circular nor elliptical, a drawing of it should be made. A draw-
ing should also be given to illustrate the position of an off-center crater in the halo, 
Indicate the position of lunar north in all sketches. 

Once an observer has made out a full report of a particular DHC, as called for in 
this detailed reporting form, it will not be necessary for him to make out another com-
plete report if, on a subsequent night, the DHC appears exactly the same, except for its 
intensity. Only if the existence of a crater or the size or shape of the dark halo is in 
dispute among participating observers would it be desirable to submit a detailed report 
of an observation which is identical to the first one of the object, but made at a later 
date. 

An important part of the DHC Program will be the determination of how the intensity 
of dark halos varies with the sun's changing altitude. For this particular purpose a dif-
ferent and shorter reporting form is to be used. A separate form will be used for each 
DHC, but in this second type of form there will be space for 21 observations of a particu-
lar DHC since the only desired information about the DHC will be its changing visibility 
and intensity. (The long form is to be used in reporting other details about DHCs.) How-
ever, if a DHC appears to vary not only in intensity but also in size or shape, such 
changes can be noted on the back of the short form. 

The DHC Program is one to which the owners of small telescopes can make important 
contributions. Although some of the central craterlets will be detectable only in larger 
telescopes, most of the dark halos can be found with telescopes of small aperture. By ob-
serving specific dark halos 10 to 20 times (evenly spread over a 2- to 4-month period) and 
recording the observations on the proper reporting form, it should be possible to deter-
mine: (1) How early in the lunar morning does the dark halo appear? (2) At what colongi-
tude is the dark halo most conspicuous? and (3) How late in the lunar afternoon is the 
dark halo still recognizable? Most halos appear to be most prominent around lunar noon; 
but unlike those within Alphonsus, many are not visible close to lunar sunrise and sunset. 

The Dark Haloed Craters Program will be seeking information on the variable inten-
sities of all reported DHCs, and observers will be encouraged to report every DHC observa-
tion. However, to insure that all DHCs will be thoroughly observed and reported, parti-
cipating observers will each be assigned about 8 confirmed DHCs to observe enough times 
to determine when the halo first and last appears and when it is most conspicuous. When 
each participant's dark halo project is completed, another 8 will be assigned to him un-
til all of the confirmed dark halos have been similarly observed for changing intensity 
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1)  
2)  
3)  
4)  
5)  

6)  
7)  
z) 

10)  

11)  
12)  
13)  
14)  
15)  

16)  
17)  
18)  
-9) 
23) 

21)  
22)  
23)  
24)  
25)  

26)  
27)  
28)  
29)  
30)  

31)  
32)  
33)  

DHC 
(xi-eta) 

+838-355 
+486-248 
+481-237 
+Al2+709 
+407+708 

+392+707 
+353+017 
+127+248 
+050+071 
+041+069 

+037+073 
+037+078 
+034+082 
+033+076 
-013+565 

-025-235 
-027-223 
-028-217 
-032-248 
-033-216 

-057-238 
-069-235 
-070-234 
-071-237 
-156-353 

-180+299 
-264+311 
-293+219 
-312+120 
-348+218 

-398+083 
-409+052 
-457+078 

Dark Haloed Craters Evident in Photographs 

Diameter 
of halo 

15 ions. 
15 
8 
10 
10 

12 to 15 
10 
6 
7 
3i 

4 
2 
3 
3 to 5 
10 to 14 

8 
10 
7 
11 
7 

5 
8 
6 
8 
11 to 15 

7 
6 
6 
15 
8 to 10 

4* 
7 to 12 
5 to 7 

Longitude 

+630381  
+30 04 
+29 40 
+35 45 
+35 10 

+33 40 
+20 38 
+07 32 
+02 54 
+02 32 

+02 13 
+02 04 
+01 52 
+01 52 
-01 55 

-02 41 
-01 37 
-01 42 
-01 50 
-01 55 

-03 21 
-04 03 
-04 07 
-04 11 
-09 33 

-10 52 
-16 08 
-17 32 
-18 15 
-20 28 

-23 38 
-24 33 
-27 39 

Latitude 

-20°48' 
-14 22 
-13 42 
+45 07 
+45 05 

+45 02 
+01 00 
+14 22 
+04 08 
+03 52 

+04 03 
+04 28 
+04 38 
+04 20 
+34 28 

-13 18 
-12 52 
-13 14 
-14 22 
-12 33 

-12 47 
-13 40 
-13 38 
-13 43 
-20 42 

+17 30 
+18 13 
+12 41 
+06 53 
+12 28 

+01 45 
+02 59 
+04 30 

Diameter 
of Crater 

8 kms. 
4 
2 
4 
2 

4 
3 
1* 
1 
j- 

t 
7 
1 
2 
3 

1 
3 
2 
3i 
2 

1 
2 
1 
2 
4 

4 
li 
1 

1'4 

1 

2 

The craters listed here were found by Lunar Recorders Delano, Jamieson, and Vaucher 
in a protracted examination of several photographic lunar atlases. The table and these 
presumably typical Dark Haloed Craters are discussed by Reverend Delano in his accompany-
ing text. 

********** 

by some one or another of the participating observers. The observers reports and the re-
sults of their studies of the dark halos will be appearing in the "Lunar Notes" section of 
The Strolling Astronomer. 

Everyone interested in discovering, confirming, describing, and monitoring DHCs 
should write to me and will receive, in reply, a list of the 33 photographically identi-
fied DHCs, a list of about 60 unconfirmed DHCs, and a supply of the two different kinds of 
reporting forms described above. Here is a chance to make an important contribution to 
lunar science regardless of what size telescope you have. Lunar spacecraft photographs 
usually fail to show the dark halos because the exposures were not suitable to bring out 
the contrast of the halo with its surroundings. Moreover, there has not been, and prob-
ably will not be in the foreseeable future, sufficient photographs taken under varying 
solar illuminations to duplicate the ALPO Dark Haloed Craters Program. 

Postscript  hy Editor on Lunar Section Projects. We thank Mr. Delano for this des-
cription of a new lunar program and cordially urge all interested readers to correspond 
with him and to participate actively in this program. We have not thought it necessary 
to publish here the "short form" described near the middle of page 52. 
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ASSOCIATION CF LUNAR AND PLANETARY OHS.SRVE,RS 	DHC —314- 

	

Observations of Dark Haloed Craters on the Moon 	COZ. 6.5°1 

Date (U .T )  P///R Cil /0) Mt 	Time (U.T.)  °P IC  

Colongitude 	65 	 caz,T7,4 e 8  
seeing (0 to 10, 10 beet) 	3 	Transparency/t  

Telescope 	 riEFL,  	Magnification  3o-o A 

Observer 	 l<E Ai /E 771 J V E.L.'71 /141  

Mailing address 	 /A/6-E L-L. ST  

T 4 C' ,v 	A/ 	-.S_S 	v .,17.6)0 
Observing station 	 thnVek 	iv! e szi;  

Position of the dark 

	

haloed crater: 	xi 	eta 	Long. Lat.. 	General p.rea 
—314..+.1o10 —/5".: 415.1  4= 06°5-.3 	S.  ,-,/,  CoPER/Vic.ilL 

On T-,/ip 	ix PH-, c 	i-v,Ai 4k 
u 

p1--,L4  s  
evnfl L.-tinft! R hri-ils corbers t LA co 

The crater was (01 central, ( ) off center. 

The appearance of the 
dark halo: The dark halo was (V) definitely seen 

( ) only suspected 
( ) not seen.. 

the dark halo was (fr)" circular 
( ) elliptical 
( ) other (describe) 

The diameter of the dark halo was 
/5  kilometers, or 	miles. 

Relative intensity of the dark halo  if f7  

   

Comments and drawing: 
fuse back if necessary) 

Figure 5. Sample "long form" used in reporting observations in the Dark Haloed Craters 
Program of the ALPO Lunar Section. A representative observation has been entered on the 
form, which is further described in the accompanying text by Reverend Delano. Interested 
lunar observers can obtain copies of this form from Reverend Delano. 

.14-#****** 

We announced in our previous issue the termination of the Lunar Dome Survey, long 
directed by Kenneth Delano. It was pleasant to hear many objections to this decision from 
our members. The Lunar Dome Survey is accordingly being revived under the leadership of 
Lunar Recorder Harry Jamieson. 

The Lunar Atlas used 

The appearance of the 
dart haloed crater: 	The crater was (Vj definitely seen 

( ) only suspected 
( ) not seen. 

The diameter of the crater was 1/ 14,kilometers, 
or 	miles. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Lunar Planning Chart Series, Edition 1, July, 1969, U.S.A.F. Aeronautical Chart and 
af:rmation Center. Price 50 cents per chart. 

Reviewed by Brian R. Webb, ALPO Lunar Section 

The four lunar charts which comprise this series offer complete overlapping cover- 
• of the lunar equator. Although the northern and southern limits of coverage amount to 

degrees of lunar latitude, the chart set is worthy of mention. The serious amateur 
not only benefit from the scale of 1:2,5002000, but also from the I.A.U. nomenclature, 

T.dizh is as recent as 1964. Only the tonal variations of the lunar surface which have 
previously identified are indicated. The smallest features indicated are in the or-

a of about 0.75 statute miles. Each chart contains correctional information for accur-
ate reasurement of features in the higher lunar latitudes, which are partially corrected 
f:r foreshortening. Lineaments for locating latitude and longitude are placed every 10 

Chart 	 Longitude Coverage 

LOCI 	 140° W. to 50° W. 
LOC2 	 50° W. to 50° E. 
LOC3 	 400  E. to 130° E. 
LOCO 	 140° E. to 1300  W. 

The maps may be obtained from the United States Air Force Aeronautical Chart and 
1=frrnation Center, St. Louis, Missouri 63118. It may be worth mentioning that a similar 

set with coverage up to 40 degrees of latitude may be available in June or July, 
2=72 from the same source. 

######*# 

Nine Planets, by Alan E. Nourse. Published by Harper and Row, New York, N Y., 1970. 
ig75. 

Reviewed by Mike Rogers 

The remaining Apollo flights make a study of the Solar System especially pertinent 
Ent interesting. Some pressing questions beg answers as we start expanding into the Uni- 
,1:se. Is there life on the other planets? Will mineral wealth on the planets make 

eflight economically feasible? Can Man survive spaceflight? Can Man survive without 
_:..-eflight? Perhaps most important, why forge into spaceflight at all? In this book, 

ILL:a Planets, Alan E. Nourse replies to these queries while presenting a description of 
of the eight principal planets (other than the earth) and our moon. 

The first chapter, "The Threshold of Space", describes some of the needs and prob-
_er-----  of exploring the Solar System as well as explaining some basic astronomical princi-
p_s, such as the universality of natural laws. "The Sun and Its Planets" deals with 
-re physical characteristics of our Solar System. Mr. Nourse describes some basic facts 
rzc-zt the sun and the planets, and discusses such topics as the biological limitations of 

and the motives for exploring space. In "Mercury" the author brings out some 
....=aresting information about the closest known planet to the sun. The difficulty in ob-

it, the search for the supposed planet Vulcan, the incredible contrasts on Mer- 
✓ry's surface, and the question of life on the planet are discussed. In addition, the 
• probes some conventional topics such as the problem of Mercury's rotation, and its 
- -de as a solar observation station. In "Venus", the question of the rotation of the 

et, its albedo, the oxygen content of its atmosphere, the question of life, and the 
new data from unmanned probes show the planet to be one with enigmatic characteristics. 
I= extra long chapter discusses the frustrating Red Planet, Mars. Mr. Nourse first care- 
• knocks down the assumption that Mars is the earth's twin and then goes on to des-
rribe the planet as observed with infrared and ultraviolet rays. 

s 	 After passing lightly over the asteroids, we find Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Nep- 
he 	 = e lumped together into one chapter. The author discusses the multiple star theory of 
ted 	 = formation of these planets as well as the problem of identifying and contacting truly 

s̀lien" life. 

In one of the most interesting chapters, "Pluto and the Outer Reaches", Mr. Nourse 
:_szusses Pluto's incredible gravitation, the search for a trans-Plutonian planet, and 
fazIts in the Bode-Titiu4rogression. Concluding the book are appendices of comparative 

from 	 7_ar_et statistics and a glossary, and included throughout the book are some 12 pages of 
of 	 paintings by artist Mel Hunter. 
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At first glance, Nine Planets appears to be just another adequately but unspectacu-
larly written introduction to the sky. However, it is one of the most provocatively and 
intelligently written books to appear in recent years. By describing just how little we 
know about the Solar System, Alan E. Nourse makes a convincing case for further financing 
of our space program. So intriguing are the questions brought up by this book that, if 
it were read by all astronomers, it would probably bring a veritable flood of eager new 
planetary observers. 

Postscript hy Editor. It is not my wish to appear to be a reviewer of reviews. We 
are much indebted to Mr. Rogers and others who make this service to our readers possible. 
However, it should be pointed out that Mr. Nourse's 1970 book is a revision of one he pub-
lished about 10 years ago with the same title, and the statements about the rotations of 
Mercury and Venus in the review above would raise questions about the completeness of the 
updating of the text - admittedly a tedious and also herculean task during the present 
rapid advances in planetary astronomy. 

ARMAND N. SPITZ, 1904-1971 

All friends of Dr. Armand N. Spitz were much saddened to learn of his death at Fair-
fax, Virginia on April 14, 1971. Few men have inspired so much love and respect in those 
who knew them, and probably no one else has done as much to bring the stars to the man in 
the street. 

He was born at Philadelphia in 1904 and attended the University of Pennsylvania and 
the University of Cincinnati. He was awarded a Doctor of Science Degree by Otterbein Uni-
versity in 1956. He developed an early interest in scientific writing and publishing. He 
was on the staff of the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia from 1936 to 1955 and at various 
times was editor of The Institute News, head of their Meteorology Department, lecturer in 
the Fels Planetarium, and Assistant Director of Public Relations. From 1941 to 1946 he 
pioneered the development of television education in Philadelphia. 

It was during this period that he became deeply interested say rather, dedicated -
to the concept of a modestly priced planetarium for popular education in astronomy. He or-
ganized Spitz Laboratories in 1949, with headquarters at Yorklyn, Delaware (now at Chadds 
Ford, Penn.). As we all know, the company grew most remarkably; and today there are hun-
dreds of Spitz Planetaria in public schools, colleges, and museums. More sophisticated 
models serve, for example, the Air Force Academy near Colorado Springs. 

In 1956 Armand Spitz became "Mr. Moonwatch", with the job of coordinating visual ob-
servations of artificial satellites by teams of volunteer observers for the Smithsonian 
Astrophysical Observatory. The first launching in October, 1957 was a little sooner than 
expected! For some years Moonwatch results, instrumentation, and techniques formed a large 
slice of the program at meetings of amateur astronomers; and Armand's own talks at Astro-
nomical League National Conventions were invariably both delightful and instructive. 

In 1958 he married Grace Scholz, an officer and leader of the Astronomical League in 
its early years. They were Sunday hosts to a League bus tour during the 1960 Convention at 
Haverford College; and the Spitz Laboratories then unveiled a new A-3-P Projector. In 1962 
he became President of Astro Murals, Incorporated, distributors of enlarged photographs of 
celestial objects taken with observatory telescopes. 

In the summer of 1966 Armand suffered a stroke and was thereafter a prisoner of his 
paralysis, chiefly attended to by his wife Grace. Yet he continued to read extensively, 
to work on his writing as he could, and to watch rare events, such as the 1970 total sol-
ar eclipse. Those privileged to receive Grace's annual Christmas messages found in their 
factual descriptions inspiring examples of Armand's remarkable cheerfulness and indomit-
able spirit. 

He was a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, an honor-
ary member of the Astronomical League and the National Capital Amateurs, and a member of 
the American Association of Museums, the Fibonacci Association, and the Middle East Plane-
tarium Society, among others. His honors included a silver medal in astronomy from the 
Astronomical Society of Mexico, a gold medal from La Salle College, Havana, Cuba in 1955, 
and the Astronomical League Award. He authored the books The Pinpoint Planetarium, A 
Start in Meteorology, and Dictionary of Astronomy and Astronautics and many magazine ar-
ticles. 

As usual, this formal factual recitation tells the reader little of the warmth and 
personality of the man. The editor of this journal first met Armand Spitz in Philadelphia 
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Figure 6. Dr. Armand N. 
Spitz, planetarium manufac-
turer, astronomy popular-
izer, and leader of ama-
teur astronomers. Photo-
graph supplied by Grace 
C. Scholz Spitz. 

in or near 1942. His chief 
recollection is of the man's 
scholarly knowledge of Greek 
and of his pleasure in shar-
ing it with a well-known 
professional baseball player 
of that period. There were 
other meetings over the 
years, the longest of them 
in the editor's home when 
Armand was on a national 
tour to help coordinate 
Moonwatch team efforts. 
Moonwatch instrumentation 
was being discussed, and he 
made everyone to whom he 
talked know that his opinion 
was sought and was valued. 
It is typical that in his 
last letter to the editor, 
Armand was concerned about 
the proper defense of an 
amateur observer of an ap-
parent rare event on the 
moon whom he felt to have 
been shabbily treated by 
the astronomical profession. 

Those who love the 
stars now and those who will 

of gratitude to a remarkable man, Izrn to love the sky in future generations owe a debt 
1=nd Spitz. 

ERATOSTBERES FROM SUNRISE TO SUNSET 

gue in 
ion at 
In 1962 	 The crater Eratosthenes has always been something of an oddity to lunar researchers. 
phs of 	 Lye its somewhat larger but otherwise similar neighbor Copernicus, for instance, it does 

brighten as the sun rises higher over it, but instead becomes steadily more difficult 
locate as local noon approaches. The reasons for this are unknown, but it may be sig - 

f his 

II 	

_.:ficant that Eratosthenes possesses a number of dark radial bands and spots which Coper- 
sly, _:-us is for the most part free of. Let us, then, examine these features through the eyes 
sol- 	 ' a skilled observer to see how they behave during the course of a lunar day. 
their 
nit- 

	

	 Mrs. Inez N. Beck, the observer responsible for the drawings on pages 58 and 59, has 
15een observing Eratosthenes on a regular basis for some years now, and has become very 

AP 	f_iliar with the crater. This familiarity, coupled with her obvious artistic talents, 
honor- 	 Take her series for the month of August, 1970, ideal for this study. The letters assigned 
of 	 each feature described are those shown on the small key chart given here as Figure 8. 

'lane - 
;he 	 A. This bright feature is most prominent near sunrise, after which it fades stead- 
.955, 	 ily until noon, when it resumes the intensity of its surroundings and becomes 

ar- 	
lost as a distinct feature. 

B 	Really a part of IA', this portion of it is strange in that it is not always 
visible as a separate bright area. Its appearances and disappearances are ap - 

and 	 parently quite random, with one never knowing from one night to the next whether 
1phia 
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AJU 	Ka  9'= 	= 	- 	Au G.19,1970 2:00 IC 2)250.T. AU G, 18, 1970 213070 2:45t1,7 
S-‘ 	 . • 	-7- "tar S-8 T - 6.5 152X 89.5076 89,7/ 5-9 TR.-00.5 152X 101.93 To 102.6‘ 

ER ATOSTHENES 
	

F'EELEcTOP - INEZ 14, BECK 

AUG. 11, 1970 1•00 TO 1:20UT. AUG.12,1970 2:00 TO 2:20U.T. AUG13,1970 2;3.0 70.2. 4 8 U.- 
5-8 TR-5 152X 15.83 To 16.00 	5-7 7R.- 4 152X 28.55 TO 28.72 S- 4-7 TR.-4 152X 41)0o 16 4 

AUG. 21, 1970 4:10 TO 4: 25 UT, AUG, 22,1970 5:00 TO 5:204).T 
5-8 TR.-5 152. X 139.34 To 81.48 5-7 TR.-5 152X 151,t3t., TO )52, )3 
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•". 

. 7 (  

LA  A., 

, L3G, 14, 1970 1:25 TO 1:40u.7. AUG. 15, 1970 3:45TO .4:01u.T. 
0 41.a 
	

•1- 6 TR,- 6.5 152 X 52.45 To 52.78 S-7 TR.-S 152 X 46.03 TO 66.16 

u G. 19,1970 5: 30 To 3.48u.T AUG. 20,1970 4 !Go To 4:20 U.T. 
07,44 	5-7 Tr -S 152X 114,65 TO H4,75 5- G TR.-6.5 152 X 127.44 're 127/4 

AUG. 24,,i970 G:io TO 630u.T. AUG, 250 1570 7:30 TO 7:50 U. 
-7 TR.-6,5 152X 176,97 TO i77.1 3 5-8 TR.-6.5 152x 189.8cro140,42. 
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Figure 7. Series of 
drawings of the lunar 
crater Eratosthenes 
by Mrs. Inez N. Beck 
in the August, 1970 
lunation. The draw-
ings show the aspect 
of Eratosthenes from 
sunrise to sunset; 
only one day is miss-
ing. Lunar south at 
top, lunar west in IAU 
sense at right. The 
seeing (S) is express-
ed on a scale of 0 to 
10, with 10 best. The 
transparency (TR) is 
the estimated limit-
ing stellar magnitude. 
The numbers at the 
right end of the sec-
ond line below each 
drawing give the co-
longitude of the begin-
ing and ending of the 
drawing. The colongi-
tude is the lunar west-
ern longitude (IAU 
west) of the sunrise 
terminator. Approxi-
mately, colongitude 
is 00  at First Quarter, 
90° at Full Moon, 180° 
at Last Quarter, and 
270° at New Moon. On 
Eratosthenes sunrise 
occurs at colongitude 
110; lunar noon, at 
101°; sunset, at 191°. 

Mrs. Beck's laud-
able series of draw-
ings invites compari-
son with the set ob-
tained half a century 
ago by William H Pick-
ering with a 3-inch re-
fractor; see his paper 
"Eratosthenes I, a 
Study for the Amateur", 
Popular Astronomy, Vol. 
27, pg. 579, 1919. 
Files of Popular  iattaa-
my exist in many large 
libraries; it was long 
the leading non-profes-
sional American astro-
nomical magazine. 
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EF. A T OS T BE WED 

Figure 8. Key chart of lunar crater Era-
tosthenes to show nomenclature used in ar-
ticle "Eratosthenes from Sunrise to Sunset." 
This chart and the text may be employed to 
study the drawings on pages 58 and 59. 
Lunar north at bottom, lunar east in TAU 
sense at left. 

########## 

it will be seen or not. This 
aspect has also been confirmed 
by H. W. Kelsey. 

C. This is the southeast quadrant 
(IAU directions) of the crater's 
floor, which maintains a fairly 

constant relative intensity throughout the day. 

E. A bright spot, or small craterlet, near the northeast (TAU east and west) outer 
wall of Eratosthenes. Its intensity increases rapidly until at noon it becomes 
quite brilliant, after which it fades away very gradually. 

F. The dusky southwest quadrant of the crater's floor. Decidedly darker than 'C' 
until well after noon, when it brightens somewhat and the two become comparable. 
The strong dark band '0' marks its northern boundary. 

G. The outer glacis of the crater's southeast wall appears to contain a system of 
linear or curved features which are darker than their surroundings and remain so 
even after the sun is quite high. Their exact nature is uncertain. 

H. As for 'G'. 

I. This broad dark band runs from the central peak out to and beyond the northeast 
walls of Erathosthenes, passing through 'E'. First noticed around mid-morning, 
it fades to near invisibility long before noon. The very dark bordering bands 
'M' and 'N' first appear as 'I' fades, though for a very short time all three 
features may be seen together. 

K. The central mountain range is never very bright, though always apparent. At 
times, under excellent seeing, bright spots can be seen on the summits. 

L. This feature and 'T' appear to be small bright spots which may be craterlets on 
the northern wall of Eratosthenes. First noticed near mid-morning, they appear 
to follow the pattern typical of such features by brightening as the sun rises 
higher and fading shortly before shadow from the crater's western wall engulfs 
them. 

M. Features 'M' and 'N' are the two very dark and conspicuous dark bands that bor-
der 'I'. Both bands develop as 'I' fades, reaching their full extent and dark-
ness shortly after mid-morning. As the lunation progresses, 'MI gradually be-
gins to fade itself until at noon it is a full intensity unit lighter than 'N', 
and by mid-afternoon is gone altogether. Feature 'N', on the other hand, re-
mains visible until nearly sunset. 

N. As for 'M'. 

0. This band system located in the northwest quadrant of the crater begins to form 
early in the day, becoming very dark and broad quite early and staying that way 
until finally engulfed in shadow late in the afternoon. By mid-morning, an ex-
tension forms which lengthens the band in a westerly direction by about twice 
its former length. Another extension forms which starts at the northern wall 
and over a period of time reaches the main band; both bands last the rest of the 
lunar day. 

Q. This feature makes its first appearance by mid-morning as a light narrow band run-
ning up the southwest wall, broadening before lunar noon into a fan-shaped dark 
area extending beyond the wall. It remains visible until engulfed by evening 
shadow. 
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R An unusual feature which does not always act the same from lunation to lunation. 
Often it is seen as a bright spot just west of the central mountain range, but 
on occasion it has been recorded as a dark spot or has not been seen at all; and 
present feelings are that it might be a ridge. 

S A medium to large bright spot seen intermittently after lunar noon. 

T As for IL,  

U This band first begins to develop early in the lunar day as a part of 'GI, after 
which it grows in a northwesterly direction, joining IQ' by mid-morning and 'WI 
by noon. It remains at its fullest extent until late evening shadow begins to 
engulf it. 

This band runs from '0' in a southwesterly direction and merges with IQ' and is 
visible from late morning until engulfed in evening shadow. 

While this survey of some of the most interesting features in and around Eratosthenes 
can in no way be considered complete or exhaustive, this writer hopes that it has shown 
that this crater is worthy of additional study. Mrs. Beck's efforts have spanned a number 
of years, and her work must be considered an important contribution to our knowledge of 
the crater. However, the apparently ever-changing aspect of this crater requires a long-
range study made over an even longer period of time and with larger apertures. Mrs. Beck's 
valuable work points the way. 

THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY TRAINING PROGRAM 

By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar and Planetary Training Program Recorder 

As of this date (June 15, 1971) there have been 94 requests 
ing  our training program. Actual observations have been received 
oers who are still participating: 

Steven Lloyd 
	

John Friscia 
Gary Gendron 
	

Peter Reinert 
Tom Mullen 
	

Lt. F R Wooldridge 
Dean Mamalakis 

for information concern-
from the following mem- 

Vincent Foster 
Andy Blackburn 
Charles Roberts 

In addition to the above, the following observers have demonstrated to our satisfac-
tion that they are now capable of participating in regular ALPO programs, and are hereby 
endorsed by the Training Section. 

Michael Fornarucci 	 B Gomes Casseres 	 Lothar Stadler 
Richard Wessling 	 Andre LeClair 

All of the above members are to be congratulated for showing enough interest to wish 
to learn the correct method of making and submitting observations. This is enough of a 
positive response to indicate that the training program fills a need and that many members 
feel that they can use some training. It is hoped that the inquirers who did not send in 
observations at least studied the information sheet, and tried some observations on their 

The me-bird presently being used in the program is to provide prospective trainees 
with an information sheet which describes basic techniques which are common to all ALPO 
programs, such as the use of seeing and transparency scales, color filters, the correct ap-
plication of Universal Time, etc. Along with the information sheet are provided some spec-
ial observing forms, which contain some planetary blanks and several lunar formation out-
lines. It is hoped, of course, that the member will make some observations, and send them 
in for adVice and comment. 

There is no prescribed number of observations which a member must make in order to 
complete the program. This is entirely dependent upon the member's own interest and devel-
opment. We are avoiding a rigid, inflexible program; for we recognize that we are working 
with volunteers, and our only desire is to make it possible for some of you who are members 
of the ALPO but never submit observations to begin doing so. You will thereby find that 
membership is vastly more enjoyable and interesting if you are actually participating in 
our programs. 

The ALPO has provided the organization, publication, regular programs, and a Train-
ing Program, all of which is done by volunteers who, like you, pursue their hobby on their 
own time and resources. The rest is up to you. Amateur Astronomy can be a fascinating 
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life-time hobby if one is prepared to take an active part. 

LUNAR NOTES 

By: Charles L. Ricker, Harry D. Jamieson, and John E. Westfall, 
A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

ALPO Lunar Programs and Staff (Charles L. Ricker) 

In the last issue of this Journal, an article appeared by Harry Jamieson (pp. 31-32), 
which outlined the prospects and programs of the Lunar Section. Since this article appear-
ed, there have been further changes, which we feel will lay the foundation for a stronger 
and more flexible Section. 

The many recent changes in the Lunar Section are largely a result of a resurgence in 
interest among the membership in lunar studies, and at last, a realization that serious 
lunar studies are still possible despite the fantastic advances in Solar System Science in 
recent years. As expected by many of us, the advances have solved many problems; but many 
others have not been solved, and many new ones have arisen. It is, in fact, because of 
the many problems still awaiting investigation that the ALPO has found it necessary to add 
an unprecedented number of Lunar Recorders. It must be remembered that each one of hund-
reds of lunar formations displays more telescopic detail than any of the planets. It can 
thus be seen that a thorough study of the Moon cannot possibly be supervised by one or two 
Recorders as with the planets. 

Our official programs have been selected as being those most in need of study by ama-
teurs, using normal observational methods; and any prospective lunar student should parti-
cipate in these programs as time allows. We also realize, though, that some of you would 
like to undertake studies other than those which are covered by our programs; and it is for 
this reason that we sbAll  also welcome all observations or reports on individual programs, 
and such reports or observations will appear in these pages if the material is deemed to 
be of sufficient importance or general interest. 

The following changes in programs and staff members have recently occurred: 
1 We are very pleased to announce that Mrs. Winifred Cameron has accepted an appointment 

as Lunar Recorder in order to coordinate and strengthen the ALPO program in the very 
important study of Lunar Transient Phenomena (TLP). Mrs. Cameron's previous lunar re-
searches, particularly in the field of TLP, are world known; and we are indeed fortun-
ate to have her on our staff. 

2 Due to considerable consternation upon the announcement that the Lunar Dome Survey had 
been dropped among a number of members, Harry Jamieson, the founder of that program, 
has consented to reactivate it. This is welcome news since the study of lunar domes 
is one of the important problems in lunar science today. 

3 Charles L. Ricker has rejoined the staff to coordinate the activities of the A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Section as a whole, and to edit "Lunar Notes". Any observations of a general 
nature which are not covered by our various official programs should be sent to Mr. 
Ricker. 
Summarizing, then, the present organization of the Lunar Section: 

1. John Westfall - The ALPO Lunar Photograph Library. 
2. Charles L. Ricker Edit "Lunar Notes", and coordinate Section activities. 
3. Kenneth Delano - The Dark Haloed Craters Program. 
4. Harry Jamieson The Bright and Banded Craters, and Lunar Dome Survey. 
5. Julius Benton - The Selected Areas Program. 
6. Christopher Vaucher Mr. Benton's assistant. 
7 	Winifred Cameron Lunar Transient Phenomena. 

It is hoped that the above organization and programs will accomodate anyone who is 
interested in lunar studies. If you have never done any lunar observing, the ALPO also 
has a training program where you can gain some necessary experience (see pg. 61) 

Strange Object on the Mare Imbrium (Harry D. Jamieson) 

Mrs. Inez N. Beck draws our attention to an observation made by her of an object in 
the center of a triangle formed by Piazzi Smyth, Kirch, and Pico (Figure 9). When this ob-
ject was first seen, it was strongly suspected of being a dome and was recorded as such. 
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PIAZ71 (0) 
SPIleritt • • 

Figure 9. Drawing of curious dome-
like object on Mare Imbrium by Mrs. 
Inez Beck on June 4, 1968 at 2h45m, U. 
T. 6-inch refl., 350X. Seeing 7 
(good), transparency 5. The arrow 
points to the suspected dome, which 
later could not be recovered. Colon-
gitude 695. See accompanying text by 
Lunar Recorder Harry Jamieson. South 
at top, east (IAU sense) at left. 

############ 

It certainly had a dome's classic ap-
pearance to the observer. However, 
since this first observation the ob-
ject has not again been seen, and here 
is where the mystery lies. We have a 
well-qualified observer reporting what 
was at the time an obvious feature to 
her, only to have it never seen since. 
There have certainly been a number of 
cases like this in the history of lunar 
research, and this writer for one would 
like to see this particular one cleared 
up. 

As can be seen from the drawing, 
the sun was very low over the area 
when the feature was observed. Could 
it be that only a very special set of 
lighting circumstances will make the 
feature observable again? To test 
this theory, it might be best if obser-
vers looking for the object concentrate 

their efforts on the Universal Time dates given below when the illumination will be very 
close to what it was when Mrs. Beck made her observation. 

Date 

1971, August 29 
October 27 
December 25 

Time 

3h20m, U.T. 
4 20 
8 45 

Reports - both positive and negative - would be most welcomed by this writer. Try 
to observe within an hour or two of the listed times. 

Edalaky Editor. Mrs. Beck's observation was made when the sun's selenographic col - 
cmgitude was 645 and its seleonographic latitude was +143. On the three suggested dates 
and times the colongitude will be the same as when she observed; but the latitude will dif-
fer, being indeed negative. If a very close similarity to the original conditions of il-
lumination and perspective is critical to the recovery of the suspected dome, then it may 
ze well to mention that at the time of the June 4, 1968 observation the earth had a seleno-
,traphic longitude of -743 and a selenographic latitude of -375. 

While mysteries of this kind are numerous in the history of amateur lunar observa-
tions, it would be gratifying if the ALPO Lunar Section could make a concerted effort 
'which would clear up this one. 

Additions to the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library: Amateur and 
Apollo-11, -12, and -13 Photographs (John E. Westfall) 

Introduction 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library was originated in 1964 and now contains over 
700 lunar photographs taken by amateurs, professionals, astronauts, and space probes. A 
catalog, complete through 1967, is available, for 35 cents in stamps, from the Librarian: 
Dr. John E. Westfall, Department of Geography, San Francisco State College, 1600 Holloway 
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Avenue San Francisco, California 94132. 

Any A.L.P.O. member may borrow photographs if he writes the Librarian and: 

1. Describes the photographs by catalog number or by lunar area. 
2. Describes the use he intends to put the photographs to. 
3. Includes 35 cents in stamps to cover postage. 

Photographs are due back six weeks after the Librarian mails them to the borrower. 
A six-week renewal is allowed, if requested in writing in advance of the due date and if 
no other requests are outstanding. Borrowers should return photographs unmarked and un-
folded, in manila envelopes reinforced by cardboard. 

Amateur Photographs 

Three 8 x 10-inch lunar photographs have been received from Mr. Orville Brettman, 
one of which (0B-2) is reproduced here as Figure 10. For these photographs, Mr. Brettman 
used a 16-inch reflector at its Cassegrain focus (f/20). The "Approximate Scale" column 
refers to the unforeshortened scale (parallel to limb); e.g., "4.4M" = 1/4,400,000. 

Code No. Area Covered Date & Time (U.T.) Colong. Scale (Approx.) 

OB-1 M. Crisium-Cleomedes 1971, Mar. 30, 01:08 30829 4.4M 

OB-2 M. Crisium-Cleomedes 1971, Mar. 30, 01:09 308.9 4.414 

OB-3 Cleomedes-Messala-Endymion 1971, Mar. 30, 01:10 308.9 4.3M 

Other advanced amateurs are invited to contribute their lunar photographs to our 
Lunar Photograph Library (8 x 10-inch prints are preferred). 

Apollo-11, -12, and -13 Photographs  

The 81 photographs listed below were taken by the Apollo astronauts on the famous 
Apollo-11, -12, and -13 missions. All these photographs are in the form of 8 x 10-inch 
black and white prints, reproduced from 70mm. film. 

Apollo-11 made the first lunar landing, in SW* Mare Tranquillitatis (0967 N/23249 E? 
in July 1969. Apollo-12 made the second lunar landing, in SE Oceanus Procellarum (2994 Si 
23245 W) in November, 1969. Apollo-13 did not land, but circumnavigated the moon in April, 
1970. 

The columns in the photograph listing are as follows: 

1. Code Number--The identifying number assigned by NASA to each frame and also 
used by the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library. 

2. Format--General orientation of the photograph; VERT means a near-vertical view; 
L-OBL, a low-oblique view (horizon not visible); H-OBL, a high-oblique 
view (horizon visible). When known, the tilt of the camera axis to the 
vertical is given below the general orientation. 

3. Sun Angle- -Solar illumination on the portion of the moon shown, in terms of 
low, medium, or high solar altitude. When known and relevant, the 
altitude of the sun is given in degrees. 

4. Description--Prominent formations shown, with the approximate latitude and 
longitude of the center of the portion of the moon shown in the 
photograph. In near-vertical views, the scale is also given. 

Apollo-11 (20 photographs)  

Code Number Format Sun Angle 
AS11- 
37-5437 	H-OBL Low 

60-65° 

37-5447 VERT Low 
5-10Q 

Description 

S M. Tranquillitatis-Maskelyne, Moltke. (022 N/2425 E). 

S M. Tranquillitatis -Sabine D, Moltke, Hypatia I Rille. 
CSM visible. (095 N/2325 E). Reversed. 1/390,000. 

    

*The I.A.U. direction system is used throughout this report, where Mare Crisium is 
in the lunar eastern hemisphere and Oceanus Procellarum is in the western. 
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'ae Figure 10. Mare Crisium and the 130-km. crater Cleomedes above it, as photographed by 
Mr. Orville Brettman with a 16-inch reflector on March 30, 1971, Colong. - 30899. North 
at top; A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library photograph OB-2. 

********** 

Apollo-11 (cont.)  

ae Number Format Sun Angle   Description  
.S11- 

	

:--5448 	VERT 	Low 	SW M. Tranquillitatis-Schmidt. CSM visible. (0°5 N/ 
5-10° 	 1825 E) 1/390,000. 

	

--5602 	L-OBL Medium 	Messier A. (2° S/4625 E). 
35-45° 
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Apollo-11 (cont.) 

Code Number Format Sun Angle Description 
AS11 - 
38 -5606 L-OBL Low Horrocks, Hipparchus N. 	(4° S/5° E). 

55-60° 

38-5608 L-OBL Low Hipparchus X, JA, J. 	(7° S/4° E). 
55-60° 

38-5654  	Low-High Whole-disk. 	(Centered near 5° N/600  E). 	1/23,000,000. 

41-6122 H-OBL Low Sabine, Ritter, Schmidt. 	(1° N/180  E). 
65-70° 

41-6128 H-OBL Low Lade A area. 	(095 N/12° E). 
65-70° 

42-6212 H-OBL Medium Condorcet -SE M. Crisium. 	(1245 N/70° E). 
60-65° 

42-6223 H-OBL Medium W M. Crisium-Picard, Peirce. 	(10° N/56° E). 
55-60° 

********** 

Figure 11. Apollo-11 photograph AS11-42-6237. This view looks south over western Mare 
Nectaris. The large shadow-filled crater near center is Theophilus, 103 kmo6in diameter 
and 7,000 meters deep. East (left) of Theophilus is Maedler. The Altai Mountains are on 
the horizon, while the nose of the command module appears on the right. Note the many 
secondary craters and low ridges brought out by the low morning sun. 
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Number . Format 	Sun Angle 

Apollo-11 (cont.) 

Description 

-6225 H-OBL 	Medium P. Somnii-da Vinci, Glaisher. 	(5° N/4825 E). 
55-600  

-6226 H-OBL 	Medium Taruntius, Secchi. 	(525 N/4795 E). 
50-55° 

0 -Z-6234 L-OBL 	Low SE M. Tranquillitatis-Isidorus D, Lubbock N. 	(095 S/- 
37° E) 

_Z-6235 H-OBL 	Low M. Nectaris-Fracastorius, Maedler, Isidorus. 
70-75° (11° S/32° E) 

-Z-6237 H-OBL 	Low Theophilus, Maedler, Beaumont. 	(10° S/28° E). 
60-65° Published here as Figure 11. 

ZZ -6239 L-OBL 	Low SE M. Tranquillitatis-Maskelyne area. 	(225 N/29° E) 
45-50° 

-6240 L-OBL 	Low Torricelli, Torricelli C. 	(3° S/2795 E). 	Reversed. 
45-50° 

-2-6305 L-OBL 	Medium Messier, Messier A. 	(195 S/4795 E). 

.1.-6665  	Low-High Whole-disk. 	(Centered near 100  N/65° E). 	1/22,000,000. 

;er 
on 

In1.110 -11: Overlapping Pairs 

37-5437/42  -6239 	 38-5602/42-6305 	 42-6225/42-6226 
37-5437/42-6240 	 41-6122/41-6128 	 42-6235/42-6237 
37-5448/41-6122 	 42-6223/42-6225 	 42-6239/42-6240 

(to be concluded in next issue) 

MARS 1969 - THE Eau POLAR REGION - ALPO REPORT II 
By: C. F. Capen and T. R. Cave, A.L.P.O. Mars Recorders 

A.L.P.O. Observations 

The members of the ALPO Mars Section initiated observations of the planet Mars on 
mast 31, 1968 and terminated them on January 31, 1970. The ever-changing seasonal as-
-nezts of the polar regions were examined during the mid-spring, summer, autumn, and first 
:2_Lf of the winter season of the northern hemisphere. The extent of the Martian appari-
II:m observed covered 279 heliocentric degrees from the areocentric longitudes of Ls  = 35° 
---: Is = 314°, which leaves only 81 heliocentric degrees of the Martian year not observed - 
:ert.airay, an exploration of another world to be commended. The complete observational 
r---rerage is shown in Figure 12. The north polar region (NPR) was well observed from Sep-
e,:ber, 1968 to October, 1969 when the apparent planetary disk diameter was sufficient; 
Lai the Martian North Pole was tilted toward the Earth until mid-September, 1969. The ax-
_al tilt is synonymous to the apparent declination of the Earth De  as viewed areocentri-
mLy, which is also the Martian latitude of the sub-earth point. Refer to Figure 13, Gra-

c Aspects of Sub-earth and Sub-solar Points for Mars, Ref. 1. 

The north polar region data were obtained from 23 individual ALPO observers. The 
4...rs Section members who were chiefly interested in the North Polar Cap (NPC) and who sys- 
:e=atically recorded the aspects of the NPR were: J. Bartlett, C. and V. Capen, E. Cross, 
L. Heath, H. Heuseler, J. Mitchell, T. Osawa, R. Rhoads, B. Salmon, H. Smith, and W. Wooten. 

Introduction 

The 2429 inclination of the axis of Mars causes the polar caps to fluctuate in an an- 
111,_ 1 seasonal cycle. The composition of the white substance of the Martian polar caps has 

_.en a subject of much speculation and heated controversy ever since W. Herschel first 
.7:::ed their seasonal behavior and compared them to ice-water caps of the Earth. It was J. 
1-.,cney in 1897 who first stated that the white caps could be composed of 002 crystals. 
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Arnprition 

1962-63 
1964-65 
:966-67 
1968-69 

Early Spring 

10/10d 
10/23d 
10/15d 
10/20d 

(to be 

Max. Rate 	Early Summer 

10/3d 

10/4d 
10/2d 

0/3d 
	 10/8d 

10/6d 

10/7d 
concluded in next 

Mid-Summer 

10/30d 
10/30d 
10/20d 

L 20, 

1 Cap. 
t Cap. 
t Cap. 
t Cap. 
t Cap. 

Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 

ures. 
Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 
Cap. 

Table 1. (cont.) 

A
R

E
O

C
E

N
T

R
IC

 LA
TI

TU
D

E 

75, 
SO 
)h ie 

Areographic 
latitude 0° 

Axial 
tilt Dp° 

MD North 
hemisphere 

Number 
Measures Remarks 

• 21 +85° +03°  17 Aug. 15 Clearly defined North Cap. 
22 87 03 17 4 Clearly defined North Cap. 
26 86 03 20 2 Clearly defined North Cap. 
27 86 03 20 3 Clearly defined North Cap. 
28 88 03 20 5 Clearly defined North Cap. 
29 88 03 21 4 Clearly defined North Cap. 

- 	1 87 03 22 2 Clearly defined North Cap. 
9 82 04 26 10 Arctic haze over cap. 
16 84 04 30 12 Arctic haze over cap. 
17 86 05 31 2 Clearly defined North Cap. 
19 87 05 1 Sept. 4 Clearly defined North Cap. 

Table 2. North Cap Regression Rates 1962-1969 
(Areocentric degrees per day MD) 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Staff Changes. Two new Lunar Recorders have been added to the Lunar Section staff. 
, 19 ' 

	

	 is: 	Mrs. Winifred S. Cameron, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
:oidard Space Flight Center, Code NO, Greenbelt, Maryland 20771. 
*-s. Cameron will supervise A.L.P.O. work on Lunar Transient Phenomena, on which she has 

7, TR 	 gdone professional research. She has already contributed to this journal, and we heart- 
welcome her to our staff. Mr Charles Ricker is returning to the Lunar Section to act 

13, 
general coordinator of its different projects and to edit "Lunar Notes". The present 

=_ar Section staff and its projects are described by Mr. Ricker on page 62. 

Sustaining Members and Sponsors. The persons in these special kinds of membership 
445. 

	

	 ss of July 17, 1971 are listed below. Sponsors pay $25 per year; Sustaining Members, $10. 
-- balance above the normal dues is used to help meet the general expenses of the A.L.P.O.; 

deeply appreciate the generous and meaningful help of these colleagues. 

Sponsors - William O. Roberts, Grace A. Fox, David P. Barcroft, Philip and Virginia 
_aser, Dr. John E. Westfall, Dr. James Q. Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Reverend Kenneth J. Del-
_ , Richard E. Wend, A B Clyde MarshAll Alan McClure, Walter Scott Houston, and Fred-
...rick W. Jaeger. 

Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Charles L. Ricker, 
Elmer J. Reese, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Dr. William K. Hartmann, 
Ralph Scott, A W Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, John E. Wilder, A K Pari- 

B. Traucki, Nicholas Waitkus, Lyle T. Johnson, H. W. Kelsey, Phillip Wyman, Harry 
Irimaley, Daniel H. Harris, the Junior Texas Astronomical Society, Dr. David Meisel,cjohn 
Rally-Urban, W King Monroe, James W. Young, Klaus R. Brasch, Inez N. Beck, Dr. George W. 
Rippen, Dr. Joel W. Goodman, William B. Chapman, Harry D. Jamieson, Commander W. R. Petty-

and Robert M. Adams. 

Error in Vol. 22, Nos., 11-12. Mr. Richard Hodgson has reported a correction to his 
article "A.L.P.O. Observations of the 1970 Mercury Transit." What Mr. Yajko observed at 
13h6m, U.T., as given on pg. 193 was not Contact III but instead Contact IV. The footnote 
referring to his observation should then be deleted, and the first sentince in the next 
paragraph should read: "Of these five observations, the range of residuals is from -12s 
to +24s; the average is +58." Mr. Hodgson and the Editor express their regrets to the 
readers for this blunder. 

Material for Saturn Observers. Mr Julius L. Benton, the A.L.P.O. Saturn Recorder, 
has communicated the following announcement: "Saturn Observing Kit, price $3.00, avail-
able now. Orders will be handled promptly. The kit will include The Saturn Handbook, 
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THE LAUNCH OF APOLLO 1,2 

By: Kenneth J. Delano 

The television cameras used by the three major networks give home viewers a much 
zser-up look at the launchings of the Apollo/Saturn rockets, but that does not deter hun-
_-_s of thousands of people from traveling hundreds or thousands of miles to be on hand 
the blast-off of the Moon-bound rockets. After all, there is nothing like being on-

--=--spot eyewitnesses to history in the making, nor can TV adequately convey the atmosphere 
pervades Cape Kennedy at the time of a Moon-shot --- an atmosphere characterized by an 

• f the mammoth man-made facilities, an admiration of the complexity of the space vehi-
r_,_ and of the men who dare ride them, an excitement that grows more and more perceptible 
am:1 all the persons present as the day of launch approaches, and a certain anxiety that 

77 	 tPmpered by the quiet confidence of the men of NASA. 

Up until Apollo 15, my only previous witnessing of an Apollo blast-off was that of 
• , which I watched from a causeway about 15 miles from the launch pad. Without a 

79 

	

	 admitting them to the missile base as a guest of NASA, viewers must take up positions 
IL:7.g the highways, causeways, and beaches, which are 10 to 20 miles distant from the rock-

Nevertheless, even at those great distances the sight and sound of the streaking Sat-
=7: rocket make it well worth while going to the Cape for the launching, instead of just 
QE.:.:hing it on TV. Indeed, NASA makes it all the more interesting by letting the general 

85 	 771=Lic tour the Space Center on the day before the launch and within a couple of hours 
Lf:er the rocket has left the pad. The two-hour bus tours take you on a 50-mile trip 
'=ttgh the missile base, bringing you within a few hundred yards of launch complexes 39A 

90 	
3V from which the Apollo astronauts take off. 

Seeing the launch of Apollo 8 in person and watching all the others on TV did not 
illpo  r-Lte prepare me for the immense thrill of seeing the lift-off of Apollo 15 from the area 

:he Vertical Assembly Building (VAB), only 3i miles from the rocket. I obtained a pass 
91 	 what is called the VIP stands through the kindness of Captain Chester Lee, Apollo His- 

• Director, whom I met at a conference on America's future in space, at which I spoke 
favor of the manned space-flight program. 

99 	 A formal invitation was sent to each guest of NASA, notifying us of the scheduled 
yes for the briefings and tours of the Kennedy Space Center on the two days before the 

ch and on the day of the launch. I arrived Sunday night, the evening before the launch-
es requested, checked in at the NASA Guest Center, located in the Cape Royal Of-

Building at Cocoa Beach, where I received an identification badge. 

Later that evening, I attended a preview film showing of the 1 and 3/4-hour color 
rie titled "Moonualk One" It is billed as "a dramatic presentation of the first lunar 

.05 	 ".mding and its impact on mankind" and is supposed to be released to commercial theaters 
sccn. I enjoyed this documentary film very much and recommend that you see it when it 

05 	 On Monday morning, the day of launch, I arose at 5:30 A.M. to be at the Cape Royal 
'ding in time for the first busses that were to take us for the three-quarter-hour drive 
the viewing site. The last of the chartered busses was to leave at 8:00 A.M. to assure 

08 	 t traffic would not cause anyone to miss the 9:34 A.M. lift-off. At the early hour of 
, traffic was moving along fairly smoothly; for the people who had chosen to view the 

_I-Inch along the busses' route on the Atlantic seaboard had already arrived, most of them 
_a7ang been camping there for 2 or 3 days. 

The busses brought us to the north side of the VAB, the south side having the grand- 
znds reserved for the 1500 members of the press who showed up to cover the Apollo 15 

_mob. There were ample bleachers next to the VAB for those of the approximately 5,000 
_ests who wished to be seated. One set of those bleachers was set aside for such VIP's 
=embers of Congress, foreign dignitaries, and high-ranking military personnel. 

A public address system kept us posted on the countdown; and in the meantime we could 
--asy ourselves during the 2-hour wait for blast-off by watching the magnificent Saturn 
ocket, brilliantly shining in the sun and venting a misty plume that was readily apparent 
the naked eye. Those who brought binoculars, of course, could see the rocket and its 

Launch tower in much greater detail. 

People were allowed to set up their cameras on tripods in the field in front of the 
_Leachers provided that they were far enough out not to block the view of others. 
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Since I did not know beforehand that we would have a place to set up camera tripods, I had 
brought only my little 35-mm. Petri Color camera; but I was quite pleased with my color 
slides of the launch, considering that the camera has a focal length of only 40 Un.S. In-
deed, the slides show the Saturn rocket just about as it looked to the naked eye from the 
VAB location. 

We paid for the perfectly clear skies that everyone was hoping for by putting up 
with temperatures in the 80's and with no shade in the bleachers or on the field. This 
fact spelled good business for the owners of the refreshment stands set up behind the 
bleachers. 

Up until half an hour before lift-off, spectators were quietly conversing with one 
another. From then on, a sort of restless anxiety began to build up as people began to 
leave the bleachers for the open field in front of them, in order to be a few hundred feet 
closer to the stupendous event about to take place. United in their concern for astro-
nauts Scott, Irwin, and Worden, the spectators remained speechless during the final 20 sec-
onds of the countdown, and remained so during lift-off, as large tongues of flame licked 
out on either side of the concrete trench beneath the rocket, followed by billowing clouds 
of steam on both sides of the rocket. Slowly the rocket climbed up past the launch tower, 
requiring 10 seconds to clear the tower, but this time seemed to be little more than a 
second or two to the camera fans. Only when the rocket was well clear of the launch tower, 
burning and climbing steadily, did the spell of silence that fell over the crowd break with 
a spontaneous applause of handclapping. The Saturn V vehicle appeared to be reaching for 
the skies with a power suggestive of the strength of Man's determination to break free of 
the bonds of Earth. 

Everyone privileged to be at the 3-mile-distant viewing site agreed that the 
launch was not only a spectacle that is out of this world, but a great emotional experience 
as well. The hearts of everyone went out with concern and admiration for three fellow 
human beings, who were riding that 100-yard-long tongue of flaming exhaust, and who were 
determined to reach a world nearly * million miles away. 

The most startling thing to me about the launch was the unimaginably loud noise of 
the Saturn V engines. The first sounds did not reach us until about 20 seconds after igni-
tion, when the rocket was well clear of the launch tower; and those first sounds seemed ex-
tremely loud, but that was only the beginning. The best comparison is to think of a crack 
of thunder accompanying a lightning bolt striking next door; but instead of being over in 
a fraction of a second, the roar of the Saturn's 5 engines is like a chain reaction of 
thunder-cracks sustained at an ear-piercing level for about 15 seconds. Watching Apollo 
15 piercing the sky and being overwhelmed by the roar of its engines led my imagination to 
think that the sky was about to crack open, in much the same fashion that the rumble of an 
earthquake is followed by an opening of the earth's surface. The metallic walls of the VAB 
and the unoccupied metallic bleachers could be heard resonating in response to the depart-
ing Apollo rocket. In fact, the ground we stood on quivered, and I could feel reverbera-
tions within my chest --- a feeling comparable to that provided by the massaging assemblies 
which many hotels and motels attach to their beds. Veteran "bird watchers" claimed that 
the launch of Apollo 15 was the loudest of them all, and I believe it. 

We were close enough to Apollo 15 that binoculars were not at all necessary for a 
good view of the launch. Only when a height of several miles had been attained did bin-
oculars come in handy. Even so, the explosive separation of the first stage was clearly 
visible to the naked eye about three minutes into the flight; and the exhaust tail of the 
second stage could then be seen as a red dot in a beautiful blue Florida sky until it be-
came lost in the glare of the sun approximately four minutes after lift-off. 

After staring for a few moments at the sky where the rapidly receding Saturn rock-
et had faded from view, people began returning to the busses for the return trip to the 
Cape Royal Building or to other busses which took us on a post-launch tour of the Space 
Center. It was the standard tour that is given to the general public, except that we were 
allowed to walk the full length of the transfer aisle of the VAB, where we could see the 
second and third stages of Apollo 16 being readied (the first stage had not arrived yet) 
and another stage being designed and tested for the Skylab Program. 

After witnessing the launch of Apollo 15 and after seeing the preparations being 
made for coming years, I left with the very definite impression that here, at Cape Kennedy, 
the future is already present. 

r 
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Table 3. Average Observed Longitudes of Martian Arctic White Residual Areas 

Observer 	 Ierne 	Lemuria 	Itaait 

Schiapareli, 1879-88 121° 2080  310° 
F. Lowell, 1901-05 122° 206° 3110  
E. M. Antoniadi, 1903-29 122° 2080 3090 
M. Maggini, 1918-35 136° 213° 278° 
A. Dollfus, 1946-52 142°  227° 292°  
ALPO Observers, 1962-69, 

Brasch, Capen, et al. 140° 1960  2900  

References 

The references cited in this part of the Mars Report by Capen and Cave are included 
in the list in Vol. 23, Nos. 3-4, pp. 70, 71, and 74, of this Journal. 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF LUNAR DOMES 

By: Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

This report of the A L.P.O. Lunar Dome Survey is concerned with the lunar domesi 
sizes, shapes and surface features. It is a complementary report to the distribution study 
published in the February, 1969 issue of The Strolling Astronomer' and also to the supple-
entary list of 15 domes which appeared in the January, 1970 issue.2  To these 149 domes, 
the following 4 are being added to bring the total to 153: 

MEE" LONGITUDE* LATITUDE REMARKS and DIAMETER 

+915+025 66010tE 010251 N Flat summit; circular; 27 kms. 
+904+025 64°40'E 010201 N Flat; irregular border; 35 kms. 
+840+290 640201 E 160151 N Moderate slopes; 15 kms. x 22 kms. 
-173+738 140451 W 47°501 N Round; hemispherical; 11 kms. x 

16 kms. 
The present report is based on observations by the 32 members of the A.L.P.O. and of 

:he British Astronomical Association whose names appear on page 76 of the February, 1969 
issue of The Strolling Astronomer. Since then, three more A.L.P.O. members have contri-
buted observations. They are: Paul Gruntmeyer of Brockton, Mass. 

Steven Kates of Hackensack, N. J. 
Douglas smith of Vinton, Va. 

DIMENSIONS OF LUNAR DOMES. The two above-mentioned lists of lunar domes give the 
dimensions of each dome but without listing them according to size. The 153 domes under 
discussion were all observed visually at the telescope by participants in the Lunar Dome 
Survey, and they range in size from diameters of 3 kms. to 65 kms. Of these, 69% are less 
than 16 kms. in diameter, as can be seen by referring to the following table of statistics 
on the abundance of domes in relationship to their diameters. 

The Diameters of Lunar Domes 

Diameters 
in kms. 

Number of 
domes 

Diameters 
in kms. 

Number of 
domes 

31-35 3 
1-5 18 36-40 2 
6-10 47 41-45 2 

11-15 40 46-50 0 
16-20 14 51-55 0 
21-25 14 56-60 2 
26-30 7 61-65 4 

All lunar domes were put into three major categories according to the shape of their 
perimeters. Thus 76 domes, or 50% of the total, appear circular. The 30 elliptical domes 
represent 19% of the total; and the other 47 domes have polygonal, irregular, or ill-defin-
ed perimeters. By listing each dome under its proper perimeter classification and in ac- 

°Longitudes are in the IAU sense, where the east lunar hemisphere is that of the 
Mare Crisium. 

**Domes are identified by their xi and eta lunar co-Ordinates in a rectangular system. 
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cordance with its size, it was found that 14 of the 18 smallest size domes (1-5 kms.) are 
circular in form. No other coorelation was found between the sizes of domes and their 
perimeters. 

HEIGHTS AND SLOPES OF DOMES. Efforts were made in the Lunar Dome Survey to deter-
mine the heights and slope angles of the domes but with little success. Participants in 
this part of the program used Joseph Ashbrook's method of ascertaining the slope angles 
and heights of domes.3  Difficulty was encountered in trying to distinguish between the 
domes dark, black shadows and the dim, sun-averted slopes of the domes. As a result, 
there was no consistency in the estimates made by different observers, and even the same 
observer would occasion/411y derive diverse values for heights and slopes in his later ob-
servations. Despite the inconsistencies concerning slope angles, almost all 153 confirmed 
domes were reported as having less than 5-degree slopes. The steepest slope reported was 
that of the well known dome -510+175, west of Milichius, which may have a gradient of 10 
or 11 degrees. 

Considerably more agreement was evidenced by the participating observers over the 
question of whether the individual domes were hemispherical, platykurtic, or leptokurtic. 
Of the 153 domes, 104, or 68%, are hemispherical, 45 (29%) have rather flat summits (i.e., 
platykurtic),aad4 (3%) have sharp summits (i.e., leptokurtic) The 104 hemispherical and 
the 45 platykurtic domes are listed according to size in the two tables below; the domes 
are identified by their xi and eta coordinates. At the top of each column are numerals 
designating the diameters of domes in increments of 5 kilometers, except that the last 
column includes all domes between 31 and 65 kilometers in diameter. At the bottom of each 
column, immediately beneath the totals, the percentage figures show the relative abun-
dances of the hemispherical and platykurtic domes in each size category. For example, the 
tables show that 78% of the 1-5 km. domes are hemispherical and that 62% of the 13 largest 
domes (31-65 kms.) are flat-topped. 

Platvkurtic Domes (45)  

Diameters 
in kms. 	1-5 	6-10 	11-15 	16-20 	21-25 	26-30 	31-65  

-343+574 +615+126 +537+204 -232-467 +523-334 +915+025 +904+025 
-343+580 +568+244 +523+206 -503+245 +152+510 +595+055 +697-075 
-458+137 +556+042 -366-453 	 -121+670 	 +615+065 

	

-459+131 +536+183 -450+207 	 -297-475 	 +610+042 

	

+430+280 -483+157 	 -496-062 	 -301-233 

	

+091-117 -497+218 	 -500-290 
Domes 	 -429+057 -502+228 	 -502-068 

-466+124 -510-220 	 -600-140 
-472+125 -515+228 
-506+439 -532+200 
-510+175 -717+345 
-528+220 
-630+155 

Totals 	4 13 11 2 5 2 8 
Percentages 22% 28% 28% —4% 36% 29% 62% 

Hemispherical Domes (104) 

Diameters 
in kms. 	1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-65 

+781-243 +777-238 +768-237 +840+290 +703-113 +777-318 +534+288 
+737-217 +618-167 +593+131 +745+265 +339+107 +055+508 -108+317 
+603-380 +608-376 +357+554 +729-172 -089+561 -114+780 -643+651 
+061+068 +524+187 +274+299 +012+827 -297-472 -4861-219 -884-326 
-001+080 +519+186 +259+304 -145-307 -440-100 -931-071 -897+144 
-019+730 +510+200 +183+348 -212+049 -508+200 
-162-347 +507+184 +098+260 -257+030 -538+474 
-218+042 +358+149 +095+582 -384-442 -900+005 
-343+582 +353+155 +004+041 -492+238 
-449+132 +349+161 +002+088 -523+484 
-474+243 +325+733  -074+374 -773+155 
-475+244 +110+777 -075-053 
-476+238 +090+768 -156-353 
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Hemispherical Domes (104) 
(Continued) 

Diameters 
in kms. 1-5 6-10 11-15 	16-20 	21-25 	26-30 	31-65 
Domes -478+242 +085+764 -173+738 

-060-060 -193+005 
-077+784 -217-485 
-078-059 -247+013 
-139+447 -375-554 
-155-347 -514+477 
-185+854 -514-206 
-205-069 -523+183 
-214-507 -528+247 
-250+030 -566-131 
-362-556 -612+451 
-363-561 -620+452 
-370-563 -624+445 
-378-560 -804-365 

id -385-555 
-455+136 
-462+132 
-510+228 
-510+460 
-523+441 
-532+166 

;t 
Totals 	14 	34 	27 	11 	8 	5 	5 

Percentages 78% 72% 	67% 	79% 	57% 	71% 	38% 

The four domes with steep summits are: +424-462, -435+042, -431-197, and +363+130. 
The first two have diameters of 14 km. and 12 kms. respectively; the third dome measures 
16 kms. across; and the last, 24 kiss. Their steep summits do not exclude these objects 
from the list of domes; for their average slopes are 5 degrees or less, in keeping with the 
criterion adopted by the Lunar Dome Survey. 

Comparatively few of the 153 domes have more than one summit. Complex domes, those 
with two or more summits, appear in all sizes over 5 kilometers in diameter, as shown in 
the following table: 

Complex Domes (15)  

Diameters 
in kiss. 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 31-65 

+777-238 -510+220 +745+265 +363+130 -486+219 +697-075 
+349+161 -384-4J2  	+339+107 -931-071 +534+288 

Domes -510+288 -440-100 -500-290 
-643+651 

Totals 0 3 1 2 3 2 4 

SURFACE FEATURES ON DOMES. The most common surface feature on the lunar domes is 
craterlets. Elevations in the form of hills, small peaks, or ridges are much less numer-
ous; and clefts or rilles are even less likely to be found on the domes. Thus: 

77, or 50%, of the domes have craterlets on them; 
30, or 20%, of the domes have hills, peaks, or ridges on them; 
14, or 9%, of the domes have clefts or rilles on them. 

Although craters were reported on 50% of the domes, many of the craters were too far 
off center to be considered summit craters. Consequently, only 36% of the domes can be 
described as having craters on one of their summits. Only if a crater was within one-half 
radius of the summit was it classified as a summit crater. The results of the A.L.P.O. 
Lunar Dome Survey definitely refute the commonly made statement that the majority of domes 
have summit craters. Of course, Lunar Orbiter and Apollo photographs may show some summit 
craters a kilometer or less in diameter; but they would be of inconsequential size in com-
parison with dome diameters of 10 kms. and more. The summit craters reported by partici-
pants in the Lunar Dome Survey usually have diameters of 2 to 4 kilometers. 
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A possible explanation of the overestimation of the abundance of summit craters may 
lie in the fact that domes with diameters between 6 and 15 kilometers are the most easily 
recognized, and domes of this size more often have summit craters than both smaller and 
larger domes. According to the listing of domes with summit craters given here, 43% of 
the 6-10 km. domes and 50% of the 11-15 km. domes have craterlets on their summits. 

  

Domes With Summit Craters (54)  

1-5 	6-10 	11-15 	16-20 	21-25 	26-30 	31-65 Diameters 
in kms. 

Domes 

 

 

-343+574 +618-167 +537+204 +745+265 +523-334 +055+508 +697-075 
-458+137 +615+126 +523+206 -232-467 	 -486+219 -534+288 
-459+131 +568+244 +424-462 -384-4/12 	 -931-071 -301-233 

+556+042 +183+348 -492+238 
+536+183  +004+041 -773+155 
+519+186  -074+374 
+510+200 -217-485 
+430+280 -366-453 
+353+155 -450+207 
+349+161 -483+157 
+110+777 -502+228  
-077+748 -510+220 
-078-059 -514+477 
-429+057 -523+183 
L-AL-±1.2 -528+247 
-466+124 -532+200 
-472+125 -612+451 
-510+175 -620+452 
-523+441 -717+345 
-630+155  -804-365 

27 of the 45 platykurtic domes have summit craters, i.e., 60%. 
19 of the 47 irregular domes have summit craters, i.e., 40%. 
29 of the 76 circular domes have summit craters, i.e., 	38%. 
27 of the 104 hemispherical domes have summit craters, i.e., 26%. 
1 of the 4 leptokurtic domes has summit craters, i.e., 25%. 
7 of the 30 elliptical domes have summit craters, i.e., 23%. 

Despite the fact that 60% of all flat domes have summit craters, only 29% of these domes 
over 10 kms. in diameter have craters on their summits. On the other hand, 22 of the 28 
(79%) platykurtic domes with diameters of 10 kms. or less have summit craters. The crater-
lets on top of the smaller domes usually give the domes a flattened appearance. 

Elevations such as hills, small peaks, and ridges were found on only 30 domes listed 
in the table of Domes With Elevations.  The nine underlined domes in this table have some 
sort of elevation on them at a distance from the summit no greater than one-half the dome's 
radius. 

Lis Mr. Delano would be the first to stress, readers must remain keenly aware of the 
role of observational effects on the data in the tables in his splendid report. Hills and 
ridges are more likely to be detected on the larger domes; summit craters and non-summit 
craters will be a confused merge on small enough domes. Future Lunar Dome Survey work un-
der the leadership of Mr. Harry Jamieson can much improve our dome data, and the regular 
participation of those able to use 12-inch and larger telescopes would be especially valu-
able. —Editor] 

Totals 	2 	20 	20 	5 	1 	3 	3  
Percentages 	17% 	43% 	50% 	36% 	7% 	43% 	23%  

The 13 domes which have been underlined in the table of Domes With Summit Craters  
are those having one or more craters on their lower slopes in addition to the crater(s) at 
the summit. The following 4 domes have not just one but two summit craters: +523+206, 
-532+2000  -717+345, and +523-334. 

Observers reported seeing summit craters on only 3 of the 18 domes from 3 to 5 kms. 
in diameter. However, most summit craters on these small domes could be expected to have 
diameters of less than 2 kms.; and consequently they would not be noticeable in the 6- to 
12-inch telescopes employed in the Survey. 

By grouping summit craters according to the shapes of their domes, it was found that 
the flat-topped domes have a higher percentage of summit craters than do any of the other 
categories. 
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Domes With Elevations (30)  

Diameters 
in kms. 	1-5 	6-10 	11-15 	16-20 	21-25 	26-30 	31-65 

+608-376 +424-462 +729-172 +703-172 -486+219 +595+055 
+325+733 +183+348 +012+827 +363+130 	 -108+317  

+095+582 -212+049 +152+510 	 -301-233 
Domes 	 -193+005 -431-197 -440-100 	 -500-290 

-483+157 -492+238 -508+200 	 -502-068 
-532+200 -503+245 	 -600-140 
-620+452 	 -643+651 
-624+445 	 -884-326 

Totals 
	 0 	2 	8 	6 	5 	1 	8 

Clefts and rilles are even less common on domes than are elevations. Nine domes 
are bisected by short clefts or long rilles, and four other domes are the starting points 
of rilles leading away from them. The following five domes have clefts traversing their 
slopes without extending beyond the dome itself: +325+733, +152+510, -483+157, -566-131, 
and -897+144. The large dome in Darwin, dome -884-326, has two clefts on it; one aligned 
north-south, the other, east-west. Two domes near the crater Menelaus, +274+299 and +259-
+304, are both bisected by Rims Menelaus I. Also, a small dome near the crater Birt, dome 
-156-353, is bisected by Rima Birt I, a rille which extends northward after passing through 
the dome, but considerably reduced in width. 

Of the four domes which appear to be the point of origin of a rille, only the rille 
leading from dome -162-347 is a straight one; the other three are sinuous rilles. The very 
narrow, northernmost part of Rime Birt I commences at the summit of the 4 km.-wide dome 
-162-347, goes down its south slope, and crosses nearby dome -156-253, where it becomes 
wider and more pronounced. South of the crater T. Mayer, dome -492+238 has a broad but 
short sinuous rille leading from its northwest base. However, the three sinuous rilles 
commencing on the lower slopes of two domes north of the crater Prinz are much more notice-
able. Rima Prinz II starts on the lower south slope of dome -612+451, turns west to get 
around the dome, and then follows a northerly course between dome -612+451 and dome -620-
+452. Another conspicuous rille begins at the southeast base of dome -612+451. Still an-
other sinuous rille, Rima Prinz I, begins on the lower east slope of dome -624+445. Rims 
Prinz I travels west between dome -624+445 and dome -620+452 before following a northerly 
course like the other two rilles. 

PROXIMITY TO RULES AND RIDGES. In an effort to see whether there is any correla-
tion between lunar domes and the proximity of rilles, the position of each of the 153 cata-
loged domes was plotted on the USAF's Lunar Atlas Charts (LAC). A list was then made of 
all domes which are no more than 20 kilometers away from a rule. In addition to the 13 
domes already mentioned which have clefts or rilles actually on them, there were found to 
be only nine other domes in the proximity of rilles. Thus only 22 domes, or 14% of the 
total number, were within 20 kilometers of a rifle. There is obviously no tendency for 
rilles to occur where domes are located, at least not of a width great enough to be visible 
in Earth-based telescopes. The nine domes which lie in close proximity to rilles are: 

+593+131 -440-100 -503+245 
-155-347 -486+219 -510+220 
-217-485 -502+228 -620+452 

Dome -620+452 is the one of three north of Prinz around which Rima Prinz I and Rima 
Prinz II pass on opposite sides. An even more striking relationship between domes and a 
sinuous rille is to be found in the region south of crater T. Mayer. This particular 60 
km.-long sinuous rifle is barely visible and only in parts through Earth-based telescopes 
but shows very well in the Lunar Orbiter IV frame No. 133 (#2 of 3 high resolution photos). 
The rille begins about 5 kiss. south of dome -510+220, curves around its eastern base, 
passes through the valley formed by the dome's NE slope and the SW slope of dome -502+228, 
curves again to the north to avoid dome -510+228, and follows a wavy course along the west-
ern bases of domes -502+228 and -492+238. This rille follows the contours of the 4 domes 
so well that we can safely conclude that the rille was formed after the domes. 

Whereas only 14% of the 153 confirmed domes are either bisected by, or lie in the 
proximity of rilles, fully 46% of the domes have ridges within 20 kilometers of their base. 
The ridges drawn on the USAFIs Lunar Atlas Charts were used in arriving at the 46% figure. 
However, since ridges are so abundant on the maria and 85% of all the domes lie in the 
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maria,4 there can be no great significance attached to the fact that almost half the domes 
are within 20 kilometers of a ridge. 

The Recorder for the Lunar Dome Survey wishes to thank everyone who has taken part 
in the program. It is through their efforts that we have acquired an appreciably greater 
amount of knowledge of the distribution and characteristics of lunar domes than was known 
before the survey was initiated 7 years ago by Harry D. Jamieson in cooperation with 
Leslie Rae of the British Astronomical Association. The Lunar Dome Survey is now being 
continued under the leadership of Mr. Jamieson, and we urge all interested lunar observers 
to give him their full support. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LUNAR DOME CHARACTERISTICS 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

The following table presents the results of Chi-Square analyses of the dome charac-
teristics presented in the several tables in Mr. Kenneth J. Delano's paper "The Character, 
istics of Lunar Domes". Basically, such tests tell us whether any apparent relationship 
between two variables (e.g., dome profile and the existence of summit craters) is statis-
tically significant or, instead, may be presumed to be random in nature. The degree of 
significance is expressed by "level of confidence". For example, the level of confidence 
of 99% found for the relationship between dome profile and the existence of summit craters 
means that we would expect the observed relationship to occur less than 1% of the time due 
to random causes; loosely speaking, we are "99% certain" that there is a real relationship. 

It should also be pointed out that "real" relationship, statistically speaking, 
means "observed" relationship. The tests employed here assume that there is no observer 
bias in favor of, say, large domes. One might reasonably argue that the relationships 
found between dome diameter and the presence of summit craters or elevations indicate mere-
ly that observers are more likely to spot such features on large domes than on small ones. 
To answer such a question is beyond the power of this statistical test. 

Relationship Between: 
Variable 1 	Variable 2 

Chi- pquare 
( 	) 

Categories Within Variable 
la 

Diameter Platykurtic 3.45 (km.) 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-25, 26-65. 

Diameter Hemispherical 2.52 (km.) 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21-25, 
26-30, 31-65. 

Diameter Complex 3.16(*)  (ian.) 1-10, 11-65. 

Diameter Summit Crater 8.03((*)) (km.) 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20, 21-25, 
26-65. 

Diameter Elevations 16.14*** (km.) 1-10, 11-20, 21-65. 

Profile Summit Crater 10.15** platykurtic, hemispherical, leptokurtic. 

Plan Summit Crater 1.71 irregular, circular, elliptical. 

((*)) Significant with level of confidence = 80%. 
(*) Significant with level of confidence =. 90%. 
** Significant with level of confidence = 99%. 
*** Significant with level of confidence II  99.9%. 

aIn some of the tests, some diameter ranges had to be combined in order to obtain a 
significant number of domes in each category. 
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Verbally, we may conclude: 

_. There is an extremely significant relationship between dome diameter and the presence 
of elevations. 

There is a highly significant relationship between dome profile and the presence of 
summit craters. 

. There are less significant relationships between dome diameter and (a) complex plan, 
and (b) the presence of summit craters. 

_. The other three relationships given above (diameter: platykurtic, diameter: hemi, 
spherical, and plan: summit crater) are not statistically significant. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF LUNAR DOME DISTRIBUTION 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Introduction 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Section's Lunar Dome Survey has been a success, as is shown by 
the two comprehensive reports prepared by its former director, Rev. Kenneth J. Delano.' 

Rev. Delano's first report (Jan., 1970) commented on several examples of the non-
random distribution of lunar domes. For example, he noted the preference of domes for 
maria locations, as opposed to highlands. Furthermore, he pointed out that domes tend to 
be located near mare margins and also to favor the (IAU) western hemisphere of the Moon. 
The purpose of this paper is to apply statistical tests to the problem of the distribution 
of lunar domes. Two questions are asked: First, are domes concentrated more, in terms of 
domes per unit area (e.g., 100,000 Sq.Kms.), in some maria than others? Second, are domes 
randomly distributed within each mare? 

Statistical tests will be applied to answer these questions, according to the fol-
lowing procedure:2  

1 State the null hypothesis; in this case, "dome distribution is random." 

2 State the alternative hypothesis; "dome distribution is not random." 
(It is simply the converse of the null hypothesis. The two hypotheses are mu-
tually exclusive, thus one of them must be true.) 

3 Select a level of significance,c(2  which is the likelihood that the null hypo-
thesis will be rejected when it is actually correct (and thus the alternate hy-
pothesis is accepted when it is incorrect). 

4 From the actual dome distribution, a test statistic is calculated. 

5 a. If the test statistic falls outside a specific range of values (depending 
on the level of significance), the null hypothesis is rejected and the al-
ternate hypothesis is accepted. 

b Conversely, if the test statistic falls within a specific range of values, 
the null hypothesis is accepted and the alternate hypothesis is rejected. 

The dome sample used for this study consists of 226 domes, which comprises all domes 
found on earthside maria and appearing in the dome catalogs, either as compiled by Rev. 
Delano,10 or in unpublished lists compiled by Harry D. Jamieson and the writer. These 
domes, listed by mare unit and with their rectangular coordinates, are given in the Appen-
dix. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the distribution of the domes used for this study on the lunar 
earthside maria. The mare units are indicated by letter and number and correspond to those 
defined by the U. S. Geological Survey4 (the conventional names of these units are given 
in the Appendix). Figures 5 and 6 are on an azimuthal equivalent ("equal-area") projection, 
where a given area on the Moon (e.g., 100,000 Sq.Kms.) is always represented by a constant 
area on the map, wherever on the Moon this may be. For any type of distribution, an equi-
valent projection gives a far truer picture than does the conventional, foreshortened, or-
thographic projection. 

The 226 domes mapped in Figures 5 and 6 are correctly called a "sample" of front-
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side mare domes, even though they constitute all mare domes given in the published and un-
published A.L.P.O. dome catalogs. Many domes were not used because they were uncertain in 
nature or were unconfirmed. Undoubtedly, many domes are not even suspected, if only be-
cause of their small size (some Orbiterphotographs show dome-like objects as small as 100 
meters--difficult to confirm from Earth!). Observer bias undoubtedly is partly responsible 
for the apparent overwhelmirg preference of domes for maria rather than highlands (which 
fortunately does not affect this study). Also, the tendency for domes to "thin out" to-
wards the limb is probably also due, at least in part, to such bias (see Figures 5 and 6; 
the decrease in dome density toward the limb is concealed in the usual orthographic map)--
unfortunately, this effect may well affect the accuracy of this study, at least in the 
Oceanus Procellarum area. 

Dome Distribution Between Maria 

In this case, we ask whether the density of domes is the same from mare to mare, or, 
more precisely: 

Null Hypothesis: Except for random variation, the number of domes in mare units is 
proportional to the areas of those units, excluding enclaved highlands (i.e., 
let A - area of all mare units, Ai = area of mare unit i, Ni = number of domes 
in unit i; then, Ni - 226 (Ai/A).) 

Alternate Hypothesis: The number of domes in mare units is not proportional to the 
areas of those units (i.e., differences in dome densities exceed those expected 
for random effects). 

The statistical test used here is the Chi-Square test ()(2), which is used for com-
paring the expected number of items in a category with the observed number of items in that 
category (i.e., Ei versus Oi, where i is the number of the category, or, in this case, the 
mare unit) Thus, 

(1) Ei 226 (Ai/5,462,400 Sq.Kms.), and, 

(2))‹ 2  - 2 ..(21m. 112. 
= 	Ei 

where 5,462,400 Sq.Kms. is the lunar area of all mare units considered.5 

Because we have a fairly large sample, we may select a high level of significance, 
c(= 0.001 (meaning we will say the distribution is not random if it can originate from ran-
dom causes less than 1 time out of a thousand). Chi-Square is then calculated as shown 
in Table 1. 

Table 1. Chi-Square Test for Distribution of Domes Between Maria. 

Oi 	Ei 	 Dome 
Observed Expected 	 Density 

Area 	No. of No. of (Oi-Ei) (0i-Ei)2  (0i-E-02  (Domes per 
Mare Unit(s) 	(103KM.2) Domes 	Domes 	 Ei 	105So.Kms.) 

Al 	 835.4 	19 	34.6 	- 15.6 243.36 	7.03 	2.27 
A2, A3 	 378.1 	6 	15.6 	- 9.6 92.16 	5.91 	1.59 
A4, A6 	 506.4 	48 	20.9 	+ 27.1 734.41 	35.14 	9.48 
A5 	 334.0 	17 	13.8 + 3.2 10.24 	0.74 	5.09 
A7,A8,A9d,A9e,A9g 388.1 	64 	16.1 	+ 47.9 2294.41 142.51 16.49 
A9a 	 298.8 	1 	12.4 	- 11.4 129.96 	10.48 	0.33 
A9b, A9c 	1044.9 	22 	43.2 	- 21.2 449.44 	10.40 	2.11 
A9f 	 648.0 	19 	26.8 - 7.8 60.84 	2.27 2.93 
A10 	 239.6 	13 	9.9 + 3.1 9.61 	0.97 5.43 
All, Al2 	144.2 	7 	6.0 	+ 1.0 	1.00 	0.17 	4.85 
B1, B3 	 447.6 	7 	18.5 	- 11.5 132.25 	7.15 	1.56 
Cl 	 197.3 	3 	8.2 - 5.2 27.04 	3.30 1.52 

TOTAL 
	

5462.4 	226 	(226.0) 	(0.0) 	 226.07 	MEAN = 
31( 	4.137 

Conclusion: 	2  - 226.07, whileX ,.001  31.264. Thus, the distribution is signi- 
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n 

r, 

:icantly non-random with a level of significance of 0.1%. 

Note: Some mare units have been combined because, by convention, Ei should always exceed 
5.0. 

According to Table 1, X2  equals 226.07. Tables of )(2  show that the limiting value 
of this statistic, fora= 0.001 and 11 "degrees of freedom" (the "degrees of freedom" 
equals the number of categories minus 1) is 31.264. Because the calculated value of -X 2  
exceeds this limiting value, we reject the null hypothesis and thus accept the alternate 
hypothesis. Loosely speaking, we are 99.9 percent "sure" that the actual numbers of domes 
found in the different mare units are not proportional to the areas of those units; domes 
are more densely concentrated in some maria than in others. The right-hand column in Table 
1 indicates, in terms of domes per 100,000 Sq.Kms., which maria units have more, or less, 
domes than one would expect solely from the average dome density for all mare units (4.137 
domes per 100,000 Sq.Kms.) 

Dome Distribution Within Maria 

Having determined that domes prefer some maria to others, the remaining question is 
whether domes are randomly distributed within the mare units themselves. This test is per-
formed on each mare it by itself. Randomness is now defined by the "nearest-neighbor 
statistic," R, where: 	

(3) R Do/Dr. 

Here 50  is the mean distance between a dome and the nearest other dome in the same 
mare unit. Quantity Dr  is the expected nearest-neighbor distance for a truly random dis-
tribution of n points in an area a, namely: 

(4) Dr  - an 

By definition, R - 1 for a truly random distribution. Actual values of R may vary 
from 0 to 2.149. A value of R • 0 indicates a completely clustered distribution, the hypo-
thetical limiting case where all domes lie on the same point. A value of R -  2.149 means 
a completely regular distribution, where domes would be regularly arrayed (in a hexagonal 
pattern) to be as far from each other as possible. In most real cases, of course, R is 
equal to neither 0, 1, nor 2.149; but its probable range of error can be calculated for 
any desired level of significance. If the maximum acceptable value of R is less than 1, 
the distribution has a significant tendency to clustering. If the minimum acceptable value 
of R is greater than 1, the distribution is significantly regular. Thus, the hypotheses to 
be tested are: 

Null Hypothesis: R - 0 (i.e., the distribution is random) 
Alternate Hypothesis: R / 0 (i.e.; (i) if R 	41, the distribution is 

clustered, or (ii) if Rmin> 1, the distribution 
is regular). 

The si.cAficance level chosen here is GK. = 0.05, which means that the range of uncer- 
tainty of R i.e., between R 	and Rmin) is such that we would expect 1 to fall outside 
this range only 5 per cent of the time were a distribution truly random. 

For this portion of the study, nearest-neighbor distances were measured for 207 domes 
in 11 mare units (the number of domes is less than the 226 used for the Chi-Square test be-
cause some units were not used because they contained too few domes for a reliable nearest-
neighbor test). The actual measurements and the determinations of the values of Do, Dr, 
and R for the 11 units were performed by a BASIC-Language program on an IBM 360/67 computer, 
with distances calculated directly from the rectangular coordinates of the domes. The re-
sults of this study are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2 (pg. 96) shows that R is not significantly different from 1 (i.e., 1 lies be-
tween Amax and Rmin) in seven cases. These seven mare units can thus be accepted as having 
random distributions of domes upon them. In four other cases, however (i.e., A4, A9b, Age, 
and Al2), R is significantly less than 1 (i.e., Nen is less than 1) so that, in each of 
these four mare units, we are 95 per cent "sure" that there is a significant tendency for 
their domes to cluster. This supports the intuitive impression given by Figures 5 and 6. 

(text continued on page 96) 
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Figure 5. Azimuthal equivalent ("equal-area") projection of Quadrants 2 and 3 of lunar 
earthside hemisphere, showing locations of lunar mare units and of domes within them. Same 
scale as Figure 6. 
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••• 

Figure 6. Azimuthal equivalent ("equal-area") projection of Quadrants 1 and 4 of lunar 
earthside hemisphere, showing locations of lunar mare units and of domes within them. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 are charts prepared by John E. Westfall. North at top, I.A.U. east to the 
right in both charts. See also text of "Statistical Analysis of Lunar Dome Distribution". 
The mare units are identified and the individual domes are listed on pages 96-98. The 
Moon's zero meridian of longitude is marked on both figures. 
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Mare 

Table 2. 	Summary of 

No. of 	Area 
Domes 	(103Km4 	R 

Nearest-Neighbor 

95% Confidence 
Limits of R 

Analyses. 

Is R Significantly 
Different from 1? Unit Bmin Rmax 

Al 19 835.4 0.898 0.461 1.335 No 
A2 5 311.7 1.476 0.395 2.149 No 
A4 45 407.6 0.700 0.453 0.947 Yes 
A5 17 334.0 0.854 0.611 1.098 No 
A9b 21 993.9 0.514 0.243 0.785 Yes 
A9d 31 22.8 1.178 0.840 1.516 No 
A9e 25 218.7 0.642 0.404 0.880 Yes 
A9f 19 648.0 0.822 0.497 1.147 No 
A10 13 239.6 0.730 0.240 1.219 No 
Al2 6 28.8 0.397 0.360 0.434 Yes 
Bl 6 433.4 1.170 0.335 2.005 No 

TOTAL 207 4473.9 4 - Yes 
7 - No 

Appendix: Dome Catalog by Mare Unit. 

Positions are given in rectangular coordinates in units of 0.001 lunar radii. The 
first 3-digit number is g (+ if I.A.U. east, - if I.A.U. west); and the second 3-digit nud-
ber is X (+ if north, - if south). Where the writer has measured a dome position that 
differs from the published A.L.P.O. position, the previously published position is given 
in parentheses. Domes not given in the previously published A.L.P.O. catalogs are follows_ 
by an asterisk. 

Al Mare Imbrium. (19 domes; 835,400 Sq.Kms.) 

+095+582 	 -142+448* 	 -356+305* 
-019+730 	 -183+344* 	 -410+657* 
-073+375 (-074+374) 	-192+320* 	 -506+439 
-108+317 	 -300+290* 	 -510+460 
-121+675 (-121+670) 	-343+582 	 -514+477 
-138+447 	 -343+580 
-140+305* 	 +343+574 

A2 	Mare Serenitatis.  (5 domes; 311,700 Sq.Kms.) 

+357+554 	 +255+304 (+259+304) 	+148+511 (+152+510) 
+269+300 (+274+299) 	+183+348 

Lacus Somniorum. (1 dome; 66,400 Sq.Kms.) 

+335+607* 

A4 Mare Tranouillitatis.  (45 domes; 407,600 Sq.Kms.) 

+615+126 	 +536+183 	 +500+112* 
+610+042 +500+105* 
+606+146* 	 13= +494+192* 
+602+177* 	 +524+187 
+599+183* 	 +523+206 
+596+151* 	 +522+122*

54 	

+478+229* 

+595+055 	 :63:: 
+449-030* 

+593+131 	 +519+251* 	 +373+095* 
+568+244 	 +519+186 	 +363+130 
+567+269* +517+247* 	 +358+149 
+565+247*  +516+131* 	 +357+077* 
+565+243* 	 +510+200 	 +353+155 
+556+042 	 +507+207* 

+507+184 	
+349+161 

+548+185* :3111-g73* +537+204 	 +503+203* 
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-643+651 

 

Oceanus 

 

Procellarum--Northern Section. (21 domes; 993,900 Sq.Kms.) 

   

15. Mare Fecunditatis. (17 domes; 334,000 Sq.Kms.) 

+795-316* 
+781-241 (+781-243) 
+777-318 
+776-232 (+777-238) 
+768-237 
+761-305* 

+755-074* 
+744-172* 
+740-215 (+737-217) 
+736-085* 
+732-395* 
+729-172 

+728-060* 
+719-190* 
+710+015* 
+704-113 (+703-113) 
+697-075 

.1c. Mare Nectaris. (3 domes; 98,800 Sq.Kms.) 

+609-381* 	 +608-376  

r-. Mare Vaporum. (4 domes; 53,300 Sq.Kms.) 

+125+259* 	 +098+260 
+115+252* 	 +096+262*  

a. Sinus Nedii. (4 domes; 48,900 Sq.Kms.) 

+603-380 

+061+068 
	

+005+044* 
+055+058* 
	

+004+041 

1;a. Oceanus Procellarum--Sinus Roris. (1 dome; 298,800 Sq.Kms.) 

he 

.en 
lowed -507+337* 

-523+484 
-523+441 

-537+446*  
-538+474 
-611+451 (-612+451) 
-620+452 

-624+446 (-624+445) 
-627+436* 
-717+345 
-773+155 
-773+127* 
-782+172* 
-782+119* 

-783+120* 
-790+191* 
-791+183* 
-802+158* 
-813+141* 
-839+161* 
-897+144 

I2z. Oceanus Procellarum--Aristarchus Hills. (1 dome; 51,000 Sq.Kms.) 

-701+430* 

Oceanus Procellarum--Nilichius Dome Field. (31 domes; 22,800 Sq.Kms.) 

-449+132 -483+157 -510+220 
-455+136 -485+235* -510+175 
-458+137 -486+219 -515+228 
-458+130 (-459+131) -489+217* -516+225* 
-462+132 -492+235 (-492+238) -523+227* 
-466+124 -497+218 -523+183 
-472+125 -499+238* -528+247 
-475+244 -502+227 (-502+228) -528+220 
-476+238 -503+245 -530+200 (-532+200) 
-477+242 (-474+243) -508+200 
-478+242 -510+229 (-510+228) 

Oceanus Procellarum- -Interraaria Section. (25 domes; 218,700 Sq.Kms.) 

-410+078* 
-429+057 

-050+010* 
-057-047* 

-205-069 
-212+049 

-060-056 (-060-060) -213+069* -435+042 
-061-051* -214+062* -527+141* 
-066-057* -218+042 -532+166 
-067-050* -218-090* -536+136* 
-077-060 (-078-059) -247+013 -540+070* 
-078-054* -250+021 
-193+005 -257+030 
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A9f. Oceanus Procellarum--Riphaeus Section.  (19 domes; 648,000 Sq.Kms.) 

-301-233 	 -500-290 
-409-060* 	 -502-071 (-502-068) 
-431-197 	 -514-206 
-438-102 (-440-100) 	-566-131 
-438-245* 	 -600-140 
-496-062 	 _775+076* 
-498-078* 	 _777+057* 

-885+046* 
-888+055* 
-897+005* 
-900+005 
-931-071 

A10. Mare Nubium. 	(13 domes; 239,600 Sq.Kms.) 

-155-347 	 -297-475 -383-445* 
-156-353 	 -350-441* -384-439 (-384-442) 
-162-347 	 -351-473* -388-420* 
-217-485 	 -359-298* 
-232-467 	 -366-453 

All. Mare Humorum. 	(1 dome; 115,400 Sq.Kms.) 

-444-438*  

Al2. Palus Epidemiarum. 	(6 domes; 28,800 Sq.Kms.) 

-362-556 	 -370-563 -378-560 
-365-561 	 -375-554 -385-555 

Bl. Mare Frigoris. 	(6 domes; 433,400 Sq.Kms.) 

+262+790* 	 +090+768 +012+827 
+110+777 	 +085+764 -186+851 (-185+854) 

B3. Lacus Mortis. 	(1 dome; 14,200 Sq.Kms.) 

+325+733 

Cl. Mare Crisium. 	(3 domes; 197,300 Sq.Kms.) 

+779+211* 	 +776+217* +745+265 
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Table I. (Cont.) 

UT Date 	Observer 	Aperture 	Magnitude 
(inches) 

	

1966, Dec. 13.02 	Conger 	 2 	 7.7 b 

	

16.00 	Conger 	 2 	 7.2 b 

	

17.00 	Bortle 	 2 	 7.3 b 

	

17.01 	Conger 	 2 	 7.2 b 

	

19.06 	Wooten 	 10 	 8.5 

	

20.96 	Simmons 	 6 	 7.0 a 

	

22.96 	Simmons 	 2 	 6.8 a 

	

22.96 	Simmons 	 6 	 7.0 a 

	

23.07 	Polley 	 2.4 	 7.5 d 

	

24.96 	Simmons 	 2 	 7.3 a 

	

26.96 	Conger 	 2 	 6.0 c 

	

27.95 	Smith 	 6 	 7.0 d 

	

29.10 	Polley 	 2.4 	 7.0 

	

30.97 	Conger 	 2 	 6.0 c 

	

1967, Jan. 	1.96 	Simmons 	 6 	 6.2 e 

	

2.96 	Conger 	 2 	 6.0 e 

	

3.03 	McCants 	 2 	 6.1 b 

	

4.08 	Milon 	 2 	 6.8 b 

	

4.96 	Simmons 	 2 	 6.0 e 

	

27.50 	McCants 	 2 	 6.5 d 

	

28.48 	Simmons 	 2 	 6.8 a 

	

Feb. 	5.47 	Simmons 	 6 	 8.0 a 

	

9.25 	McCants 	 9.5 	 8.7 

	

11.46 	Simmons 	 8 	 8.5 a 

a. AAVSO charts 
b. Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Star Catalog 
c. Yale Bright Star Catalog 
d. Skalnate Pleso Atlas 
e. Skalnate Pleso Catalog 

pilz NEW METHODS AND GOALS FOR THE SELECTED AREAS PROGRAM 
By: Harry D. Jamieson and Christopher A. Vaucher, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

The Selected Areas Program, as many readers may know, was originally designed to 
search for transient lunar phenomena as well as longer term "seasonal changes". Recently, 
however, responsibility for TLP has been given to Mrs. Winifred S. Cameron, who will be fr 
charge of a separate program to study this important aspect of lunar science. In view cf 
this important change in the direction of the SAP, it has been deemed advisable to make 
several necessary changes in our policies: 

glom 
1. The SAP will as of now concentrate most of its attention upon long-term vari-

ations, or "seasonal changes". These would normally include such things as 
tonal and shape variations, since these occur during the course of a lunatiot. 	 ps 

2. While the older "blink" device - so useful to TLP work - will no longer be us.e: 
extensively, work with individual color filters will still be of prime impor-
tance to the program. 

3. New areas have been incorporated into the project. These include: Pico, Pit:R., 
Atlas, Gassendi, Hell, Aristillus, and Endymion. These features were chosen 
the basis of their known changes, as well as - wherever possible - proven obser-
ver interest. 

Observations for this program are neither hard to make, nor to submit. Forms are 
provided for the observer to make his drawings and intensity estimates on. Also, the Re-
corders will be happy to answer any questions observers may have, as well as to offer per-
sonal attention to anyone having trouble getting started. A few simple instructions for 
completing the forms may be helpful. 
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1 Each individual observation should be placed on a separate form to facilitate 
'ing by area. 

2. Intensity estimates will be of prime importance. Observations should be based 
— the standard ALPO 0-10 scale in both white and colored light. Wratten Filters which 
re been found very useful for this type of work include 25 (red), 58 (green), and 38A 

Estimates may be either placed on the drawing itself or on a separate sheet, 
._chever the observer prefers. 

3. While drawings should always be as pleasing to the eye as possible, accuracy is 
mcre important than art. Readers should understand that drawings are prime material for 
blication, and that inaccurate efforts are far more likely to damage an observerfs repu-

-fon than inartistic ones. Few of us are artists; but all of us should be able to 
accuracy of form, shape, and position. Special attention should be paid to the 

=f-Ppes and lengths of shadows when making drawings, for there is a vital need to know more 
scut the vertical profiles of many of the areas under study. 

4. Colongitude should always be computed for the evening's work, and instructions 
correctly carrying out this simple procedure can be obtained from the Recorders. 

5. Written notes are very valuable additions to any type of observation. Under 
:be section on the form headed "Descriptive Notes", one should discuss anything which was 

immediately apparent on the drawing. One should note the relationships between indi-
_dual features and their surroundings, the nature and extent of bright rays, features 

seen only under low or high lighting conditions, and any unusual or anomalous aspects. 

6 Times and dates should be given in Universal Time only; careful attention should 
paid to establishing the correct correspondence between UT and colongitude. 

7 Observations should be mailed to the Recorder at the end of each lunation, and 
-:ecific data should always be kept in duplicate. The Recorder will comment upon them and 
:knowledge receipt of the reports as they arrive. 

8 It has been found necessary to charge for new forms in order to help offset the 
_ast of their printing, which comes to about 4,0 apiece. It is hoped that observers will 
nnderstand and sympathize with our problem here. 

Long experience has taught the Recorders that best results are obtained from observ-
ers who select one or two areas only and "specialize" on them. While we do not wish to as-
sign areas to observers, some controls are necessary in any scientific project; and we ask 
:hat each observer pick one or two areas which he likes very much, and sticks to them. Ob-
servers who really know their areas are better qualified to detect the changes and vari-
7:ions which this program is primarily interested in. 

Many readers who have followed the progress of this program over the years will be 
_nterested in knowing the status of some of our original areas. All areas not on the pres-
ent forms may be considered "closed down" and no longer under study. In some cases, in-
terest in the features dropped off before we felt satisfied that we had learned all that 
.e could about them; in other cases, a point of diminishing returns was reached in which 
several hundred observations were on hand, and additional ones appeared lacking in new 
data. Of the program's original six areas, Plato and Messier-Pickering were reported on 
some years back, while Kepler and Alphonsus are ready for publication now, and Aristarchus 
and Eratosthenes are nearly so. We are deeply indebted to Lunar Recorders Delano (Kepler) 
and Westfall (Aristarchus) for their efforts in writing these reports up. All of the ori-
girull  areas will be published upon as the Editor finds space for the reports. 

The program has recently made some discoveries which the two Recorders, at least, 
eel justify the time and effort put into the program by so many observers. While details 
f these observations and others will be found in the individual area reports now awaiting 
;-:blication, some remarks about them may be in order now. 

Perhaps the most surprising of these concerns a heretofore unsuspected system of 
dark bands within the crater Alphonsus. While certainly not so dark or evident as the 
bands to be found in such craters as Aristarchus, the Alphonsus dark bands nevertheless 
exist, and have been seen in whole or in part by a number of respected observers working 

re 	 independently of each other. The bands have been seen as a system of dark lines crossing 
Re- 	 the crater's floor in several places. The first observer to record these was Carl F. 
per.. 	 Dillon. 
Dr 
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Figure 10. Drawing of lunar crater Alphon-
sus by Carl F. Dillon, Jr. February 13, 
1968. Oh28m - Oh44m, U.T. 6-inch refl. 
150X. Seeing 6 (scale of 0 to 10). Trans-
parency 3 (limiting magnitude). Colongi-
tude 7926. Lunar south at top, lunar west 
(IAU sense) at right. All dark streaks 
hard to see. 

Figure 11. Drawing of lunar crater Alphct-
sus by Inez N. Beck. August 25, 1969. L= 
30111  - 4h45m, U.T. 6-inch refl. 152X. See-
ing 9. Transparency 6.5. Colongitude 
5990. 

r- 11 

A 

Figure 12. Drawing of lunar crater Alphon-
sus by Bruce A. Waddington. August 14, 
1967. 4hom  - 4h45m,  U.T. 8-inch refl. 
195X. Seeing 4. Transparency 3. Colon-
gitude 1321. Passing clouds at times. 
Early morning lighting. 

Figure 13. Drawing of lunar crater Alphcm-
SUB by Ronald F. Fournier. September 22-2. 3 
1969. 23n33m - Oh50m, U.T. 6-inch refl. 
126X. Seeing 6. Transparency 6. Colon-
gitude 5097. 

###################* 

Though Atlas has only recently been added to the program's list of areas for study, 
quite a bit about it has already been determined. The long-famous dark patches within the 
crater have now been found to be dark -haloed craterlets adjoined by a system of very deli-
cate rilles. This aspect appears to be very similar to what has long been known about the 
dark areas within Alphonsus. 

Many more interesting and important discoveries remain to be made on the Moon, and 
the role of the amateur in lunar research must still be considered an important one. 
Orbiter photographs of Atlas were used to help identify the rilles and craterlets associat-
ed with that crater's dark patches, these were first suspected visually with ordinary ama-
teur instruments. Moreover, the band system within Alphonsus is not to be found on space-
craft based photographs at all, and can only be made out visually from Earth. The writers 
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:ertainly welcome hearing from anyone honestly interested in doing this type of im-
L lunar research. 

Figures 10-13 are sample drawings of the dark bands on the floor of Alphonsus and may 
medicate something of the general quality of lunar observations in this project. 

LUNAR DOTES  

By: Charles L. Ricker, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Our new Recorder in charge of the Lunar Transient Phenomena Program, Mrs. Winifred 
ikme:cm, has communicated the following plans for that program: All observers of the Moon 

are interested in LTP should concentrate on a limited number of formations (less than 
• and should spend several lunations becoming thoroughly familiar with their appearance 

all conditions of lighting. They should then undertake a systematic program of stir-
-elf these formations for any abnormal appearances. In case anything abnormal is noted, 

effort should be made to eliminate any possible sources of error. Changing eye-
moving the feature around in the field of view, and checking nearby formations are 

3==e 
 

methods which should always be followed in checking one's suspicions. If one is still 
of the reality of the event, he should try to get confirmation from an observer else-
if at all possible. Full descriptions of positive events should be reported, such 

77 time and date, location of observer, size of telescope, kind (reflector or refrac-
=7), and powers used at times of observations. Lists of negative observations should 
a_:: be reported, including times, features examined, and telescopic data. 

A more comprehensive article will appear in a later issue, but in the meantime Mrs. 
:moron has expressed a desire to hear from all members who are seriously' interested in 
▪ nz  part in this patrol so that she can organize coverage of all or most LTP features. 
:: Ls hoped that all our lunar students will respond to this very worthwhile project. Her 
_.__-ess is Mrs. Winifred S. Cameron, NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 641, Green-

Maryland 20771. 

Mr. Julius Benton has left the Lunar Section because of his appointment to a Jupiter 
Lao:rdership. Mr. Harry Jamieson has replaced Mr. Benton as the head of the Selected Areas 

Mr. Christopher Vaucher continues to be the Assistant Lunar Recorder in the SAP. 

Otherwise, the Lunar Recorders and their projects are the same as described in our 
issue (Str. A., Vol. 23, Nos. 3-4, pg. 62). 

We regret that lack of space has obliged us to postpone the publication of the bal-
-ze of Dr. John Westfall's report on the ALPO Lunar Photograph Library to a later issue 

this one. 

THE 1221 ASTRONOMICAL  LEAGUE - A.L.P.O. CONVENTION  AT MEMPHIS 

By: Julius L. Benton, Jr. 

The Nineteenth Annual Convention of the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers 
-Las held in conjunction with the 25th National Convention of the Astronomical League on 

2-2 	 .= campus of Southwestern College at Memphis, Tennessee on August 18-22, 1971. The host 
L. 	 _-r the gathering was the Memphis Astronomical Society under the auspices of the Southwes- 
t_ 	 :ern at Memphis Physics Department. 

At noon on Wednesday, August 18th, the Convention opened with registration at Briggs 
?-cent Center. During the afternoon, exhibits were set up; and a number of delegates did 

sight-seeing in and around Memphis. That evening an informal observing session was 
Li:i in the athletic field, with telescopes of various sizes trained on Mars and Jupiter. 

he 

	

	 Harry Jamieson collected and set up the A.L.P.O. Exhibit; we thank all who contributed 
L- it. 

he 
After breakfast on Thursday morning, the Convention opened at 9:00 A.M. with the us-

-Lal welcoming speeches. General Chairman for the Convention was Mr. William J. Busier of 
Memphis Astronomical Society, who presented some opening remarks. He was followed by 

Mr. John C. Flippen, President of the Memphis Astronomical Society, Mr. W. C. "Bud" Shew 
mon, President of the Astronomical League, and Mr. Walter H. Haas, Director of the Assoc-
lation of Lunar and Planetary Observers. 

A preliminary business meeting of the Astronomical League was held at 9:30 A.M. the 
same morning; and at 10:30 A.M. the first formal paper session got underway, Mr. Busier 
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:_zure 14. Julius L. Benton (left), A.L. - 
E.:. Jupiter and Saturn Recorder, and C. F. 
:e:en (right), A.L.P.O. Mars Recorder, look- 

at portion of A.L.P.O. Exhibit during 
1...:ronomical Convention at Memphis. Figures 
-19 are photographs taken and contributed 

rT Mr. Charles L. Ricker. 

Figure 16. William R. Winkler (right fore-
rround) and others at Memphis Convention. 
'f.7. Winkler is an active amateur in the 
-ia.shdngton, D.C. area and is especially in-
:erested in lunar and planetary photogra-
='iic techniques. He has given papers on 

subject at A.L.P.O. meetings. 

Figure 18. William H. Glenn of New York 
luring a break in the paper sessions. Mr. 
Dlenn gave a paper on the aspects of the 
shadow of the Moon in the sky during total 
solar eclipses. 

J ❑ ED ❑ I 

ID CI El I 

ID El CI I 
Figure 15. Jupiter drawings forming part 
of A.L.P.O. Exhibit at Memphis. The Ex-
hibit was collected and arranged by Harry 
Jamieson. It was set up on tables and 
walls just outside the main Lecture Room. 

Figure 17. Miss Grace A. Fox of Fort 
Dodge, Iowa at lectern during Astonomical 
League - A.L.P.O. Convention at Memphis. 
Miss Fox spoke on the astronomical train-
ing of young people. She has taught as-
tronomy classes for both teen-agers and 
adults. 

Figure 19. Cafeteria lunch line during 
the Memphis Convention, showing some 
delegates and a portion of the campus 
of Southwestern at Memphis. 
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sketches, the determination of latitudes on Jupiter, and general satellite ob-
servations. 

All observations and routine correspondence about Jupiter should be 
sent to kik Benton, who will pass on the qualitative material to Mr. Mackal. 
Orders for the Jupiter Handbook should go directly to Mr. Mackal, as before. 

Hew Address for Harry Jamieson. Lunar Recorder Jamieson is now at the following 
4030 S.E. Gladstone, Apt. 15, Portland, Oregon 97202. 

Lunar Section Staff Changes. Mr. Julius Benton has resigned as a Lunar Recorder be-
e of his new duties as a Jupiter Recorder. The Selected Areas Program, which Mr. Ben-

= headed, is now supervised by Mr. Harry Jamieson, with Mr. Christopher Vaucher continu- 

	

ard 	 z as Assistant Lunar Recorder on the Selected Areas Program. 
lot 

New Staff Member in Lunar and Planeatry Training Program. Mr. Richard J. Wessling, 

	

E- 	 Deblin Drive, Milford, Ohio 45150 has joined Mr. Charles Ricker as his Assistant in 
Training Program. Mr. Wessling is an expert in photography and will provide training 

	

.=6 	 guidance to those ALPO members who are interested in improving their photographic tech- 
- 73,g, or who wish to commence photography of the Moon and planets. Be will also assist 

.±am 
 

—.-se  trainees who need additional help in drawing techniques, which is another of his 
:alties. With the fantastic advances in Solar System research these days, it is becom-

.;:hg increasingly important that amateurs develop their observing skills to the fullest ex-
and adopt more precise and sophisticated methods wherever possible. For these ma- 

	

ll, 	 azcs M Wessling is a welcome addition to our staff. Mr. jiicker has asked that prospec- 

Some Memphis Convention Thank-Yous. The A.L.P.O. hereby expresses its deep apprecia-
.i:n to the Astronomical League for the opportunity to participate in this astronomical 

rt 

	

	 We wish to thank the Memphis Astronomical Society and Southwestern at Memphis, 
hosts, for their numerous acts of helpfulness and hospitality. Only those societies 

-.7to have recently held such meetings know the huge amount of work and careful planning that 
-= required. Finally, we want to thank those many individuals who contributed in any way 

7 	 the success of this enjoyable astronomical meeting. 

Policy on Possible Future League - ALPO Conventions. During the Memphis Convention 
meter Haas, the Director of the ALPO, requested permission to be present at a Council 
=meeting of the Astronomical League. The League Council kindly gave this permission. At 

meeting the ALPO Director invited the League to formulate a policy for possible future 
:int meetings with the ALPO, describing ways in which such cooperation might be mutually 

a.ivantageous and also considering financial arrangements. The Council discussed this mat-
er; and on September 19, 1971 the League Executive Secretary, Mrs. Wilma Cherup, wrote in 
art as follows: 

"Your attendance at the Council Meeting of the Astronomical League on Fri-
day night, August 20, 1971, was appreciated and your proposal very well received. 

"After proper discussion, it was the consensus of the Council that whenever 
the Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers hold a joint convention with the 
National Convention of the Astronomical League, an agreement will be made between 
the League Convention Committee and the authorized representatives of ALPO, es-
tablishing a percentage figure for sharing in the profits or deficits of the con-
vention. Such agreement is to be dependent upon approval of the League. This 
agreement and percentage figure is to be determined before each convention, to 
enable the Convention Committee to plan for registration and other costs. 

"In the event that the National Amateur Association, Inc. invites the Astro-
nomical League to participate in one of their meetings, the Astronomical League 
will not have jurisdiction over such a decision. 

members of the Training Program continue to send their inquiries to him, and those A 
such advanced training as cited above will be referred to Mr. Wessling as appears 

—.7.---priate. There has been a very gratifying response to the Training Program in recent 
3cmths, and it is hoped that such an encouraging amount of interest among our members will 

'6117;z.- 	 Z77.1 even more with the addition of these new branches of the Lunar and Planetary Training 
gram. 

wit 
6 	 Site of 1972 ALPO Convention. Mr Clifford Holmes, President of the Riverside Astro - 

-,nwiR1 Society, on August 1, 1971 invited the ALPO to join the Convention of Western Ama - 
Astronomers at Riverside, California in mid-August, 1972. During the ALPO business 

`ing at Memphis it was voted to accept this invitation. Early plans by Mr. Holmes and 
helpers are for the use of University of California at Riverside student housing, 

ich will reduce costs, and for visits to the Big Bear Solar Observatory and the Table 
Ammtain and Ford Observatories. 
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A Space Age view of a scene familiar to amateur lunar observers. Apollo-12 photo-
graph AS 12-50-7433, looking northward from Sinus Aestuum (foreground) to Mare 
Imbrium (background). At the center is Eratosthenes, 53 kms. across and 3,700 meters 
deep. In the upper right is the crater-ring Wallace. The whole area is littered with 
secondary craters associated with Eratosthenes and Copernicus. 

--E STROLLING ASTRONOMER 
Box 3AZ 
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PHOTOMETRY METHODS AND THE TOTAL LUNAR ECLIPSE OF JANUARY  la, 1972  

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

General 

During the total lunar eclipse on January 30, 1972, the Moon will be well-placed for 
=ost observers in North America (with the exception of those in the eastern portion of the 
continent, who will be unable to see the final phases). Accordingly, A.L.P.O. members are 
encouraged to make and submit observations of this event, preferably on the recently-ex-
panded "ALPO Lunar Eclipse Observation Forms", which are now available from the writer. 
The eclipse schedule is given below. 

Lunar Eclipse Schedule: January 30, 1972 

(Note: 	All times have been converted from E.T. to U.T. 	For all time zones shown, 
the eclipse will occur on the morning of Sunday, January 30th. 	Parentheses in- 
dicate that an eclipse phase will not be visible for most observers in a parti-
cular time zone.) 

Phase 	 U.T. 	EST 	CST 	MST 	PST 

Moon enters Penumbra (08:01.6) 03:01.6 02:01.6 01:01.6 00:01.6 

Moon enters Umbra 
(1st Contact) (09:11.3) 04:11.3 03:11.3 02:11.3 01:11.3 

Total Eclipse Begins 
(2nd Contact) (10:35.1) 05:35.1 04:35.1 03:35.1 02:35.1 

Middle of Eclipse (10:53.4) 05:53.4 04:53.4 03:53.4 02:53.4 
Total Eclipse Ends 

(3rd Contact) (11:11.5) 06:11.5 05:11.5 04:11.5 03:11.5 

Moon leaves Umbra 
(4th Contact) (12:35.3) (07:35.3) 06:35.3 05:35.3 04:35.3 

Moon leaves Penumbra (13:45.2) (08:45.2) (07:45.2) 06:45.2 05:45.2 

The position angles of umbral contacts (cardinal directions in Old, or pre-IAU, Sys-
tem) are: 1st at 86° E. of N. Point, 4th at 44° W. of N. Point. 

The magnitude of the Gclipse is : 1.054 (1.000 or above indicates a total eclipse). 

Types of Eclipse Observations 

A number of types of useful observations of lunar eclipses may be made with a small 
telescope, binoculars, or even the naked eye. The value of such observations is enhanced 
if they are recorded on the special observing forms mentioned above. Techniques of lunar 
eclipse observation are described on pp. 22-24 of the ALPO Lunar Observer's Manual (avail-
able from Lunar Recorder Charles Ricker). The following types of observation are suggest-
ed and, with the exception of number 4, should be submitted to the ALPO Editor, Walter H. 
Haas. Following the descriptions of the types of observation are parenthetical notes on 
desirable instruments and magnifications. 

1. General descriptions, sketches, and photographs of umbral and penumbral shading, 
color, and visibility, including descriptions of the sharpness and form of the edge of the 
umbra. The Danjon scale is recommended for describing eclipse luminosity. (Observe with 
any magnification low enough conveniently to show the entire Moon--say, a telescope with 
magnification 75X or less, or binoculars.) 

2. Drawing and/or photographing selected lunar features, both immediately before 
and immediately after the umbra passes over them in order to detect possible eclipse-in-
duced lunar changes and possible Transient Lunar Phenomena (TLP's). Observations through 
selected color filters are particularly valuable. Outline charts of some selected areas 
may be obtained from Lunar Recorders Harry Jamieson or Christopher Vaucher. (At least a 
6-inch telescope is desirable.) 

3. Timing, to ± 0.1 minute accuracy, umbral contact 1 through contact 4. (Instru-
mental requirements as in 1, above.) 

4. Timing, again to ± 0.1 minute accuracy, umbral contacts of lunar craters. For 
both immersion (disappearance) and emersion (reappearance), a crater timing should be the 
average of the two times when the umbral edge first touches and last touches the crater 
rim. Observers should restrict timings to the fifteen craters numbered on the reference 
map on the "ALPO Lunar Eclipse Observation Forms." Completed observations of crater tim- 
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ings should be detached from the rest of the forms and mailed to: ay and Telescope, 49-
50-51 Bay State Road, Cadbridge, Mass. 02138. (Magnifications in the range 60-150X have 
been found convenient by the author.) 

5. Estimating the apparent stellar magnitude of the Moon at a number of different 
times during the eclipse, particularly during totality. Three methods for doing this are 
described below. (Use naked eye or binoculars.) 

It is doubtful whether any one observer can accurately make all the observations 
described above during a single eclipse; there just is not enough time. Obviously, each 
observer should then restrict himself to those eclipse observations he is best suited to 
do, based on his interests, experience, and equipment. Organized observing teems are also 
recommended. 

Lunar Eclipse Photometry 

Introduction.--The Moon's brightness varies considerably from eclipse to eclipse so 
that it is desirable to have objective magnitude measures throughout the various phases of 
each eclipse, and particularly during totality. The methods described below are those of 
"total photometry", where the brightness (apparent visual magnitude) of the entire lunar 
disc is measured (i.e., as opposed to more difficult, but also more sensitive, measures of 
the brightness of particular lunar areas). In each of the three methods described below, 
the image of the moon is compared with that of a star (or planet). Each method differs in 
the manner by which the images of the Moon and the star are made comparable in apparent 
size and brightness. Because the Moon's brightness often varies by a factor of 100,000 or 
more during an eclipse, no single method can be used for all phases of an eclipse. 

Extinction Correction.--Usually, the Moon and the comparison star are at different 
altitudes above the horizon during the eclipse. This means that their light is dimmed by 
unequAl amounts by the Earth's atmosphere, and this effect (often amounting to several 
tenths of a magnitude) must be corrected for in order to obtain accurate lunar magnitudes. 

Figure 1 is a graph which gives the differential extinction correction, E, depend-
ing on the altitude of the Moon and the altitude of the comparison star. The vertical 
axis is the altitude of the higher of the two objects and the horizontal axis is the al-
titude of the lower object. The curved lines on the graph give the value of E (in magni-
tudes) found at the intersection of the appropriate altitude values. E is positive if the 
Moon is higher than the star and is negative if the Moon is lower than the star. 

This method is not accurate if the observer is high above sea level (e.g., in moun-
tains where the extinction is less), if the sky is hazy (when the extinction is greater) 
or if light clouds obscure the Moon and/or the star. This method is also not to be used 
when either object is within 10° of the horizon, and so the graph does not show altitudes 
under this value. The graph also "cuts off" at 80° altitude because any object above 80° 
suffers virtually (i.e., within 0.01 magnitude) the same extinction as at 80°. This writ-
er measures altitudes (accurate to ± 1°) by sighting on the straight edge of a protractor 
with a plumb bob suspended from its center mark. Lacking this gadget, one can secure es-
timated altitudes (e.g., assuming the fist at arm's length subtends 100), which are better 
than none at all. If possible, the Moon and the star should be at approximately equal al-
titudes so as to minimize the correction factor (and hence its uncertainties). It is also 
possible, of course, to compute the altitude of the Moon and the comparison star at the 
time of each estimate. 

Method 1: Comparison of Out-of-Focus Images. - -This is a naked-eye method for the 
near-sighted observer. Remove your glasses and compare the out-of-focus circular image of 
the Moon with the similarly out-of-focus image of a comparison star. If the Moon's image 
appears equal in brightness to that of a star of magnitude m, the Moon's magnitude, M, is 
given by: M = m + E. 

This method is most useful during totality when the Moon's apparent magnitude is of-
ten comparable to that of a star or planet. If you are not near-sighted, you might still 
experiment with this method by sighting through a positive lens. 

Method 2: Reversed Binoculars or Hand Telescope.-- Reduce the apparent size and 
brightness of the Moon by viewing it through reversed binoculars or a small telescope, 
comparing the reduced Moon with a star viewed with the naked eye. If the normal magni-
fication of the binoculars or telescope is P, the Moon's actual apparent magnitude is 
given by: M = m - CO log P) + 0.23 + E. 

The constant, 0.2, assumes a 0.2 magnitude loss of light in the reversed optical 
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Figure 1. Graph giving magnitude values of the differential atmospheric extinction correc-
tion, to be used when estimating the magnitude of the eclipsed Moon when compared to a star 
or planet. This graph may be used with any lunar eclipse, and its use is described in the 
text of the article "Photometry Methods and the Total Lunar Eclipse of January 30, 1972." 
Graph prepared by Dr. John E. Westfall. 

********** 

system (you may wish to determine this more accurately for your own instrument by comparing 
the reversed image of a bright star or planet with a fainter star viewed with the naked 
eye). Assuming a 0.2 magnitude light loss, the factorE5 log P + 0.2)depends on the normal 
(non-reversed) magnification of the instrument as follows: 

	

Normal Magnification = 6X 	 Magnitude Reduction = 4.09 

	

7X 	 4.43 

	

DX 	 4.72 

	

10X 	 5.20 

	

12X 	 5.59 

	

16X 	 6.22 

	

20X 	 6.71 . 

This method can be used during the umbral phases of an eclipse, when the apparent 
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lunar magnitude is in the approximate range from -6 to 0. 

Method 3: Convex Reflection.—In  this method, the size and brightness of the Moon 
are reduced by viewing its reflected image on a convex spherical surface--a convex mirror, 
a highly-polished ball bearing, or even (in the writer's case) a Christmas-tree ball. 
What is viewed is the virtual image of the Moon, located midway between the center of cur-
vature and the reflecting surface. The lunar image is fainter the farther the eye is re-
moved from the image. In practice, this distance is varied by moving the eye back and 
forth until the Moon's brightness equals that of the comparison star, at which point the 
distance, R, to the virtual image is measured (e.g., in inches or centimeters). The 
Moon's magnitude, M, is then given by: M = m + K - 5 log R + E. 

The constant K is found by observing the Full Moon immediately before or immediately 
after the eclipse, when its magnitude is known (approximately - 12.7). The writer has 
found it convenient to view the comparison star's image in a plane mirror placed beside 
the spherical reflector, so that the two images are viewed side-by-side. In such a case, 
the constant K must also be found when using the plane mirror. 

This method is usable during the penumbral stages and, given a sufficiently large 
radius of curvature of the reflector, may also be used for the brighter umbral stages of 
the eclipse. 

Fractional Method.—When  using the first or the second method, the Moon's apparent 
brightness may not be quite equal to that of any convenient comparison star. In such 
cases, a method analogous to one used by variable-star observers is employed. The observ-
er should select two stars, one slightly brighter, and the other slightly fainter, than 
the Moon's image. Estimate how many arbitrary brightness steps the brighter star is 
brighter than the Moon, and also how many of the same steps the Moon is brighter than the 
fainter star. The Moon's apparent magnitude is then found as follows, letting: 

ml  = visual magnitude of brighter star, 
m2 = visual magnitude of fainter star, 
El  - extinction correction for brighter star, 
E2 = extinction correction for fainter star, 
S1 - number of brightness steps between Moon and brighter star, 

and S2 - number of brightness steps between fainter star and Moon. 

M - (n1 El) 	S1 r- ( 	E2) - 0111 
S1+ S2 

If the reversed binocular or telescope method (2nd method) is used, the correction 
[(5 log P) + 0.21must also be applied. 

The following example illustrates the fractional method, as used with the first 
method (out-of-focus images): 

Example.  The Moon appears fainter than Sirius but brighter than Procyon. Sirius 
is 3 arbitrary units brighter than the Moon, and the Moon appears 2 of the same units 
brighter than Procyon (in other words, "the Moon's brightness is 3/5 of the way from Sir-
ius to Procyon") The Moon's altitude is 48°, that of Sirius is 19°, and that of Procy-
on is 420. For convenience, this observation would be entered: 

Sirius 190, 3, Moon 48°, 2, Procyon 42°. 

using Figures 1 and 2 accompanying this paper: 

ml 	1.45, El - 0.40,  S1 - 3, 
m2 - + 0.35, E2 - + 0.03, S2  - 2; 

M - (- 1.45 + 0.40) + -- E(+0.35 + 0.03) - (-1.45 + 0.40)] = 

(- 1.05) + -2- [(+ 0.38) - (- 1.05)3 = 
5 

- 1.05 + -2- (+ 1.43) -1.05 + 0.86 - -0.19, 

which would be rounded off to - 0.2. 

(For a further discussion of the fractional and similar methods as applied to vari- 

Then 

Then, 

and: 
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able stars, see: J B Sidgwick, Observational Astronomy for Amateurs. London: Faber 
and Faber, Ltd., 1955, pp. 268-78. Note that Sidgwick does not apply extinction correc-
tions.) 

Photometry of the January 30. 1972, Lunar Eclipse. - -Assuming that the mean magnitude 
of the Full Moon (i.e., with the Sun and Moon at their mean distances from the Earth) is -
12.70, the magnitude of the Moon immediately before or after the coming eclipse will be -
12.74, which value may be used for determining K in method 3. 

Figure 2 is a map showing stars near the eclipsed Moon on January 30, 1972. Stars 
marked "v" are variable and should not be employed. The visual magnitudes shown are given 
in units of hundredths of a magnitude, with the decimal point omitted (e.g., 338 = + 3.38, 
etc.). The magnitude source is the Arizona -Tonantzintla Catalogue. Note that no major 
planets will be in this portion of the sky. 

All magnitude estimates should be carried out to hundredths of a magnitude, then 
finally rounded off to tenths of a magnitude. Careful observers should be able to esti-
mate the Moon's magnitude to a tenth or perhaps two-tenths of a magnitude, which will be 
useful for studies of umbral shading variations and for comparisons with other lunar 
eclipses, both ultimately extending our knowledge of our own upper atmosphere. 

Lila INCOGNITA: THE U  FRONTIER? 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

(Paper read at the A.L.P.O. Convention at Memphis, Tennessee, 
on August 18-22, 1971.) 

As this writer, and others, have pointed out before, the excellent lunar photographs 
by the Orbiter vehicles and the Apollo astronauts have definitely not made earthbound lun-
ar observation obsolete. A number of specialized and useful projects remain for the com-
petent lunar observer, and this paper suggests one such observing program. Taken together, 
the Orbiter and Apollo missions have photographed about 99.3 per cent of the Moon's sur-
face at least once. The 0.7 per cent left over does not sound like much, yet contains a-
bout 270,000 square kilometers, about the area of the state of Colorado. 

This area of "unsatisfactory Orbiter photography" (and no Apollo photography) is 
shown on Figure 3. It includes the region near the Moon's south pole, with an extension 
northwards, just beyond the (IAU) southwest limb to about 510  south latitude. Because 
this region is now the least-known portion of the Moon, it is here called Luna Incognita. 
Even given the current sad state of federal space funding, this area need not remain un-
known because most of it-91 per cent in fact—is occasionally visible from Earth, given 
optimum libration. Only the relatively small portion shaded in Figure 3 is never visible 
from Earth. 

There are three reasons why I think amateur lunar observers should set out to chart 
this region, and only the third reason is a purely scientific one. 

First is what might be called an aesthetic reason; we should make it our goal to 
know 100 per cent of the Moon's surface, instead of "just" 99.3 per cent. 

Second, the charting of this region is an intriguing challenge to earthbased observ-
ers. Some particular difficulties will be mentioned later, but one can summarize by stat-
ing that the student of this region should be a trained observer, skilled in the interpre-
tation of lunar features seen with considerable foreshortening; and he should also be pa-
tient because the optimum conditions of lighting and libration are fairly rare. 

The final reason is that this region is interesting. It is physically large, ex-
tending up to 350 kilometers across, and is 1,400 kilometers in length (north-south). Be-
sides the fair-sized craters Cabaeus and Malapert, this region includes the Moon's two 
highest mountain ranges, the Leibnitz and the Dorfel Mountains. The Leibnitz Mountains, 
near the south pole, have never been mapped accurately enough, on a non-foreshortened pro-
jection, for us to know the topographic form of this range; for example, whether it simply 
forms an irregular upland or, say, a system of parallel ridges like terrestrial folded 
mountains. We know even less about the Dorfels, located "beyond" Bailly. Schroter esti-
mated their altitudes as ranging up to 26,000 feet (8,000 meters), and this figure has 
been handed down ever since. The Dorfels are not even shown on most maps because they 
are invisible at mean libration; only a few special libratory charts, such as Wilkins', 
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Figure 3. Map of the area of "Luna Incognita," the region near the Moon's south and 
south-west (IAU) limb that has never been well mapped or well photographed, even by the 
Orbiter and Apollo missions. The lunar south pole is above the center. The area which is 
lightly shaded can be occasionally seen from the Earth. The smaller, darkly shaded area 
in the lower right is never visible from Earth. 

II 	

******** 

show them at all. We know so little about this mountain range that we are not even sure 
that it is a mountain range, rather than, say, a chain of large craters seen in profile. 
It may be related to the Mare Orientale Basin about 1,400 kilometers north. Only a sys - 
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Figure 4. Five photographs of the lunar south polar regions, taken under conditions of 
high southerly libration. This corresponds to the upper portion of the shaded area in 
Figure 3. See also text of "Luna Incognita: The Last Frontier?" 

********** 

tematic mapping of this region can answer these questions. 

Figures 4 and 5 show part of the luna incognita region and suggest some of the dif-
ficulties in mapping it. Figure 4 is a reproduction of Plate DS -g of Kuiperis Photo-
graphic Lunar Atlas and shows the south polar area. This area can be satisfactorily seen 
only with high southerly libration, and the five views shown in this figure were taken 
with librations ranging from 5.1 to 6.6 degrees south. It is evident that, even with lib-
ration in latitude about constant, changes in libration in longitude and in solar lati-
tude and colongitude can change appearances greatly. Some obvious observing problems are 
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Figure 5. Two photographs of the lunar south-west (IAN) limb. The smaller photograph 
(lower right) shows the peaks of the fferfel Mountains outlined on the limb. See also text 
of "Luna Incognita: The Last Frontier?" 

*1£###*###* 

extreme foreshortening, the tendency for elevated features to block our view of features 
behind them, and the always-low sun angle which causes many areas to be in shadow most, or 
even all, of the time. 

Despite these problems, the south polar area is presented to our view every luna-
tion; and the sun always illuminates at least part of it. Conditions are much more re-
strictive for the portion of luna incognita farther from the south pole. Here, shadows 
are sufficiently long to detect relief only between approximate colongitudes of 95° to 
130° and 250° to New Moon. Additionally, longitude libration needs to be about as far 
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west as possible, and latitude libration simultaneously about as far south as possible, 
in order to have the best view of this area beyond Bailly. Figure 5, which is Plate E8-c 
in the Kuiper Photographic Lunar Atlas, shows, in the view in the lower right, the limb 
beyond Bailly, with librations of 645 south and 393 west, at colongitude 10145. Hausen 
is the large crater near the lower margin. Beyond it are the peaks of the Dorfels, in 
luna incognita. 

To summarize, there are three types of problems in attempting to map this area. 
First is the infrequency of favorable lighting-libration combinations. There will be fav-
orable conditions, shortly before New Moon, in March through June, 1972, and just after 
Full Moon, from July through November, 1972. These periods should serve as target dates 
for any observing program, although it should be remembered that the south polar area can 
be favorably observed during every lunation. 

The second problem is the difficulty of interpretation of the extremely foreshort-
ened features observed. Experiments by the writer suggest that adequate observer train-
ing, simulation by the use of models, and stereoscopic viewing of paired photographs tak-
en in different lunations can all help to alleviate this difficulty. 

The third problem is a purely cartographic one, the difficulty of obtaining accurate 
selenographic positions in limb areas. In such cases, we can no longer consider the Moon 
as a featureless sphere but must take into account the apparent displacements of lunar 
features due to local relief and to deviations of the Moon's shape from a sphere. Fortun-
ately, methods exist for using pairs of photographs to obtain approximate positions even 
for the portion of this area beyond the mean lunar limb. 

Because I feel that the above difficulties can be overcome, and because this region 
is of considerable interest to selenographers, I propose that the A.L.P.O. Lunar Section 
embark on a program to map luna incognita. Details about this program will follow in the 
"Lunar Notes" section of The Strolling Astronomer, but in outline it should proceed rough-
ly as follows: 

1. Bibliographic research, studying maps, photographs, drawings, position 
and altitude measures, and written accounts. 

2. Specialized training of observers, involving observations of well-mapped 
limb areas and simulated observations of models. 

3. Preparation and distribution of outline maps to be used for drawings. 
4. The observational input--drawings and photographs made at all conditions 

of favorable lighting and libration. 
5. Determination of enough approximate positions to serve as the framework 

for a map. 
6. Compilation of a medium-scale map, utlizing data from steps 1, 4, and 5 

above. The scale should be about 1/2.5 million (40 miles to the inch). 

Thus, the final result will be a medium-scale map of the only portion of the Moon 
that has not yet been mapped adequately. Luna incognita may have some surprises in store 
for us, not the least of which will be the true nature of the Leibnitz and DOrfel Moun-
tains. 

OBSERVING MARS IV - THE MARTIAN CENTRAL MERIDIAN  

By: C F Capen and V. W. Capen 

The central meridian of longitude, commonly designated as CM, is an imaginary line 
passing through the poles of rotation which bisects the full planetary disk. Refer to Fig. 
6. It is used by the astronomer to define what areographic longitudes are present on the 
planetary disk during an observation period. The Martian areographic longitude in degrees 
that is on the CM at a given Universal Time to the nearest 5 minutes should be noted at 
the beginning of each observing period, or when gross dark surface features are first 
placed on a drawing disk. If a visual observing period persists for over an hour the CM 
at the beginning and ending U.T. should be noted on the data sheet. For timed transits of 
surface features, the CM can be computed to the nearest minute of U.T., which is equiva-
lent to about 14 kms. This, of course, is below the observational definition, which is 
limited by the telescopic resolution and the atmospheric seeing. When a short series of 
photographs is obtained, the mean time of the observation is conventionally used to deter-
mine the CM. 

The Martian mean solar day is 24 hours, 39 minutes, and 35 seconds, which is about 
40 minutes longer than that of the Earth. Since the Martian axial rotation is slower than 
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Written in clear, grammatically simple German, this paperback should prove very 
helpful to English-speaking amateurs and students who want to exercise a reading knowledge 
of scientific German. A good many others, including knowledgeable planetarians, will find 
some useful insights and ideas in this text. 

#**-*****## 

The Shadow of the Telescope. Translation copyright 1970; translated by Bernard 
Pagel from Gunther BattnAnuls German edition, 1965. Published by Charles Scribner's 
Son's, New York, New York. Price $7.95. 

Reviewed by Mike Covington, Valdosta, Georgia. 

John Frederick William Herschel often sinks into the shadow of his father. This 
should not be; so it was with some degree of thankfulness that I greeted this book, which 
is an excellent biography of John Herschel. Be was born exactly 178 years before the 7 
March, 1970, solar eclipse in the southeastern United States. 

The book begins with a capsule biography of William Herschel, and of John's boyhood, 
which was like that of no other person of which I have heard. The environment was per-
fectly suited to producing a great astronomer. Did you know that Herschel was a member 
of a clique at Cambridge, the members of which pledged themselves "to do their best to 
leave the world wiser than they found it"? According to one report, he studied Latin in 
order to read the Principia of Newton, and in his later years translated the Iliad into 
English hexameters. 

Although we usually think of John Herschel as an astronomer, he researched in many 
fields, notably photography and chemistry. The book raises the point that if he had not 
wanted to complete his father's researches, he would not have gone into astronomy at all. 

If I must criticize something about the book, the author's great use of footnotes 
was rather annoying. There are no less than 282 footnotes in the book, 266 of which the 
reader need not consult in this reviewer's opinion. 

##*####**# 

Apollo, 12 Data Users' Package, NASA, National Space Science Data Center, Greenbelt, 
Maryland, 20771. Sent free upon request. 

Reviewed by Brian Webb, Redondo Beach, California. 

The Apollo 12 Data Users' Package represents a formidable effort on the part of NASA 
to compile an index proof of photographs into a catalogue with corresponding indices. The 
documents processed are as follows: 

1. 70 mm. Photographic Catalogue: NSSDC 70, July 10, 1970. There are over 1,000 
(2" X 2") black and white proof prints reproduced on the standard format pages of 8" X 12" 
with unusually crisp detail, which is welcome improvement in government documents examined 
thus far. Photographs of the Earth and the spacecraft interior are omitted. Investiga-
tors wishing to obtain Earth photographs are advised to direct their request to the Tech-
nology Application Center, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106. 

2 Apollo 12 Photographic 70 mm., 16 mm., and 35 mm. Frame Index: NSSDC 70, July 
11, 1970. This is an index of photographs listed by film magazine designation and frame 
number. Information concerning general photographic quality and scale are given in addi-
tion to other data such as solar angle, geographic position, and tilt. 

3. Apollo Mission 12 Lunar Photography Indices: March, 1970. This is prepared by 
the Manned Spacecraft Center Mapping Sciences Laboratory. Four Mercator maps of notable 
quality are bonded into an index showing the direction and the area covered in the myriads 
of conventional and scientific photographs of a specialized nature. The Mercator projec-
tion extends from 180 degrees W. to 180 degrees E. Latitudes between 30 degrees N. and 
30 degrees S. are shown, though with some distortion. 

Catalogues and indices similar to the above are also available for Apollo 11 and 13. A 
catalogue for Apollo 14 is in process and will be available soon. 
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suggested that a large number of copies of the special issue might be produced, these per-
haps to be sold to each new member as his first issue. On the present date (January 4, 
1972) Mr. Ricker has collected most of the required manuscripts, and there is a good 
chance that the next issue (Vol. 23, Nos. 9-10) can be the special issue here described. 

Since the ALPO was founded in 1947, it will celebrate its 25th anniversary in 1972. 
Several suggestions were madefor this occasion, including a Convention at Albuquerque, 
where the ALPO had its beginning. Bill Shawcross suggested that a review of selected old 
articles in the light of new findings from space missions might be rewarding. Some inter-
est was expressed in publishing historical articles of good quality in the 25th anniver-
sary issue. 

Mr Carlisle from Spartansburg, South Carolina urged that we take part in a cam-
paign to persuade Congress to proclaim a National Astronomical Week. The AAVSO and the 
League had already approved such a resolution. Letters could be written to certain sena-
tors and congressmen. The subject was discussed.. It was moved by Harry Jamieson and 
seconded by Charles Ricker that the ALPO support the idea of a National Astronomical Week. 
The motion carried. 

A necessary task of each business meeting is to choose a site for the next ALPO 
Convention. The only invitation on hand was from Mr. Clifford Holmes to meet with the 
WAA at Riverside, California in 1972. It was decided to accept this invitation. There 
was some discussion of the desirability of more ALPO Conventions in parts of the United 
States other than the West and Southwest and of the inseparable need for willing host 
societies. 

The Director read parts of a letter from Christopher Vaucher, strongly urging that 
our 1973 Convention be held in Portland, Oregon. 

The Director reported that microfilm copies of old issues of The Strolling Astron-
omer are now available in the Library of New Mexico State University. 

Charles Ricker suggested that it would be valuable to add to the staff certain "Co-
ordinators", who would work closely with Section Recorders and who would thus gain ex-
perience needed to become Recorders themselves in due time. Discussion followed, but no 
action was taken. There was some hope that such Coordinators could make the frequent staff 
changes easier and smoother and that Recorders unable to continue with Section duties 
could be replaced more quickly. 

The history of the proposed ALPO Constitution was outlined. The text of this Con-
stitution was published in Str. A., Vol. 22, Nos. 3-4, pp. 41-43. At the ALPO Convention 
in Sacramento in 1970 the Constitution was approved with a few changes, and it was de-
cided to poll the whole membership on the question of its adoption. However, this poll 
had still not been conducted when the Memphis Convention occurred in August, 1971. 

Some marked differences of opinion about the Constitution were expressed during the 
floor discussion at Memphis. Questions were raised about the future role of the present 
Director and about the effectiveness of the elective Council provided for in the Consti-
tution. Mr William Shawcross of the ay and Telescope staff raised the question of the 
need for legal incorporation. It was finally agreed that Mr. Shawcross should ask a qual-
ified outsider of his acquaintance for a critical evaluation of the present draft of the 
Constitution and of the desirability of incorporation. Mr. ShawcrossIs findings will be 
reported in this Journal after they become known. 

It was moved, seconded, and passed to thank Southwestern at Memphis and the 
Astronomical League for their hospitality and considerable assistance in making the Mem-
phis gathering possible. 

LUNAR NOTES 

By: John E. Westfall, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Additions to the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library: 
Amateur and Apollo-11, -12, and -13 Photographs 

(concluded from Vol. 23, Nos. 3-4, pp. 63-67) 

Foreword  la Editor. In the part of his article already published Dr. Westfall gave 

.312 
-6 

5.] 
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ismeral information about borrowing lunar photographs from the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph 
Crary and described the format of the listing of Apollo photographs in this library. 
1.=..r east is the hemisphere of Mare Crisium. 

Apollo-12 (41 photographs)  

0--de Number Format Sun Angle Description 
E 12- 

H-OBL 
60-70° 
H-OBL 
50-65° 
H-OBL 
50-65° 
L-OBL 
5-10° 
L.-0BL 
20-25° 
H-OBL 
65-75° 
H-OBL 
70-80° 
L-OBL 
40-50°  
L-OBL 
8-14° 
L-OBL 
30-40° 
L-OBL 
40-45° 
H-OBL 
60-70° 
L-OBL 
50-60° 
L-OBL 
60-70° 
L-OBL 
35-40° 
L-OBL 
35-40° 
H-OBL 
65-70° 
H-OBL 
65-70° 
L,-OBL 
45-50° 
H-OBL 
50-60°  
L-OBL 
30-35° 
L-OBL 
30-35° 
L-OBL 
35-40°  
L-OBL 
61-65° 
L-OBL 
61-65° 
L-OBL 
45-51°  
VERT 

VERT 
VERT 
VERT 
VERT 
VERT 

VERT 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Low 
3-5°  
High 

Medium 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Low 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 

Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 

Medium 

Copernicus, Rheinhold. 	(050N/210W). 

Triesnecker, Agrippa, Hyginus, Manilius. 
(09°N/070E). 
Hyginus, Lade, Arago. 	(04°N/110E). 

Hi parches, Albategnius, Ritchey. 	(08°S/0725 E) 
1/1,100,000. 
Ptolemaeus, Herschel, Flammarion, Reamur. 	(4°S/0°). 
1/1,200,000. 
Eratosthenes, Wallace. 	(140N/11°W). 

S 	Aestuum, M 	Apenninus. 	(16°N/425 W). 

Ptolemaeus, Lalande, Wsting. 	(04°S/07°W) 

Gambart, Turner, Lalande it 	(295 S/14°10. 
y210,000. 
.dler. 	(1095 S/29°E). 

Klein, Parrott. 	(130S/03°E). 

Davy, Lassell, Birt. 	(150S/0825 W) 

Parry, Parry A 	and M. 	(0895 S/15010. 

Davy, Davy Y 	and A. 	(1095 S/7°W). 

Lansberg, Lansberg C. 	(095 S/2625 W). 

Lansberg 	A and X, Kunowsky D. 	(010N/29°W). 

Hortensius, Hortensius E 	Milichius, Tobias Mayer C. 
(100N/2625 W). 
Hortensius, Hortensius A, Milichius. 	(0995 N/31°W) 

Kunowsky, Hortensius A and D. 	(325 N/3225 W). 

Kepler, Encke, Encke B. 	(0495 N/3695 W) 

Lalande 7t 	Fra Mauro; 	(0526 S/1324 10. 

Lalande 	Fra Mauro H. 	(0424 S/1424 14). 

Fra Mauro, Fra Mauro A and H. 	(0499 S/1724 W). 

Hortensius B, Milichius. 	(0625 N/2994 W) 

Hortensius D, Milichius A. 	(0792 N/3128 W). 

Kunowsky. 	(0291 N/3225 W) 

Lalande)1 , Turner K, L, and M. 	(04°S/13°W). 
1/360,000. 
Fra Mauro H, K. 	(040S/16°W). 	1/410,000. 
Fra Mauro J, Rima Parry I. 	(030S/180W). 	1/380,000. 
Fra Mauro J, T,1/ . 	(0395 S/20°W). 	1/390,000. 
Fra Maurole, Lansberg P. 	(02°S/22°W). 	1/390,000. 
Lansberg P, a-, (5. . 	(03°S/24°W) 	1/400,000. 

Lansberg, Lansberg N. 	(0195 8/26°W). 	1/400,000. 

Z-6876 

50,-7402 

50-7403 

57.-7430 

50-7432 

57J-7433 

50-7434 

53-7435 

50-7439 

--7465 

51-7471 

51-7477 

51-7482 

51-7485 

51-7538 

51-7539 

51-7544 

51-7546 

51-7548 

51-7551 

52-7589 

52-7591 

52-7595 

52-7741 

52-7744 

52-7746 

54-8080 

54-8083 
54-8085 
54-8087 
54-8089 
54-8091 

54-8093 
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Apollo-12 Photographs-(Continued). 

Code Number  Format Sun Angle 	 Description 
AS12 - 
54-8095 	VERT 	Medium 	Lansberg, Lansberg B and C. (0125 S/280W). 

1/350,000. 
54-8097 	VERT 	Medium 	Lansberg C, G A, E. (0125 S/30°W). y430,000. 
54-8099 	VERT 	Medium 	Lansberg A, Fb, Kunowsky C, Ca. (010S 32°W). 

1/400,000. 
54-8101 	VERT 	Medium 	Lansberg Fc and area to north. (00/34°W). 

1/360,000. 
54-8103 	VERT 	Low 	Encke C. (095 N/36°W). 1/460,000. 
54-8105 	VERT 	Low 	Encke K. (0°5 1)/3725 W). 1/430,000. 
54-8107 	VERT 	Low 	Encke E. (010N 40°W). 1/410,000. 

55-8226 	 Low-High 	Whole-disk, centered on Mare Smythii. 

Apollo-12: Overlapping Pairs ("S" indicates stereoscopic overlap)  

A312-50-7402/50-7403 (S) 	 51-7548/51-7551 	54-8085/54-8087 
50-7432/50-7435 	 52-7589/52-7591 	54-8087/54-8089 
50-7439/52-7589 	 52-7589/52-7595 	54-8089/54-8091 
50-7439/52-7591 	 52-7589/54-8080 	54-8091/54-8093 
50-7439/52-7595 	 52-7591/52-7595 	54-8093/54-8095 

50-7439/54-8080 	 52-7591/54-8080 	54-8095/54-8097 
50-7439/54-8083 	 52-7591/54-8083 	54-8097/54-8099 
51-7538/51-7539 	 52-7595/54-8083 	54-8099/54-8101 
51-7544/51-7546 (S) 	 52-7595/54-8085 	54-8101/54-8103 
51-7546/51-7548 	 54-8083/54-8085 	54-8103/54-8105 

54-8105/54-8107 
Note: AS12-54-8080 through 54-8107 form a continuous strip of 14 photographs across 

southern Oceanus Procellarum from 4°S/13°W to 10N/40°W at a scale of approxi-
mately 1/400,000. 

Apollo-13 (20 photographs)  

Code Number Format Sun Angle Description 
AS13 - 
60 -8631 
60-8632 
60-8636 
60-8638 
60-8643 

60-8645 

60-8647 

60-8648 

60-8649 

60-8652 

60-8656 
60-8670 

60-8671 

60-8673 

60-8674 
60-8675 
60-8676 
60-8687 

L-OBL 
L-OBL 
H-OBL 
H-OBL 
H-OBL 

H-OBL 

H-OBL 

H-OBL 

H-OBL 

H-OBL 

H-OBL 
H-OBL 

L-OBL 

H-OBL 

H-OBL 
H-OBL 
L-OBL 
H-OBL 

25° 
25° 
Low 
30° 
30° 

30° 

Low 

Low-Medium 

Low 

Low-Medium 

35°  
High 

High 

High 

High 
High 
High 
High 

Prager, Lane, Ten Bruggencate. 	(425 S/13425 E). 
Danjon, Perepelkin, Love. 	(725 S/127°E). 
Schliemann, Ventis, Keeler. 	(425 S/157°E). 
Tsiolovsky, Fermi, Naujmin, Waterman. 	(19°S/121°E). 
Khwolson, Kondratyuk, Fermi, Izsak, Schaeberle, Milne, 
Zhiritsky, Scaliger, Alden. 	(1925 S/11525 E) 
Hilbert, Khwolson, Meitner, Pasteur, Backlund, 
Perelman. 	(16°S/106°E) 
Komarov1  Tihomirov, Konstantinov, Van Gelt, 
Kohlschutter, Nagaoka, Tsu Chung-Chi, Leonov. 
(18°N/152°E). 
Komarov, Siedentopf, Tereshkova, Mare Moscoviense. 
(24°N/1/,4 E) 
Papaleski, Konstantinov, Mills, Henderson, Mandel- 
Ishtam, Schuster. 	(9°N/16225 E). 
Mendelev, Schuster, Kohlschutter, Van Gelt, Papaleski, 
Mills. 	(11°N/15125 E) 
Vernadsky, Siedentopf, Tereshkova. 	(25°N/135°E). 
Maria Crisium, Marginis, Humboldtianum; Joliot - 
Curie. 	(30°N/750E). 
Maria Crisium, Marginis, Smythii; Joliot -Curie, 
Gauss. 	(15°N/85°E). 
Maria Crisium, Tramprillitatis, Serenitatis, Frigoris. 
(30°N/500E). 
Maria Frigoris, Humboldtianum; Gauss. 	(45°N/70°E). 
M. Humboldtianum; Bruno, Joliot -Curie. 	(35°N/105°E). 
Maria Smythii, Marginis; Joliot -Curie. 	(15°N/110°E). 
Maria Fecunditatis, Tranquillitatis, Nectaris; 
Langrenus. 	(15°S/45°E) 
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ski, 

Apollo-13 Photographs-(Continued). 

.;ode Number Format Sun Angle 	 Description  
3- 

-8693 	H-OBL 	High 	Maria Crisium, Tranquillitatis, Serenitatis, Imbrium, 
Fecunditatis, Nectaris; S. Medii. (5°N/45°E). 

cl -8788 	 High 	Whole-disk, centered near Mare Undarum. (0°N/750E). 

IzoLlo -13: Overlapping Pairs ("S" indicates stereoscopic overlap). 

3513-60-8643/8645 60-8670/8673 (S) 60-8671/8693 (S) 
8647/8648 (S) 8670/8674 (S) 8673/8674 (S) 
8674/8649 (S) 8670/8676 (S) 8673/8687 (S) 
8647/8652 (S) 8670/8693 (S) 8673/8693 (S) 
8648/8656 (S) 8671/86/4  (S) 8674/8675 (S) 
8649/8652 (S) 8671/8675 (S) 8675/8676 (S) 
8670/8671 (S) 8671/8676 (S) 8687/8693 (S). 

Figure 9. The farside Mare Moscoviense appears in this view from Apollo-13 (AS13-60-8648). 
Mare Moscoviense lies in a depression about 500 kms. in diameter. Adjoining the mare on 
the lower right is the crater Komarov, with a system of rilles on its floor similar to 
those in Humboldt and Gassendi. North is to the upper left. 
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Luna Incognita--Observing Schedule for 1972 

At the 1971 ALPO-Astronomical League Convention, a paper of the writer's, titled 
"Luna Incognita: The Last Frontier?" was read. This paper, on pages 118-122 of this is-
sue, proposed an ALPO project to map that portion of the moon not satisfactorily mapped 
from Earth or by the Lunar Orbiter Missions-the south polar zone and the marginal zone 
beyond the southwest (IAU) limb, extending northward to about 520S/1100W (i.e., beyond 
the craters Pingrg, Hausen, Bailly, and Drygalski). This region is difficult to observe, 
requiring satisfactory lighting and optimum libration in combination. The south polar 
zone (SPZ) is readily visible for a period in every lunation, but the portion of "Luna In-
cognita" farther north (here called the southwest marginal zone or SWMZ) is less fre-
quently well seen. 

The following table gives those dates during 1972 when the SPZ, or both the SPZ and 
the SWMZ, will be well presented, along with the solar colongitude and the Earth's seleno-
graphic latitude and longitude for Oh, U.T. (A negative latitude libration exposes the 
south limb; a negative longitude libration, the I.A.U. west limb.) Under "Notes": 

SPZ--Only south polar zone visible. 
SWMZ-South polar zone visible and southwest marginal zone visible (i.e., illum-

inated and well presentedT- 
SWMZ*--Medium to low sun angle for the SWMZ. 
SWMZ-N--Northern portion (i.e., about 52° to 70° S) of the SWMZ most favorably 

presented. 
Also when the direction of maximum combined latitude and longitude 
libration lies toward Luna Incognita, the position angle and magnitude 
of the maximum libration are given inparentheses(position angles are 
measured north through I.A.U. west; thus I.A.U. west = 90°, south = 180° 

Date Colongitude 

Luna Incognita Observinp Schedule, 1972. 

Earth's Selenographic 
Latitude 	Longitude 	Notes 

Jan. 21 330234 - 5942 - 1287 SPZ (1610/60) 
22 342.51 - 6.26 - 0.84 SPZ (1730/60) 
23 354.68 - 6.71 + 0.23 SPZ (1820/7°) 
24 006.83 - 6.75 + 1.28 SPZ 
25 018.99 - 6.38 + 2.26 SPZ 
26 031.13 - 5.62 + 3.13 SPZ 

Feb. 17 298967 - 5908 - 2211 SPZ (1580/60) 
18 310.87 - 6.03 - 0.65 SPZ (1750/6°) 
19 323.06 - 6.59 + 0.81 SPZ 
20 335.24 - 6.72 + 2.16 SPZ 
21 347.42 - 6.42 + 3.31 SPZ 
22 359.59 - 5.74 + 4.23 SPZ 

Mar. 13 242286 - 1969 - 6951 SWMZ*-N 
17 291.70 - 6.34 - 0.40 SPZ (1750/6°) 
18 303.91 - 6.59 + 1.51 SPZ 
19 316.12 - 6.39 4. 3.24 SPZ 
20 328.32 - 5.77 + 4.67 SPZ 

Apr. 11 236227 - 4215 - 6235 SWMZ* -N 
12 248.49 - 5.29 - 4.88 SWMZ* -N 
16 297.40 - 5.86 + 3.32 SPZ  

May 	9 217°90 - 5°08 - 6954 SWMZ-N 
10 230.13 - 5.95 - 5.21 SWMZ* -N 
11 242.37 - 6.45 - 3.47 SWMZ* (1520/70) 

June 	5 187967 - 5200 - 6251 SWMZ-N 
6 199.90 - 5.91 - 5.77 SWMZ-N 
7 212.13 - 6.49 - 4.64 SWMZ (1450/8°) 
8 224.37 - 6.66 - 3.16 SWMZ (1550/7°) 
9 236.61 - 6.39 - 1.43 SWMZ* (1670/70) 
10 248.86 - 5.68 + 0.43 SWMZ* (1840/6°) 
30 133.26 - 2.27 - 5.60 SWMZ* -N 
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Figure 10. SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST LIMBS--CONTROL POINTS AND POSITION ANGLES (Orthographic 
Projection, Mean Libration) 

a 	Schomberger E h Newton E o Bailly D 
Schomberger M i Casatus G p Hausen F 
Schomberger F j LeGentil A q Hausen 

d 	Schomberger L k Wilson E r Hausen A 
e 	Schomberger K 1 LeGentil G s Hausen E 

Malapert E m Bailly B t Hansen D 
Malapert C n Bailly F u 

v 
Pingre A 
Wargentin G 

********** 

Control Points 

Luna Incognita Observing Schedule, 

Earthss Selenographic 

1972 (Continued): 

Date Colongitude Latitude Longitude Notes 

July 	3 
4 

169988 
182.10 - 56!8560 

- 4293  
- 4.17 

SWMZ-N 
SWMZ (1480/80) 

5 194.33 - 6.76 - 3.16 SWMZ (1550/8°) 
6 206.56 - 6.61 - 1.93 SWMZ (164°/7°) 
7 218.80 - 6.02 - 0.56 SWMZ (1750/60) 
8 231.05 - 5.05 + 0.88 SPZ 
27 103.34 - 1.90 - 4.99 SWMZ*-N 
28 115.53 - 3.36 - 4.87 SWMZ*-N 
29 127.72 - 4.65 - 4.49 SWMZ*-N 
30 139.92 - 5.69 - 3.88 SWMZ (1460/70) 
31 152.12 - 6.41 - 3.08 SWMZ (1550/7°) 

Aug. 	1 164933 - 6274 - 2214 SWMZ (1630/7°) 
2 176.54 - 6.67 - 1.09 SWMZ (1720/70) 
3 188.76 - 6.19 - 0.01 SPZ (180° 6°) 
4 200.99 - 5.33 + 1.08 SPZ 
25 097.64 - 4.25 - 4.69 SWMZ*-N 
26 109.82 - 5.37 - 3.84 SNMZ*145°/,71 
27 122.00 - 6.18 - 2.75 SWMZ* 	1560/7° 
28 134.18 - 6.60 - 1.52 
29 146.37 - 6.61 - 0.23 

SWMZ* (1680/70) 
SWMZ (1780  70) 

30 158.56 - 6.20 + 1.01 SPZ 
31 170.76 - 5.41 + 2.13 SPZ 

Sep. 22 079942 - 5200 - 5919 SPZ 
23 091.58 - 5.89 - 3.97 SPZ (1460/7°) 
24 103.75 - 6.42 - 2.43 SWMP (1600/70) 
25 115.91 - 6.52 - 0.74 SWMZ* (174°/7°) 
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I 

Luna Incognita Observing Schedule, 1972 (Continued): 

Date Colongitude 
Earth's Selenographic 
Latitude 	Longitude Notes 

Sep. 26 
27 

Oct. 20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Nov. 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Dec. 13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

128208 
140.25 

060478 
072.93 
085.08 
097.22 
109.37 

029455 
041.70 
053.85 
065.98 
078.12 

(170.284 
022.29 
034.44 
046.57 
058.71 

6919 
- 5.44 

- 5266 
- 6.29 
- 6.51 
- 6.28 
- 5.61 

- 5455 
- 6.25 
- 6.60 
- 6.51- 
- 5.97 

- 5248 
- 6.25 
- 6.68 
- 6.73 
- 6.35 
- 5.53 

+ 0497 
+ 2.55 

- 6212 
- 4.74 
- 2.96 
- 0.95 
+ 1.11 

- 7259 
- 6.83 
- 5.56 
3.85 

- 1.82 

- 7442 
- 7.26 
- 6.68 
- 5.67 
- 4.26 
- 2.53 

SPZ 
SPZ 

SPZ 
SPZ (1430/8°) 
SPZ (156°/7°) 
SWMZ* (1720/6°) 
SPZ 

SPZ 
SPZ 
SPZ 
SPZ (1500/8°) 
SPZ (163°/6°) 

SPZ 
SPZ 
SPZ 
SPZ 
SPZ (1460/80) 
SPZ (1560/60) 

Ekperienced ALPO observers are requested to observe Luna Incognita on as many of th 
dates listed as possible, particularly on those dates when the SWMZ is visible. Both 
sketches and photographs are desirable. Photographs should be detailed views of the ex-
treme south and southwest limb areas (whole-disc views will be at too small a scale), and 
should be submitted in the form of 8X10 -inch enlargements on double-weight paper. If a 
photograph is to be usable for position measures, it should include at least four well-
spaced control points, as shown on Figure 10. Figure 10 also shows position angles along 
the lunar limb (at mean libration), spaced at intervals of 10°. Note that the study area 
here discussed extends approximately from position angles 11,2° to 187°. 

Observers should forward their sketches and photographs to Lunar Recorder John West-
fall. Further news on this mapping project will appear in future "Lunar Notes" 

THE SHADOW OF THE MOON IN THE SKY AT A TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE: PART I 

By: William H. Glenn 

At the time of a total eclipse of the Sun, the shape of the Moon's shadow projected 
on the Earth's surface is that of an ellipse, with its major axis directed towards and 
away from the Sun's azimuth and its eccentricity controlled by the Sun's altitude in the 
sky. If the Sun is high in the sky for an observer witnessing the total phase from with-
in the shadow, the Moon's shadow in the sky overhead appears dark blue, if there are no 
clouds; and the light from outside the shadow then appears as a bright border around the 
horizon. Since air transmits the long wavelengths of light more readily than the short 
ones, the light from outside the shadow tends to be yellow or orange, the exact color de-
pending on the distance of the shadow edge from the observer. If the shadow edge is far 
from the observer, reddening is pronounced and the bright horizon glow does not extend up-
ward very far before it meets the shadow edge. As the distance from the observer to the 
shadow edge decreases, the horizon glow extends higher into the sky, and the color becomes 
less yellowish. If the major axis of the shadow projected on the Earth is extremely elon-
gated, as in sunrise or sunset eclipses, no horizon glow is seen in the direction along 
the axis; and an observer facing the Sun sees what appears to be a truncated V-shaped 
shadow expanding upward into the sky from the horizon. In sunrise eclipses the shadow 
strikes the Earth tangentially, and the shadow appears first in the sky above the observer 
as it falls down through the atmosphere to the Earth's surface. In a sunset eclipse the 
reverse situation is seen, and the shadow appears to rise upward into the sky as it leaves 
the Earth tangentiall 

The degree of sky darkness occurring during the total phase depends on the solar 
altitude, the dimensions of the Moon's shadow on the Earth's surface, and the elevation 
above sea level of the observer. Theoretical discussions of factors affecting the gen- 
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oral illumination and observations of the June, 1937 eclipse were reported by J. Q.Stewart 
end C. D. McCracken (1); and observations of the July, 1945 sunrise eclipse were reported 
by J. Q. Stewart and W. L. Hopkins, Jr. (2). Observations of the October, 1959 sunrise 
eclipse were reported by W. H. Glenn (3) and J. W Stewart (4). 

The eclipse of July 20-21, 1963, which was total shortly after sunrise in Japan and 
passed across Alaska, Canada, and Maine, provided an opportunity for observations to be 
rade of sky color and illumination under both sunrise and high sun conditions. A revised 
version of a questionnaire originally used by J. Q. Stewart at the 1945 eclipse was there-
fore prepared by the writer and was distributed to observers along the path of totality. 
his report of the sunrise eclipse in Japan is based partly on replies to the question-
naire, and partly on additional observational material received. 

The following observers submitted reports from Hokkaido: 

A. Yoshihiro Yamada, President of the Western Japan Astronomical Association, Hiroshima. 
(Reported results obtained by a party of 66 members of the Sun Section of the W.J.A.A.) 

Location: Six sites in northeastern Hokkaido. 
Elevation: 296 meters and 1480 meters reported for two mountain sites. 
Sky conditions: Two sites cloudy. Some stratocumulus flanked the Sun at the other 

sites. 
3 Isamu Hirabayashi 

Location: Mt. Rausu (Rausudake), about 17 kms. southeast of the central line. 
Elevation: 1529 meters. 
Sky conditions: Sea of clouds obscured low areas. Above this the clouds extended 

to about 20  above the "cloud horizon". 

C Wataru Tanaka, Department of Astronomy, University of Tokyo. (Summarized eight re-
ports.) 

Location: Daimachi, Abashiri-shi and Tentosan, Abashiri-shi, 12 kms. north of the 
central line. 

Elevation: Daimachi - 50 meters; Tentosan - 200 meters. 
Sky conditions: 50-70% overcast of cirrocumulus and stratus clouds. 

D Katsuhiro Sasaki, Head of Astronomy Club of Tokyo College of Science. (Summarized re-
ports of his party in addition to submitting his own report.) 

Location: Mt. Rausu (Rausudake) 
Elevation: Not reported. 
Sky conditions: Extremely clear except very near the horizon. See (B) 

ed 
E Tamotsu Fujii, Yamashiro Astronomical Association, Uji City, Kyoto. (With S. Kuri- 

e 	 Kara, Mitsugi Sagane, and Miss Kuniko Fujita.) 
h- 

Location: Mt. Rausu (Rausudake). 
Elevation: 1387 meters. 
Sky conditions: Clear. Some clouds. See (B) 

F. Yasuo Yabu (with S. Murayama, K Komaki, and others) 
iP- 

Location: Bihoro-cho. 
les 	 Elevation: 390 meters. 

Sky conditions: Thin clouds. 

G. Hiromichi Fukuda, Tokyo College of Science 

er 	 Location: Mt. Rausu (Rausudake). 
Elevation: 1528 meters. 

es 	 Sky conditions: See (B) and (D) 

H. Kanae Yamamoto, Hiroshima University Party 

Location: Mt. Rausu (Rausudake) 
Elevation: Not reported. 
Sky conditions: See (B) and (D). 
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I A Fujii, Hiroshima University Party 

Location: Mt. Rausu (Rausudake). 
Elevation: 1528 meters. 
Sky conditions: See (B) and (D). 

Many parties of observers were stationed on Mt. Rausu, Hokkaido, about 17 kms. 
southeast of the central line. At this site observers had a clear view eastward over 
Nemuro Strait toward Kunashiri Island in the Kurils. See Figure 11. At totality a sea 
of low clouds obscured Nemuro Strait and all but the peaks of the mountains on Kunashiri. 
A few scattered thin clouds lay above this "cloud horizon", and above this level the sky 
was extremely clear. The sun rose over the sea of clouds at 3:47 a.m., JST (E)*. At to-
tality the Sun's position was azimuth N 620E, altitude 4° (B) Second contact occurred 
at 4:13:44 a.m. and third contact at 4:14:12, JST (G). 

K Sasaki (D) observed the Moon's shadow before, during, and after totality from Mt. 
Rausu. He writes that the "Moon's shadow was first noticed presumably 30 seconds before 
second contact, though the shadow was already prominent at that time. The shadow in the 
atmosphere became invisible about 15 seconds after third contact, and the shadow on the 
clouds became invisible after 1.5 minutes after third contact. Change in the intensity 
of the shadow was faster after totality than before totality. The color of the shadow WEZ 
very deep indigo or dark blue." See Figure 12. 

Photographs taken from Mt. Rauauprovide confirmation for the Sasaki observations. 
Three Fuji-Color prints by K. Yamamoto (H), shown in Figure 13, and one by H. Fukuda (G) 
show the truncated V-shaped shadow as grayish-blue to grayish indigo, with light blue and 
pale orange predominating in the sky outside the shadow. These, plus three additional 
black-and-white prints provided by H. Fukuda and made from Fuji-Color originals, and one 
black-and-white print by I. Hirabayashi (B), show the motion of the shadow in the vicinity 
of the Sun from just after second contact to shortly after third contact. The appearance 
of the shadow on the photographs is strikingly similar to Sasaki's sketches numbered 3, 4  
6, and 7 (Figure 12). For an observer facing the Sun, just after second contact the Sun 
appears just inside the left (northeast) edge of the V-shaped shadow. The shadow moves 
right to left (east to northeast) along the horizon during totality; and by the time just 
prior to third contact the Sun appears just inside the right (eastern) edge. At third 
contact the shadow edge is tangential to the Sun, and after third contact the shadow 
"drops to Earth" as it moves to the left (northeast) of the Sun and rotates counterclock-
wise as it disappears below the horizon. 

A series of black-and-white prints, taken with an all-sky camera (5) by A. Fujii 
of the Hiroshima University party on Mt. Rausu also show the advance of the shadow across 
the sky during totality. Of these, a photograph taken 13 seconds prior to second contact 
shows most of the sky dark, with a narrow light band around the horizon except in the 
southwest, where the darkness appears to extend to the horizon. The bright band extends 
considerably higher into the sky in the northern sector, from east, through north, to the 
west. Two photographs during totality, one of which is Figure 14, reveal the V-shaped 
shadow rising from the horizon below the Sun, and obscuring all of the sky except a nar-
row band along the horizon in all directions. The darkest region lay along the horizon 
opposite to the Sun in the sky, but even here there was enough light to show the clouds 
silhouetted against the somewhat brighter background. 

A fourth photograph, taken five seconds after third contact, shows the sky almost 
completely dark, with a very narrow band of light along the northern horizon. The band 
of light along the southern horizon is not so intense as in the north, but extends higher 
into the sky. The horizon opposite the Sun in the sky is also lit up to some extent, the 
horizon therefore being illuminated for a full 360° in azimuth. 

Two other observers (A, B) have reported the visibility of the shadow in the sky 
prior to totality. The first of these indicates that the shadow was seen in the sky three 
seconds before second contact. The other first noticed it five or more seconds prior to 
totality, at which time it lay above him. The color of the shadow during totality was 
described as dark blue, with the unshadowed sky pink. 

Estimates of the faintest stellar magnitudes noted during totality, and of the times 
of appearance and disappearance of stars and planets, were received from several observers. 
Almost all observers report having seen Venus (A, B, C, D E) and Jupiter (A, B D). Other 

*Letters in parentheses refer to the list of observers. 
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_gure 11. The path of the total eclipse of July 21, 1963 in northeastern Hokkaido, Japan. 
::awn by T. Fujii. See article by Mr. William Glenn. 

Figure 12. The Moon's 
shadow in the sky at the 
total eclipse of July 
21, 1963, as seen from 
Mt. Rausu, Japan, look-
ing eastward over a 
"sea" of low clouds ob-
scuring Nemuro Strait. 
Horizontal line repre-
sents "cloud horizon"; 
shading below this line 
is shadow reflected on 
the cloud layer. Solar 
azimuth N 62° E, alti-
tude 4°. Observations 
by K. Sasaki. See text 
of Mr. Glenn's article. 

objects reported were 
Vega (A), Capella (D), 
and Pollux (C). In addi-
tion, one observer (A) 
reported that the mini-
mum magnitude visible 
was 1.5, and another (D) 
stated that "every star 
in the pentagon of Auriga 
was visible, so at mid- 

totality stars down to third-magnitude were visible." 

below. 
Times reported for the appearance and disappearance of stars and planets are given 

Appearance 	 Disappearance 
Obiect 	(2nd contact minus...) 	(3rd contact plus...) 	Observer 

Venus 	 10-30 secs. 	 0 secs. 	 C 
No Data 	 20 secs. 	 A 

II 	 30-60 secs. 	 No Data 	 D 
Jupiter 	30-60 secs. 	 No Data 	 D 

II 	 No Data 	 10 secs. 	 A 
Capella 	30-60 secs. 	 No Data 	 D 
Vega 	 No Data 	 5 secs. 	 A 
Pollux 	10-30 secs. 	 0 secs. 	 C 
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Figure 13. The Moon's shadow in the sky on July 21 1963, as seen on Fuji—Color prints 
taken by K. Yamamoto at Mt. Rausu. Upper right: 4h13m505  (approx.) JST, about 6 seconds 
after 2nd contact, Lower right: 4h14m01s, mid—eclipse. Left: 4h14m20s, 8 seconds after 
3rd contact. Solar azimuth N 62° E, Altitude 4°. Reproductions by Mr. Glenn of color 
prints supplied by Mr. Yamamoto. 

********** 

In addition, one report indicated that at 7 minutes after third contact Venus was 
still visible, but not Jupiter (E). 

A number of observations of the visibility of the hands of watches and of various 
sizes of newsprint during totality were made. Four reports (A, B, C, E) indicated that 
the hour hands of a watch were visible at mid—totality. Three others (A, C, E) indicated 
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.at a second hand could be seen. One report stated that the F-numbers and exposure set-
on a camera were visible (B). The 11-point standard type of the questionnaire could 

read by one observer (C), and another (A) reported that Japanese characters equivalent 
size and weight to 9-point light face type could be read. 

Figure 14. The Moon's shadow 
in the sky on July 21, 1963, 
as photographed by A. Fujii 
on Mt. Rausu with an all-sky 
camera. 4415m55s  (JST), 7 
seconds before mid-eclipse. 
Solar azimuth N 620  E, alti-
tude 40. North at right, 
east at bottom, west at top, 
south at left. 

*it-31**##*** 

Only one attempt to 
make quantitative estimates 
of the sky illumination dur-
ing the eclipse was reported 
to this writer. Y. Yabu (F) 
photographed two pieces of 
white paper set up at right 
angles to the Sun with an 8 
mm motion picture camera dur-
ing the partial and total 
phases. A sensitivity curve 
for the film was then prepar-
ed to allow comparison of the 
true intensity of illumina-
tion reflected off the papers 
to the degree of darkening of 
the film. The result was a 
plot of true intensity versus 
time during both the partial 
and total phases. The graph 
shows, however, that at total-
ity the intensity of illumin-
ation was too low to be meas-
ured with the instrumentation 

In spite of this low level of illumination, however, Mr. Yabu reports that "the 
__sliest size letters of a Japanese newspaper could be read." 

The color of the Moon's disc during totality does not appear black at all times to 
all observers. Colors reported by the Japanese observers were as follows: 

Color 	 Observer 

Dark purple to black 	 A 
Dark brownish 
Reddish brown-black 
"Moon's disc little darker than the sky" 
Black 

The writer postulates that some of this color was due to the low solar elevation, and 
that some may have been due to earthshine on the Moon's disc. 

The corona also appeared colored, undoubtedly because of atmospheric absorption at 
the low solar observation. Colors reported were as follows: 

Color 	 Observer 

Orange 	 A, E 
Orange-red. Very faint. 	 C 
Reddish-white. Reddish very faint, as if 
it were pearly color. 	 B 
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K. Sasaki (D) also summarized the reports of his group. He reports that the corona appear-
ed about 15 seconds before second contact and disappeared about 20 seconds after third con-
tact. The colors seen and the number of observers reporting each color are listed below: 

Bluish-white (2 observers) 	 Yellowish-white (4 observers) 
Yellowish-green (7 observers) 	Orange (3 observers) 

Orange (On Hi-Speed Ektachrome film) 

The Hokkaido observations provide the most complete documentation of the appearance 
of the Moon's shadow in the sky at a sunrise eclipse that has come to the attention of 
this writer. In this regard the results obtained with the all-sky camera are of particu-
lar interest since its photographs include the sky "behind" the observer, where nobody 
would be likely to make visual observations during totality. The current availability of 
"fish-eye" 1800  field-of-view lenses should eliminate the need for constructing all-sky 
cameras in the future. 

At future eclipses direct photoelectric measurements should be considered as replace-
ments for the rather subjective estimates of the readability of newsprint or camera dials. 

The orange and pink colors reported for the corona can, of course, be explained by 
the low elevation of the Sun. Coloration of the Moon's disc, reported by some of the Hok-
kaido observers, was also reported by J. Q. Stewart and C. D. MacCracken (6) at the 1937 
eclipse; and W. H. Glenn noted at the 1954 sunrise eclipse that the Moon was a slate-blue, 
the same as the sky around it, but much darker. 

The report of the visibility of third magnitude stars also agrees with the results 
obtained by Bailey and Korff near sunset at the 1937 eclipse from Moro, Peru, at an eleva-
tion of about 2400 feet (732 meters) (7). 

In addition to the observers, the writer wishes to thank the following persons who 
assisted in distributing and transmitting the questionnaires and reports of observations: 

Yoshio Fujita, University of Tokyo, Tokyo 	 Hideo Honda. Nagoya 
Takeshi Sato, Rekurakuen Planetarium, Hiroshima 	Seiichi Sakuma, Tokyo 
Yoshikazu Tsuneoka, Kwansee Gakuin University, Nishonomiya. 
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VENUS SECTION REPORT: THE EASTERN (EVENING) APPARITION OF mg 
By: Dale P. Cruikshank, A.L.P.O. Venus Recorder 

Introduction: 

This evening apparition of Venus includes the period from January 25, 1970 (superior 
conjunction of the planet) to November 10, 1970 (inferior conjunction). Seven observers 
sent in reports of their work during this period, which included drawings, estimates of 
phase, and written descriptions of the appearance of Venus. The observers are: 

Julius L. Benton, Jr. 	 4-inch refractor 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Sustaining Members and Sponsors. The persons in these special kinds of membership 
February 3, 1972 are listed below. Sponsors pay $25 per year; Sustaining Members, 

II:. The balance above the normal rate is employed to help meet the general expenses of 
A.L.P.O. We thank all these colleagues for their generous and meaningful assistance. 

Sponsors - William O. Roberts, Grace A. Fox, David P. Barcroft, Philip and Virginia 
laser, Dr. John E. Westfall, Dr. James Q. Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Reverend Kenneth J. 
:elano, Richard E. Wend, A. B. Clyde Marshall, Alan Mc Clure, Walter Scott Houston, Fred-
tick W. Jaeger, and Phillip and Janet Budine. 

Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Charles L. Ricker, 
ILmer J. Reese, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Dr. William K. Hartmann, 
.r.:lph Scott, A. W. Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, John E. Wilder, A. K. Pari-
-Lek, B. Traucki, Nicholas Waitkus, Lyle T. Johnson, H. W. Kelsey, Phillip Wyman, Harry 
lrimsley, Daniel H. Harris, the Junior Texas Astronomical Society, Dr. David Meisel, John 
Eelly-Urban, W. King Monroe, James W. Young, Klaus R. Brasch, Inez N. Beck, Dr. George W. 
Efppen, Dr. Joel W. Goodman, William B. Chapman, Harry D. Jamieson, Commander W. R. Petty-
j:hn, Robert M. Adams, Frank W. Vargo, Sr., Orville H. Brettman, and Brad Dischner. 

New Address for Julius Benton. Our Jupiter and Saturn Recorder now has the follow-
:.mg address: Julius L. Benton, Jr. - Jones Observatory - P.O. Box 5132 - Savannah, Georgia 
171403. 

Mr. Benton has been appointed Director of the Jones Observatory of Armstrong Col-
lege. The Observatory will house a 24-inch reflector. Mr. Benton has been in Europe 
since early in December, 1971. In his absence Mrs. Deborah Benton has been handling the 
routine business of the Saturn and Jupiter Sections. We are deeply grateful for her con-
siderable and capable assistance in this emergency. Mr. Benton expects to return to Sav-
annah in March, 1972. 

Staff Changes. Mr. Charles Ricker has found it necessary to resign from the staff 
because of extreme pressures in his work. He has recently had scarecely any time for his 
efforts as an ALPO Recorder, and he felt it unfair to continue. We are, of course, sorry 
to lose his services. These have been considerable and include the publication of the Lu-
nar Observer's Guide and the initiation of several Lunar Section observing projects. Mr. 
Ricker also started the Lunar and Planetary Training Program in its present form. He has 
maintained a tremendous volume of correspondence with a great number of ALPO members. 

Mr Richard Wessling has kindly taken over the supervision of the ALPO Lunar and 
Planetary Training Program. All persons interested in this activity should write to him 
at the address given on the back inside cover. As of December 1, 1971, he was providing 
training for 10 students in visual drawing and lunar and planetary photography. This ser-
vice would be extremely useful to a far greater number of our members, and Mr. Wessling 
warmly welcomes all new recruits. 

In the Lunar Section Dr. John Westfall has helpfully agreed to take over Mr. Rick-
er's duties. These will include the general supervision of the Section activities, the 
preparation of "Lunar Notes" for each issue, and the handling of all lunar observations 
not part of a specific program. 

Honors Paid to Frank G. Chase. Mr. Chase of Van Nuys, California is known to many 
of our readers. Mr. James W. Young, Resident Observer at JPL's Table Mountain Observatory, 
has informed us of many honors paid Mr. Chase in June, 1971 upon his retirement from a 
long and distinguished professional music career. These honors included an honorary citi-
zenship of Riverside, California, a one-year appointment as a JPL Research Affiliate, and 
a lifetime honorary membership in the ALPO. A long and happy retirement, Frank! 

Solar Eclipse Cruise. A new kind of astronomical adventure is being offered by 
Eclipse Cruises, Inc., Box 1972, Englewood, New Jersey 07631. Passengers on the Greek 
Line Cruise Ship "TSS Olympia" will watch the total solar eclipse of July 10, 1972 from 
the North Atlantic. The ship will be at sea for a week altogether, and the trip will cost 
$395--$495 per person. 

Our Humble Apology. The Editor regrets very much that the publication of this issue 
has been delayed beyond the occurrence of the lunar eclipse of January 30, 1972 discussed 
in the lead article. Both personal matters and unusual pressures at work contributed to 
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.NEW: AMATEUR ASTRONOMER'S HANDBOOK 	$14.50 

NEW: OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY FOR 
AMATEURS, both by J. B. Sidgwick, 
3rd. revised editions, 1971. 

$7.95 

$18.50 

$27.50 
$4.25 
$8.00 

THE PLANET SATURN, by A. F. O. D'Alexander $13.50 
THE PLANET URANUS, by A. F. O. D'Alexander $12.50 
THE MOON, with 300" Moon-Map, by H. P. 

Wilkins and P. Moore 	 $14.00 
VARIABLE STARS, by J. S. Glasby 	 $6.95 
NORTON'S STAR ATLAS (limited supply) 	$6.50 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG 	 $160.00 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS AND NAUTICAL 

ALMANAC FOR 1972 	 $6.00 

Write for free list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 
P. 0. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N. Y. 11364 

NEW: ATOMS, STARS AND NEBULAE, by 
L. H. Aller, revised edition 

HANDBOOK FOR PLANET OBSERVERS, by 
G. D. Roth 

SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
STAR ATLAS 

SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
STAR CATALOG 

THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner 
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek 

$12.50 

$11.95 

these delays. He is especially sorry that Dr. John Westfall's description of lunar eclipse 
photometry methods was not available to observers of that eclipse. The Editor hopes that 
readers will pardon his failure and will use Dr. Westfall's material in planning their per-
sonal studies of future lunar eclipses. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

Note on Mars. The drawing reproduced here as Figure 25 shows such famous Martian 
features as Solis Lacus, Tithonius Lacus, Aurorae Sinus, and Margaritifer Sinus. The ob- 

Figure 25. Drawing 
of southern hemisphere 
of Mars by Bruce SA1  - 
mon on August 18, 1971 
at 6h40m, U.T. 12.5-
inch refl., 500 X. 
Seeing 7, transparency 
4. No filter. Dia-
meter = 24:'7. CM = 720. 

server, Mr. Bruce Sal-
mon of Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, adds these 
remarks: "An unusu-
ally small, dark dot 
graces the extreme 
left edge of the S. 

polar cap now. It is as small and dark as Juventae Fons rnear the bottom of Figure 25]. 
An elongated, ultra-bright rim strip (without clear separation from the normal cap white-
ness at its upper-S.-edge) stretches from about the black dot to the C.M.." Mr. Salmon 
again recorded the same black spot against the background of the cap on August 20 at 6h, 
U.T.; it was again small, dark, and well defined. On August 18 the Martian Date was Novem-
ber 20 so that the south cap was dwindling rapidly during its spring "melting". Perhaps 
some of our readers could examine this portion of Mars on the Mariner IX photographs; it 
would be interesting to try to identify Mr. Salmon's spot with any topographical feature 
recorded by the spacecraft some terrestrial months later in the Martian year. Others may 
enjoy looking for this feature on their own drawings and photographs last August. 

LAU ASTROLA 
REFLECTING TPLESCOPES 

These excellent reflecting telescopes 
are very well known to all serious 
planetary and lunar observers. A very 
large number of the world's leading 
lunar and planetary astronomers are 
currently using complete Astrola re-
flecting telescopes or optical compon-
ent parts thereof. We sell Orthostar 
and other brands of orthoscopic ocu-
lars, Kellner and other forms of ocu-
lars. 

We specialize in refiguring im-
perfect telescope mirrors of all sizes 
to the highest optical quality. 

We offer a complete line of Newtonian, 
Cassegrainian, and Refracting tele-
scopes from 6 inches to 24 inches in 
diameter. Used reflectors and refrac-
tors are often in stock. 

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE 
CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 
4137 E. Anaheim St. 

Long Beach, 	California 	90804 

Phone: Area Code (213) 	434-2613 
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In the above ephemerides, the column marked "Delta" gives the Earth - planet distance in 	 ac 
A.U.; that merged "r" is the planet - Sun distance in A.U. The magnitudes quoted corres- 	 ar 
pond to B in the UBV system; in visual light the planets may appear i to 1 magnitude 	 so 
brighter. 	 it 

th 
For most observers these data should be sufficient. Any readers who desire more 	 cl 

extended ephemerides may secure them by sending $0.60 US in check, coin, or stamps to the 
writer to cover costs. His address is Dordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa, 51250. 
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Dollfus (1970), p. 357. 

t 
Postscript hy Editor. We heartily invite interested readers to join in the project 

described above. Equipped ALPO members not currently active on other programs may es- 
pecifilly enjoy the observational work on Toro and Eros described above. Mr. Hodgson has 
kindly agreed to receive and to study all such observations made by our readers, which 
should accordingly be mailed to him promptly at the address given. Should enough data of 
good enough quality on Toro and Eros be submitted, Mr. Hodgson will report the results in 
a future issue. 

1 
THE alala OF THE Napa IN THE SKY AT A =4 LQUa ECLIPSE: PART II 

By: William H. Glenn 

The path of the total solar eclipse of July 20, 1963 first touched the Earth's sur-
face at sunrise in Japan, crossed the North Pacific Ocean, Alaska, Canada, and Maine, and 
terminated at sunset in the North Atlantic Ocean. The appearance of the Moon's shadow in 
the sky as seen at sunrise from Japan has been described in Part I of this paper (Str. A., 
Vol. 23, Nos. 7-8, pp. 136-1/,?). In North America, however, the Sun was well above the 
horizon during totality, and because of this greater altitude the Moon's elliptical shad-
ow on the Earth's surface was far less eccentric than under the sunrise conditions in 
Japan. Because of this lesser eccentricity the V-shaped shadow cone seen in Japan was 
not observed in North America. 

The effects seen during a "high sun" eclipse are not nearly so striking as those 
seen under sunrise conditions. Instead of the V projected upward from the horizon around 
the Sun, the entire sky over the observer becomes dark while sunset colors are seen com-
pletely around the horizon, the exact effect depending on the position of the observer 
within the shadow. The approaching shadow itself may sometimes be seen projected on 
clouds just before totality, and during totality the pattern of colors around the horizon 
will change from moment to moment. At third contact the shadow may sometimes be seen 
disappearing quickly in the direction of the shadow's motion. 

Since observers are usually more concerned with the corona than with sky effects, 
few persons in 1963 had the opportunity to look continuously in all directions during to-
tality and to record the moment to moment changes that they saw. Individual reports also 
differed considerably as to what was seen, undoubtedly in large part because of the brief 
periods of time available for observation. Rather than attempt to draw a generalized 
overall picture of what was seen from North America, therefore, the writer has simply sum-
marized the reports, grouped together geographically; and these are presented below. 

I: The Observations 

Most of the observations received from Alaska came from Talkeetna, where totality 
occurred at 10:03 A.M. (A.S.T.) and the solar altitude was approximately 43°. The sky 
was perfectly clear at this location, except for some cumulus reported near the horizon 
in the southeast, east, northeast, and west. About one minute before totality, accord- 

Date (Oh E.T.) R.A. 1950.0 Dec. 1950.0 Delta r mag. 

Sept. 10 211136T4 + 1026! 0.717 1.685 13.1 
20 21 22.9 + 0 58 0.746 1.664 13.3 
30 21 14.6 + 0 30 0.790 1.642 13.5 
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ing to S. V. E. Waite and M. R. Fairfax, a dark but not clearly defined section of sky 
became noticeable in the southwest as the shadow approached. The color of the shadow was 
a deeper purple than the unshadowed sky around it; and the sky to the south-southwest, 
outside the shadow, appeared yellow. The shadow in the sky appeared to move toward the 
north and closer to the observers, darkening them as it came; but it could not be seen 
actually moving across the ground. At totality the sky was purple-black, with lighter 
areas being seen toward the horizon. Toward Mt. McKinley in the northwest and toward the 
south-southwest, the horizon remained yellowish, at least during the first part of total-
ity. The mountains themselves were peach-colored; and as the end of totality approached, 
they became bright again sooner than did the observers! location. In the northeast the 
clouds were gray, becoming black at totality, while the other clouds remained white. 

Gene J. Petrik also reported from Talkeetna that the Moon's shadow was first seen 
in the sky about 5-6 seconds before totality. At this time, the observer was made aware 
of its deepening presence when the shadow line, like a "great ominous roadway in the sky," 
descended upon him from the west. The shadow was described as being a very dusky and op-
pressive dark gray as it fell in upon the observer, and to the north and south the sky ap-
peared steel-blue to light blue in comparison. Mt. McKinley, which lay to the north-
northwest outside the shadow, was not darkened during totality, but rather "seemed to 
stand out." The far north sunlit horizon appeared to be quite bright and looked whitish-
blue. This color changed gradually to dusky steel-blue in those parts of the sky closer 
to the observer until the definite dark or "black" full shadow was reached. At the end 
of totality the shadow appeared to "lift quite quickly to the east, and things brightened 
up immediately although it was still quite dark." 

From Slane, Lee Coe reported that the shadow became visible in the west, had no def-
inite boundaries, and appeared very deep blue, shading into the dark blue of the sky to 
the north and south. The horizon changed in color as the eclipse progressed. Sumner 
Adams, at Talkeetna, noted that the wide band of the dark shadow made the clouds and moun-
tains in the east (the Talkeetna Mountains) almost black as the shadow passed over and 
receded. 

Several additional descriptions of the horizon and sky were received. Wayne Dancer 
reported that several persons at Talkeetna noted that the sky near the horizon took on a 
pinkish hue just before second contact. This hue changed to yellow at totality. A pink-
ish glow shone on snow-clad Mt. McKinley during totality; and the sky behind the moun-
tains, which was blue a half-hour before second contact, darkened continuously and became 
midnight-blue just before totality. 

Both the southeastern and northern horizons were described by two other observers 
as being yellowish-white during totality. The horizon was also reported as being first 
pink, then light yellow, and then changing to dark yellow. The cumulus clouds near the 
horizon were reported by one observer as taking on pinkish or yellowish casts just before 
totality, and the clouds were described by another as white over the mountains and pink 
over the flat lands. The sky itself during totality was estimated as being dark blue to 
black, deep midnight blue, very dark inky blue, and dark blue respectively by four differ-
ent observers. 

Observers farther east had variable luck with the weather. At Fort Providence, N. 
W. T., James F. Wright, R. A. Nelson, E. M. Rogers, and James Prescott observed the 
eclipse successfully although about 30% of the sky was cloud covered. Low cumulus was 
fairly extensive all around the horizon, and high thin cirrus was scattered across the 
rest of the sky. The blue of the sky became paler as the partial phases advanced, the 
effect during the late partial phases being similar to viewing through sunglasses; and 
at second contact the sky darkened rapidly to a deep blue. A beautiful sunset effect was 
observed for 3600  around the horizon during totality. 

From Uranium City, Sask., William Cable and Gordon Thompson observed the eclipse un-
der nearly perfect conditions. First contact occurred at 12:35 P.M., and totality at 
1:49 P.M. (M.S.T.). Broken clouds cleared off 30 minutes before totality; and a clear 
blue sky was enjoyed until 30 minutes after totality, when a solid cloud deck moved in. 
During the partial phases the light drop was gradual until 1:20 P.M., when it more or less 
levelled off until 1:40 P.M., and then began to drop more rapidly. At 1:48, one minute 
before totality, the drop became very rapid, and became extremely fast a few moments be-
fore totality. By 1:20 the colors on the ground were becoming very sharp, noticeably 
green, and gave the feeling of a heavy thunderstorm coming in the evening, the deepening 
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of colors being more noticeable on objects on the ground than in the sky. By 1:30 P.M. 
the light had become very dull, and clouds to the west had taken on a very light pink 
color while to the east they were normal. Totality moved in very rapidly with the feel-
ing of rapid motion to the east. The observers were standing on the white sand shore of 
a lake, and during totality the light from the corona illuminated the area like a Full 
Moon on a fresh fall of snow. Objects were clearly visible but lacked color, and the 
gulls on the lake appeared snow white. After totality the light intensity rose more 
rapidly than it fell. The shadow was seen to rise and appeared projected against the 
sky for about 2 seconds after totality. 

A graph of the chpnges in light level based on observations with a light meter 
pointed directly at the Sun is reproduced in Figure 1. 

At Wivenhoe, Manitoba the sky was about 95% overcast, the clearing being in the 
northeast except for a vague clear area to the northwest, in line with the shadow path. 
The Sun was completely obscured by altostratus at about 8,000-10,000 ft., the large ob-
scuring cloud being in the west and southwest. From the northeast to the south there was 
solid cumulonimbus with lightning. John N. R. Scatliff described the sky phenomena as 
follows: "About an hour before totality, a large thunder cloud (altostratus type) hov-
ered between ourselves and the Sun, remaining there until well after the total phase. On 
the northwestern horizon were clouds, and above was a small patch of blue sky. There was 
some clearing to the east. At about 3:06 P.M. (C.S.T.) [totality] there was a noticeable 
sudden drop in illumination and the light on the horizon clouds was reduced just as if a 
great rheostat was being turned. The patch of blue sky became intensely blue (Prussian 
blue), of a very pure hue, and the clouds underneath on the horizon lit up in contrast 
with a vividly bright orange hue (these clouds presumably being well outside the shadow 
area). Then, the light on the clouds went up, somewhat jerkily, and all around became 
light again. The light around us was very much diffused by the enormous thunder cloud, 
and it never really got dark. It seems that part of the upper layers of the cloud extend-
ed beyond the 30 mile radius [of the shadow.]" 

The horizon color was confirmed by B. F Shinn, who described the horizon to the 
northwest as brilliant orange against a hazy blue sky at totality. The orange emerged 
during the rapid drop of light intensity at totality, and faded to the usual white-on-blue 
as the light intensity rose at the end of totality. The horizon color was described by 
another observer as reddish in the west and north, with detached red clouds low on the 
horizon. The illumination level was also described as similar to full moonlight. A third 
observer felt that the reflection of sunlight on clouds to the west made the interval of 
totality brighter than it would have been in a clear sky. 

The degree of darkness prior to totality at Wivenhoe under overcast skies is shown 
well in a graph of zenith light intensity changes prepared by B. F. Shinn from observa-
tions made by J. N. R. Scatliff, and is reproduced in Figure 2. 

Still farther east, at Moose River, Ont. the sky was 90% clear, with very heavy 
cumulus and altocumulus in the northeast and southwest. According to William A. Sher-
wood and George Mori, the shadow was first seen in the northwest on the distant horizon 
25 seconds before totality, and appeared as a very thin ill-defined beam or ray, similar 
to a very faint and distant plume of black smoke (see Figure 3). Whether what was seen 
was actually the shadow is questionable, however. If the horizon were 20-30 miles dis-
tant, as seen from the high location from which the observations were made, the shadow on 
the ground would have been far larger than what was reported. Considering the scattered 
cloud cover in that direction, the observed shadow may have been the shadow of a cloud 
projected against the atmosphere and on the ground. 

Sherwood and Mori also reported that the horizon in the west and north just before 
totality was a more vivid red than at sunset, decreasing in intensity to a dark blue sky 
8° above the horizon, but that the sky during totality was "not dark." David D. Meisel 
and John E. Monahan reported, however, that the clouds near and far were colored about the 
same as the corona on their upper sides and that the lower cloud surfaces were about the 
color of the back side of the moon [dull blue-gray]. 

Meisel and Monshanalso measured the sky illumination before, during, and after to-
tality by setting up a diffuse white sphere and monitoring it with a photocell at an ef-
fective wavelength of 4300 A. The values obtained, in foot candles (lumens/ft.2), are 
shown in Figure 4. At totality, the value obtained was 0.04 ± 0.01 ft. candle. 

From Quebec, several descriptions of the changes in sky color and of the appearance 
of the shadow in the sky were received. Craig L. Johnson reported that at Plessisville 
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Figure 1. Graph of light meter readings made by W. Cable and G. Thompson at Uranium City, 
Sask. Light meter pointed directly at Sun. Light intensity units are undefined meter scale 
values. Totality at 1:49 P.M M.S.T. See also text. 
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Figure 2. Graph of light intensity readings prepared by B. F Shinn from read-
ings made by J. N. R. Scatliff at Wivenhoe, Man. Light intensity units are un-
defined meter scale values. Totality at 3:06 P.M., C.S.T. Light meter directed 
at zenith. 
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Figure 3. 
Problematic 
possible ap-
pearance of 
Moon's shad-
ow in sky and 
on ground near 
distant horizon 
as reported by 

N W. 

G Mori and W. A Sherwood from Moose River, Ont. See also text. 

#######* 

totality occurred at about 5:40 P.M. (E.D.T.) with the San at an altitude of 230  in the 
western sky. Cloud cover was about 60%, mostly cumulus, extending from the west through 
the south to the east, with only some clouds in the north; and the Sun itself was slightly 
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obscured during totality. Between first contact and 50% eclipse, no change in sky illu-
mination was noticed. As totality approached, the landscape appeared to grow gradually 
darker until by 95% eclipse the level of illumination was that of very late evening at 
sea level, when the Sun is visible but casts no appreciable light. The Moon's shadow in 
the sky was first seen just north of northwest about 15 seconds before totality. It was 
noticeably darker than the sky background, but still fairly light, appearing like an or-
dinary shadow in early morning or late evening. Upon its appearance in the northwest, it 
appeared to swell in size without changing position much. Just before totality it looked 
to be indefinite; but a few seconds after totality began the boundary on the west-north-
west was quite well defined, in contrast to the eastern boundary, which gradually faded 
into nothingness. In the northwest, just after the start of totality, the sky outside 
the shadow took on a very pronounced orange cast. This coloring soon faded, however, and 
was completely gone long before totality ended. There was no particular coloring in the 
south or east at any time. During totality, the illumination appeared to be somewhat 
brighter than with the Full Moon at midnight. The shadow disappeared almost instantly at 
third contact; and later it could not be seen, although the observer specifically looked 
for, and failed to see, the shadow racing away. 

At Grandlare, Quebec, where totality occurred at 5:39 P.M. (E.D.T.), the sky was 
50% obscured with altocumulus and cumulus clouds. The clouds were heavy to the south and 
southeast and scattered to the northwest, and cumulonimbus were seen 15 miles to the north. 
The sky was completely clear around the Sun for at least 2° during totality. Lawrence 
Nadeau reported that shortly before totality the shadow was seen as a distinctly oval form 
passing over a cloud bank north of him. It was seen only on a cloud bank about 15 miles 
straight north. Its color was a deep brown black, and its edge was not so diffuse as ex-
pected, less than about half a degree across. The clouds remained yellow-brownish-orange 
up to its edge. When the shadow first hit the clouds it appeared very elliptical, and as 
it crossed the clouds it seemed to lose its ellipticity and became more straight along the 
one edge which was seen. It took five seconds to cross and engulf the clouds, eight or 
ten seconds then remaining before totality began (see Figure 5). The sky itself at to-
tality was described as deep blue, similar to the evening sky near the end of nautical 
twilight. Observations made by the Camp Minnowbrook party, led by William Simon, con-
firm that the shadow appeared first in the northwest. The horizon during totality was 
described by different observers in this party as red, pink, orange-yellow, or slightly 
orange; and the rest of the sky was reported as being cloudy and dusky gray. 

Also from Grandlare, L W Smith reported that the shadow became visible about 20 
seconds before totality. There was no appreciable change until shortly after 5:05 P.M. 
(E.D.T.), but from then on the light diminished "like an English twilight", and the storm 
clouds all around began to assume a dirty brown color and appeared more ominous. The sur-
rounding sky was full of clouds ranging in color from dead white to dark gray and stormy 
brown. No comparison was possible, but the shadow looked deep gray. In the immediate 
vicinity of the Sun, where there were no clouds, the sky changed from sky blue to deep co-
balt blue. At totality the sky was deep twilight and the clouds were light violet and 
orange. 

At Coleraine, Quebec, where the sky was 1/3 obscured by small cumulus clouds in all 
directions, the sky overhead was reported as blue at totality; but the horizon was darker. 
At Senneterre, with 100% cloud cover, the period of greatest darkness was very short, with 
considerable light coming from the horizon. At totality no change of color was observed, 
the clouds overhead being dark gray to black. Yellowish clouds were seen on the north-
eastern horizon immediately after totality. 

Near Grand Piles, with only a small part of the western sky clear, Michael G. Hunter 
saw the shadow in the northwestern sky 4 seconds before totality. Its motion was not so 
fast as expected. Peter Rothmaler, near the same location, failed to see the shadow, how-
ever, and reported that the sky at totality was "not very dark - similar to a half hour or 
hour after sunset." 

At Pleasant Pond, Maine, the sky was 70% cloudy and the first 30 seconds of totality 
were obscured. According to Harold Solomon, the sky at totality was dark, similar to late 
evening, except that the sky was bright near the horizon at right angles to the direction 
of the solar azimuth. The near clouds and sky appeared dark and nearly colorless during 
totality, and red-orange immediately before and after totality. The far clouds and sky 
were not affected by the eclipse. Other observers reported that the shadow was not seen 
either before or after totality, because of the broken clouds. 

At Athens, Maine, 80-85% of the sky was heavily overcast, and the corona was visible 
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Figure 4. Graph of sky illumination in foot candles based on data obtain Rd by D. 
Meisel and J. E. Monahan at Moose River, Ont. Effective wavelength 4300 A. See 
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Figure 5. The shadow edge as seen on a cloud bank to the north by L. Nadeau from Grandt-
Are, Quebec. See text. 

********** 

throughm  thin clouds. William H. Glenn and Florence Glenn reported that, at the onset of 
totality, the clouds in the northwest became dark steel-gray; but the edge of the shadow 
on the clouds was not sharp, and there was some doubt as to whether or not the shadow was 
actually seen at all. During totality there was considerable cloudiness in all directions, 
and the sky was dark steel-gray with deep orange horizons. At the end of totality the 
south-southeast appeared very dark gray for a few seconds, with orange to the southeast. 
An all-sky camera photograph by Charles Cuevas, taken immediately after the beginning of 
totality, showed the southern horizon much brighter than the northern. Members of the 
Manchester Astronomical Society also reported that no observer saw the shadow disappear, 
probably because of the cloud cover. 

Color-temperature meter readings of the landscape taken by Charles Cuevas read 7000° 
K at first contact and dropped to 5000° K eight minutes before second contact, when the 
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last readings were taken. His series of photographs of color patches showed only a very 
slight shift toward the yellow between first and second contact. From the same location, 
the change of landscape color to a yellowish hue was also noticed visually by 14 minutes 
before totality. 

From Bangor, Maine, where it was overcast, Harry C. Stubbs and Carlos Rost reported 
that the sky was very dark overhead at totality, with orange-red visible all around the 
horizon, except in the south and southeast where the view was blocked by a hill. 

At Orono, Maine, where the sky was completely covered with stratus clouds, John Paz-
mino recorded a rather complete account of the appearance of the shadow on the clouds, as 
seen from below. By four minutes before totality the overall sky color had become ray-
gray, and the sky far from the Sun was pink. During totality the sky and clouds surround-
ing the Sun were blue-gray and the clouds far from the Sun were red-gray. The sky along 
the horizon was gold. At the beginning of totality a wave of darkness was observed mov-
ing swiftly upward in the sky. The wave was a very deep gray color with a blue tinge and 
had comparatively sharp boundaries. The shape was that of a parabola with the vertex ap-
parently on the northwestern horizon, and the easterly arm of the parabola swept out from 
the vertex toward the north. As totality progressed the wave moved upward and toward the 
east-southeast and southeast, the color changing from dark blue-gray to dark red-gray and 
finAlly  to dark gray-red. About mid-totality the wave was approximately symmetrical about 
the Sun, standing upright with the arms of the parabola stretching up and around the north 
and south. Near the Sun the arms were inclined to the horizon at an angle of approximate-
ly 600, and the color was dark red-gray. The wave rushed overhead and moved southeast. 
After mid-totality, in the south and southeast the storm clouds were almost black at their 
centers and gray-red to blood-red around their edges. The wave disappeared beyond the 
trees in the southeast just as totality ended, and the blue-gray of the sky faded into a 
definite reddish hue. In the north a sheet of gold color was seen. 

Other observers at Orono did not see the shadow; but it was reported that, just be-
fore and just after totality, the sky near the horizon was bright salmon-pink in the 
north and south where it was clear. The east and west were completely covered. The 
clouds were reported as silvery-gray. 

From Ellsworth Falls, Maine, the eclipse was observed in a sky that was 65% cloud 
covered. Clouds were found in all parts of the sky except overhead. Reverend Kenneth 
Delano reported that darkening was noticeable 20 minutes before totality, but a more rap-
id light change occurred withinindnute of the beginning and ending of totality. The 
clear sky grew a darker blue about 10 minutes before totality, and at totality appeared 
to be more of a violet color. Just before totality the clouds were various shades of 
gray, black, and white. No red, yellow, or orange colors were seen at any time. Rever-
end Delano was surprised that the sky was not darker than it was at totality, distant 
clouds reflecting considerable light into the sky. The shadow was not seen. Three other 
observers, located south of Castine, Maine, reported that in a cloudy sky at totality 
there were red clouds at every point of the compass; and immediately after totality this 
color disappeared. 

The degree of darkness during totality was estimated by the visibility of the hour 
and second hands of watches, by the ability to read newsprint of various sizes, and by the 
ability to read camera dials. The combined data obtained from all observing locations are 
listed below. 

Item Observed 
No. of Observers report- 
ing "Visible" 

No. of Observers report-
ing "Not Visible" 

Second hand of a watch 16 5 
Hour hand of a watch 16 2 
11-point standard type 20 2 
10-point standard type 1 0 
6-point standard type 1 0 
5k-point boldface type 1 0 
Camera dials 6 0 

Another measure of the degree of darkness occurring at totality is the limiting mag-
nitude of the stars and planets seen, and the length of time before and after totality 
that they are visible. From Alaska, where the skies were clear, seven observers reported 
seeing Mercury, nine reported Venus, five reported Jupiter, and one reported Castor and 
Pollux. One observer reported seeing a total of seven planets and stars, and another re- 
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port indicated that "mPlay observers reported seeing seven stars and planets. Second mag-
nitude stars were visible." Little data were available concerning the length of time be-
fore and after totality that the various objects were visible. For Mercury, two observ-
ers indicated that the object appeared and disappeared at approximately second and third 
contacts. For Venus, one observer indicated that it appeared and disappeared at second 
and third contacts, but the average results of three other observers indicated that it 
appeared about 5 minutes before totality and disappeared about 6 minutes after totality. 

Both groups of observers at Fort Providence, N.W.T observed Venus and Mercury. 
Both objects appeared just before totality, but Venus was followed for 15 minutes after-
wards. Mercury and Venus were also both observed during totality at Uranium City, Sask., 
Venus appearing 19 minutes before second contact and disappearing 20 minutes after third 
contact. Mercury and Venus were both visible during totality from Moose River, Ont., Mer-
cury disappearing at the end of totality. Venus was first seen 1 3/4 minutes before to-
tality and was followed for at least 15 minutes afterwards, through clouds. 

From Quebec, where skies were partly cloudy, Venus was reported by 8 observers and 
Mercury by 3. One observer, who saw both Mercury and Venus, reported that he saw no 
stars, "although others did." Another observer reported that he first saw Mercury "a few 
minutes before totality" and kept it in view for 6 minutes after totality. This same ob-
server followed Venus for at least 11 minutes after totality. Two other observers sighted 
Venus just before totality. Cloudiness interfered with observations of stars and planets 
from Maine also; but nevertheless three observers reported Venus, and one reported Mercury. 
One observer reported Arcturus and kept it in view for 1 *minutes after totality. An-
other observer reported that several objects were seen, and estimated that second magni-
tude stars must have been visible 900  from the Sun. 

Because of the scattering of the light of the corona by the atmosphere and the pres-
ence of earthshine on the Moon, it was anticipated that the lunar disc would not be com-
pletely black during totality. Observations of the color of the lunar disc were made at 
all locations. The results appear very inconsistent but certainly indicate that something 
other than jet black was seen by most observers. The observations, arranged according to 
geographic location, are listed below. 

Color of Moon's Disc 	 No. of Observations  

Alaska 	Much darker than the sky 	 2 
Black 	 2 
Orange-brown 	 1 
Denser and blacker than the sky; maybe slightly reddish 	1 

Northwest 
Territories 	Perhaps slightly darker than the sky 

No color noted 	 1 

Ontario 	Very dull blue-gray 
Moon and sky 10  away same color 

Light gray 
Gray 
Dark-gray 
Black-gray 
Black 
Black with tinge of blue 
Dark deep brown 
Green 
Bluish-orange 

Maine 	 Black 	 2 
Dark purple 	 1 
Dark steel-wool gray 	 1 
Darker than the sky but of no particular color 	 1 

Two rather extensive descriptions of the appearance of the Moon's disc were received 
in addition to the color estimates. Lawrence Nadeau, from Grandlmere, Quebec, reported 
that 24 minutes before totality he was able to make out a difference in contrast between 
the Moon near the middle of the Sun and the sky off the Sun's edge where the Moon most 
eclipsed the Sun. At totality, with a 3" reflector at 40X, he saw the Moon as deep black 
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with a tinge of brown. The darkness of the disc was very pronounced; and earthshine was 
not so noticeable as on the crescent Moon, there being less detail and more black. No 
maria were seen; but a few black points, possibly mountains or craters, were seen near the 
left edge (in relation to the horizon). John L. Menke reported form Jackman, Maine, that 
with a 2.5" opera glass there was a very decided light variation across the lunar disc 
during totality. The Moon was a cool gray color. The light variation appeared radially 
symmetric, with the center being the bright region and the variation in intensity being 
very marked but quite gradual from center to edge. Perhaps the ratio of brightness from 
center to edge was about 2:1 or 3:1. The effect was similar to the shading used on text-
book spheres to make them appear three-dimensional. The observer claims he verified that 
this effect was not an illusion. 

II. Summary 

The general impression obtained from the observations of the sky at totality is that 
the clear sky appeared dark blue with orange horizons in all directions, and that the col-
or effects were modified by the amount of cloudiness present. Clouds within the shadow 
appeared dark gray; those outside appeared orange. In clear skies the approaching shadow 
manifested itself by appearing as a dark diffuse area in the sky in the direction of the 
shadow's approach, and the receding shadow was seen as a darkening of the sky in the op-
posite direction. In partly cloudy skies the shadow edge could be seen on the cloud banks, 
and observers beneath a complete overcast could detect the shadow projected on the cloud 
cover. The light level during totality was sufficiently high to allow 11-point standard 
type to be read; and although the faintest star identified was Arcturus (magnitude -0.06), 
several observers thought that second magnitude stars could have been seen. Photocell 
measurements of sky illumination gave readings of 0.04 ft. candles at totality. Estimates 
of the appearance of the lunar disc varied widely, and these were undoubtedly affected by 
meteorological factors as well as by the color sensitivity of the observers' eyes. The 
disc was apparently not jet black, however. 

III; Suggestions for Future Work 

Detailed visual reports of the appearance and disappearance of the shadow, and of 
the moment-to-moment changes in sky color and brightness throughout totality continue to 
be of interest. Observers whose schedules are not heavily occupied with other programs 
could carry out programs of this type, perhaps with the aid of a tape recorder to record 
on-the-spot commentary. The observations should be made regardless of the amount of cloud 
cover, even the results obtained under total overcast being of some interest. 

The moment-to-moment variations in horizon illumination in all directions can be re-
corded photographically on 35-mm. color film by means of an all-sky camera or "fish-eye" 
180° field-of-view lens. The camera should be directed toward the zenith with its long 
axis lined up in a known direction, either north-south or east-west. The use of a bubble 
level and compass makes this task very simple. It is then possible to mark the slides ob-
tained with the correct directions. Exposures should be made at 15-second intervals from 
about 	minutes before totality to about It minutes after totality. The writer found at 
the 1970 eclipse that using an F5.6 "fish-eye" with exposures of 1/8 second at ASA 200 
produced slides that were several stops underexposed at totality, but which still showed 
the sky brightness around the horizon. A more realistic exposure would probably be at 
least 1 second, or even more. This program could also be carried out regardless of weath-
er conditions. 

The degree of darkness during totality can be estimated by the magnitudes of the 
faintest stars visible, and observers should therefore report all objects seen. Amore 
quantitative approach, that can be carried out under clear or cloudy skies, is to make 
photocell readings of the zenith sky during totality. Most ordinary photographic light 
meters are incapable of measuring the low light levels during totality, and they are also 
generally calibrated in arbitrary scales which do not permit ready conversion to foot 
candles. The only photographic meter known to this writer that can reach the low light 
levels (less than 1 ft. candle) of the sky during totality is the Lunisix. Incident 
light readings made with this meter can be converted into approximate foot candle equiva-
lents by means of a table printed on the meter. 

Persons having access to more sophisticated equipment may be able to make continuous 
photocell readings of the zenith and of the horizon in each of the four cardinal direc-
tions throughout totality, as a means of monitoring the passage of the shadow over the ob-
server's location. 

A final suggestion is for observers to note the color and degree of darkness of the 
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lunar disc during totality as compared to the surrounding sky, and to look for evidence 
of the lunar maria on the earthlit disc. This observation can be made at the same time 
that the observer is viewing the corona. 

The writer would be interested in receiving reports from observers making these 
types of observations at the July 10, 1972 total solar eclipse. Please send reports to: 

William H Glenn 
3235 Parkside Place 
Bronx, New York 10467 

In addition to those observers named in the text, the following persons submitted 
reports used in preparing this paper: Stuart J. Baldwin, D. Potter, C. G. Barnett, B. J. 
Engelke, Virginia Ekstrand, Alice Smith, Helen Winberger, Paul B. Grisso, Jr., Allen Feng, 
Bernard, Donald, Ervin, and Martha Jackson, Karl Glades, L E Olendorff, Sr., W. L. and 
Phyllis Hutchings, L W. Alwin, University of Alberta, Calgary, expedition, M Hastings-
Trew, C. H. and D. C Montrose, Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Dale and family, Walter C. and Margaret 
S Espenlaub, Raymond N. Watts, George Lovi, Arthur Pear]nutter, D. C J Santhanem, M. R. 
Molnar, Antoinette J. Pridmore, Daniel J. Fernandes, Margaret Olmstead, Hugh Frgy, H. J. 
Healer, Jr., Thomas B. Merritt, A David Burdoin, and James D. Brownridge. 

EVIDENCE FOR LUNAR VULGARISM FROM LUNAR PROBES 

By: Winifred Sawtell Cameron, 
Laboratory for Theoretical Studies, Goddard Space Flight Center 

(An updated revision of a paper read at the Southwestern Astronomical Conference 
'68 at Las Cruces, New Mexico, August 21-24, 1968) 

Selenological studies from Earth-based observations have resulted in divided opin-
ions among selenologists on the origin of many features, especially the circular craters 
and maria. The interpretations have been divided into the exogenous (meteoritic impact) 
and endogenous (volcanic) processes. Results from the various U. S. probes of the Ranger, 
Surveyor, and Orbiter series and from the USSR lunar probes have convinced me that both 
processes have operated on the Moon in about equal importance. These results have sup-
ported and confirmed many of the Earth-based observations. Many selenologists have inter-
preted numerous features as having formed from, or been modified by, volcanic activity. 
There are some types which are almost universally agreed to show evidence of vulcanism and 
are the following: (1) surfaces of the maria and the dark, flat-floored craters; (2) the 
classical lunar domes; (3) crater chainsTTZT sinuous rilles (not universally agreed upon, 
but regarded by many as due to internal activity); (5) wrinkle ridges. There are also 
ring dike-like features that many interpret as volcanic. Some of the Lunar Transient 
Phenomena (LTP) manifestations are thought to be from internal activity; in fact, their 
selenographic distribution implies that the majority are. 

Dark, Flat Areas 

The origin of the circular mare basins as formed by impact is now generally accepted. 
The black filling material of the basins, however, has been generally accepted as being 
volcanic. Until about fifteen years ago, the only terrestrial extensive flat volcanic 
plains known generally, even by geologists, were the flood basalt plateaus, such as our 
Columbia River Plateau or the Deccan Traps of South India. These are vast, level plains 
of about 100,000 sq. mis. in extent, with slopes of the order of a few degrees and lobate 
termini with substantial scarps. They resulted from great outpourings, mostly from fis-
sures, of a very fluid, basic, dark type of lava, called basalt. Therefore, this was the 
kind of material selenologists thought had filled the maria and dark, flat-floored craters, 
e.g., Plato. 

More recently, our studies of lunar features and volcanic phenomena have suggested 
similarities between the unusual phenomena of ash flows, which produce extensive plains of 
more than 10,000 sq. mis. of welded tuffs or igniarites, e.g., Yellowstone Park and its 
environs, and lunar plains. The characteristics (Ross and Smith, 1961) of these almost 
hydrostatically level plains are strikingly similar to those of the overall mare surfaces, 
e.g., slopes of about half a degree, feather edges, and sometimes preservation of the 
underlying topography in a much subdued form. Ash flows are a mixture of gas and dust 
(fluidized dust) that issue explosively from vents or fissures and flow at speeds of 100 
mi./hr. to great distances, producing vast plains. The composition is acidic and results 
from differentiation. Differentiation is a process whereby lighter constituents of a mag- 
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ma (lava at depth) are separated from the denser constituents by gravity, the denser crys-
tals sinking and the lighter ones rising. Rocks can be classified according to their sil-
ica content (Si02) as shown in Table I. The higher the silica content, the more acid and 
less dense the rocks became. The viscosity also rises with silica content so that the 
acidic lavas do not flow to as great distances as do the fluid basalts (except in the 
special case of ash flows). The gas content also rises with the silica content. When 
there is a great deal of gas, it pulverizes the lava into dust-sized particles which 
erupt as ash flows. Modern ash flows, erupting from volcanoes, are often called nudes 
ardentes. The characteristics of ignimbrites (the final deposit from an ash flow, which 
welds into rock after the escape of the gas and heat) led us (O'Keefe and Cameron, 1962) 
to suggest that the top surface of the maria was ignimbrite (welded tuffs) although prob-
ably underlain by basalt. Figure 6 shows: (a) characteristic flood basalt surface, (b) 
characteristic ash flow surface, (c) volcanic flow in Mare Imbrium, and (d) lunar surface 
around Surveyor I. The observable characteristics in these photographs invite comparisons 
as analogs between Fig. 6a and 6c and 6b with 6d. 

The a-hackscatter results from Surveyors V, VI, and VII most nearly match a basal-
tic composition (Turkevich et al., 1967). Intermediate type rocks, e.g., andesite (from 
the Andes Mts.), may not be entirely ruled out; but basalt is a closer match. Apollo re-
sults (Science, 1970) confirm this opinion. These results support the old hypothesis of 
flood basalts having filled the maria. Some silicic material, however, has been found; 
but the quantity and significance for the Moon's evolution are unknown. Gilvarry (1968), 
however, insists that mudstone is a closer match to the Surveyor results. Mudstone has 
not been found in the first Apollo samples, however. In fact, not even hydrated minerals 
have been found yet. It happens that, of the three first Apollo locations, two were on 
bluish areas of maria and one on the bluish halo of Tycho. Large portions of the dark 
areas are reddish, however, (Whitaker, 1966); and the difference in color may indicate a 
difference in composition. It is possible, therefore, that other dark areas may be ash 
flows. There is other supporting evidence for such interpretations. By analogy, however, 
since the characteristics of most flat areas are quite similar, one would expect the one 
interpretation to suit all similar appearances. The puzzling aspect about these results, 
though, is that the surfaces around the Surveyors do not look like lava surfaces. They 
look as if they were composed of particulate matter, i.e., dust. Surveyor experiments 
with the digging claw confirm that it is soil-like, not rock-like. Flood basalts have 
hitherto been regarded as lava rock. Recent investigations (Green, private communication) 
suggest that basalt plateaus are actually built up of alternating lava and ash deposits. 
If this is so, then the observations can be reconciled with the basaltic composition in-
terpretation. Ash flows, being unconsolidated on top, would give the observed close-up 
characteristics around Surveyor sites as illustrated in Figures 6b and 6d. 

Lunar Domes* 

The classical lunar domes, such as those near Hortensius, Marius, and Arago, have 
various interpretations, all of them being of internal origins. The three major proposed 
possible origins are: (1) shield volcanoes (basaltic), (Pickering 1920, Spurr, 1945), 
(2) laccoliths (acidic) (Marshall, 1943, O'Keefe and Cameron, 1962), (3) pingos (ice or 
permafrost)(MacRae, 1965, Gold, 1966). Shield volcanoes, represented by the Hawaiian 
volcanoes Mauna Loa and Kilauea, for example, are built up from relatively gentle out-
pourings of fluid basaltic lava forming a lens-like or shield-like mass. At the sum-
mit there is usually, if not always, a crater or cladera. A caldera is a large crater, 
usually more than one mile in diameter, formed by collapse. Laccoliths are mushroom-shap- 
ed features caused by viscous (acidic) magma penetrating between layers of rock which 
solidifies in place because it cannot find a vent to the surface. The overlying layers 
of rock are thus arched up, and the surface expression is a gently-sloped mushroom-like 
or shield-like feature. Pingos are really temporary ice laccoliths. They are caused by 
ice or permafrost at some depth that arches up the ground above it into a dome-shaped 
feature of relatively short life (a few hundreds to a few thousands of years). Some ob-
jections to the interpretation of lunar features as pingos, other than their temporary 
nature, are: (1) their size, (2) their slope, and (3) the evidence that little water 
exists on the Moon (Ness et al., 1967) and now from Apollo samples (The Moon Issue of 
Science, 1970.) Pingos 1.131lially are just a few tens or hundreds of feet (up to one mile) 
in diameter, whereas lunar domes are often many miles (up to 40) in diameter. 

Evidence that favors the shield volcano hypothesis is the appearance of summit de-
pressions on more than 50% of the approximately 200 known domes. The recent Surveyor 
analyses also support this interpretation. Evidence that favors the laccolith hypothesis 
is the lack of color difference between the domes and their surroundings, their sizes (us-
ually 5-10 miles in diameter), the roughness of surface of many domes, and the fact that 
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A., Vol. 23, Nos. 5-6, 1971: Kenneth J. Delano, "The Characteristics of Lunar Domes", pp. 
85-90; John E. Westfall, "Statistical Analysis of Lunar Dome Characteristics", pp. 90-91; 
John E. Westfall. "Statistical Analysis of Lunar Dome Distribution". pp. 91-98. 
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L- 
i Figure 6. (a). Aerial view 

of a flood basalt plain in 
Idaho, showing the general 
flatness of the terrain. 

(c1) 

Figure 6. (b). Valley of 
Ten Thousand Smokes, Alas-
ka, deposited by an ash 
flow in 1912, showing 
close-up characteristics 
of the surface (courtesy 
of W. H. Coulter, U.S. 
Geological Survey). 

Figure 6. (c). Orbiter V photo-
graph of a flow in Mare Imbrium 
near the crater Deslisle. Scarp 
is more than 50 ft. high. 
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TABLE I. VOLCANIC ROCK CLASSIFICATION. 

Classification 

Approximate 
Per Cent of 
Silica Content Rock Type Examples 

arou 
prod 
very 
belc 
lava 

Basic (fluid) 45-55 Basalt Hawaiian volcano 
lava eruptions, 
Columbia River 

suit 
SOME 

SiOI 
Plateau 

Intermediate 55-65 Andesite, 
Dacite 

Andes Mountains 
volcanoes lava 

Acidic 
(viscous) 

65-80 Granite, 
Rhyolite, 
Welded Tuff 

Yellowstone Park 
environs, Valley 
of Ten Thousand 
Smokes, Crater 
Lake 

********** 

many are found in the reddish parts of the dark areas. Terrestrial laccoliths are fis-
sured, therefore rough in appearance; and these fissures meet radially at the summit, of-
ten producing a dimple depression. (See Figure 7c.) Sometimes a vent appears. 

Orbiters II, IV, and V obtained remarkable photographs of the region of the Marius 
domes. Orbiter II made an oblique shot, and Orbiters IV and V made overhead shots (Figure 
7a). Orbiter V obtained high resolution photographs, resolving features as qmAll as about 
2.5 meters (8 ft.). Earth-based observations have suggested that some domes are very 
rough, and these pictures verify the rugged nature of many. In this Marius Hills field 
especially, geologists think that two or three kinds of domes are found. Some U. S. Geo-
logical Survey people (MacCauley, 1968) think that the low, broad ones are shield vol-
canoes. Some are topped by steeper domes, akin to the more viscous tholoids like Mont 
Pelee, while still other domes may be laccoliths. Figure 7a, b, c, and d show, respec-
tively, an Orbiter V shot of the Marius domes; Mauna Loa, a Hawaiian shield volcano; Green 
Mt., a laccolith in Utah; and a pingo. 

Crater Chains  

Some of the famous crater chains (Hyginus Rille, Stadius, etc.) are extremely dif-
ficult to explain except by an internal hypothesis. There are, however, three types of 
crater chains, two of which are almost certainly composed of volcanic craters, while the 
third kind is almost certainly composed of craters caused by secondary impacts. The Hy-
ginus Rille (Figure 8a) contains an example of the first type of crater chain, namely 
those occurring in rilles. That the Hyginus craters are volcanic is generally agreed, 
but that the rille in which they occur is volcanic (tectonic) is not so generally accepted. 
A portion of the rille is radial to the center of Mare Imbrium, which many think is an im-
pact basin, causing that portion of the Hyginus Rille. Since other subsequent volcanism 
occurred in and around the Imbrium basin, it is reasonable to suppose that this fissure 
was used by subterranean forces for the locus of several volcanic vents. 

The crater chain in Davy Y indicates, I think, a second type. Here we have a long 
string of craters of almost certain volcanic origin. They lie, most likely, along a fault; 
but the fault or rille itself is not visible even in the Orbiter and Apollo pictures. In 
this case, I think that the rille or fault and the craters are solely volcanic and have no 
relation to impact. 

The third kind of chain is exemplified in an Orbiter I photograph of Taruntius and 
its environs. The craters seen radiating away from Taruntius are certainly in straight 
lines. They generally are not contiguous or overlapping; but sometimes this arrangement 
does occur, e.g., around Aristoteles (Figure 8b). I think that the overlapping ones in 
the deep rille radiating from Aristotles are really volcanic, although the fissure is 
probably related to the impact; but the loop craters and others are ejecta secondaries. 
The Stadius crater chain may be a mixed bag of beans. It was an example previously almost 
universally agreed to be internal, .but the Orbiter V view has cast some doubt on this. It 
appears to me that some of the craters are internal; probably the fissure is internal, but 
there also appear to be ejecta from Copernicus which added craters or modified the vol-
canic ones! Disentangling the two kinds may be very difficult to do. 
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Dark-Haloed Craters* 

The comparatively rare dark-haloed craters, such as those in Alphonsus and those 
around Copernicus, have been considered to be maar-type volcanoes. A terrestrial maar is 
produced by an explosive, often single event which forms a crater with characteristics 
very similar to those of impact-craters. (See Figure 9b). The explosion gives a floor 
below, and a rim above the surrounding plain, ejecta, and sometimes central peaks. The 
lavas are usually basaltic, but explosive craters are formed in all kinds of volcanic 
suites. The lunar nears may be about the youngest features on the Moon, for their mantles 
sometimes overlie rays— e.g., around Copernicus. The lunar ones are comparable in dimen-
sions to terrestrial ones. 

Figure 6. (d). Surveyor I close-up photo-
graph of the lunar surface around the space-
craft. Horizon is about 1 mi. away. Ana-
logs seem to be 6(a) with 6(c) and 6(b) with 
6(d). [All Ranger, Surveyor, and Orbiter 
photographs used in this paper are official 
NASA photographs]. 

########## 

Figure 7. (a). (above). Orbiter V medium 
resolution overhead view of the Marius 
Domes. Note ruggedness of some domes, 
different structures among them, and sum-
mit craters on some. 

Figure 7. (c). (above). Green Mt., Utah, a 
laccolith. Note apparent crater at sum-
mit, caused by central meeting of radia-
ting fissures. (Principles of Geomor-
phologv by W. D. Thornbury, John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., N. Y.). 

############## 

*It is appropriate here to direct attention to Kenneth J. Delano's article "A 
Dark Haloed Craters Program", Str. A., Vol. 23, Nos. 3-4, pp. 51-54, 1971. 
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Figure 7. (b). Mauna Loa, 
with Kilauea in the back-
ground, Hawaii, examples 
of shield volcanoes (all-
2gy Illustrated by John S. 
Shelton, H. H. Freeman & 
Co., 1966). 

Figure 7. (d). (above). A pingo in 
Greenland about 30 ft. high and about 
100 ft. in diameter. Note fairly 
steep slopes of walls. (Sky and Tele-
scope/  222 pg. 143, 1965). 

Figure 8. (b). (above). 
Orbiter IV high resolution 
photograph of Aristoteles. 
Note the deep fissure with 
a chain of probable volcan-
ic craters in it (lower 
right), while other chains, 
e.g. in the loop (right 
edge), are from ejecta. 
(Use of a magnifying lens 
may be helpful). 

Figure 8. (a). (above). Orbiter IV high 
resolution photograph of Hyginus Rille. 
Note irregular shape of Hyginus2  and pres-
ence of craters in only one branch of the 

rille. 
#####* 

Figure 9. (a). 
(left). Ranger 9 
photograph of part 
of eastern (IAU) 
floor and wall of 
Alphonsus, showing 
rilles and some of 
the famous dark - 
haloed craters. 
Note the filling in 
of the rille near 
these craters. 
Compare the form of 
these craters to 

Note that there are fewer cra - 
on the floor. 

nearby impact-craters. 
ters on the walls than 

Figure 10. (a). (above). Orbiter IV high resolution 
photograph of the largest sinuous rille, SchiOterls 
Valley, which first revealed the inner, even more sinu-
ous rille that wanders across the floor of the large 
rille. 
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Ranger 9 gave us close-up views of some of the Alphonsus dark-haloed craters (Figure 9a), 
and we see in each case that the crater is associated with a rille. The maar ejecta often 
partially fill the rille around. The morphological (structural) characteristics are prac-
tically indistinguishable from those of nearby impact-craters. 

The oblique view of Copernicus from the medium resolution camera on Orbiter II in-
cludes the dark-haloed crater, Copernicus H, which is the only sharp raised-rim crater in 
view! Orbiter V obtained a fine overhead photograph of it. The dune-like features sur-
rounding it we interpret as due to a base surge. They are similar to, but have a much 
wider angle than, the ship-wake-like V-markings around lunar impact-craters. I think Cop-
ernicus H was a violent volcanic event which gave rise to a base surge (as do some terres-
trial eruptions). The base surge was weaker than those from impacts. Copernicus H was 
evidently a higher energy event than those in Alphonsus. 

Sinuous Rilles 

The lunar sinuous rilles are also comparatively rare features (Cameron, 1964). Out 
of thousands of rilles (furrows) on the Moon, only a few dozen are winding. The most com-
mon allusion to them is "like a dried river bed" (Figure 10a). They have interested me 
for some time. In my studies of terrestrial volcanism, particularly ash flows, I found a 
description and discussion of a feature in Japan (Aramaki, 1956) whose characteristics 
were very similar to those of the lunar sinuous rilles. It is the Kambara Ditch (Figure 
10c), which was produced by an ash flow from Asama in 1783. Most commonly, ash flows de-
posit material in large, level fields, as previously discussed. Sometimes, however, there 
may be less gas than usual; then the huge boulders that are ordinarily carried in suspen-
sion like corks are instead dragged along the ground, where they are capable of digging 
by abrasion. These boulders may reach dimensions of hundreds of feet! The Kambara Ditch 
is about 10 miles long, more than 1 mile wide at its widest, and over 120 feet deep at its 
deepest. It seems to have begun as a directed blast; it then followed, for some distance, 
a somewhat sinuous course. Other terrestrial features produced by ash flows are Diller 
Canyon on the flanks of Mt. Shasta, California, a long valley formed from the Santa Maria 
tholoid in Guatemala in 1929, and canyons eroded on the slopes of Arenal, Mayon, Merapi, 
Pelee, and others. These features are comparable in size to the lunar rilles and are sim-
ilar in structure (Cameron, 1968). 

Green (1963) suggested that the lunar sinuous rilles were produced by lava-eroded 
channels. The literature until very recently had no references to such features, and dis-
cussions with volcanologists elicited no experience with them. Green (1968), however, 
has compiled photographic evidence of lava channels, but dimensions have not yet become 
available. Figure 10b is from his collection. In this case the channel is about 4 miles 
long, about 50 feet wide, and about 5-10 feet deep. These dimensions (except the length) 
are orders of magnitude qmnller than corresponding lunar ones. The lunar one shown in 
Figure 10a is the largest on the Moon; but all others are on the order of miles in length, 
thousands of feet wide, and 100 feet at least in depth. These and other objections apply 
also to the hypothesis of their being collapsed lava tubes. More recently, larger terres-
trial lava channels and tubes have been discovered (Greeley, 1971). These are more the 
exception, though, whereas they are the rule for the Moon. 

That sinuous rilles are caused by internal activity is almost inescapable. The 
rilles always originate in a crater which is at their wider, deeper, and higher end; they 
taper off in width and depth to merge eventually into the surrounding plain. Some stu-
dents have argued against a volcanic origin because of the absence of a delta. This lack 
is indeed puzzling, but such is equally true of all of the other theories concerning their 
origin. None of the lava channels that Green showed had noticeable terminal deltas, and 
the Kambara Ditch becomes shallower and nearly merges into the surrounding plain. River 
deltas are formed when rivers carrying sediment are suddenly stopped by calm water, as in 
the Gulf of Mexico. 

Menzel (1968), Firsoff (1959), and others favor the hypothesis that the sinuous 
rilles were produced by water. Some contend that the Moon had an atmosphere and a hydro-
sphere that existed for some extended period of time; others postulate that the Moon pos-
sesses a permafrost layer and that the sinuous rilles are  river beds. It appears strange 
to me that the sinuous rilles always start in craters, often breached, which seldom have 
the characteristics of impact-craters. Also these rilles get narrower as they flow down 
instead of widening as terrestrial rivers do. 

Firsoff (1959) advocates an explanation in terms of subsurface water in large quan-
tities, with subterranean rivers over which subsidence occurred. There are other argu, 
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ments against these aqueous hypotheses, the latest of which came from Explorer 35 (Ness et 
al., 1967). Ness found that the Moon has very little water (at least impure water, and 
pure water would be difficult to justify). One has to explain also how the Moon so quick-
ly lost nearly all of its water (internal as well as external) in a very short geological 
time because the sinuous rilles appear to be very recent features. The results from Apol-
lo lunar samples, indicating no water or even hydrous minerals, make the aqueous erosion 
hypotheses insupportable. 

Wrinkle Ridges  

Wrinkle ridges have generally been thought to result from volcanic activity. The 
term wrinkle ridge is unfortunate. The name implies that they are pressure ridges formed 
near the edges of volcanic flows. Terrestrial wrinkle ridges, however, are very much 
smaller in scale than lunar ones. (Scale has been a factor commonly ignored by many lunar 
students.) Terrestrial ridges measure in feet in length, while.  lunar ones measure in tens 
to hundreds of miles. They are thought now, more generally, to be intrusions or extru-
sions along faults. The latter hypothesis is more likely because some ridges have been 
traced into the highlands, a relation which would be impossible on the lava flow pressure 
ridge hypothesis. Orbiter I presents supporting evidence for volcanism, and differentia-
tion. Figure 11 shows a mare ridge (term to be used henceforth) that is probably filled 
with a more fluid, therefore most likely basaltic lava, except at the place of the dome. 
This dome appears to be more viscous and is probably over a vent at which more differen-
tiated lava was extruded. 

Ring Dikes 

There are many craters on the moon that contain concentric ridges or rilles or a 
mixture of both within the crater. Taruntius is an excellent example, and Posidonius is 
another. Taruntius, however, is an obvious impact-crater with subsequent volcanism, 
whereas Posidonius does not have such criteria. 

Another type of feature should be included in this class. It is those craters with 
walls with inner and outer slopes about equal. Fielder (1967), O'Keefe et'al., (1967), 
and others think that these are possible ring dike structures. Terrestrial ring dikes are 
lava-filled concentric, circular fractures. It is believed that the central part subsided; 
and lava was forced up through the circular faults, with a surface expression similar to 
what we see in the lunar features. Gambart has a wall with inward and outward slopes 
about equal. Most lunar craters, impact-craters, and most volcanic craters have steep in-
ner walls (about 300) and gentle outer walls (about 15°). The equal slopes of Gambart 
suggest that viscous lava erupted through a circular fracture and flowed in both direc-
tions. It too lacks impact criteria. The Flamsteed Ring (Figure 12a), in which Survey-
or I landed, has the characteristics of ring dikes. The wall appears to be composed, in 
some cases, of coalescing flows of viscous lava from vents along a circular fissure and 
in other places of eruptions from the fissure itself. There is also an inner concentric 
mare ridge. Ash flows and tholoids (viscous domes) are a common occurrence in and around 
ring dikes. Our interpretation of Flamsteed Ring is that it was formed of comparatively 
new, viscous flows around a ring fracture and that it is not a buried (ghost) crater as 
previously thought. The floor (and perhaps the surrounding terrain) may be ash flow tuffs 
(ignimbrites) The wall slopes are not more than about 15° which is much less than the 
angle of repose (35°); therefore, we do not think that the real absence of craters on the 
walls is due to mass wasting (rock creep). We think that Alphonsus with its concentric 
rilles and low-cratered walls may also be a ring dike feature. Again, its walls look 
similar to Flamsteed Ring and have low slopes. The central peak is similar in form and 
size to the tholoid Mont Pelte, and the floor may be surfaced with ignimbrites. In Fig-
ure 12b there are several eroded terrestrial ring dikes. The central one looks somewhat 
similar to the lunar Flamsteed Ring. 

Lunar Transient Phenomena 

The Lunar Transient Phenomena (LTP) offer support for the hypothesis of lunar inter-
nal activity persisting even to the present time. I have been collecting and analyzing re-
ports of these phenomena for many years and now have 800 or more. Temporary anomalies oc-
cur in several different manifestations that can be classified into several categories 
(Cameron, 1967, Cameron and Gilheany, 1967). I have broadly designated them as: (1) 
brightenings, (2) reddish, (3) bluish, (4) gaseous, and (5) darkenings. Some reports in-
volve more than one category. I have been analyzing these data with respect to a number of 
hypotheses as to their origin (Cameron, 1971). Without discussing these analyses here, I 
shall say that I think the different categories are different kinds of phenomena and may be 
caused by different mechanisms. I think many are from internal processes, probably mostly 
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Figure 9. (b). The maar volcano Hole -in-
the -Ground, Ore., which is of about the 
same dimensions as Meteor Crater, ap-
proximately 4000 ft. in diameter and 
500 ft. deep. [Oregon State Dept. of 
Geology & Minerals Industry]. 

Figure 10. (b). Lava channels in 
Lanzarote Fire Mts., Azores, show-
ing sinuousity of the channel. 
Compare its dimensions with the 
nearby road. 

Figure 10. (c). (above). Kambara Ditch, 
Japan, dug by an ash flow in 1783, 
showing the upper 3.5 mi. of its 10 mi. 
length. [Courtesy of S. Aramaki.] 

Figure 11. (above). Or-
biter I medium resolu-
tion photograph of a 
mare ridge (wrinkle 
ridge) near Encke. Note 
lower elevation and flat-
ness of the ridge, while 
the dome is higher and 
steeper. 
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degassing, although a few suggest actual volcanic eruptions. The visibility of some events 
may be due to external sources such as ultraviolet stimulation to fluorescence, or thermo-
luminescence. Some may be luminescence by surface materials; others may have been glimpses 
of ground color. Some are correlated with tidal effects, as was found by Burley and Mid-
dlehurst (1966); but I think that many are of internal origin and are not influenced by any 
external sources. 

That many of the phenemona are the result of internal activity is supported by their 
surface distribution as shown in Figure 13 (Cameron, 1967). Middlehurst and Moore (1967) 
independently showed a similar LTP distribution, which is to be expected since the collec-
tion of reports used must be very similar. The LTP distribution alone indicates a correla-
tion or relation to the maria, for which volcanic activity is strongly implied from other 
arguments. If, moreover, the distribution is compared to those of other features that are 
considered to indicate volcanism, the evidence for internal activity is strengthened. Fig-
ure 13 represents: (a) the plots of dark areas (other than the maria), (b) candidates for 
ring dikes from a study and search I have conducted, and (c) LTP's. The distributions are 
remarkably similar and display association with the borders of the maria. If the lunar 
domes and sinuous rilles were to be included, the evidence would be even more striking. 

The large majority of LTP's are located around the mare edges, both in and outside. 
The others are in and around the very large craters, e.g., Schickard (130 miles in diame-
ter). The mare edges are very probably areas of stress and movement. Evidence for this 
opinion is found especially in Mare Crisium and Mare Humorum. The latter shows unmistakable 
evidence of subsidence. Our conception (O'Keefe and Cameron, 1962) is that the centers of 
the maria basins are sinking and that the peripheral craters, like Doppelmayer, Lee, Gassen-
di, etc., are being dragged down so that they are tilted. Their "seaward" walls are lower 
than the "landward" ones and have probably sunk into the mare instead of the mare's having 
flooded the crater. This interpretation is supported by the recently published gravimetric 
measurements (Milner and Sjogren, 1968). 

It was exciting and satisfying to me when Greenacre and Barr observed a LTP in 
SchiOter's Valley and that region in 1963 because I had suggested (Cameron, 1964) that this 
area be monitored for such possibilities, and indeed they were seen before the paper was 
published. Greenacre says that he has noted morphological changes in the Valley since he 
has been observing and mapping this area. 

These illustrations, then, provide evidence in support of the hypothesis that volcan-
ic activity has played an important role in shaping and modifying the lunar surface. 
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Figure 12. (a). Orbiter IV 
high resolution photograph of 
the Flamsteed Ring, within 
which Surveyor I landed (near 
bottom of picture). Note 
the coalescent domes nature 
of the wall in some places 
and its ridge nature in other 
places. Note also the inner 
concentric mare ridge. 
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Figure 12. (b). Terrestrial ring 
dikes in Arabia, photographed by 
Cooper and Conrad on the Gemini V 
manned orbital flight in August, 
1965. Several dark circular or 
oval rings can be seen; these are 
eroded ring dikes. The one in 
the lower center is approximately 
9 miles in diameter. 

  

b 

Figure 13. Mt. Wilson Observatory 
100-inch photograph of the Full 
Moon, showing distributions of dark 
areas (dark blobs), ring dike candi-
dates (dark ovals with unfilled in-
teriors), and LTP sites (asterisks 
on white squares) superimposed on 
the photograph. Note the similar-
ity in all three distributions, 
suggesting volcanism and their re-
lation to the maria. See also 
text on page 168. 
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MERCURY IN 1966 AND 1967 

By: Richard G. Hodgson, A.L.P.O. Mercury Recorder 

1 Introduction 

The years 1966 and 1967 were something of a dark interlude in the history of surface 
observations so far as the planet Mercury is concerned. The news from the previous year 
that the planet rotates on its axis in approximately 59 days made all older surface observ-
ations suspect. This caused confusion in the ranks of observers. Only one observer --
Walter Haas - made a serious attempt to learn something of the rotation rate from observ-
ation of surface markings. Many of those who had contributed drawings in the past failed 
to do so, perhaps out of discouragement. Due to the press of other work, the previous Mer-
cury Recorder, Mr. Geoffrey Gaherty, Jr., had to resign in the autumn of 1966. 

The confusion and pessimism began to abate when it was found that Mercury's axial 
rotation period is exactly two-thirds that of the planet's period of sidereal revolution, 
and that the older drawings could be reinterpreted to give meaningful data about Mercury's 
surface.1  Photographic confirmation of the 58.6-day rotation period was secured at the 
New Mexico State University Observatory in 1968, ending the night of uncertainty.' An 
article entitled "Mercury's Rotation and Visual Observations" by Dale P. Cruikshank and 
Clark R. Chapman in the July, 1967 issue of ay and Telescope was a landmark, explaining 
how the older visual observers had been led astray.3 Chapman's map of Mercury, based in 
part on A.L.P.O. drawings, is quite valuable,4 and should be compared with that of Henri 
Camichel and Audouin Dollfus based on observations at Pic du Midi.5  

This writer regrets that this report has been so long in preparation. Part of the 
delay has been due to the need for a better ephemeris for physical observations. This lack 
was finally met in April, 1971, as will be noted below. The writer was also extremely busy 
during the summer of 1971 building an observatory to house his new 16-inch (41-cm.) Cave 
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5. Disc Drawings 

Six drawings (Figures 14-16) are published as part of this report, five of them the 
work of Walter Haas in 1966 (those of February 15, 17, 18, March 8, and June 14) and one 
by Karl Simmons in 1967 (February 17). There are, of course, some stylistic differences 
between observers. It would be well to remind A.L.P.O. members to draw only those surface 
features which are distinctly seen; a feature glimpsed for a brief moment should be clear-
ly designated as such. 

Note that as an apparition advances there are rather minimal  changes in the longi-
tude of the terminator. Thus on 1966, February 15 the terminator was 26226 (NMSU); on 
February 18 it was 26623; on February 21 it was 26920. Thereafter the terminator longi-
tude was almost stationary, reaching 26926 on March 8. It is not surprising, therefore, 
that with such a slow rotation at the terminator, earlier observers were deceived in their 
estimates of rotation! 

6. Conclusions and Recommendations 

In the previous report (for 1965) there was a lengthy discussion of phase observa-
tions. Those interested in comparing observed phase with theoretical phase should consult 
that discussion. On the basis of the limited work done in 1966 and 1967 there is little 
new to discuss unless one delights in repetitious exercises. 

Observers are encouraged to attempt daylight observations, and, if possible, to ex-
periment with filters, especially in the red end of the spectrum, which enhance surface 
detail. Intensity estimates should accompany all drawings inasmuch as they are often very 
valuable in interpreting the drawings. 
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ALPO SELECTED  AREAS PROGRAM  REPORT: KEPLER 

By: Kenneth J. Delano, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorder 

Participants in the ALPO Selected Areas Program made 147 observations of Kepler be-
tween May 2, 1966 and March 20, 1970. Listed below are the names of those persons who 
submitted observations of Kepler. Included in the list are the telescopes and the number 
of observations made by each participant. 

Inez N. Beck Wadsworth, Ohio 6" Refl. 73 observations 
Kenneth J. Delano Taunton, Mass. 12-i" Refl. 7 
Carl F. Dillon, Jr. Lowell, Mass. 6" Refl. 1 
Chet B. Eppert Philadelphia, Pa. 6" Refl. 1 I/ 

H. W. Kelsey Riverside, Calif. 8" Refl. 35 

Richard Krezovich Syracuse, N. Y. 3" Refr. 2 
William H. Richrath Westchester, Ill. 6" Refl. 1 
Charles L. Ricker Marquette, Mich. 10" Refl. 2 
Martin Senour Rochester, N. Y. 6" Refl. 2 
Karl Simmons Jacksonville, Fla. 8" Refl. & 4" Refr. 16 
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Douglas Smith Vinton, Va. 6" Refl. 5 observations 
Stephen Szizepanski Harvey, Ill. 3" Refr. 1 
Bruce Waddington Long Beach, Calif. 8" Refl. 1 	tt 

The amateur astronomer's preference for observing in the evening hours is indicated 
by the fact that 40% of all the observations received were made within the two-day period 
following sunrise at Kepler's location, whereas only 28 (i.e., 19%) of the observations 
were made during the 7-days-long afternoon period. Sunrise for Kepler occurs at colongi-
tude 380, or 4 days before Full Moon. Noon occurs at colungitude 1280, which means that 
the observer has to wait for the late-rising Moon in order to get views of Kepler under 
afternoon lighting. The following is a break-down of the 147 reports received, giving 
the number of observations made in each 24-hour period following sunrise at Kepler: 

1st day - 	30 8th day - 4 
2nd day - 	29 9th day - 	9 
3rd day - 	18 10th day - 	3 
4th day - 	16 11th day - 	2 
5th day - 	5 12th day - 	5 
6th day 14 13th day - 	4 
7th day - 	7 14th day - 	1 

In the following discussion of distinct features and areas in and around Kepler, the 
reader should refer to the accompanying Figure 17, which identifies Marks A through N. 

Marks A and B are Kepler's two brightest spots, being located on the SW and NE walls 
respectively !east and west by TAU resolution). Mark A was observed by everyone and was 
reported to be as bright at sunrise as under a high Sun. However, it showed a noticeable 
decline in brightness shortly (i.e., 1 day) after lunar noon. Beck recorded intensities 
of 8 to 10* for a Mark A until conlongitudes 151°, 153°, and 156°, when it appeared to be 
of intensity 7. Kelsey always put Mark A at intensity 8 or 9 until colongitudes 148° and 
1600, when he recorded an intensity of 6.5 instead. No one reported seeing Mark A any 
later than colongitude 160°. Delano reported seeing Mark B as early as colongitude 42° at 
an intensity of only 6; but by the time of the next recorded observation, at colongitude 
62° by Krezovich, Mark B was shining at an intensity of 10. Mark B was noted by six ob-
servers, uspAlly at an intensity of 8 to 10. As late as 207°, Beck recorded Mark B at 
intensity 9. 

Marks C. L. and N. Mark C is Kepler's most distinctive feature; it is usonlly ap-
parent as a dark band running north-south across the floor and sometimes up the south wall 
and beyond, forming the dark ray marked L. In his 1964 drawing and report of Kepler," 
Alike K. Herring stated that he "clearly observed a complex row of small hills and ridges 
in exactly the same position" as the dusky band seen when the Sun is higher over Kepler 
than it was at the time of his January 26th drawing -- colongitude 5028. Perhaps it is 
because of the complexity of Mark C's sunlit and shadowed hills and of the overlying dark-
band material that the observed intensities reported for Mark C by the participants in 
the Selected Areas Program show an inconsistent intensity range of 2.0 to 5.5. Only one 
hill of the north-south range depicted by Herring was seen as a distinct feature by the 
Selected Areas Observers. The central peak, Mark N, was variously reported as being of 
intensities between 6 and 9; and it was no longer apparent after Kepler's late morning, 
i.e., after 104°. Mark C was seen (between 48° and 122°) as a dusky band crossing the 
floor of Kepler and going up the crater's south wall, but no further, three times by Beck 
and 14 times by Kelsey. The dusky band was seen extending not only up the wall, but for 
10 to 15 miles beyond the south rim, by Beck, Delano, Dillon, Krezovich, and Simmons upon 
a total of 10 occasions between colongitudes 55° and 136°. On 10 occasions (from 570  to 
82°) Beck saw that the continuity of the end-to-end dusky band C - L was broken on the in-
ner slope of Kepler's south wall. 

Marks D. E and H. The different sections of Kepler's floor did not vary in inten-
sity in a uniform manner, as can be seen by referring to Figure 19, which gives the in-
tensity values in increments of 0.2 on the left margin and the days since sunrise along 
the bottom. The striking difference between the east and west floor sections (Marks D and 
E) and the north and south sections (Mark H) is that Marks D and E brightened under a ris-
ing Sun, whereas Mark H then grew darker, at least in relation to the east and west floor 
sections, and began to brighten again under a setting Sun. (The great irregularities in 
the intensity curves of Marks D and E on the 5th day are inexplicable and are somewhat un- 

*Lunar intensities are expressed on a scale of 0 (shadows) to 10 (most brilliant 
features) 
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Figure 17. Key chart of lunar crater 
Kepler showing terminology used in Rev-
erend Kenneth Delano's accompanying ar-
ticle. Constructed by Lunar Recorder 
Delano from 147 observations by ALPO 
Lunar _Section members in 1966-70. Lu-
nar south at top, lunar east in IAU 
sense at left. 

Figure 18. Drawing of lunar crater Kep-
ler by Mrs. Inez N. Beck on August 6, 
1968 at 4h7m  - 4h22m, U.T. 6-inch re-
flector, 152X. Seeing 8 (scale of 0 to 
10 with 10 best), transparency 5 (limit-
ing stellar magnitude). Colongitude 
5721, about a day and one-half after sun-
rise on Kepler. 

########## 

reliable due to the paucity of observa-
tions (3) made during the 5th day after 
sunrise on Kepler.) The boundaries of 
Marks D and E were ill-defined; and draw-
ings show considerable shifting of posi-
tions and changes in size, unrelated to 
colongitude. 

Marks F, G. J. and K.  Commenting 
on his drawing of Kepler in gly and 
Telescope,  Herring stated that Kepler 

has "several faint, dusky bands on its inner walls." He also mentioned seeing similar 
bands, produced by volcanic ash flows, on some cinder cones on the slopes of Hawaii's Mauna 
Kea. Three dusky bands appear on Kepler's south and southwest walls in Herring's drawing. 
The southernmost dusky band is situated on the Marks C and L dusky streak, although those 
two dark bands are not depicted in Herring's low-Sun drawing. The Selected Areas Program 
observers did not report seeing either one of the two radial bands on the inner SW slope 
of Kepler, but Kelsey reported four other dusky wall bands several times. Kelsey was the 
only person to see dusky radial bands within Kepler besides the one which is an extension 
of Mark C; and he commented upon one of his reports: "All the radial bands, except C, are 
difficult' and may be subjective with me. They are not nearly as obvious as the Aristar-
chus bands." Mark F was seen 9 times (from colongitude 86° to 160°) at intensities 4 to 
6.5; Mark G, 8 times (from 86° to 160°) at intensities 4 to 6.5; and Marks J and K, 8 times 
each (from 61° to 111°) at intensities of 4.5 to 6.8. 

Mark I the immediate surroundings of Kepler, was of intensity 5 up until colongitude 
47°, and a rather constant 6 thereafter. Kepler is an outstanding bright-rayed crater; 
and these low intensity values refer only to an approximate 25-mile radius from Kepler's 
center, or in other words, to the close-in dark ring which Kepler, in common with Tycho 
and Copernicus, has at the center of its bright-ray system. 

Mark M  is a bright band that was seen 35 times by Beck (from colongitude 79° to 206°), 
usually at intensity 7. It was also observed twice by Smith but was not noted by anyone 
else. 

There appears to be very little color within Kepler and its immediate environs. Se-
lected Areas Observers found color in only 30 of the 108 observations in which color fil-
ters were employed; and of those 30 positive reports, Kelsey contributed 23. Beck used 
filters in 71 of her 73 observations and noted color only once. Dillon, Simmons, Szizepan-
ski, and Waddington reported evidence of color on one occasion each; but Delano, Ricker, 
and Smith used filters without once detecting color. Kelsey's ability to detect color in 
22 of the 23 obgervations in which he employed filters may be attributed to an above-aver-
age sensitivity to color. Since Kelsey was the only person to report color in Kepler an 
appreciable number of times and with some consistency, most of what follows is based on 
his observations. It should be noted that, unlike the color phenomena reported by Selec-
ted Areas Observers within Plato3, no relationship could be found between the enhancement 
of any particular color in Kepler and the elevation of the Sun in the course of each lu-
nar day. 

########## 
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Figure 19. Intensity-variations of three features in Kepler (identified in key 
chart shown as Figure 17). The observed average intensity (scale of 0 to 10, 
with 10 brightest) of each feature is shown as a function of the number of days 
after lunar sunrise on Kepler. The number of observations averaged for each 
day for each feature is shown in the row marked "Obs." below each chart. 

###*###### 

varied between 6.5 in white light to 10 in the red and green. The brightest 
it appeared in blue light was 9, just after sunrise (colongitude 410). In 18 of Kelsey's 
23 filter observations Mark A was reported to be fainter in blue than in red light, and 
in 16 observations it also appeared brighter in green than in blue light. Averaging the 
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2.  

3.  

23 intensity estimates gives a value of 8.15 for red light, 8.01 for green, and 7.13 for 
blue. These figures show that Mark A was often significantly darker in blue light. Nev-
ertheless, in only one of Beck's 61 observations of Mark A are Kelsey's blue diminution 
findings confirmed: at 490, Beck recorded Mark A at intensity 10 in red, but at 9 in both 
blue and green light. Although Kelsey never once recorded Mark A brighter in blue light 
than in red, Dillon recorded (at 136°) an intensity value of 9.2 in blue light, as compar-
ed with 8.8 in red and 9.5 in green. 

Mark B. Kelsey's 8 observations of Mark B ranged from intensity 6.5 in blue light 
to 10 in red and green. The average intensity values of 9.0 for red, 8.75 for green, and 
7.44 for blue light show that this bright spot appeared even more attenuated through a 
blue filter than did Mark A. 

Mark C showed no distinct color enhancement or diminution. 

Mark D was reported to be fainter through a blue filter than through red and green 
filters. The averages of 16 observations are: 6.10 for the red filter, 6.06 for the 
green, and 5.61 for the blue. 

Mark E. The western floor, Mark E, appeared very much like Mark D, with an average 
intensity of 6.04 in red and green light, but of only 5.68 through a blue filter. Szizep-
anski was the only other observer besides Kelsey to detect any differences in color on 
the floor of Kepler: he recorded an intensity of 7 for Mark D, using a red filter at col-
ongitude 56°, and an intensity of 6 through a green filter. At the same time, he noted 
that Mark E had an intensity of 5 in red light, and 6 in green. Kelsey, on the contrary, 
never reported seeing Mark E darker in red light than in green or blue. 

Mark H. Unlike the eastern and western sections of Kepler's floor, the crater's 
north and south floor sections (Mark H) showed color only twice. At 61° the intensity of 
Mark H in blue light was 5.5, and at 67° it was 5.0. At both times Mark H was noted as 
being of intensity 6.0 in red and green light. 

Mark I, the immediate surroundings of Kepler, evidenced no color. 

Marks F, G. J, and K. Color observations of these radial bands of Kepler are few 
and inconclusive. The 6 observations of Marks F and G, made between 86° and 122°, re-
vealed no color; but at 123° the radial bands were less apparent through a blue filter 
than through red and green filters. At colongitudes 148° and 160° the bands were indis-
tinguishable from the west wall when a red filter was used, but they could be seen with 
blue and green filters. There was no color to radial bands J and K, except that a defi-
ciency in blue is indicated by Kelsey's inability to see these two bands through a blue 
filter at 86° and 106° although they were simultaneously visible in red and green light. 

In summary, the greatest color contrasts were evidenced by Marks B, A E, and D, in 
that order, as presented in the following table: 

INTENSITY 
Mark red blue 
B 9.00 7.44 
A 8.15 7.13 
E 6.04 5.68 
D 6.10 5.61 

An examination of Lunar Orbiter IV's high-resolution Frame 138, No. 2, reveals that 
the bright sector of Kepler's western floor (Mark E) is actually an extension of the crat-
er's terraced walls, which nearly reach Kepler's central hills on the west. The bright 
east wall sector (Mark D) is not visible in Frame 138, for Kepler's east wall was then 
casting its shadow almost half-way to the crater's center. Although the west wall was 
sunlit, its upper terrace appears overexposed; and consequently the high radial dark bands 
"J" and "K" are not evident, nor is bright spot "A". 

Frame 138 shows that the dark band (Mark H) traversing Kepler's floor in a north-
south direction is the location of a line of low hills, appearing very much as drawn by 
Herring in 1964.1  The Orbiter photo shows no sign of the Mark H dusky band, nor of its 
southern extension (Mark L) in Frame 138, No. 1; but it shows very clearly that the cen-
tral-most hill has a well defined craterlet atop it, 0.7 kms. in diameter. With the ex-
ception of this particular craterlet and of a small, round, dark spot about 0.3 kms. across 
(which may be a shadow-filled craterlet a little to the SW of the 0.7 km. craterlet), there 
appear to be no other craterlets on the entire line of hills, thus offering little or no 
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support to any suggestion that Kepler's long, dark floor band might have been caused by 
volcanic outpourings. 

Mrs. Beck's drawing published here as Figure 18 is typical of many others and will 
illustrate the appearance of many of the features discussed in the text above. 
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LUNAR NOTES 

By: Winifred Sawtell Cameron, Kenneth J. Delano, 
and Harry D. Jamieson, ALPO Lunar Recorders, and Roy C. Parish 

The Program for Observations of Lunar Transient Phenomena 

(Winifred Sawtell Cameron, GSFC/NSSDC, Code 601.1, 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771) 

With the establishment of a Lunar Transient Phenomena (LTP) program in the Associa-
tion of Lunar and Planetary Observers (ALPO) and as Lunar Recorder for this Section, I 
would like to promote a standardization to the procedures for observations. 

Ideally, all the reported LTP sites should be monitored. There are about 100 sites 
(for which I have more than 1000 reports), of which about -1- dozen sites contribute 60%, 
and about 1 dozen contribute 80%, of all the observations. The newly-discovered Apollo 
missions seismic zones should also be covered although they are not sites of LTP reported 
thus far. In order to distribute all the sites for observational coverage, I would like 
to hear from everyone interested in participating in the program. 

The procedures for standardization of observations are outlined in the following 
discussion. 

Assigning of Lunar Features 

. 	Each observer is to be assigned a few features, not to exceed dozen LTP features 
plus one seismic zone and one non-LTP feature as a comparison source. Observers' definite 
site preferences will be honored if possible. All directions used should be in the IAU 
convention (where east is in the direction of Mare Crisium). 

Beginning of Observations 

Record date, U.T. time, colongitude (either from the ephemeris or from observation 
of features through which the terminator passes), kind of telescope (refractor or reflec-
tor), aperture (in inches) and powers used, and seeing. Seeing should be tested by focus-
sing on a star and estimating the star's image behavior either by estimating the amount 
of excursion in motion of the image and/or the pulsation (blowing up) of the image, giving 
the interval (in seconds) between successive blow-ups or steady periods, or between excur-
sions in one direction, e.g., to the right, recording the type of motion and interval. On 
the basis of this star test, estimate the seeing (S) on a scale of 5 where 1 = P = poor, 
2 = F = fair, 3 = G = good, 4 = VG = very good, and 5 = E = excellent and the transparency 
(T) (faintest star magnitude seen with the naked eye). 

Observational Procedures 

For each feature: (1) choose one spot at each cardinal point (N, E, S, and W) on 
the inner wall of craters (external sides of a mountain), one spot (summit) on the central 
peak, and two spots on the floor to monitor for albedo (always using same spots for every 
observation); (2) estimate for each spot in the feature the absolute albedo (from the ac-
companying albedo scale by Eiger) and for a chosen spot (record selenographic coordinates 
of it) on the nearby plain (mare or terra), again always using the same spot. Elger's al-
bedo scale features should be studied by the observer in his telescope so that he can be-
come familiar with the appearance of each albedo step at each phase. Perhaps the observ-
er can make his own albedo scale with the aid of pencil shadings; (3) observe each 
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assigned feature for at least a few minutes and at least twice during an observing ses-
sion. For at least two or three lunations (preferably all the time) observe every night 
that weather permits. Unfortunately, it will necessitate rising in the early morning 
hours for phases after Last Quarter. If such a schedule is too demanding, observe as fre-
quently as possible, interspersing the observations through all phases. 

Anomalies 

In the event that an abnormality is noted, pay particular attention to the follow-
ing: Is it a: (1) brightening, (2) darkening, (3) color, (4) shadow, or (5) obscuration 
or other anomaly? Does it appear to involve the surface material (ground) or something 
above the ground, e.g., gas and/or dust? Are there variations, e.g., expansion and con-
traction, dissipation, or motion? If there are motion variations of any kind, time the 
intervals of variations and compare with the seeing variations on a star's image (with 
same powers as used on the Moon). Estimate the MOonts altitude at this time. Estimate 
areal extent of phenomenon. Is there color? If so, are there color changes? Try to des-
cribe accurately the hue and tone of the color (use of a color chart would help) Note 
whether it is bright or dull, whether it scintillates (twinkles) or is steady, and how it 
behaves in different parts of the field of the telescope. Compare it with other features 
at the same distance from the terminator as it is, and to the nearby albedo standard fea-
ture as well as to the assigned non-LTP comparison feature. Use two different powers in 
these comparisons. If filters are used, compare the phenomenon in each filter, noting 
the behavior in each (whether duller or brighter than with no filter) Note any other de-
tails. It is suggested that the observer record every observing session in a record book, 
listing the above items in columns with each column headed by the name of the feature. 

I would like to receive the reports of phenomena as soon as possible, on the stand-
ard forms that will be provided. In addition, perhaps on a monthly basis, I would like 
to receive a list of negative observations (observing sessions when no anomalies were 
noted), giving the date and UT times of observations, telescope and powers used, and fea-
tures observed. Negative observations are almost as valuable as observations of positive 
phenomena. In positive reports, include normal parameters of the feature, e.g., the nor-
mal albedo you establish for that area. 

Elger's Albedo Scale, with Examples. 

Scale 	 Examples  

00 	 Black shadows. 
1 	 Darkest parts of Grimaldi and Riccioli. 
1.5 	 Interiors of Boscovich, Billy, and Zupus. 
2 	 Floors of Endymion, LeMonnier, Julius Caesar, 

Cruger, and Fourier. 
2.5 	 Interiors of Azout, Vitruvius, Pitatus, Hippalus, 

and Marius. 

3 	 Interiors of Taruntius, Plinius, Theophilus, Par- 
rot, Flamsteed, and Mercator. 

3.5 	 Interiors of Hansen, Archimedes, and Mersenius.. 
4 	 Interiors of Manilius, PtoleMgus, and Guericke. 
4.5 	 Surface around Aristillus and Sinus Medii. 
5 	 Walls of Arago, Lansberg, and Bullialdus; sur- 

faces surrounding Kepler and Aristarchus. 

5.5 	 Walls of Picard and Timocharis, rays of Coperni- 
cus. 

6 	 Walls of Macrobius, 	Bessel, Ngsting, and 
Flamsteed. 

6.5 	 Walls of Langrenus, Thaetetus, and LaHire. 
7 	 Theon, Ariadaeus, Bode B, Wichmann, and Kepler. 
7.5 	 Ukert, Hortensius, and Euclides. 

8 	 Walls of Godin, Bode, and Copernicus. 
8.5 	 Walls of Proclus, Bode AL  and Hipparchus C. 
9 	 Censorinus, Dionysius, MBSting A, and Mersenius 

B and C. 
9.5 	 Interior of Aristarchus and LaPyrouse46. 
10 	 Central peak of Aristarchus. 
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The Dark-Haloed Craters Program 

(Kenneth J. Delano) 

Since the introduction of the Dark-Haloed Craters Program last summer (The Stroll-
lag Astronomer, Vol. 23, Nos. 3-4, pp. 51-53) sixteen persons have written expressing an 
interest in the new program. Each inquirer was given the necessary instructions, lists 
of confirmed and unconfirmed Dark-Haloed Craters (DHC's), and a supply of reporting forms. 
The response has been rather disappointing so far since only four persons have submitted 
a total of 31 telescopic observations: Marvin Huddleston (5), Randy Lambert (5), Frank 
Des Lauriers (5), and Chris Vaucher (16). Kenneth Delano, the DHC Program Recorder, has 
observed all the confirmed DHC's and has looked for 50 of the unconfirmed DHC's. 

The list of confirmed DHC's now stands at 65 	an increase of 32 over the origin- 
al list of 33. A search of photographic lunar atlases carried out by Jamieson, Vaucher, 
and Delano and telescopic observations by the latter two have resulted in the doubling of 
the earlier list of confirmed DHC's. 

There are 77 objects on the presently available list of Unconfirmed Dark-Haloed 
Craters. Their nature is not clearly determinable from photographs so that telescopic ob-
servations are a necessity to establish whether or not they are true DHC's. The emphasis 
at the present time is on trying to confirm the existence of the possible DHC's listed in 
the catalog of Unconfirmed Dark-Haloed Craters. More observers contributing larger num-
bers of reports are necessary if the DHC Program is to be a success. 

Progress Report on a Study of Messier and Pickering 

(Roy C. Parish and Harry D. Jamieson) 

(Revision of a paper read at the A.L.P.O. Convention 
at Memphis, Tennessee, on August 18-22, 1971) 

Purpose 

Among the most interesting lunar formations are the craters Messier and W. H Pick-
ering, which have long been the subject of much controversy among lunar astronomers due 
to the changes in appearance they undergo with changing solar Illumination. These changes 
are well documented. In 1847 the map of Beer and Nfa*.dler, which was baged on their earlier 
work, was published in Der Mond; it showed the craters exactly alike'''. Later micromet-
ric measurements, of which Goodacre's are typical, show Messier to be the larger3. Wil-
kins and Moore4  describe the apparent changes as follows: 

"Mgdler thought Messier and Pickering alike, both in size and shape. Prof. 
W. H. Pickering, however, found that this similarity only exists at nine 
days after sunrise, Pickering being the larger near sunset and immediately 
after sunrise, but Messier appears to be the larger three days after sun-
rise. These changes are easily verified even in a small telescope." 

That Pickering is usuAlly seen to be larger is indicated by Jamieson's measurements of 
plates A5-a (morning) and A5-d (afternoon) in Kuiper's Orthozranhic Atlas of the Moon5. 

The craters were fprmerly included in the Lunar Section's Selected Areas Program, 
but were dropped in 1970.°  Although very extensive files of observations exist, to the 
writer's knowledge a vertical profile of the area has not been derived, the previous ob-
servations not having been made for this specific purpose. The present study is being 
made for the purpose of obtaining a vertical profile of the region, and in order to shed 
some light on the apparent changes throughout the lunation. 

Methods 

The authors are currently making visual and photographic observations, Jamieson us-
ing a 10-inch reflector, and Parish using an 8-inch reflector. The present method is to 
estimate the fraction of each crater filled with shadow in terms of the crater's E-W diam-
eter as the unit. Lengths of the shadows of the crater rims on the surrounding mare are 
also estimated in terms of the crater's diameter. H. Jamieson has supplemented visual ob-
servations with shadow measurements of drawings in ALPO files°  as well as from non-ALPO 
sources. The authors also plan to make use of filar micrometer measurements, especially 
outside the craters where the shadow-fraction estimates are less accurate. After a suf-
ficient number of estimates are accumulated, the data will be reduced and evaluated. At 
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the present time it is thought that about 100 shadow-estimates will be sufficient, al-
though that number will have to be modified if all colongitudes between 310° and 125° are 
not covered approximately equally well. 

Observations will be corrected for effects of libration and foreshortening using 
equations devised for this purpose by John Westfall; the authors are grateful for his as-
sistance. 

Vertical heights of the crater rim or other shadow,-casting feature above the mare 
surface or crater floor at the tip of the shadow will be calculated from the corr2cted 
data using the shadow-length method described in the ALPO Lunar Observer's Manual(  Us-
ing this relative scale of heights, we shall derive a vertical profile of the region. 

Intensity estimates, drawings, and photographs are also being utilized in order to 
chart various low-profile features which may contribute to the changes in appearance 
through internal reflection, shadow-casting, or other mechanisms. Finally, visual and 
earth-based photographic observations will be supplemented by spacecraft photographs in 
the ALPO Lunar Photograph Library. 

Interested observers who wish to contribute to this study are cordially invited to 
do so. Al]. that is needed is the observer's name and address, telescope aperture, U.T. 
time and date of observations, seeing and transparency conditions, and the fraction of 
each crater which is filled with shadow as expressed in terms of the E-W diameter as the 
unit to the nearest 0.1. Additional data, such as verbal descriptions, intensity esti, 
mates, photographs, and drawings of unusual observations will also be helpful. All obser-
vations are welcome and will be greatly appreciated. Please send observations to: 

Harry D. Jamieson 
4030 S.E. Gladstone, Apt. 15 
Portland, Oregon 97202 
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INDEX TO VOLUME 20 OF THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER 

By: J Russell Smith 

(Published from January, 1967 to March, 1968) 

Foreword bz Editor. The usefulness of past issues of any publication is tremen-
dously enhanced by an adequate index. Accordingly, talk of indexing this periodical be-
gan early in its history. Various colleagues have most helpfully indexed particular vol-
umes from time to time, and these indices have been published in our journal. Mr. J. 
Russell Smith, our Book Review Editor, some months ago offered to bring this indexing up 
to date and to try to make it complete for all past volumes. We are extremely grateful 
for his help in this needed project. Volume 19 and several preceding volumes having been 
indexed already, we here begin with Mr. Smith's index of Volume 20. 
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200 
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75-76 
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43-44 
188-192 
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193-194 
161-164 
128-129 
200-209 
165-173 

209-211 
99-100 
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1-3 

135-137 
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181-188 
9-11 
47-53 

137 
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87-89 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

The Harvard College Observatory, by Jones and Boyd. Harvard University Press, Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1971. 495 pages. Price $15.00. 

Reviewed by Carolyn Hurless 

In reading this book, which is the history of the Harvard College Observatory during 
the first four directorships, 1839-1919, I found it not difficult to imagine another title 
The Human Side of Astronomy. This book gives the most personal look at the astronomer of 
all books I have ever read. 

Today, anyone venturing into astronomy sends a check, and soon he receives a hand-
some telescope resplendent with all kinds of gadgets. Little does he know of the agony of 
waiting and disappointment that prevailed in the early days of astronomy in the United 
States. Then, a lens was ordered; and months passed before the letter was acknowledged -
more months passed before a letter came stating the lens "had been started". 

The book reveals a look into the lives of the men and women behind each date, each 
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CAVE ASTROLA 
REFLECTING TELFSCOPES 

These excellent reflecting telescopes 
are very well known to all serious 
planetary and lunar observers. A very 
large number of the world's leading 
lunar and planetary astronomers are 
currently using complete Astrola re-
flecting telescopes or optical compon-
ent parts thereof. We sell Orthostar 
and other brands of orthoscopic ocu-
lars, Kellner and other forms of ocu-
lars. 

We specialize in refiguring im-
perfect telescope mirrors of all sizes 
to the highest optical quality. 

We offer a complete line of Newtonian, 
Cassegrainian, and Refracting tele-
scopes from 6 inches to 24 inches in 
diameter. Used reflectors and refrac-
tors are often in stock. 

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE 
CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 
4137 E. Anaheim St. 

Long Beach, 	California 90804 

Phone: Area Code (213) 	434-2613 

NEW: AMATEUR ASTRONOMER'S HANDBOOK 	$14.50 

NEW: OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY FOR 	$12.50 
AMATEURS, both by J. B. Sidgwick, 
3rd. revised editions, 1971. 

NEW: ATOMS, STARS AND NEBULAE, by 
L. H. Aller, revised edition 	$11.95 

HANDBOOK FOR PLANET OBSERVERS, by 
G. D. Roth 

SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
STAR ATLAS 

SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
STAR CATALOG 

THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner 
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek 

$7.95 

$18.50 

$27.50 
$4.25 
$8.00 

THE PLANET SATURN, by A. F. O. D'Alexander $13.50 
THE PLANET URANUS, by A. F. O. D'Alexander $12.50 
THE M)ON, with 300" Moon-Map, by H. P. 

Wilkins and P. Moore 	 $14.00 
VARIABLE STARS, by J. S. Glasby 	 $6.95 
NORTON'S STAR ATLAS (limited supply) 	$6.50 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG 	 $160.00 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS AND NAUTICAL 

ALMANAC FOR 1972 	 $6.00 

Write for free list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 
P.O. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N. Y. 11364 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

  

New Head of Selected Areas Program in Lunar Section. In August, 1971, Julius Benton 
had to resign as the Recorder of the Selected Areas Program in order to help manage the 
Jupiter Section. At that time Harry Jamieson kindly offered temporarily to head the S.A.P. 
until Christopher Vaucher (then the assistant for the program) found the time to take it 
on. Since then, the Selected Areas Program has been run jointly by Mr. Jamieson and Mr. 
Vaucher. Now that Mr. Vaucher has the time to direct the program, Mr. Jamieson is resign-
ing as its head. 

Harry Jamieson will continue to direct the Lunar Dome Survey as well as any advanced 
lunar training work, while Christopher Vaucher will now direct the Selected Areas Program. 
Any members who desire to participate in the S.A.P. are urged to write to Mr. Vaucher, and 
current participants are asked to begin sending their observations to him immediately. 

Price of Apollo Data Users' Package. We have been informed that the Apollo Data 
Users' Packages are not free as indicated in the review on page 125 of The Strolling  Lgr  
tronomer, Volume 23, Nos. 7-8. If you are interested, we suggest that you write to the 
address on that page for actual prices. 

The 1972 WAA-ALPO Convention. This joint meeting will be held on August 16, 17, 18, 
and 19, 1972 in Riverside, California. All ALPO papers should be sent to Walter Haas, Box 
3AZ, University Park, New Mexico 88001. The deadline is July 15, 1972 if the paper is to 
be printed in the Proceedings of the Convention. Items for the ALPO Exhibit (drawings, 
photographs, charts, etc.) should be mailed to Harry D. Jamieson, 4030 S.E. Gladstone, Apt. 
15, Portland, 'Oregon 97202. The specific location for this Convention is "Bannockburn", a 
student housing center in a European style near the campus of the University of California 
at Riverside. Persons and groups planning to attend should register as soon as possible  
in order to help the host society planning the meeting. All questions about the Convention 
should be directed to Clifford W. Holmes, Lg„La Wells Ave., Riverside, California 92503. 

Two attractive field trips are planned, one to the Goldstone Deep Space Communica-
tion Center and one to the Big Bear Solar Observatory. Visitors are strongly urged to plan 
to stay at "Bannockburn", and prices for room and meals there will be very moderate. 
Stores, restaurants, and other facilities are nearby. Many further details about the Con-
vention are included in past mailings sent out by Mr. Holmes. These include full instruc-
tions for preparing papers for the Proceedings. See you at Riverside in August! 
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Drawing of Lunar Crater Capuanus and Domes on its Floor by Richard J. Wessling 
on October 29, 1971, 0 hrs., 47 mins. to 2 hrs., 0 mins., Universal Time. 12-5-inch 
Newtonian reflector, 240X. Seeing 4, trans parency 4. Colongitude 29.4 degrees. Lunar 
south at top, lunar east (IAU sense) at left. See Mr. Wessling's notes on this draw-
ing on page 227 and a discussion of the Lunar Dome Survey on pages 212-215. 
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throughout the apparition in most longitudes and was very active, like the STB in appear-
ance but somewhat fainter. Sometimes it was independent of the SPR; at other times it was 
obscured by the haze, and often it was a border to the SPR. The SSSTB was also noted as 
a border to the SPR on several occasions. A prominent connection of the SPR and the STB 
was observed first by Beck at 1300  II and was confirmed on April 26 by H. A. Smith. Much 
activity appeared to be evident in this region afterwards and was recorded in detail by 
Osawa. A SPB was noted on April 27 by Mayer at 3510  II. [See Figure 16.] This may or 
may not be an actual SSSSTB. Such a belt was confirmed by Dragesco on May 1 at 84° II 
and on May 5 at 70  II. On May 8 Dragesco noted an active region in the SSTB at 96° II 
and on May 12 found a double SSTB at 319° II. On May 21 Osawa saw a double SPB or SSSSTB 
at 350  II. On June 22 a double SSTB was once again seen by Dragesco. 

INDEX TO VOLUME 21 OF THE STROLLING ASTRONOMER 

By: J. Russell Smith 

(Published from June, 1968 to October, 1969) 
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LUNAR NOTES 

By: John E. Westfall and Harry D. Jamieson, A.L.P.O. Lunar Recorders 

Additions to the A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library: Amateur and Apollo-14 Photographs 

(John E. Westfall) 

Notice—Increase in Mail Charges 

The A.L.P.O. Lunar Photograph Library was started in 1964. Since then, increases 
in postal rates have made its operation more and more expensive. This library is a non-
profit service, but should not involve continual losses. Accordingly, the following char-
ges are now in effect: 

1. Requests for the Lunar Photograph Library Catalog must be 
accompanied by 51 cents in stamps. 

2. Requests for the loan of photographs must also be accom-
panied by 51 cents in stamps. (This charge approximates 
the average cost of mailing a photograph loan order.) 

Amateur Photographs 

Many A.L.P.O. members take lunar photographs, as evidenced at convention exhibits; 
but only a handful are ever forwarded to the Lunar Photograph Library. The writer sug-
gests that the A.L.P.O. lunar photographer make an extra 8x10-inch enlargement of each 
better-quality negative and submit it to the library. Coverage of the following lunar 
areas is particularly desirable: 

1. High-sun views of dark-haloed and bright craters. 

t. 
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2 Low-sun views of lunar domes. 

3 Views of banded craters and Selected Areas at all lightings. 

4 Views of the "Luna Incognita" region at favorable librations. 
See Str. A Vol. 23, Nos. 7-8, pp. 118-122 and 134-136. 

Seven photographs recently received from A.L.P.O. member Richard J. Wessling illus-
trate the capability of amateur lunar photography. Mr. Wessling's photographs, one of 

Figure 48. An oblique view of the crater Lansberg (to left), on the lunar equator in 
Oceanus Procellarum. Lansberg is 40 kms. in diameter and 2600 meters deep. East (right) 
of Lansberg are scattered uplands material and two sinuous rill systems. (Photograph AS14-
70-9824). North at top. 

*#*###*##* 

which (RW-2) was reproduced on the front cover of Vol. 23, Nos. 9-10 of this Journal, were 
all taken with a 12*-inch Newtonian reflector. Data on these photographs (all 8x10-inch 
enlargements) follow: 
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Code Number Area Covered 	Date and Time (U.T.) Colongitude Scale (Approx.) 
Co 
AS 
70 

70 

7C 

7C 

7C 

7C 

7( 

7( 

RW-1 	First Quarter Moon 	1969, Jan. 26, 01:50 	00392 	16.7 M* 

RW-2 	Copernicus -Eratos - 	1969, Jul. 24, 02:05 	026.9 	3.4 M 
thenes (Overlaps RW-3) 

RW-3 	Cassini-Archimedes- 	1969, Jul. 24, 02:12 	026.9 	2.8 M 
Timocharis (Overlaps 
RW-2, R14-4) 

RW-4 	Plato-Alps (Overlaps 	1969, Jul. 24, 02:15 	027.0 	2.8 M 
RW-3) 

RW-5 	Deslandres -Tycho - 	1969, Jul. 24, 02:17 	027.0 	3.2 M 
Clavius (Overlaps 
RW-6) 

RW-6 	Maginus-Clavius-More- 1969, Jul. 24, 02:30 	027.1 	2.8 M 
tus (Overlaps RW-5) 

RW-7 	Aristarchus -Marius 	1969, Dec. 21 	02:00 	055.1 	5.2 M 
Kepler w/Pleiades 
#172 Occultation 

*I.e., 1/16,700, 000, etc. 

Apollo-14 Photographs 

The 29 photographs listed below were taken from low lunar orbit during the Apollo-
14 Mission in February, 1971. Two of these photographs are reproduced here (AS14-70-9824 
and -73-10095). The lenses used were 80-mm. (Photos 70-), 250-mm. (73-), and 500-mm. 
(69-) The Apollo-14 landing was at 3967 S/17947 W. Below, pertinent data are listed in 
the same manner as in the previous report on Apollo-11, -12, and -13 photographs. (See 
Str. A., Vol 23, Nos. 3-4, pg. 64.) Directions are given in the I.A.U. system, where 
west is the hemisphere of Oceanus Procellarum. 

Code Number 
AS14- 

Format Solar Altitude Description 

69-9622 L-OBL 210  Euclides KA-Lansbergij 	(395 S/25°W).c.170T (1/ 
300  170,000). 

69-9624 L-OBL 21° SW 	of Lansberg4 	(30  S/2695 W). 	c.160T. 
30° 

69-9625 L-OBL 210  N 	of Lansberg L. 	(3° S/27° W). 	c.150T. 
30° 

69-9627 L-OBL 21° NW 	of Lansberg L. 	(3° 8/28° W) 	c.130T. 
30° 

69-9629 L-OBL 21° S 	of Lansberg (2). 	(30  S/28° W) 	c.110T. 
300  

69-9631 L-OBL 21° Lansberg B. 	(3° S/28° W). 	c.90T. 
20° 

70-9771 VERT. 70° Maedler. 	(10° S/29°  E) 	340T. 

70-9793 VERT. 48° Hipparchus -Hind -Halley. 	(7° S/7° E) 	360T. 

70-9795 VERT. 45° Halley-Hipparchus X. 	(7° S/50  E) 	360T. 

70-9797 VERT. 45° Hipparchus J, T, U 	K -Mueller. 	(695 S/3° E). 360T. 

70-9799 VERT. 45° Gylden. 	(6° S/10  E). 	360T. 

70-9801 VERT. 40° Gyldgn -Herschel. 	(6° S/10 	360T. 
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Code Number Format Solar Altitude Description 
AS14 - 
70 -9803 VERT. 40° Herschel-Herschel C, D, H. 	(595 S/3° W). 	360T. 

70-9805 VERT. 35° Herschel D-Lalande N. 	(5° S/50  W). 	360T. 

70-9807 VERT. 34° Lalande C, R 	(5° S/7° W). 	360T. 

70-9809 VERT. 32° Lalande. 	(495 S/895 W). 	360T. 

70-9811 VERT. 31° LalandeGO -Turner M. 	(495 S/1025 W). 	360T. 

70-9813 VERT. 28° Turner M, L, K, H,1". 	(4° S/12° W). 	360T. 

70-9815 VERT. 25°  Fra Mauro S, C , Z, H. 	(3°  S/15° W). 	360T. 

70-9816 VERT. 25° Fra Mauro)t , H, G, K. 	(3° S/16° W). 	360T. 

Figure 49. Looking southwest across the southern interior of the crater Alphonsus, show-
ing several unusual dark -haloed craters on its floor. In the upper left is Alpetragius, 
with a conical central peak. In the lower left is part of Arzachel and, beyond it, The - 
bit. The horizon is in Mare Nubium, near the Straight Wall. (Photograph AS14-73-10095). 
North at left. 
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Code Number Format Solar Altitude Description 
AS14- 
70-9818 L-OBL 23° Fra Mauro T, J. 	(295 S/1825 w). 	460T. 

15° 

70-9821 L-OBL 18° Gambart R-Lansberg(r, 	P, P. 	(2° S/22° W). 	460T. 
150  

70-9824 L-OBL 15° Lansberg-Lansberg N,)1 , 	P 	(095 S/26° W). 	460T. 
40° 

70-9827 L-OBL 10° Lansberg C, G, y, A-Kunowsky D. 	(095 S/29° W). 
30° 460T. 

73-10040 L-OBL 70° Beaumont L. 	(1495 8/300  E). 	c.170T. 
40° 

73-10041 L-OBL 70° Beaumont L. 	(14° S/2995 E). 	c.170T. 
40° 

73-10093 L-OBL 38°  Alphonsus--Central Portion. 	(12° S/2° W). 
50° 

73-10095 H-OBL 37° Alphonsus--SE. Portion. 	(15° S/3° W). 
60° 

73-10097 L-OBL 36° Alphonsus--NW. Portion. 	(13° S/4° 10. 
50° 

Apollo-14: Strip Coverage 

Most of the photographs listed above may be joined at their edges, giving strip cov-
erage (usually elongated in an E-W direction). Such strip coverage is listed below, with 
component photographs in order of coverage, so that each photograph overlaps the one or 
two photographs listed adjacently. Where the tilt is low and scales are comparable, the 
areas of overlap may be viewed stereoscopically. 

Strip No. 	Component 	Photographs (All AS14-)  

	

I 	69-9622/9624/9625/9627/9629/9631. 

	

II 	70-9793/9795/9797/9799/9801/9803/9805/9807/9809/9811/9813/9815/9816. 

	

III 	70-9818/9821/9824/9827. 

	

IV 	73-10040/10041. 

	

V 	73-10095/10093/10097. 

The Lunar Dome Survey: A Progress Report 

(Harry D. Jamieson) 

The ALPO's Lunar Dome Survey will be nine years old this summer, making it easily 
the longest running program ever sponsored by the Lunar Section. Over the years, many 
past and current observers have helped the program to raise the known number of domes to 
three times the 1963 level. The most outstanding of these are listed below. 

Inez N. Beck 
	

Marvin W. Huddleston 
	

Kenneth Schneller 
Winifred S. Cameron 	Randy Lambert 
	

Douglas Smith 
Clark R. Chapman 	 Jose Olivarez 
	

Donald W. Watts 
Kenneth J. Delano 
	

Chet Patton 	 John E. Westfall 
Todd Hansen 
	

Charles L. Ricker 
	

Richard J. Wessling 

Of course, no mere alphabetical listing can serve to point out the very special serv-
ices that many of the above have rendered to the program. This writer owes a great deal 
to Josh Olivarez, who shared equally with him in the founding of the program and who serv-
ed as the program's Assistant Recorder for a number of years afterward. A special debt is 
owed to the Reverend Delano, who served as the program's Assistant Recorder in later years 
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=Id who directed the program in my absence for nearly half of its lifetime. Among those 
--ners who have also made outstanding contributions to the program, first mention must go 

John E. Westfall, whose dome classification systeml is the standard used by the ALPO, 
whose recent studies of the distribution and characteristics of domes2  must be consid-

sred to be the most complete and accurate one ever published. In addition, the energies 
Lmi talents shown by Charles L. Ricker, Randy Lambert, Donald W. Watts, Marvin W. Huddle-
:::n, and Kenneth Schneller (whose catalog was the most complete available in 1963)3  in 
-_:_- e making of observations and reports have been of very special help to the program. 

This brief progress report is the first in what it is hoped will become a regular 
series to be published in the "Lunar Notes" portion of each Strolling Astronomer. They 
11 deal largely with lists of newly discovered and confirmed domes, as well as offering 

an occasional selection of some of the better drawings submitted to the program. It is 
hoped that observers will thus gain a better idea of what is going on in the program and 
perhaps will be tempted to participate. 

The total number of domes presently (March 18, 1972) in the LDS files (confirmed 
and unconfirmed) is 491. Of these, about one-half may be considered to be fairly well 
confirmed (strong photographic and/or visual evidence). Included in the above total are 
a number of newly discovered domes which are listed below by their xi and eta orthograph-
ic coordinates. 

Position 	Feature Diameter (kms.) Observer Remarks 

+822-309 	Vendelinus 8 KJD Circular and flat 
+811-315 	Vendelinus KJD Ill-defined 
+807-310 	Vendelinus 17 KJD Circular and flat 
+769+223 	Lick 4 (HDJ) MWH Sharp summit 
+754-047 	Messier 5 (HDJ) MWH Nature uncertain 

+736-085 	Messier 10 (HDJ) HDJ Low and oval 
+680-210 	Magelhaens 18x12 (CP) KJD Summit crater 
+667-079 	Lubbock 9 (CP) MWH High and round 
+652+379 	Macrobius 6 JSK Circular and flat 
+617+068 	Cauchy 16 KJD Very uncertain 

+600+055 	Cauchy 8 KJD I11-defined 
+584+107 	Cauchy 10 (HDJ) MWH Ill-defined 

Menelaus Small Cut by cleft 
..:: 	.371 	S 	Gallus Small MWH Round 
+239+361 	S 	Gallus Small MWH Round 

+069+065 	Triesnecker Small MWH Irregular in shape 
-082+389 	Wallace Fairly large KJD 
-148-265 	Las sell KJD 
-212-484 	Pitatus KJD Cleft winds around dome 

The observers listed above are, in aphabetical order: 

KJD 	Kenneth J. Delano HDJ 	Harry D. Jamieson CP 	Chet Patton 
MWH Marvin W. Huddleston JSK 	John S. Korintus 

All positional and other information are by the observer listed unless otherwise 
noted. Observers interested in searching for the above newly reported domes are cordially 
invited to contact the writer. It is important that the domes listed in our ultimate cat-
alog be as well confirmed as possible, for it is hoped that professional lunar researchers 
will find some use for it. The catalog - our primary goal - will list the diameter, 
height, Westfall Classification, position, and contributing observers for each of a hoped-
for total of 500 well confirmed domes. Figure 50 shows a sample lunar area where further 
work of this kind can be undertaken. 

Some months ago this writer discussed a dome reported by Inez N. Beck near the cra-
ter Kirch.4 Observers were asked to attempt to recover the object; and several people 
responded with drawings, written reports, and photographs. By far the best of these lat-
ter were taken by Richard J. Wessling, who used a 12-i" f/10.8 reflector of his own con-
struction. The photographs clearly show a very dome-like object in the exact location 
depicted on the Beck drawing (see Figure 51), and the object was also seen and reported 
as a dome by Huddleston and Patton working visually with a 6" reflector and 5" refractor 
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Figure 50. Chart of Domes in the Messier-Lubbock Region, showing Confirmed 
Domes in the ALPO Lunar Dome Survey list and new domes reported by Marvin W. 
Huddleston. See also accompanying text by Lunar Recorder Harry D. Jamieson. 

###*###### 

respectively. However, a report by Winifred S. Cameron based on a search of Orbiter 
photographs has revealed the true nature of the object. The feature is a crater about 
one-half the size of Kirch with walls too low and narrow to be visible from Earth, but 
with interior hills and ridges which could easily be taken for a dome by observers using 
ground-based instruments. 

It goes without saying that this writer would like to see more such efforts in the 
future. While it is, of course, true that ground-based instruments cannot hope to match 
Orbiter photography in the resolution of small details, the reasonably well equipped ama-
teur still has the advantage of choice of lighting and area coverage. A better attitude 
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Figure 51. Enlargement of photograph of Plato-Pico-Piton 
Region by Richard J. Wessling with a 12.5-inch reflector. 
Taken on September 28, 1971 at Oh30m, U.T. Colongitude 
1192. The arrows point to a dome-like feature reported by 
Mrs. Inez N. Beck. See text by Lunar Recorder Harry D. 
Jamieson. 

########## 

to take, of course, is the 
realization of the fact 
that space-craft and ground-
based astronomy are fully 
compatible with each other 
and should be used together 
to advance our research 
goals. The study of domes 
and their distribution can 
be a very important part 
of the overall study of the 
Moon and its origins, for 
these features are almost 
certainly igneous in ori-
gin and thus offer good 
clues to the Moon's early 
internal condition. Ad-
vanced observers with mod-
erate to large aperture 
instruements are warmly 
invited to join with us in 
this important and inter-
esting work. 
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THE 1970-71 APPARITION OF SATURN  

By: Dr. Julius L. Benton, Jr., A.L.P.O. Saturn Recorder 

General Introduction 

The Report that appears here covers the observing period from June 20, 1970 to 
April 25, 1971, during which the value of B (the axial tilt to the Earth) varied between 
-2178 and -2392. Opposition occurred on November 11, 1970, when Saturn was at -0.1 appar-
ent visual magnitude in eastern Aries. The planet exhibited a polar diameter of 18" and 
an equatorial diameter of 20", while the major axis of the ring system extended to 46", 
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the Recorder himself, who must direct his team of observers into the proper lines of re-
search. 

The Saturn Section strongly urges interested individuals to write for details as 
to how they may set up their own observing programs. The Recorder pledges his support 
and leadership to those observers seeking a worthwhile endeavor in amateur astronomy. 

EDUCATIONAL  AND OBSERVATIONAL  AIDS OFFERED  BY THE ALPO 

By: Harry D. Jamieson 

Perhaps the most common type of mail received by the ALPO is the inquiry letter. 
Generally, these ask for information about the ALPO's purposes, methods, and goals, as 
well as its requirements for membership and the availability of educational and other mat-
erials. It is the purpose of this short article to list these last in the hope that ALPO 
members will thus have a clearer idea of just what the Association has to offer. In order 
of their appearance on the back inside cover of this issue, the various observing Sections 
and special service programs offer the following free or low-cost items to ALPO members: 

The Mercury Section - no complete information available at time of writing, though 
it is known that Recorder Hodgson supplies observing-forms for Mercury. 

The Venus Section offers its very excellent 11-page pamphlet "Observing Venus", by 
Recorder Dale Cruikshank, as well as the Section's handy observing forms, free to ALPO 
members. A shorter version of the pamphlet is planned for a future issue of the Str. AL  

The Mars Section has recently offered a considerable amount of observing aids for 
those wishing to undertake serious work on the planet. The basic Mars Observing Kit, con-
sisting of a standard reply form, central meridian tables, an article on filter techniques, 
an introductory article about the planet entitled "Mars - A Dynamic World", the 1954 ALPO 
map of the planet, several other working maps of Mars as available, various current re-
prints and ephemeris graphs, and standard ALPO Mars observing forms, is available for the 
low cost of $2.00, which covers the cost of materials and postage. Ektra observing forms 
may be obtained for 500 per packet of 20 forms. Current Mars maps will be ready in the 
foreseeable future, while a current list of Mars observers and their addresses should be 
ready by October, 1972. These last may be obtained free of charge if the writer includes 
a self-addressed stamped envelope with his inquiry to Recorder C. F. Capen. 

The Jupiter Section also offers ALPO members a complete assortment of observing 
aids. Central meridian transit forms are free, and Recorder Paul Nickel also has a supply 
of free ALPO membership application forms. At low cost are also the Section's disc draw-
ing forms, costing $1.00 for a packet of 20, as well as helpful strip sketch and photo-
graphic forms in the near future for the same low price. Educational materials include 
Elmer Reese's 1964 Jupiter Handbook for 500 and Recorder Paul Mackal's "An Advanced Observ-
er's Handbook for Amateur Jupiter Observers" in 1970 ($1.50) and 1972 ($3.00) editions. 

The Saturn Section is still in the process of reorganization following the appoint-
ment of Recorder Julius Benton; but most of the old materials still remain available, and 
a number of new aids are projected. Free to ALPO members are a set of Introductory Ob-
serving Instructions and a set of observing blanks. Low-cost items include the "Saturn 
Section Handbook and Observing Guide" for $3.00, the complete set of observing forms for 
$1.00, and a proposed Saturn Section Monthly Newsletter for $5.00 a year. Other materials 
planned for the future include reprints of published values for B (ring tilt), a more de-
tailed version of the Saturn Handbook  for advanced observers in hard-cover edition, and an 
Annual Report  for the Saturn Section free to subscribers to the Newsletter (1 copy priced 
at $1.00 for non-subscribers). The old Saturn Section Kit, as such, has been discontinued. 

The Remote Planets Section does not offer any standardized observing aids to mem-
bers because of the very nature of the work open to amateur observers of Uranus, Neptune, 
and Pluto. These planets are very difficult to work with, and little in the way of draw-
ing is done. Recorder Young stands ready to help interested observers through correspon-
dence, though; and ALPO members with moderate to large telescopes are encouraged to write 
to him. 

The Comets Section naturally has available a full assortment of materials, includ-
ing free copies of reprints from thepublished article "Comet Observing" by Recorder Milon, 
and observing forms priced at 50 for $2.00. An announcement service for new discoveries 
and recent observations is also easily obtained by writing to Mr. Milon and including a 
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supply of self-addressed stamped envelopes with your letter of enquiry. 

The Lunar Section is not structured like the others, and each Recorder is in charge 
of his own observing programs. Most, however, offer some sort of aids for. observers, and 
these may be listed in the same manner as for the individual Planetary Sections above. 
In alphabetical order, the various Lunar Recorders offer the following materials to ob-
servers: 

Kenneth J. Delano, who has charge of our Dark-Haloed Craters Program, has avail-
able free lists of confirmed and unconfirmed dark-haloed craters, and a 2-page instruction 
pamphlet outlining the goals of the program. A third page of additional instructions is 
projected. 

Harry D. Jamieson, who directs the Lunar Dome Survey and the Messier-Pickering Pro-
gram, offers observers free dome lists and occasional outline charts of dome clusters. 
Observers who include self-addressed, stamped envelopes usually receive much faster atten-
tion. Observations for the Messier-Pickering Program are normally tabular in form and do 
not require a special form. 

John E. Westfall handles our lunar eclipse programs and our Lunar Photograph Libr-
ary in addition to his new Luna Incognita Program (studies of the Moon's South Polar Re-
gion) Available from him are Lunar Eclipse Observing Forms (free), a Lunar Photograph 
Library Catalog (56 cents in stamps), and forms for the Incognita Program. The Lunar Ob-
server's Manual, edited by Charles L. Ricker, is now out of print. A new Manual is pro-
jected by the Lunar Section and will contain more advanced and up to date material. 

Christopher Vaucher, who directs our Selected Areas Program, has the special pro-
gram observing forms available for 4 apiece. 

The Lunar and Planetary Training Program, under the direction of Richard J. Wess-
ling, offers a large amount of free educational materials to ALPO members wishing to en-
roll in the Training Program. Among these are included typed copies of materials needed 
to observe and initial information on how to approach the first observations, old-style 
Selected Areas Program observing forms, and other information on telescope making and 
lunar and planetary photography. All of this information plus a great deal more will 
eventually be gathered into a Novice Observer's Handbook, which should cost about $1.00. 
It is scheduled for completion in early 1973. 

Finally, the Director will supply a 2-page descriptive circular about the ALPO free 
of charge, and the Librarian can furnish a fairly current list of books in the ALPO Libr-
ary. 

It is hoped that this article has shed some light on the vast amount of material 
available from the ALPO at little or no cost to members. The Recorders are always happy 
to help observers do the kind of work that is a credit to the term "amateur", and it can 
be seen that the ALPO has never before offered so much in the way of varied and useful 
observing aids. 

BOOK REVIEWS 

Handbook of Elemental Abundances in Meteorites, edited by Brian Mason (1971). Gor-
don and Breach, Science Publishers, Inc., 44 Park Ave. South, New York, New York 10016, 
555 pages, $35.00 ($28.00 prepaid). 

Reviewed by William K. Hartmann 

Readers in the planetary sciences may be familiar with the excellent books produced 
by Brian Mason in recent years. These include a lucid introduction to geochemistry and an 
introductory survey of meteorites, as well as a recently co-authored introduction to the 
chemistry of the lunar rocks. While these earlier books of Mason were ideal materials for 
an amateur astronomer who wanted to explore the technical and theoretical problems of 
planetary geology, the present book is hardly intended for the layman. This could be sur-
mised from the exorbitant price alone, which usually indicates that the publisher has made 
a small printing and hopes to make sales to institutions but not to the larger audience 
of general readers. 

This is not to say that the Handbook of Elemental Abundances in Meteorites is not 
exceedingly useful for certain specialists. The contents of the book are simple to des- 
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tribe. Each of the 65 chapters following the introduction is devoted to a description of 
a single element or group of related elements. For example, the book begins with a dis-
cussion of hydrogen abundances in meteorites by I. R. Kaplan. The remaining chapters are 
by specialists in the geochemistry of the elements considered; and the authors include a 
number of well-known meteoriticists, such as Carleton Moore, Gordon Goles, George Wether-
ell, 

 
and several others. The authors have surveyed the literature and have produced a 

compendium of very detailed data representing our present knowledge of the chemistry of 
meteorites. Pages 549-555 are devoted to an index of individual meteorites mentioned in 
the text, a feature which will be very useful to scholars studying certain falls or finds. 

While I would not recommend this book to beginners or to lay readers (7 pages, 2 
diagrams and 2 tables on the ruthenium content of meteorites is hardly bedtime reading!), 
some readers of this Journal who may be considering careers in planetary science may want 
to familiarize themselves with the kind of data collected in this volume. As an outgrowth 
of the work by Harold Urey, Edward F. Anders, John Wood, and others, there is a rapidly 
expanding area of fundamental research on Solar System history approached by means of 
chemical relations in the meteorites. This approach is fruitful because the meteorites 
are samples of very primitive material, some of which has been scarcely altered since the 
formation of rocky planetesimals in the early Solar System. Students and researchers who 
want to attack the problems of Solar System cosmogony through the routes of physical chem-
istry, geochemistry, or petrology of meteorites and lunar samples will find this book to 
be an invaluable source of data. 

-****#####* 

La Vision dans les Instruments Astronomiques et l'Observation Physique des Surfaces 
Planetaires, by Jean Dragesco. Published by La SociTig Astronomique de France. Price 4F. 

Reviewed by Eugene W. Cross, Jr. 

Vision in Astronomical Instruments and the Physical Observation of Planetary Sur-
faces is a twenty-nine page booklet by Jean Dragesco. While those readers without a work-
ing knowledge of French might pass this booklet by, I admonish them not to. Anyone mod-
estly knowledgeable about telescopes and astronomy will benefit from the text, especially 
with the aid of the excellent illustrations. 

Jean Dragesco is a seasoned observer whose views have earned the right to be re-
spected as authoritative. Examples of the high standard of his observational work are not 
unknown to readers of this Journal, for he is a frequent contributor to the Jupiter Sec-
tion. 

Vision is written for the visual observer of planets who wants to know what his ob-
servational limitations are, which of those limitations he can control, which limitations 
are beyond his control, and what his expectations should be and who wants suggestions for 
programs of observation. There is little that cannot be applied to planetary photography. 

Major topic titles include "The Human Eye", "The Telescopic Image", "Atmospheric 
Effects", "The Optimum Aperture for Planetary Observation", "The Ideal Planetary Observ-
atory", "Other Practical Suggestions", and "The Observation of the Moon and Planets". In 
"The Human Eye", the perception of contrasts and the luminosity-contrast relationship are 
discussed, as well as visual acuity and the contrast-resolution relationship; the impor-
tance of the eyepiece's exit pupil size (preferably 0.5 mms. to 0.7 mms. in diameter) and 
its dependence on magnification per unit of aperture are considered. "The Telescopic Image" 
contains the subtopics of diffraction, resolving power, magnification, and quality of op-
tics. For viewing extended objects such as the Moon and planets, there is no real limit 
at which quality can be compromised; empirical results are noted which confirm this. Of 
great interest is a discussion of the geographical distribution of observation sites hav-
ing good seeing. In "Atmospheric Effects", Mr. Dragesco recommends establishing an ob-
servatory for planetary studies in Equatorial Africa, not only because the planets would 
pass near the zenith, but because the high relative humidity is conducive to stable images. 
The most effective aperture for planetary observations is said to be in the range of 20 
cms. (8 inches) to 60 ams. (24 inches), with the exact value depending on the existing see-
ing conditions. A guide is furnished for observing the Moon and bright planets. 

Vision is a brief, well presented, authoritative, well referenced, and inexpensive 
handbook-reference work. It is unhesitatingly recommended in all respects. It may be ob-
tained by sending one U.S. dollar to the following address: Societe Astronomique de France 

28, rue Saint-Dominique 
Paris-VIIe, France 
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Inquiries regarding the S.A.F. and its journal, l'Astronomie, will be welcomed at the 
aforementioned address. 

########## 

What Star Is That? by Peter Lancaster Brown, published by Viking Press, Inc., New 
York,1971; 224 PP., 48 illustrations in text; table of planetary positions, 1971-1980; 21 
pp. of charts; table of naked-eye variables; index; 15 color slides (35 mm. in 2x2 in. 
cardboard mounts) as aids for identifying constellations and a few popular nebulae and 
clusters. Price, complete with slides, $12.95. 

Reviewed by Chas. F Johnson, Jr. 

This book, which has been published simultaneously in England and the United States, 
is the work of an experienced British amateur astronomer. It is well planned and inter-
estingly written as a beginner's guide to the constellations, major planets, and the more 
easily observed nebulae, star clusters, and variables. 

The first chapter, devoted to the early history of the constellations and the at-
tempts to represent them suitably on globes or other maps, appears more detailed and leng-
thy than is needed for beginners trying to learn about the sky. Most of the book (over 
140 of the 224 pages ) is, however, concentrated on basic information about prominent in-
dividual stars, leading constellations, and various specific objects in our Solar System 
and Milky Way Galaxy. 

Principal meteor showers and comets are described at some length, but the minor 
planets (even the "Big Four") are barely mentioned. Other serious omissions are the Sun 
(the nearest and, to us, the most vital of all the stars) and the Moon, certainly the two 
most striking objects of all, which are mentioned only in terms of their relative stellar 
magnitudes. The book, which is particularly intended for beginners and non-specializing 
amateurs, appears out-of-balance in these respects and in regard to Chapter 1, as already 
noted. 

The extra feature of the slides, carried in a pocket at the back of the book, must 
add substantially to the production costs of the work, although it will be of limited 
value to most users. A higher quality of illustration in the text itself, using glossy 
sheets at least for printing of photos, would have been a better investment. Improved 
detail and much more attractive views would thereby have been possible for objects such 
as the Milky Way, Jupiter, and many others that are normally quite appealing to beginners. 

Lastly, the price is regrettable. Few young people of elementary and high school 
ages will either wish, or be able, to spend such an amount on any hobby-book, especially 
one that is useful chiefly at the introductory stage. As for members of the A.L.P.O., 
the volume will obviously have little practical value. 

***###*#** 

Celestial Handbook, by Robert Burdham, Jr. Celestial Handbook Publications, Box 614, 
Flagstaff, Arizona. Sections 1 and 2, 1966; Section 3, 1967; Section 4, 1969. The first 
4 Sections (930 pages) are available now at $3.25 per Section. The other 4 Sections will 
follow. 

Reviewed by J. Russell Smith 

This most complete and most up-to-date handbook available today has a loose-leaf 
format so that revisions and additions can be made easily. Mr. Burnham, of comet fame, 
has been on the staff of the Lowell Observatory for many years and has had the resources 
of the library of this great observatory, its instruments and its plate collection to 
aid him in preparation of this guidebook for the observer, student, research worker, ama-
teur, or professional astronomer. 

In the Introduction, the author indicates that the Celestial Handbook is intended 
to be a standard catalogue and detailed handbook of thousands of objects suitable to ob-
servers with 2" to 12" telescopes. In the opinion of the reviewer, this is what it is! 
The author also states that the Handbook contains most of the objects in the Skalnate 
Pleso Atlas of the Heavens. 

Chapters 2 and 3 of Section 1 (about 75 pages) are in reality a good short course 
in some of the fundamentals of stellar astronomy. One will find this part of Section 1 
quite helpful for review as well as for reference. 
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Space Science, State University of New York at Albany, 1400 Washington Ave., Albany, New 
York 12222. 

In Memoriam. We announce with sorrow the death of Dr. Kurd von lailow, of Rostock, 
East Germany Deutsche Demokratische Republik) He had belonged to the ALPO since 1962. 
We know little about our late colleague, but he was several times very helpful in arrang-
ing for the exchange of scientific articles and reprints. 

Addition to ALPO Library. Mrs. Haas, the Librarian, calls attention to an attrac-
tive recent addition to the Library. It is The Astronomical Observatories in Japan: A 
Photographic Album, donated by Mr. Takeshi Sato of Hiroshima, Japan. The text is in Jap-
anese, but Mr. Sato has kindly supplied English titles for the several hundred photo-
graphs. The photographs were taken by Mr. Akira Fujii, and the album was published by 
Seibundo-Shinkosha Publishing Co., Tokyo. The price is 4680. 

Sustaining Members and Sponsors. The persons in these special kinds of member 
ship as of September 7, 1972 are listed below. Sponsors pay $25 per year; Sustaining Mem-
bers, $10 per year. The balance above the normal rate is employed to assist the ALPO in 
suitable ways. We thank all these colleagues for their generous and meaningful assistance. 

Sponsors Grace A. Fox, David P. Barcroft, Philip and Virginia Glaser, Dr. John 
E Westfall, Dr. James Q. Gant, Jr., Ken Thomson, Reverend Kenneth J. Delano, Richard E. 
Wend, A B Clyde Marshall, Alan McClure, Walter Scott Houston, Frederick W. Jaeger, Phil-
ip and Janet Budine, and T. R Cave - Cave Optical Company. 

Sustaining Members - Sky Publishing Corporation, Charles F. Capen, Charles L. 
Ricker, Elmer J. Reese, Carl A. Anderson, Gordon D. Hall, Michael McCants, Dr. William K. 
Hartmann, Ralph Scott, A 	Mount, Charles B. Owens, Joseph P. Vitous, John E. Wilder, A 
K Parizek, B. Traucki, Nicholas Waitkus, Lyle T. Johnson, H. W. Kelsey, Philip Wyman, 
Harry Grimsley,Daniel H. Harris, the Junior Texas Astronomical Society, Dr. David Meisel, 
John Bally-Urban, W King Monroe, James W. Young, Klaus R. Brasch, Inez N. Beck, Dr. 
George W. Rippen, Dr. Joel W. Goodman, Harry D. Jamieson, Commander W. R Pettyjohn, Rob-
ert M. Adams, Frank W. Vargo, Sr., Orville H. Brettman, Brad Dischner, and Dr. Juan Hom-
er° Herngndez-Illescas. 

New ZiR Code in Our Address. The postal zip code of New Mexico State University 
has recently been changed, and the address of the ALPO and it journal is now Box 3AZ, 
University Park, New Mexico 88003. 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS 

Capuanus and Three Domes. The front cover drawing for this issue was contributed 
by Lunar Recorder Harry D. Jamieson. The observer, Mr. Richard J. Wessling, has here fur-
nished a drawing of unusual artistic merit, one which may well serve as a model for re-
cruits to the Lunar Dome Survey. Mr. Wessling says in his observing notes: "Capuanus 
displayed two well defined domes, and a third was questionable. There was also an elong-
ated mound on the crater floor, which showed well. Seeing was quite fast but sharp when 
at its best. Some surface wind hampered the observation too. The rills north of Capuan-
us was very interesting, and only part of it was drawn. A very small crater was visible 
south of the third dome in Capuanus." The domes described have been confirmed well by 
other observers. 

Domes in Mare Spumans. Figure 56 shows two newly discovered domes in Mare Spum-
ans, located on the Moon's east limb (IAU directions) at its equator. Observation is 
hence chiefly possible at sunset lighting soon after Full Moon. Confirmation of these 
domes by other observers is very much desired. The observer, Lunar Recorder Westfall, re-
ported Mare Spumans Alpha to be low and circular, with a flat summit and ridges on its 
north side. The major axis of Alpha was determined to be 27 kms. on the basis of compar-
isons with Apollonius S and Dubiago P. Mare Spumans Beta was described as low and irreg-
ular, with a flat summit. It was steep on its northeast side and exhibited a craterlet 
on..  the southwest. The major axis of Beta was determined to be 34.5 kms. Rectangular co-
ordinates were determined from LAC 62 as: Alpha, xi - + .915, eta = + .025; for Beta, 
xi 	+ .904, eta - + .023. 

partial Lunar Eclipse of .11.31y 26, 292. The middle of the eclipse was at 7h16m, 
U.T., and 55 per cent of the Moon's diameter was then eclipsed. The only observational re-
port which we have comes from Michael Fornarucci of Garfield, New Jersey. He estimated the 
eclipse luminosity to be 1.5 on the Danjon Scale. He observed with a 6-inch reflector at 
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Figure 56. Drawing of Mare Spumans and 
two "new" domes by John E. Westfall. Nov-
ember 26, 1969. 4h29m  - 4h52m, U.T. 10-
inch Cassegrain reflector, 320X. Seeing 
3, transparency 5. Colongitude 112°3. 
Lunar south at top, lunar east (IAU sense) 
to left. 

#*####### 

14 minutes later." 

30X, with fair seeing and good transparency, 
from 6hOm to 8h12m, U.T. He noted: "The 
umbra was gray throughout the eclipse in the 
6-inch reflector but did show some reddish 
color to the naked eye at all stages except 
near maximum eclipse. Detail was difficult 
in the 6-inch; but some detail was present, 
especially near the Moon's limb. A reddish-
yellow rim was seen at times. 

"A darkening of the southern limb of 
the Moon was noticeable a few minutes before 
First Contact [at 5h55m, U.T.]. The umbra 
was gray in the telescope as the eclipse be-
gan, and a yellow-orange color at the edge 
was visible through the telescope at 6114m, 
U.T. A dark reddish coloration was first no-
ticeable to the naked eye at 6h20m, but not 
in the telescope. Near maximum eclipse the 
Moon appeared similar to its First Quarter 
except that the umbra was slightly brighter 
than the dark side of the Moon and showed a 
reddish cast (weakest at maximum eclipse). 
The colored umbra edge vanished a few minutes 
after mid-eclipse but was again visible at 
7h39m, U.T., at which time the deep red color 
also returned to the umbra. At 7h58m the um-
bra edge lost its color again [Moon left um-
bra at 8h372], and I lost the Moon from view 

Report on Total Solar Eclipse of July 12., 1972. Mr. Richard E. Mc Clowry of Free-
port, Pennsylvania has communicated the results of a six-member Allegheny-Kiski Astronomy 
Association expedition to Cap Chat, Quebec. Clouds covered the Sun seven minutes before 
totality, and rain fell by evening. The darkness of totality was much less pronounced 
than with the March 7, 1970 eclipse; the observers could easily distinguish the horizon 
in all directions and the church in the town a mile away. A beautiful pinkish-blue light 
gleamed on the horizon above the Chic -Chocs Mountains to the south. There was no indica-
tion at all of shadow band phenomena. Temperature measures were made both in direct sun-
light and in shade. The eclipse itself caused a temperature drop of 10° F. 

NEW: AMATEUR ASTRONOMER'S HANDBOOK 	$14.50 

NEW: OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY FOR 
	

$12.50 
AMATEURS, both by J. B. Sidgwick, 
3rd. revised editions, 1971. 

NEW: ATOMS, STARS AND NEBULAE, by 
L. H. Aller, revised edition 
	

$11.95 

HANDBOOK FOR PLANET OBSERVERS, by 
G. D. Roth 
	

$7.95 
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

STAR ATLAS 
	

$18.50 
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 

STAR CATALOG 
	

$27.50 
THE PLANET MERCURY, by W. Sandner 
	

$4.25 
THE PLANET JUPITER, by B. Peek 
	

$8.00 
THE PLANET SATURN, by A. F. O. D'Alexander $13.50 
THE PLANET URANUS, by A. F. 0. D'Alexander $12.50 
THE MOON, with 300" Moon-Map, by H. P. 

Wilkins and P. Moore 
	

$14.00 
VARIABLE STARS, by J. S. Glasby 	 $6.95 
NORTON'S STAR ATLAS (limited supply) 
	

$6.50 
BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG 
	

$160.00 
AMERICAN EPHEMERIS AND NAUTICAL 

ALMANAC FOR 1972 
	

$6.00 

Write for free list of astronomical literature. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 
P.O. Box 91, Oakland Gardens, N. Y. 	11364 

CAVE iSTROLA 
REFLECTING TELESCOPES 

These excellent reflecting telescopes 
are very well known to all serious 
planetary and lunar observers. A very 
large number of the world's leading 
lunar and planetary astronomers are 
currently using complete Astrola re-
flecting telescopes or optical compon-
ent parts thereof. We well Orthostar 
and other brands of orthoscopic ocu-
lars, Kellner and other forms of ocu-
lars. 

We specialize in refiguring im-
perfect telescope mirrors of all sizes 
to the highest optical qnnlity. 

We offer a complete line of Newtonian, 
Cassegrainian, and Refracting tele-
scopes from 6 inches to 24 inches in 
diameter. Used reflectors and refrac-
tors are often in stock. 

WRITE FOR OUR CATALOGUE 
CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 
4137 E. Anaheim St. 

Long Beach, 	California 90804 

Phone: Area Code (213) 	434-2613 
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